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Preface to ”Modelling, Simulation and Data

Analysis in Acoustical Problems”

Modelling and simulation in acoustics is currently gaining in importance. In fact, with the

development and improvement of innovative computational techniques and with the growing need

for predictive models, an impressive boost has been observed in this domain.

The design of a model requires a proper conversion of reality to functions and parameters.

Once the model has been designed, an adequate simulation must be run in terms of modelling and

computational parameters. Keeping in mind the limitations and approximations of any model, data

analysis, both online and offline, is the last step of this process and can be extremely important to

extract the required output from the process. These basic and general concepts can be applied in many

acoustical problems. In acoustics, there is a large demand for modelling and simulation in several

research and application areas, such as noise control, indoor acoustics, and industrial applications.

These factors led us to propose a special issue about “Modelling, Simulation and Data Analysis

in Acoustical Problems”, https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci/special issues/MSDAAP, as we

believe in the importance of these topics in modern acoustics’ studies. In total, 81 papers were

submitted and 33 of them were published, with an acceptance rate of 37.5%. Among the 33 papers

published, two of them were classified as review papers, while the rest are classified as research

papers.

According to the number of papers submitted, it can be affirmed that this is a trending topic in

the scientific and academic community and this special issue will try to provide a future reference for

the research that will be developed in the coming years.

Claudio Guarnaccia, Lamberto Tronchin, Massimo Viscardi

Special Issue Editors
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1. Introduction

Modelling and simulation in acoustics is gathering more and more importance nowadays. In fact,
with the development and improvement of innovative computational techniques and with the growing
need of predictive models, an impressive boost has been observed in this domain. The design of a model
needs a proper conversion of reality to functions and parameters. On the other hand, once the model
has been designed, an adequate simulation must be run, in terms of modelling and computational
parameters. Keeping in mind the limitation and the approximations of any model, the data analysis,
both online and offline, is the last step of this process and can be extremely important to extract the
required output from the process.

These basic and general concepts can be applied in many acoustical problems. In acoustics, in fact,
there is a large demand for modelling and simulation, in several research and application areas, such
as noise control, indoor acoustics, industrial applications, etc.

These motivations led us to the proposal of a Special Issue about “Modelling, Simulation and
Data Analysis in Acoustical Problems”, since we definitely believe in the importance of these topics
in modern acoustics studies. In total, 81 papers were submitted and 33 were published, with an
acceptance rate of 37.5%. Among the 33 papers published, two of them were classified as review
papers, while the rest were classified as research papers. According to the number of papers submitted,
it can be affirmed that this is a trendy topic in the scientific and academic community and this special
issue will try to be a future reference for research to be developed in the next years.

2. Modelling, Simulation and Data Analysis in Acoustical Problems

As stated in the introduction, the need of models in acoustical problems is very large and can
interest many subareas of acoustics. Withstanding this variety of possible applications and considering
the interdisciplinary features of the Special Issue, several topics were studied in the papers submitted
to the issue.

The noise control topic is studied by Wang et al. [1] and Zhang et al. [2], regarding respectively
noise barrier insertion loss and car silencers.

Medical applications are presented in [3–6]. Hearing issues are studied by Cucis et al., comparing
normal-hearing subjects and cochlear implant users, and Ito et al., regarding the effects of surgical
instruments in ear surgery. High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) non-invasive therapy is studied
by Liu et al., Tan et al. and Gutierrez et al., concerning respectively the prediction of HIFU propagation
in a dispersive medium, the influence of dynamic tissue properties on HIFU hyperthermia and acoustic
field of focused ultrasound transducers.

In addition to HIFU, ultrasound waves are presented in several and various applications [7–10].
In particular, Choo et al. proposes a method to estimate the soil depth based on elastic wave velocity.

Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 5261; doi:10.3390/app9235261 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci1
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Some underwater applications are presented by Wang et al. and Wang et al., considering respectively
underwater acoustic communication and channel modelling and estimation, and underwater acoustic
sources estimation. Jin et al. [11] presents an application of hydro-elastic analysis of a submerged
floating tunnel under extreme wave and seismic excitations.

The topic of the acoustic ultrasound emissions study for monitoring of fatigue crack growth in
mooring chains [12] and for rail defect detection [13] is faced respectively by Angulo et al. and Shi et al.,
with very interesting results. Dobrzychi et al. applies the acoustic emissions technique to epoxy resin
electrical treeing study [14]. Also, Teng et al. [15] proposes the evaluation of cracks in metallic material.

Vibration and vibroacoustic studies are presented in [16–19], by Chatterhee et al., Wu et al. and
Qian et al., with applications to parabolic tapered annular circular plate (Chatterhee et al. 2018 and 2019)
and sensorized prodder for landmine detection (Wu et al.). Also, Flückiger et al. studies the vibrations,
but referred to piano keys and their influence on piano players’ perception and performance [20].

Yin et al. [21] and Jiang et al. [22] present their results on transducers, respectively on a 3D model
of electromagnetic acoustic transducers and balanced armature receiver optimal design.

Target speech with nonlinear soft masking is presented by Zou et al. [23] while Tronchin et al. [24]
reports a study about spatial information on voice generation.

Propagation in a fluid-filled polyethylene pipeline is studied from an experimental point of view
by Li et al. in [25].

Bo et al. [26] presents a study on the acoustics of the Syracuse open-air theatre, with experiments
and simulations. A room acoustic experiment is proposed by Wang et al. in [27] to investigate
fingerprinting acoustic localization indoors.

Noncontact audio recording and a multi-frame Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based stereo
audio coding method are proposed respectively by Sato et al. [28] and Wang et al. [29].

Tarrazó-Serrano et al. [30] proposes a material for acoustic lenses compatible with magnetic
resonance imaging.

An acoustic detection method for localization is proposed by Yin et al. in [31].
Kirkup [32] proposes a survey of the boundary element method in acoustics.
Sparse impulse response estimation is treated in [33] by Lim et al.

3. Conclusions

All the researches presented, published in this Special Issue, suggest that the topic of modelling
and simulation in acoustic problems is extremely important and popular in the scientific community.
The advances proposed by all the authors push further the knowledge in this area and open the way to
new and interesting possible evolutions. We believe that this issue could become a reference in the
near future of modelling and simulation in acoustics. The new horizons in this research area will be
traced starting by state of the art innovations largely represented by the papers of this issue.

Acknowledgments: The success of this Special Issue is strongly related to the huge work and the great contributions
of all the authors. In addition, we acknowledge the hard work and the professional support of the reviewers and
of the editorial team of Applied Sciences. We are extremely grateful to all the reviewers involved in the issue,
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focusing on the review, was appreciated by all the authors, despite the final decisions. The real value of the time
and the work spent in this process must be traced in the help provided to the authors to improve their papers.
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Featured Application: Structural health monitoring experimental methodology for crack initiation

and crack growth analysis for damage detection in mooring chains using acoustic emission.

Abstract: Offshore installations are subject to perpetual fatigue loading and are usually very hard to
inspect. Close visual inspection from the turret is usually too hazardous for divers and is not possible
with remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) because of the limited access. Conventional nondestructive
techniques (NDTs) have been used in the past to carry out inspections of mooring chains, floating
production storage and offloading systems (FPSOs), and other platforms. Although these have been
successful at detecting and assessing fatigue cracks, the hazardous nature of the operations calls for
remote techniques that could be applied continuously to identify damage initiation and progress.
The aim of the present work is to study the capabilities of acoustic emission (AE) as a monitoring tool
to detect fatigue crack initiation and propagation in mooring chains. A 72-day large-scale experiment
was designed for this purpose. A detailed analysis of the different AE signal time domain features
was not conclusive, possibly due to the high level of noise. However, the frequency content of the AE
signals offers a promising indication of fatigue crack growth.

Keywords: structural health monitoring; acoustic emission; mooring chain; fatigue crack growth;
structural integrity

1. Introduction

Offshore operators are constantly concerned by the safety and integrity of their assets, due to the
high stakes involved. Ageing structures notably pose a significant threat to human lives and can incur
exorbitant costs when unplanned shutdowns or catastrophic failures occur. Furthermore, in addition
to the structural challenges that onshore structures experience, offshore assets withstand harsh marine
environments as a result of severe storms, highly corroding sea water, seaquakes, and cyclic wave
loading [1,2]. In this context, structural health monitoring (SHM) tools have been developed over the
last few decades to mitigate such risks and offer continuous monitoring solutions that can be used in
different industries.

One of the major problems in the design of offshore equipment is fatigue damage accumulation.
Although this topic has been extensively studied in the literature, theoretically, numerically,
and experimentally [3–9], the available inspection and monitoring technologies developed to date have
not been able to fully overcome the severe environmental challenges associated with offshore service
activities. Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) have been widely used since the 1970s but face serious
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difficulties, despite technological advances, due to the highly unpredictable operating environment
characterised by poor visibility and unstable conditions [10,11]. For fatigue damage detection in
structural applications in general, several sensing techniques have been developed [12], including
guided ultrasonic waves [13,14], fibre Bragg gratings [15–17], strain gauges [18], and piezoelectric
sensors [19]. Acoustic emission (AE) has also been proposed as a potential solution to detect and
monitor cracking in structures, such as vessels and pipelines [20] and bridges [21]. Roberts et al. [22]
found a correlation between crack evolution rates and the AE count rates for a narrow range of loading
in steel specimens subject to tension. Yu et al. [23] predicted the crack growth behaviour in compact
tension steel specimens based on AE data. The AE data were filtered using specific techniques and
obtained from AE sensors placed around the crack tip. The authors showed that an accurate life
prediction model could be established when the absolute energy of the AE signals was analysed.
Despite its limitations, it is now recognised that the AE technique is capable of monitoring fatigue
crack initiation [24] and propagation [25] in steels and other metals.

Amongst the offshore assets that are vulnerable to corrosion-enhanced fatigue damage, mooring
chains are one of the most crucial mooring components used in permanently anchored structures [26].
Despite their importance, limited experimental work on mooring chains exists in the literature.
Studies have been carried out on the chains’ material microstructural properties [27,28], whereas
others have been numerical modelling oriented [29]. Few large-scale testing attempts have been made.
Rivera et al. [30] conducted a 4-month feasibility study to establish the AE technique’s capabilities
in monitoring damage in mooring chain links subjected to stress corrosion cracking in artificial sea
water. Although a metallurgical examination was not performed, the authors suggested that the AE
technique has promising potential in monitoring fatigue cracking in mooring chains.

The present work is a continuation of a research programme [30–32] aimed at identifying the key
AE signal features for the prediction of fatigue crack growth in mooring chain links. The primary goal
of this study was to investigate the applicability of using ultrasonic guided waves (UGW) and AE
approaches for detecting and monitoring crack initiation, location, and propagation on a mooring
chain. The study shows preliminary modelling simulations using different finite element analysis
(FEA) methods.

In this paper, in Section 2, a description of the full-scale test rig and the monitoring setup is
presented. The results and discussion then follow before a brief conclusion. Due to the complexity of
the experiment, a substantial amount of data was collected and analysed. For the purpose of simplicity
and brevity, only the final outcomes relevant to the scope of this paper are presented.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Test Rig Description

The experiment carried out was part of a large Joint Industry Project (JIP) research programme,
which aimed to perform large-scale tests for the analysis of the fatigue performance of mooring chains
in seawater. A full-scale fatigue test rig was arranged to perform the AE measurements. The setup was
designed to test a short section of a chain made of 7 links in artificial seawater, with a link diameter of
127 mm and a maximum load capacity of 700 tons. The total length and width of the rig was 7.65 m
and 2.2 m, respectively.

The chain was initially subjected to a tension of 1000 kN in order to calibrate the load cell. A cycling
tensile loading ranging between 3113 kN and 3497 kN at 0.5 Hz frequency was applied during the
72-day experiment (Figure 1).

2.2. Hardware Selection and Sensor Deployment

The AE data acquisition was performed using a Vallen AMSY-6 (Vallen Systeme GmbH,
Icking, Germany) digital multi-channel AE-measurement system (ASIP-2 dual channel acoustic signal
processor). Different AE sensors with different resonance frequencies and frequency bandwidths were
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tested: Vallen-VS150-WIC-V01 (resonant frequency 150 kHz, bandwidth 100–450 kHz), VS375-WIC-V01
(resonant frequency 375 kHz, bandwidth 250–700 kHz), and VS900-WIC-V01 (resonant frequency
350 kHz, bandwidth 100–900 kHz). It has been found [33,34] that chain failure most likely occurs
at the point of the intrados (KT point) and crown positions, due to higher localised stresses in these
areas (Figure 2). Therefore, on each link, the sensor was placed 10 cm away from the weld on an
accessible side (Figure 3b). Each sensor was equipped with an integrated 34 dB pre-amplification.
Four sensors were used on Links 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 3a, and Figure 3c): one VS150, one VS375,
and two VS900. A water-based couplant was used to facilitate the transmission of the sound signal
between the transducer and the link’s surface. Links 1 and 7 were not monitored in the present setup.

 

Figure 1. Test rig illustration: the chain is fixed at one end (right) and the loading (strain) is applied at
the other end (left).

Figure 2. Chain link potential failure locations.

The sensors used in this study had already been calibrated according to the American Society for
Testing and Materials standard, ASTM E1106 [35], prior to the experiment to ensure the reliability of
the collected signals. Since the experiments were to be performed with the chain submerged in water,
the reproducibility of the AE sensors response was verified in air and underwater, according to ASTM
E976 [36], by carefully breaking a 0.5 mm pencil lead against the link’s surface (the Pencil Lead Breakage
(PLB) test). PLB, also known as the Hsu and Nielsen [37] pencil lead break, is a well-established
technique and has long been used as a method to artificially generate reproducible AE signals [36].
Additionally, to verify the sensor coupling, the pulsing function was applied. Each sensor was used
as a signal generator that sends signals to be intercepted by the rest of the sensors. These details are
briefly summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1. Signals reproducibility verification.

Pencil Lead Break Sensor Pulsing

- A Pencil Lead Break (PLB) simulates Acoustic
Emission (AE) events

- PLBs at +–10 cm (4 at –10 cm, 4 at +10 cm)
- PLBs at link inner face opposing weld (4 PLB

per link)
- Transmission across links was observed
- Amplitude dropped from 85–90 dB to ~65 dB

after transmission through two consecutive
sensors (average)

- PLB in air and underwater

- Emission of ultrasound pulses by the sensor
- Pulsing from the sensor, four pulses per sensor
- Transmission across links was observed
- Amplitude dropped from 80 dB to ~70 dB after

transmission through two consecutive sensors
(average)

- Pulsing in air and underwater

 

 
(b) 

 

(a) (c) 

Figure 3. Sensor deployment on the chain in (a) the full-size test rig. Sensors fixed using magnetic
holders 10 cm away from the link’s weld (b). Illustrative drawing of the chain (c).

Figure 4 shows the results of the PLB calibration in air. Sensor 1 (S1), located on Link 3 (L3) and
referred to as S1L3, and sensor S3L5 both correspond to the VS900 broadband AE sensor and seemed
to receive higher dB levels of ~88 dB. For sensor S2L4 and sensor S4L6, corresponding respectively to
VS150 and VS375, the dB levels received were approximately 10 dB lower at around 78 dB. From the
figure, it is clear that the AE wave propagated through the links—the dB levels dropped to ~64 dB in
the first adjacent link, ~54 dB in the second, and ~45 dB in the third (Figure 4a). Signal reproducibility
was also demonstrated using the pulsing function. Each sensor generated four consecutive signals
of peak amplitude equal to 81 dB (top rectangle in Figure 4b), which were intercepted by the rest of
the sensors. As can be seen in Figure 4b, the wave was attenuated to a minimum of ~54 dB in the
furthest sensor.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Calibration results for S1L3 (yellow), S2L4 (red), S3L5 (blue), and S4L6 (green) using (a) PLB
and (b) the pulsing technique.

Figure 5 shows the behaviour of a wave generated in Link 3 from a PLB calibration event, where
the peak amplitude of the signal ranges from ~90 dB in Link 3 to less than 45 dB in Link 6. The evolution
of the other AE signal time domain features as the wave propagates through the chain links is shown in
Figure 5. As the wave propagates through the links, the peak amplitude, number of counts, and average
frequency decrease, whereas the rise time, duration, and time of arrival increase.

 

PLC event at Link #3 Link #4 Link #5

Peak Amplitude—89.7 dB;

Rise Time—19 us; 

Duration—37,101.7 us;

Counts—4022;

Average Frequency—108 kHz.

Peak Amplitude—61.6 dB;

Rise Time—937.1 us;

Duration—33,559.5 us;

Counts—3288;

Average Frequency—97 kHz.

Peak Amplitude—56.2 dB;

Rise Time—2433.2 us; 

Duration—33,045 us;

Counts—2468;

Average Frequency—74 kHz.

Link #3

Figure 5. A pencil lead calibration (PLC) event generated in Link 3.

It should be noted that the signal reproducibility was also verified when the tank was being filled
with water and the links were partially (almost completely) submerged (Figure 6).

In-air calibration was performed in order to understand in detail the propagation and resulting
AE patterns across the links. The results obtained from underwater calibration during and after the
tank filling was completed are similar to those obtained from the in-air calibration. However, due to
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the complexity of the setup, the values and conclusions acquired when full access was granted to the
sensors’ positions (in-air) were considered as the final calibration results.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. AE reproducibility was verified as the tank was being filled with water (a) before the onset of
the experiment (b).

3. Results and Discussion

The total duration of the AE monitoring period was 72 days. Taking into account the findings of
the reproducibility tests, the AE acquisition threshold was originally set at 45 dB. However, due to
the large unsustainable level of events captured, mostly noise, the threshold was initially increased to
55 dB then finally to 60 dB within the first 24 h of the experiment. The data recorded in this experiment
included the number of AE hits (number of emissions detected by the sensors) and AE time domain
features, including the number of counts, energy, rise time, time of arrival, and duration, in addition to
the load and displacement measured by the load cells. Sensors S1L3 and S4L6 failed during the first
days of the experiment for unknown reasons and were not replaced. Only the data from S2L4 and
S3L5 were considered in the present analysis.

The first time the pre-set limit displacement was exceeded occurred after 4,333,424 cycles. After the
water tank was fully drained, a complete inspection of the chain using visual inspection and magnetic
particle inspection (MPI) revealed a ~5 mm crack located at the weld area in Link 3 (Figure 7a).
No other indication of cracking was found, and the experiment was resumed. At 4,923,552 cycles,
close to the fatigue life (5 × 106 cycles when similar loading conditions are applied), the experiment
was interrupted. A MPI inspection revealed that the same crack in Link 3 had grown to ~120 mm
(Figure 7b). A complete inspection of the chain did not reveal any other cracks.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Crack indications after magnetic particle inspection (MPI) at (a) 4,333,424 cycles (5 mm) and
(b) 4,923,552 cycles (120 mm).
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The crack of interest was revealed 31 days before the end of the experiment. It should be noted
that a few interruptions occurred at the beginning of the experiment. Fortunately, these were during
the early stages of the test and the information collected after day 41 can be considered accurate.
For these reasons, only the AE data that were acquired during the last 31 days were processed. The key
AE signal features were examined in an effort to establish correlations that would link the AE activity
to the fatigue crack evolution. Some of the relationships considered were:

• Peak amplitude (dB) vs. load (kN): It was desirable to establish a correlation between the AE
amplitude of the events detected and the loading state of the chain links;

• Number of hits vs. average frequency (kHz): The frequency analysis was performed in order to
measure the characteristic central frequency and characterise the damage evolution;

• Cumulative energy vs. number of hits: The cumulative AE energy is associated with the
cumulative energy of the AE hits. An increase in the cumulative energy’s slope may be related to
the evolution of the damage [38].

The AE signal features detected during the experiment were studied in detail. An example of the
peak amplitude vs. load plot is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen in the figure, the events detected
by the sensor attached to Link 5 are exclusively located within certain load ranges: 3150–3250 kN,
3700–3780 kN, and 3800–3850 kN. The corresponding events detected in Link 4 cannot be distinguished
due to their uniform distribution. The location pattern of the red events without a clear connection
to any cracking suggests they are most likely due to a mechanical noise, possibly caused by the
test setup or surface friction where the links meet. It is usually accepted that in fatigue cracking,
the AE signals generated close to the high end of the loading range are related to crack growth.
Roberts et al. [22] showed that any correlation attempt was unsuccessful when the complete loading
range was considered. Attributing the top 10 and 5% of the load range to crack growth improved
the correlation to AE significantly. Bhuiyan et al. [39] associated different AE signal groups to the
crack behaviour based on a spectral analysis of the AE data. The authors discovered that the AE
events generated in the top 75–85% of the load range were statistically different from those below
60% and were related to the fatigue crack growth. In the present study, due to the large amount of
noise generated by the full-scale experiment, only data collected above 3820 kN are shown to offer
good correlations.

Max: 3873 kNMin: 3113 kN Link 4
Link 5

Figure 8. Peak amplitude (dB) vs. load (kN). Details of the minimum–maximum loading, and the
3820–3873 kN range is highlighted.

A closer look at the frequency content of the signals detected during the experiment, presented in
Figure 9, shows a continuous shift of the average frequency towards higher values throughout the
monitoring period.
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Link #4
Link #5

T0 + 41

T0 + 72

Figure 9. Hits vs. average frequency (kHz). Shift of the average frequency.

The shift in the AE signal frequency content may be indicative of a change in the damage mode.
For example, in reinforcing steel bars used in reinforced concrete, a decrease of the average AE
frequency is attributed to the onset of phase three of the corrosion loss phenomenological model [40].
Additionally, tensile cracking is associated with a higher AE signal frequency range when compared
to shear cracking in the same class of materials [41]. In composites, the AE signal frequency can be
correlated to the fracture mechanism [42].

Finally, the observation of the cumulative energy during the last 31 days of the experiment did
not show any particular change except during the final cycles (yellow circle in Figure 10). The fast rise
indicates a rapid release of energy corresponding to rapid crack propagation. No statistical change
was noted in the slope of the cumulative energy after the crack was initially detected. A quick increase
in the cumulative energy precedes the exposure of the 120 mm crack. The displacement measured
by the gauge did not exceed the pre-set limit until 120 mm was reached. This indicates a sharp crack
growth, as seen in Figure 10.
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5 mm crack confirmed

(4,333,424 cycles)  

120 mm crack revealed 

(4,923,552 cycles) 

Figure 10. Cumulative energy (load > 3,820 kN) evolution as measured by the sensor fixed on Link 4.
Photograph shows the fracture surface corresponding to the final crack.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this work was to assess the ability of AE to detect crack initiation and growth in
mooring chains under realistic loading and environmental conditions. After careful evaluation of the
different AE signal features and all possible correlations, it appears that the frequency content of the
AE signals is the most promising parameter. An increase of the average frequency is observed with the
growth of the crack in the chain link. However, due to the challenging environment and the high level
of noise recorded, a more comprehensive frequency analysis will be needed.
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Featured Application: From a practical point of view, the phenomenon of electrical treeing can

be an exploitation problem, especially in the elements or places with locally increasing of electric

field intensity, because it is an irreversible process. Such places are e.g., connecting points of

the power network elements or parts of electrical devices in which there is constant insulation.

The results of the carried out analyzes may complement the knowledge of identifying the type of

PD occurring based on selected signal parameters.

Abstract: Electrical treeing is one of the effects of partial discharges in the solid insulation of
high-voltage electrical insulating systems. The process involves the formation of conductive
channels inside the dielectric. Acoustic emission (AE) is a method of partial discharge detection
and measurement, which belongs to the group of non-destructive methods. If electrical treeing is
detected, the measurement, recording, and analysis of signals, which accompany the phenomenon,
become difficult due to the low signal-to-noise ratio and possible multiple signal reflections from the
boundaries of the object. That is why only selected signal parameters are used for the detection and
analysis of the phenomenon. A detailed analysis of various acoustic emission signals is a complex
and time-consuming process. It has inspired the search for new methods of identifying the symptoms
related to partial discharge in the recorded signal. Bearing in mind that a similar signal is searched,
denoting a signal with similar characteristics, the use of artificial neural networks seems pertinent.
The paper presents an effort to automate the process of insulation material condition identification
based on neural classifiers. An attempt was made to develop a neural classifier that enables the
detection of the symptoms in the recorded acoustic emission signals, which are evidence of treeing.
The performed studies assessed the efficiency with which different artificial neural networks (ANN)
are able to detect treeing-related signals and the appropriate selection of such input parameters as
statistical indicators or analysis windows. The feedforward network revealed the highest classification
efficiency among all analyzed networks. Moreover, the use of primary component analysis helps to
reduce the teaching data to one variable at a classification efficiency of up to 1%.

Keywords: solid dielectrics; acoustic emission; artificial neural networks; electrical treeing; wavelets;
non-destructive testing; high-voltage insulating systems

1. Introduction

The major factor that contributes to the deterioration of the insulation characteristics of dielectrics
is partial discharges (PD), which occur under the influence of high-intensity electric fields. Partial
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discharges occur on the surface of or inside dielectrics, causing deterioration of their electrical insulating
characteristics. PD in solid dielectrics often entails electrical treeing, which involves the formation of
conductive or semi-conductive channels in the shape of trees inside the dielectric. Discharges in the
channels result in further development of trees and finally lead to the low-resistance short-circuit of
electrodes. That is why the forecasts for insulation in which treeing occurs are disastrous. Therefore,
the information on whether treeing has been initiated in the insulation becomes of supreme importance
for the purposes of high voltage (HV) insulation condition diagnostics.

Early studies on partial discharges (PD) occurring in dielectrics were carried out at the beginning of
the Twentieth Century by Rayner, who investigated the impact of partial discharges on breakdown [1].
The development of the studies was stimulated by the development of power engineering and the high
unreliability of paper and oil insulation used in HV cables, transformers, and generators. The studies
were continued in the 1930s by Robinson [2] and Whitehead [3], who demonstrated that partial
discharges in paper and oil insulation caused electrical treeing, which involves the formation of
channels in the shape of trees or shrubs, or a sight in a dielectric, and are the main cause for the low
durability of high-voltage cables with this type of insulation.

The main direction of studies in the second half of the Twentieth Century included the following:
electrical treeing initiation [4], studies on the relationship between tree length, voltage impact time,
and time to breakthrough [5,6], studies on the properties of cables with solid polyethylene insulation [7],
and insulation breakthrough tests [8]. There have also been studies on partial discharge detection
and measurement methods. Initially, mainly oscilloscopic methods were proposed by Tykociner [9].
Some studies on the development of insulation ageing models were also carried out [10].

In addition to detailed papers, several publications summarized and systematized the current
knowledge status [11,12].

The turn of the Twenty-first Century saw studies related to forecasting treeing in dielectrics.
Engineering progress contributed to the use of modern and sophisticated methods of partial
discharge testing.

Shimizu [13,14] pointed out the possibility of examining treeing incubation by means of
electroluminescence. Papers by Kudo [15] and Dissado [16] discussed the ways to predict treeing
propagation using the theory of fractals and deterministic chaos. Since trees have a fractal-like nature,
the authors used fractal size to identify the shape of the tree being formed. The theory of deterministic
chaos was, in turn, used to identify the probable directions of tree development. One can observe a
tendency for the development of non-invasive partial discharge methods, and the acoustic emission
method in particular [17–22]. Advanced signal analysis methods, such as wavelet transformation or
artificial neural networks, used for analysis parameters of solid insulation systems and identification
of the discharge source and type have been employed [10,23–29].

Among the methods used for the detection of partial discharges (e.g., in the transformer tank),
the acoustic emission method is common, focusing on the recording and analysis of an acoustic wave
propagating in the material as a result of external impact exerted on it. The sources of the impact
may include mechanical pressure (testing the stress inside the material) [30–34], electric field (partial
discharge testing), or magnetic fields (used for Barkhausen noise analysis).

The purpose of the study was to try to automate the process of identifying the condition of
insulation materials by developing a neural classifier allowing the detection of symptoms related to
treeing in the recorded acoustic emission signals.

2. Test Setup and the Course of the Experiment

The first stage of the studies involved measurements of acoustic emission signals in
electrically-stressed epoxy resin samples. The samples had cubicoid shapes of 25 mm × 10 mm
× 4 mm. One sample surface of 25 mm × 4 mm was ground and coated with varnish conducive to
electric current.
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Since the process of tree channels forming in a dielectric may last very long, an electrode made of
a T10 surgical needle with liquid resin poured inside the sample during sample formation was used,
such that the distance between the sample bottom and the electrode end ranged from 1–3 millimeters.
The procedure allowed obtaining the electric field intensity between the needle electrode and the
electrode applied to the bottom of the sample, which was high enough to reduce the tree-forming
duration to a few hours. The needle was connected to the neutral terminal of the transformer.
The opposite base of the sample was adjacent to a plane copper electrode. The electrode was connected
through a resistor of 0.5 MΩ resistance to a high-voltage terminal of a test transformer with the ratio of
220 V/30 kV and power of 10 kVA. The voltage was measured with an electrostatic voltmeter.

As part of the tests, acoustic signals were recorded for a dozen or so samples in which, under the
influence of a high intensity of the electric field, the process of forming an electric tree began.
The measurements were made for variable values of the supply voltage with a 50-Hz frequency and
different distances between the electrodes.

The elastic waves of acoustic frequencies were emitted from the analyzed sample through a
wave-guide made of a steel rod of 2 mm in diameter. One of its ends was put into a hole bored in the
sample, while the other was connected to an electroacoustic converter.

As regards measurement time, the studied sample was placed in a methyl polymethacrylate
vessel filled with electrical insulating oil. The voltage between the electrodes during the tests ranged
from a few to several kV. The AE signals were measured by means of a Physical Acoustic Corporation
(PAC) R3α electroacoustic converter and a filtering and amplifying system composed of 2/4/6 type
pre-amplifier from PAC, a 20 ÷ 1000 kHz transmission band filter, and PAC AE5A amplifier. Upon
amplification, the signal was recorded in the computer memory with an data acquisition (DAQ)
NI–USB6251 card, which enabled signal recording with a sampling frequency up to 1 MS/s and 16-bit
resolution. The test setup schema, the view of the measuring equipment, and the view a sample holder
are presented respectively in Figure 1a–c.

(a) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. The test setup schema (a), view of the measuring equipment (b), and view of the sample
holder (c) for measuring acoustic signals accompanying the treeing of solid dielectrics.

To ensure that the recorded signals concerned the electrical treeing while we were preparing
the experiment, we also tested and observed under a microscope different states of the system, i.e.,
without any PDs, with corona, etc. We noticed that each of the PD types was connected with different
waveforms of signals, and this can be found also in different researchers’ results [35]. After that test,
we rebuilt/reconfigured the setup and chose a voltage range to be sure that other types of PDs would
not be present. Physically, electrical treeing is a combination of chemical and physical changes inside
the specimen, so no one can be sure whether that particular signal is connected with the breaking
polymer chain or PD inside the existing channel.
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3. Method of Features’ Extraction

3.1. Features’ Definition

In order to extract the teaching data for neural classifiers, the analyzed signal fragment was
divided into x blocks with N length of samples, where:

x = {x1, . . . , xn, . . . , xN}. (1)

For each x signal block, a set of statistical parameters typically used in the analysis of AE signals
was identified [36,37], which was further used as input data for the neural network. The following
parameters were used: signal energy (e), band power (pBP), signal upper envelope (env), skewness
(skew), and kurtosis (kurt).

The signal energy is identified based on the following relationship:

e =
∑

N
n=1x2

n (2)

Skewness, as the probability distribution asymmetry measure, is identified in the following way:

skew =
x−med(x)√

σ
(3)

where x is the mean value of samples, med (x) the block median, and σ the sample block variance.
Kurtosis, which is the measure of the results’ concentration around the mean, amounts to:

kurt =
μ4

σ4
− 3 (4)

where μ4 is the fourth central moment of samples in the block and σ the sample block variance.
A teaching data vector d was identified for each x signal sample block, where:

d =
{
e, pBP, env, skew, kurt

}
(5)

In order to obtain training information y, which belongs to the set {0,1}, the recorded signal
was blasted using the wavelet decomposition with the fifth-order Daubechies wave. Then, using the
method of exceeding the trigger threshold, which was set at 20 mV for the presented problem,
the information value y was allocated for each training set: 0 for no acoustic emission and 1 for the
acoustic emission event (these are the red areas in Figure 2). Figure 2 presents one signal fragment with
the sampling frequency of 1 MS/s selected for further studies. The red areas mark acoustic emission
events determined on the basis of threshold crossing.

Figure 2. Fragment of the recorded signal where dielectric degradation occurred.
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3.2. Passband Power

The selection of the band used for identifying band power pBP was made based on the averaged
spectrum for the recorded AE signals. Figure 3 presents an averaged spectrum for 1000 AE signals
recorded and the spectrum of a selected signal fragment where no acoustic emission was observed.
For both spectrums, the transfer function of the selected detector (R3α), given in the calibration
datasheet, was taken into account.

Figure 3. Averaged signal spectrum for 1000 recorded acoustic emission signals and measurement
noise spectrum.

The presented spectrum was used to select a signal band with a frequency ranging from
15 kHz–30 kHz for further analysis because the power of the signal recorded within the band increased
significantly when acoustic emission occurred.

3.3. Block Length

Selecting the right length of signal blocks to study is among the most important factors affecting
classification quality. When performing an analysis using a taught network, we are not able to predict if
the analyzed signal block starts before, during, or at the end of the acoustic emission signal, because it
is necessary to know the influence of the signal window position against the acoustic signal on the
values of selected network teaching features.

In order to identify the aforementioned relationships, window lengths of 10, 60, 200,
and 300 samples were used. The windows were applied to a signal containing a single acoustic
emission and moved by one sample (the window position against the AE signal was changed this
way). A dataset was calculated for each position of the window. Figure 4 presents the values of
each teaching feature as a function of the window position, at different window lengths, against the
AE signal: kurtosis (a), skewness (b), and energy (c) respectively. Moreover, Figure 4c presents the
identified upper envelope of the sample signal.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4. Influence of the position of different window lengths against the AE signal on the teaching
properties’ values: kurtosis (a); skewness (b); energy (c); upper envelope (d); the recorded signal
wavelength is in the background.

3.4. Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method for factor-based analysis. A collection
N of K variable observations is analyzed as a collection of N points distributed in a K-dimensional
space. Using the distribution of singular values for the deviation covariance matrix, it is possible to
develop a new system that maximizes the variance of subsequent coordinates. This way, it is possible
to reduce the space size (decrease the number of the analyzed input data) [30] and the size of the neural
network, while maintaining the highest possible amount of information regarding the input process.

4. Artificial Neural Network Classifiers Used to Select EA Signals

4.1. Feedforward Neural Network

In a forward non-linear neural network (FNN), the flow of information (signals) is unidirectional.
Its structure consists of the input layer, two or more hidden layers, and the output layer (Figure 5).
All layer inputs can be linked only with the neurons in the preceding layer. Input signals x in a neuron
are added to weights w. Neuron y’s output signal is calculated using a non-linear activation function
ϕ, according to the relationship [38]:

y = ϕ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
M∑

m=1

wmxm

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6)
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The unipolar sigmoid function is among the most commonly-used activation functions:

ϕ(z) =
1

1 + e−z (7)

alongside a bipolar function (hyperbolic tangent):

ϕ(z) =
1− e−z

1 + e−z (8)

For learning feedforward neural network (FFN), the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used.
This method is one of the most effective learning algorithms. It has high convergence when network
weights are near the optimal solution (as the Gauss–Newton method) and when the network is
far from the optimal solution (as the descent gradient method). Detailed information about the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm can be found in [39].

...
...

x1

x2

xn

...

y1

yn

Hidden Layer 2

Output Layer
Input Data Hidden Layer 1

...
...

Hidden Layer 3

Figure 5. Sample structure of a feedforward network with three hidden layers.

4.2. Radial Basis Functions

A radial basis functions (RBF) network, similar to FNN, is a network with an oriented flow of
signals. The network neurons have a radial activation function ϕ. The neuron output y is described by
the relationship [40]:

yj(x) =
m∑
i

wijϕ(‖x− ci‖) (9)

where i is the hidden layer neuron number, j the radial network output number, wij the coefficient of
the weight, x the input data vector, and ci the center of the radial function for the ith neuron of the
hidden layer.

In such a neuron, the value of the output signal is not proportional to the scalar product of x inputs
and w neuron weights, but inversely proportional to the distance between x and the central point of
radial function c located at the hyperspace of the network input parameters. The Gaussian function is
among the most commonly-used radial functions. Figure 6 presents the structure of an RBF network.
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Figure 6. RBF network diagram.

4.3. Wavelet Neural Network

A wavelet neural network (WNN) structure consists of an input, output, and hidden layer of
wavelet neurons (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Wavelet neural network structure.

The function of wavelet neurons’ activation ϕ is described by the relationship [41]:

ϕ(x) =
m∏
i

ψ

(
xi − ζi
εi

)
. (10)

where x is the input signal vector, ψ the wavelet function, ζ the translation parameter, and ε the
scale parameter.

The process of such network teaching involves the selection of the scale parameters and shifting
each wavelet ψ used inside a wavelet neuron nucleus. For the study, the authors used Mexican hat
wavelet function.

Contrary to other network types, drawing of the initial values of the wavelet parameters ζ and ξ
may result in the teaching algorithm being stuck in the local minimum. That is why network teaching
is preceded by the initialization of initial parameters. A feature selection method developed by Oussar
and Dreyfus was used for the study [42]. It consists of the following steps:

• Step 1: creating a library of wavelets with different parameters.
• Step 2: removing those wavelets not falling within the variability range of each input parameter.
• Step 3: developing a ranking of wavelets and iterative selection of the best wavelets using the

Gram–Schmidt ortho-normalization algorithms.
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Subsequently, fully-initialized WNN was learned with the backpropagation algorithm. A detailed
description of the WNN’s structure and learning algorithm used for the study can be found in [41].

4.4. Support Vector Machine

A support vector machine (SVM) was another network used in the studies. The purpose of the
SVM network operation is to use a hyperplane spread in the hyperspace of the input parameters,
which separates a collection of points (sets of input parameters) belonging to two different classes,
with a certain error margin.

It is a type of binary classifier. Its operating principle can be presented on the example of a
network with two input parameters x = (x1, x2). Figure 8 presents the operating principle of such a
classifier. The points lying in the plane (x1, x2) are divided into two classes marked in green and viloet.
The SVM classifier searches for a straight line (black line in the drawing), which will maximize the
error margin limited on both sides of the curve with support vectors, the brown lines in the drawing.
The points exceeding the limits of the error margin will be misclassified. The purpose of SVM teaching
is to select the coefficients of the straight line separating the points in such a way that the error margin
is maximized (distance between the support vectors). Algorithms of non-linear optimization with
constraints, and Lagrange’s method in particular, were used for the network teaching [43].

wT (x) + b = 0wT (x) + b = -1 wT (x) + b = 1

Margin

Support Vector Support Vector

w

b

 < 1

Misclassified Point
(  > 1)

 = 0

Figure 8. Principle of support vector machine operation.

5. Results

Each of the described networks was taught in order to classify the signals into two groups:
that which contains and that which does not contain acoustic emission signals accompanying dielectric
treeing. The previously-described properties were used to develop teaching data for the blocks with
the following lengths: 10, 60, 100, 200, and 300 samples.

In the first part of the results, classification efficiency was specified for a test fragment of the signal
other than the network teaching signal. In the second section, the signal classification efficiency was
presented for the teaching data reduced by means of PCA.

Additionally, the optimum size of the network was achieved in the cross-validation,
which consisted of dividing the set of reference data into equinumerous k subsets. The network with
a given number of neurons was learned on the basis of k-1 subsets, and the unused subset was the
validation data. This process was repeated k times. Thus, the obtained k learning outcomes networks
were averaged.
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5.1. Classifier Efficiency Analysis

Each network taught was subjected to a test developed based on a random signal fragment.
Table 1 presents the classification efficiency for each network type at variable block lengths based on
which, calculations were made.

Table 1. Classification efficiency test results for variable data block lengths. WNN, wavelet
neural network.

Network
Type

Block Length
(Samples)

Neurons
Efficiency

(%)
Network

Type
Block Length

(Samples)
Efficiency

(%)

FFN 10 10 97.2 SVM 10 90.4
60 14 97.6 60 87.8

100 16 97.3 100 88.5
200 15 97.5 200 95.6
300 11 96.7 300 96.3

WNN 10 3 90.9 RBF 10 95.8
60 3 88.2 60 95.3

100 3 86.2 100 94.6
200 2 94.7 200 94.8
300 3 95.7 300 95.6

5.2. Classification Using PCA

Since the most stable efficiency results for each network were obtained for the data identified based
on the block length of 300 samples, the data were subjected to PCA, and PCs were developed from
them. Table 2 shows variances for different components and their percent share in the total variance.

Table 2. Classification efficiency test results for variable data block lengths.

PC Variance (–) Variance Share (%)

1st 3.6092 98.17
2nd 0.0606 1.65
3rd 0.0066 0.18
4th 6.3 × 10−5 0
5th 8.7 × 10−11 0

Based on the results presented in the table above, it can be concluded that the share of the first
primary component in the whole signal amounted to over 98%, which denotes the possibility to reduce
a system of five decisive variables to only one variable with no significant information loss. Table 3
presents the efficiency of the analyzed networks for teaching when only the first primary component
was used.

Table 3. Classification efficiency test results for variable data block lengths.

PC Number
Efficiency (%)

FFN WNN RBF SVM

1 96.6 95.5 95.7 96.2

6. Discussion

The paper proposed the use of ANN for the analysis of acoustic signals accompanying electrical
treeing in epoxy resin.

The recorded signals were divided into blocks used to identify the values of the teaching data.
Then, the features of the reference signal were analyzed using a moving window of a set length.
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The features were divided into two groups whose properties depended on window length and
position versus the beginning of the AE pulse. Hence, kurtosis and skewness, due to the high dynamics
of changes, can be good indicators for the identification of the beginnings of AE pulses related to
treeing. The values of the parameters, however, did not reflect the duration of AE signals, and their
use required the application of an analysis window with a minimum length. In the analyzed case,
the results were regarded as satisfactory and repeatable for window lengths over 200 samples.

The other group of analyzed parameters, which describes the signal by its power characteristics,
i.e., band power and signal energy, demonstrated elevated values during the signal. The steepness
of the signal energy increase did not depend on the analysis of the window length, but a relevant
selection of the length helped to identify the place in the signal where the signal amplitude dropped
significantly. This is seen in the diagram as an inflexion point.

Since AEs in electrical treeing are related to the breaking of polymer chains or the presence of
partial discharge in the existing channels, the value and dynamics of signal energy changes during a
single pulse can be linked to treeing intensity.

By analyzing the results for each neural network, one can see that FFN demonstrated the highest
efficiency. Slightly poorer results were obtained for RBF, WNN, and SVM. Moreover, for FFN and RBF,
the results for each window length applied to the signal were comparable. WNN and SVN rendered
better results for the greater analysis of window lengths. Moreover, WNN in its realization used only
two wavelet neurons, while the structure of FNN required at least 15 neurons.

In the case of networks taught by means of the first primary component, one can state that the
efficiency of each network dropped by a value that did not exceed 0.5%.

Summing up, the high efficiency in detecting AE signals accompanying electrical treeing needs to
be highlighted. In order, however, to obtain as much information as possible on the AE pulse course,
it seems justified to use an algorithm based on the following three stages:

- signal envelope analysis,
- AE signals’ detection,
- analysis of individual signals.

A signal envelope analysis could provide hints for identifying the optimum window length at the
discrimination level assumed on an arbitrary basis.

The performed experiments revealed that ANN can be successfully used for signal detection and
classification, with the kurtosis, skewness, and energy of a single signal as the classifying parameters.

The effectiveness of the applied method was confirmed by the results obtained for various
electrical parameters, i.e., different inter-electrode distances and different intensity of the electric field
in this space. Regardless of the values of the above parameters, the results of AE signal identification
were characterized by equally high efficiency, which proves the correctness of the assumptions made.
The next stage covered a detailed analysis of the signals classified in the previous step with regard to
the criteria assumed by the experimenter.

The completed analyses justify the usefulness of further studies on using ANN for partial discharge
analysis and electrical treeing for solid dielectrics.

This knowledge could be of particular value to persons making diagnoses on the condition that
the proposed method could be used online. That is why future efforts should focus on developing
algorithms that would satisfy this demand.
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Abstract: Different guided wave mode has different sensitivity to the defects of rail head, rail web
and rail base in the detection of rail defects using ultrasonic guided wave. A novel guided wave
mode selection and excitation method is proposed, which is effective for detection and positioning
of the three parts of rail defects. Firstly, the mode shape data in a CHN60 rail is obtained at the
frequency of 35 kHz based on SAFE method. The guided wave modes are selected, combining the
strain energy distribution diagrams with the phase velocity dispersion curves of modes, which are
sensitive to the defects of the rail head, rail web and rail base. Then, the optimal excitation direction
and excitation node of the modes are calculated with the mode shape matrix. Phase control and time
delay technology are employed to achieve the expected modes enhancement and interferential modes
suppression. Finally, ANSYS is used to excite the specific modes and detect defects in different rail
parts to validate the proposed methods. The results show that the expected modes are well acquired.
The selected specific modes are sensitive to the defects of different positions and the positioning error
is small enough for the maintenance staff to accept.

Keywords: ultrasonic guided waves; SAFE; rail defect detection; mode excitation

1. Introduction

It is of great significance to discover the internal defects of rails in time for maintaining and
ensuring the safety of trains. At present, the hand-push detection vehicle and large-scale detection
vehicle are the main tools to detect the defect detection of Continuous Welded Rails [1–3]. These two
kinds of detection vehicles are running in the maintenance time, generally from 12 a.m. to 4 a.m.,
and cannot be used for real-time monitoring of rail internal defects. Guided waves can propagate a
long distance in the rail [4–6]. Based on the pulse-echo method [7–9], the on-line monitoring of rail
internal defects can be implemented by detecting the echo signals generated at the rail defects during
the propagation of the guided waves.

In the research of rail defect detection based on guided waves, some scholars selected the suitable
modes for rail defect detection by a mode classification method. Hayashi [10] divided the modes
of the rail base into three categories. By analyzing the dispersion characteristics of guided waves,
the concept of dominant modes is proposed. In the frequency range of 60~200 kHz, the transverse
and vertical vibration modes with smooth dispersion curves of rail base are more suitable for defect
detection than the longitudinal vibration modes [11]. A rail base defect of 20 mm in length was
successfully detected by exciting the vertical modes. Subsequently, Sheng Huaji [12] obtained the
optimal excitation frequency and pulse period of the propagating modes at the rail base through
simulation, and tested oblique cracks at different angles by numerical simulation. The results show
that the detection effect of the vertical vibration modes is better than the transverse vibration modes.
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Lu Chao et al. [13] excited the vertical vibration modes on the rail head with a kind of mode force
hammer. The experimental results show that the vertical vibration modes can effectively detect the
transverse crack of the rail head. In addition, some scholars chose the modes to detect the damage
of different parts of the rail based on the mode energy distribution. Gharaibeh et al. [14] selected the
mode with energy concentrated on the rail head to detect the rail head defect. And the signal was
excited according to the experimental method. The transverse defect of rail head at a distance of 9 m
from the excitation location was successfully identified. In order to distinguish large transverse cracks
with a diameter of 30 mm from 6 mm welded seam, Long and Loveday [15] compared the symmetric
mode 1 and the antisymmetric mode 2 focusing energy at the rail head, and the symmetric mode 1
successfully distinguished the crack and welded seam at the rail head. Mode 3 and mode 4 focused
with energy at the rail web, mode 4 was suitable for detecting the welded seam as well as damage
in the rail web. It can be seen that in the research of the excitation mode applied to the detection of
rail defects, most of the scholars use the experimental methods to excite the expected modes without
specific theoretical guidance and mathematical model. The excitation signal usually contains multiple
modes, which also makes it difficult for echo signal analysis and defect location.

In view of the above problems, this paper will focus on the guided wave mode selection and
excitation methods based on a mathematical model in rail defect detection, by which the modes can be
selected and excited with different sensitivities to the defects of the rail head, rail web and rail base,
and accordingly the defect position can be rapidly found in different parts of the rail. The paper is
organized as follows: A mode selection method is described in Section 1, which is used to select the
modes having the concentrated strain energy and small attenuation corresponded to the rail head,
rail web and rail base. The mode excitation method is presented in Section 2, to acquire the optimum
excitation direction and excitation node of guided wave modes. Section 3 introduces the results of the
target modes excitation simulation and verification. The simulation and detection results of the rail
defects are demonstrated and analyzed in Section 4.

2. Mode Selection Based on Semi-Analytical Finite Element (SAFE) Method

In order to study the mode selection method of guided waves in rail defect detection, it is
necessary to obtain the mode shape data. Many studies have proved that SAFE method is suitable to
solve the propagation characteristics of guided waves in waveguide, such as plates [16], cylinders [17],
rails [18], etc. SAFE method is also used in this paper to solve the mode shape data of CHN60 rail,
which is a 60 kg/m China rail. The CHN60 rail coordinate system is shown in Figure 1.

σ

ε

Figure 1. Coordinate system of a rail.

The displacement u, stress σ and strain ε of each particle in the rail can be expressed as Equation (1):

u =
[

ux uy uz

]T

σ =
[

σx σy σz σyz σxz σxy

]T

ε =
[

εx εy εz γyz γxz γxy

]T

(1)
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Based on SAFE theory, it is assumed that the displacement field of the guided wave propagation
direction is harmonic [19]. The cross section of the rail is discretized into 255 triangular elements and
177 nodes, as shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Discretization of triangle elements.

After discretization, the strain energy φ of each triangular element can be written as Equation (2):

φ =
∫
Ve

δ(ε(e)T)Cε(e)dVe = δq(e)
T
(K1 − iξK2 + ξ2K3)q(e) (2)

where q(e) is the nodal unknown displacement of each triangular element; ξ is the wavenumber; K1,
K2, and K3 are stiffness matrices; C is the elastic constant matrix of the rail.

By substituting strain energy and potential energy at any node in the rail cross section into
Hamilton’s formula, the general homogeneous wave equation of guided waves can be derived as
Equation (3) [19]: [

K1 + iξK2 + ξ2K3 − ω2M
]

M
U = 0 (3)

where M is the mass matrix; U is the nodal displacements; ω is frequency.
By solving the eigenproblem of Equation (3), the corresponding wavenumber ξ can be obtained

for a given frequency ω. The triangular element nodal displacements U are calculated from the
eigenvalue problem. And the strain fields are reconstructed from Equation (2).

At the frequency of 35 kHz, the nodal displacement q(e), stiffness matrix K1, K2, and K3, and
wavenumber ξ are substituted into the Equation (2), and the strain energy of each mode in each
triangular element can be acquired. The strain energy distribution diagram of each mode is normalized
as shown in Figure 3.

At the frequency of 35 kHz, there are 20 kinds of guided wave modes propagating in the rail.
Our expected mode is that the strain energy is concentrated in a single part of the rail. From Figure 3,
we can see that mode 1, mode 2, mode 3, mode 7, mode 10, and mode 20 have such characteristics
while strain energy of the other modes is distributed at three rail parts.

In Figure 4a,b, the strain energy of mode 7 and mode 20 is concentrated on the rail head.
In Figure 4c, it can be seen that the strain energy of mode 3 is focused on the rail web. In Figure 4d,
Figure 4e,f, the strain energy of mode 1, mode 2, and mode 10 is concentrated on the rail base. Therefore,
mode 7 and mode 20 can be selected to detect rail head defects, similarly, mode 3 for rail web and
mode 1, mode 2 and mode 10 for rail base.
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Figure 3. Strain energy distribution diagram of modes.

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(e) (f) 

Figure 4. Normalized strain energy amplitude of modes. (a) mode 7; (b) mode 20; (c) mode 3; (d) mode
1; (e) mode 2; (f) mode 10.

The dispersion curves of the above modes are shown in Figure 5. When the frequency dispersion
occurs, the wave packet composed of different frequency components will be dispersed, causing the
waveform of the received signal to be distorted relative to the transmitted signal. Therefore, it is
necessary to select modes with good non-dispersion characteristics. At the frequency of 35 kHz,
the dispersion curves of mode 7 are gradual than that of mode 20. This means that the non-dispersion
characteristic of mode 7 is better than that of mode 20. Hence mode 7 is selected to detect the rail head
defect. Similarly, mode 3 is selected to detect the rail web defect. Mode 1, mode 2, and mode 10 are
suitable to detect rail base defects.

Figure 5. Group velocity dispersion curves.

3. Mode Excitation Based on Mode Matrix

In order to excite the expected modes, it is necessary to determine the optimal excitation direction
and excitation node. The detailed excitation method is described in this section.

3.1. Determine Excitation Direction

Here Euclidean distance is used to describe the true distance between the vibration vectors of
modes in the rail. The distances of displacement vector between mode m and other modes in x, y
and z directions are calculated, and the direction with the largest Euclidean distance is chosen as the
optimum excitation direction of mode m.
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There are p nodes in the profile of rail cross section. Each node has 3 degrees of freedom.
The displacements are represented as xi, yi, and zi, respectively. The Euclidean distances Xmn, Ymn, and
Zmn of the vibration vectors of mode m and mode n in x, y, and z directions can be defined as follows:

Xmn =

√√√√ p

∑
i=1

(xim − xin)
2 (4)

Ymn =

√√√√ p

∑
i=1

(yim − yin)
2 (5)

Zmn =

√√√√ p

∑
i=1

(zim − zin)
2 (6)

At the frequency of 35 kHz, there are 20 kinds of guided wave modes in rails. Assuming the
expected mode is mode m. Firstly, we can calculate the Euclidean distance between mode m and all
other modes in x, y, and z directions respectively at the same frequency. Then 3 matrices of 20 × 20 can
be obtained and the column m or the row m of the matrix represents the Euclidean distance between
the mode m and other modes. Next, we calculate the mean of the distance between a given mode to all
others in x, y, and z directions and call the value xm, ym, and zm. This is done separately for all three
directions. By comparing the values of xm, ym, and zm, the direction with the largest value is selected
as the optimum excitation direction.

According to the above method, the mode shape data of 20 modes at the frequency of 35 kHz are
substituted into Equations (4)~(6). Then 3 matrices of 20 × 20 can be obtained and each column or
each row of a matrix represents the Euclidean distance between the corresponding mode and other
modes. This paper selects mode 1 to detect the rail base defect. Then we can calculate x1, y1, and z1 of
mode 1. By comparing the 3 values of x1, y1, and z1, the z direction with the largest value is selected as
the optimum excitation direction. The calculation process of mode 3 and mode 7 is the same and x, y,
and z of mode 1, mode 3, and mode 7 in x, y, and z directions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The values of x, y, and z.

Mode x (mm) y (mm) z (mm)

1 0.063 0.054 0.074
3 0.067 0.077 0.054
7 0.068 0.053 0.080

According to the data in Table 1, the optimal excitation direction of mode 1, mode 3 and mode 7 is
z, y, and z direction, respectively.

3.2. Determine Excitation Nodes

Covariance is employed to analyze the vibration displacement deviation of each node on the
rail profile from the average displacement of all nodes. Then the optimal excitation point is selected
according to the overall vibration displacement of the nodes and the node with the largest covariance
is selected as the optimum positive excitation node in mode m. If there is a negative covariance value,
the node with the minimum covariance value is the best inverse excitation node. Equation (7) describes
the covariance of node t and node e of mode m in x, y, and z directions at the rail base.

RB_COVm(t, e) =
∑3

s=1
(
ts − t

)
(es − e)

3−1
(7)
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where ts is the vibration displacement of node t in mode m. t is the average value of the vibration
displacement of node t. es is the vibration displacement of node e of mode m. e is the average value of
the vibration displacement of node e.

Similarly, Equations (8) and (9) respectively describes the covariance of node t and node e of mode
m in x, y, and z directions at the rail web and rail head.

RW_COVm(t, e) =
∑3

s=1
(
ts − t

)
(es − e)

3−1
(8)

RH_COVm(t, e) =
∑3

s=1
(
ts − t

)
(es − e)

3−1
(9)

The mode shape data of mode 1, mode 3, and mode 7 is substituted into Equations (7)~(9),
respectively. The optimal excitation nodes of each mode are calculated and the excitation method is
selected according to mode shape characteristics. Figure 6 shows the optimal excitation nodes.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Excitation nodes of modes. (a) Excitation node of mode 1; (b) excitation nodes of mode 3; (c)
excitation nodes of mode 7.

In summary, mode 1 selects the two-side symmetric excitation, which is excited on node 49 and
node 33 in z positive direction. Node 33 receives the signal in z direction. Mode 3 selects the one-side
symmetric excitation on node 73 and node 74 in y positive direction. Node 74 is selected to receive
the signal in y direction. Mode 7 selects the symmetric excitation on nodes 43, node 39, node 10 and
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node 23 in z direction. Then node 43 receives the signal in z direction. The detailed selection process of
excitation node can be referred to our previous work [20].

4. Mode Excitation Simulation and Verification

Mode excitation is simulated with ANSYS to verify the above proposed method. The excitation
signal is a sine wave modulated by the Hanning window with a frequency of 35 kHz as shown in
Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. Excitation signal.

In the simulation process, the excitation signal is applied on the rail at 4 m from the right end
of the rail as shown in Figure 8 in order to avoid the influence of the rail end echo on the simulation
results. Between 0.8 and 2.7 m from the excitation node, a set of data acquisition array is set at intervals
of 5 mm. There are 380 data acquisition nodes.

The two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform(2D-FFT) is used on the acquired data to identify the
phase velocity of the mode. The simulation results are compared with the frequency wavenumber
dispersion curves calculated by SAFE method as shown in Figure 9.

 
(a) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 8. Node excitation simulation diagram. (a) Node excitation simulation diagram of mode 7;
(b) node excitation simulation diagram of mode 3; (c) node excitation simulation diagram of mode 1.

 
(a) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 9. Frequency wavenumber curves. (a) 2D-FFT result of mode 7; (b) 2D-FFT result of mode 3;
(c) 2D-FFT result of mode 1.

In Figure 9, the result of 2D-FFT coincides well with the frequency wavenumber curve of the
corresponding mode. The ordinate value of the wavenumber ξ can be acquired from Figure 9 when
the abscissa f is 35 kHz. The relationship between wavenumber ξ and frequency f is shown in
Equation (10):

Cp =
2π f

ξ
(10)

Then the frequency f and wavenumber ξ are substituted into the Equation (10) to calculate the
simulation phase velocity of each mode. The calculation results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Phase velocity of modes.

Mode
Simulated Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Theoretical Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Phase Velocity Error

7 2669.4 2737.6 2.49%
3 2282.5 2286.1 0.16%
1 1982.5 1983.8 0.07%

It is found from Table 2 that the phase velocity errors of mode 7, mode 3 and mode 1 are 2.49%,
0.16%, 0.07% respectively. It is proved that the method of node excitation is effective, but there are
still some interference modes. In order to excite a relatively single mode, it is necessary to study the
method of mode enhancement and interference mode suppression.
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5. Mode Enhancement and Defect Detection Simulation

5.1. Mode Enhancement Theory Based on Phase Control and Time Delay Technology

According to the theory of Rose [21], the installation interval and the excitation sequence of
transducer array are set based on the expected guided wave mode, and the excited guided waves have
the same phase angle. The excitation time interval is set as periodic T. According to the principle of
wave superposition, the synthetic amplitude of two coherent waves with the same phase is the largest
when the interval of transducers is offered based on the expected mode wavelength. As shown in
Figure 10, 5 transducers are installed on the rail.

Figure 10. Phased array excitation diagram.

Transducer 0# is an excitation signal without time delay. The displacement function of each
particle is u0(x, y, z, t).

u0(x, y, z, t) =

⎡⎢⎣ ux(x, y, z, t)
uy(x, y, z, t)
uz(x, y, z, t)

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ Ux(y, z)
Uy(y, z)
Uz(y, z)

⎤⎥⎦ei(ξx−ωt) (11)

where ξ is the wavenumber.
The distance between transducer 1# and transducer 0# is λ, and the time delay is T.

The displacement function of each particle is u1(x, y, z, t).

u1(x, y, z, t) =

⎡⎢⎣ ux(x, y, z, t)
uy(x, y, z, t)
uz(x, y, z, t)

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ Ux(y, z)
Uy(y, z)
Uz(y, z)

⎤⎥⎦ei[ξ(x−ΔL)−ω(t−Δt)] =

⎡⎢⎣ Ux(y, z)
Uy(y, z)
Uz(y, z)

⎤⎥⎦ei[ξ(x−λ)−ω(t−T)] (12)

As we know:
ξλ = 2π (13)

ωT = 2π (14)

Substitute the Equations (13) and (14) into the Equation (12) to obtain the Equation (15).

u1(x, y, z, t) =

⎡⎢⎣ ux(x, y, z, t)
uy(x, y, z, t)
uz(x, y, z, t)

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ Ux(y, z)
Uy(y, z)
Uz(y, z)

⎤⎥⎦ei[ξ(x−λ)−ω(t−T)] =

⎡⎢⎣ Ux(y, z)
Uy(y, z)
Uz(y, z)

⎤⎥⎦ei[ξx−ωt)] = u0(x, y, z, t) (15)

Similarly, the displacement and phase of transducer array 0#, 1#, 2#, 3#, and 4# can be derived as
Equation (16):

u0(x, y, z, t) = u1(x, y, z, t) = u2(x, y, z, t) = u3(x, y, z, t) = u4(x, y, z, t) (16)

When the guided wave propagates along x direction, the expected mode is enhanced and the
interference mode is suppressed. The transducer intervals of each mode are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Transducer intervals.

Mode Phase Velocity Value (m/s) ΔL (mm)

7 2737.6 78
3 2286.1 65
1 1983.8 57

5.2. Mode Enhancement Simulation Results

The simulation process of mode enhancement is the same as Section 3, only the excitation method
is changed to transducer array. The simulation results are compared with the frequency wavenumber
dispersion curves as shown in Figure 11.

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. Frequency wavenumber curves. (a) 2D-FFT result of mode 7; (b) 2D-FFT result of mode 3;
(c) 2D-FFT result of mode 1.

From Figure 11 we can see, the result of 2D-FFT coincides well with the frequency wavenumber
curve of the corresponding mode and there is no interference mode. The wavenumber ξ and frequency
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f are substituted into Equation (10). The calculation results of simulated phase velocities are shown in
Table 4, and compared with theoretical values. It can be seen that the maximum error is 0.68%.

Table 4. Phase velocities of modes.

Mode
Simulated Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Theoretical Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Phase Velocity Error

7 2719.0 2737.6 0.68%
3 2281.5 2286.1 0.20%
1 1982.0 1983.8 0.09%

The above discussion is about phase velocity, then the process of the group velocity calculation is
described as following. The simulation data at 1 m and 2.2 m from the excitation nodes are extracted
and the simulation results of mode 7, mode 3, and mode 1 are shown in Figure 12.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 12. Mode simulation results. (a) Mode 7 simulation result; (b) Mode 3 simulation result; (c)
Mode 1 simulation result.

The simulation group velocity can be calculated by calculating the peak time difference between
1 m and 2.2 m and the results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Group velocities of modes.

Mode
Simulated Group

Velocity Value (m/s)
Theoretical Group

Velocity Value (m/s)
Group Velocity Error

7 3150.4 3215.1 2.01%
3 2994.0 3019.9 0.86%
1 2818.2 2852.7 1.21%

As can be seen from Table 5, the group velocity error of each mode is relatively small. The results
show that the method of array excitation can enhance the expected mode and suppress the interference
mode, which indicates a relatively single mode is successfully excited.

5.3. Defect Detection Simulation

At present, rail head transverse defects are the most dangerous damage for rail operation.
Figure 13a presents the simulation of detecting an internal transverse defect. The shape of the defect
on the rail cross section is a circle with a diameter of 23 mm and a length of 5 mm in x direction.
In Figure 13b, the rail web defect is assumed as a vertical crack. The depth of the crack in z direction is
30 mm and 5 mm in x direction. In Figure 13c, the rail base defect is a transverse defect, the length of
which is 25 mm in the y direction and 10 mm in x direction. In defect detection simulation, the modes
excitation and data acquisition method are the same as Section 5.2 and the rail defects are 3 m from the
left end of the rail.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 13. Defect detection simulation diagram. (a) diagram of array excitation mode 7 defect detection;
(b) diagram of array excitation mode 3 defect detection; (c) diagram of array excitation mode 1
defect detection.
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It is necessary to verify whether the received defect echo at the receiving nodes has occurred in
mode conversion before calculating the defect location. The defect echoes extracted separately are
transformed by 2D-FFT as shown in Figure 14.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 14. Frequency wavenumber curves. (a) mode 1 defect reflected echo 2D-FFT results; (b) mode 3
defect reflected echo 2D-FFT results; (c) mode 7 defect reflected echo 2D-FFT results.

Similarly, the phase velocity of each mode can be calculated from the frequency wavenumber
curve. Table 6 shows the phase velocities of reflected echo modes.
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Table 6. Phase velocities of reflected echo modes.

Mode
Simulated Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Theoretical Phase

Velocity Value (m/s)
Phase Velocity Error

7 2721.0 2737.6 0.61%
3 2262.5 2286.1 1.03%
1 1994.6 1983.8 0.54%

As can be seen from Table 6 that the error between the simulated phase velocity and the theoretical
phase velocity of each defect echo can be accepted for application. The reflected echoes received at the
corresponding nodes have not occurred mode conversion.

During the process of simulation, the receiving node is 1 m away from the defect. The position of
the rail defect can be obtained by calculating the time difference between the received excitation signal
and the reflected echo at the receiving node. As shown in Figure 15, the defect is 3 m from the left end
of the rail. The receiving node is 1 m from the defect and 2 m from the excitation signal.

Figure 15. Diagram of the rail head defect detection.

When the defect is in the rail head, the detection results of mode 7, mode 3 and mode 1 are
as shown in Figure 16. Only mode 7 has reflected echo. The time difference between the received
excitation signal and the reflected echo is 0.6137 ms.

(a) 

Figure 16. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 16. Rail head defect detection. (a) Mode 7 rail head defect detection; (b) mode 3 rail head defect
detection; (c) mode 1 rail head defect detection.

When the defect is in the rail web, only mode 3 has reflected echo as shown in Figure 17 and the
time difference is 0.6478 ms.

(a) 

Figure 17. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 17. Rail web defect detection. (a) Mode 7 rail web defect detection; (b) mode 3 rail web defect
detection; (c) mode 1 rail web defect detection.

Similarly, when the defect is in the rail base, only mode 1 has reflected echo as shown in Figure 18
and the time difference between is 0.6913 ms.

(a) 

Figure 18. Cont.
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 18. Rail base defect detection. (a) Mode 7 rail base defect detection; (b) mode 3 rail base defect
detection; (c) mode 1 rail base defect detection.

The defect position can be calculated based on the time difference. Table 7 shows the detect results
of the defect position. The results can be seen from the Table 7 that the defect positioning error of mode
7, mode 3 and mode 1 is 1.34%, 2.19%, and 1.40% respectively.

Table 7. Defect detection of each mode.

Mode
Time Difference

(ms)
Theoretical Group

Velocity Value (m/s)
Simulation Defect

Position (m)
Positioning Error

7 0.6137 3215.1 0.9866 1.34%
3 0.6478 3019.9 0.9781 2.19%
1 0.6913 2852.7 0.9860 1.40%

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel method for mode selection and excitation in rail defect detection is proposed
based on ultrasonic guided waves. The mode shape data in the CHN60 rail is obtained at the frequency
of 35 kHz by using SAFE method. And the modes with good non-dispersion characteristics, which
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are respectively sensitive to the defects of the rail head, rail web and rail base, are selected combining
the strain energy distribution diagrams with group velocity dispersion curves. The optimal excitation
direction of the expected modes is solved by the Euclidean distance, and the optimal excitation node is
calculated by covariance matrix. Then, phase control and time delay technology is applied to achieve
the enhancement of expected modes and suppression of interferential modes. After that, ANSYS is
used to simulate the expected modes excitation and defects detection in the different rail parts with
phase velocity and group velocity to validate the proposed methods. The simulation results present an
acceptable error and demonstrate the effectiveness of the guided wave mode selection and excitation
method, which proposes a feasible scheme for the field test and application to rail defect detection.
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Abstract: Low frequency impact sound insulation is a challenging task in wooden buildings.
Low frequency prediction tools are needed to access the dynamic behavior of a wooden floor
in an early design phase to ultimately reduce the low frequency impact noise. However, due to
the complexity of wood and different structural details, accurate vibration predictions of wood
structures are difficult to attain. Meanwhile, a deterministic model cannot properly represent the
real case due to the uncertainties coming from the material properties and geometrical changes.
The stochastic approach introduced in this paper aims at quantifying the uncertainties induced by
material properties and proposing an alternative calibration method to obtain a relative accurate
result instead of the conventional manual calibration. In addition, 100 simulations were calculated
in different excitation positions to assess the uncertainties induced by material properties of
cross-laminated-timber A comparison between the simulated and measured results was made in
order to extract the best combination of Young’s moduli and shear moduli in different directions of
the CLT panel.

Keywords: wooden constructions; acoustics; low frequency noise; modelling

1. Introduction

Multi-story wooden constructions have increased in the market during the last two decades.
However, this kind of constructions still face the challenge coming from low-frequency sound
insulation. Although these types of buildings comply with the present regulations, subjective ratings
of inhabitants have shown complaints [1–6] due to low-frequency impact noise. One of the important
reasons resulting in this discrepancy between the subjective and objective evaluations is that the current
standards are initially designed for heavy constructions, i.e., concrete constructions, but without an
appropriate modification, they are directly applied to the wooden constructions. On the other hand,
the low frequency impact noise is neglected in the standardized impact sound insulation evaluations.
From recent research [3], it was shown that the subjective ratings are correlated better with the objective
ratings with the help of the adaptation term CI, 50−3000 following the standard ISO 717-2 [7]. But the
correlation between the inhabitants’ satisfaction (reported by means of questionnaires) and objective
ratings can be further improved by taking the measurement from 20 Hz in comparison with the
measurements performed from 50 Hz instead. Furthermore, the dynamic behavior of wood (as a
natural material) is hard to predict due to its inhomogeneity. As a consequence, product development
in the wooden industry is still based on empirical models and experimental tests, which could lead
to an over-designed and expensive acoustical improvement solution. To end that, more knowledge
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about wooden construction is needed and accurate and handy prediction tools are called for in order
to enable acoustic comfort in wooden constructions, especially in a low-frequency range.

The finite element (FE) method is a widely employed approach to develop numerical prediction
models in wooden industry. By performing numerical simulations, experimental acoustical tests can
be reduced, and parametric studies can also be carried out to investigate the influence of specific
geometrical changes in construction as well as the influence of the variations/uncertainties in material
properties, which always have a markable influence on the results. In Reference [8], experimental
tests were conducted on a full-scale cross-laminated timber (CLT) floor. The material properties of
the CLT were collected from the literature and then put into the established FE model to compare the
simulation results with the measured ones. A better correlation between the testing results and the
modelling results was attained after tuning the collected material properties of CLT. The latter points
out the importance of knowing the material properties if a proper calculation of dynamic properties
needs to be achieved. A similar conclusion was drawn in References [9–11].

However, one should know that the variety of the wood species, the variation in theoretical
identical wood structure, as well as the lack of material properties data base, make the reliable material
properties of wood difficult to obtain. Consequently, the calibration of a model is always tedious
and time-consuming. Moreover, even with the calibrated model to predict the theoretical identical
wooden structure, the prediction results may be different from the realistic case due to the uncertainties
induced by wooden material properties, workmanship and geometrical details in structures. As a
result, the deterministic model may not be representative enough in a realistic situation. Therefore,
it is a necessary step to quantify the variations in the model’s outputs in order to ultimately establish
an accurate prediction tool. To achieve that, uncertainties of the wood material properties can be
addressed in a model by introducing probabilistic parameters [6]. In Reference [12], a generalized
probabilistic model was constructed to take into account the statistical fluctuation associated with the
elastic properties in the model. The uncertainties of the mechanical constants of a wooden structure
were also investigated in Reference [13]. A small data base of the Young’s modulus in the longitudinal
direction was established by means of vibration measurements. Then, by sampling the Young’s
modulus distribution established by the obtained data base, Monte Carlo simulations were performed
in the FE model development to quantify the uncertainties induced by the elastic constants in modelling
the vibro-acoustic behavior of wooden buildings in a low-frequency range. However, not only does
the Young’s modulus in the longitudinal direction have a great impact on the dynamic response of
a wooden structure, but the Young’s moduli in the other two directions as well as the shear moduli
play an important role in its vibroacoustic performance. Regarding the uncertainties in structural
dynamics, Shannon’s maximum entropy principle [14] is an optimal choice to model the random data
and the uncertainties [15]. In Reference [16,17], a probabilistic model was proposed to construct the
probability distribution in high-dimension of a vector-valued random variable using the maximum
entropy principle. This proposed probabilistic model was then extended to a tensor-valued coefficient
(stiffness tensor) with different symmetric levels [15,18,19].

The research reported in this case aims at developing a stochastic FE prediction tool of a
CLT slab in order to quantify the uncertainties induced by material properties and, subsequently,
acquire the reliable material properties of the under investigated structure to accurately predict the
vibroacoustic behavior of CLT in a low-frequency range. To achieve that, different mechanical constant
distributions without available material property data base are constructed by means of the maximum
entropy principle. The random elastic constants generated following the established distributions are
considered as the inputs for the FE model to calibrate CLT in a low frequency range by comparing
the simulated results with its dynamic responses obtained from experimental modal analysis (EMA)
method. The best combination of the material properties of CLT panel is selected by minimizing
different error metrics. The ultimate objective is to acquire the knowledge about the modeling method
of CLT and to propose a generalized method to quantify the uncertainties coming from the orthotropic
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level material properties and to accurately calibrate the corresponding model by avoiding the repetitive
manual calibration and, subsequently, to increase the prediction accuracy.

2. Measurements

2.1. Experimental Structure

The test structure was a 4 × 1.5 m2 5-ply 175 mm thick CLT panel made of Canadian black spruce
of machine stress rated grade 1950f-1.7E in parallel layers and visual grade No. 3 in perpendicular
layers with density of 520 kg/m3. At the initial stage, two CLT slabs were nailed together by a thin
wooden panel (c.f. Figure 1a) and they were placed on a standardized sound insulation measurement
console. However, this weak connection between two CLT panels resulted in a low stiffness coupling
between two slabs and the imperfect simply supported boundary conditions of the measurement
console makes the CLT floor easily “jump up” when there is an external excitation. In a real building
construction, these problems can be resolved by adding a top layer on the CLT bare floor, which can
add mass on CLT and, subsequently, enforce the connection between two CLT leaves. Consequently,
due to the weak connection between two assembled CLT panels and the imperfect boundary conditions
in the sound insulation laboratory, only the first eigen-mode can be extracted from the measurements,
which cannot provide enough information to calibrate the established FE model. As a result, in order
to easily extract more meaningful information, only one leaf of CLT floor was under investigation.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Two CLT panels connected by a thin wooden lath. (b) One CLT panel simply supported
on two I-steel beams.

2.2. Measurement Procedure

2.2.1. Measurement Setup

EMA was performed on the CLT slab to characterize the dynamic properties of the CLT slab.
The CLT panel was set free at two opposite long sides and simply supported (SFSF boundary condition)
with two steel I-beams at two shorter edges (shown in Figure 1b) in order to simplify the boundary
conditions. A predefined mesh was drawn on the CLT surface to determine the excitation positions
and the measurement positions. In that way, the CLT was divided into five parts in the long direction
and three parts in the short direction, which gives a total number of 16 excitation points (the nodes on
the short edges were not excited). The size of mesh was decided based upon the highest frequency of
interest, i.e., 200 Hz, to avoid the hammer exciting on the nodes of the eigen-modes.

A single input multiple output system (SIMO) can provide redundant data to better identify the
eigen-frequencies and the local modes of complex structures based on different frequency response
function (FRF) matrices [20,21]. Meanwhile, these different FRFs can be used as references to validate
the FE model by comparing different simulated FRFs with different measured FRFs. Concerning
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the complexity and the inhomogeneity of CLT, the SIMO system was employed to characterize the
dynamic properties of the CLT panel via different FRF matrices at different measurement positions.
Five uni-axial accelerometers (Brüel & Kjær Accelerometer Type 4507 001, Brüel & Kjær Sound &
Vibration Measurement A/S, Nærum, Denmark) were attached on the different nodes (red dots
in Figure 2) with the help of Faber-Castell Tack-It Multipurpose Adhesive. An impact roving
hammer (Brüel & Kjær Impact hammer Type 8208 serial No. 51994, Brüel & Kjær Sound & Vibration
Measurement A/S, Nærum, Denmark) was used as excitation.

 

Figure 2. Mesh on the CLT panel. Five accelerometers (red dots) were placed at points 10, 11, 13, 17,
and 24), whereas the hammer was moved around all nodes, except on the short edges.

Depending on the impulse shape and the force spectrum of the impact hammer shown in Figure 3,
the medium hard hammer tip was selected for this measurement to ensure most of the input energy
localizing within the frequency range of interest (up to 200 Hz). The roving hammer approach was
employed. The accelerometers were kept fixing on the selected positions and the hammer were roved
over the predefined mesh grid except for the points on boundaries. The accelerometers and the
impact hammer were connected to Brüel & Kjær multi-channel front-end LAN-XI Type 3050. Then,
the acceleration signals and the impact force signals were recorded by using the software Brüel & Kjær
PULSE Labshop. There were three averages for each excitation position. The resolution of the FRF was
0.625 Hz.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Impulse shapes of the hammers showing the shape as a function of the used impact tip.
(b) Force spectra of the hammers showing the frequency response as a function of used impact tip [22]
Copyright © Brüel & Kjær.
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2.2.2. Modal Parameters Extraction

The eigen-frequencies, the mode shapes, and the damping ratios were extracted by applying
rational fraction polynomial—Z algorithm in Brüel & Kjær PULSE Connect. The frequency band
of FRFs was divided into several parts, which means that identification of poles was restricted in a
narrow frequency band each time in order to easily select the stable poles (eigen-frequencies) from the
FRFs in each divided frequency range. An example of the stabilization diagram is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Stabilization diagram with rational fraction polynomial—Z algorithm.

Iteration times of rational fraction polynomial—Z algorithm was 40. The synthesized FRF is
shown in Figure 5. The corresponding eigen-frequencies and the corresponding damping ratios are
shown in Table 1.

 

Figure 5. Synthesized FRF, measured FRF, and relative errors between the synthesized FRF and the
measured FRF.
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Table 1. Measured and simulated Eigen frequencies of the bending modes and the measured
corresponding damping ratios.

Mode Measured Eigen-Frequency/Simulated Eigen-Frequency Damping Ratio

1 19.8 Hz/19 Hz 4.9%
2 32.2 Hz/33.2 Hz 3.6%
3 56.7 Hz/58.3 Hz 3.2%
4 73.8 Hz/72.5 Hz 3.2%
5 91.0 Hz/100.8 Hz 3.3%
6 125.5 Hz/117 Hz 2.8%
- -/131 Hz -
- -/150 Hz -
7 170.4 Hz/173.9 Hz 1.2%

Since the measurement system is the SIMO system. Different FRFs (measurement point
11/excitation point 11, measurement point 13/excitation point 13, measurement point 17/excitation
point 17, measurement point 24/excitation point 24) can also be saved as references to calibrate the
FE model.

3. Finite-Element Model

3.1. Model Description

A numerical model of the CLT slab was created in the commercial FE software Abaqus [23].
Five different layers were modelled by assigning different oriented material properties in different
layers of the model. Therefore, there is no relative displacement between different layers in this model,
which means that the CLT model is a complete model and each layer is fully tied together. The same
material was assigned to each layer, except that the in-plan material orientation assignments were
90◦ oriented from the adjacent layer to mimic the cross-laminate layers of CLT panel. The material
properties of CLT were gathered from the literature [24,25], reported in Table 2. The meshes of 20-node
quadratic brick, reduced integration (C3D20R) quadratic type were assigned to the entire model.
Since the shape of each layer is a simple rectangular so that there is no discontinuity between different
layers. Details of mesh are shown in Figure 6. The mesh size was 0.1 to ensure the accuracy of
the highest frequency interest. The eigen-frequencies and the eigen-modes were calculated by the
linear perturbation frequency step. The FRF of the CLT was obtained by the Steady-state dynamics,
Modal step. The damping extracted from the measurement was included in the model by means of
the direct modal damping (c.f. Table 1). In this framework, the FRFs of CLT were first calculated
to quantify the uncertainties of material properties. Afterward, the best FRF justified by different
criterions was selected to extract the material properties of this under investigated CLT.

Table 2. Material Properties of CLT collected from the literature. Stiffness parameters have the unit of
MPa, Poisson ratios are dimensionless, and the density is given in kg/m3.

E1 E2 E3 G12 G13 G23 v12 v13 v23 ρ

9200 4000 4000 900 90 63 0.3 0.3 0.4 520

In general, it is a challenge task to create appropriate constraints to describe the boundary
conditions. Since dynamic responses of the structure are sensitive to the boundary conditions, slight
changes in the FE model can lead to a big variation of eigen-frequencies and mode order. In order
to mimic the simply supported boundary condition, all the displacements in three directions at
one shorter edge were constrained and, at the other shorter edge, all the displacements were also
constrained except the displacement in a vertical direction (U1 in Abaqus). This boundary set-up of
the FE model was kept throughout the entire modelling process. More explanations about the choice
of the boundary condition can be found in Section 3.3.
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Figure 6. Meshes of FE CLT model.

3.2. Model Validation Criterion

The established model needs to be validated by two different metrics. One is the normalized
relative frequency difference (NRFD), which characterizes the discrepancies between the simulated
and the measured eigen-frequencies, defined by the equation below.

NRFDi =

∣∣∣ fre fi
− fi

∣∣∣
fre fi

, (1)

where fre fi
is the measured resonance frequency and fi is the simulated resonance frequency.

The other one is the modal assurance criterion (MAC), which quantifies the similarity of simulated
and measured mode shapes, defined by the formula below.

MAC =
|(Φsim

i )
T
(Φexp

j )|2(
Φsim

i

)T(
Φsim

i

)(
Φexp

j

)T(
Φexp

j

) (2)

where Φsim
i is the i-th simulated mode shape and Φexp

j is the j-th measured mode shape. The range of
the MAC number is from 0 to 1. When the MAC number equals 1, the simulated eigen-mode perfectly
correlates to the measured one. However, MAC equals 0, which implies irrelevant simulated and
measured eigen-modes. Different from the conventional calibration procedure, stochastic process
calibration begins with comparing eigen-frequencies (NRFDs) between the simulated FRFs and
measured FRFs. Therefore, several FRFs of different positions are needed to make sure the calibrated
model validating at different positions, which can increase the credibility of the model. However,
the FRFs calibration can only ensure consistency of simulated and measured eigen-frequency but not
the mode order. The simulated eigen-frequency may be the same as the measured eigen-frequency,
but they could have different mode shapes. Therefore, both indictors are needed to ensure the
simulated eigen-frequencies correlated with the measured ones to keep the simulated mode order
corresponding to the measured one.

3.3. Preliminary Sensitivity Analysis

Wood as a kind of orthotropic material has nine different variables (three Young’s moduli,
three shear moduli, and three Poisson’s ratios) to be calibrated. In order to decrease the complexity
of calibration, a sensitivity analysis should be performed to investigate the effect of different elastic
constants on simulated eigen-frequencies before the stochastic process is introduced to the FE model.
In this section, Young’s moduli in different directions were increased or decreased 25% when compared
to the Young’s moduli given by Table 2. Shear moduli in different directions were increased or
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decreased 15% when compared to the shear moduli given by Table 2. The Poisson ratios, ν12, ν13,
ν23 were set to be 0.25, 0.25, and 0.35, whereas the initial values were 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4. The reference
eigen-frequencies employed in NRFDs were calculated, according to the elastic constants reported
in Table 2. The measured eigen-frequencies were not selected as a reference since the objective of
sensitivity analysis aims to investigate how different elastic constants affect the eigen-frequencies of an
FE model.

From the NRFDs shown in Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen that the influence of Young’s moduli
and shear moduli on eigen-frequencies cannot be ignored. Among all the elastic constants, Young’s
modulus in the longitudinal direction has the most important influence on eigen-frequency changes.
However, Young’s modulus in a vertical direction barely changes the eigen-frequencies. Therefore,
the variation of Young’s modulus in the vertical direction was not reported in Figure 7. When looking
at Figure 9, we could find that all the NRFDs are lower than 0.5%, which indicates that the influences of
Poisson’s ratios on eigen-frequencies are negligible. From this sensitivity analysis, it can be concluded
that the Young’s moduli and shear moduli have a more significant influence on eigen-frequency
calculations than Poisson’s ratios. As a result, the calibration of material properties can be reduced to
six variables.

Figure 7. NRFDs of Young’s moduli.

Figure 8. NRFDs of shear moduli.
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Figure 9. NRFDs of Poisson’s ratios.

However, from this sensitivity analysis, it was also noticed that the first four simulated
eigen-frequencies are always higher than the first four measured eigen-frequencies even decreasing
different elastic constants. This may be caused by the over-stiffened boundary condition. Since the
tested CLT is only placed on the top two steel I beams. It is difficult to have a perfect simply supported
boundary conditions in reality. Therefore, restricting all the displacements at the boundaries of the FE
model can create over stiffened boundary conditions, which results in over-estimated eigen-frequencies.
Consequently, the displacement in a vertical direction at one boundary of the FE model is released to
try to mimic the real boundary conditions.

4. Stochastic Process

Uncertainties of material properties are always assumed to follow the Gaussian distribution
because of its simplicity and the lack of relevant experimental data, even though most material
property distributions are non-Gaussian in nature [26,27]. The theory introduced in this case is
about the probabilistic modeling of a random elasticity tensor in an orthotropic symmetric level
within the framework of the maximum entropy principle under the constraint of the available
information [18,19,28]. The established random elasticity tensor is considered as the inputs in the
FE model to quantify the uncertainties induced by the CLT material properties and to seek the best
combination of CLT material properties to calibrate the CLT model.

In this section, the elastic tensor is first decomposed in terms of random coefficients and
tensor basis so that the fluctuation of different elastic constants can be characterized by the
probability distribution functions (PDF). Next, construction of PDFs of different elastic constants
in high-dimension [16] is shortly introduced. Lagrange multipliers associated with the explicit PDFs
of random variables in high dimensions is estimated with the help of the Itô differential equation.
The established PDFs is sampled by Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to obtain the random data to
construct a random elasticity matrix [18,19] in order to derive the corresponding random combinations
of elasticity constants to quantify the uncertainties of material properties and to calibrate the CLT
model. A flow chart of the application of the stochastic procedure is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Flow chart of the application of the stochastic process.

4.1. Decomposition of the Random Elastic Tensor

Construction of PDF of a random value in a high-dimension approach can be applied to
any arbitrary material symmetry class [15,18,19], such as isotropic symmetry, cubic symmetry,
and transversely isotropic symmetry. In this work, this stochastic approach aims to seek a reasonable
probability distribution of the random elastic tensor of the target material (CLT). Therefore, only the
orthotropic symmetry case is considered in this section. The dimension of the random variable N is
limited to 9.

Let C be a fourth-order random elastic tensor, which could be decomposed by using the
equation below.

C =
N

∑
i=1

ciEi, (3)

where ci is a set of random coefficients that can be described by its PDFs and Ei is the tensor basis of the
random elastic tensor C, based on Walpole’s derivation [29]. The CLT slab is modelled as orthotropic
material in Abaqus so that the tensor basis Ei of the orthotropic symmetric elastic tensor are defined in
the following form [18].
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

E11 = a ⊗ a ⊗ a ⊗ a, E12 = a ⊗ a ⊗ b ⊗ b, E13 = a ⊗ a ⊗ c ⊗ c,
E21 = b ⊗ b ⊗ a ⊗ a, E22 = b ⊗ b ⊗ b ⊗ b, E23 = b ⊗ b ⊗ c ⊗ c,
E31 = c ⊗ c ⊗ a ⊗ a, E32 = c ⊗ c ⊗ b ⊗ b, E33 = c ⊗ c ⊗ c ⊗ c,

E4
ijkl =

(
aibj + biaj

)
(akbl + bkal)/2,

E5
ijkl =

(
bicj + cibj

)
(bkcl + ckbl)/2,

E6
ijkl =

(
ciaj + aicj

)
(ckal + akcl)/2,

(4)

where a, b, and c are the unit orthogonal vectors, ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
The fourth-order elastic tensor C is decomposed as:

C = c1E11 + c2E22 + c3E33 + c4
(
E12 + E21

)
+ c5

(
E23 + E32

)
+ c6

(
E31 + E13

)
+c7E4 + c8E5 + c9E6.

(5)

4.2. Construction of Probability Distribution Function in High-Dimension Using the Maximum
Entropy Principle

The objective of this section is to establish the PDFs of the random coefficients ci, which control
the statistical fluctuation of the fourth-order random elastic tensor. Let c = (c1, . . . , cN) be a vector
in R

N-valued second order random variable, which obeys certain unknown probability distribution
Pc(dc) with the Lebesgue measure dc = dc1 . . . dcN . The element in vector c = (c1, . . . , cN) represent the
random coefficient of the random elasticity matrix in the previous section (Equation (3)). The unknown
probability distribution Pc(dc) of the vector c can be presented by a probability density function pc(c),
which satisfies the following normalization condition.∫

pc(c)dc = 1. (6)

The Maximum Entropy Principle applied here aims to construct the unknown probability
distribution Pc(dc) with the help of the available information. In this case, the probability density
function (PDF) pc could be written using the equation below.

pc = arg maxS(p), (7)

where the entropy S(p) is defined by the equation below.

S(p) = −
∫

p(c) log(p(c))dc. (8)

In order to find an explicit probability density function pc(c), several constraints should be
set as available information: (1) the mean values of the variables, (2) the log condition, and (3) the
normalization condition.

E{C} = c, with c = (c1, . . . , c9) (9)

E

{
log

(
det

(
N

∑
i=1

ciE

))}
= νC, with |νC| < +∞ (10)

and ∫
pc(c)dc = 1. (11)

Equation (9) indicates that the mean values of variables are supposed to be known and Equation
(10) ensures that both the C and C−1 are second-order random variables. This equation also creates the
statistical dependence between the different random variables.

To optimize the problem defined by Equation (7), Lagrange multipliers associated with Equations
(9)–(11) are introduced. Let λ0 ∈ R

+, λ1 ∈ Aλ1 , and λ2 ∈ Aλ2 be Lagrange multipliers associated with
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the constraints defined by Equations (9)–(11). It could be proven that the optimized Equation (7) could
be written as [28]:

pC(c) = k0exp{− < λsol , g(c) >RN+1}, ∀c ∈ R
N , (12)

where k0 = exp
(−λ0) is the normalizing constant, the operator 〈, 〉 is the Euclidean inner product,

the c → g(c) is the mapping defined on S × R, with the values in R
N+1. g(c) is defined by

Equation (13) below.

g(c) = (c, ϕ(c)), with ϕ(c) = log

(
det

(
N

∑
i=1

ciE

))
, (13)

where det(∑N
i=1 ciE) > 0 is the support of Equation (13).

An R
N-valued random variable Bλ parameterized by λ should be introduced to identify the

Lagrange multipliers. Supposing the probability density function b → pBλ
(b, λ) of the random

variable Bλ is written as:

pBλ
(b, λ) = kλ exp{− < λ, g(b) >RN+1}, ∀b ∈ R

N , (14)

where kλ is the normalization constant parameterized by λ. Taking k0 = kλ, from Equations (12) and
(14), it can be deduced that:

pC(c) = pBλ
(b, λ). (15)

According to Equations (9), (10), (13), and (15), the calculation of Lagrange multipliers can be
derived by evaluating the expectation of g(bλ):

E{g(bλ)} = (c, νC). (16)

As a result, the problem of the calculation of the Lagrange multipliers converts into generating the
independent realizations of the random variable Bλ defined over RN and then evaluating the left-hand
side of Equation (16).

4.2.1. Calculation of Lagrange Multipliers

To derive Lagrange multipliers introduced in the previous section, there are several different
methods to generate the independent the random variable Bλ with respect to the corresponding
probability density function (Equation (15)), such as the Metropolis-Hastings method [30,31],
Gibbs method [32]. However, it should be noticed that the Metropolis-Hastings method demands
an appropriate proposal distribution, which is sometimes difficult to choose, and the Gibbs method
requires us to know the conditional distributions. As a consequence, it could be intricate to give a
robust calculation without an adequate initial guess, especially for a high-dimension case. Therefore,
another alternative algorithm is introduced in Reference [16] to generate the independent random
variable Bλ.

Random Number Generator

Let u → Φ(u, λ) be the potential function defined as:

Φ(u, λ) =< λ, g(u) >RN+1 . (17)

Let {(U(r), V(r))}, r ∈ R
+ be the Markov stochastic process defined on the probability space

(Θ, T, P) indexed by R
+ with values in R

+ × R
+, for r > 0, satisfying the following Itô stochastic

differential equation (ISDE).{
dU(r) = V(r)dr,

dV(r) = −∇uΦ(U(r), λ)dr − 1
2 f0V(r)dr +

√
f0dW(r),

(18)
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where W(r) is the normalized Wiener process defined on (Θ, T,) indexed by R
+ and with values in

R
N . The probability distribution of the initial condition U(0) and V(0) are supposed to be known.

The parameter f0 is a real positive number, which could dissipate the transition part of the response
generated by the initial condition and ensures a reasonable fast convergence of the stationary solution
corresponding to the invariant measure.

When r tends to infinity, the solution U(r) of ISDE converges to the probability distribution of the
random variable Bλ.

lim
r→∞

(U(r)) = Bλ. (19)

ns independent realization of Bλ is denoted as Bλ(θ1), . . . , Bλ(θns ). Let ro be the iteration step that
the solution of ISDE converge. When rk ≥ r0, the ISDE could be written as the equation below.{

dU(rk) = V(rk)drk,
dV(rk) = −∇uΦ(U(rk), λ)drk − 1

2 f0V(rk)drk +
√

f0dW(rk).
(20)

Therefore, the independent realizations Bλ(θl) can be presented by the stationary solution of ISDE.

Bλ(θl) = U(rk, θl). (21)

It is worthwhile to mention that the Itô stochastic differential equation defined by Equation (18)
can be discretized by the Explicit Euler scheme to obtain an approximate solution.

k = 1, . . . , M − 1,

{
Uk+1 = Uk + ΔrVk,

Vk+1 =
(

1 − f0
2 Δr

)
Vk + ΔrLk +

√
f0ΔWk+1,

(22)

with the initial conditions:
U1 = u0, V1 = v0, (23)

where Δr is the iteration step and ΔWk+1 = Wk+1 −Wk is a second-order Gaussian centered R
N-valued

random variable with a covariance matrix E
{

ΔWk+1
(

ΔWk+1
)T
}

= Δr{IN}, where W1 = 0N .

In Equation (22), Lk is an R
N-valued random variable, which is the partial derivative of Φ(u, λ)

defined by the equation below.

Lk
j
∼= −

Φ
(

ΔUk,j, λ
)
− Φ

(
Uk, λ

)
Uk+1

j − Uk
j

, (24)

with
ΔUk,j =

(
Uk

1, . . . , Uk
j−1, Uk

j + ΔUk+1
j , Uk

j+1, . . . , Uk
N

)
, ΔUk+1

j = Uk+1
j − Uk

j . (25)

Mathematical Expectation Estimation

After the random number generator has been established and the ISDE has been discretized
to obtain the random numbers, the expectation of these independent random numbers should be
calculated to derive Lagrange multipliers. The mathematical expectation of the random variable Bλ

can be estimated by using the Monte Carlo method. The evaluation of the mathematical expectation of
the random variable Bλ is given by the equation below.

E{g(Bλ)} ∼= 1
ns

ns

∑
=1

g(Bλ(θl)). (26)

After Lagrange multipliers are derived by evaluating the mathematical expectation of the random
variable Bλ, the explicit PDFs of different elastic elements in the random elasticity matrix can be
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established. Depending on Equation (12), the PDF of the elastic tensor for the orthotropic symmetric
class material could be defined by using the equation below.

pC(c) = pC1,...,C6(c1, . . . , c6)pC7(c7)pC8(c8)pC9(c9), (27)

with

pC1,...,C6(c1, . . . , c6) = k det(Mat(c1, . . . , c6))exp

(
−

6

∑
i=1

λ
(1)
i ci

)
, (28)

with

Mat(c1, . . . , c6) =

⎛⎜⎝ c1 c4 c6

c4 c2 c5

c6 c5 c3

⎞⎟⎠, (29)

and
pCj

(
cj
)
= kj exp

(
−λ

(1)
i ci

)
c−λ(2)

i , j = 7, 8, 9. (30)

Remarks 1. The random variables (C1, . . . , C6), C7, C8, and C9 are mutually independent of each other. C7,
C8, and C9 are Gamma-distributed and the k and kj are the normalization constants.

4.3. Numerical Application of the Orthotropic Symmetric Material (CLT)

The material properties of CLT gathered from the literature (c.f. Table 2) are regarded as an initial
starting point (mean value) to procced with the stochastic approach presented in the previous sections.

In Abaqus, the orthotropic materials compliance matrix can be defined by the engineering constants:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε11

ε22

ε33

γ12

γ13

γ23

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
E1

− ν21
E2

− ν31
E3

0 0 0
− ν12

E1
1

E2
− ν32

E3
0 0 0

− ν13
E1

− ν23
E2

1
E3

0 0 0
0 0 0 1

G12
0 0

0 0 0 0 1
G13

0
0 0 0 0 0 1

G23

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σ11

σ22

σ33

σ12

σ13

σ23

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
. (31)

The compliance matrix of the CLT panel can be derived depending on the elastic constants
reported in Table 2 and Equation (31). The stiffness matrix is the inverse of the compliance matrix.

C =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

10.58 2.3 2.3 0 0 0
2.3 5.2619 2.4028 0 0 0
2.3 2.4028 5.2619 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.09 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.063

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
× 109. (32)

From Equation (32) and the corresponding orthotropic symmetric matrix basis (Equation (4)),
the mean value of ci defined in Equation (5) can be deduced by using the formulas below.

(c1, . . . , c9) = (10.58, 5.2619, 5.2619, 2.3, 2.4048, 2.3, 0.9, 0.09, 0.063)× 109. (33)

Let f target = (c, νC) be the target vector to compute the Lagrange multipliers.

f target = (10.58, 5.2619, 5.2619, 2.3, 2.4048, 2.3, 0.9, 0.09, 0.063, 5.3059). (34)
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And let f est(λ) = (c(λ), νC(λ)) be the estimated vector to compare with the target vector so that
the optimal solution of λ can be obtained by solving the following optimization function.

J
(
λopt) = argmin

(
(1 − α)(c − c(λ))2 + α(νC − νC(λ))

2
)

, (35)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a free parameter. In this scenario, α is set to be 0.5 to give a robust estimation.
Lagrange multipliers associated with λ(1) can be further expressed by means of λ(2) [15].⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

λ
(1)
1 = −λ2 c2c3−c2

5 , λ
(1)
2 = −λ(2) c1c3−c2

6 , λ
(1)
3 = −λ(2) c1c2−c2

4 ,

λ
(1)
4 = −λ(2) (c5c6−c3c4)

 , λ
(1)
5 = −λ(2) (c4c6−c1c5)

 , λ
(1)
6 = −λ(2) (c4c5−c2c6)

 ,

λ
(1)
7 = −λ(2) 1

c7
, λ

(1)
8 = −λ(2) 1

c8
, λ

(1)
9 = −λ(2) 1

c9
,

(36)

with
 = c1c2c3 + 2c4c5c6 − c1c2

5 − c2c2
6 − c3c2

4. (37)

From the sensitivity analysis, the initial guess of λ(2) is set to be −2. The target optimization
function (Equation (35)) is evaluated by using the interior-point method (fmincon function) in
Matlab [33].

From Figure 11, it could be observed that the optimization algorithm converges fast to a small
value and the corresponding optimal values of the Lagrange multipliers are found to be:

λ(1) = (0.1263, 0.2904, 0.2905, −0.0758,−0.2324,−0.0758, 12.9089, 18.4413, 1.2909),
λ(2) = −1.1618.

(38)

Figure 11. Convergence of the optimization algorithm.

The estimated vector f est(λ) is evaluated by the Monte Carlo method.

conMC(ns) =

∣∣∣∣∣n−1
s

ns

∑
i=1

g(C(θi))

∣∣∣∣∣. (39)

Therefore, the estimated vector f est(λ) yields the following.

f est = (10.5882, 5.2677, 5.2675, 2.3035, 2.4121, 2.2860, 0.8997, 0.0904, 0.0636, 5.3088). (40)
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The cost function of the target vector J
(
λopt) is 1.048211 × 10−3, which implies good agreement

of the estimated values with the reference values.

4.4. Sampling the Defined Probability Distribution Function by Metropolis-Hastings Alforithm

Following the process introduced in the previous section, the PDFs of the random elasticity
tensor of the CLT were constructed. The objective of this section is to generate the random numbers
that obey the defined PDFs. The corresponding random stiffness matrix of CLT can be constructed
following the generated data. Subsequently, the compliance matrix of CLT can be derived by inversing
the stiffness matrix. The random elastic constants (engineer constants in Abaqus) of CLT can be
determined according to Equation (31). Lastly, the generated elastic constants should be imported into
Abaqus to analyze the dynamic response of the CLT panel. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is
wildly used to sample the high-dimension PDFs. A specific algorithm, called the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm (MHA), is used in this case to sample the target the function. The proposed distribution is a
conventional multivariate Gaussian distribution. The mathematical support of pC1,...,C6(c1, . . . , c6) is

det(
N
∑

i=1
ciE) > 0 and the mathematical support of pCj

(
cj
)

is cj > 0, j = 7, 8, 9. When sampling the target

function, the generated data should stay in the supports of the sampled function. A total of 50,000
combinations of (C1, . . . , C9) are realized by performing the MHA and by obeying the mathematical
constraints (supports) of the target functions. The marginal distributions of the different mechanical
constants reconstructed by ksdensity function in Matlab are shown in Figure 12.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. (a) Joint probability density function of random variables C11 and C22. (b) Joint probability
density function of random variables C22 and C33.

5. Implementation of Stochastic Data in Abaqus

A total of 50,000 generated random numbers (C1, . . . , C9) have been generated. The corresponding
random stiffness tensor could be determined. The random compliance tensor can also be derived
by inversing the random stiffness tensor. Since Poisson’s ratios have a very slight influence on the
eigen-frequencies and the mode shape order of the CLT numerical model, the variation of the Poisson
ratios will not be taken into account in the FE model. 50,000 generated random elastic constants are
only satisfied with the mathematical constraints. The constraints associated with the physical meaning
are not considered when generating the random numbers. In order to ensure the date implemented
in the FE model has physical meanings, several physical constraints are set: (1) Variation of Young’s
moduli and shear moduli should be in a reasonable range of wood. The ranges of Young’s modulus
and the Shear modulus are assumed in ±50% of the respective mean values.
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E1 ∈ [4600MPa, 13800MPa], E2 ∈ [2000MPa, 6000MPa], E3 ∈ [2000MPa, 6000MPa], (41)

G12 ∈ [450MPa, 1350MPa], G13 ∈ [45MPa, 135MPa], G23 ∈ [45MPa, 135MPa]. (42)

(2) Young’s modulus (Shear modulus) in a principle direction should be larger than the Young’s
moduli (Shear moduli) in the other two directions.

E1 > E2; E1 > E3; (43)

G12 > G13; G12 > G23. (44)

(3) Young’s modulus (Shear modulus) in direction 2 should be larger or equal to Young’s modulus
(Shear modulus) in direction 3.

E2 ≥ E3; G13 ≥ G23. (45)

Only the generated random elastic constants fulfilled with the above requirements (from Equation
(41) to Equation (45)) could be imported in Abaqus. In the work reported in this case, due to limited
time and limited computer calculation capacity, only 100 different combinations of elastic constants
were selected to calibrate the model and to investigate the influence of material properties on the
dynamic response of CLT. This large sum of Abaqus input files with different input mechanical
constants were realized with the help of Python scripts.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Quantification of Uncertainties

One of the objectives of this article is to investigate the effects of uncertainties induced by material
properties on the model output and to ultimately obtain a reliable model to predict the vibro-acoustic
behavior of different designs. To achieve that, 100 steady-state simulations with different combinations
of material properties were carried out in Abaqus.

In Figure 13, each subfigure has 100 FRF simulations and the measurement results are shown in
blue. Figure 13 shows that there is an obvious envelope overlapped around the first four peaks lower
than 100 Hz. The large variation envelope range is due to varying five mechanical constants in one
time since five elastic constants variations have a larger impact on the dynamic response of CLT than
only changing one elastic constant in one time.

On the contrary of the frequency range lower than 100 Hz, the simulated FRFs begin to scatter
above 100 Hz. No clear envelope peaks can be found around the measured resonances higher than
100 Hz. One possible reason of these scattering curves in a relative higher frequency range is the
complexity of the mode shapes. It is known that the lower the eigen-frequency is, the simpler the
mode shape is and the longer the wave length is. Long wavelength are not sensitive to the small
details in the CLT panel, such as the non-uniform air gaps throughout the laminas and the edge
bonding (c.f. Figure 14). It implies that the dynamic behavior of CLT in a low frequency range can be
mimicked by a simplified homogeneous orthotropic laminated FE model. However, when the mode
shapes become more complex in a higher frequency range, the wavelength becomes smaller. As a
consequence, small details of the CLT panel begin to affect the vibration of the CLT panel. In this
case, the homogeneous orthotropic laminated FE model could not properly describe the dynamic
response of the CLT panel in the higher frequency range. In order to increase the accuracy of the FE
in a high frequency range, non-homogeneous laminate layer, such as an account for the irregular air
gap in laminas, should be modeled. Nevertheless, it should be aware that the calculation time will
become longer, when more details are taken into account in the model. The stochastic method needs a
large number of calculations to quantify the uncertainties induced by the material properties so that a
compromise should be carefully made between the accuracy of the model and the calculation time.
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Figure 13. Measured (blue) and simulated (red) FRFs at point 11, 13, 17, and 24.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 14. (a) Air gaps in the laminate layers of CLT. (b) No edge-bonding of CLT.

6.2. Calibration of the CLT Panel

In this section, the best combination of elastic constants of CLT should be identified by selecting the
best NRFDs and MACs among 100 simulations. To select the best combination of mechanical constants,
the NRFDs of the first four resonances at point 11, point 13, point 17, and point 24 were calculated.
The simulations with the smallest NRFDs of the first four resonances at each point were selected from
100 simulations at each point. The NRFDs of the simulated and measured eigen-frequencies at four
excitation positions are shown in Figure 15. It can be seen from the NRFDs of each excitation position
that the NRFDs of the first four resonances are lower than 5%. However, the NRFDs of the 5th and
6th resonances are relatively high when compared to the first four resonances. This result emphasizes
that more structural details should be involved in the FE model to calibrate the dynamic behavior
of CLT in the frequency range higher than 100 Hz. However, only NRFD values are not enough to
justify the best combination of elastic constants. Since the NRFDs can only represent the simulated
eigen-frequency shifts when compared with the experimental results, the mode order can be different
even with a low NRFD. Therefore, MAC numbers are needed to validate the model by ensuring the
modes in the same order with reference even if there are low NRFDs. The simulated eigen-frequencies
and mode shape are reported in Table 1 and Figure 17. The corresponding material properties of CLT
are reported in Table 3. Figure 18 shows that the first six simulated modes are in the same order with
the measured ones. However, there exist two extra modes in the simulation results.
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Figure 15. NRFDs of the first six resonances at points 11, 13, 17, and 24.

 

(a1) Measured 1st mode. 

 

(a2) Simulated 1st mode. 

 

(b1) Measured 2nd mode. 

 

(b2) Simulated 2nd mode. 

Figure 16. Cont.
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(c1) Measured 3rd mode. 

 

(c2) Simulated 3rd mode. 

(d1) Measured 4th mode. 

 

(d2) Simulated 4th mode. 

 

(e1) Measured 5th mode. (e2) Simulated 5th mode. 

Figure 17. Cont.
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(f1) Measured 6th mode. 

 

(f2) Simulated 6th mode. 

 

(g1) Measured 7th mode. 

 

(g2) Simulated 7th mode. 

Figure 17. Measured and simulated modes.

Figure 18. Cross-MAC.
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Table 3. Material Properties of CLT used in the calibrated FE model. Stiffness parameters have the unit
of MPa and the density is given in kg/m3.

E1 E2 E3 G12 G13 G23 v12 v13 v23 ρ

13,396 4712.5 4681.6 974.6 63.64 60.46 0.4 0.4 0.3 520

The same results can also be seen in the mobility of different excitation points of the lowest
NRFD values (c.f. Figure 19). The simulated FRFs at these four different excitation points correlate
better with the measured ones, while there are extra peaks and eigen-frequency shifts in the simulated
FRFs in the frequency range from 110 Hz to 170 Hz. We suspect that these discrepancies are higher
than the 110 Hz result from the over-simplified homogenous laminated FE model, which ignores the
geometrical details contained in the real CLT panel. Yet, the boundary condition set-up in the model
could not describe the real measurement boundary conditions.

Figure 19. Magnitude of the complex mobility in the vertical direction of point 11, 13, 17, and 24.
Simulated FRFs in red, measured FRFs in blue.

The dynamic properties of wooden structures highly depend on the material properties of the
structure, the geometry details, and the workmanship. Consequently, the deterministic model may not
be able to represent the dynamic response of the wooden structures in a realistic way. A calibrated
model may not be able to accurately predict the dynamic behavior of the theoretical identical wooden
structure due to the uncertainties. The stochastic method is applied in this case to quantify the
uncertainties induced by material properties so that this model can estimate the dynamic response of a
class of wooden structures, instead of only one structure. Moreover, the influence of material properties
on the vibration of CLT is the coupling effect of Young’s moduli and shear moduli in all directions,
so that calibration is always time consuming and tedious work to find the appropriate combination
of elastic constants in different directions. The calibration employing the stochastic approach could
start from the material properties collected from the literature and set the mathematical and physical
constraints to generate the input data to find the best combination of the mechanical constants of the
under investigated structure. This method could automate the calibration step to avoid the repetitive
manual calibrations. However, we should pay attention to the mathematical and physical constraints
before generating the input elastic constant data. Because the generated elastic constants should be in
a reasonable range of the under investigated material. Otherwise, the input elastic constants may not
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have a physical meaning, even though the calibration results fit well with the reference. The stochastic
method uses a large amount of data to describe an unknown problem (the data base of CLT in our
case). More calculations are made and more accurate calibration can be achieved. However, a trade-off
between the calculation time and the accuracy of the result should be made in order to keep the
calculation time in a reasonable range. This method can not only be applied to CLT but also can be
employed to calibrate the other wooden structures whose stiffness constants are difficult to obtain.

Furthermore, one of the objectives of this stochastic approach is to calibrate the material properties
of the target structure. It would be better to decrease the influence of other influence factors, such as
boundary conditions. Therefore, it is suggested to hang up the under investigated structure (free-free
boundary condition) or fix the structure boundary to the ground (perfect simply supported condition)
to eliminate the influence of boundary conditions as far as possible. In the work reported in this
case, due to a lack of support materials, the CLT panel just laid on top of the I-steel beam and it was
not screwed into the ground. Consequently, when the CLT is excited, the deformation of the I-steel
beam can affect the vibration of the CLT slab. Furthermore, the laboratory boundary conditions are
always different from the in-situ boundary conditions [34]. Thus, it would be necessary to investigate
the dynamic response of CLT in a real building. To achieve that, the FRFs could be first measured
from a CLT bare floor in real mounting conditions. Then, the same CLT bare floor could be set in the
simplified laboratory conditions to compare the relative differences between different FRFs under
different boundary conditions.

From the FE CLT modelling perspective, the model validation criterions (NRFD and MAC) and the
simulated FRFs suggest that dynamic behavior of the CLT panel can be modelled by the homogenous
orthotropic laminated FE model in the frequency range lower than 100 Hz. In a higher frequency
range, as the inhomogeneity of the laminated layers of CLT slab begins to pronounce in the vibration
of CLT panel, more geometrical details in the CLT panel should be taken into account in the FE CLT
model to obtain more accurate results.

7. Conclusions

Low frequency sound insulation is always a challenge for the wooden constructions, especially
for the multi-family dwellings. Even though the wooden constructions are satisfied with the standards
in force, acoustic comfort is not always met. Since the evaluation frequency range even with the
adaptation term of the current standards is from 50 Hz to 3150 Hz, however, the first few resonance
frequencies of the wooden floor, which are believed to cause most annoyances, are left out of the
evaluation scope. Low frequency prediction tools are needed to access the vibratory performance of
wooden buildings at the early design stage due to complaints coming from the inhabitants in wooden
buildings. Accessing an accurate low frequency prediction tool requires involving the structure
details in the model. Moreover, material properties are another important factor, which can induce a
remarkable change in the modelling output.

In this paper, we introduced the stochastic process into the FE model to quantify the uncertainties
generated by the material properties. By performing Monte Carlo simulations, variation of Young’s
moduli and shear moduli in different directions were taken into account in FE model to investigate
the coupling effect of different elastic moduli on the dynamic response of structure. Furthermore,
100 simulations were calculated at four different driving points. Clear envelopes can be observed
from the simulations lower than 100 Hz. However, the simulations begin to scatter in the frequency
range higher than 100 Hz. The best combination of material properties is selected from 100 different
combinations of elastic constants to calibrate the FE CLT model. It was noticed that the simulated
dynamic response that was lower than 100 Hz was correlated better with the measured dynamic
response of CLT. From the promising results, it was concluded that the stochastic method can be applied
to a deterministic model (FE model) to quantify the uncertainties of the structures. Furthermore,
this method can be employed to calibrate the FE model to acquire the material properties of the
under-investigated structure.
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Abstract: Therapeutic focused ultrasound is a technique that can be used with different intensities
depending on the application. For instance, low intensities are required in nonthermal therapies,
such as drug delivering, gene therapy, etc.; high intensity ultrasound is used for either thermal
therapy or instantaneous tissue destruction, for example, in oncologic therapy with hyperthermia
and tumor ablation. When an adequate therapy planning is desired, the acoustic field models of
curve radiators should be improved in terms of simplicity and congruence at the prefocal zone.
Traditional ideal models using uniform vibration distributions usually do not produce adequate
results for clamped unbacked curved radiators. In this paper, it is proposed the use of a Bessel-based
nonuniform radiation distribution at the surface of a curved radiator to model the field produced
by real focused transducers. This proposal is based on the observed complex vibration of curved
transducers modified by Lamb waves, which have a non-negligible effect in the acoustic field. The use
of Bessel-based functions to approximate the measured vibration instead of using plain measurements
simplifies the rationale and expands the applicability of this modeling approach, for example, when
the determination of the effects of ultrasound in tissues is required.

Keywords: focused transducer; acoustic field; nonuniform radiation distribution; Bessel radiation
distribution; spherically curved uniform radiator; rim radiation; Lamb waves; finite element modeling

1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of focused ultrasounds (FUS) has been increased in biological applications
for both high intensity and low intensity modalities [1–5]. A high-intensity focused ultrasound is
used for the rapid destruction of tissues by thermal ablation [2,3,6], for example in oncology, while
low-intensity applications are based on producing midterm hyperthermia and nonthermal ultrasonic
therapy [3,7], with multiple possible applications [4,8,9]. Among the non-ablating FUS applications
reported in literature can be mentioned the low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) using focused
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transducers [8], drug delivery in deep tissues (as blood–brain barrier disruption) [10], gene transfer
therapy [11], and sonothrombolysis [12,13], among others. In all these applications, the control of
the dose in the target volume should be precise during long periods of time to avoid cell death in
non-treated zones [12,14]. Noninvasive (and non-expensive) technologies to monitor the temperature in
the treated zone [12], more precise and simpler calibration techniques for FUS transducers to determine
effective radiating parameters [15,16], in conjunction with accurate and simple computational models
capable of effectively representing the acoustic fields of real FUS transducers are required. This could
provide more information to adequately study the produced effects along the ultrasound pathway and
to quantify undesired consequences in surrounding tissues, previous the application of the therapy.
However, in medical applications, the use of simple, but inefficient, ideal models for the acoustic field
of FUS transducers is a common and not very questioned practice [17–19].

One of the first approaches to calculate the acoustic field of curved radiators is the O’Neil solution
proposed in 1949 [20]. This solution is based on the Rayleigh integral, and it assumes a spherically
curved uniform radiator (SCUR) oscillating with a uniform velocity distribution. Although this
approximation could be appropriate for many modern transducers at the focus, in the regions where the
pressure amplitudes are highly affected by diffraction, e.g., before the focus, the discrepancies are very
evident [17]. These variations between “ideal” theory and experiments occur because the assumption
of a normal uniform velocity distribution is very conservative and, usually, unreal [17,21,22]. The
rather complex vibration of piezoelectric plates not only is composed by a thickness-extensional (TE)
vibration mode but also includes contributions of radial modes [23,24], edge waves [17], and Lamb
waves [21,25], whose effects are more noticeable under a continuous regime [17]; this vibration can be
more complicated if we consider that the piezoelectric plate is not vibrating freely, but it is somehow
clamped by its edge producing a higher vibration amplitude at the center of the plate with an attenuated
vibration at the edge [26,27]. This complex vibration occurs in both planar and concave plates, and it
should be accounted for when producing models of acoustic fields for more accurate results.

In this paper, we are proposing an approach to model the acoustic field produced by FUS
transducers in a low-intensity regime (considering linear propagation) using polynomial-Bessel based
functions as nonuniform radiating distributions on a curved surface. The reason of proposing these
functions is based on the reported vibration patterns produced in piezoelectric curved disks composed
of a main vibrating thickness-extensional (TE) mode generating a wave in the thickness direction
and a second component of Lamb waves propagating radially [17,28,29]. These two components are
modified when the disk is fixed to the transducer case, which produced a combined vibration pattern
that can be approximated by a polynomial-Bessel based function, in accordance with the measurements
for any specific transducer. With this approach, we got better results than the widely used SCUR,
which can be comparable with the results using the intuitive approach for modeling the acoustic field
using the velocity distribution measured on the radiating surface [29,30]. Using analytical functions
instead of measurements will permit to propose mathematical algorithms to produce realistic acoustic
fields of actual FUS transducers; however, these demonstrations are beyond the scope of this paper.
The future applications of these new models are open, since the assumptions taken for this work are
not particular.

2. Materials and Methods

In this paper, the acoustic field of a FUS transducer has been modeled. A 2 MHz spherically
focused transducer with a 20 mm nominal focal length and a 20 mm of nominal aperture (Onda
Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) was used for the experiments; these values usually differ from the
measured ones as it will be discussed later [15]. This kind of transducer, designed for high-intensity
applications but used here for low-intensity measurements, has its negative terminal exposed, i.e.,
it does not have a nonconductive front-layer. This aspect will be useful for the explained below
curvature measurements.
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2.1. Measurement Setup

Three different sets of measurements were carried out for this work using the setup shown in
Figure 1. For the first set, the curvature of the FUS transducer was determined by taking advantage
of its exposed negative terminal on the radiating surface; for this, a multimeter (Fluke 289, Fluke
Corporation, Everett, WA, USA) and a 3D positioning system (Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA) driven in manual mode were used. The transducer was placed at the final position for acoustic
field measurements (to be made after) in which the transducer will emit in positive z-direction; this
first measurement was made in the air. Then, the multimeter was set to measure electric continuity,
and one of its probes was attached to the positioning system while the other was connected to the
negative terminal of the transducer. The measurement probe was moved step-by-step (step resolution
of 6.36 μm) towards the transducer surface, down in the z-direction (relative to the direction of the
ultrasound emission), for a fixed x-coordinate until the probe touched the transducer conductive
surface, indicated by a “beep” from the multimeter. This procedure was repeated diametrically for
every x-coordinate from −14.573 mm to 14.573 mm with a step resolution of 0.3312 mm, covering the
transducer case and the curved piezoelectric plate. The used step-resolution was smaller than a half of
a wavelength of 2 MHz ultrasound in water at 20 ◦C (approx. 0.38 mm). The determined z-coordinates
for all the “x” were saved for further use. These final coordinates were used for the second below
explained measurement.

 
Figure 1. The setup for the curvature/acoustic pressure measurements.

For the second set, the transducer was immersed in a tank filled with degassed distilled water
carefully keeping intact the transducer setup used for the first set (see Figure 1). This second set of
measurements was carried out using the previous obtained coordinates for the curvature to determine
the radiation pattern “very close to the transducer surface”. The radiation measured at this region
would closely represent the vibration distribution of the curved piezoelectric disk, assuming the
effect of other regions of the radiating surface is negligible. For this, a wideband needle hydrophone
PZTZ44-0400 (Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with a 40 μm aperture and sensitivity of
−260 dB referred to 1 V/μPa was mounted on the positioning system, replacing the multimeter
probe. The measurements were made at the positions determined previously but 1 mm in front of the
transducer surface (in z-direction). The transducer was driven with a wave generator (Array 3400,
Array Electronic Co., Taiwan, China) using s 20 Vpp sine tone-burst; the received data were recorded
in a PC. The ultrasound signals were recorded for 1, 5, 10, and 20 sine cycles to determine the radiation
pattern under different excitation conditions but, more specifically, to know in which number of cycles
the vibration presents a quasi-stationary pattern. The data were post-processed in MATLAB (R2017a,
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to determine the peak-to-peak values at each spatial point and the full
radiation distribution for each excitation condition.
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The third set of measurements was performed to determine the full acoustic fields of the focused
transducer. This was measured using the previously described setup. The acoustic fields were obtained
by saving only the peak-to-peak acoustic pressure at each point in the radiated volume. It was recorded
on an XZ plane covering the transducer dimensions starting at z = 2 mm and finishing at z = 50 mm
from the transducer case, with a step resolution of 0.3312 mm in the x-direction and 0.5000 mm in the
z-direction. The XY planes were measured at two depths, 0.2 cm and 1.7 cm (at the focus), using a step
resolution of 0.3312 mm in both directions; these planes were obtained to verify the symmetry of the
acoustic radiation. As formerly, the acoustic fields were captured for 1, 5, 10, and 20 sine cycles to
determine the conditions for a nearly continuous emission pattern. The data were postprocessed in
MATLAB to reconstruct the fields.

2.2. Acoustic Field Modeling Using FEM

The acoustic field was modeled using the finite element method (FEM) based on the geometry
shown in Figure 2. The software used for the FEM processing was COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL
AB, Stockholm, Sweden) working in a PC of 8-core 3 GHz microprocessor and 64 RAM (Dell, Round
Rock, TX, USA). Based on the cylindrical symmetry of the transducer, the problem was assumed
axisymmetric. The validity of this assumption was verified with acoustic field measurements in which
the profile of the radiation along the azimuthal coordinate is similar for any angle (data not shown).
The mesh in the rectangular part of Figure 2 consisted of 10 square elements per wavelength, i.e., more
than 530,000 elements; triangular elements were used only for the zone created with the boundaries
1 and 5 to simplify meshing. The requirements to mesh using squares are very specific, and this
kind of element cannot be used in certain curved geometries; triangular elements are sometimes the
only option for these complicated zones. The mesh convergence was verified by increasing the mesh
resolution, which indicated an error of 0.01% at the focus amplitude between meshing using 9 and
10 elements per wavelength. Using square elements instead of triangular permitted to increase the
spatial resolution with the same interpolation functions because this kind of mesh has a larger number
of nodes (and therefore more degrees of freedom) than the triangular one with the same number of
elements (more nodes per element area); this can be noticed with the reduction of the solution time
compared to the time required for solving the problem using the same number of triangular elements.
The largest solution time registered for our main model, which was barely the most demanding of
computational resources, was 45 s.

 
Figure 2. The finite element method (FEM) axisymmetric geometry for modeling the focused
acoustic field.
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It was assumed the linear ultrasound propagation (i.e., rather low acoustic intensity) was in
an attenuation-free homogeneous media (degassed distilled water). The ultrasound propagation is
determined with FEM based on the homogeneous Helmholtz wave equation for harmonic radiation,
assuming a purely harmonic source and a no-frequency dispersion. This equation can be written as

∇2 p + k2 p = 0 (1)

where the wavenumber is k = ω/c, ω is the angular frequency (rad), and c is the speed of sound
in water (m/s) assumed constant. Boundary 1 was set with the harmonic normal acceleration. The
amplitude of this normal acceleration was adjusted for the different radiation conditions presented
in this paper. For instance, in the uniform radiation model of the next section, the amplitude of the
harmonic acceleration was set constant along the radius. Usually, the radiation of a boundary is
expressed in terms of particle velocity [20,26,31]. In harmonic conditions [32], the particle acceleration
a0 on the radiator surface can be obtained by time-deriving the constant-amplitude particle velocity
v0ejωt as

a0 =
d
dt

(
v0ejωt

)
= v0ωej(ωt+ π

2 ) =
ω

ρc
p0ej(ωt+ π

2 ), (2)

where ρ is the medium density (kg/cm3). The last term was determined by considering p0 = ρcv0,
which is true in the field very close to the radiator surface [27]. The term π

2 in Equation (2) is a time
phase shift between the velocity and the acceleration, and this is not related to the spatial profile along
the transducer surface [32]. Then, under harmonic simulations, using either acceleration or velocity for
the radiation distributions of the plate is not relevant if adequate amplitude considerations are taken.

Boundaries 2–4 were configured to match the acoustic impedance of water and to reduce the
ultrasound reflections at the walls [27]. Then, Z = ρc = 1.5 MRayls at 25 ◦C, where Z is the acoustic
impedance (MRayls) given by the product of the media density and the speed of sound; the walls were
considered to be perfectly flat. However, the dimensions of the FEM geometry (10 cm × 3 cm) were
big enough to not have residual reflected waves affecting the region of interest for this application, i.e.,
a region of 5.0 cm depth and 1.5 cm width after the transducer. Boundary 5 was set with a continuity
condition, and it was used only to simplify the meshing. Boundary 6 represents the transducer rim,
which was set, accordingly to the measurements, to uniformly radiate a relative pressure of 8% of
the average pressure radiated by the curved surface in the effective radiating area; this area was
determined as the area producing 95% of the transducer’s radiation, as defined in other applications
for planar radiators [27]. The use of this effective area instead of the nominal area improved the
model results as it will be explained later; this was already proposed by other means in Reference [15].
The rim radiation was included because it represents an important contribution in the field for this
transducer, more evident in the post-focus field but with some little effects in the pressure amplitude
on the propagation axis (along z-axis) in the prefocus zone.

2.2.1. Radiator with Uniform Vibration Distribution

Conventionally, the acoustic field produced by planar ultrasound transducers has been
represented as the product of the radiation coming from a uniform vibrating surface (the piston
in a Baffle and the Rayleigh equation) [33]. This assumption produces adequate results for wideband
transducers, in which the vibration is usually damped by the backing material and, thus, produces
quasi-uniform displacements along the transducer radiating surface [34–36]. However, narrowband
transducers often do not have a backing material (air-backed) which makes the vibration of their
piezoelectric components less uniform [27]. These nonuniformities have an important effect in the field.

The acoustic field of focused transducers has been historically modeled following the same
supposition of planar plates, in which it is assumed the plate is a slightly curved uniform radiator
(SCUR) [20]. For this, the curvature of the piezoelectric plate of the transducer is usually assumed
spherical; conversely, this curvature is not often reported in datasheets. The most well-known
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theoretical proposal to determine the acoustic field produced by curved surfaces was made by O’Neil in
1949 [20]. This model works adequately for low-power wideband transducers with a backing material,
and it has produced poor results when used to model the acoustic field of air-backed narrowband
radiators [17,36]. In order to compare our proposal with the most used ideal approach of curved
transducers, the acoustic field produced by a SCUR was determined. For this, a constant amplitude
harmonic normal acceleration was used in the curved boundary 1, in Figure 2.

2.2.2. Radiator with “Classical” Nonuniform Vibration

Nonuniform vibration distributions have been proposed to generate consistent acoustic field
models of some planar radiators but with a limited range of applicability. These are based on the
assumption that, under certain conditions, a radiator can behave not only as a piston but also as a
membrane and a clamped plate [26,31,37]. The general equation of “classical” nonuniform radiation
distributions include the two more common theoretical conditions for fixing the edge of a rigid
piezoelectric plate [38]: 1) a plate with simply supported edges that restrict edge movement in any
direction but allow rotation by the edge (simply supported radiator) and 2) a plate with clamped edges
that restricts the movement and rotation in any direction (clamped radiator). The general equation for
the nonuniform radial acceleration a0(r) of the surface of a plate radiator can be expressed by [26,31,37]

a0(r) = ∑
mn

Amn

[
1 −
( r

R

)2m
]n+1

, (3)

where R is the fixed radius of the plate (m), Amn is the adjustable amplitude of the acceleration,
and constants m and n will determine the shape of the distribution. However, only two cases have
been reported to represent an actual meaning in Equation (3), specifically, when n = 0, the radiation
distribution corresponds to the simply supported radiator (SSR) for m = 1, 2, 3, . . .; when m = 1,
the radiation distribution is that of a clamped radiator (CR) for n > 0. This radial acceleration is set in
boundary 1 shown in Figure 2. The summation in Equation (3) can be reduced after assuming that the
first vibration mode dominates [31].

2.2.3. Radiator with Bessel Acceleration

The vibration distribution of a piezoelectric plate is closer to a combination of Bessels than
a uniform distribution [38–40]. This behavior depends on the material’s piezoelectric properties,
the constraint conditions, the coupling layers, and the shape. When the plate is concave, the vibration
of the concave-shape piezoelectric plates can also be composed of Bessel-like vibration distributions
due to the Lamb waves [17]. The components affecting the vibration of an ultrasound transducer are
vast and difficult to quantify. Then, for the proposal of this paper, the vibration was determined by
measuring the acoustic pressure very close to the radiating surface [27]. If we suppose the ultrasound
behaves as a plane wave in the region very close to the radiating surface (when r → 0), the acoustic
pressure is related with the acceleration as shown in Equation (2).

Thus, the proposal of this paper is to use, as the nonuniform radiation distribution, a Bessel-based
function composed by two sub-functions [27]. For this, the acceleration on the curved radiating surface
will be expressed by

a0(r) = A0 f (r) · g(r), (4)

where r is the variable radius related to each point in the curved boundary and A0 is the amplitude of
the emitted acoustic pressure, provided that the amplitude of the product of f (r) and g(r) is 1 at r = 0.
The function f (r) is given by the acceleration of Equation (3), and it represents the effect of attaching

the piezoelectric plate to the transducer case (edge clamping), then f (r) = ∑mn Amn

[
1 − (r/R)2m

]n+1
.

This function can be determined by adjusting the parameters to get a correct representation of the
measured profile, which can be evaluated by correlation.
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The function g(r) represents the radial measured peak distribution (MPD) shown in Figure 3.
This was approximated using the Bessel-based function

g(r) = C1 J0

(
β2N

r
R

)
+ C2. (5)

Equation (5) was proposed after considering the reports and simulations about Bessel patterns
in the vibration distribution on some transducer surfaces [17,28,29]. For the profile measured for the
transducer used for this paper, we used a pure negative Bessel J0 mounted over either an SSR or CR
function to approximate the experimental MPD. Then, the Bessel-SSR and Bessel-CR distributions
were obtained by combining Equations (5) and (3) into Equation (4), with adequate constants. Here,
C1 and C2 are the coefficients that control the amplitude and the offset of Equation (5), respectively,
and β2N is the 2N zero of J0, where N is the number of peaks in the MPD. When C1 is close to zero,
the acoustic field is close to the ideal uniform radiation (SCUR) for C2 �= 0; for practical concerns,
the average amplitude into the effective radiating radius of the function a0(r), after selecting adequate
functions f (r) and g(r), should be 1, which can be adjusting with an adequate value of Amn. The
effective radius was determined by calculating the effective area containing 95% of the total radiation.
Then, the amplitude of the emitted pressure can be controlled with A0. In Figure 3, C1 = −0.3,
C2 = 0.9, R = 1 cm, m = 1, n = 0.3, N = 5, Amn = 11.7, and β2N = 30.67, which is the tenth zero
of Bessel J0. The values of m and n of Equation (3) were determined by the values producing the
maximum correlation with the measured data. The Bessel-SSR of Figure 3 requires n = 0; Bessel-MOD
(MOD, modified Bessel-SSR) have the same constants as the Bessel-SSR, but n = 0.3. These values
are highly dependent on the transducer construction, not only on the piezoelectric constants and
disk geometry; they are dependent on the way the disk was attached to the case, the thickness and
properties of extra layers (electrodes, glue, etc.), and the mechanical properties of the case. Because of
these reasons, it would not be possible to specify any rule to determine the parameters of Equations (3)
and (5), neither by simple transducer inspection nor even after knowing the transducers’ electrical
characteristics. Actual measurements of the emitted field very close to the transducer should be made.

Figure 3. The measured acoustic pressure at 1 mm from the radiating concave surface along its radius
compared with the uniform and proposed Bessel distributions. The graphs are normalized with the
average radiated pressure at the radiator surface.
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3. Results

In this paper, we propose a Bessel-based nonuniform vibration distribution for the surface of
a spherically curved radiator to get a modeled acoustic field closer to a real measured field. Three
classical approaches based on uniform (SCUR) and nonuniform distributions are included to contrast
our main results. Figure 3 shows the measured pressure profile at 1 mm from the piezoelectric
curved plate that is composed of local peaks distributed along the radius. This distribution can be
represented with Equation (4), combining an adequate Bessel function (Equation (5)) and a function
representing the radiator clamping using the traditional nonuniform approaches (SSR or CR with
Equation (3)). Using a radiating function instead of the measured data for determining the acoustic field
could permit the generalization of the radiation coming from this kind of transducer and eventually
simplify the calculations by proposing analytic solutions for certain conditions. Although SSR and
CR nonuniform distributions have been suggested since the 1960s decade for planar radiators, these
have not been formally proposed for curved radiators [26,37]; their inclusion in this paper is not just
for comparison purposes but as two valid alternatives for producing certain types of acoustic fields.
Then, the use of SSR/CR nonuniform distribution for curved radiators is not discarded by this work,
so this can be an effective approach if the operation conditions of the transducer produce these kinds
of vibration profiles.

In Figure 4, it is shown the relative pressure profile along the propagation axis (z-direction) of
classical SCUR and two “traditional” nonuniform vibration distributions compared with the measured
field. The improvement in the fields using nonuniform distributions on the radiator can be noticed.
When the vibration of a curved radiator is uniform, the field has very sharp local peaks along the
propagation axis that are smoothed when the emitted radiation is gradually reduced at the plate
rim, as in the proposed nonuniform approaches for r → R . The concordances of these fields and
the measurements are much better, except in the prefocus zone in which the diffraction patterns
differ. In both nonuniform approaches, the post-focus zone is smoother, following the same tendency
as the measured profile. There is an after-lobe at about 3 cm, which is well-represented by both
nonuniform approaches but only when those included the rim radiation. Without this component,
this lobe disappears [41], keeping the most other components of the field. This rim radiation was also
included in the main results of this paper.

Figure 4. The amplitude of the relative acoustic pressure along the propagation axis of the spherically
curved radiator with uniform distribution (SCUR), simply supported radiator (SSR), and clamped
radiator (CR) conditions vs. measured field. The pressure is relative to the average pressure on the
radiator surface of each condition.
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The results of using the Bessel-based radiation distributions are shown in Figure 5. For these
proposals, Equations (3) to (5) were used to set the acceleration of the curved radiating boundary; also,
the radiation from a 3.5 mm rim was included (boundary 6). For the Bessel-SSR approach, it can be
noticed that the acoustic field at the prefocal zone has a peak distribution very close to the measured
field, and the post-focal zone has the after-lobe produced by the rim radiation with an amplitude
equivalent to that of the measurements. The Bessel-CR approach did not provide a good result in the
prefocal zone, preserving only one peak of the three located at the measured field. The after-lobe in
the far field was not present for this approximation, even when it included the rim radiation, which
could indicate this approach is useless for this particular transducer. However, controlling the value
of n in Equation (3) can reduce the amplitude of the focus of the pure SSR condition to make the
model fit with the measurements if correlation does not provide an acceptable result. For this paper,
correlation was useful, and the value of m and n were easily found by this method, which permitted to
find the constants for the modified SSR profile (Bessel-MOD) in Figure 5, with a more accurate result
comparable with the measurements.

Figure 5. The amplitude of the relative pressure on the propagation axis using the Bessel-based
nonuniform approximations with SSR and CR conditions on the curved radiating surface. Bessel-MOD
is the Bessel-SSR with n = 0.3, which emulates correctly the measured field distribution. The pressure
is relative to the average emitted pressure. The three models include an 8% of rim radiation, equivalent
to the radiation measured at that zone.

The graphs of Figure 6 show the radial profiles at different depths. Important regions were chosen
to plot these graphs: Figure 6a is the graph obtained at the first depth measured for the XZ plane;
Figure 6b,c is at two equally space depths before the focus; Figure 6d is at the focus; Figure 6e is at
the first minimum after the focus; and Figure 6f is at the after-lobe (after the focus). In these figures,
the radial profiles at different z-distances for the Bessel-MOD are closer to the measurements than
the uniform approach, not only in amplitude but also in shape. Other approaches presented in this
paper were omitted from this figure for clarity, even if they also would have shown an improvement
compared with the uniform approach. For instance, the pure SSR produced in the prefocal zone a
profile like the Bessel-MOD without the peaks (a smoother profile), while after the focus, the SSR
profiles were the same as those presented for the Bessel-MOD in Figure 6e,f.
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Figure 6. The radial relative pressure at different depths of the measured acoustic field compared with
the SCUR distribution and the Bessel-MOD distribution, i.e., Bessel-SSR with n = 0.3 in Equation (3).
Other analyzed distributions did not fully match the measured profile, and they were not included in
these graphs for clarity, namely, SSR, CR, and Bessel-CR. The depths are (a) 0.2 cm, (b) 0.5 cm, (c) 1.0 cm,
(d) 1.7 cm (focus); (e) 2.7 cm (down peak); and (f) 3.1 cm (lobe after focus). All the graphs have the
same type of lines as in (a) and the same axis labels. The pressure is relative to the average pressure of
Figure 3 of each distribution.

In Figure 7, the full acoustic fields of the more representative models of this work are shown. The
Bessel-based approaches with modified SSR (SSR with n = 0.3) and CR components are presented in
Figure 7c,d, respectively, in order to be compared with the measured field of Figure 7a and the most
used classical SCUR distribution of Figure 7b. This ideal SCUR distribution is composed of a very
characteristic diffraction pattern before the focus, which is not present in the measured profile. The
Bessel-MOD proposal provides a better result in the prefocal zone, with a similar diffraction pattern to
the measured field. The Bessel-CR still has a similar diffraction pattern but with a narrower acoustic
field and larger focus size, probably because of the reduced effective radiating area [41]. The focus
locations in the Bessel-based models were more in agreement with the measured field than the SCUR;
this was probably because of the reduction of the effective radiating areas, which were determined
from each data set (models and measurements) to normalize the average emitted radiation that was
the reference of the relative pressure used in the field comparisons.
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Figure 7. The normalized acoustic field of the focused transducer at a central longitudinal plane: the
transducer would be at the bottom of each figure. The linear color scale: white = 1 and black = 0. (a) The
measured acoustic field; (b) the modeled field using SCUR; (c) the modeled field using a modified
Bessel-SSR (m = 1, n = 0.3); and (d) the modeled field using Bessel-CR (m = 1, n = 1).

4. Discussion

A proposal to effectively model the acoustic field of focused transducers has been presented.
This was based on another previously proposed nonuniform distribution for planar radiators named
Bessel-based nonuniform radiation distributions (shown in Figure 3). In this work, two other more
general proposals are also used as comparison: the simply supported radiator (SSR) and clamped
radiator (CR). The three proposals have shown that can be used to generate acoustic fields in good
agreement with the field produced by focused radiators. The distributions were set in a curved
boundary, and the results were obtained with a FEM commercial software. Only low-power linear
behavior was considered in this work, but the main rationale presented here could be applied for
high-power nonlinear measurements. The emission was considered to be purely harmonic operating
at the transducer’s nominal frequency of 2 MHz; the measured transducer emission bandwidth was
100 kHz, which represents about 5% of the central operation frequency. Because of that narrow
bandwidth, the effect of this parameter in the acoustic field was considered negligible. The use of an
analytical expression in the radiating boundary instead of the raw measurements, for acoustic field
processing, would open the possibility not only to reduce computation but also to find a simpler way
to calculate analytically the acoustic field in a closed form under certain conditions, for instance using
the Hankel transform [42] or the direct integration of the Rayleigh integral [22,24]. However, this
process is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 4 shows the axial acoustic fields for the SCUR approach and the two classical nonuniform
distributions SSR and CR already proposed for planar radiators. It can be noticed that the latter
produce good results in the overall field amplitude when they are set in this curved radiating boundary
but with poor agreement in the prefocal zone. At this region, the diffraction effects are quite different
between the measured profiles in both the SSR and CR models. Actually, the diffraction profile of pure
SSR and CR fields are similar to the SCUR field but with a reduced amplitude and an “offset”. This
indicates that reducing the emitted field amplitude at the edges of the radiator provokes also a smooth
overall acoustic field. The SSR and CR fields are closer in amplitude to the measured field, and this
could occur because the piezoelectric plate of the transducer is fixed at the edges, which produces
an emitted radiation closer to a SSR/CR distribution than a SCUR, as seen in the measured field in
Figure 3. This is also noticeable in the focus locations, which were closer to the measurements in the
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SSR and CR distributions than the SCUR; this was improved probably because of the reduction of the
effective radiating area in the nonuniform distributions [15]

Although these classical nonuniform distributions are closer in amplitude to the measured field,
their results are not fully satisfactory. Then, it is proposed the use of Bessel-based distributions is
closer to the real vibration distribution produced in concave transducers. The results of combining a
Bessel with SSR and CR edge conditions are shown in Figure 5. From those results, it can be noticed
that the prefocal zone of the acoustic field is better modeled after including the Bessel behavior in the
radiation distribution. The peak-distribution in the modeled prefocal zone using Bessel-SSR has the
same number of peaks as the measured field and almost at the same position. The focus amplitude
was improved when adapting the equation with n = 0.3, for the Bessel-MOD, which produced a field
more congruent with the measurements. The focus locations of these representations were also more
in agreement with the measurements than the classical models presented before, probably due to
the reduction of the effective radiating areas. In the post-focus zone, the model can also produce the
after-lobe observed in the measurements but with a slightly lower amplitude. This after-lobe was only
present in the Bessel-SSR and Bessel-MOD simulations with 8% of rim radiation, which was based on
the measurements (see rim radiation in Figure 3). The Bessel-CR condition produced a similar profile
at the prefocal zone but with less pronounced peaks. In this case, the after-lobe in the post-focal zone
was practically unnoticeable, even with the inclusion of the rim radiation, probably because of the
total dominance of the acoustic intensities coming from the main radiating surface.

Figure 6 shows the radial distributions at different depths of the three more significant cases
for our comparison purposes, namely, the SCUR, the modified Bessel-SSR (Bessel-MOD), and the
measurements. Before the focus, in Figure 6a–c, the radial profile using the Bessel-MOD follows
adequately the measured field with some variations in amplitude in the central peak. In spite of
the complexity of adequately simulating this region, the Bessel-MOD approach correctly produces
acceptable results. A similar agreement was obtained in other less complicated regions as the focus and
after the focus in both amplitude and field width. In the former, shown in Figure 6d, the Bessel-MOD
produced almost the same amplitude as the measurements, with a 0.4% relative error; the focus with
the SCUR is 40% larger than the measured one. After the focus (Figure 6e,f), our model still has a
similar tendency as the measured field, with a good match of the graphs in Figure 6e and little variation
in the central peak in Figure 6f. From these graphs, the SCUR does not represent an adequate model
for this kind of radiators, i.e., those with nonuniform Bessel-based vibration patterns.

The acoustic fields presented in Figure 7 show the differences among each approach in a detailed
manner using a linear color scale. The prefocal zones of both Bessel approaches are similar but with
a larger focus for the Bessel-CR approach. Focus locations were also improved using our proposed
models. The SCUR approach differs at practically any region from the measured field. For this
transducer, the Bessel-MOD presents better results than the other nonuniform distributions studied
here, with a clear good agreement in most of the graphs shown in this paper. However, this does
not mean that the applicability of this model is universal for curved radiators. Some transducers
could still behave as ideal pistons, simply supported curved disks, or clamped curved disks that
could require the use of any of the other approaches (SCUR, SSR, CR, and Bessel-CR). The use of
any of these models should depend on the real radiation profile measured very close to the radiating
surface. This paper has presented a new modeling approach to effectively simulate the acoustic field of
focused transducers that can be adapted to most of the devices used in different medical applications.
Eventually, using the proposed functions as radiation distributions of this kind of transducers could
potentially permit to find more analytical solutions of this kind of radiators that could better match
the measurements.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented four proposals of nonuniform vibration distributions on the
radiating surface of a curved transducer to obtain more realistic simulated acoustic fields very
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congruent with field measurements. From the results here shown, it was possible to conclude that
these models provide better approximations of the vibration distribution capable of producing accurate
representations of acoustic field for focused applications. When using Bessel-based functions for the
vibration of the curved radiator, the prefocal zone of the transducer was correctly simulated. For the
post-focal zone, our Bessel proposal had to include the radiation coming from the transducer rim,
which allowed the incorporation of the central “after-lobe” observed in the measured field. In the other
proposed approaches, the amplitude of the focus significantly varied with respect to the measurements.
This happens possibly because of the differences in the proportion of the emitted average radiation
used for determining the relative pressure and because of the effective radiating area in each condition,
which is a parameter rarely considered for this kind of transducers [15].

Having a model to correctly simulate the acoustic field in the prefocal zone for focused radiators
is a very important improvement in the field. This will permit to increase the accuracy in therapy
planning, to improve the prediction of thermal increments in tissues outside the focus, to produce
better thermal models in hyperthermia, and in general, to have a better dose control. The use of more
realistic but still simple models of acoustic field for focused radiators will help to control the undesired
effects out of the treatment zone, i.e., before and after the focus, and to easily incorporate this model
proposal to therapy planning. In this work, it was proven that our models represent better alternatives
for focused radiators than the widely used ideal uniform approaches.
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Abstract: The balanced armature receiver (BAR) is a product based on multiphysics that enables
coupling between the electromagnetic, mechanical, and acoustic domains. The three domains were
modeled using the lumped parameter method (LPM) that takes advantage of an equivalent circuit.
In addition, the combined finite element method (FEM) and boundary element method (BEM) was
also applied to analyze the BAR. Both simulation results were verified against experimental results.
The proposed LPM can predict the sound pressure level (SPL) by making use of the BAR parts
dimension and material property. In addition, the previous analysis method, FEM/BEM, took 36 h,
while the proposed LPM takes 1 h. So the proposed LPM can be used to check the BAR parts’
dimension and material property influence on the SPL and develop the BAR product efficiently.

Keywords: balanced armature receiver; lumped parameter method; finite element method and
Boundary element method

1. Introduction

In terms of acoustic transducers, there are the MEMS receiver [1,2], the dynamic receiver [3],
the speaker box with passive radiator [4], and the balanced armature receiver [5–20]. The Balance
armature structure was devized by Olsen [5]. Three types of structure are described: the unpolarized
armature, the polarized reed, and the polarized balanced armature. A new magnetic circuit balanced
armature structure transducer has been developed for use in hearing aids [6,7]. In the balanced
armature structure transducer, the coil is moved outside the magnetic structure. Stationary gaps are
located at the two side legs. Based on the proposed polarized balanced armature microactuator, an
implantable hearing device was developed [8]. The balanced electromagnetic separation transducer
used in a bone-anchored hearing aid is presented in ref. [9]. To minimize harmonic distortions,
quadratic distortion forces and static forces are counterbalanced. A closed loop armature is proposed
in the structure design of BAR [10,11].

Nowadays, the balanced armature receiver (BAR) is widely used in hearing aids and earphones
because of its small size and high sensitivity. The BAR is a product that follows the principles of
multiphysics. When current is passed through a coil, the flux density in the upper and lower air gap
is different, which contributes to the generated force on the armature’s end. With the input force,
the armature and pin vibrate. The vibration of the pin contributes to the diaphragm’s vibration,
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which leads to sound radiation through the spout. The BAR consists of electromagnetic, mechanical,
and acoustic physical domains, which are coupled with each other.

To construct the electromagnetic mathematic modeling of the BAR, the lumped parameter method
(LPM) was proposed in previous research [12,13] which does not investigate the acoustic domain
and cannot predict the SPL result, the key performance criteria of BAR. The multimode of BAR is
investigated by using the lumped parameter in refs. [14,15]. The electromagnetic domain and acoustic
domain is not involved. To obtain the SPL result, the acoustic domain is considered [16–18] while
the input electromagnetic parameter (resistance, inductance, force factor) and mechanical parameters
(mass, stiffness, force factor) come from experiment, which means the input parameter cannot be
obtained in the analysis if there is no sample or experiment.

This paper is organized in the following structure. In the first part, to predict the SPL and develop
a new structure BAR product, LPM is proposed to analyze the performance of the BAR by modeling
the electromagnetic, mechanical, and acoustic domains along with their coupling effect according to
the modeling dimension and material property, which is defined as the proposed method. Second,
BAR is analyzed by FEM (electromagnetic, mechanical domain) and BEM (acoustic domain) which
is defined as the previous method [19,20]. Consequently, the samples were manufactured according
to the analyzed modeling. Based on the samples, the SPL experiment result was obtained. Finally,
the result shows that LPM was verified by experiment, as the previous method (FEM and BEM).
The difference is that the proposed method (LPM) takes 1 hour, while the previous method (FEM and
BEM) took 36 hours. In conclusion, the contribution of the paper is that the proposed LPM method
makes use of the BAR modeling dimension and material property to predict the SPL result without
parameter identification by experiment and is more efficient than the previous method. The proposed
LPM method can be used to design a new structure BAR and shorten the development cycle of the
BAR. The method detail is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of simulation methods in the paper.

Domain Proposed Method Previous Method

Electromagnetic LPM FEM
Mechanical LPM FEM

Acoustic LPM BEM

2. Analysis by LPM

2.1. Electromagnetic Analysis

The electromagnetic modeling can be described by an equivalent circuit, which is demonstrated
in Figure 1. By solving Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, the flux density in the armature can be
expressed as a dimension of the electromagnetic circuit and material property, which includes the B-H
curve and coercive force. The B-H curve indicates that the permeability changes with flux density in
the armature and magnet house. When the position of the armature end changes, the reluctance of
the air gap between armature and permanent magnet is changed, which means the different position
contributes to a different flux density and force on the armature. Consequently, the electromagnetic
characteristic such as inductance and force factor are nonlinear. Hence, to handle the nonlinear
characteristic property of the B-H curve, the under-relaxed Newton–Raphson method is adopted to
solve the Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws [21–23].

By post processing flux density, the cogging force, force factor, and inductance can be obtained
which are depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The equivalent circuit of the electromagnetic part.

Figure 2. Electromagnetic parameters vs displacement.
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The cogging force, force factor, and inductance expressions are listed in the following equations:

Fcogging(x) = 2μ0 AgF2
M

(De f f 2+De f f 1+4De f f )(De f f 2−De f f 1+2x)

[(De f f 1−x)(De f f 2+x)+De f f (De f f 1+De f f 2)]
2

LE(x) = μ0 AgN2 (De f f 2+De f f 1)
(De f f 1−x)(De f f 2+x)+De f f (De f f 2+De f f 1)

Bl(x) = μ0 Ag
2

FM N
[
(De f f 2+De f f 1+4De f f )(De f f 2+De f f 1)+(De f f 2−De f f 1+2x)

2]
[(De f f 1−x)(De f f 2+x)+De f f (De f f 2+De f f 1)]

2

(1)

where
De f f 1 = μ0 Ag(RM + RHi1) + D

De f f 2 = μ0 Ag

(
RM + RHi2 +

1
2 RH

)
+ D

De f f = μ0 Ag(RA + Ri + Rii)

where Fcogging, Bl and LE are cogging force, force factor, and voice coil inductance, respectively, which
are expressed by the armature position x. RA, RH are the reluctance of the armature and magnet house.
FM, Ag, N and D are the magnetomotive force of the magnet, the area of the magnet, the coil turns,
and the air gap width respectively.

The mathematic equation for the electrical part is given in the following equation:

Z(s) = RE + sLE (2)

where RE is the electrical voice coil resistance at DC and LE is the voice coil inductance.

2.2. Mechanical Analysis

The modeling of the mechanical simulation is demonstrated in Figure 3. The structure contains
the armature, pin, and diaphragm. Magnetic force is generated on the armature end. The diaphragm
vibrates through the pin connection. The edge of the diaphragm is fixed.

Figure 3. Mechanical simulation modeling.

To describe the mechanical system, one degree-of-freedom of the vibration system’s governing
equation is adopted as follows:

F = Mms
..
x + Rms

.
x +

1
Cms

x (3)

where Mms is the mechanical mass of the driver diaphragm, Rms denotes the mechanical resistance of
the total driver losses, and Cms denotes the mechanical compliance of the driver suspension.

In the modeling, if the input force is 0.01 N, there will be 6.38 × 10−3 mm displacement on
the output point. If the input force is 0.02 N, the displacement becomes 12.76 × 10−3 mm. Hence,
the stiffness of the mechanical system is calculated by dividing the difference of the force with the
displacement, which is 1570 N/m and defined as original stiffness (Koriginal). The cogging force
stiffness is 720 N/m, which can be treated as negative stiffness. Therefore, the modified stiffness is
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850 N/m, which means Cms is 1.176 m/N. By conducting a modal analysis of the mechanical system,
the resonance frequency is obtained, which is 3169.9 Hz. According to the following equation:

f0 =
1

2π

√
Koriginal

Mms
(4)

The mass is calculated as 3.95 × 10−6 kg.

2.3. Acoustic Analysis

The acoustic domain is modeled as described in the following sections:
There are four tubes in the acoustic modeling which are depicted in Figures 4 and 5. These tubes

can be treated as transmission line models which are depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Acoustic modeling in the BAR.

Figure 5. Acoustic modeling in the test jig.

Figure 6. Tube model.

The governing equation is listed below:(
p1

q1

)
=

[
cos(kl) jZw sin(kl)

(j/Zw) sin(kl) cos(kl)

](
p2

q2

)
(5)

and
p1 = cos(kl)× p2 + jZw sin(kl)× q2

q1 = (j/Zw) sin(kl)× p2 + cos(kl)× q2
(6)

The parameters are k = ω/c, where ω = 2πf ; l = tube length; and Zw = ρc/S, where ρ is the air
density and c is the speed of sound propagation.
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The 2-cc coupler is modeled as the acoustic capacity, which is shown in Figure 7.

aC

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit of cavity.

The related equation defining the acoustic capacity is given as follows:

Ca =
V

ρc2 (7)

The SPL (Sound Pressure Level) can be calculated as below:

SPL = 20log
(

p/20 × 10−6
)

(8)

2.4. Electromagnetic-Mechanical–Acoustic Coupling Factors

The force factor is the electromagnetic–mechanical coupling factor and treated as a gyrator which
generates a back EMF in the electromagnetic domain and a driving force in the mechanical domain.
The effective area is the mechanical–acoustic coupling factor and is treated as the transformer which
changes the vibration velocity of the diaphragm into the volume velocity of the air motion. The effective
area of the diaphragm is calculated as half of the area of the diaphragm, because it vibrates just like a
cantilever beam. The total simulation tool is depicted in Figure 8 which contains the electromagnetic,
mechanical, and acoustic domains along with the coupling factor.

Figure 8. Equivalent circuit of BAR.

3. Analysis by FEM and BEM

To check the efficacy of LPM, the BAR is also analyzed by FEM and BEM. In the electromagnetic
simulation part, the BAR is modeled with a different deformation, i.e., different displacement. Varying
current is then input to the coil. The magnetic vector potential is defined as zero on the surface
of the surrounded air box which is shown in Figure 9. Finally, the flux density is solved through
FEM simulation. The electromagnetic FEM simulation governing equation is demonstrated by the
following equation:

∇×
(

1
μr

∇× A

)
= Jμ0 + μ0∇× Hc (9)
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where A is the magnetic vector potential, J is the current density, Hc is the permanent magnetic intensity,
μ0 is the permeability in the vacuum. After solving the governing equation, the flux density of every
node in the modeling can be obtained. By post process, the force factor, inductance, and cogging force
are obtained, which become the input of the vibro-acoustic simulation.

FΦ

Figure 9. Modeling of electromagnetic FEM simulation.

The governing equation of the mechanical FEM simulation is listed in equation

[M]
..
u + [C]

.
u + [K]u = [Fi] (10)

where [M], [C], [K], {Fi}, and u denote the mass matrix, damping matrix, stiffness matrix, vector of
current force, and displacement. The surround part of the diaphragm is fixed which means that the
displacement is zero. With a given input force, the displacement of every node can be solved.

In the acoustic domain, the velocity of the tube surface is defined as zero, which means a rigid wall
and is depicted in Figure 10. The sound pressure on the test point is solved by solving the Helmholtz
governing equation.

∇2 p − k2 p = −jρ0wq (11)

where p, k, ρ0, w, and q are sound pressure, wave number air density, angular frequency, and volume
velocity. The volume velocity is from the displacement result obtained in the mechanical FEM
simulation. The details are outlined in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 10. Modeling of acoustic BEM simulation.
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Table 2. Simulation detail by FEM and BEM.

Domain Package Elements Order Number of Nodes

Electromagnetic ANSYS 3 146817
Mechanical ANSYS 3 525006

Acoustic Virtual lab 2 1329

Table 3. Model detail.

Domain Value Unit

Total dimension 5 × 3 × 2.6 mm
Coil resistance 23 Ohm
Input voltage 0.115 V

Table 2 shows the simulation detail. ANSYS is taken advantage of in the electromagnetic and
mechanical system and Virtual Lab is adopted to simulate the acoustic system. In order to obtain an
accurate result, the numbers of nodes in the three systems are 146817, 525006, and 1329. Based on the
same computer and the listed node number in Table 2, the computation time by FEM and BEM is 36 h
while, the time by the LPM method is 1 hour. So the computation time is improved.

4. Experiment

Furthermore, according to 3D modeling, the balanced armature sample is manufactured and
assembled. The sample is shown in Figure 11. The experimental condition is demonstrated in
Figure 12. The sweep input source ranges from 100 Hz to 20,000 Hz. The SPL of the BAR is tested
using a microphone through the 2-cc coupler jig. In the experimental result, the SPL can maintain 100
dB because the BAR is tested in an enclosed tube and chamber. The first SPL peak is due to resonance
of the mechanical structure. The second SPL peak is due to the tube and front chamber. Figure 13
shows the comparison of SPL between the experiment and simulation. The LPM simulation results
were verified through experimental results, using FEM and BEM.

Figure 11. Parts of BAR.
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Figure 12. Experimental condition.

Figure 13. Comparison of experiment and simulation.

5. Conclusions

The BAR is a product based on multiphysics that considers electromagnetic, mechanical,
and acoustic domains. These physical domains are coupled with each other. This study derived
LPM simulation, which modeled the multiphysics characteristic and considered the coupling effect.
The SPL performance of the BAR was predicted through LPM, which provided the same validation as
FEM and BEM. Additionally, it was found that LPM was more efficient and could be used to develop
the BAR. In the future, the proposed LPM method will be discussed in relation to the BAR dimension
and material property influence on SPL. For example, in the electromagnetic domain, the sensitivity
analysis of the magnetomotive force of the magnet will be done to check its influence on SPL. Finally,
according to the design target, every dimension can be determined.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SPL Sound pressure level
MEMS Micro-Electro-Mechanical System
LPM Lumped parameter method
FEM Finite element method
BEM Boundary element method
BAR Balanced armature receiver
EMF Electromotive force
2-cc 2 cubic centimeter
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Abstract: In this paper, a comparison for the effect of different arrangement of point masses
on vibroacoustic behavior of parabolic tapered annular circular plate with different taper ratios
are analyzed by keeping the total mass of the plate plus point masses constant. Three different
arrangement of thickness variation are considered. The mathematical tool FEM using ANSYS is used
to determine the vibration characteristic and both FEM and Rayleigh integral is used to determine
the acoustic behavior of the plate. Further, Case II plate (parabolic decreasing increasing thickness
variation) for all combination of point masses is found to have reduction in natural frequency
parameter in comparison to other cases of parabolic tapered plate. In terms of acoustic behavior,
sound power levels of different cases of plate with different point mass combination are observed.
It is observed that the Case II plate with two point masses combination shows the highest sound
power and the Case III plate for all cases of point mass combination is least prone to acoustic
behavior. Furthermore, It is observed that at low forcing frequency average radiation efficiency of
parabolic tapered plate for different arrangement of point masses is almost same, but at high forcing
frequency average radiation increases for higher taper ratio. Finally, a brief discussion of peak sound
power reduction and actuation for different arrangement of point masses with different taper ratios
are provided.

Keywords: thick annular circular plate; finite element modeling; Rayleigh integral; point mass; taper
ratio; parabolic thickness variation

1. Introduction

Plate with tapered annular circular plates with different combinations of point masses has
many engineering applications. They are used in many structural components, i.e., building, design,
diaphragms, and deck plates in launch vehicles, diaphragms of turbines, aircraft and missiles, naval
structures, nuclear reactors, optical systems, construction of ships, automobiles and other vehicles,
the space shuttle, etc. These tapered plates with different combinations of point masses are found
to have greater resistance to bending, buckling, and vibration in comparison to plates of uniform
thickness. It is interesting to know that tapered plates with different thickness variation have drawn the
attention of most of the researchers in this field. However, tapered plates with different combination
of point masses can alter the dynamic characteristic of structures with a change in stiffness. Hence,
for practical design purposes, the vibration and acoustic characteristics of such tapered plates are
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equally important. In comparison to the present study, several existing works are presented where
the researchers have investigated the vibration response [1–9] of circular or annular plates of tapered
or uniform thickness. However, in terms of acoustic behavior, many researchers have contributed
most. Lee and Singh [10] used the thin and thick plate theories to determine the sound radiation
from out-of-plane modes of a uniform thickness annular circular plate. Thompson [11] used the
Bouwkamp integral to determine the mutual and self-radiation impedances both for annular and
elliptical pistons. Levine and Leppington [12] analyzed the sound power generation of a circular
plate of uniform thickness using exact integral representation. Rdzanek and Engel [13] determined
the acoustic power output of a clamped annular plate using an asymptotic formula. Wodtke and
Lamancusa [14] minimized the acoustic power of circular plates of uniform thickness using the
damping layer placement. Wanyama [15] studied the acoustic radiation from linearly-varying circular
plates. Lee and Singh [16] used the flexural and radial modes of a thick annular plate to determine
the self and mutual radiation. Cote et al. [17] studied the vibro acoustic behavior of an unbaffled
rotating disk. Jeyraj [18] used an isotropic plate with arbitrarily varying thickness to determine
its vibro-acoustic behavior using the finite element method (FEM). Ranjan and Ghosh [19] studied
the forced response of a thin plate of uniform thickness with attached discrete dynamic absorbers.
Bipin et al. [20] analyzed an isotropic plate with attached discrete patches and point masses with
different thickness variation with different taper ratios to determine its vibro acoustic response. Lee and
Singh [21] investigated the annular disk acoustic radiation using structural modes through analytical
formulations. Rdzanek et al. [22] investigated the sound radiation and sound power of a planar annular
membrane for axially-symmetric free vibrations. Doganli [23] determined the sound power radiation
from clamped annular plates of uniform thickness. Nakayama et al. [24] investigated the acoustic
radiation of a circular plate for a single sound pulse. Hasegawa and Yosioka [25] determined the
acoustic radiation force used on the solid elastic sphere. Lee and Singh [26] used a simplified disk brake
rotor to investigate the acoustic radiation through a semi-analytical method. Thompson et al. [27,28]
analyzed the modal approach for different boundary conditions to calculate the average radiation
efficiency of a rectangular plate. Rayleigh [29] determined the sound radiation from flat finite structures.
Maidanik [30] analyzed the total radiation resistance for ribbed and simple plates using a simplified
asymptotic formulation. Heckl [31] used the wave number domain and Fourier transform to analyze
the acoustic power. Williams [32] determined the wave number as a series in ascending power to
estimate the sound radiation from a planar source. Keltie and Peng [33] analyzed the sound radiation
using the cross-modal coupling from a plane. Snyder and Tanaka [34] demonstrated the importance
of cross-modal contributions for a pair of modes through total sound power output using modal
radiation efficiency. Martini et al. [35] investigated the structural and elastodynamic analysis of rotary
transfer machines by a finite element model. Croccolo et al. [36] determined the lightweight design of
modern transfer machine tools using the finite element model. Martini and Troncossi [37] determined
the upgrade of an automated line for plastic cap manufacture based on experimental vibration analysis.
Pavlovic et al. [38] investigated the modal analysis and stiffness optimization: the case of a tool
machine for ceramic tile surface finishing using FEM.

In this paper, a numerical simulation has been proposed for the vibroacoustic behavior of parabolic
tapered plate with different attachment of point masses. The review of the literature suggested
that the vibroacoustic behavior of plate with different point masses is not reported. Hence taking
consideration of all these facts, this paper is focused on the vibroacoustic behavior of parabolic
tapered annular circular plate keeping the mass of the plate plus point masses constant for all cases of
parabolic thickness variation. Therefore, the numerical simulation is provided in this paper by taking
consideration of different plates with different taper ratios under time varying harmonic excitations.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Free Vibration of Plate

In this simulation process, the vibration of the plate is performed and its modal characteristic is
determined. The natural frequency along with the modes shape of the plate during modal analysis is
obtained as (

[K]− ω2[M]
)

ψmn = 0 (1)

In the above formulation, [M] is said to be mass matrix and [K] is said to be the stiffness matrix. The
mode shape is represented by ψmn and the corresponding natural frequency of the plate is represented
by ω denoted as rad/sec. Further, λ2 known as the non-dimensional frequency parameter which is
obtained as

λ2 = ωa2

√
ρh
D

(2)

where, D is said to be the flexure rigidity = Eh3

12(1−υ2)
, a is said to be the outer radius, E is said to be the

Young’s modulus of elasticity, υ is said to be Poisson’s ratio, h is said to be the thickness of the plate,
and ρ is said to be the density of plate.

2.2. Acoustic Radiation Formulation of Plate with Point Masses

In this numerical simulation, we consider an annular circular plate in flexural vibration is set on
flat rigid baffle having infinite extent as reported in Figure 1. We are neglecting the acoustic scattering
of the edges of a vibrating structure in this investigation. Further, if P be considered as sound pressure
amplitude, Ss be considered as the surface of the sound source, q be considered as the Green methods
function in free field. Furthermore, if ls and lp be considered as the position vectors of source and
receiver and If the surface normal vector at ls is taken as f, then using by Rayleigh integral [10], structure
sound radiation can be obtained by Equation (3)

P
(
lp
)
=
∫

Ss

(
∂q
∂ f
(
lp, ls

)
P
(
lp
)− ∂P

∂ f
(ls)q

(
lp, ls

))
ds(ls) (3)

Consideration of the plane wave approximation to determine the sound pressure radiated from
non-planar source in far and free field environment can be obtained by Equation (4)

P
(
lp
)
=

ρ0c0B
4π

∫
Ss

eiB|lp−ls |U(ls)∣∣lp − ls
∣∣ (1 + cos η)dS (4)

Further for our consideration, if ρ0 is considered as the mass density of air, c0 is considered as
the speed of sound in air, B is considered as the corresponding acoustic wave number, and

.
U and

.
u is

considered as both the corresponding vibratory velocity amplitude and spatial dependent vibratory
velocity amplitude in the z direction at ls, then the modal sound pressure Pmn from a normal plane [10],
for an annular plate with (m, n)th mode is obtained from simplifying above Equation (4) with Hankel
transform and is obtained Equations (5) and (6)

Pmn(R, α, β) =
ρ0c0BeiBmnRd

2Rd
cos nβ(−i)n+1 An

[ .
u(l)

]
(1 + cos η) (5)

A f

[ ·
u(l)

]
=

∞∫
0

u(l)Jn(Bll)ldl, Bl = B sin θ; Rd =
∣∣lp − ls

∣∣ (6)

where Jn is considered as Bessel function of order n, (α, β) are considered as the cone and azimuthal
angles of the observation positions, η is considered as angle between the surface normal vector and
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the vector from source position to receiver position, and A is considered as Hankel transform. Further
from the far field condition, Rd in the denominator is approximated by R where R = |lp| is considered
to be radius of the sphere. The observation positions are represented by some points having equal
angular increments (Δϕ , Δα) on a sphere Sv. Then, at all of the observation positions, the sound
pressure is obtained by the above Equations (4)–(6). Where ‘Δϕ′ represents the small increment in
the circumferential direction of the plate. In far field for the (m, n)th mode, the modal sound power
Smn [10,16] is obtained by Equation (7)

Smn = (DmnSv)s =
1
2

2π∫
0

π∫
0

P2
mn

ρ0c0
R2 sin αdαdβ (7)

where, we considered Dmn, as the acoustic intensity and we considered Sv as area of the control surface.
Furthermore, if σmn is considered as radiation efficiency of the plate, then radiation efficiency [10] is
obtained by Equation (8)

σmn =
Smn∣∣∣ .

u2
mn

∣∣∣ts ,
∣∣∣ .
u2

mn

∣∣∣ts = 1
2π(a2 − b2)

∫ a

b

2π∫
0

U
2
dϕdl (8)

where,
∣∣∣ .
u2

mn

∣∣∣ts is considered to be the spatially average r.m.s velocity for the two normal surfaces of the
plate. If the plate thickness (h) effect is considered, then from the two normal surfaces of the plate at
(Z = 0.5h and −0.5h), the modal sound power [16] due to the sum of two sound radiations is obtained
by Equations (9)–(11)

Pmn(R, α, β) = (1 + cos α)Ps
mn(R, α, β) + (1 − cos α)Po

mn(R, α, β) (9)

Ps
mn(R, α, β) =

ρ0c0BmneiBmnR

2R
e−iBmn(

h
2 ) cos α cos nβ(−i)n+1 An

[ .
U(l)

]
(10)

P0
mn(R, α, β) =

ρ0c0BmneiBmnR

2R
e−iBmn(

h
2 ) cos α cos n(β + φ)(−i)n+1 An

[ .
U(l)

]
(11)

where, for (m, n)th mode, Bmn is considered to be the corresponding acoustic wave number whereas s
and o represent the source side and opposite to source side.

Figure 1. Acoustic radiation due to the vibration modes of unbaffled tapered plate in Z direction with
different combination of attached point masses enclosed in a sphere.
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2.3. Thickness Variation of the Plate

In this numerical simulation processes, we considered three different parabolic thickness variation
of plate for vibration analysis and are reported in Figure 2. The radial direction is taken for thickness
variation and the total mass of the plate plus point masses are kept constant. The thickness is varied in
radial direction and is given by hx = h [1 −Tx {f (x)}n], where ‘h’ is the maximum thickness of the plate.

where, f (x) = {0,x=b
1,x=a and f (x) =

x − b
a − b

where b < x < a (12)

In this study, the taper ratio (Tx) is obtained by Equation (13)

Tx =

(
1 − hmin

h

)
(13)

The Case I plate (parabolically decreasing) thickness variation, Case II plate (parabolically
decreasing–increasing) thickness variation, and Case III plate (parabolically increasing–decreasing)
thickness variation of (Figure 2) are obtained by Equations (14)–(16)

hx = h
{

1 − Tx

(
x − b
a − b

)n}
(14)

hx = h
{

1 − Tx

(
1 − abs

(
1 − 2

(x − b)
(a − b)

))n}
(15)

hx = h
{

1 − Txabs
(

1 − 2
(x − b)
(a − b)

)n}
(16)

where, n = 2 for parabolic thickness variation. The total volume of the plate plus point masses as well
as unloaded plate is kept constant and is given by the Equation (17)

Volume = π(a2 − b2)h =

a∫
b

(a2 − b2)hxdx (17)

The process is based on the numerical simulation technique using FEM. The plate is modeled
in ANSYS with Plane 185 with 8 brick nodes and having three degrees of freedom at each node. A
Structural Mass 21 in ANSYS is added to locate the point mass at the nodes. The number of element
and nodes for uniform unloaded plate comes out to be 5883 and 1664, respectively. The numerical
results obtained using FEM are compared with the other existing literature. The structure is modeled
as such that the volume of the uniform unloaded plate is equal to the volume of the plate with point
mass and as a result the whole mass of the plate with point mass remains constant. For plates with
different cases of thickness variation with different point masses, we tried to keep the mesh as close to
the mesh of the uniform unloaded plate. For vibration analysis and for Case I plate with one point
mass combination, the modal structure consists of 5726 elements with 1575 nodes. Similarly, for Case I
plate with two point masses combinations, the modal structure will be consists of 5720 elements with
1537 nodes where as for Case I plate with four point masses combination, the modal structure will be
consists of 5712 elements with 1517 nodes respectively. In this numerical simulation technique, the
meshes of different cases of plate with different plate thickness and with different combination of point
masses are not exactly equal to the uniform unloaded plate. However for plate with other combination
of point masses with different parabolic thickness, variations of 1–2% of mesh as that of uniform
unloaded plate are considered. Furthermore, around the plate for creating the acoustic medium
environment FLUID 30 and FLUID 130 are used. FLUID 30 is used for fluid structure interaction.
FLUID 130 elements are created by imposing a condition of infinite space around the source and to
prevent the back reflection of sound waves to the source. For acoustic calculation, the number of
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elements and nodes for uniform unloaded plate comes out to be 14,680 and 3639, respectively. For
Case I plate with one point mass the number of elements and nodes after proper convergence comes
out to be 14,662 and 3627, respectively. Further, after proper convergence, for Case I plate with two
point masses the number of element and nodes after proper convergence comes out to be 14,644 and
3615 respectively. For Case I plate with four point masses, the number of element and nodes after
proper convergence found to be 14,620, and 3605 respectively. For other cases of plate with different
point masses combination, again a variation of 1–2% of mesh as that of uniform unloaded plate is
taken in this numerical simulation technique. Consider the plate is vibrating in air medium with air
density ρ0 = 1.21 kg/m3. At 20 ◦C, the speed of sound c0 of air is assumed as 343 m/s. The plate
with structural damping coefficient is taken as 0.01. Rayleigh integral is applied to determine acoustic
power calculation and ANSYS is used as a tool for numerical simulation. In this paper, we considered
a plate with outer radius ‘a’ and inner radius ‘b’ as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Plate with different parabolic varying thickness variations.

In this numerical simulation processes, a comparison for the effect of natural frequency parameter,
effect of sound power level, effect of average radiation efficiency, and effect of peak sound power level
for different cases of parabolic tapered plate with different combinations of point masses are obtained.
For all cases of tapered plate with point masses, the mass of the plate is kept constant. The out of
plane (m, n)th modes are considered and the different taper ratios are varied in the range of 0.00–0.75
for this process of simulation. The plate is clamped at inner and free at the outer boundary. We are
considered the three arrangements of plate with different combination of point masses as shown in
Figure 3. The selection of different combinations of point masses are such that the mass of uniform
unloaded plate is equal to mass of plate + point mass and in all cases total mass of the plate with point
masses remains constant. The dimension and the material properties of an annular circular plate with
point masses are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Different specific dimension and material properties of plate with point mass consider in
this literature.

Dimension of the Plate with Point Mass Isotropic Annular Circular Plate

Outer radius (a) m 0.1515
Inner radius (b) m 0.0825
Radii ratio, (b/a) 0.54
Thickness (h) m 0.0315

Thickness ratio, (h/a) 0.21
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 7905.9

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 218
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Figure 3. Plate with different combinations of point masses with (0, 2) modes. (a) Plate with one point
mass. Mass of point mass = 0.1 times mass of the plate. (b) Plate with two point masses. Mass of each
point mass = 0.05 times mass of the plate. (c) Plate with four point masses. Mass of each point mass =
0.025 times mass of the plate.

3. Validation of the Present Study

In this process of numerical simulation technique, the validation of modal frequency of thick
annular isotropic plate is done with the published result of Lee et al. [10] as shown in Table 2. In [10],
Lee et al. used the thick and thin plate theories to provide the solution for the natural frequency
parameter of uniform annular circular plate. In our study, we have calculated our result using FEM
by taking the same dimension of plate as that of Lee et al. Therefore, our result of simulation in this
study has a good agreement with the published results [10] as reported in Table 2. For the acoustic
power calculation, the computed analytical, numerical, and published experimental results [10] are
considered as reported in Figure 4. From Figure 4, good agreements of computed acoustic results are
seen to be obtained analytically and numerically in line with published experimentally results [10].

Figure 4. Analytical, experimental and numerical comparison of sound power level of unloaded plate
having uniform thickness for taper ratio Tx = 0.00.
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Table 2. Comparison and validation of natural frequency parameter λ2 of clamped-free uniform
annular circular plate with that of Lee et al. [10] at Tx = 0.00.

Plate Mode
Non Dimensional Frequency Parameter, λ2

H. Lee et al. [10] Present Work

Uniform plate
b/a = 0.54
h/a = 0.21

(0, 0) 13.61 13.49
(0, 1) 13.43 13.50
(0, 2) 15.28 14.12
(0, 3) 16.81 16.67

4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Effect of Natural Frequency Parameter (λ2) of Plate with Different Combinations of Point Masses with
Different Taper Ratios

In this paper, the simulation results for the effect of natural frequency parameter (λ2) due to
different combination of point mass are considered. The different parabolic thickness variations are
taken where the analysis of the plate is done by keeping mass of the plate + point mass constant.
We have considered the first four frequency parameter and hence the numerical comparison is done
between the uniform unloaded plate and plate with different combination of point masses for uniform
thickness at Tx = 0 as reported in Table 3. We find from Table 3 that the effect of natural frequency
parameter for the unloaded plate and the plate with different combination of point masses is almost
same. For further simulation results, a comparison of percentage variation of frequency parameter
with the modes are investigated for different cases of plate with point masses combination as reported
in Figure 5. It is clear from Figure 5 that the (0,1) mode increases for two point mass and four point
mass combinations but decreases for one point mass combinations. In our numerical simulation results,
we see that there is abrupt decrease of (0, 3) mode for all point masses combinations due to more
stiffness associated with these modes. In our numerical simulation we compare λ2 with all modes both
for unloaded plate and plate with four point masses combinations as reported in Figure 6. We find
that the effect of natural frequency parameter due to four point masses shows the little decrease in
the frequency parameter. This may happen due to more stiffness associated with this plate. Further,
in this numerical simulation process, we compare Tables 4–6 for natural frequency parameter (λ2) of
plate with different combinations of point masses combinations for different cases of tapered plate.
It is observed from the Tables 4–6 that Case II plate (parabolically decreasing—increasing thickness
variation) reports the reduction in natural frequency parameter for all cases of thickness variations
with different combinations of point masses in respect to Case I plate (parabolic decreasing thickness
variation). This reduction of natural frequency parameter for Case II plate may be due to the less
stiffness associated than that of Case I plate. It is found that due to more stiffness associated with Case
III plate (parabolic increasing—decreasing thickness variation), it shows the almost equal effect of
natural frequency parameter as that of uniform unloaded plate for all combination of point masses.
However, for plate with different parabolically thickness variations with all cases of four point mass
combinations, alteration of modes are observed at higher taper ratios.

Table 3. Numerical comparison of different frequency parameter λ2 with different modes of uniform
unloaded plate for taper ratio Tx = 0.00 with that of different combinations of point masses.

Mode
Un-Loaded

Plate
Plate with One

Point Mass
% λ2 Plate with Two

Point Masses
% λ2 Plate with Four

Point Masses
% λ2

(0,0) 13.49 13.46 0.223 13.45 0.296 13.35 1.033
(0,1) 13.50 13.48 0.148 13.44 0.444 13.32 1.333
(0,2) 14.12 14.08 0.283 14.06 0.424 14.02 0.708
(0,3) 16.67 16.64 0.017 16.64 0.017 16.62 0.299
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Figure 5. Comparison of % variation of natural frequency parameter with modes for uniform plate
with different combinations of point masses.

Figure 6. Comparison of variation of natural frequency parameter with modes for unloaded plate and
for plate with four point masses.
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Table 4. Numerical comparison of different frequency parameter λ2 with different modes of plate
with one point mass combinations for different parabolic thickness variations and for different taper
parameters (Tx).

Case Mode
Natural Frequency Parameter, λ2

Tx = 0.00 Tx = 0.25 Tx = 0.50 Tx = 0.75

I

(0,0) 13.4802 12.9904 12.4703 11.9305
(0,1) 13.4942 12.9745 12.4442 11.8918
(0,2) 14.1132 13.6135 13.0936 12.5502
(0,3) 16.6624 16.0733 15.4611 14.8254

II

(0,0) 13.4811 12.8952 12.2718 11.6202
(0,1) 13.4932 12.8774 12.2414 11.5752
(0,2) 14.1134 13.5187 12.8943 12.2384
(0,3) 16.6624 15.9610 15.2277 14.4605

III

(0,0) 13.4812 13.4891 13.4902 13.4904
(0,1) 13.4943 13.4784 13.4808 13.4804
(0,2) 14.1136 14.1109 14.1134 14.1125
(0,3) 16.6625 16.6600 16.6624 16.6618

Table 5. Numerical comparison of different frequency parameter λ2 with different modes of plate
with two point masses combinations for different parabolic thickness variations and for different taper
parameters (Tx).

Case Mode
Natural Frequency Parameter, λ2

Tx = 0.00 Tx = 0.25 Tx = 0.50 Tx = 0.75

I

(0,0) 13.4753 12.9768 12.4592 11.9285
(0,1) 13.4825 12.9682 12.4392 11.8825
(0,2) 14.0925 13.6092 13.0878 12.5325
(0,3) 16.6532 16.0691 15.4592 14.8125

II

(0,0) 13.4768 12.8825 12.2685 11.6125
(0,1) 13.4832 12.8785 12.2386 11.5624
(0,2) 14.0965 13.5085 12.9186 12.2252
(0,3) 16.6582 15.9528 15.2582 14.4518

III

(0,0) 13.4793 13.4758 13.5076 13.4721
(0,1) 13.4825 13.4768 13.5195 13.4821
(0,2) 14.0968 14.0952 14.1392 14.0926
(0,3) 16.6582 16.6592 16.7002 16.6523

Table 6. Numerical comparison of different frequency parameter λ2 with different modes of plate
with four point masses combinations for different parabolic thickness variation and for different taper
parameter (Tx).

Case Mode
Natural Frequency Parameter, λ2

Tx = 0.00 Tx = 0.25 Tx = 0.50 Tx = 0.75

I

(0,0) 13.4852 12.9877 12.4701 11.9301
(0,1) 13.4902 12.9765 12.4443 11.8937
(0,2) 14.1025 13.6040 13.0838 12.5412
(0,3) 16.6635 16.0712 15.4619 14.8258

II

(0,0) 13.4842 12.8924 12.2715 11.6202
(0,1) 13.4902 12.8805 12.2418 11.5762
(0,2) 14.1035 13.5102 12.8858 12.2304
(0,3) 16.6638 15.9618 15.2302 14.4612

III

(0,0) 13.4852 13.4820 13.4850 13.4852
(0,1) 13.4906 13.4853 13.4902 13.4902
(0,2) 14.1037 14.1008 14.1022 14.1032
(0,3) 16.6638 16.6612 16.6639 16.6635
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4.2. Acoustic Radiation of Tapered Annular Circular Plate with Different Attachment of Point Masses with
Different Taper Ratios

In this numerical simulation processes, the sound power level (dB, reference = 10−12 watts
)

of annular circular plate with different combinations of point masses is considered. The plate with
different parabolic thickness variation is analyzed due to transverse vibration. The different taper
ratios are taken as range from (0.00–0.25). A concentrated load of 1N is considered under time-varying
harmonic excitations which are acted at different excitation location at different nodes. A harmonic
frequency range of 0–8000 Hz is taken to determine the sound radiation characteristic. We considered
the Case I plate with parabolic decreasing thickness variation as a convergence study. Figure 7 compares
analytically and numerically the sound power level for Case I plate with four point masses combination
for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 and for different modes. On comparison of sound power, we observed a good
agreement of computed results as depicted from Figure 7. In this numerical simulation, the numerical
comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with different combinations of point masses for
different taper ratios are reported in Figures 8–10. From Figures 8–10, it is investigated that for sound
power level up to 20 dB, we do not get any design options for different taper ratios for plate with both
one point mass and for two point masses combinations. However, for four point masses combination,
we do not find any sound power level upto 30 dB. However, for sound power level up to 30 dB,
we get all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 as design options in frequency bands A and B
for plate with one point mass combinationas reported in Figure 8. It is noteworthy that, for sound
power level up to 50 dB, we get more design options for sound power levels in different frequency
bands, i.e., C, D, and E as reported in Figure 8. From Figure 9, it is apparent that for sound power
level up to 30 dB, then in frequency band A only taper ratio Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 are available
design alternative for plate with two point mass combination. However, for sound power level up
to 50 dB, we get wider frequency bands, B, C, and D for different taper ratios as reported in Figure 9.
From Figure 10, it is investigated that for sound power level up to 40 dB is possible only in frequency
bands A, B and C only with all taper ratios Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 and therefore is the available
design alternative for plate with four point mass combination. However, for sound power level up
to 50 dB, we get broader range of frequency denoted as D, E and F for all taper ratios as reported in
Figure 10. It may be inferred from Figures 8–10 that plate with different combinations of point masses
plays a significant role in sound power reduction in different frequency bands. For plates with four
point masses combinations, the lowest sound power is observed in comparison to one point mass
and two point mass combinations. However stiffness contribution due to various taper ratios have
very limited impact on sound power level reduction in comparison to that of modes and excitation
locations of plate with different combination of point masses. From Figures 8–10, it is observed that for
excitation frequencies up to 2000 Hz, the effect of different combinations of point masses and stiffness
variation due to different taper ratios do not have a significant effect on sound power radiation for
clamped-free forcing boundary condition. However, when the excitation frequency increases beyond
2000 HZ and up to the first peak, Case I plate with one point mass combinationreports the higher
sound power level only for a higher taper ratio. However, for Case I plate with two point masses and
four point masses combinations, there are variations of the sound power level. This is due to variation
of peaks due to different taper ratios at this forcing region. Beyond 2000 HZ, Case II plate with two
point massescombinations is seen to have the highest sound power level. However, the sound power
for Case III plate is found to be decreased for all combination of point masses. Different modes do
influence the sound power peaks as evident from Figures 8–10. Sound power level peak obtained for
different modes (0, 0) and (0, 1) is investigated and it is observed that the dissimilar peak for (0, 0) and
(0, 1) is observed for plate with different point masses. However, with increasing taper ratio, sound
power levels do shift towards lower frequency for all combinations of point masses. It is observed
that at higher forcing frequency beyond 4000 Hz, different taper ratios alter its stiffness for different
cases of thickness variations. It is needless to mention that for higher frequency beyond 4000 Hz
up to 8000 HZ, plate with different combination of point mass alter its stiffness at higher forcing
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frequency. The acoustic power curve is seen to intersect each other at this high forcing region. Table 7
compares the peak sound power level of different parabolic tapered plate with different combinations
of point masses for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is interesting to note that the lowest sound power of
76 dB is observed for plate with four point mass combinations among all different thicknesses and
the highest power of 82 dB is observed for plate with one point mass combination. Figures 11–13
compares Case I, Case II, and Case III for sound power level numerically for different combinations of
point mass for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75. From Figures 11–13 it is investigated that for excitation frequency
up to 2000 Hz, plate with different parabolic thickness variations does not have contribute much
on sound power radiation. However, beyond excitation frequency of 2000 HZ and up to the first
peak, it is investigated that Case II plate with two point masses combination is very good sound
radiator of sound power 83 dB in comparison to 82 dB of plate with one point mass combination.
Case III plates with all combinations of point masses are seen to have poor sound radiation. Figure 14
compares radiation efficiency (σmn) analytically and numerically for Case I plate with four point
masses combination having parabolically decreasing thickness variation and for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.
It is observed that on comparison the results obtained for radiation efficiency matches well with each
other as reported in Figure 14. Figure 15 compares the variation of radiation efficiency for Case I plate
(parabolic decreasing thickness variation) with different arrangement of point masses for different
taper parameter Tx. In this numerical simulation, it is found that for exciting frequencies up to 1000 HZ,
the effect of radiation efficiency with different arrangement of point masses and for different taper
ratios is independent of excitation frequency. However, at a given forcing frequency beyond 1000 HZ,
higher taper ratios cause higher radiation efficiency as evident from Figure 15. It can also be seen that
with increasing taper ratio sound power level peaks do shift towards lower frequency as reported in
Figure 15. Moreover, beyond 2000 HZ, different taper ratios alter its stiffness at higher frequency and
radiation efficiency curve tends to intersect each other at this high forcing region. It can also be seen
that all radiation curves due to all combination of point masses tends converge in a frequency range of
6800–7200 HZ and clear peaks are seen at this frequency band. From Figure 15, it is noted that with
increasing taper ratio the radiation efficiency increases for all combination of point masses. Among
these radiation combinations, the highest radiation efficiency is shown by Case II plate with two point
mass combinztions. The moderate radiation efficiency is seen to be observed for Case I plate with one
point mass and two point masses combinations as reported in Table 7. However, at higher forcing
frequencies, different parabolic tapered plate (Cases I, II, and III) with four point masses combination
shows the least radiation efficiency as evident from Table 7. It is interesting to note that the lowest
radiation efficiency (σmn) is shown by Case III plate. Thus, Case III plate may be considered a poor
radiator among all the thickness variation with different combinations of and point masses. Figure 16
compares the radiation efficiency numerically for plates with different parabolic thickness variation
two point masses combination for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is investigated that all cases of parabolic
tapered plate contribute almost the same radiation efficiency as depicted from Figure 16. Figure 17
shows the numerical comparison of sound power level for plate with two point masses combination
for different parabolic thickness variation and for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is observed that almost
equal and increasing peak sound power level is seen for all cases of parabolic tapered plate. Hence,
the stiffness variation due to different taper ratios has negligible effect on acoustic radiation as evident
from Figures 16 and 17.
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Figure 7. Analytical and numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with four point
masses having parabolic decreasing thickness variation for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 8. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with one point mass having
parabolic decreasing thickness variation with different taper ratio Tx.

Figure 9. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with two point masses having
parabolic decreasing thickness variation with different taper ratio Tx.
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Figure 10. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with four point masses having
parabolic decreasing thickness variation with different taper ratio Tx.

Figure 11. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate having parabolic decreasing
thickness variation for different combinations of point masses for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 12. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case II plate having parabolic decreasing
increasing thickness variation for different combinations of point masses for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 13. Numerical comparison of sound power level for Case III plate having parabolic increasing
decreasing thickness variation for different combinations of point masses for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 14. Analytical and numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for Case I plate with four
point masses having parabolic decreasing thickness variation for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Table 7. Comparison of peak sound power level and radiation efficiency of plate having different
parabolically varying thickness with different combinations of point masses for Tx = 0.75.

Type Plate Thickness
Variation

Plate with One Point Mass Plate with Two Point Masses Plate with Four Point Masses

SPL (dB) RE (σmn) SPL (dB) RE (σmn) SPL (dB) RE (σmn)

Point
masses

Case I 82 1.058 78 1.007 77 0.994
Case II 81 1.045 83 1.079 77 0.994
Case III 79 1.020 77 0.994 76 0.935
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Figure 15. Numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) of Case I plate for parabolically
decreasing thickness variation with different combination of point masses combinations for taper
ratio Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 16. Numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for Case I plate with two point masses
combinations having different parabolic thickness variation for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 17. Numerical comparison of sound power level (dB) for Case I plate with two point masses
combinations having different parabolic thickness variation for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

4.3. Peak Sound Power Level Variation with Different Taper Ratios for All Combinations of Point Masses
Attached to a Plate

In this numerical simulation, the peak sound power level is calculated. The different cases of plate
with different parabolically varying thickness are considered. The different combinations of point
mass are taken and different taper ratios are considered as shown in Figure 18. We are aiming at the
highest peak sound power level for different combinations of point mass attached to a plate which
is reported at first peak which corresponds to (0, 0) mode of the plate. In this numerical simulation,
different cases of plate are investigated with point mass combination. For the Case I plate with one
point mass combination, it is seen that peak sound power level increases for increasing value of taper
ratio. For two point masses and four point masses combinations, there seems to be the variation of
peak sound power levels for increasing value of taper ratio as evident from Figure 18. For Case I plate
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it is seen that peak is maximum for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for plate with one point mass combination and
peak is minimum for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for four point masses combination. It is further noticed that
for Case II plate the highest peak is seen for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for two point masses combination.
Similarly, it is seen that for Case III plate lowest peak is observed for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for plate with
four point masses combination. Thus from the simulation result, it is quite obvious that peak sound
power level corresponds to (0, 0) mode is deeply affected by different combinations of point masses.
It is observed that plate with different combinations of point masses with different taper ratios provide
us design options for peak sound power level. As for example, for peak sound power reduction, taper
ratios, Tx = 0.75 with four point mass combination and taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 with two point masses
combination, for Case III plate may be the options. Similarly, for sound power actuation, taper ratio
Tx = 0.75 with one point mass combination for Case I plate and two point masses combination for Case
II plate may be the another alternative solution.

Figure 18. Peak sound power level (dB) for (a) Case I, (b) Case II, and (c) Case III plate having different
parabolic thickness variation with different combination of point masses.
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5. Conclusions

This paper represents a comparison of vibroacoustic behavior of different cases of parabolic
tapered annular circular plate. The different combinations of point masses of tapered plate are
considered. The clamped free boundary condition of the plate is taken where the mass of the unloaded
plate and the mass of the plate plus point masses is kept constant. In this numerical simulation, it is
investigated that Case II plate for all combination of point masses shows reduction in natural frequency
parameter in comparison to Case I plate. This may happen perhaps due to less stiffness associated
with the Case II plate. However, the natural frequency parameter for Case III plate is found to be same
as that of uniform unloaded plate. For acoustic radiation behavior, it is noted that mode variation and
all cases of parabolic tapered plate with different combinations of pointmasses have significant impact
on sound power level. Whereas the sound power level is less contributed by the stiffness variation
due to different taper ratios. Up to 50 dB, we get abroad range of frequencies as design options for
all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. This includes all cases of parabolic tapered plate with
different combinations of point massesin different frequency bands. The numerical simulation results
in minimum sound power level for all cases of thickness variation of plate with four point masses
combination. On other hand, Case II plate reports the highest sound power level with two point
masses combinations. It is interesting to note that Case III plate with all combination of point masses is
seen to have the lowest sound power level among all variations and may be considered as the lowest
sound radiator. Finally, design options for peak sound power level different combinations of point
masses with different taper ratios are considered. For example, for peak sound power reduction, taper
ratios Tx = 0.75 with four point masses combination and taper ratio Tx = 0.75 with two point masses
combination for Case III plate may be the options. Similarly, for sound power actuation, taper ratio
Tx = 0.75 with one point mass for Case I plate and two point masses combination for Case II plate may
be the another solution.
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Featured Application: This research is related to fields such as landmine detection (humanitarian

landmine mine detection especially) and nondestructive testing.

Abstract: Prodders are widely used devices in landmine detection. A sensorized prodder has
been developed to detect shallow buried landmines by their vibrational characteristics. However,
the influencing mechanisms of prodder’s components on the measured vibrational characteristics are
not clear, and the vibration intensity of the buried landmine decreases with burial depth. A numerical
analysis method is proposed to investigate the effects of parameters of prodder-object coupling system
on the measured vibrational characteristics. The calculated main resonance frequency is 109.2 Hz,
which corresponds well with the published analogy result of 110 Hz, and the mathematical method
is also validated by the previous experimental results. Based on the proposed analysis method,
an optimized prodder is designed, whereby the signal strength can theoretically increase 122.78%,
which means that a greater depth of detection can be acquired. This optimal design is verified by the
simulation experiment that was conducted with the optimization function of Adams software.

Keywords: landmine detection; lumped parameter model; prodder; resonance frequency

1. Introduction

As cheap but effective defensive weapons, landmines have been widely deployed since World War
I. About 100 million landmines remain to be removed in more than 80 countries. These landmines kill
or injure approximately 20,000 people every year. More people get poorer because the contaminated
land is not suitable for agricultural or industrial production [1–4]. However, landmine detection has
been a historically difficult problem.

Landmines are 5–30 cm in diameter (including anti-personnel and anti-tank mines), their casing
materials vary from plastic to metal, and the burial environments are very complicated. Under these
circumstances, even though many techniques have been developed for landmine detection,
current researches indicate that no single device can detect landmine to a real performance level.
Metal detection based on electromagnetic induction (EMI) can only detect landmines containing a
certain amount of metal components, and it may lead to a high rate of false alarm due to metal shreds
that are very common on battlefields [5,6]. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) images geophysical
subsurface by acquiring reflected radar signals that are related to underground dielectric variations
and it has a larger detection depth when compared to EMI method, but it also may cause a high
false-positive detection rate due to the existences of big rocks, animal burrows, and roots [7,8].
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The nuclear quadrupole resonance method observes the presence of abundant nitrogen in the
explosives (TNT and DNT) of the mine, is why this device is very expensive and difficult to operate [9].
Dogs and rats have also been trained to sense the explosive vapor that is diffused from the mine for
their remarkable sense of smell, but the training time is long and the detection result is dependent on
individual animal’s work status [10]. Other methods, like X-ray backscatter and electric impedance
tomography (EIT), are limited by the lack of safety involved in X-ray radiation [11] and detection
depth [12].

Mine prodders can be traced to World War I and they are still most common supplementary
tools in landmine detection because of their adaptability on detecting metal or nonmetal landmines
that are buried in complex circumstances [13–18]. Generally, prodding a landmine with a force of
25 N is unlikely to detonate a mine, though 50 N is regarded to be “safe” by some authorities [19].
A conventional prodder is usually a steel stick that is 30 cm in length. After the rain has softened
the soil, deminers use the prodder to inspect subsurface of suspect area by poking the ground gently
to contact the buried object to sense whether it is a landmine by their senses of touch and sound.
Therefore, in recent years, many novel prodders with force feedback have been developed to explore
new solutions for landmine detection by combining sensors with prodders [20–25].

Giovanni Borgioli et.al. introduced a sensorized prodder to detect landmines that are buried
in shallow soil based on their mechanical feature of big compliance when compared to stone, root,
and other clutters [26]. This prodder consists of three main parts: an electromechanical actuator, a thin
steel rod, and an accelerometer that is fixed on it. After the steel rod is inserted in to the soil to obtain
contact with the buried object to form a prodder-object coupling system, an external electronic unit
provides power supply and excitation signals to drive the actuator to stimulate the buried object,
and the vibration signal that is measured by the accelerometer mounted on the rod is transmitted to
the signal processing unit for characteristic analysis. The tests that were carried out in the laboratory
and an outdoor test bed validated that the buried objects’ vibration responses are well distinguishable
both in the frequency range and vibration intensity due to the landmine having a larger compliance
when compared to roots, stones, and other rigid clutters for the landmine structure contains an air
cavity between the explosive cavity and upper casing.

Since the vibration response is the key feature in distinguishing landmine from other rigid buried
objects. When compared to the Ref. [26], we further studied the theoretical model of the prodder-object
coupling system to investigate the effects of system parameters on the measured response signal
features in this paper. A numerical analysis method is proposed to quantitatively investigate the
resonance behavior of the prodder-object system and their influencing factors. The calculation result
met well with the simulation and experimental data published in [26], which verifies the feasibility
of this proposed numerical method. Based on the analysis results regarding system sensitivity,
an optimal design for a better performing prodder is proposed, and the measured signal strength
can increase 122.78% theoretically, which means greater depth of detection can be acquired, and a
simulation experiment is conducted to verify the proposed optimal design with the optimization
function of Adams software. This analysis procedure provides a reference for developing a good
performing prodder.

2. Modeling of the Prodder-Object System and the Numerical Analysis Method

As shown in Figure 1a, the prodder that is described in Ref. [26] is composed of seven components,
namely, (1) electromechanical actuator; (2) adjusting load spring; (3) aluminum cylinder for mechanical
connection between springs; (4) aluminum cylinder for mechanical connection between spring and
steel rod; (5) steel rod; (6) triaxial accelerometer with the y-axis aligned with the steel rod; and, (7) shell
of the prodder.
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Figure 1. (a) Mechanical sketches of the sensorized prodder; (b) Kinetic model of “prodder-object” system.

The air cavity between a thin upper casing and the explosive makes the landmine structure
more compliant than other buried clutters, such as rocks, tree roots, metal shreds, etc. The prodder is
designed to distinguish landmines from those clutters by sensing buried objects’ resonance behavior,
including vibration intensity and frequency response.

In the detection procedure, the rigid steel rod is inserted into soil to get direct contact with
the buried object to form a prodder-object coupling system. Subsequently, a programmable data
acquisition board generates a chrip signal to control a pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) power driver
that excites the electromechanical actuator of the prodder to vibrate. The steel rod stimulates the
buried object with the mechanical force output from the actuator resultantly. For safety consideration,
the output force of the prodder should be controlled below 10 N by adjusting the PWM power
driver current. Meanwhile, the acceleration of the contact point is measured by a light silicon MEMS
accelerometer that is mounted on the steel rod and then transmitted to the acquisition board for data
analysis. After Analogue-to-Digital (A/D) conversion, filtering and Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
processing of the measured data, the frequency response of the buried object can be acquired. Landmine
structure is typically much more compliant than those rigid clutters, thus the vibration intensity of
landmine would be much larger and its natural frequency would focus on the low frequency band
when compared to other rigid clutters. Since these two resonance behaviors are the key features in
distinguishing landmines from other rigid clutters, the resonance mechanism of the prodder-object
coupling system should be further studied to make the influencing factors and their influencing
mechanism clear.

The kinetic model of this prodder-object system can be obtained by lumped parameter method;
this method has been used to investigate acoustic landmine detection [27,28]. As indicated in Figure 1b,
k1 and c1 represent the stiffness and damping constants of adjusting spring respectively; and, k2 and
c2 represent the viscoelastic parameters of the moving part of buried object’s upper casing; Stiffness
constant k3 and damping constant c3 of the prodder-object coupling part are equivalent to the
viscoelastic constants of steel rod. While m1 and m2 represent the mass of the moving parts of
prodder and buried object respectively.
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According to the lumped model that is shown in Figure 1b and linear vibration theory, we can
obtain the following kinetic equations:

m1
..
x1= F − k1x1−c1

.
x1−k3(x1−x2)−c3

( .
x1− .

x2
)

m2
..
x2= k3(x1−x2)+c3

( .
x1− .

x2
)− (k2x2+c2

.
x2
) (1)

The above equations in matrix form can be written, as follows:

KX + C
.

X + M
..
X = F (2)

where X = diag(x1, x2) is the displacement matrix dependent on the moving part of prodder and buried
object, thus

.
X and

..
X are the corresponding velocity and acceleration matrixes, respectively; while

K =

[
k1+k3 −k3

−k3 k2+k3

]
, C =

[
c1+c3 −c3

−c3 c2+c3

]
, M =

[
m1

m2

]
, F =

[
F
0

]
.

After being Fourier transformed, the matrix Equation (2) can be written, as follows:(
K−ω2M+jωC

)
X(ω) = F(ω) (3)

Accordingly, Z(ω), the impedance matrix of Equation (3), can be written as the following equation:

Z(ω) = K−ω2M+jωC (4)

Subsequently, detZ(ω) and adjZ(ω), the determinant and adjoint matrixes of Z(ω), respectively,
can be written, as follows:

adjZ(ω) =

[
k1 + k2 − ω2m2 + jω[c1 + c2] k1 + jωc1

k1 + jωc1 k1 + k3 − ω2m1 + jω[c1 + c3]

]
(5)

detZ(ω) =
[
k1 + k3 − ω2m1 + jω[c1 + c3]

][
k1 + k2 − ω2m2 + jω[c1 + c2]

]
− (k1 + jωc1)

2 (6)

Afterwards, the system frequency response function H(ω) can be written, as follows:

H(ω) =
adjZ(ω)

detZ(ω)
=

[
H11[ω] H12[ω]

H21[ω] H22[ω]

]
(7)

In the 2·2 matrix H(ω), Hlp(ω) is the transfer function between the l th and p th component of the
system. In this case, H12(ω), the transfer function between prodder and buried object, can be written,
as follows:

|H12|ω|| =
√

C2+D2

E2+F2 (8)

where

A = k1 + k3 − ω2m1;
B = ω(c1 + c3);
C = k2 + k3 − ω2m2;
D = ω(c2 + c3);
E = AC − BD − k2

3 + ω2c2
3; and,

F = AD + BC − 2ωc3k3.
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3. Numerical Analysis of the Influencing Mechanisms of Prodder-Object System Parameters

3.1. Verification of the Mathematical Analysis Method

For testing the numerical analysis method, the results of mathematical analysis and experiments
are compared. The data reported in Table 1 are the measured mechanical parameters of the
prodder-object system, a plastic box with a diameter of 95 mm is used as the non-metallic landmine
simulant, since the effects of a hollow plastic cap that simulates the upper casing of a landmine [26].

Table 1. Mechanical parameters of the lumped model.

Component
Mass
(kg)

Elastic Coefficient
(N/m)

Damping Coefficient
(Ns/m)

Moving part of the prodder m1 = 0.054 k1 = 1818 c1 = 0.1
Plastic box m2 = 0.013 k2 = 30·103 c2 = 4
Steel rod N.A. k3 = 3213·103 c3 = 0

After substituting all of the above data into Equation (8), the calculated frequency response of the
plastic box is shown in Figure 2. The resultant main resonance frequency is 109.2Hz, meeting well with
the result 110 Hz that is published in Ref. [26], which validates our mathematical analysis method.

Figure 2. Viewgraph of the frequency response of the plastic box.

3.2. Effects of Prodder Components on the Vibrational Characteristics of Buried Object

The resonance behavior of prodder-object system is the most important feature in distinguishing
a buried landmine. However, the influencing mechanisms of prodder’s each component on the
buried object’s vibrational characteristics are not clear. On the other hand, the amplitude at resonance
frequency is equivalent to the measured signal strength, but the object’s vibration intensity usually
diminishes with the increase of burial depth, which indicates that a better performing prodder
should acquire greater signal strength under the same condition. Therefore, in the following
sections, the effects of prodder’s each component on the measured signal are quantitatively analyzed
with the proposed mathematical method to explore the optimal design parameters for a better
performing prodder.

3.2.1. Effects of m1, the Mass of the Moving Part of Prodder

Parameter m1 represents the mass of the moving part of prodder, which includes the total mass of
steel rod, accelerometer, actuator’s mobile part, adjusting springs, and aluminum cylinders. As shown
in Figure 3, the resulting vibration intensity at the main resonance frequency of the plastic box increases
by adjusting the value of m1 from 10 g (mass of accelerometer) up to 100 g, while the other parameter
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values did not change, which indicates that the value of m1 should be reasonably large to obtain greater
signal strength.

Figure 3. Effects of m1 on the frequency response of the plastic box.

3.2.2. Effects of k1, the Stiffness of Adjusting Load Spring

Figure 4 shows that both the intensity and frequency features of the plastic box vibration change
little when the value of k1 is variable from 600 N/m to 30 kN/m. It demonstrates that, with adjusting
spring, which as an energy storage element, the effect of its stiffness on the measured signal could
be ignored.

Figure 4. Effect of k1 on the frequency response of the plastic box.

3.2.3. Effects of c1, the Damping Coefficient of the Adjusting Spring

With the value of damping coefficient c1 increasing from 0.1 Ns/m to 9 Ns/m, the resonance
frequency of the plastic box remains unchanged, while the vibration intensity decreases a lot, as shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Effects of c1 on the frequency response of the plastic box.

Ideally, the adjusting spring is used as an energy storage element without changing the magnitude
of the output force that is exported from electromechanical actuator. However, in practice, there is
still a part of energy consumed by the damping effect of the spring. Thus, damping coefficient of the
adjusting spring should be small enough to acquire better detection performance.

3.3. Effects of the Prodder-Object Coupling Part on Plastic Box Vibrational Characteristics

The lumped model shown in Figure 1b is a two-degree freedom mechanical model that has two
resonance frequencies, namely the main resonance frequency and a higher second resonance frequency,
as introduced by the coupling part (steel rod). The values of k3 and c3 are uncertain when the rod and
the measured object are not in good contact. Moreover, the value of c3 is difficult to measure. Therefore,
it is necessary to analyze the effects of the coupling part on the measured signal characteristics.

3.3.1. Effects of k3, the Stiffness of Steel Rod

As shown in Figure 6, when the value of k3 is increasing from 100 kN/m to 3213 kN/m, the main
resonance frequency of the plastic box increases slightly while the related amplitude decreases,
which means that a steel rod with smaller stiffness may lead to greater measured signal strength. Thus,
steel rods for a better performing prodder should have smaller stiffness.

Figure 6. Effects of k3 on the frequency response of the plastic box.
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3.3.2. Effects of c3, the Damping Coefficient of the Steel Rod

Figure 7 shows that the main resonance frequency and vibration intensity of the plastic box
remain the same, while the amplitude at the second resonance frequency increases with the value of
c3 increasing from 0 up to 90 Ns/m. It can be seen that the damping effect of the coupling part only
introduces a second resonance frequency without changing the amplitude of the measured signal,
and when the prodder contacts well with buried object, the smallest damping effect of the coupling
part can be achieved.

Figure 7. Effects of c3 on the frequency response of the plastic box.

Figure 8 represents the one-degree freedom model that ignores the coupling effects of the steel
rod. In this case, the output force from the actuator is directly applied to the measured object.

Figure 8. Mechanical model of one-degree freedom prodder-object system.

The dynamic equation of the one-degree freedom model can be illustrated as:

(k1+k2)x+(c1+c2)
.
x+(m1+m2)

..
x = F (9)

Subsequently, the frequency response function of this one-degree freedom system can be written,
as follows:

|H0|ω|| = 1√[
k1+k2−ω2[m1+m2]

]2
+ω2(c1+c2)

2
(10)

As shown in Figure 9, the theoretical frequency response of the plastic box can be easily obtained
by calculating Equation (10). The calculated main resonance frequency is 110 Hz, which is consistent
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with the main resonance frequency of the two-degree freedom mechanical model that is shown in
Figure 1b. It indicates that the mechanical model shown in Figure 1b has two degrees of freedom is
due to the coupling effects of the steel rod, and it would attenuate to a one-degree freedom model as
the decrease of the rod’s damping coefficient.

Figure 9. The frequency response of the one-degree freedom model of the plastic box.

3.4. Effects of Buried Object’S Parameters on the Measured Signal Features

Since the landmine is buried in soil, the actual value of stiffness k2 and damping coefficient c2

might be significantly influenced by the varying environmental conditions, such as burial depth,
moisture, particle size, and porosity of soil. Meanwhile, different landmines may have different
viscoelastic coefficients. Obviously, the measured signal characteristics would be influenced by
parameters of landmine and soil conditions. In the following part, the viscoelastic coefficients of buried
object are analyzed quantitatively with the same mathematical method.

3.4.1. Effects of k2, the Stiffness of the Moving Part of Plastic Box

Figure 10 shows the effects of landmine upper casing stiffness k2 on the measured signal features,
the amplitude of the measured signal decrease, while the related resonance frequency increases as
the value of k2 increases from 30 kN/m up to 66 kN/m. Since the casing stiffness of the plastic
landmines are smaller than the stiffness of metal landmines [26], according to the analysis results
above, the prodder may have better performance in the detection of non-metallic landmines that
cannot be detected by the common device, for example, metal detector.

Figure 10. Effects of k2 on the frequency response of the plastic box.
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3.4.2. Effects of c2, the Damping Coefficient of the Moving Part of Plastic Box

Figure 11 shows the upper casing damping effects on the measured signal characteristics;
the amplitude at the main resonance frequency decreases significantly as the value of c2 increases
from 4 Ns/m up to 24 Ns/m. This is due to the significant amount of vibrational energy that can be
consumed by damping effects. However, the actual value of damping coefficient c2 increases with the
burial depth. As a result, the signal strength, namely the amplitude at main resonance frequency of
buried landmine, would decrease with burial depth. These results are consistent with the experimental
results in Ref. [26]. It highlights the importance of designing an optimized prodder that can obtain
larger signal strength to achieve a greater depth of detection.

Figure 11. Effects of c2 on the frequency response of the plastic box.

According to the analysis above, the effects of each prodder’s component on buried landmine’s
vibrational characteristics can be summarized in Table 2 as the relevant parameter values increase.
The notation “↑” represents an increase, “↓” represents a decrease, and “—” means no influence.

Table 2. Effects of Parameters of the System on Its Vibrational characteristics.

Component
Prodder Steel Rod Buried Object

m1 k1 c1 k3 c3 k2 c2

Parameter value ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
The main resonance frequency ↓ — — ↑ — ↑ —

Vibrational amplitude ↑ — ↓ ↓ — ↓ ↓

4. Evaluation of the Optimized Design

On the basis of the above analysis results, an optimized prodder with parameter values of
m1 = 0.1 kg, k1 = 1818 N/m, c1 = 0.1 Ns/m, and k3 = 100 kN/m can obtain greater signal strength
and larger detection depth. As shown in Figure 12, the plastic box’s theoretical resonance vibration
intensity, as measured with the optimized prodder, is 8.07 × 10−4, while the same value that was
measured with the original prodder is 3.60·10−4, thus the signal strength increases by approximately
122.78%.
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Figure 12. Performances comparison between the optimized prodder and the original prodder.

Finally, Adams, which is a widely used multi-body dynamics simulation software, is used to
conduct a simulation experiment to verify the numerical analysis results. The optimization function of
this software allows for users to obtain the optimal parameter values for the design objectives within
certain constraints. As shown in Figure 13a, a parametric dynamics model explaining the working
principle of prodder is built in the Adams software. According to the above analysis results, k1 has
few influence on the measured signal, smaller values for the damping coefficients c1 and c3 tend to
enhance performance. Therefore, k3 and m1, the viscoelastic coefficients of steel rod and the mass
of the moving part of prodder, are set as key design variables. The objective function is the mean
value of the variance between the time domain vibration data measured with the original and new
designed prodders. It is obvious that the maximum value of the objective function corresponds to the
strongest difference of vibration intensity, as measured by these two prodders. The corresponding
parameter values are optimal in the design of better performing prodder. The optimization result is
shown in Figure 13b and the theoretical main resonance frequencies of vibration signal measured by
the original and optimized prodders are 109.27Hz and 76.5Hz, respectively, which perfectly meets
with the numerical analysis results that are shown in Figure 12. Due to Adams software taking earth
gravity into account, the vibration intensity of simulation results increases 161.56%, which is larger
than the numerical analysis result of 122.78%, but they are of the same order. The corresponding values
for k3 and m1 are 100 kN/m and 0.1 kg, respectively, which are equal to the results deduced by the
mathematical method, which verifies this numerical analysis method and the optimal design. It should
be noted that the value ranges of the above parameters are selected experientially, mainly for studying
the parameter’s effect on the prodder’s performance. This paper principally provides an optimization
analysis method for developing a better performance prodder used for landmine detection.

Figure 13. (a) Parametric dynamics model of prodder-object system; and, (b) Performance comparison
between the original prodder and the prodder optimized with the function of Adams software.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the working principle of a sensorized prodder that is used for landmine detection,
a mathematical analysis method is proposed to analyze the influences of each of the prodder’s
components on the measured signal. The calculated results meet well with the published
electromechanical analogy simulation results and experimental results respectively, proving the
feasibility of the proposed numerical analysis method. According to the analysis results, we can
draw the following conclusions:

If the mass of the moving part of prodder increases, the main resonance frequency of the measured
signal would decrease while the corresponding vibration intensity would increase. Therefore, the mass
of the moving part of prodder should be reasonable large to acquire greater signal strength to obtain
larger detection depth.

The stiffness of prodder’s adjusting spring has no effect on the vibrational characteristics of
the measured object, but the damping effect of spring can attenuate the vibration intensity. Thus,
the spring of an optimized prodder should have a smaller damping coefficient.

The steel rod’s coupling effects generate a second resonance of the measured signal, while its
influence on the main resonance vibration could be ignored. However, the measured signal strength
would decrease with the increase of the stiffness of the steel rod. As a result, a better performing
prodder should adopt a steel rod with smaller stiffness, for example, a hollow steel rod with
conic-shaped tip.

The analysis results of the effects of the measured object’s stiffness and damping coefficient show
that the theoretical signal strength for the plastic mine is larger than the related value for metal mine,
which indicates that the prodder might be better suited for non-metallic landmine detection.

According to the above analysis results, when the mass of the prodder’s moving part is 0.1 kg,
the adjusting spring is still the same, and the stiffness of the rod is 100 kN/m, the measured signal
strength would increase approximately 122.78% resultantly, which means that a greater depth of
detection could be achieved, and this optimal design is verified by the simulation experiment that was
conducted with the optimization function of Adams software. It should be mentioned that, although
many prodders have been proposed, prodder with force feedback is more of an exploration solution
for landmine detection and is under consideration by some mine clearance organizations at this stage
for its safety as a contact method. However, this optimized prodder could be of considerable interest
in landmine detection training, other shallow buried landmine detection, and nondestructive testing
for structural health. In our future work, we will develop an optimized prodder and dedicate it to
these fields.
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Abstract: Two schemes are mainly used for coding sounds in cochlear implants: Fixed-Channel and
Channel-Picking. This study aims to determine the speech audiometry scores in noise of people
using either type of sound coding scheme. Twenty normal-hearing and 45 cochlear implant subjects
participated in this experiment. Both populations were tested by using dissyllabic words mixed
with cocktail-party noise. A cochlear implant simulator was used to test the normal-hearing subjects.
This simulator separated the sound into 20 spectral channels and the eight most energetic were
selected to simulate the Channel-Picking strategy. For normal-hearing subjects, we noticed higher
scores with the Fixed-Channel strategy than with the Channel-Picking strategy in the mid-range
signal-to-noise ratios (0 to +6 dB). For cochlear implant users, no differences were found between
the two coding schemes but we could see a slight advantage for the Fixed-Channel strategies
over the Channel-Picking strategies. For both populations, a difference was observed for the
signal-to-noise ratios at 50% of the maximum recognition plateau in favour of the Fixed-Channel
strategy. To conclude, in the most common signal-to-noise ratio conditions, a Fixed-Channel coding
strategy may lead to better recognition percentages than a Channel-Picking strategy. Further studies
are indicated to confirm this.

Keywords: cochlear implant; coding strategy; Fixed-Channel; Channel-Picking; vocoder simulation;
normal-hearing

1. Introduction

In 2012, cochlear implants (CIs) had successfully restored partial hearing to over 324,200 deaf
people worldwide [1]. In most cases, users of modern CIs perform well in quiet listening conditions.
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Four CI manufacturers are presently on the French market: Cochlear® and Neurelec®/Oticon Medical®

for Channel-Picking (CP) strategies and Advanced Bionics® and Med-El® for Fixed-Channel (FC)
strategies. For most CI users, performances for speech perception significantly decrease in noisy
environments [2].

All modern sound coding strategies are based on the analysis of acoustic information by a bank
of band-pass filters and each strategy has its own philosophy [3].

Two coding schemes are mainly in use. FC strategies transmit all available channels to the
electrodes, which usually stimulate at a high rate. CP strategies (sometimes called n-of-m strategies)
use various stimulation rates (a high, medium or low rate), estimate the outputs of all the available
channels (m) and select a subset of channels (n) with the largest amplitudes.

The present study focuses on the relative contribution of FC strategies and CP strategies on
syllable recognition in noise. We wish to compare the efficiency of the FC and CP coding strategies,
first in simulation and secondly with CI users.

1.1. Sound Coding Strategies

In practice, a wide variation of outcomes is observed amongst implanted patients, which is
probably linked to the duration of deafness, the age at implantation, the age at onset of deafness,
the duration of implant use and the patient’s social environment [4].

Some studies showed a superiority of an FC strategy over a CP strategy particularly in noise [5].
Others like Skinner et al. and Kiefer et al. [6,7] showed a positive difference, for speech recognition,
in favour of the Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) (CP strategy) over Continuous Interleaved
Sampling (CIS) (FC strategy) and Spectral Peak Picking (SPEAK) (CP strategy) [6]. Brockmeier et al. [8]
compared the musical activities and perception of cochlear implant users and concluded that CIS,
SPEAK and ACE did not differ significantly. No clear advantage for a particular coding scheme has
been identified yet.

The number of spectral channels required for speech recognition depends on the difficulty of the
listening situation for both FC and CP strategies [9,10]. For FC strategies, all channels are transmitted
to the corresponding electrodes, usually between 12 and 16, leading to a relatively large amount of
spectral information that may be blurred by the current spread in the cochlea. When the stimulation
rate is high, some results suggest that this rate may be beneficial to speech perception [11]. Another
feature of the strategies lies in the non-overlapping (interleaved) pulse delivery; pulses are brief with a
minimum delay between them and rapid variations in speech can be tracked [12].

1.2. Influence of Noise

The assessment of the performance of CI users in noise has become of great interest as it is
considered to be representative of daily listening conditions.

In noise, the natural gaps in speech are filled and speech envelopes are distorted making speech
recognition more difficult. The CP coding strategies may select noise-dominated channels, instead
of the dominant speech channels, at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [13]. Unlike the CP strategies,
FC strategies transmit the information of all available channels leaving the task of selecting the
informational cues to the auditory system.

The presence of noise reduces the effective dynamic range for CI users by compressing the region
of audibility into the upper position of the dynamic range [14]. Good speech perception in noise
is a target in the management of deafness [15–18] and this aspect is also of great importance when
CI coding strategies are concerned. Thus, tests in noise are more sensitive to changes in the fitting
parameters and more ecological than tests in quiet conditions.
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1.3. Simulation with Normal-Hearing Subjects

Considering the heterogeneity in a group of CI users, it is usually difficult to draw strong
conclusions. Additionally, as the FC and CP strategies are fitted to each group of CI users,
the heterogeneity of the populations is increased.

On the contrary, a simulation work, which can be done with NH subjects, allows greater
homogeneity of the participants. In this case, the same subject can face different situations [19],
such as coding schemes and SNRs, allowing one to focus on different controllable features such as time
and amplitude cues and to ensure efficient paired comparisons. However, the results observed with
NH listeners cannot be directly extrapolated to CI users and many studies have been conducted on this
subject. Dorman extensively studied this matter in 2000 [20,21] and stated that “performance of the NH
listeners established a benchmark for how well implant recipients could perform if electrode arrays
were able to reproduce, by means of the cochlea, the stimulation produced by auditory stimulation
of the cochlea and if patients possessed neural structures capable of responding to the electrical
stimulation” [22]. They also indicated that the best CI users achieved scores that were within the
ranges of scores observed with NH subjects. On the contrary, other authors point out the limitations
of using vocoders to simulate electric hearing and the importance of making experiments with CI
users [23].

Consequently, both approaches (with CI and NH subjects) seem necessary; with NH subjects,
we can evaluate the consequences of the coding strategies and with CI users we can evaluate the
real aspect on a clinical point of view. Practically, for a given strategy, several fitting procedures are
recommended by the manufacturers and each CI is fitted to the patient.

2. Material & Methods

2.1. Participants

The work presented in this paper follows a previous pilot study [24] and was approved by
the French Ethics Committee “Sud-Est 2” (August, 27, 2014, ID-RCB: 2014-A00888-39), under the
supervision of the HCL (Civil Hospitals of Lyon). The participants were recruited between November
2014 and April 2016. They were all informed at least a week before entering the study, verbally and in
writing and they filled out a consent form.

2.1.1. Normal-Hearing Subjects

Twenty NH subjects participated in this experiment. Their age ranged from 18 to 33 years old,
with an average of 25 years. They were recruited among the students of the Claude Bernard Lyon
1 University, through a recruitment notice sent via email. An otologic examination was performed
before entering the study in order to exclude subjects with previous pathologies or deafness. All these
subjects were considered to have normal hearing according to recommendations of the International
Bureau for Audio-Phonology, as their auditory thresholds were below 20 dB HL for all frequencies
between 250 and 8000 Hz.

2.1.2. Cochlear Implant Subjects

Forty-five CI users were included in this study. Their ages ranged from 18 to 60 years old, with
an average of 37 years. They were recruited in the general population of CI users who have their
classical follow-up examination in our tertiary referral centre. Nineteen subjects were fitted with an
FC strategy (Advanced Bionics® and Med-El®) and twenty-six had a CP strategy (Cochlear® and
Neurelec®/Oticon Medical®); the CI population was constituted of two groups (one for each coding
scheme). CI users included in the experiment were people implanted unilaterally and bilaterally.
In the case of people with bilateral implantation, only one implant was tested: the one giving the best
outcomes according to the patient. Demographic details are indicated in Appendix A.
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2.2. Stimuli

The acoustic material incorporates Fournier’s lists mixed in with a cocktail-party noise.

2.2.1. Fournier’s Disyllabic Lists

These lists were adapted to test the participants. They were created by Jean-Etienne Fournier
in 1951 and are approved by the French National College of Audiology (C.N.A.). Forty lists with a
male voice are available and each list is constituted of 10 two-syllable common French words (e.g.,
le bouchon = the cork), leading to 20 syllables per list. They are a French equivalent to the American
Spondee lists (e.g., baseball). The recognition step was one syllable (5%).

2.2.2. Noise

In this study, we used cocktail-party noise. It was a voice mix of eight French-speaking people,
four males and four females. This kind of noise was sufficiently heterogeneous for the task and the
masking was rather invariable throughout a session.

2.3. Hardware

Stimuli were recorded on a CD (44.1 kHz sampling frequency, 16-bit quantization) and presented
using a PHILIPS CD723 CD player connected to a Madsen orbiter 922® Clinical audiometer to control
the general volume and the SNR. The sound was delivered in free field with two JBSYSTEMS ISX5
loudspeakers for CI users and with a TDH 39 headset for NH subjects. Devices used in our experiment
are regularly calibrated and checked according to the NF EN ISO 8253 standard.

2.4. Experimental Conditions and Procedures

For the two groups of subjects, the experiment consisted in speech audiometry in noise with one
syllable as the error unit. For a fixed speech level of 60 dB SPL, the maximum level delivered was
below 65 dB SPL. According to the conditions requested by the ethics committee, it did not exceed the
80 dB SPL limitation recommended for professional noise exposure.

2.4.1. Normal-Hearing Subjects

Processed stimuli were delivered to only one ear, as in the experiment conducted with CI
users. Furthermore, we chose to test the subjects in the right ear considering a lateralization of
the treatment of sounds and especially that speech understanding seems associated with the left
hemisphere activity [25,26].

For a fixed speech level of 60 dB SPL, five SNR were tested for each sound-coding scheme [FC and
CP (8 out of 20)]. The lower SNR was −3 dB and the higher was +9 dB with 3 dB steps between each
tested SNR. For the SNR of +9 dB, the recognition percentage was 100%. Each combination (coding
scheme + SNR) was assigned to a Fournier’s list so that the lists were not repeated. Each session
started with a short training period to help the listener understand the instructions. Then the 10 noise
and coding scheme conditions were randomly presented to each subject (1 list per condition: 5 SNRs
and 2 coding schemes). The sessions lasted about 15 min (plus half an hour for the auditory check).

2.4.2. Cochlear Implant Users

The procedure was slightly different with the CI users as the task was more difficult for them than
for the NH subjects. The speech level was fixed to 60 dB SPL. Most of the CI users did not reach the
100% recognition score; the percentage regularly increased with the SNR. The SNRs were presented
from +18 dB to −3 dB with 3 dB steps. Only one strategy (corresponding to their CI) could be tested
with a patient. Lists were presented in increasing order of difficulty (from +18 dB to −3 dB of SNR) to
avoid discouragement effects; this procedure was the same for both coding schemes.
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CI users were tested at the beginning of their periodical clinical check-up and device setting,
which occurs at the “CRIC” (Cochlear Implant Setting Centre) located in the ORL department of the
Edouard-Herriot hospital. The patient follow-up consists of an appointment with a speech therapist,
a setting of the implant parameters by an audiologist and a clinical examination by a physician.

The following tasks were realized in our work:

• verification of the patient’s medical file;
• a short training session to help the patient understand the instructions.

2.5. Implant Simulation

For the simulation of “CI like” speech processing, we used a vocoder implemented in Matlab®

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) to simulate an FC and a CP coding strategy. We did not simulate channel
interaction in this study.

A diagram representing the signal processing performed by the vocoder is shown in Figure 1.
The different steps of the signal processing are as follows:

• The input signal goes through a pre-emphasis filter, which is a high-pass filter (cut-off frequency
1.2 kHz and slope 3 dB/octave).

• The signal is then sampled (16 kHz sampling frequency, 16 bit quantization). A short-term fast
Fourier transform (STFFT) is applied to the samples and the frame length is 128 points (8 ms).
There is a frame overlap of 6 ms (75% overlap) and a set of pulses is calculated for each frame.
Sixty-four spectral bins are extracted in each frame (amplitude and phase). The step between two
bins is 125 Hz.

• The spectral bins are then grouped into frequency bands that are logarithmically distributed,
according to ear physiology [27]. Considering the usual values taken in CI, we used 20 bands
(leading to 20 channels). The corresponding mapping is shown in Table 1.

• In each band, the energy is calculated using the Parseval’s formula (the squares of the amplitude
of each beam are added). In the FC coding, all the channels were taken. For the CP coding strategy,
only the eight most energetic channels were kept. The value n = 8 is a standard in CIs [28].

• Each channel is represented by a narrowband spectrum coming from a white noise spectrum.
The amplitude of the narrowband follows the energy detected in the corresponding channel.
The synthesis filters covered the corresponding analysis bands but were 70 Hz narrower (35 Hz
less on each side). Moreover, filters used here were 20th order Butterworth bandpass filters to
avoid channel interaction. The first two-channels were represented by sine waves.

• The output signal is obtained by summing the selected channels (8 for the CP strategy; 20 for the
FC strategy).

Figure 1. Block diagram representing the signal processing performed by the n-of-m simulator.
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Table 1. Centre and cut-off frequencies of the vocoder coding.

Channel
Centre

Frequency (Hz)
Analysis Synthesis Carrier

Lower
Cut-off

Higher
Cut-off

Lower
Cut-off

Higher
Cut-off

1 250 190 310 225 275 sine
2 375 315 435 350 400 sine
3 500 440 560 475 525 noise band
4 625 565 685 600 650 noise band
5 750 690 810 725 775 noise band
6 875 815 935 850 900 noise band
7 1000 940 1060 975 1025 noise band
8 1125 1065 1185 1100 1150 noise band
9 1313 1250 1375 1285 1340 noise band
10 1563 1500 1625 1535 1590 noise band
11 1813 1750 1875 1785 1840 noise band
12 2125 2000 2250 2035 2215 noise band
13 2500 2375 2625 2410 2590 noise band
14 2938 2750 3125 2785 3090 noise band
15 3438 3250 3625 3285 3590 noise band
16 4000 3750 4250 3785 4215 noise band
17 4688 4375 5000 4410 4965 noise band
18 5500 5125 5875 5160 5840 noise band
19 6438 6000 6875 6035 6840 noise band
20 7438 7000 7875 7035 7840 noise band

2.6. Mathematical Analysis of the Data

2.6.1. Comparison of the Percentages

The score for each test was the number of correctly repeated syllables (20 syllables per condition)
expressed as a percentage.

In the case of NH subjects, we used a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA (coding scheme ×
SNR). For CI users, we used a two-way mixed model ANOVA [coding scheme × SNR] on intelligibility
scores. Because the groups were relatively small and the data were not normally distributed, all the
post-hoc analyses were performed with non-parametrical tests: Mann–Whitney’s test for unpaired
data and Wilcoxon’s test for paired data.

We also calculated the Cohen’s d term as an effect size index for each average score tested [29].
Cohen’s d is a quantitative measure of the magnitude of a phenomenon: a large absolute value
indicates a strong effect. Cohen’s d is defined as the difference between two means divided by a
standard deviation for the data.

2.6.2. Curve Fitting with a Sigmoid Function

The recognition percentages versus the SNR can be classically represented by a sigmoid curve
regression (Figure 2).

Three parameters were considered on this curve:

• the SNR corresponding to 50% of the maximum recognition denoted here by x50%;
• the “slope” (SNR interval, given in dB, between 25 and 75% of the maximum recognition) which

is denoted here by Δ25–75%;
• the top asymptote ymax showing the maximum recognition score.

These analytical values are represented on the sigmoid curve. The minimum recognition is 0%
(measured for SNR = −3 dB). Thus, the sigmoid equation is

y =
a

1 + e−b(x−c)
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where

• y is the recognition percentage,
• x is the SNR,
• a is ymax,
• c is x50%, and
• b is linked to the slope: b = 2.2/Δ25–75% => Δ25–75% = 2.2/b.

Figure 2. Fitting of the recognition percentages by a sigmoid curve.

2.6.3. Bonferroni Correction

We considered the Bonferroni correction as an indicator but we did not adjust our probability
(p) thresholds because of the small number of comparisons and the indicative orientation of this
work [30]. The main objective was to look for clues that will need to be further investigated in the
future. Streiner et al. [31] “advise against correcting in these circumstances but with the warning that
any positive results should be seen as hypothesis generating, not as definitive findings.” Consequently,
to avoid overcorrection, we used the Holm–Bonferroni method, which adjusts the rejection criteria of
each of the individual comparisons. The lowest p-value is evaluated first with a Bonferroni correction
involving all tests. The second is evaluated with a Bonferroni correction involving one less test and
so on for the other tests. Holm’s approach is more powerful than the Bonferroni approach but it still
keeps control on the Type 1 error.

3. Results

3.1. Normal-Hearing Subjects

3.1.1. Recognition Percentages

The results of syllable recognition versus the SNR are shown in Figure 3. Significant differences
are indicated by an asterisk.
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Figure 3. Syllable recognition function of the signal-to-noise ratio by NH subjects with the CI simulator
using both strategies. Bars indicate the standard deviation. The asterisks indicate the significant
differences (5% threshold).

3.1.2. Statistical Analysis

The ANOVA showed a significant effect of the SNR [F (4,95) = 519; p < 10−4] and of the coding
scheme [F (1,95) = 16; p < 10−4]; there was no significant interaction between them [F (4,95) = 1.95;
p = 0.11]. Consequently, a post-hoc analysis was performed for the coding scheme.

For each SNR, comparisons were made with paired Wilcoxon’s tests (on the 20 subjects who
participated in the experiment). In the whole experiment, we had five paired series (one for each SNR);
for each paired series we had 20 pairs of values (one per subject). For the extreme SNR values (−3 dB
and +9 dB), the recognition percentages were not significantly different between FC and CP (Table 2).
P-values were below 5% for the SNRs 0 dB, +3 dB and +6 dB.

Using the Holm–Bonferroni correction, the first corrected decision threshold was 1% and
differences become not significant since the lowest p-value was 0.019. For SNRs +3 and 0 dB, differences
were close to significance and worth further investigation; additionally, the Cohen’s effect sizes were
respectively strong (0.89) and medium (0.68). This coheres with the general ANOVA results.

Table 2. Percentage comparisons for normal-hearing subjects between the simulation strategies.

Normal-Hearing Subjects
Fixed-Channel

(n = 20)
Channel-Picking

(n = 20)
p (Wilcoxon)

Effect Size
(Cohen’s d)

SNR +9 dB
m 98.50 99.25

0.374 0.31 (small)
σ 2.86 1.83

SNR +6 dB
m 98.25 95.00

0.046 0.60 (medium)
σ 3.35 6.88

SNR +3 dB
m 92.75 84.75

0.019 0.89 (strong)
σ 5.95 11.29

SNR 0 dB
m 57.25 45.50

0.020 0.68 (medium)
σ 16.97 17.54

SNR −3 dB
m 7.00 2.00

0.065 0.53 (medium)
σ 12.50 3.40
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3.1.3. Sigmoid Parameters

The comparison of the sigmoid parameters (Table 3) showed that the x50% values were different
between FC and CP (p = 0.038). No differences were found for the slope and the plateau. Considering
the Holm–Bonferroni correction, the first adjusted decision threshold was 1.7%. The effect size for x50%

was strong (0.85).

Table 3. Comparison of the sigmoid parameters, for normal-hearing listeners.

Normal-Hearing Subjects
Fixed-Channel

(n = 20)
Channel-Picking

(n = 20)
p (Wilcoxon)

Effect Size
(Cohen’s d)

x50%
m –0.28 0.39

0.038 0.85 (strong)
σ 0.85 0.73

Δ25–75%
m 2.19 2.54

0.287 0.27 (small)
σ 1.38 1.23

ymax
m 98.5 99.25

0.374 0.31 (small)
σ 2.86 1.83

3.2. Cochlear Implant Users

3.2.1. Recognition Percentages

CI users with FC stimulations and with CP have been gathered into two groups (FC and CP);
percentages are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Syllable recognition function of the signal-to-noise ratio by CI users. Bars indicate the
standard deviation. The asterisks indicate the significant differences (5% threshold).

3.2.2. Statistical Analysis

The ANOVA indicated a significant effect of SNR [F (1,301) = 146; p < 10−4] but not for the coding
scheme [F (1,43) = 0.66; p = 0.42]. A significant interaction was seen between them [F (1,301) = 2.23;
p = 0.032], which may need further investigation.
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The recognition percentages are indicated in Figure 4 and Table 4. We can see that the plateau
was not reached for high SNRs and an inversion of the performances may be noticed between CP and
FC at +15 dB.

Table 4. Percentage comparisons for cochlear implant users between the coding strategies.

Cochlear-Implant Users
Fixed-Channel

(n = 19)
Channel-Picking

(n = 26)
Effect Size
(Cohen’s d)

SNR +18 dB
m 74.21 80.19

0.28 (small)
σ 28.44 16.09

SNR +15 dB
m 71.05 77.12

0.27 (small)
σ 25.14 20.16

SNR +12 dB
m 70.26 65.58 0.17 (very small)
σ 28.31 25.39

SNR +9 dB
m 62.37 56.15

0.21 (small)
σ 30.38 28.01

SNR +6 dB
m 48.68 36.35

0.48 (small)
σ 25.43 25.56

SNR +3 dB
m 37.11 25.77

0.50 (medium)
σ 22.69 22.08

SNR 0 dB
m 19.47 12.69

0.35 (small)
σ 19.71 18.4

SNR −3 dB
m 7.37 5.77 0.15 (very small)
σ 9.91 10.46

3.2.3. Sigmoid Parameters

Gathering the four implants according to their coding schemes (FC and CP), Mann–Whitney’s
tests indicated a significant difference only for x50% (p = 0.042) (Table 5). After considering the
Holm–Bonferroni correction, this difference needs to be discussed. The effect size was medium (0.73).

Table 5. Comparison of the analytical values, for cochlear implant users.

Cochlear-Implant Users
Fixed-Channel

(n = 19)
Channel-Picking

(n = 26)
p

(Mann–Whitney)
Effect Size
(Cohen’s d)

x50%
m 3.95 6.17

0.042 0.73 (medium)
σ 2.43 3.20

Δ25–75%
m 7.52 6.09

0.189 0.40 (small)
σ 3.61 3.48

ymax
m 89.78 86.24

0.460 0.28 (small)
σ 10.66 14.80

We also looked for a possible link between x50% and ymax (Figure 5). The scatter plot indicates that
all the situations can be observed with every implant. No correlation was seen for any manufacturer
(pMed-El = 0.62, pAdvanced Bionics = 0.47, pCochlear = 0.055, pNeurelec = 0.55).
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Figure 5. Speech recognition plateau versus the x50% parameter for cochlear implant users.

4. Discussion

Several items have been considered in this study: the coding scheme, the influence of noise and
the simulation of CI coding in NH subjects.

4.1. On the Coding Strategy

The choice of a coding strategy is a delicate matter and some studies have shown that CI users
have a subjective preference for a particular strategy that is not always the one that yields the best
performances [32].

Additionally, many technical parameters concerning the coding scheme, such as stimulation
rate, gain control, update rate and filter settings, influence the final results and have an effect on the
performances related to the coding strategy [28,33].

It is interesting to note that the four manufacturers have taken different stimulation strategies and
the results are dispersed; it is therefore difficult to draw definitive conclusions. For any manufacturer,
all coding strategies can be implemented within the processor.

From our results with NH listeners, the Bonferroni correction lowered the significance limit but
the Cohen analysis indicated that the differences were reliable. The FC strategy presented better
recognition percentages than CP, particularly in the SNR range 0 to +6 dB with effect sizes medium
(0 and +6 dB) and strong (+3 dB). Moreover, the comparison between the x50% highlighted a strong
effect size in favour of the FC strategy.

Of course, our results only stand for a CP strategy with an extraction of 8 channels out of 20 and
an FC strategy with 20 channels. However, this seems to be an interesting hint, as the conditions and
the subjects were the same for both strategies (CP or FC), used the same random approach, had the
same SNRs and had the same signal processing (window length, sampling rate, channel band-pass,
quantization, etc.), the subjects were of the same type (range of age, education, etc.) and we were
able to use paired comparisons. However, this simulates an “ideal case” where there is no channel
interaction and no pitch-shift due to the insertion depth of the electrode array and where all the
channels are functional. This is why these results should not be taken on their own without taking into
account the experiment conducted with the CI subjects.
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With the CI subjects, considering the non-saturation of the percentages, we raised the SNR
up to +18 dB and FC led to, albeit not significant, higher scores than CP in the 0–12 dB range.
A small inversion of the results was also observed above +12 dB SNR, which can be linked to the
significant interaction between SNR and coding scheme. Nevertheless, results are to be taken with
caution, considering the wide dispersion of the results and the comparison of relatively small and
unbalanced groups. Because of the difference in the number of included patients in each group,
we used nonparametric tests to compare them; they are well adapted for this kind of comparisons.
While they are generally less powerful than parametric tests, they are more robust. However, like in
the experiment with NH subjects, the comparison between the x50% showed an interesting difference
in favour of the FC strategies. With a medium effect size, this result would be worth investigating
further in another study.

Our results are consistent with studies that showed a superiority of the FC strategy over the CP
strategy, particularly in noise [5]. This was less true when CP strategies, such as ACE, with a high
stimulation rate were introduced [6,7]. No clear advantage for a particular coding scheme can be
identified taking all the literature on the subject.

In many studies, when the FC strategy was used, the stimulation rate was an important factor as
the possibility to follow the quick changes in the signal helps the recognition performances mostly for
consonants [34,35].

4.2. Cochlear Implant Users and Normal-Hearing Subjects

Despite the fact that the groups of CI users were heterogeneous, the general recognition behaviour
was the same for CI users and NH subjects, whatever implant was used. With NH listeners, for a SNR
of +9 dB, the 100% recognition level was reached.

With CI users, the plateau was not always reached with a SNR of +18 dB; additionally, it was
below the 100% measured with NH subjects. For a +9 dB SNR (maximum tested in simulation), the CI
users’ performances were below the scores observed with NH subjects; the mean scores with CI users
ranged from 50 to 75%; this is consistent with previous studies [36].

The same results were also seen with the x50% (sigmoid fitting), which was better in NH subjects
than with CI users.

With the CI users, an inversion occurred between +12 and +15 dB SNR and it was also seen for
+18 dB SNR; performances observed with a CP strategy were higher than the performances with an
FC strategy.

The reliability of the data obtained from CI users is a real issue. Is there a link between the plateau
and the x50%? The scatter point diagram of the four CI user populations is shown in Figure 5. It shows
that, for each manufacturer, all possibilities exist, either with a good plateau and a poor x50% or vice
versa. All intermediate situations were found and the correlation coefficients were not significantly
different from zero.

As the very goal is to provide an opportunity for every CI user to hear in everyday life [28],
the work ahead is important. The efficiency of a CI is affected by many factors such as the recognition
and linguistic skills, the degrees of nerve survival and the technical choices that are made when fitting
the device and the variations are wide with every subject.

4.3. Listening in Noise

Listening in noise is a clear challenge, which is not handled in the same way by CI users and NH
people. Noise flattens the spectrum and the subsequent structures in the auditory system do not react
identically [37]. The study of speech recognition in noise has become of great interest as it is present in
daily listening conditions. Additionally, we can see the coding behaviour for different SNRs (floor and
ceiling effect and intermediate situation).

In this study, the CI user group was older on average than the NH group. In general, older people
have lower speech perception scores in noise, even with normal or age-related hearing, compared to
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young people. However, the purpose of the study was to test both groups and see if a similar trend
(between FC and CP coding schemes) could emerge and not to compare CI users with NH subjects.

Another finding was the effect of noise on performances for each strategy, which makes this
study interesting in that each manufacturer can set any coding scheme on their devices. Consequently,
it is worthwhile to evaluate the results through different approaches. Our work may suggest that the
strategy is noise-dependent.

The number of channels needed to understand speech in noise or in quiet is an important issue.
Studies have indicated that, when speech is processed in the same manner as in CIs and presented in
quiet to NH listeners, sentence recognition scores are higher than 90% with as few as 4 channels [38,39].
In the literature, results show that more channels are needed to understand speech in noise than
in quiet [10] but selecting more than 12 channels may not yield significant improvements on the
recognition performances [21]. These considerations orientated the choice of our parameters.

In noise, performances of CI users reach a plateau as the number of channel increases; for NH
subjects performances continue to increase (up to 100%), suggesting that, CI subjects could not fully
utilize the spectral information provided by the number of electrodes, possibly because of the channel
interaction [38]. As indicated above, trends are similar for NH and CI listeners but results are not
interchangeable. It is sensible to say that more channels imply more information but this also implies
more overlap between the electrodes. This conflict needs to be studied in the future; we can simulate
channel interaction with NH subjects.

The acoustical material (in our case the Fournier’s lists and the cocktail party noise) seemed to be
well adapted to the situation.

5. Conclusions

A simulation study of NH listeners measured syllable recognition in a noisy environment, using
both Fixed-Channel and Channel-Picking coding schemes. The results were also compared with CI
users’ performances. CI users were divided into two groups corresponding to the coding schemes
available. Twenty NH subjects and 45 CI users participated in this experiment. The acoustic material
was the Fournier French dissyllabic lists mixed with a cocktail-party noise.

The results obtained in the simulation with the NH subjects indicated an advantage of the
fixed-channel strategy over the channel-picking coding in a middle SNR range (from 0 to +6 dB);
parameters (patients, technology and protocol) were well controlled in this approach. This trend was
confirmed using the sigmoid curve regression. The results seemed similar with the CI users.

Nevertheless, results were less reliable with CI users, probably due to the wide dispersion in the
patients’ results. Additionally, an inversion of the coding strategy was seen with high SNRs, with CI
users. This aspect should be examined in the future, considering its practical application and we need
to consider the physiological and electrical phenomena involved in a multichannel stimulation such as
channel interaction. Simulation and tests with CI users are useful as they give two complementary
insights into the difficult task of determining an “optimal” sound coding strategy to enhance the
auditory performance of CI users.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Demographic details for cochlear implant users.

Characteristic N

Gender
Male 23

Female 22
Ear

Right 32
Left 13

Origin of deafness
Congenital 17
Acquired 18
Unknown 10

Age in years at implantation
1–5 years 9

6–10 years 3
11–20 years 6
>20 years 27

Duration in years of implant use
1–5 years 14

6–10 years 14
11–15 years 7
16–20 years 9
>20 years 1

Duration of deafness in years
1–10 years 4

11–20 years 18
21–30 years 4
31–40 years 8
>40 years 5
Unknown 7

Cochlear implant
Cochlear 13
Med-El 12

Advanced Bionics 7
Neurelec/Oticon Medical 13

Coding strategy
Channel-picking (SPEAK, ACE . . . ) 26

Fixed-channel (FS4, HiRes . . . ) 19
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Abstract: In the ocean environment, the minimum variance distortionless response beamformer
usually has the problem of signal self-cancellation, that is, the acoustic signal of interest is erroneously
suppressed as interference. By exploring the useful information behind the signal self-cancellation
phenomenon, a high-precision direction estimation method for underwater acoustic sources is
proposed. First, a pseudo spatial power spectrum is obtained by performing unit circle mapping
on the beam response in the direction interval. Second, the online calculation process is given for
reducing the computational complexity. The computer simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm can obtain satisfactory direction estimation accuracy under the conditions of low intensity
of acoustic source, strong interference and noise, and less array snapshot data.

Keywords: minimum variance distortionless response; signal self-cancellation; direction estimation;
underwater acoustic source; spatial power spectrum

1. Introduction

Underwater acoustic source localization determines the altitude or depth, range, and bearing
angle of the underwater target, that is, the three coordinates of the underwater target in the elliptical
coordinate system [1]. The estimation of bearing angle (or direction of arrival (DOA)) of underwater
acoustic source is an important and indispensable step in underwater acoustic source localization. In
fact, in some underwater acoustic source localization methods, it is the target direction information
that is used to estimate the target distance [2]. Using a vector hydrophone (or vector hydrophone
array) is perhaps one of the simplest and most straightforward methods of underwater acoustic source
DOA estimation. The vector hydrophone is capable of simultaneously measuring sound pressure and
particle velocity along one to three orthogonal directions. Therefore, only a single vector hydrophone
can generate a directional beam pattern. A Directional Autonomous Seafloor Acoustic Recorder
(DASAR) system consisting of several vector hydrophones has been reported [3]. By using a vector
hydrophone, directional industrial noise is effectively suppressed, and weak marine mammal sounds
can be successfully detected.

Conventional beamforming (or delay-and-sum beamforming) is also one of the common DOA
estimation methods [4–6]. Based on the ray-path approximation for the sound channel’s impulse
response, the frequency-difference beamforming method for the sparse hydrophone array is proposed
in [7,8], which can estimate the signal phase difference by using the conventional delay-and-sum
beamforming of the field product at the difference frequency. In contrast, by determining the
array weight coefficients in a nonlinear manner, the minimum variance distortionless response
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(MVDR) method can achieve higher angular resolution than conventional beamforming [4]. In order
to cope with the model mismatch problems in the uncertain ocean environment, such as the
signal look direction mismatch, the signal spatial signature mismatch due to local scattering or
wavefront distortion [9,10], many robust MVDR-based adaptive beamforming algorithms have been
proposed [10–12].

Similar to the MVDR-based methods, the subspace-based high-resolution DOA estimation
techniques also use information carried by the covariance matrix. The most representative
subspace-based DOA estimation methods may be the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC)
algorithm [13], the Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Technique (ESPRIT) [14],
and the Propagator Method (PM) [15]. The key to the subspace-based DOA estimation methods
is the estimation of the signal subspace (or noise subspace). To achieve this purpose, one can first
perform eigendecomposition on the sample covariance matrix, then construct the signal subspace
with the eigenvectors corresponding to the larger eigenvalues, and form the noise subspace with
the eigenvectors corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues. Another more sophisticated approach
is to reconstruct the sample covariance matrix according to the Toeplitz structure of the covariance
matrix [16], and then obtain the signal subspace in a similar way as above. In contrast to the above
eigenvalue-based methods, the eigenvector pruning algorithm implements the estimation of the signal
subspace by using the statistical properties of eigenvectors of signal-free sample covariance matrix [17].

In many underwater acoustic source DOA estimation scenarios, the number of acoustic sources
distributed in the underwater far field is much smaller than the number of hydrophones in the
observation array. This is the intrinsic basis of the popular sparse-based DOA estimation methods.
In the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method [18], the signal amplitude vector
is obtained by solving an l1-norm regularized least-squares problem. The LASSO method contains
the l1-norm constraint on the solution vector, thus making the result of the solution vector sparse [19].
By linear transformation of the solution vector, the weighted LASSO method [20] imposes certain
structural constraint on the solution vector to achieve efficient processing of spatially extended sources
(e.g., underwater embedded objects in acoustic imaging [21]). The total variation norm regularization
method [22] for DOA estimation of spatially extended sources can be seen as a special case of the
weighted LASSO method, which uses the band matrix to realize the linear transformation of the
solution vector, so that the solution vector has block sparsity [19,23]. Besides, using the information
contained in the covariance matrix, the sparse spectrum fitting (SpSF) algorithm [24] first performs a
vectorization operation on the covariance matrix, and then fits the estimated covariance matrix and the
ideal covariance matrix under the l2-norm. At the same time, considering the sparsity of the source,
l1-norm penalization is imposed on the source strength vector. However, SpSF algorithm is based on
the assumption that ambient noise is white Gaussian noise. Therefore, Yang L., Yang Y. X., and Wang Y.
proposed the directional noise field sparse spectrum fitting (DN-SpSF) algorithm [25], which uses the
slowly varying characteristics of the noise spectral density function to derive the general expression
of the covariance matrix of underwater directional ambient noise, and takes an optimization process
similar to the SpSF algorithm.

The naturally occurring ambient noise in the ocean is generally considered to be a nuisance [1,26].
Therefore, one of the purposes of the sonar signal processing algorithms is to distinguish the desired
signal from the ambient noise and suppress the ambient noise as much as possible. However, recent
studies have shown that ocean ambient noise actually contains a lot of useful information [27,28], and
could be used for the underwater imaging [26], the geoacoustic inversion [29,30], and the determination
of seabed sub-bottom layer profile [31–33]. A similar situation is that when the presumed steering
vector is mismatched with the actual steering vector, MVDR-based beamformers exhibit a so-called
signal self-cancellation phenomenon, that is, the signal of interest is erroneously treated as interference,
thereby being greatly suppressed. Therefore, signal self-cancellation is commonly regarded as a
nuisance, and the existing related algorithms are intended to reduce the effect of signal self-cancellation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no research on how to use the information contained
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in the signal self-cancellation phenomenon. Therefore, this paper does not take signal self-cancellation
as a troublesome thing, but explores the potential information behind the signal self-cancellation
phenomenon and uses it to achieve high-precision DOA estimation of underwater acoustic sources.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) Treating the signal self-cancellation problem of
the MVDR-based beamformers from a new perspective, that is, although for the MVDR-based
beamformers, signal self-cancellation is a nuisance, it also contains favorable information and can be
used for DOA estimation of underwater acoustic sources. (2) A novel unit circle mapping method
is proposed, which effectively correlates the signal self-cancellation and the beam response curves
by uniformly mapping all beam response sample values in the direction interval to a unit circle.
(3) DOA estimation performance of the proposed method is analyzed in the underwater acoustic
propagation simulation environment, and the performance comparisons with existing DOA methods
is also completed.

2. Signal Self-Cancellation of MVDR Beamformer

Assume that the sensor array is a horizontal linear array composed of M omnidirectional
hydrophones. In addition, suppose that there are N far-field narrowband underwater acoustic signals
impinging on the hydrophone array, and their directions of arrival are equal to θ1, θ2, ..., θN . Let x(k)
be the array snapshot vector at time k, then it can be expressed as

x(k) = [a(θ1), a(θ2), · · · , a(θN)]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
s1(k)
s2(k)
· · ·

sN(k)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦+ n(k), (1)

where si(k), i = 1, 2, · · · , N represents the amplitude of the ith received underwater acoustic signal
at time k, n(k) denotes the array noise vector at time k, where the data element on the jth row
corresponds to the recorded noise of the jth hydrophone, j = 1, 2, · · · , M. Besides, a(θ) is the array
manifold (or steering vector ) towards direction θ, which can be formulated as

a(θ) = [1, ej(2π/λ)d sin(θ), · · · , ej(M−1)(2π/λ)d sin(θ)]T, (2)

where the superscript T represents the transposition operation, λ denotes the signal wavelength, and d
is the distance between adjacent hydrophones.

Beamformer can preserve the received signal impinging from a specific direction while
suppressing signals in other directions, that is, with spatial filtering capability. The MVDR beamformer
achieves the above objects by solving the convex optimization problem as follows,

min
w

wHRi+nw s.t. wHa(θd) = 1, (3)

where θd is the specified direction (i.e., the direction of the desired signal), w denotes the weight
vector of MVDR beamformer, and Ri+n represents the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix.
In Equation (3), the objective function is equal to the power of the interference and noise passing
through the beamformer, and the constraint guarantees that the gain of the signal in the specified
direction is 1.

It should be pointed out that in some practical applications, such as passive sonar detection, the
array received snapshot data contains both interference, noise, and the desired signal. Therefore, in
this case, it is difficult to directly obtain a covariance matrix only for interference and noise. A simple
solution is to replace the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix directly with the sample covariance
matrix. Therefore, the optimization problem about the MVDR beamformer needs to be re-expressed as

min
w

wHR̂w s.t. wHa(θd) = 1, (4)
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where R̂ represents the sample covariance matrix, which can be directly calculated from several array
snapshot data,

R̂ =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

x(k)xH(k), (5)

where K is the number of array snapshots that can be used to calculate the sample covariance matrix.
In Equation (4), the objective function is equal to the total power of the desired signal, interference,
and noise passing through the beamformer. Please note that when the array snapshot number K is
large enough, the sample covariance matrix is approximately equal to the theoretical signal covariance
matrix (i.e., R = E{x(k)xH(k)}). Furthermore, when the specified direction is completely equal to the
DOA of the desired signal, it is easy to prove that the optimization problems in Equations (3) and (4)
are equivalent.

However, in the practical applications, such as underwater acoustic source localization, even if the
number of available array snapshots is sufficient, there are still many unfavorable factors that make the
performance of the MVDR beamformer significantly degraded. For example, the specified direction is
usually difficult to accurately equal the DOA of the desired signal, which leads to a direction error. In
addition, when the acoustic signal propagates a long distance in the inhomogeneous ocean medium,
the wavefront of the acoustic wave will no longer be a theoretical plane wave, and a so-called random
wavefront fluctuation occurs. Other negative factors include, errors in mounting positions of the
hydrophones, errors in the amplitude and phase gain of the hydrophones. Thus, the given steering
vector is equal to the sum of the true steering vector and the steering vector error, that is,

ā = a + ae, (6)

where ā is the given steering vector with respect to the desired signal, a represents the actual steering
vector for the desired signal, and ae denotes the steering vector error caused by the aforementioned
unfavorable factors. From Equations (4) and (6), it can be found that when the steering vector error in
Equation (6) is not equal to zero, the constraint in Equation (4) will become wH ā = 1, which means
that the MVDR beamformer will retain a certain signal corresponding to the given steering vector ā,
and Not the desired signal. Even worse, the minimization of the objective function in Equation (4)
will result in the power of the desired signal being greatly reduced as it passes through the MVDR
beamformer. This phenomenon in which the desired signal is cancelled is often referred to as the signal
self-cancellation of the MVDR beamformer.

3. SSC-MVDR Algorithm for DOA Estimation

According to the analysis in the previous section, we already know that in the ideal case, that is,
when there is no steering vector error, the steering vector model of the linear array can be expressed
by Equation (2). Through further analysis, we can also find that the direction error, which is one of
the unfavorable factors in practical applications, only changes the DOA of the desired signal without
changing the steering vector model. However, other unfavorable factors, including random wavefront
fluctuations, hydrophone position errors, and hydrophone amplitude phase errors, will affect the
representation of the steering vector model.

In this paper, it is assumed that the MVDR beamformer has a certain degree of direction error,
and the expression of the steering vector model is known. Specifically, the actual steering vector has
the following form,

ā(θ) = [1, α1ej((2π/λ)d sin(θ)+φ1), · · · , αM−1ej((M−1)(2π/λ)d sin(θ)+φM−1)]T, (7)

where αi, i = 1, 2, · · · , M − 1 and φi, i = 1, 2, · · · , M − 1 are known constants, the former representing
the amplitude deviation of the steering vector and the latter representing the phase deviation of the
steering vector.
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To propose the SSC-MVDR algorithm for DOA estimation, the following two cases are specifically
analyzed. First, when the direction error is not equal to zero, the MVDR beamformer appears to cancel
the desired signal, that is, the beam response produces sharp nulls for the desired signal; second, when
the direction error is exactly equal to zero, the beam response of the MVDR beamformer produces a
main lobe of a certain width for the desired signal. Furthermore, we also assume that the approximate
interval of the DOA of the desired signal is known (in fact, a coarse estimate of the DOA of the desired
signal can be obtained by conventional beamformer. Even in complex uncertain ocean environment,
conventional beamformer still exhibits sufficient robustness). If the direction interval of the desired
signal is sufficiently narrow, we will find that in the above two cases, the beam response in the direction
interval appears as two different shapes. Specifically, in the first case, the beam response in the direction
interval is a curve containing a steep null; and in the second case, a relatively flat curve is obtained by
the beam response in the direction interval.

Inspired by the above analysis, we first define the direction interval of the desired signal as Θ,
and discretely sample the direction interval to get L direction samples, that is, ϑi ∈ Θ, i = 1, 2, · · · , L.
Then, the beam response of the MVDR beamformer on the above L direction samples is calculated.

B(ϑi) = | āH(θd)R̂
−1ā(ϑi)

āH(θd)R̂−1ā(θd)
|, i = 1, 2, · · · , L, (8)

where B(ϑi) is the beam response of the MVDR beamformer on the direction ϑi.
Although the shape of the beam response curve is intuitively distinguishable, how to quickly

distinguish the shape of the beam response curve in the direction interval by calculation is a major
problem faced by this algorithm. In this paper, we present a unit circle mapping method, whose main
idea is to uniformly map all beam response sample values in the direction interval to a unit circle,

Bm(ϑi) = | āH(θd)R̂
−1ā(ϑi)

āH(θd)R̂−1ā(θd)
|ej(2π/L)i, i = 1, 2, · · · , L, (9)

where Bm(ϑi) represents the unit circle mapped value of the beam response on the direction ϑi.
The essence of the unit circle mapping method is to convert a series of scalars into directional vectors.
Specifically, the amplitude of the i-th vector is equal to the i-th beam response sample value, and
the phase of the i-th vector is equal to (2π/L)i. If all beam response sample values are equal to
1, then the converted vectors are exactly on the unit circle, so the above method is called the unit
circle mapping method. Next, all the unit circle mapped values are summed. In the summation
process, the beam response curves of the two different shapes will correspond to significantly different
results. Specifically, for a beam response curve segment containing a steep null, the magnitude of the
summation result is related to the depth of the null, and the deeper the null, the greater the magnitude
of the summation result. The phase of the summation result differs from the phase of the null on the
unit circle by approximately 180 degrees. For the relatively flat beam response curve segment, the
unit circle mapped values have almost cancelled each other during the summation process, so that
the summation result is approximately equal to zero. Therefore, we define the pseudo spatial power
spectrum as follows,

PSSC−MVDR(θ) = 1/|
L

∑
i=1

| ā
H(θ)R̂−1ā(ϑi)

āH(θ)R̂−1ā(θ)
|ej(2π/L)i|, θ ∈ Θ. (10)

It should be noted that the pseudo spatial power spectrum PSSC−MVDR(θ) is only defined in the
direction interval Θ. When the direction θ is exactly equal to the DOA of the desired signal, the pseudo
spatial power spectrum is expected to achieve a maximum. In practical applications, to achieve the
desired estimation performance of the SSC-MVDR algorithm, a reasonable direction interval should be
selected. Generally, the center of the direction interval can be set as the coarse estimate of the DOA of
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the acoustic source, and the width of the direction interval should be set to a suitable value to ensure
that the true DOA of the acoustic source always falls within the direction interval, and meanwhile,
the beam response segment in the direction interval contains only the null generated by the signal
self-cancellation, and does not contain other unrelated nulls. Therefore, the direction interval width is
not only related to the error of the coarse estimation of the DOA, but also to the specific position of the
nulls in the beam response.

The implementation principle and detailed steps of the SSC-MVDR algorithm are shown in
Figure 1. First, the sample covariance matrix is calculated according to the array snapshots, then
the beam response of the MVDR beamformer is calculated, and the beam response on the direction
interval is mapped to the unit circle, and finally the pseudo spatial power spectrum is calculated.
Meanwhile, in Figure 1, examples of the beam response of the MVDR beamformer and examples of
the unit circle mapping of the beam response curve segment on the direction interval are also given.
Specifically, Figure 1a,b are the results when there is no signal self-cancellation. In the Figure 1a, the
direction interval is indicated by two dashed lines, and the beam response curve segment in this
direction interval is relatively flat. Therefore, in the Figure 1b, all the mapping vector amplitudes are
approximately equal. Moreover, since the phases of the mapping vectors are uniformly distributed
in the range of 0 to 360 degrees, the magnitude of the sum of the mapping vectors will be very
small. Therefore, the pseudo spatial power spectrum for this case will be very large, as shown by
the higher red dashed line in Figure 1e. Figure 1c,d correspond to the case where there is signal
self-cancellation. In the Figure 1c, the direction interval is also indicated by two dashed lines, and
the beam response curve segment in this direction interval contains a steep null. Therefore, in the
Figure 1d, the magnitudes of some mapping vectors are much smaller than the amplitudes of other
mapping vectors. Similarly, the phases of the mapping vectors are uniformly distributed in the range
of 0 to 360 degrees, thus the magnitude of the sum of the mapping vectors will be large, and the
pseudo spatial power spectrum for this case will be very small, as shown by the lower red dashed line
in Figure 1e.

Figure 1. Implementation principle and detailed steps of the SSC-MVDR algorithm. (a) example of
the beam response of the MVDR beamformer when there is no signal self-cancellation. (b) example of
the unit circle mapping of the beam response curve segment on the direction interval when there is
no signal self-cancellation. (c) example of the beam response of the MVDR beamformer when there is
signal self-cancellation. (d) example of the unit circle mapping of the beam response curve segment
on the direction interval when there is signal self-cancellation. (e) example of the pseudo spatial
power spectrum.
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4. Online Computation of SSC-MVDR Algorithm

The computational complexity of an algorithm is one of the important factors we need to consider
when applying the algorithm to the actual project. In the SSC-MVDR algorithm (i.e., Equation (10)),
the inverse of the sample covariance matrix and the corresponding matrix operations are the main
calculation steps. In the following, the online computation process of the SSC-MVDR algorithm is
given and a way to reduce the amount of calculation is provided.

First, the iterative calculation process of the sample covariance matrix is as follows

R̂(k + 1) = γR̂(k) +
1

k + 1
x(k + 1)xH(k + 1), (11)

where R̂(k + 1) and R̂(k) represent the sample covariance matrices at times k and k + 1, respectively.
γ is a constant less than 1 but very close to 1. When the array snapshots are non-stationary, the
coefficient γ is used to ensure that the SSC-MVDR algorithm still works reliably. Using the Woodbury
matrix identity, the inverse of the sample covariance matrix at time k + 1 can be expressed as,

R̂−1(k + 1) = γ−1(R̂−1(k)− y(k + 1)yH(k + 1)
(k + 1)γ + xH(k + 1)y(k + 1)

), (12)

where y(k + 1) represents the product of the inverse of the sample covariance matrix at time k and the
array snapshot at time k + 1, that is, y(k + 1) = R̂−1(k)x(k + 1).

Second, the symbol g is introduced to represent the generalized inner product of the steering
vectors with respect to the inverse of the sample covariance matrix,

gk+1(θ, ϑi) = āH(θ)R̂−1(k + 1)ā(ϑi), (13)

Substituting Equation (12) into Equation (13), the generalized inner product g can be equivalently
expressed as,

gk+1(θ, ϑi) = γ−1(gk(θ, ϑi)− qk+1(θ, ϑi)), (14)

where qk+1(θ, ϑi) is defined as

qk+1(θ, ϑi) =
āH(θ)y(k + 1)yH(k + 1)ā(ϑi)

(k + 1)γ + xH(k + 1)y(k + 1)
. (15)

Finally, the pseudo spatial power spectrum at time k + 1 can be calculated by substituting
Equation (14) into Equation (10), that is,

Pk+1
SSC−MVDR(θ) = 1/|

L

∑
i=1

| gk(θ, ϑi)− qk+1(θ, ϑi)

gk(θ, θ)− qk+1(θ, θ)
|ej(2π/L)i|, θ ∈ Θ. (16)

It can be seen from Equation (16) that the calculation of the pseudo spatial power spectrum
at time k + 1 depends on the results of two functions, which are the generalized inner product at
time k and the function q at time k + 1, respectively. Please note that the former is known during
the calculation process at time k + 1 (because it has been obtained in the previous calculation), and
the latter is calculated as Equation (15). Since it only involves vector operations, its computational
complexity is relatively small.

5. Simulation Results and Analysis

In computer simulations, it is assumed that the linear array consists of 10 omnidirectional
hydrophones, and the spacing of adjacent hydrophones is set to half the wavelength of the narrowband
acoustic signal. In addition, assuming that there are two underwater acoustic sources in the far field,
their directions of arrival are set to 30 degrees and 60 degrees, respectively. In the simulations below,
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the intensity of the acoustic source at 30 degrees is set to be variable for testing the DOA estimation
performance of the SSC-MVDR algorithm, while the intensity of the acoustic source at 60 degrees is set
to always be 30 dB (relative to noise) for testing the algorithm performance in a strong interference
environment. Meanwhile, the received noise of the linear array is assumed to be spatially white
Gaussian noise.

It should be noted that various unfavorable factors that may be encountered in the complex
uncertain ocean environment are also considered in the simulations, including direction error,
random wavefront fluctuations, hydrophone position errors, and hydrophone amplitude phase errors.
Therefore, the steering vector model in Equation (7) is used while assuming that the amplitude
deviation coefficients of the steering vector and the phase deviation coefficients of that are known.

In Figures 2 and 3, the pseudo spatial power spectrums of the SSC-MVDR algorithm are given
under different acoustic source intensities and different snapshot numbers (i.e., the number of
snapshots used to calculate the sample covariance matrix in Equation (5)). Specifically, Figure 2
corresponds to a friendly simulation environment where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the acoustic
source in the direction of 30 degrees is set to 20 dB, the number of snapshots is set to 100, while Figure 3
corresponds to a poor simulation environment where the SNR of the same acoustic source is only
−10 dB, and the number of snapshots is only 30. For performance comparison, the spatial power
spectrums of the MVDR method [4], the MUSIC method [13] and the PM method [15] under the same
simulation conditions are also given in Figures 2 and 3. Compared to other algorithms, the SSC-MVDR
algorithm exhibits sharper peaks near the true DOA of the acoustic signal in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. Normalized spatial power spectrums obtained by the MVDR method, the MUSIC method,
the PM method and the SSC-MVDR method when the acoustic source intensity is 20 dB and the
snapshot number is 100.

Figures 4 and 5 show the DOA estimation accuracy results of the SSC-MVDR algorithm.
In Figure 4, the number of snapshots is fixed at 100, and the intensity of the acoustic source is gradually
increased from −20 dB to 20 dB. In Figure 5, the acoustic source intensity is fixed at −10 dB, and the
number of snapshots is gradually increased from 10 to 100. The DOA estimation accuracy is evaluated
by the root mean square error (RMSE) of DOA estimation, which is defined as follows,

RMSE = 20 log

√√√√ 1
S

S

∑
i=1

(θ̂i − θa)2 (17)
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In Equation (17), RMSE is actually the logarithm of the root mean square error, so the unit of
RMSE is dB. The number of independent computer simulations is represented by S. In the following
simulations (i.e., from Figures 4–7), S = 100 is set, which means that each simulation result requires
100 independent runs. θ̂i represents the DOA estimate obtained by the ith computer simulation, and
θa is the corresponding true DOA value. Meanwhile, the results of the DOA estimation accuracy
of the MVDR method [4], the MUSIC method [13], the Root-MUSIC method [34], the TLS-ESPRIT
method [35] and the PM method [15] are also given in Figures 4 and 5. It can be seen from Figure 4
that the RMSE results of the SSC-MVDR algorithm is significantly lower than that of other methods
when the acoustic source intensity is in the range of −20 dB to −10 dB. When the number of snapshots
is between 20 and 90, the RMSE results of the SSC-MVDR algorithm in Figure 5 is also significantly
lower than that of other algorithms.
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Figure 3. Normalized spatial power spectrums obtained by the MVDR method, the MUSIC method,
the PM method and the SSC-MVDR method when the acoustic source intensity is −10 dB and the
snapshot number is 30.
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Figure 4. DOA estimation accuracy results obtained by the MVDR method, the MUSIC method, the
Root-MUSIC method, the TLS-ESPRIT method, the PM method and the SSC-MVDR method when the
number of snapshots is fixed at 100, and the intensity of the acoustic source is gradually increased from
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Figure 5. DOA estimation accuracy results obtained by the MVDR method, the MUSIC method, the
Root-MUSIC method, the TLS-ESPRIT method, the PM method and the SSC-MVDR method when the
acoustic source intensity is fixed at −10 dB, and the number of snapshots is gradually increased from
10 to 100.

Although the interference acoustic source in the far field has been considered in the above
simulation (that is, an interference acoustic source with an intensity of 30 dB and a direction of
60 degrees is always included in the simulation settings), it is still necessary to perform simulation and
analysis for the case of multiple interference acoustic sources. The results of the direction estimation
accuracy under multiple interference acoustic sources are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the intensities
of the multiple interference acoustic sources are set to be the same, and the interference-to-noise ratio
(INR) of each interference is gradually increased from 0 dB to 50 dB. Besides, NI represents the number
of interference acoustic sources. For example, NI = 3 means that there are 3 interference acoustic
sources in the far field at the same time, their directions are 60 degrees, 10 degrees, and −20 degrees,
respectively. As can be seen from Figure 6, the three curves corresponding to different numbers of
interferences are almost coincident.
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Figure 6. DOA estimation accuracy results obtained by the SSC-MVDR algorithm when there are
multiple interfering sound sources with the source intensity gradually increased from 0 dB to 50 dB.
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Finally, the influence of the direction interval, which is one of the important parameters of the
SSC-MVDR algorithm, on the performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed by simulation.
In Figure 7, the horizontal axis is marked as the window width, that is, the width of the direction
interval Θ. The three curves in Figure 7 are the accuracy results of DOA estimation obtained by the
SSC-MVDR algorithm when the parameter θe takes different values, where θe represents the deviation
of the center of the direction interval from the true DOA. It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the
width of the direction interval is in the range of 10 degrees to 20 degrees, the RMSEs obtained by
the SSC-MVDR algorithm is significantly lower than that when different window widths out of the
above range is used. The reason for the above results is that when the center of the direction interval
deviates from the true DOA and the selected direction interval is too narrow, the actual DOA of the
acoustic source will fall outside the selected direction interval, thus the obtained DOA estimation must
be wrong. However, when the selected direction interval is too wide, it will cause the beam response
segment in the direction interval to contain some unwanted or even unfavorable information, such as
other nulls in the beam response that are independent of signal self-cancellation.
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Figure 7. DOA estimation accuracy results obtained by the SSC-MVDR algorithm when the width of
the direction interval varies between 1 and 40 degrees, and the deviation of the center of the direction
interval from the true DOA is equal to 0, 2, and 4 degrees, respectively.

6. Conclusions

The MVDR beamforming-based underwater acoustic source localization techniques often
encounter many unfavorable factors in the ocean environment, such as direction error, random
wavefront fluctuation, hydrophone position error, hydrophone gain error, etc. These unfavorable
factors lead to signal self-cancellation problems and severe performance degradation of the MVDR
beamformer. Therefore, the signal self-cancellation problem is generally considered to be a
disadvantage of the MVDR beamformer and is suppressed. On the contrary, by exploiting the signal
self-cancellation phenomenon, this paper proposes a high-precision DOA estimation method for the
underwater acoustic sources. First, the beam response of the MVDR beamformer in the direction
interval is calculated according to the steering vector model. Then, the pseudo spatial power spectrum
is calculated using the unit circle mapping technique. Finally, to reduce the computational complexity,
the online calculation process of the pseudo spatial power spectrum is given. The computer simulation
results show that the SSC-MVDR algorithm can obtain satisfactory direction estimation accuracy under
the conditions of low intensity of acoustic source, strong interference and noise, and less array snapshot
data. At the same time, computer simulation also gives reasonable suggestions for the width of the
direction interval.
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Abstract: The performance of underwater acoustic (UWA) communication is heavily dependent
on channel estimation, which is predominantly researched by simulating UWA channels
modelled in complex and dynamic underwater environments. In UWA channels modelling,
the measurement-based approach provides an accurate method. However, acquirement of
environment data and simulation processes are scenario-specific and thus not cost-effective.
To overcome such restraints, this article proposes a comprehensive simulation platform that
combines UWA channel modelling with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
channel estimation, allowing users to model UWA channels for different ocean environments and
simulate channel estimation with configurable input parameters. Based on the simulation platform,
three independent simulations are conducted to determine the impacts of receiving depth, sea bottom
boundary, and sea surface boundary on channel estimation. The simulations show that UWA channel
estimation is greatly affected by underwater environments. The effect can be mainly attributed to
changing acoustic rays tracing which result in fluctuating time delay and amplitude. With 10 m
receiving depth and flat sea bottom, the channel estimation achieves optimal performance. Further
study indicates that the sea surface has stochastic effects on channel estimation. As the significant
wave height (SWH) increases, the average performance of channel estimation shows improvements.

Keywords: UWA communication; channel modelling; OFDM; channel estimation; simulation platform

1. Introduction

In recent years, underwater acoustic (UWA) communication has been widely employed in military
affairs [1], ocean exploration [2], pollution monitoring [3], offshore oil drilling [4], etc. In view of
these applications, UWA communication technology shows great potential as an area of research.
Nevertheless, the nature of UWA channel (such as low available bandwidth, time-varying multipath,
and the speed of sound) hinders the efficiency of communication devices [5]. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), a robust method of encoding digital data on multiple carrier
frequencies, is generally used in UWA time-dispersive channels and has the ability to render
inter-symbol interference (ISI) negligible by embedding a cyclic prefix [6]. Furthermore, in order
to suppress inter-channel interference (ICI) [7] introduced by Doppler spread in the OFDM system,
the knowledge of channel impulse response (CIR) is essential, which could be acquired with the help
of pilot signals [8]. Therefore, the estimation of channel is the key factor in the performance of UWA
communication.

Although the estimation of UWA channel still remains a sophisticated problem due to complex
underwater environments, channel modelling is an efficient way to perform preliminary evaluation
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and decide parameters such as estimation algorithm, pilot interval, and number of carriers for the
OFDM communication device [9]. UWA channel modelling can be classified to two generic approaches:
geometry-based and measurement-based [10].

Geometry-based UWA channel modelling relies on mathematical analysis in physical
characteristics. Zajic [11] proposed a geometry-based model for multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) mobile-to-mobile (M-to-M) shallow UWA channel by taking both macro- and microscattering
effects into account. Qarabaqi and Stojanovic [12] developed a statistical model of UWA channels
that incorporates physical aspects of acoustic propagation with the effects of inevitable random
channel variations. Naderi et al. [13] constructed a stochastic channel model for wideband single-input
single-output (SISO) shallow UWA channels under the assumption of rough ocean surface and bottom.
These geometry-based models generally display stochastic channel responses in consideration of the
time-varying characteristic of UWA channels collected through measurement campaigns. Although
geometry-based channels could achieve a high level of accuracy, the physical features of the channels
are limited in specific cases. For example, the probability distribution functions (PDF) of UWA
channel envelope was revealed to be Rice distribution in [14], Rayleigh distribution in [15], log-normal
distribution in [16], and K-distribution in [17].

The differential distributions above imply that the precise UWA channels should be modelled with
real environment data. BELLHOP [18,19] is a beam tracing model that considers ocean environment
properties data, such as sea surface boundary, sea bottom boundary, and sound speed profile (SSP).
Utilizing the precision of BELLHOP, numerous measurement-based UWA channels were built through
the model. In [20], Tomasi et al. compared real UWA channel data measured from an experiment
with the channel obtained through the BELLHOP model. The result showed a great agreement in the
conditions of calm ocean, which confirmed the feasibility of BELLHOP model. With strong winds,
the measured channels were slightly worse than the result of the BELLHOP model. The deviation was
caused by the lack of consideration on the sea surface. It also revealed the limitation of the BELLHOP
model when dealing with stochastic parameters. In [21–23], shallow UWA channels were modelled in
the eastern shore of Johor and the Taiwan Strait through the BELLHOP model and environment data
were sourced from various databases. These approaches of measurement-based channel modelling
provided an accurate way to analyse the channel characteristics such as transmission loss, CIR and
ray tracing. However, environment data was scenario-specific and hard to acquire. In [24], Gul et al.
designed a graphical user interface (GUI) with configurable parameters to model UWA channels and
showed channel effect over an acoustic signal. The GUI brought much convenience to constructing
environment files and visualizing simulation results. Nevertheless, the accuracy of modelling might
be deteriorated as empirical data, including Munk SSP, was used in the GUI.

In this paper, three contributions are presented:

1. A comprehensive simulation platform is designed to model and estimate realistic UWA channels.
To maintain the accuracy of UWA channels, measured data such as SSP, sea bottom boundary,
and sea surface boundary are interfaced from open databases. Therefore, the realistic UWA
channels in most areas of the ocean can be modelled through BELLHOP model. Furthermore,
the simulation platform is realized through MATLAB GUI, making building BELLHOP files
and processing the result of simulation with configurable inputs user-friendly. In addition,
the simulation platform provides a method of fixing the defect of the BELLHOP model when
dealing with stochastic parameters, to simulate stochastic channels. In conclusion, the simulation
platform is a powerful and efficient tool to simulate and analyse the UWA channels.

2. The modelling of UWA channels is combined with OFDM channel estimation. To study the
modelling of UWA channels, a great number of researchers focus on analysing the transmission
loss, CIR, and ray tracing, which show the transmission characteristic of UWA channels.
Furthermore, bit error rate (BER) and mean square error (MSE) are key parameters in judging
the performance of channel estimation. Hence the normalized CIRs of channels are computed in
UWA channel modelling part and the comparison of performance of BER and MSE is made in
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the OFDM channel estimation part. Based on this framework, users can analyse the estimation
performance of different modelling channels, modulation schemes, and estimation algorithms to
assess the implementation scheme of the UWA communication device.

3. Based on the simulation platform, three simulations are conducted. Realistic UWA channels in the
East China Sea are modelled to analyse the factors that could influence the performance of channel
estimation. On the one hand, deterministic channels are modelled with different receiving depth
and types of sea bottom to compare the performance of channel estimation. The result shows that
channels with 10 m receiving depth and flat sea bottom yield optimal performance of channel
estimation. On the other hand, a batch of channels is modelled with stochastic sea surface in
different significant wave heights (SWH) and the result of channel estimation performance is
synthesized. Overall, the channels with high SWH have a good average performance.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, the article provides a brief overview
of channel estimation in OFDM communication system. The implementation of simulation platform is
demonstrated in Section 3. In Section 4, the effects of receiving depth, sea bottom boundary, and sea
surface boundary on UWA channel estimation are analysed by modelling and comparison. Finally,
a concise conclusion is made in Section 5.

2. Channel Estimation in OFDM

The main principle of OFDM is to transmit data stream in low rate through numerous orthogonal
subcarriers simultaneously [25]. Figure 1 shows a typical end-to-end configuration of OFDM
communication system. The transmitted data is modulated on N subcarriers and passed through the
UWA channels.

Figure 1. Block diagram of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system transceiver.

The CIR of UWA channel can be expressed as [26],

h(n) =
L−1

∑
l=0

hlδ(n − l) (1)

where L is the length of channel and hl is the coefficient of lth tap. The L can be calculated by
L = τmax/Ts where τmax is the maximum delay of the channel and Ts is the length of an OFDM symbol.

Now we suppose the guard interval (CP) length is no shorter than the maximum delay of UWA
channel, which means the current received OFDM symbol is not affected by the previous symbol.
Then the received signal processed by FFT can be expressed as,

Y = XH + V (2)

where Y, X, H, and V denote the matrix of received symbol, transmitted symbol, channel frequency
response, and noise in frequency domain, respectively. It can also be presented as,
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y[0]
Y[1]

...
Y[N − 1]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
X[0] 0 · · · 0

0 X[1]
...

...
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 X[N − 1]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

H[0]
H[1]

...
H[N − 1]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
V[0]
V[1]

...
V[N − 1]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

In the channel estimation problem of OFDM system, the matrix of transmitted pilot symbol Xp

and the matrix of received pilot symbol Yp are usually given and the estimate
∧
Hp of channel frequency

response Hp needs to be figured out.
Least square (LS), minimum mean square error (MMSE), and linear minimum mean square error

(LMMSE) are the most traditional algorithms used in OFDM channel estimation. LS algorithm focuses

on finding the estimate
∧
Hp to minimize the value of following cost function,

J
( ∧

Hp

)
=

∥∥∥∥Yp − ∧
Yp

∥∥∥∥ (4)

The solution to the LS channel estimation is as follows [26,27],

∧
HLS = (XH

p Xp)
−1XH

p Yp = Xp
−1Yp (5)

MMSE algorithm aims at finding the estimate
∧
Hp to minimize the value of mean square, and can

be expressed as,

J
( ∧

Hp

)
= E

{∥∥∥∥Hp − ∧
Hp

∥∥∥∥2
}

(6)

The solution to the MMSE channel estimation is [26,27],

∧
HMMSE = RHpHp

[
RHpHp +

(
XpXH

p

)−1
Nσn

2
]−1 ∧

HLS (7)

where RHpHp is the autocorrelation matrix of Hp. N is number of subcarriers. σn is the variance
of noise.

MMSE algorithm is much more complicated than LS algorithm because of matrix inversion.

Suppose that the output of code modulation is equiprobable, then
(

XpXH
p

)−1
can be replaced with

E
{(

XpXH
p

)−1
}

and the solution of LMMSE is presented as [28,29],

∧
HLMMSE = RHpHp

[
RHpHp +

β

SNR
I
]−1 ∧

HLS (8)

where β = E
{∣∣Xp

∣∣2} E
{∣∣1/Xp

∣∣2} is a coefficient associated with code modulation scheme and

SNR = E
{∣∣Xp

∣∣2}/Nσn
2 is signal-to-noise ratio. Since LMMSE algorithm has similar performance

and lower complexity than MMSE algorithm, LS and LMMSE algorithms are used to estimate UWA
channels in this paper.

3. Implementation of Simulation Platform

3.1. Basic Framework

Based on the GUI of MATLAB, the simulation platform is mainly composed of two parts, namely,
UWA channel modelling and OFDM channel estimation. User interface of the simulation platform is
illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the interface of UWA channel modelling, which is divided
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into four major components. In the zone of modelling parameters, users can set the position and
depth of transmitter and receiver, as well as signal frequency, number of beams, and SWH. Figures
of normalized CIR and eigenrays trace are presented in the middle. The status indicator displays
the consequences of script function in progress. Furthermore, the channel list is used to save or
delete modelled channels. The interface of OFDM channel estimation is illustrated in Figure 2b.
The parameters, such as modulation type, number of carriers, simulated channel, and algorithm,
are freely set in the zone of estimation parameters. Figures of the simulation results are plotted in the
lower part and can be saved with specified names if necessary.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The user interface of simulation platform. (a) underwater acoustic (UWA) channel modelling.
(b) OFDM channel estimation.

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of using the simulation platform in this paper. When conducting
a simulation, first, users should enter proper channel parameters and click ‘Generate Channel’ button
repeatedly until enough channels are saved in the list. Then, parameters of OFDM channel estimation
and UWA channels need to be configured. For deterministic channels, a UWA channel needs to be
selected from the channel list. While simulating with stochastic channels, users should choose a group
of channels by clicking ‘Add Channel’ button. After that, curves of BER and MSE will be plotted by
clicking the ‘Generate Figure’ button. Repeating the progress of modifying parameters and plotting
curve, result of performance comparison will be produced. Eventually, the simulation figures can be
saved in high-resolution by clicking ‘Save Figure’ button.

The design of simulation platform puts forward a high-efficiency approach to the research on
UWA channels. One of the distinct advantages lies in the reduction of workload for finding real data,
building input files, and processing output data. The users using simulation platform without any
previous experience in BELLHOP model or MATLAB programing can still perform simulation for
research. Besides, the GUI of simulation platform makes using BELLHOP model more intuitive and
provides users with immediate visual feedback about the results of the program. Moreover, based
on the real environment data acquired from open databases, the simulation platform provides users
a flexible way to choose parameters. In sight of the accuracy and convenience of simulation platform,
users can modify position, depth, frequency, SWH, and even the number of beams to study the UWA
channel. At the same time, the factors of OFDM modulation, pilot pattern, and estimation algorithms
can also be analysed by changing these values. In addition, by combining UWA channel modelling
with OFDM channel estimation, the simulation platform helps users analyse characteristics of UWA
channel and pick the appropriate OFDM implementation scheme for UWA communication device.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of using simulation platform.

3.2. Channel Modelling

The most common models for solving the problem of UWA communication are propagation
models. Wave equation, derived from the equations of state, continuity, and motion, is the theoretical
base for all mathematical models of acoustic propagation. The simplified wave equation is as follows,

∇2Φ=
1
c2

∂2Φ
∂t2 (9)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator. φ is the potential function. c is the speed of sound. t is the time.
Furthermore, there are five canonical models for solving wave equation [9]: ray theory, normal

mode, multipath expansion, fast field, and parabolic equation model. Among the five models above,
ray theory model is both applicable and practical in high frequency, and is therefore widely used in
UWA channel simulation. Based on the theory of Gaussian beams [30], BELLHOP is one of the most
effective implementations of ray model for solving the ray equations with cylindrical symmetry [31],

dr
ds

= cξ(s),
dξ

ds
= − 1

c2
∂c
∂r

,

dz
ds

= cζ(s),
dζ

ds
= − 1

c2
∂c
∂z

,
(10)

where r(s) and z(s) are the ray coordinates in cylindrical coordinates and c(s)[ξ(s), ζ(s)] is the tangent
versor along the ray. With the initial conditions (r(0) = rs, z(0) = zs, ξ(0) = cos θs

cs
, and ζ(0) = sin θs

cs
.

θs is the launching angle. [rs, zs] is the source position. cs is the sound speed at the source position),
the coordinates of ray can be obtained by

τ =
∫
Γ

ds
c(s)

(11)

The BELLHOP model is designed to simulate two-dimensional acoustic ray tracing for a specific
SSP in waveguides with flat or variable absorbing boundaries [18,19,32]. The program of BELLHOP
offers various output options, including ray coordinates, eigenray coordinates, acoustic pressure,
travel time, and amplitudes. In order to generate a valid output of UWA channels, the parameters for
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modelling should be set correctly in BELLHOP files (environment file, altimetry file, bathymetry file,
etc.) according to the user’s guide [32].

3.3. Data Interface

This article aims at modelling realistic UWA channels through BELLHOP model, which means
the simulation platform should implement the constructing of input files with real data. Although
modelling in measurement-based approaches is a complex process with numerous parameters that
need to be determined, there are lots of open databases available on the Internet that can be interfaced
through script functions. The data flow diagram of simulation platform is illustrated in Figure 4.

 Input Channel Parameter
 (e.g.,position,frequency)

 Input Channel Parameter
 (e.g.,position,frequency)

 Google
 Map

 Google
 Map

 NOAA NOAA  BELLHOP BELLHOP

 AVISO+ AVISO+

 Input Estimation Parameter
 (e.g.,modulation,algorithm)

 Input Estimation Parameter
 (e.g.,modulation,algorithm)

OFDM 
Communication

 System

OFDM 
Communication

 System
Modelled ChannelModelled Channel

Result of Channel
Estimation

Result of Channel
Estimation

Figure 4. Data flow diagram.

In the channel modelling, users enter basic channel parameters such as position, frequency,
and number of beams to the GUI. After getting the data of position, the simulation platform will be
able to read real data about sea surface boundary, SSP, and sea bottom boundary from the databases.
Sea surface boundary is a stochastic parameter that can be generated from the Gauss-Lagrange model.
The function of Gauss-Lagrange is as follows,

x(t, u) =
N

∑
j=0

√
SjΔωρjRj cos(kju − ωjt + Θj + θj) (12)

where ρj is the amplitude response and θj is the phase response. WafoL [33], a toolbox of MATLAB, is
used to solve the function and generate Gauss-Lagrange waves. In order to make the waves closer
to reality, amplitudes of Gauss-Lagrange waves should be adjusted according to real SWH, which
can be obtained from altimetry satellite missions in Aviso+ [34]. The speed of sound in sea water is
the basic variable of acoustic channel, which is affected by many factors such as water temperature,
salinity, and depth. World Ocean Atlas 2013 (WOA2013) [35] is a data product of National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) where the ocean properties can be accessed with the index
of time and position. With the real data, SSP in any geographical location can be calculated by the
UNESCO equation [36]. Sea bottom boundary can reflect and scatter the sound ray. According to
Google Map API [37], the simulation platform gets a set of discrete depth samples in order to interpolate
the sea bottom terrain.

After getting the values of sea surface boundary, SSP, and sea bottom boundary, the simulation
platform will be able to construct BELLHOP files (environment file, altimetry file, bathymetry file,
etc.) and calculate the eigenray coordinates, travel time and amplitudes of UWA channel. Therefore,
the eigenrays tracing is plotted on the simulation platform with the coordinates. Furthermore, the CIR
is calculated by accumulating travel time and amplitudes for each multipath. For the sake of convenient
simulation in OFDM communication system, the CIR is normalized and saved in channel list. In OFDM
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channel estimation, the modelled channels are simulated with Monte Carlo method based on specific
input parameters of channel estimation and the BER and MSE curves are plotted for analyses.

4. Simulations and Analysis

Control signals being transmitted from sea surface to underwater in shallow sea is one of the
most commonly used applications of UWA communication. This article focuses on this application
and analyses the factors in the estimation of UWA channel. There are two scenarios of shallow sea
illustrated in Figure 5a with a range of 2 km from the southeast of Meizhou island in the East China Sea,
which are selected to simulate on the proposed platform. Scenario A is located between 119.6590◦ E,
24.8385◦ N and 119.6689◦ E, 24.8541◦ N with an approximate flat sea bottom at the depth of about 70 m.
Scenario B is located between 119.5708◦ E, 24.3453◦ N and 119.5609◦ E, 24.3297◦ N where the depth of
sea bottom increases from 50 m to 80 m. The time of databases is set at noon on June 22. According to
WOA2013, with an increase of sea depth, the temperature gradually decreases from 27.9 ◦C to 16.7 ◦C
and the salinity slowly increases from 33.5 psu to 34.2 psu. The SSP calculated by temperature and
salinity is shown in Figure 5b, varying from 1513 m/s to 1540 m/s. In addition, the average SWH can
also be found in Aviso+ with a value of 1.29 m.

Three simulations are set to model channels in different receiving depth, sea bottom boundaries,
and sea surface boundaries, respectively, and the influence on channel estimation performance is
analysed afterwards. The detailed simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

(a)
(b)

Figure 5. (a) Geographical location of two scenarios in simulations. (b) sound speed profile (SSP) curve
generated from WOA2013.

Table 1. Parameters of simulations.

Parameter Class Parameters Values

UWA Channel Modelling

Transmitting Depth 10 m
Receiving Depth 10 m, 30 m, 50 m, 70 m
Significant Wave Heitht 0 m (flat), 0.5 m, 1.29 m (measured), 2 m
Sea Bottom Boundaries flat, rising, falling, protruding, sagged
Signal Frequency 10,000 Hz
Number of Beams 1000

OFDM Channel Estimation

Modulation Scheme 16 QAM
Symbol Order Grey
Algorithm LS, LMMSE
Number of Carriers 2048
Size of FFT 2048
Length of Cyclic Prefix 512
Pilot Interval 8
Number of Symbols per frame 64
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4.1. Receiving Depth

When sending control signals, transmitting device is usually located below the surface of the
sea while the depth of receiving device is not fixed. The first simulation is designed to model UWA
channels with different receiving depths and examine the influence to OFDM channel estimation.
In this simulation, the energy converter is 10 m in depth and the acoustic signal is evenly emitted
from a 30-degree emission angle. The depth of receiving device is set to 10 m, 30 m, 50 m, and 70
m, respectively. In order to control the effect of sea surface and sea bottom in this simulation, UWA
channels are modelled in the sea area of scenario A (flat bottom boundary) with flat sea surface
boundary.

Figure 6 illustrates the eigenrays path of modelled channels during propagation. The color of
lines indicates whether eigenrays hit surface boundary or bottom boundary of the sea, and basically
there are four cases: The black line represents eigenray hitting both boundaries; the blue line represents
eigenray hitting bottom only; the green line represents eigenray hitting surface only; and the red
line represents eigenray hitting neither bottom nor surface. As can be seen in the eigenrays figure,
the main eigenray type is black line. In shallower depth, the number of blue lines is greater than that
in deeper depth.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Eigenrays of channel with different receiving depth. The color of lines indicates whether
eigenrays hit surface boundary or bottom boundary of the sea. Receiving depth of each figure: (a) 10 m;
(b) 30 m; (c) 50 m; (d) 70 m.

Different types and lengths of eigenrays lead to different transmission losses and time delay.
The normalized CIR is calculated by accumulating all eigenrays. Figure 7 shows the normalized CIRs
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of channel with different receiving depth. Comparing the four normalized CIRs, the normalized CIR
with 10 m receiving depth is more concentrated in low time delay and has a maximum amplitude of
0.9415. Whereas the other normalized CIRs are scattered and have maximum amplitudes under 0.5.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Normalized channel impulse responses (CIRs) of channel with different receiving depth.
Receiving depth of each figure: (a) 10 m; (b) 30 m; (c) 50 m; (d) 70 m.

Figure 8a shows BER performance of channels in different receiving depths. It is obvious that
the performance of channel estimation in 10 m depth channel is much better than others. The gap of
performance between 10 m depth channel and other channels is gradually increasing as SNR increases.
With a 30 dB SNR, the gap in LS algorithm reaches around 20 dB and the gap in LMMSE algorithm
reaches around 30 dB. Comparing the performance of LS and LMMSE algorithms in different channels,
the difference between LS and LMMSE algorithms is larger in 10 m depth channel. MSE performance
of channels in different receiving depth is illustrated in Figure 8b. The curves of LS algorithm have the
same performance due to the principle of algorithm. Furthermore, the performance of MSE has similar
features to that of BER in LMMSE algorithm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) bit error rate (BER) performance of channels in different receiving depth, estimated by LS
and LMMSE algorithms, respectively. (b) MSE performance of channels in different receiving depth,
estimated by LS and LMMSE algorithms, respectively.

4.2. Sea Bottom Boundary

Seabed terrain has some structures that result from common physical phenomena. In the shallow
sea, the depth of seabed usually changes slowly and the sea bottom boundary can be considered as
flat in short distances, which is modelled in previous simulation. Furthermore, the seabed may rise
or fall rapidly in the littoral area and have protruding or sagged structures under specific conditions.
The four special types of seabed above will be modelled in this simulation to analyse the influence
of sea bottom boundary on channel estimation. The rising and falling sea boundaries are sampled
from scenario B with opposite transmitting and receiving positions. The protruding and sagged sea
boundaries are rare to find in real bathymetry data. Therefore, the sea bottom boundary of scenario A
is adjusted to produce the boundaries artificially. In this simulation, the receiving depth is fixed at
10 m, which has been confirmed to yield the best channel estimation performance among other depths
in previous simulation. The sea surface boundary is set as flat to control the stochastic effect.

Figure 9 shows the eigenrays of channels with different sea bottom boundaries. The channel
with rising bottom has more eigenrays than others because rising bottom increases the length of
eigenrays transmission path and disperses the eigenrays gradually in the process of transmission.
The falling bottom can also disperse the eigenrays. Since falling bottom decreases the length of
eigenrays transmission path, the number of eigenrays in channel with falling bottom reduces a lot.
The channel with protruding bottom has shorter length of eigenray transmission path than the channel
with sagged bottom as the impact of seabed terrain.

Figure 10 illustrates the normalized CIRs of channels above. Overall, the length of normalized
CIRs of channels with rising and sagged bottom are larger than that of channels with falling and
protruding bottom. It is obvious that the CIR of channel with rising bottom has more multipaths than
that with falling bottom. Owing to the seabed terrain, the relative time delay of path with maximum
amplitude in protruding channel bottom is less than that in sagged channel.

Figure 11 is plotted to compare the BER and MSE performance between the four channels. The BER
performance of different channels in LS algorithm is all around 0.0075 when SNR is 30 dB. The value is
similar to the worse BER value in Figure 8a, implicating that there may exist a worst-case performance
bound of UWA channel estimation through LS algorithm. In addition, the BER performance of different
channels in LMMSE algorithm has a few differences. The channel with falling bottom is estimated
in the best BER performance while the channel with sagged bottom is estimated in the worst BER
performance. The performance of MSE also has similar characteristics to that of BER in LMMSE
algorithm, shown in Figure 11b.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Eigenrays of channel with different sea bottom boundaries. The color of lines indicates
whether eigenrays hit surface boundary or bottom boundary of the sea. Sea bottom boundaries of each
figure: (a) rising bottom; (b) falling bottom; (c) protruding bottom; (d) sagged bottom.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 10. Normalized CIRs of channel with different sea bottom boundaries. Sea bottom boundaries
of each figure: (a) rising bottom; (b) falling bottom; (c) protruding bottom; (d) sagged bottom.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) BER performance of channels in different sea bottom boundaries, estimated by LS and
LMMSE algorithms, respectively. (b) MSE performance of channels in different sea bottom boundaries,
estimated by LS and LMMSE algorithms, respectively.

4.3. Sea Surface Boundary

In a real ocean environment, the sea surface boundaries are usually not flat. The last simulation is
designed to model UWA channels with different sea surface boundaries and analyse the impact on
OFDM channel estimation. In this simulation, the receiving depth is fixed at 10 m and UWA channels
are modelled in the sea area of scenario A with flat sea bottom boundary, according to the experience
of previous simulations. For the sake of high complexity in stochastic channel simulation, LS algorithm
is used to estimate UWA channel in this simulation.

First, four UWA channels are modelled with different sea surface boundaries, which are generated
by Gauss-Lagrange wave model with measured SWH (1.29 m). Figure 12 shows the eigenrays of
different sea surface boundaries. As can be seen from the figures, the stochastic wave boundaries have
variable influence on reflection angle, which leads to the number of reflection changes.

Furthermore, Figure 13 shows the normalized CIRs of channels with different sea surface
boundaries. In this figure, the effect of sea surface appears as the change of time delay and response
amplitude. The CIRs of channels with sea surface 2, sea surface 3, and sea surface 4 are more
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concentrated than that with sea surface 1. Furthermore, the CIR of channel with sea surface 4 has the
maximum amplitude (0.9702).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. Eigenrays of channel with different sea surface boundaries. The color of lines indicates
whether eigenrays hit surface boundary or bottom boundary of the sea. Sea surface boundaries of each
figure: (a) Sea Surface 1; (b) Sea Surface 2; (c) Sea Surface 3; (d) Sea Surface 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 13. Normalized CIRs of channel with different sea surface boundaries in 1.29 m SWH. Sea surface
boundaries of each figure: (a) Sea Surface 1; (b) Sea Surface 2; (c) Sea Surface 3; (d) Sea Surface 4.

Figure 14a shows BER performance in different sea surface boundaries. Comparing with the BER
performance in UWA channel with flat sea surface boundary channel in Figure 8a, the Gauss-Lagrange
waves can improve or deteriorate the BER performance of OFDM channel estimation to some extent.
The BER performance of channels with sea surface 1, sea surface 2 and sea surface 3 has a range of
deterioration from 1.50 dB to 19.38 dB, while the BER performance of channel with sea surface 4 has
an improvement of 10.86 dB.The MSE performance of the four channels has the same value as that in
previous simulations, which are illustrated in Figure 14b.

From the figures above, the result of different BER value is mainly caused by the stochastic effect
of sea surface on the reflection angle of interfering eigenrays. The main energy of CIRs comes from
the blue eigenrays (eigenrays hitting bottom only) that are the same in the four channels. Owing to
the stochastic effect of sea surface on the reflection angle of interfering eigenrays which are mainly
composed of black eigenrays that stand for the eigenrays hitting both boundaries, the amplitudes and
delay of interfering eigenrays are different. In the channel with sea surface 1, the interfering eigenrays
have more rebounds than that in the channel with sea surface 4. As a result, the interfering eigenrays in
the channel with sea surface 1 have shorter time delay and higher amplitudes, which leads to a worse
channel estimation performance.

The result above reveals the stochastic effect of sea surface and explains the reason for the
deviation between modelled channels and real channels in [20]. In order to further investigate the
statistical effect on OFDM channel estimation, batch of channels with 0.5 m, 1.29 m, and 2 m SWH are
modelled and compared in terms of BER performance.

Figure 15a shows the BER curves of channels with different SWH. The blue, green, and red curves
represent the BER performance of the modelled channel with 0.5 m, 1.29 m, and 2 m SWH, respectively.
For each color, there are 20 curves. When SNR is 30 dB, the worst curves of the three colors have
similar BER value with the worst curves in Figure 8a and Figure 11a, which confirms the existence
of worst-case performance bound of UWA channel estimation through LS algorithm. Considering
the distribution characteristic of curves in different colors, the blue, green, and red curves are mainly
concentrated in the high, middle, and low BER performance part of the distribution range, respectively.
Figure 15b shows the quantitative result by plotting the mean channel estimation BER curves for each
value of SWH. It is obvious that the mean BER performance of stochastic channels is worse than that of
channel with flat sea surface. As the SWH rises, the average performance gradually increases. When
SNR is 30 dB, UWA channel with 2 m SWH is 7.95 dB better than that with 0.5 m SWH and 8.06 dB
worse than that with flat sea surface.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14. (a) BER performance of channels in different sea surfaces boundaries. (b) MSE performance
of channels in different sea surfaces boundaries.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. (a) Distribution of BER curves with difference SWH. There are 20 curves for each SWH
value. (b) Mean BER performance of channels in different SWH.

The result is mainly caused by the effect of sea surface and the worst-case performance bound.
According to the analysis of Figures 12–14, sea surface can affect the time delay and amplitudes
of interfering eigenrays, which leads to the variation of estimation performance. As SWH rises,
the variation becomes bigger and makes channel estimation more likely to get better or worse
performance while the worst-case performance bound limits the performance from getting worse.
Consequently, the channels with high SWH can get better average performance of channel estimation.
In addition, the possibility of negative effect of sea surface is more than the positive effect, which
makes the rough surface channel get worse average performance of channel estimation than the flat
surface channel.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we design a comprehensive simulation platform combining UWA channel
modelling with OFDM channel estimation. The simulation platform is presented in a GUI and
interfaced from various databases, allowing the user to model realistic UWA channels in most areas
of the ocean and estimate channels with configurable inputs. Three simulations are conducted based
on the simulation platform. Realistic UWA channels in the East China Sea are modelled to study
the influence of receiving depth, sea bottom boundary, and sea surface boundary on OFDM channel
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estimation. The simulations present that different environmental factors have specific effects on rays
tracing, which result in the change of time delay and amplitudes, causing the specific effect on the
performance of channel estimation. The results show that: (1) The UWA channel with 10 m receiving
depth has more concentrated normalized CIR and better channel estimation performance than the other
channels with deeper receiving depth. When SNR is 30 dB, the gap of performance reaches around
20 dB in LS algorithm and 30 dB in LMMSE algorithm. (2) The UWA channels with complicated
sea bottom boundaries yield poor channel estimation. The BER performance of the channels in
LS algorithm is around 0.0075, which is similar to the worse BER value in the first simulation. A
worst-case performance bound exists in LS algorithm in which the UWA channels can hardly get
worse performance of channel estimation. (3) The sea surface modelled in Gauss-Lagrange waves only
affects the interfering eigenrays and has a stochastic effect on the performance of channel estimation.
With the increase of SWH, the average performance gradually gets better because of the worst-case
performance bound and increasing range of stochastic effect. Though the effect is stochastic, the rough
surface channels get worse average performance than the flat one. When SNR is 30 dB, the 2 m SWH
channels get 7.95 dB better mean BER performance than the 0.5 m SWH channels and 8.06 dB worse
mean BER performance than the flat surface channel in the LS algorithm.
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Abstract: Fluid-filled polyethylene (PE) pipelines have a wide range of applications in, for example,
water supply and gas distribution systems, and it is therefore important to understand the
characteristics of acoustic propagation in such pipelines in order to detect and prevent pipe ruptures
caused by vibration and noise. In this paper, using the appropriate wall parameters, the frequencies
of normal waves in a fluid-filled PE pipeline are calculated, and the axial and radial dependences
of sound fields are analyzed. An experimental system for investigating acoustic propagation in a
fluid-filled PE pipeline is constructed and is used to verify the theoretical results. Both acoustic and
mechanical excitation methods are used. According to the numerical calculation, the first-, second-,
and third-order cutoff frequencies are 4.6, 10.4, and 16.3 kHz, which are close to the experimentally
determined values of 4.7, 10.6, and 16 kHz. Sound above a cutoff frequency is able to propagate in the
axial direction, whereas sound below this frequency is attenuated exponentially in the axial direction
but can propagate along the wall in the form of vibrations. The results presented here can provide
some basis for noise control in fluid-filled PE pipelines.

Keywords: fluid-filled polyethylene (PE) pipeline; noise control; acoustic propagation; cutoff
phenomenon

1. Introduction

In pipeline systems, a number of different materials can be used for the pipe walls, with the most
common being steel and thermoplastics such as polyethylene (PE). PE pipelines have a wide range of
applications, including transportation of liquids on ships and aircraft, long-distance transportation of
natural gas, storage and transportation of liquids in the chemical industry, and urban water supply.
They are of particular importance in the last of these applications owing to their advantages of high
strength, high resistance to corrosion and wear, good stability over a wide range of temperatures,
and lack of toxicity [1]. However, fluid-filled PE pipelines often suffer from problems caused by
excessive vibration and noise [2,3]. Vibration can cause long-term fatigue damage to the pipeline
system, while noise not only reduces the stability and safety of the entire pipeline system, but can also
have a deleterious effect on the environment for people in the vicinity of the pipeline. Burst water
supply pipelines not only result in losses of large amounts of water and consequent serious disruption
to daily life, but can also lead to secondary consequences such as traffic jams and even disasters such
as landslides if they are not repaired rapidly. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate the
acoustic transmission characteristics of fluid-filled PE pipelines and to develop methods to control the
noise and vibration that are generated in these systems.

Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 213; doi:10.3390/app9020213 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci193
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Before investigating acoustic propagation in fluid-filled pipelines, it is useful to consider the
problem of elastic vibrations of a cylindrical shell. In the nineteenth century, Rayleigh [4] investigated
the vibration of cylindrical shells and obtained the free-vibration frequency of an infinite cylindrical
shell in vacuum. More recently, the dispersion characteristics of pipelines have been extensively
investigated [5–9]. Junger [10–12] and Muggeridge [13] investigated vibration problems for cylindrical
shells in liquids. The first to investigate acoustic propagation in a fluid-filled pipeline was Lamb [14],
who came to the conclusion that this propagation is influenced by the strength of longitudinal waves in
the wall compared with that of bending waves. Later, Lin and Morgan [15] investigated the dispersion
properties of a sound field in a fluid-filled pipeline, and analyzed the first four normal modes of waves
in an axisymmetric rigid pipeline.

Using a short-pulse signal, Kwun et al. [16] experimentally investigated the dispersion of longitudinal
waves in a liquid-filled cylindrical shell and found that the liquid in the pipeline slightly reduced the
group velocity and cutoff frequency of the longitudinal mode in the tube wall. Horne et al. [17] conducted
an experimental investigation of acoustic propagation in a liquid-filled pipeline, examining the effects
of different pipe-wall materials on the sound field in the pipe. However, their experiment suffered from
the limitations that the end of the pipeline was not muffled and the sound pressure was measured at
only one point at a given time. Pan et al. [18] investigated acoustic propagation in a fluid-filled pipeline
both experimentally and numerically. In their experiment, sound field measurements could not be
obtained throughout the fluid, because they used only two PZT (Lead zirconate titanate piezoelectric
ceramic) circular transducers mounted on the pipe wall, one at the transmitting end and the other at
the receiving end. Lafleur [19], Aristegui et al. [20] and Baik et al. [21] conducted systematic theoretical
and experimental investigations of acoustic propagation in liquid-filled elastic pipelines, but their
experimental methods and equipment were not very different from those used in previous studies.
To date, there have been few theoretical and experimental studies focusing on sound below the cutoff
frequency. Many engineers are not aware of the low-frequency cutoff effect and the propagation path
of low-frequency noise. Most pipeline mufflers are limited to liquid noise reduction alone, and do not
deal with wall vibration [22,23], which is a serious omission.

There have been a number of systematic investigations of acoustic propagation in gas-filled
pipelines [24,25], and the results obtained on noise in such systems can provide some guidance for
studies of noise in liquid-filled pipelines. However, these results cannot be carried over completely
to the liquid case because of the differences in the characteristic impedance and speed of motion of
the respective media [26,27]. There have also been a few theoretical studies of noise generated in
fluid-filled elastic pipelines by supersonic flow [28], wall vibration [29], and bubble oscillations [30],
but there is a lack of corresponding experimental investigations.

The present study aims to improve on the results of previous work by taking full account of the
existence of a low-frequency cut-off phenomenon in a fluid-filled pipeline such that sound below a
cut-off frequency is mainly propagated through the pipeline wall. It thereby also aims to remedy some
shortcomings of previous attempts at pipeline noise reduction. Both theoretical and experimental
investigations of acoustic propagation in a fluid-filled PE pipeline are conducted. The remainder of
the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the eigenequation for the sound field in an elastic PE
pipeline is obtained from a theoretical analysis, and the cutoff frequencies of a normal wave in the PE
tube are calculated. Section 3 describes the experimental system and the scheme for determining the
acoustic propagation characteristics of the fluid-filled PE pipeline. Section 4 discusses the experimental
results. The general distribution law of the sound field and the propagation path of noise in the
fluid-filled PE pipeline are analyzed. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of this study.
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2. Theoretical Analysis

2.1. Eigenequation in the Pipeline

It should first be noted that although calculations in pipe acoustics have generally been performed
under the assumption of absolute soft or absolute hard boundary conditions, the characteristic
impedance of a liquid is large compared with that of air, and cannot be ignored, and so ideal boundary
conditions are no longer applicable.

The infinitely long straight pipeline considered here has outer diameter a and inner diameter b,
as shown in Figure 1 [31].

Figure 1. Infinitely long straight fluid filled pipeline model.

In the following, the displacement scalar potential function is denoted by φ, the vector potential

function by
→
Ψ, the longitudinal-wave velocity in the wall by cl , the shear-wave velocity by cs, the shear

modulus of the pipe wall material by μ, the wave velocity in the liquid in the pipe by c0, and the
liquid density in the pipe by ρ1. Some previous studies have assumed an axisymmetric source in a
plate [32] or in a pipe, using a cylindrical coordinate system [33], while some have assumed a point
source [34,35]. In the present study, the assumption of axisymmetric excitation is an important one.

Under axisymmetric excitation, with
→
Ψ = (0, ψθ , 0), the wave equation in the wall can be represented

by the following equations for two scalar potential functions:

∇2φ = 1
c2

l

∂2φ

∂t2 ,(
∇2 − 1

r2

)
ψθ = 1

c2
s

∂2ψθ

∂t2 ,
(1)

where

∇2 =
∂2

∂r2 +
1
r

∂

∂r
+

∂2

∂z2 .

The radial and axial components of the displacement are

ur =
∂φ
∂r − ∂ψθ

∂z ,
uz =

∂φ
∂z + 1

r
∂(rψθ)

∂r ,
(2)

where ur is the radial components of the displacement in the wall, uz is the axial components of the
displacement in the wall, and the normal and tangential components of the stress are

δrr = λΔ + 2μ ∂ur
∂r ,

δrz = μ
(

∂ur
∂z + ∂uz

∂r

)
,

(3)

where δrr is the normal component of the stress in the wall, δrz is the tangential components of the
stressin the wall, λ and μ are the Lame coefficients.
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Under the assumption of a simple harmonic vibration in the z direction, the displacement potential
function can be expressed as

φ = Φei(kzz−ωt), ψθ = Ψei(kzz−ωt).

With the time dependence ignored, by substitution of these expressions into the wave equation,
the relationship between the displacement potential function and the displacement and stress in the
pipe wall can be obtained.

When b ≤ r ≤ a, the formal solution for the potential function in the wall is

φ(r, z) = [AJ0(klr) + BY0(klr)]eikzz, k2
l + k2

z = (ω/cl)
2,

ψθ(r, z) = [CJ0(ktr) + DY0(ktr)]eikzz, k2
t + k2

z = (ω/cs)
2,

(4)

where A, B, C, and D are constants.
The wave equation satisfied by the water potential function is

∇2φ1 =
1
c2

0

∂2φ1

∂t2 . (5)

The radial and axial components of the displacement in the water are

ur f =
∂φ1
∂r ,

uz f =
∂φ1
∂z ,

(6)

where ur f is the radial component of the displacement in the water, urr is the axial component of the
displacement in the water.

The normal stress in the water is
δrr f = ρ1ω2φ1, (7)

where δrr f is the normal stress in the water.
Similarly, under the assumption of a simple harmonic vibration in the z direction, the displacement

potential function can be expressed as

φ1 = Φ1ei(kzz−ωt).

With the time dependence ignored, on substitution of these expressions into the wave equation,
the relationship between the displacement potential function and the displacement and stress in the
water can be obtained.

When 0 ≤ r ≤ b, the formal solution for the potential function in the water is

φ1(r, z) = EJ0(krr)eikzz, k2
r + k2

z = (ω/c0)
2, (8)

where E is a constant. The boundary conditions are⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
δrr|b = δrr f

∣∣∣
b
,

δrz|b = 0,

ur|b = ur f

∣∣∣
b
,

{
δrr|a = 0,
δrz|a = 0.

(9)
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Substitution of the formal solutions from Equations (4) and (10) into the expressions for the stress
and displacement, and substitution into the boundary conditions (9), then gives the eigenequation⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

P(a) Q(a) R(a) S(a) 0

P(b) Q(b) R(b) S(b) − ρ1ω2

2μ J0(krb)
MJ1(kla) MY1(kla) GJ1(kta) GY1(kta) 0
MJ1(klb) MY1(klb) GJ1(ktb) GY1(ktb) 0
kl J1(klb) klY1(klb) ikzkt J1(ktb) ikzktY1(ktb) kr J1(krb)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A
B
C
D
E

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 0, (10)

where ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
P(r) = −TJ0(klr) +

kl
r J1(klr), R(r) = N

[
J0(ktr)− 1

ktr
J1(ktr)

]
,

Q(r) = −TY0(klr) +
kl
r Y1(klr), S(r) = N

[
Y0(ktr)− 1

ktr
Y1(ktr)

]
,

T = 1
2
(
k2

t − k2
z
)
, G = kt

(
k2

t − k2
z
)
, N = −ikzk2

t , M = 2ikzkl .

2.2. Calculation of the Normal Frequency

For Equation (10) to have a nonzero solution, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must
vanish, i.e., ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

P(a) Q(a) R(a) S(a) 0

P(b) Q(b) R(b) S(b) − ρ1ω2

2μ J0(krb)
MJ1(kla) MY1(kla) GJ1(kta) GY1(kta) 0
MJ1(klb) MY1(klb) GJ1(ktb) GY1(ktb) 0
kl J1(klb) klY1(klb) ikzkt J1(ktb) ikzktY1(ktb) kr J1(krb)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0. (11)

This equation is the dispersion relation.
If kz = 0, then kr = (ω/c0)

2, kl = (ω/cl)
2, and kt = (ω/cs)

2, and there is no sound propagation in
the axial direction of the pipeline. Then, ω can be obtained by substituting these values of kr, kl , and kt

into Equation (11), and the corresponding frequency is the normal frequency of the corresponding
order of vibration of the fluid-filled elastic pipeline.

Table 1 shows an example of the normal frequencies of the first four orders of vibration calculated
using Newton’s iterative method with the wall parameters of the experimental liquid-filled PE pipeline
(also shown in the table).

Table 1. Wall material parameters of the experimental polyethylene (PE) pipeline and an example of
the numerically calculated normal frequencies.

Wall Material Parameters

a (m) b (m) ρ0 (kg/m3) ρ1 (kg/m3)

0.125 0.116 1000 940

c0 (m/s) c1 (m/s) μ (GPa)

1470 1640 0.377

Numerically calculated values of the normal frequency

First order (kHz) Second order (kHz) Third order (kHz) Fourth order (kHz)

4.6 10.4 16.3 22.2
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2.3. Axial and Radial Dependence of the Sound Field

The sound field in the tube can be analyzed in terms of the formal solution in Equation (8) for
the displacement potential function in the water. If the radial wavenumber kr is negligible, then only
the axial dependence of the wave needs be considered. When kz is real, eikzz is a periodic function,
and the sound wave is able to propagate for long distances along the axial direction. When kz is
imaginary, eikzz is an exponential function, and the normal wave is transformed into a nonuniform
wave attenuated according to an exponential law along the axial direction, and thus has very little
influence on the sound field far from the pipeline axis: The sound wave cannot propagate for long
distances in the pipeline.

If the axial wavenumber kz is negligible, then only the radial dependence of the wave needs be
considered. It can be seen that this is given by the zeroth-order Bessel function J0(krr), and so the
sound pressure is greatest close to the axis.

3. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

To verify the theoretical results, experiments were carried out using the system shown in Figure 2.
These experiments focused on the distribution of the sound field and the acoustic propagation
behavior in the pipeline for different excitation sources when the liquid in the pipeline was stationary.
The experimental conditions are listed in Table 2, and photographs of the experimental conditions and
experiment apparatus are shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Experimental conditions.

Working Condition Source Frequency (kHz) Remarks

1 White noise signal 0–20

2 Single-frequency
acoustic signal 1 4.2 Single-frequency signal below the

cutoff frequency

3 Single-frequency
acoustic signal 2 5.2 Single-frequency signal above the

cutoff frequency

4 Single-frequency
mechanical signal 1 4.2 The excitation point is outside the tube

wall, directly below the sound source

5 Single-frequency
mechanical signal 2 5.2 The excitation point is outside the tube

wall, directly below the sound source

Normal waves in the pipeline can be analyzed under white noise conditions. The white noise
frequency range was selected as 0–20 kHz according to the sampling frequency of the collector and the
theoretically calculated normal frequency. The variation of the sound field along the axial direction in
the pipeline can be analyzed under a single-frequency-signal condition. The two frequencies below
and above the cutoff frequency were selected in experimental conditions 2 and 3, respectively, to verify
the cutoff effect of the sound in the pipeline. Single-frequency mechanical excitation corresponds to
the acoustic signal experimental conditions, and the propagation path of the sound was analyzed
along the axial direction, and therefore experimental conditions 4 and 5 involved transmission of two
single-frequency mechanical force signals of the same frequency as the sound source.

The maximum sampling rate of the B&K pulse collector was 131,072 Hz. The sensors used in this
experiment were a B&K8103 hydrophone and B&K4371 vibration sensor. Their specifications are given
in Table 3.
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Figure 2. Experimental system for investigating acoustic propagation characteristics of a fluid-filled
PE pipeline.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 3. Experimental apparatus and acquisition system: (a) B&K2713 power amplifier; (b) YE5859
charge amplifier; (c) B&K pulse collector; (d) Agilent 33522A signal source; (e) hydrophone bracket;
(f) experimental acquisition system.

Table 3. Specifications of sensors.

Hydrophone (B&K 8103)

Voltage sensitivity Frequency range Maximum operating static pressure

30 μV/Pa 0.1–180 kHz 4 × 106 Pa

Vibration sensor (B&K 4371)

Charge sensitivity Frequency range Maximum operational level

1 pC/ms2 0.1–25 200 Hz 6000g
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As mentioned in references [10–13], there have been many experimental investigations of acoustic
propagation in fluid-filled elastic pipelines; however, these pipelines were rather short, and there was
no special treatment of the end of the pipeline other than, in some cases, the simple addition of a
flange, which caused inverse superposition of the sound field in the axial direction. These previous
experiments used a single hydrophone, measuring the sound pressure spectrum at a single point only,
and therefore it was not possible to obtain the distribution of the sound field along the entire pipeline.

To avoid the above problems, in the present experiment, an 18-m-long PE pipeline with two layers
of anechoic tips of different lengths installed at the end was used, which completely eliminated echo
and prevented inverse superposition of the sound field in the axial direction. As the source, a piston
transducer was mounted on the front of the pipe through a flange, and vibration isolation material
was interposed between the flange and the pipeline, thereby preventing direct excitation of the pipe
wall. The wall parameters were the same as those used in the theoretical calculations (see Table 1).
Five slots, each of length 1 m, in the axial direction were cut in the pipe wall at a distance of 1 m from
the transducer, with a 1 m gap between them (see Figure 4).

 
Figure 4. Slots of the pipeline.

Four 8103 hydrophones were mounted on a bracket, and so the sound pressure at four different
radial positions could be measured at the same time, as shown in Figure 2. The hydrophone bracket
was made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which has characteristic impedance similar to that of water,
greatly reducing the scattering of sound waves as they passed through the bracket. Three other
hydrophones measured the near-field signal at 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 m from the axial center of the
transducer. After the pipeline was filled with water, it was allowed to stand for more than 30 h to
eliminate the effect of bubbles on the experiment.

After the fluid column (water) was excited by the transducer, the hydrophones were moved along
the axial slots away from the source, and recordings were taken at 10 cm intervals; thus, each slot
had 9 or 10 recording points. The use of the hydrophone bracket ensured that the radial positions of
the hydrophones remained unchanged when the axial position was changed. In this way, the sound
pressure distributions of the fluid column along both the axial and radial directions were measured.

The analysis bandwidth of the collector was set to 0–25 600 Hz, in accordance with the theoretical
normal frequencies, and the corresponding sampling frequency was set to 65,536 Hz by the Nyquist
law, with a sampling time of 10 s. The power spectrum of the corresponding working condition was
obtained through fast Fourier transform (FFT) processing of the time-domain signal. To determine the
propagation path of the sound in the experimental system and compare it with the acoustic signal of
the fluid in the pipeline at the same time, the vibration of the wall was also measured in this experiment.
There were three rows of vibration sensors encircling the outside of the wall, each with four sensors,
with a separation of 0.33 m between each row.

The deployment of the hydrophones and vibration sensors and the corresponding labels are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Deployment and labeling of hydrophones and vibration sensors.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Behavior of Normal Waves in the Pipeline

For working condition 1, the transmitting voltage level response of the transducer is shown
in Figure 6. The measurement results from the hydrophones at different positions along the axial
direction in the pipeline are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the acoustic signal in the pipeline
exhibits a significant cutoff phenomenon, with a cutoff frequency of 4.7 kHz, which is close to the
theoretically determined cutoff frequency of 4.6 kHz.

Figure 6. Transmitting voltage level response of transducer.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Measurement results from hydrophones at different positions along the axial direction under
white noise excitation: (a) 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 m from the source; (b) 1.1 m from the source; (c) 5.95 m
from the source; (d) 0.1, 5, 6, and 7 m from the source.

The sound energy of the far field can be divided into four intervals from the spectrum: (1) Below
4.7 kHz; (2) 4.7–10.6 kHz; (3) 10.6–16 kHz; (4) 16 kHz and above. The boundary points of these
intervals are the frequencies of the normal wave in the pipeline, which are basically consistent with
the calculated frequencies of the corresponding orders, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of calculated and experimental normal frequencies.

Order 1 2 3

Calculated frequency (kHz) 4.6 10.4 16.3

Experimental frequency (kHz) 4.7 10.6 16

Relative error (%) 2.17 1.92 1.84

As mentioned before, the experimental pipeline is slotted. PE is not a very rigid material and, as a
result of the slotting process, the tube is deformed radially. This is the main reason for the error between
the actual measured frequency and the theoretically calculated frequency. In addition, the parameters
in Table 1 are the material elastic parameters of standard high-density PE, which are not necessarily
exactly the same as those of the wall of the experimental pipeline, which also leads to an error between
the theoretical and experimental results.

In interval (1), the curve of the power spectrum is very close to the background noise. Close to
4.7 kHz, however, the curve suddenly rises, exhibiting a cutoff phenomenon. Then, in interval (2),
the curve changes relatively gently, which is basically consistent with the corresponding frequency band
of the transmitting transducer frequency response curve. As the distance between the measurement
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points and the source becomes greater, it can be seen that the curve decreases monotonically; in interval
(3), the curve changes more sharply, and many resonance peaks appear. As the frequency increases,
the distance between adjacent peaks also increases, and the appearance of the curve in interval (4) is
similar to that in interval (3).

In terms of the behavior of the normal wave, interval (1) is below the cutoff frequency, and the
normal wave is attenuated exponentially in the axial direction. The curve of the power spectrum in this
frequency band is basically the same as the background, and it can be seen that the power spectrum
decays exponentially with frequency in the near field.

Interval (2) lies between the first-order and second-order normal wave frequencies; only the
first-order normal wave can propagate, and the curve of the power spectrum hardly changes with
frequency. The trend in this section of the curve is related to the transmitting response of the source,
with the curve monotonically decreasing along the axial direction as a result of absorption of sound
waves by the tube wall.

The first and second orders of the normal wave propagate simultaneously in interval (3), and the
first, second, and third orders propagate in interval (4), where there is strong interference leading to
large fluctuations in the curve and to the appearance of many resonant peaks.

The results of the vibration signal measurements are shown in Figure 8. The frequency response of
the vibration signal is similar to that of the acoustic signal in its overall trend, with a cutoff phenomenon,
and the division of the modal frequencies of each order is obvious. The vibration signal in the frequency
band above the cutoff frequency is transmitted from the acoustic signal in the water.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Measurement results from vibration sensors on the outside of the pipeline wall: (a) 2 m from
the source; (b) 3 m from the source.

4.2. Variation of the Sound Field along the Axial Direction

The variation of the sound field along the axial direction can be seen more clearly from analysis of
the response to a single-frequency source compared with the response to the white noise in working
condition 1. In working conditions 2 and 3, two representative single-frequency signals were used,
4.2 and 5.2 kHz, which are respectively below and above the cutoff frequency. The main frequency
power spectrum was obtained as an average of the measurements by the four hydrophones on the
bracket, and its variation along the axial distance is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from Figure 9a
that for a source frequency below the cutoff frequency, the power spectrum of the main frequency is
attenuated very rapidly, indeed exponentially, as the distance increases. Acoustic signals below the
cutoff frequency cannot propagate axially over long distances in the pipeline. For a source frequency
above the cutoff frequency, as shown in Figure 9b, the power spectrum of the main frequency hardly
changes with distance. There is only 4 dB attenuation from 3 to 10 m, and this attenuation is a result of
acoustic absorption by the pipeline wall.
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Figure 9. Variation of the main frequency average power spectrum along the axial direction: (a) 4.2 kHz
source; (b) 5.2 kHz source.

4.3. Variation of the Sound Field along the Radial Direction

To explore the variation of the sound field in the radial direction, measurements were performed
before and after the hydrophone bracket was raised by 1.5 cm, as shown schematically in Figure 10.
The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Raising of hydrophone bracket.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Results of hydrophone measurements at different depths 5.05 m from the source: (a) Before
and (b) after lifting of hydrophone bracket.

The frequency band between the first- and second-order normal frequencies was analyzed. Before
lifting, the 2# and 3# hydrophones were at the same distance from the axis, and similarly for the
1# and 4# hydrophones. Therefore, in Figure 11a, the curves of the power spectra from the 2# and
3# hydrophones are the same, as are those from the 1# and 4# hydrophones. After lifting, the 3#
hydrophone is nearest to the axis, followed in order by the 2#, 4#, and 1# hydrophones, which is
consistent with the increasing strengths of the respective power spectra. This is in accordance with the
theoretical radial dependence on the Bessel function J0(krr) in Equation (8).

The following is a quantitative analysis of the radial distribution. The distance between each
pair of hydrophones is 50 mm, and the hydrophone bracket is initially at the radial center position.
After lifting, the distances of the 3#, 2#, 4#, and 1# hydrophones from the axis are 10, 40, 60, and 90 mm,
respectively. At the cutoff frequency, kr = k0, depending on the distance r from the axis, the theoretical
differences between the sound pressure self-spectrum measured by the 3# hydrophone and those
measured by the other three hydrophones can be calculated, and the results are compared with the
experimental measurements in Table 5. For convenience of exposition, the distance between the 3#
hydrophone and the axis is set as r0, and the differences between the sound pressure power spectrum
of the 1#, 2#, and 4# hydrophones and the 3# hydrophone as X1, X2, and X3, respectively.

Table 5. Comparison of hydrophone measurements and theoretical values at different radial locations.

Power Spectral
Difference

Difference between r0

and r
Theoretical Power Spectral

Difference (dB)
Experimental Power

Spectral Difference (dB)

X1 80 12.1 11.1

X2 30 1.6 2

X3 40 3.8 3.3

There is good agreement between theory and experiment, and the radial distribution of the
normal wave in the tube is quantitatively confirmed to follow the Bessel function behavior.

The reasons for the error are as follows. In the experiment, the magnitude of the lifting was
controlled manually, and not very accurately, which is the main source of error: If the lifting range were
slightly larger, and the 3# and 4# hydrophones closer to the axis, the amplitude would be higher. If the
1# and 2# hydrophones were further away from the axis, the amplitude would be smaller, which would
lead to an increase in X2; according to the properties of the Bessel function, the closer the value of
the function is to the axis, the slower is its rate of change. Therefore, the power spectrum at the 4#
hydrophone would increase more if it were lifted, so the value of X3 would be reduced. If the 1#
hydrophone were closer to the upper slot and the outside medium were air (which can be regarded as
an absolutely soft boundary), the sound would be totally reflected, so the amplitude would become
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higher, leading to a decrease in X1. In addition, the radial deformation of the pipeline due to slotting,
scattering by the hydrophone bracket, and the fact that the orientation of the hydrophone was not
strictly in the axial direction are all possible sources of error.

4.4. Measurements under Mechanical Excitation

Working conditions 4 and 5 use mechanical force excitation from outside the pipeline wall in
a position directly under that of the sound source in the previous working conditions, as shown in
Figure 12. Corresponding to working conditions 2 and 3, the single frequencies of excitation applied
in working conditions 4 and 5 are 4.2 and 5.2 kHz, respectively. The measurement results from the
hydrophones and vibration sensors are shown in Figures 13–16. In contrast to the response of the
acoustic signal, the excitation of the exciter to the pipe wall was a single-point excitation. Therefore,
when the sound propagated mainly along the wall, the sound source excitation and the exciter
excitation had completely different radial distribution laws. When the sound propagated mainly along
the liquid in the tube, both had the same radial distribution. This is an important basis for judging the
propagation path of sound in a pipeline.

Figure 12. Exciter and excitation point in working conditions 4 and 5.

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Mechanical excitation at a single frequency of 4.2 kHz. Measurement results from
hydrophones at different distances from the excitation point: (a) 1.1 m; (b) 5.1 m.

Even if the pipeline wall is excited by a mechanical force, an acoustic signal below the cutoff
frequency cannot propagate a long distance in the case of weak excitation. It can be seen from
Figure 13b that the hydrophones 5.1 m from the excitation point have difficulty in picking up a signal.
In Figure 13a, the acoustic signal at the main frequency exhibits a radial dependence that is different
from the Bessel function: The hydrophone near the lower outer wall close to the excitation point
receives a stronger signal.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Mechanical excitation at a single frequency of 4.2 kHz. Measurement results from vibration
sensors at different distances from the excitation point: (a) 1.3 m; (b) 5.3 m.

From the vibration measurement results in Figure 14, it can be seen that a vibration signal at the
main frequency can still be measured on the wall at 5.3 m, but it is attenuated compared with the
measurement from the sensor at 1.3 m, and the hydrophones in the pipeline are unable to detect any
signal at 5.3 m. It can be deduced that the signal at 4.2 kHz is propagated mainly through the pipe
wall in the form of vibrations. The second and third peaks in Figure 14 result from frequency doubling.
The exciter generates frequency doubling when transmitting a single-frequency signal, which is a
consequence of its own physical structure and has no effect on the results of this experiment.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Mechanical excitation at a single frequency of 5.2 kHz. Measurement results from
hydrophones at different distances from the excitation point: (a) 1.1 m; (b) 1.1 m (local); (c) 5.1 m;
(d) 5.1 m (local).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Mechanical excitation at a single frequency of 5.2 kHz. Measurement results from vibration
sensors at different distances from the excitation point: (a) 1.3 m; (b) 5.1 m.

For excitation at 5.2 kHz, which is above the cutoff frequency, Figure 15a,b shows the measurement
results from hydrophones 1.1 m from the excitation point, and Figure 15c,d those from hydrophones
5.1 m from the excitation point, with Figure 15b,d being partial displays of the frequency band near
the main frequency shown in Figure 15a,c, respectively. Figure 16 shows the measurement results from
the wall vibration sensors 1.3 and 5.3 m from the excitation point.

The sound power at the main frequency suffers almost no attenuation in the axial direction from
1.1 to 5.1 m, and conforms to the Bessel function dependence in the radial direction. It can be deduced
that the signal at 5.2 kHz is propagated mainly in the form of sound through the fluid in the pipeline.

5. Conclusions

The first four orders of normal frequencies in a fluid-filled PE pipeline were calculated, and the
distributions of sound in the axial and radial directions were analyzed. The acoustic propagation
characteristics of such a pipeline were also studied in an experimental system.

Both the theoretical and experimental investigations have revealed the following:

1. Sound in a fluid-filled PE pipeline propagates through the pipeline with the normal frequency at
each order.

2. Sound above a certain cutoff frequency can propagate in the axial direction of the pipeline for
long distances, whereas sound below the cutoff frequency is attenuated exponentially in the axial
direction and cannot propagate over long distances.

3. In the fluid in the pipeline, the sound power is highest at the axial center and decreases with
radial distance from the axial center according to a Bessel function dependence J0(krr).

4. Sound above the cutoff frequency is propagated mainly through the fluid, while sound below the
cutoff frequency propagates in the form of vibrations along the pipe wall.

5. Controlling and reducing the vibration of the pipe wall is the most effective way to reduce
low-frequency noise in a fluid-filled pipeline system.
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Abstract: This paper presents a new l1-RLS method to estimate a sparse impulse response estimation.
A new regularization factor calculation method is proposed for l1-RLS that requires no information
of the true channel response in advance. In addition, we also derive a new model to compensate
for uncertainty in the regularization factor. The results of the estimation for many different kinds of
sparse impulse responses show that the proposed method without a priori channel information is
comparable to the conventional method with a priori channel information.

Keywords: l1-regularized RLS; sparsity; room impulse response; total least squares;
regularization factor

1. Introduction

Room impulse response (RIR) estimation is a problem in many applications that use acoustic signal
processing. The RIR identification [1] is fundamental for various applications such as room geometry
related spatial audio applications [2–5], acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) [6], speech enhancement [7],
and dereverberation [8]. In [9], the RIR has relatively large magnitude values during the early part
of the reverberation and fades to smaller values during the later part. This indicates that most RIR
entries have values close to zero. Therefore, the RIR has a sparse structure. The sparse RIR model is
useful for estimating RIRs in real acoustic environments when the source is given a priori [10]. There
has been recent interest in adaptive algorithms for sparsity in various signals and systems [11–22].
Many adaptive algorithms based on least mean square (LMS) [11,12] and recursive least squares
(RLS) [14–17] have been reported with different penalty functions. Sparse estimation research, such
as that done by Eksioglu and Tanc [17], has proposed a sparse RLS algorithm, l1-RLS, which is fully
recursive like the plain RLS algorithm. The algorithm of l1-RLS in [17] proposed a proper calculation
method for the regularization factor. These recursive algorithms have the potential for sparse RIR
estimation; however, the regularization factor should be established prior to applying these algorithms.
The regularization factor calculation method requires information about a true sparse channel response
for a good performance. The authors in [18,19] have also proposed recursive regularization factor
selection methods; however, these methods still need the true impulse response in advance.

In this paper, we propose a new regularization factor calculation method for l1-RLS algorithm
in [17]. The new regularization factor calculation needs no information for the true channel response in
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advance. This makes it possible to apply l1-RLS algorithm in various room environments. In addition,
we derive a new model equation for l1-RLS in [17] with uncertainty in the regularization factor
and show that the new model is similar to the total least squares (TLS) model that compensates
for uncertainty in the calculated regularization factor without the true channel response. For the
performance evaluation, we simulate four different sparse channels and compare channel estimation
performances. We show that, without any information of the true channel impulse response, the
performance of the proposed algorithm is comparable to that of l1-RLS with the information of the
true channel impulse response.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize l1-RLS in [17]. In Section 3, we
summarize the measure of sparsity. In Section 4, we propose a new method for the regularization
calculation. In Section 5, we show that l1-RLS with uncertainty in the regularization factor can be
modeled as the TLS model. In Section 6, we summarize l1-RTLS (recursive total least squares) algorithm
as a solution for l1-RLS with uncertainty in the regularization factor. In Section 7, we present simulation
results to show the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, we give the conclusion in Section 8.

2. Summarize l1-RLS

In the sparse channel estimation problem of interest, the system observes a signal represented
by an M × 1 vector x(k) = [xk, · · · , xk−M+1]

T at time instant n, performs filtering, and obtains the
output y(i) = xT(k)wo(k), where wo(k) = [wk, · · · , wk−M+1]

T is the M dimensional actual system
with finite impulse response (FIR) type. For system estimation, an adaptive filter system applies
with M dimensional vector w(k) to the same signal vector x(k) and produces an estimated output
ŷ(k) = xT(k)w(k), and calculates the error signal e(k) = y(k) + n(k)− ŷ(k) = ỹ(k)− ŷ(k), where n(k)
is the measurement noise, y(k) is the output of the actual system, and ŷ(k) is the estimated output.
In order to estimate the channel impulse response, an adaptive algorithm minimizes the cost function
defined by

w = argmin
w

1
2

k

∑
m=0

λk−m(e(m))2. (1)

From the gradient based minimization, Equation (1) becomes

R(k)w(k) = r(k), (2)

where R(k) =
k
∑

m=0
λk−mx(m)xT(m) and r(k) =

k
∑

m=0
λk−mỹ(m)x(m). This equation is the normal

equation for the least squares solution. Especially, wo(k) is considered as a sparse system when the
number of nonzero coefficients K is less than the system order of M. In order to estimate the sparse
system, most estimation algorithms exploit non-zero coefficients in the system [11–17]. In [17], Eksioglu
proposed a full recursive l1-regularized algorithm by the minimization of the object function as shown
in Equation (3).

Jk =
1
2

εk + γk‖w‖1, (3)

where εk =
k
∑

m=0
λk−m(e(m))2. From the minimization of Equation (3), a modified normal equation

was derived as shown in Equation (4).

R(k)w(k) = r(k)− γk∇s‖w(k)‖1 = p̂(k). (4)

When we solve Equation (4), we should select the regularization factor as shown in Equation (5).

γk =
2

tr(R−1(k))
M∥∥R−1(k)∇s f (w(k))

∥∥2
2

× [( f (w(k))− ρ) +∇s f (w(k))R−1(k)ε(k)], (5)
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where f (w(k)) = ‖w(k)‖1 and the subgradient of f (w) is ∇s‖w‖1 = sgn(w). In Equation (5), the
regularization factor has the parameter, ρ, which should be set beforehand. In [17], the parameter
was set as ρ = f (wtrue) = ‖wtrue‖1 with wtrue indicating the impulse response of the true channel.
There was no further discussion about how to set ρ. However, it is not practical to know the true
channel in advance.

3. Measure of Sparseness

In [20], the sparseness of a channel impulse response is measured by Equation (6).

χ =
L

L −√
L

(
1 − ‖ŵ‖1√

L‖ŵ‖2

)
, (6)

where ‖ŵ‖p is the p-norm of ŵ and L is the dimension of ŵ. The range of χ is 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1. That is
dependent on the sparseness of ŵ. As ŵ becomes sparser, the sparsity, χ, comes close to 1, and as ŵ

becomes denser, χ comes close to 0. We often have small and none-zero value of χ, even in a dense
channel. For example, Figure 1 shows the relation of the value of χ and the percentage of none-zero
components in ŵ with L = 215. In Figure 1, we consider all possible cases of none-zero components
in ŵ.

Figure 1. Sparsity (χ) vs. the percentage of none zero coefficients in the channel impulse response.

4. New ρ Selection Method in the Sparsity Regularization Constant γk

Section 2 shows that the regularization constant γk in Equation (5) needs ρ to be set as ρ =

‖true system impulse response‖1 = ‖wtrue‖1. However, we need a new method in the constant
selection because Equation (5) is not practical. Therefore, Section 4 proposes a new method to set
this constant.

For a practical method for the constant selection, we can consider using the estimated vector ŵ

instead of using the true vector wtrue because ŵ, the solution with l1-norm, will be closer to the sparse
true vector than the solution of the conventional RLS. The more iteration is repeated, the more ŵ

converges to the true value. Conventional RLS also converges to the true value; however, the solution
with l1-norm, is closer to the sparse true value. Therefore, we can use sparse estimate ŵ instead of
wtrue when we set ρ, and the uncertainty arising from this is compensated through a TLS solution in
the next section. When we determine ρ using the estimated ŵ, we choose between the average ρ and
the current estimate ‖ŵ‖1. Table 1 summarizes the ρ selection steps.

The determination method for ρ value shown in Table 1 is as follows. In Step 1, the sparsity of
the estimated ŵ is calculated. The sparsity represents the sparseness of ŵ as a number [23]. In Step 2,
l1-norm of the estimated ŵ is scaled and the value is averaged with the previous ρ value. The scaling
value approaches 1 as the sparsity, χ, gets close to 1. However, the scaling value gets close to e−1 � 0.37
as the sparsity, χ, gets close to 0. Therefore, the scaling does not change l1-norm of ŵ for the sparse ŵ.
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Instead the scaling changes the l1-norm smaller for the dense ŵ. In Step 3, the smaller one between the
averaged ρ and the l1-norm of the estimated ŵ is selected as the new ρ value. In this case, the ρ value
becomes completely new if the l1-norm of the estimated ŵ is selected, otherwise the previous trend
is maintained. In Figure 1, the reference value 0.75 used in Step 3 means that less than 16% of all the
impulse response taps are not zero.

Table 1. ρ selection method in the sparsity regularization constant γk.

Step 1 Sparsity: χ = L
L−√

L

(
1 − ‖ŵ‖1√

L‖ŵ‖2

)
[20]

where L is the length of the impulse response.

Step 2 ρ(k) = 0.99ρ(k − 1) + 0.01
(
eχ−1 × ‖ŵ‖1

)
Step 3 ρ(k) =

{
min(ρ(k), 0.98‖ŵ‖1), if x > 0.75
min(ρ(k), 0.999‖ŵ‖1), otherwise

5. New Modeling for l1-RLS with Uncertainty in the Regularization Factor

If we set ρ = constant, the regularization factor becomes

γ̃k =
2

tr(R−1(k))
M

‖R−1(k)∇s f (w(k))‖2
2

× [( f (w(k))− constant) +∇s f (w(k))× R−1(k)ε(k)]

=
2

tr(R−1(k))
M

‖R−1(k)∇s f (w(k))‖2
2

× ( f (w(k))− ‖h‖1 + ‖h‖1 − constant) + 2
tr(R−1(k))

M ∇s f (w(k))R−1(k)ε(k)

‖R−1(k)∇s f (w(k))‖2
2

.

(7)

Then,

γ̃k = γk +
2

tr(R−1(k))
M (‖h‖1 − constant)∥∥R−1(k)∇s f (w(k))

∥∥2
2

= γk + Δγ. (8)

Using Equation (8), Equation (4) becomes

R(k)w(k) = r(k)− (γk + Δγ)∇s‖w(k)‖1 . (9)

∇s‖w‖1 = sgn(w) is represented as

∇s‖w(k)‖1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .

1
|wi |

. . .

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦w(k). (10)

By applying Equation (10) to Equation (9),⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝R(k) + Δγ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .

1
|wi |

. . .

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠w(k) = r(k)− γk‖w(k)‖1, (11)

where wi is i-th element of w(k). Then it is simplified as⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝R(k) + Δγ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .

1
|wi |

. . .

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠w(k) = p̂(k). (12)
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Equation (12) is very similar to the system model in Figure 2 that is contaminated by noise both in
input and in output. Suppose that an example of the system in Figure 2 is represented as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xk + ni,k · · · xk−N+1 + ni,k−N+1
xk−1 + ni,k−1 · · · xk−N + ni,k−N

...
. . .

...
xk−N+1 + ni,k−N+1 · · · xk−2N+2 + ni,k−2N+2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦× w(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
yk + no,k

yk−1 + no,k−1
...

yk−N+1 + no,k−N+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (13)

where xk is x(k), ni,k is ni(k), and no,k is no(k). Equation (13) is simplified as

Aw(k) = b. (14)

Figure 2. The model of a noisy input and noisy output system.

If we multiply Equation (14) by AH and average it, we get

E
(

AHA
)

w(k) = E
(

AHb
)

. (15)

We can rewrite Equation (15) as follows⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
rxx(0) + σ2

n rxx(1) · · · rxx(N − 1)
rxx(1) rxx(0) + σ2

n · · · rxx(N − 2)
...

...
. . .

...
rxx(N − 1) rxx(N − 2) · · · rxx(0) + σ2

n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦w(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
rxy(0)
rxy(1)

...
rxy(N − 1)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (16)

Then, it can be represented as (
R + σ2

nI
)

w(k) = p̃(k). (17)

When we compare Equation (12) with Equation (17), the two system models have almost the same
form. Therefore, it is feasible that the TLS method can be applied to Equation (12) [24–30]. Therefore,
we expect to obtain almost the same performance as l1-RLS with the true channel response if we
apply the TLS method by the regularization factor with the new ρ in Table 1. In the next section, we
summarize l1-RTLS (recursive total least squares) algorithm in [29].
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6. Summarize l1-RTLS for the Solution of l1-RLS with Uncertainty in the Regularization Factor

Lim, one of the authors of this paper, has proposed the TLS solution for l1-RLS known as
l1-RTLS [30]. In this section, we summarize l1-RTLS in [30] for the solution of Equation (11).

The TLS system model assumes that both input and output are contaminated by additive noise as
Figure 2. The output is given by

ỹ(k) = x̃T(k)wo + no(k), (18)

where the output noise no(k) is the Gaussian white noise with variance σ2
o . The noisy input vector in

the system is modeled by
x̃(k) = x(k) + ni(k) ∈ CM×1, (19)

where ni(k) = [ni(k), ni(k − 1), · · · ni(k − M + 1)]T and the input noise ni(k) is the Gaussian white
noise with variance σ2

i . For the TLS solution, we set the augmented data vector as

x(k) =
[
x̃T(k), ỹ(k)

]T ∈ R(M+1)×1. (20)

The correlation matrix is represented as

R =

[
R̃ p

pT c

]
, (21)

where p = E{x̃(k)y(k)}, c = E{y(k)y(k)}, R = E
{

x(k)xT(k)
}

and R̃ = E
{

x̃(k)x̃T(k)
}

= R + σ2
i I.

In [27,28], the TLS problem becomes to find the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue
of R. Equation (22) is the typical cost function to find the eigenvector associated with the smallest
eigenvalue of R.

J(k) =
1
2

w̃T(k)R(k)w̃(k), (22)

where R(k) is a sample correlation matrix at k-th instant, and w̃(k) =
[
ŵT(k),−1

]T
in which ŵ(k) is

the estimation result for the unknown system at k-th instant. We modify the cost function by adding a
penalty function in order to reflect prior knowledge about the true sparsity system.

J(k) =
1
2

w̃T(k)R(k)w̃(k) + λ
(

w̃T(k)w̃(k − 1)− 1
)
+ γk f (w̃(k)), (23)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier and γk is the regularized parameter in [13]. We solve the equations
by ∇ŵ J(k) = 0 and ∇λ J(k) = 0 simultaneously. ∇ŵ J(k) = 0 :

2R(k)w̃(k) + λw̃(k − 1) + γk∇s f (w̃(k)) = 0, (24)

∇λ J(k) = 0 : w̃T(k)w̃(k − 1) = 1, (25)

where the subgradient of f (w̃) = ‖w̃‖1 is ∇s
w̃‖w̃‖1 = sgn(w̃). From (24), we obtain

w̃(k) = −λ

2
R
−1

(k)w̃(k − 1)− γkR
−1

(k)∇s f (w̃(k)). (26)

Substituting Equation (26) in Equation (25), we get(
−λ

2
R
−1

(k)w̃(k − 1)− γkR
−1

(k)∇s f (w̃(k))
)T

× w̃(k − 1) = 1, (27)
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or

λ = −2
1 + γk∇s f (w̃(k))TR

−1
(k)w̃(k − 1)

w̃T(k − 1)R−1
(k)w̃(k − 1)

. (28)

Substituting λ in Equation (26) by Equation (28) leads to

w̃(k) =
1 + γk∇s f (w̃(k))TR

−1
(k)w̃(k − 1)

w̃T(k − 1)R−1
(k)w̃(k − 1)

× R
−1

(k)w̃(k − 1)− γkR
−1

(k)∇w̃ f (w̃(k)). (29)

Equation (29) can be expressed in a simple form as

w̃(k) = αR
−1

(k)w̃(k − 1)− γkR
−1

(k)∇s f (w̃(k)), (30)

where α = 1+γk∇s f (w̃(k))TR
−1

(k)w̃(k−1)

w̃T(k−1)R−1
(k)w̃(k−1)

. Because asymptotically ‖w̃(k)‖ = 1 as k → ∞ , Equation (29)

can be approximated as the following two equations.

w̃(k) � R
−1

(k)w̃(k − 1)− γk

(
w̃T(k − 1)R−1

(k − 1)w̃(k − 1)
)

R
−1

(k)∇s f (w̃(k − 1)). (31)

w̃(k) = w̃(k)/‖w̃(k)‖. (32)

Finally, we obtain the estimated parameter of the unknown system as

ŵ(k) = −w̃1:M(k)/w̃M+1(k). (33)

For Equation (23), we can use the modified regularization factor γk in [30]

γk =
2

tr
(

R
−1

(k)
)

M∥∥∥R
−1

(k)∇s f
(
ŵaug(k)

)∥∥∥2

2

× [
(

f
(
ŵaug(k)

)− ρ
)
+∇s f

(
ŵaug(k)

)
R
−1

(k)ε(k)], (34)

where ŵaug(k) =
[
ŵT(k),−1

]T
, ŵaug,RLS(k) =

[
ŵT

RLS(k),−1
]T

, ε(k) = ŵaug(k)− ŵaug,RLS(k), and
ŵRLS(k) is the estimated parameter by recursive least squares (RLS). As f (ŵ) = ‖ŵ‖1, the subgradient
of f (ŵaug(k)) is

∇s∥∥ŵaug(k)
∥∥

1 = sgn(ŵaug(k)). (35)

As mentioned in Section 4, we apply new constant ρ in Table 1, to the regularization factor γk in
Equation (34) instead of ‖wtrue‖1, where wtrue is the true system impulse response.

7. Simulation Results

This section confirms the performance of the proposed algorithm in sparse channel estimation.
In the first experiment, the channel estimation performance is compared with other algorithms
using randomly generated sparse channels. In this simulation, we follow the same scenario in the
experiments as [17]. The true system vector wtrue is 64 dimensions. In order to generate the sparse
channel, we set the number of the nonzero coefficients, S, in the 64 coefficients and randomly position
the nonzero coefficients. The values of the coefficients are taken from an N(0, 1/S) distribution, where
N( ) is the normal distribution. In the simulation, we estimate the channel impulse response by the
proposed algorithms that are l1-RLS using the ρ in Table 1 and l1-RTLS using the ρ in Table 1. For the
comparison, we estimate the channel impulse response by l1-RLS using the true channel response;
in addition, we also execute the regular RLS algorithm in an oracle setting (oracle-RLS) where the
positions of the true nonzero system parameters are assumed to be known. For the estimated channel
results, we calculate the mean standard deviation (MSD), where MSD = E

(
|ŵ − wtrue|2

)
, ŵ is the
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estimated channel response and wtrue is the true channel response. For the performance evaluation,
we simulate the algorithms in the sparse channels for S = 4, 8, 16, and 32.

Figure 3 illustrates the MSD curves. For S = 4, Figure 3a shows that the estimation performance
of l1-RTLS using the regularization factor with the ρ in Table 1 is almost the same as the l1-RLS using
regularization with a true channel impulse response. However, the performance of l1-RLS using the
regularization factor with the ρ in Table 1 is gradually degraded and shows a kind of uncertainty
accumulation effect. In the other cases of S, we can observe the same trend in the MSD curves.
Therefore, we can confirm that the new regularization factor selection method and the new modeling
for l1-RLS can estimate the sparse channel as good as l1-RLS using the regularization with the true
channel impulse response. In all the simulation scenarios, oracle RLS algorithm produces the lowest
MSD as expected.

(a) S = 4 (b) S = 8 

 
(c) S = 16 (d) S = 32 

Figure 3. Steady-state MSD for S = 4, 8, 16, and 32 when applying the new ρ method to the regularization
factor (-o-: l1-RLS with the true channel response, -×-: l1-RLS with the new ρ method, -*-: proposed
l1-RTLS with the new ρ method, -�-: oracle-RLS).

Table 2 summarizes the steady-state MSD values as varying S from 4 to 32. The results show that
the proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ is comparable to l1-RLS with the true channel.

In the second experiment, we compare channel estimation performance using room impulse
response. The size of the room is (7.49, 6.24, 3.88 m). The position of the sound source is (1.53, 0.96, 1.12
m) and the position of the receiver is (1.81, 5.17, 0.71 m), respectively. T60 is set to 100 ms and 400 ms.
The impulse response of the room is generated using the program in [31]. We focus on the direct
reflection part and the early reflection part in the RIR because the direct reflection and early reflection
part of the RIR has a sparse property. This is the part that is estimated in the AEC applications [32].
This part is also related to localization and clarity in room acoustics [33–35]. Comparing the impulse
response (IR) generated by setting T60 = 100 ms to the channel with 65 coefficients used in the first
experiment, it is equivalent to S = 4 in the channel with 65 coefficients. In the same manner, the IR
generated by setting T60 = 400 ms is equivalent to S = 10.
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Table 2. MSD (mean square deviation) comparison.

Sparsity (S) Algorithm MSD

4

l1-RLS with the true channel −40.6 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −37.8 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ method −38.5 dB

Oracle-RLS −50.4 dB

8

l1-RLS with the true channel −39.5 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −28.4 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ method −38.5 dB

Oracle-RLS −46.9 dB

16

l1-RLS with the true channel −38.4 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −18.2 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ method −37.6 dB

Oracle-RLS −43.6 dB

32

l1-RLS with the true channel −37.6 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −9.1 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ method −37.3 dB

Oracle-RLS −40.6 dB

Table 3 summarizes the steady-state MSD values. The results also show the same trend as
Table 2. In RIR estimation, the proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ is also comparable to l1-RLS with the
true channel.

Table 3. MSD (mean square deviation) comparison in sparse RIR estimations.

Reverberation Time (T60) Algorithm MSD

100 ms

l1-RLS with the true channel −38.5 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −34.7 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ
method −35.4 dB

Oracle-RLS −45.3 dB

400 ms

l1-RLS with the true channel −32.1 dB

l1-RLS with the new ρ method −20.9 dB

proposed l1-RTLS with the new ρ
method −30.1 dB

Oracle-RLS −36.0 dB

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the regularization factor for recursive adaptive estimation.
The regularization factor needs no prior knowledge of the true channel impulse response. We have
also reformulated the recursive estimation algorithm as l1-RTLS type. This formulation is robust to
the uncertainty in the regularization factor without a priori knowledge of the true channel impulse
response. Simulations show that the proposed regularization factor and l1-RTLS algorithm provide
good performance comparable to l1- RLS with the knowledge of the true channel impulse response.
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Abstract: Non-linear acoustic technique is an attractive approach in evaluating early fatigue as well as
cracks in material. However, its accuracy is greatly restricted by external non-linearities of ultra-sonic
measurement systems. In this work, an acoustical data-driven deviation detection method, called the
consensus self-organizing models (COSMO) based on statistical probability models, was introduced
to study the evolution of localized crack growth. By using pitch-catch technique, frequency spectra
of acoustic echoes collected from different locations of a specimen were compared, resulting in a
Hellinger distance matrix to construct statistical parameters such as z-score, p-value and T-value.
It is shown that statistical significance p-value of COSMO method has a strong relationship with
the crack growth. Particularly, T-values, logarithm transformed p-value, increases proportionally
with the growth of cracks, which thus can be applied to locate the position of cracks and monitor the
deterioration of materials.

Keywords: crack growth; acoustic echo; COSMO; p-value

1. Introduction

Nonlinear ultrasonic behaviors, such as harmonics, mix frequencies, and the resonance
frequency shift, have been proven to be sensitive to structure imperfections and early degradation of
materials [1–6]. In the early stage of damage, material fatigue can induce a number of micro-cracks with
a typical length of 1–100 μm by continuous loading cycles, then the micro-cracks further grow, coalesce
with other micro-cracks and eventually form macro-cracks [7]. Since the fatigue cracks are localized [8],
not uniformly distributed in the structure, the generated nonlinear response is basically dependent on
the configuration of the crack area related to the localized hysteretic deformation. Clapping between
the contacting surface and dissipative mechanism due to frictional sliding and so on [7,8], leads to a
much stronger nonlinearity than the surrounding material behaving linearly [8]. However, non-linear
effects induced by the localized cracks in the materials are not obvious enough to conveniently be
measured and analyzed [9,10]. In addition, the use of power amplifier, transducers, and coupling
media in ultrasonic testing system also bring about external non-linear change. Since it is difficult to
separate structure-induced non-linearity in materials from external non-linearity, non-linear ultrasonic
technology is not applied widely to accurately evaluate and locate the structure imperfections in
practical applications [11].
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In terms of the uncertainties in real-life testing conditions, “big data” sets, collected from acoustic
echo-signals of vast amounts of damaged material, show different but distinguishable statistical
characteristics compared with intact material [12–17]. Some statistical models, also called data-driven
models, relate the degree of damage to the probability of detection (PoD). They were first introduced
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1973 and were soon accepted as
a standard method [18,19]. Later Lu and Meeker further developed statistical methods to estimate
a time–to–failure distribution for a broad class of degradation structures [16]. Gebraeel employed
Bayesian to update a method to develop a closed-form residual-life distribution for the monitored
device [20]. Gang Qi et al. proposed a framework to meet the challenge by systematically evaluating
material damage based on large data sets collected by using acoustic emission (AE) [12]. Zhou et al.
investigated AE relative energy, amplitude distribution as well as amplitude spectrum to discern
the delamination damage mechanism of the composites [21]. Kůs et al. employed the model-based
Clustering (Hellinger divergence) method to classify certain attributes of the original pure data
obtained directly from the acoustic emission signals and form normed frequency spectra to perform
physical separation tasks of AE random signals [22].

However, most data-driven methods are probabilistic and obtained historical degradation data
or empirical knowledge [23,24], which require a large amount of experimental data to construct
the reference curves or the preset feature threshold. Hence, in our previous work [25], we first
introduced consensus self-organizing model (COSMO), neither any domain knowledge nor supervision
to extract useful features, detecting a single flaw located at a fixed positon of steel specimens based on
acoustical echo-signals. Nevertheless, as the contacting surfaces of the flaw produced by an electrical
discharge machine were totally separated in [25], evaluating the actual fatigue cracks by applying
COMSO method would potentially be problematic. In this paper, four cracks distributed along
the length direction of a steel specimen were investigated, and the crack’s growth (produced using
fatigue testing [26]) was further discussed in details, which is probably accord with the mechanisms
involved in contact acoustic nonlinearity and hysteretic nonlinearity. Both Numerical simulation and
experimental measurements showed that COSMO models are effective in NDT inspection, as well as
health monitoring for regular metallic structures.

2. The Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO)

The COSMO method identifies the typical variability within a group of systems and to evaluate
the likelihood of any individual being significantly different from the majority. In an ultrasonic testing
system, a group of acoustic echo-signals were collected using pitch-catch method from N different
locations (i.e., the total amount of samples) on a measured object. The spectral density of the acoustic
signals were then obtained so that the difference between spectral density of two acoustic signals were
compared [27,28], and Hellinger distance di,j was employed [22–24]:

di,j =
1√
2

√√√√ m

∑
i,j=1

(√
pi −√qj

)2
, (1)

where pi and qj are normalized histograms, representing spectral density of two acoustic signals. m is
the number of sampled points of each acoustic signal. Two acoustic signals with different spectral
density will yield a greater value of Hellinger distance than two similar ones. From the perspective of
clustering analysis, samples with larger sum of distances to all peers are prone to be outliers.

For all pairs of these histograms, Hellinger distance was computed, resulting in a symmetric
distance matrix D:

D =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 d1,2 · · · d1,N

d2,1 0 · · · d2,N
...

...
...

...
dN,1 · · · dN,N−1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.
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Within D, the row with minimum sum of distances is chosen as the most central pattern c,
representing the most typical testing sample within this group. Based on the most central pattern c,
the z-score is computed for each sample k, representing the percentage of all samples that are further
away from c than sample k, that is,

z(k) =
∣∣∣∣{i=1,2,...,N:di,c<dk,c}

N

∣∣∣∣ (k = 1, 2, . . . , N; ) , (2)

where dk,c is the distance between sample k and c; di,c denotes the distance between sample i and c;
N is the total amount of samples. A sample with z-score close to 0 indicates a large distance to its
peers. If there is no micro-crack at a particular position, the z-scores of a set of testing samples from
this position should be uniformly distributed between (0, 1). We approximate the distribution of the
average based on n samples using a normal distribution with mean 0.5 and variance 1/12n, i.e., [23,24]

z ∼ N[
1
2

, (1/12n)
1/2

]. (3)

Therefore, the one-sided p-value, which is the probability that a single observation z picked
from a normal distribution with parameters (1/2, (1/12n)1/2) will fall in the interval (−∞, z], can be
computed as:

p =
2√
2π

∫ x

−∞
e
− (z−1/2)2

2(1/
√

12n)2 dz. (4)

Based on a uniformity test of z-scores over an area, the resulting p-value of this test is obtained to
estimate whether the inspected contains any micro-flaws.

3. Crack Identification Based on COSMO

In this section, we employed the COSMO model to identify and locate the cracks to steel specimens
by numerical simulation and experimental tests.

3.1. Numerical Simulation

A two-dimensional model of a steel board embedded with a single crack was simulated by using a
commercial software (Comsol Multiphysics V4.3a. COMSOL, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). Figure 1 shows
the schematic illustration of an ultrasonic measurement system in the simulation. Two longitudinal
transducers with 60◦ wedge as the transmitter were typically used to carry out the ultrasonic inspection
on the top surface of the steel board with the length of 220 mm and the height of 30 mm. A fixed
distance between the two transducers was kept at a constant interval to make sure the first back wall
echo was fully collected by the receiver. The single crack with a depth of d was located at the middle
of the steel board along the x direction, i.e., x = 110 mm.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of scanning on a simulated specimen with a single crack.

A 0.5 MHz continuous sinusoidal signal with signal-noise ratio (SNR) of 15 dB was applied as
the exciting signal. Both the transmitter and the receiver were moved simultaneously to scan the steel
board along the x direction. The receiving waveforms, at eight different positions, were spaced by
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20 mm on the top of the simulated steel board, recorded, and the corresponding spectrums were then
analyzed. Figure 2a depicts spectrums at eight positions of the simulated steel board with crack length
d = 2 mm.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Spectrums and (b) z-score distribution of echoes at eight monitoring points (depth of
crack d = 2 mm) along x direction.

According to the COSMO algorithm model, the corresponding spectrums, at eight different
observation positions, were saved then a group of z-scores were calculated by Equation (2) after every
scanning process, finally 30 groups of z-score were obtained by scanning repeatedly 30 times. It is
clearly shown in Figure 2b that z-score of observation points are distributed almost evenly between
0.3 and 1 except x = 110 mm, while most of z-score at x = 110 mm are mainly distributed below
0.4, just right at the crack’s position. It is shown that the distribution of z-scores could be used to
locate and identify cracks or defects in materials, i.e., z-score of damaged regions might be below
0.4. However, the conclusions need to be subjected to hypothesis tests to reach statistical significance,
which determines whether a null hypothesis can be rejected or retained.

Figure 3a shows the calculated level of significance testing for crack depth of 2, 4, and 5 mm
by Equation (4). It could be seen from Figure 3a that the p-value has a much smaller value than 0.1
around the crack region from 90 to 150 mm, which suggests that the imperfect structure of this region
is significant. To make the comparisons and analysis clearly, an indicator called deviation level is
defined as,

T = −lg(p), (5)

i.e., logarithm transformed p-value, obviously the small T-value indicates little significant probability of
crack. The T-value curve of significance testing is shown in Figure 3b. Obviously, the maximum T-value
occurs around the position of crack (x = 110 mm) for crack depth of d = 2, 4 and 5 mm, respectively.
Furthermore, the maximum T-value increases simultaneously as crack growth, e.g., the maximum
T-value is close to 4 when crack depth is 2 mm, and the peak of T-value up to 10 when crack depth
equal to 5. This result indicates that the higher level T-value is strongly correlated with the crack depth,
which could become an index to exhibit the evolution of crack growth inside materials.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. The calculated level of significance testing (a) p-value curve and (b) deviation level T-value
curve can be plotted for crack depth of 2, 4 and 5 mm by Equations (4) and (5) along x direction on the
simulated board.

When the crack depth changed from 0 mm to 5 mm, the peaks of T-value around the cracks
were obtained and thus the relationship curve between the maximum T-value and crack depth d was
plotted, as shown Figure 4. It can be seen that as the crack depth increased from 0 to 1, the slope of the
curve sharply increased. When crack depth was less than 1 mm, the T-value was not larger than 5,
which is basically considered the formation stage of crack, due to the relative small change of crack
depth, thus this phase is called stage I. As the crack depth gradually expanded form 1.5 mm to 3.7 mm,
the maximum T-value increased slowly from 5 to 7, at stage II. When crack depth was larger than
4 mm, at stage III, the value of the curve increased rapidly up to 10, and as high as 2 times than that of
stage I, which means that the small cracks had already expanded to macro-cracks. Therefore, the peaks
of T-value might track the progression of damage and evaluate the evolution of crack growth.

Figure 4. Deviation level T-value grows monotonically as depth of crack increases.

3.2. Experimental Measurement

A specimen made of Q235 (See Table 1) with dimensions 800 mm × 250 mm × 20 mm was used
in the experimental measurement, as shown in Figure 5. Four sections embedded with cracks with
average depth of 6 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, and 0.5 mm were manufactured in the specimen, mainly located at
150 mm, 300 mm, 450 mm, and 600 mm, respectively, denoted by B, C, D and E. Additionally, Section A
and F represented as undamaged regions located in the two ends of the specimens. A portable TOFD
ultrasonic detector (PXUT-920, Nantong Union Digital Tech., China) was used to excite a narrow-pulse
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acoustic signal with 200 ns in width and stored the echo signals from inspected cracked region.
Scanning was manually carried out by a scanner unit with one pair of 5 MHz normal transducer,
i.e., the transmitter and the receiver, with 60◦ wedges for longitudinal waves. Two transducers,
spaced 62 mm apart, were located at equidistant over the crack region center, and scanning was done
by moving the scanner in the length direction of steel plate parallel to the crack region. The echo
signal sampled by the detector, containing 1496 points, was acquired every 0.5 mm along the length
direction. After a scanning, a total of 1600 echo signals (A-scan) were obtained and stored in the
ultrasonic detector.

Table 1. Mechanical characteristics of Q235 carbon steel. (Provided by HBO Windpower Equipment
Co., Ltd, Nantong, China).

Grade
Elements (%) Yield Strength

(MPa)
Tensile Strength

(MPa)
Elongation

(%)C Mn Si P S

Q235A 0.14~0.22 0.30~0.65 0.30 0.045 0.030 235 375~460 21–26

Figure 5. (a) A specimen with four cracks with average depth of (b) 6 mm, (c) 2 mm, (d) 1 mm,
and 0.5 mm located at Section B, C, D, E, respectively. Section A and F without cracks.

COSMO method was applied to analyze this dataset of echo-signal recorded by TOFD ultrasonic
detector. Firstly, the Hellinger distance matrix D was constructed using Equation (1), and the row with
minimum sum was chosen in the metric D so that the z-score could be determined using Equation (2).
Figure 6a shows the z-score distribution for 30 scanning. It is shown that the z-score in undamaged
sections is much larger than those in the region with cracks. For example, the z-score for positions A
and F are about 0.4~1, while those for positions B, C, D and E are below 0.4. The results suggest that
the z-score is closely related to cracks of specimen, just as the simulated results.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) z-score distribution (b) the curve of T-value of specimen with cracks and along x direction.

By using Equations (1)~(4) and (5), the deviation level T-Value is calculated to make a significant
analysis. It can be observed from Figure 6b that the T-value at B, C, D and E are of high level compared
to those in uncracks region. For instance, the T-value at x = 150 up to 13, and T- value at x = 600 sharply
increasing from 0 to 7, but T-value of sections without cracks almost equal to 0, far less than T-value at
crack region. In addition, T-value increase almost linearly with the depth of cracks. The relationship
curve between the peaks of T-value and crack depth is plotted in Figure 7. It is shown that the peak
of T value increases with crack growth from 0 to1.5 mm quickly up to 5, which is exactly in stage I.
When the crack depth is larger than 2, the slope of curve go slow but still faster than the simulated
results. It is worth noting that the change of slope is not distinct enough to easily recognize stage II or
III when depth of crack exceeding 1.5 mm, different from the simulated curve, which might attributed
to the result of multi-physical mechanisms.

Figure 7. The relationship curve of specimen between T-value peaks and crack depth.

4. Conclusions

Defects or cracks can significantly increase acoustic non-linearity, and the nonlinear acoustical
parameters, and thereby can be exploited to evaluate the state of material damage. However,
the harmonics are usually too weak to be detected in early fatigue. Therefore, the non-linear ultrasonic
technique is rarely used to qualify crack growth. In this work, the COSMO method was applied to
compare the spectrum of different positions by ultra-sonic scanning in order to obtain the distribution
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of z-scores as well as the corresponding significance level in every scanning position. The results show
that: (1) the z-scores in the location with cracks are distributed below 0.4, while the z-scores in the
location without cracks are above 0.4; (2) the deviation level T - value at locations with crack are much
larger than those at locations without cracks, and the T-value would get larger with the increase of crack
depth; (3) based on the quantitative relations between the T values and the crack depth, we can evaluate
and monitor the online state of the structural health by COSMO model. However, it is noted that the
COSMO model is still a simple model that does not consider some other factors, such as the shape and
mechanical properties of structure, as well as the requirements on data size. Therefore, the reliability
of COSMO needs to be further optimized to reach a solution for non-destructive evaluation in future.
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Abstract: In this study, the influence of piano key vibration levels on players’ personal judgment of
the instrument quality and on the dynamics and timing of the players’ performance of a music piece
excerpt is examined. In an experiment four vibration levels were presented to eleven pianists playing
on a digital grand piano with grand piano-like key action. By evaluating the players’ judgment of
the instrument quality, strong integration effects of auditory and tactile information were observed.
Differences in the sound of the instrument were perceived by the players, when the vibration level in
the keys was changed and the results indicate a sound-dependent optimum of the vibration levels.
By analyzing the influence of the vibration levels on the timing and dynamics accuracy of the pianists’
musical performances, we could not observe systematic differences that depend on the vibration level.

Keywords: piano playing; vibrotactile feedback; interaction; musical performance; auditory perception;
sensors; actuators

1. Introduction

Playing the piano is a complex multi-modal task, where the pianist controls the instrument
through his or her intention and perceived instrument feedback. There are four main musician-musical
instrument interaction modalities: visual feedback, auditory feedback, force feedback, and vibrotactile
feedback. The interaction with a musical instrument can be modeled as a feedback controller [1],
where the musician’s brain controls his or her body, arms, and fingers to modify the instrument’s
behavior based on changes in sensory inputs. This closed-loop model implies that if the instrument’s
feedback is altered, the pianist will adapt his or her playing to compensate for and retain the desired
instrument behavior. Vibrotactile feedback can support the precise control of finger force, as shown by
Ahmaniemi [2] with a basic force repetition experiment on a rigid sensor box. Furthermore, Goebl and
Palmer [3] demonstrated that tactile sensations from the finger-key surface interaction support some
pianists to improve timing accuracy and precision of finger movements.

In piano playing, vibrotactile feedback is perceived through the fingers in contact with the keys and
the feet in contact with the pedals. The keybed and soundboard vibrations excite the piano keys and
pedals [4]. Askenfelt and Jansson [5] measured the vibrations of a depressed piano key and a depressed
piano pedal. Piano key vibrations comprise broadband and tonal parts [4,6]. The tonal parts come from
the string vibrations, and the broadband parts come from mechanical impacts (e.g., hammer-string impact
and key–keybed impact) of the piano action when the piano key is played [4,6].

The levels of the vibrations’ tonal part can rise to the micrometer range [7]; the vibrations are
close to the limits of human vibration perception and are often sensed subconsciously [8]. However,
piano key vibrations can be detected up to the middle octave of the keyboard [9]. Further, the vibration
levels vary considerably among different pianos, but it remains unclear if pianists can perceive these
differences [7].
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Keane and Dodd [8] found that the ratio of broadband and tonal parts of piano key vibrations
influenced the instrument’s perceived sound. An upright piano was mechanically modified to reduce
the broadband parts’ amplitude, with the expectation to improve the instrument’s quality. The pianists
preferred the modification with regard to tone and loudness in an evaluation study. Interestingly,
the participants did not report differences with regard to touch or vibrations.

Fontana et al. [10] showed by ratings of evaluation criteria that realistic piano key vibrations
rendered on a digital keyboard are preferred to a no-vibration condition. In the same study,
key vibrations did not show a significant effect on pianists’ timing and dynamics accuracy during a
scale playing task.

In addition to the state-of-the-art, the influence of four piano key vibration levels on pianists’
personal judgment of an instrument’s sound, control, and feel is investigated in this study. We designed
the experiment, such that the control of vibration levels was independent of the sound of the instrument
and aimed to explore connections between vibrotactile feedback and the perceived quality of the
instrument. To test if pianists adapt their playing to vibrotactile feedback and to analyze if the
vibrations support the control of finger forces, the effect of the vibration levels on timing and dynamics
accuracy in pianists’ performances is also studied in this paper.

2. Methods

2.1. Equipment

The pianists played on an AvantGrand N3X, a digital hybrid grand piano from Yamaha.
This instrument was chosen because it simulates piano key vibrations, features state-of-the-art
grand piano sound-rendering algorithms, and has a piano action resembling that of acoustic grand
pianos. Musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) messages and the headphone audio output of
the instrument were recorded. The pianists played with closed-back headphones to block the small
amount of sound that vibrating keys radiate.

2.2. Experiment Design

The target was to control the key vibration levels independent of the sound and to cover the level
range of piano key vibrations of acoustic concert grand pianos. Independent control could not be
achieved with the built-in vibrotactile feedback rendering system of the AvantGrand N3X; therefore,
it was extended as illustrated in Figure 1.

The mono audio output signal of the AvantGrand N3X was processed with a digital signal
processor (DSP). Through a combined approach of vibrometer measurements and subjective evaluation
by playing on the instrument, the DSP’s filter stage was tuned to create vibration level V3 (see Figure 1),
which approached the maximum vibration levels previously measured on acoustic grand pianos [7].
After implementation of V3, vibration levels V2 and V1 were created by attenuating the signal in steps
of 6 dB. The no-vibration condition V0 completed the levels of the experiment. As shown in Figure 1,
the vibration levels cover the range of acoustic grand pianos for notes A2, A3, and A4. For notes
A0 and A1, the levels are more than 10 dB lower. The chosen music piece avoided the lowest notes.
The deviations of the vibration level curves in Figure 1 are due to non-idealities of the excitation system.

The experiment was created to study the influence of four vibration levels on players’ personal
judgment of the instrument quality and on the dynamics and timing of the players’ performance
of a music piece excerpt. The experiment was designed so that the participants were unaware of
the independent variable, and the session was split into three parts to steer the pianists’ attention
to different instrument properties. Free verbalizations were used to assess the players’ judgment,
allowing for unrestrained and possibly unexpected answers. Since a small influence of the piano key
vibrations on musical performance and the players’ judgments was assumed—as natural levels are
close to the threshold of vibration sensation [7–9]—numerous repetitions were included in the protocol,
and participants with high levels of playing experience were selected.
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(a) Block diagram of the extended vibrotactile
feedback rendering system

(b) Comparison of the measured tonal part
of the vibration levels to levels measured on
acoustic grand pianos

Figure 1. (a) Block diagram of the vibrotactile feedback rendering system to generate the key vibrations;
the mono audio output of the N3X was filtered and attenuated with a DSP. Thereafter the signal
was power amplified to drive the transducer of the built-in vibrotactile rendering system of the N3X.
(b) Comparison of the tonal part of the vibration levels V1, V2, V3 to vibration levels of four acoustic
concert grand pianos. The comparison is based on vibrometer measurements of forte keystrokes [7].
(V0 is not shown because it corresponds to no vibrations.)

2.3. Participants

Eleven pianists participated in the study: seven piano students, 22–26 years of age, with an
average playing experience of 17 years; and four professional pianists, 31–40 years of age, with an
average playing experience of 26 years. None of them reported having auditory or tactile impairments.

2.4. Procedure

The session for each participant lasted around 1.5 h. The participants were asked to prepare
an interpretation of a music piece excerpt. The excerpt was 15 bars long and the participants were
instructed to adhere to the tempo, dynamics, accents, and pedaling information. The excerpt was
taken from Klage by Gretchaninov [11] and was edited to cover the dynamic range from pianissimo to
fortissimo (see Figure A1 in the Appendix A). The participants were not informed about the purpose of
the experiment beforehand. The participants were only told that their judgments of various settings of
the instrument will be evaluated.

The experiment comprised a warm-up (with a duration of around 5–10 min), questionnaires,
and three parts (A, B, and C) with a duration of roughly 20 min each.

During the warm-up, the pianists were free to play whatever they wanted and were instructed to
evaluate the instrument in a way comparable to choosing an instrument for a concert or for purchase.
After this familiarization, the pianists were asked to express their first impression by answering a set
of questions about the sound and touch of the AvantGrand N3X and by comparing the instrument to
their main instrument.

During the main parts of the experiment (A, B, and C) the pianists were asked to repeat the
excerpted music piece accurately in 12 direct comparisons of different instrument settings. After each
trial the pianists were asked to indicate a personal preference (“better”, “worse”, or “similar”) of
the current setting relative to the previous setting and to describe their impression in a few words.
The participants were told that the differences between the comparisons can be small and that some
might be perceptually irrelevant. In part A the pianists were told that a slight adjustment of the
instrument (not further specified in order to not suggest an answer or category) was made between
each repetition, in part B it was claimed that a small adjustment to the sound was made between each
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trial, and in part C the pianists’ attention was directed to the keyboard by asking about the instrument’s
control and feel.

In fact, the only independent variable throughout the experiment was the key vibration level
(V0, V1, V2, V3). The sequence of parts (A, B, and C) was the same for all participants. Each part had
a different randomized sequence of vibration levels. All pair of levels were compared twice in each
part—once for each order. In total, nine trials per vibration level and per participant were recorded.

At the very end of each experiment session, personal information was collected and the participant
was asked about his or her experience and preference of piano key vibrations in piano playing, before
we disclosed and explained the purpose of the experiment.

3. Results

3.1. Influence of Vibration Levels on Perceived Instrument Sound, Control, and Feel

In the analysis of the preference ratings (“better”, “worse”, or “similar”), a high variance and for
some participants also controversial ratings were observed. We decided to present the ratings across
all parts and participants here, because it was not possible to draw conclusions from the ratings per
participant or per part. The result is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Analysis of the preference ratings (“better” (1), “worse” (−1), or “similar” (0)) of the vibration
levels across all parts and all participants. The ratings are based on direct comparisons between all
pairs of levels. The ratings are relative. For example, a positive value for V0:V1 indicates a preference
of V0 over V1 and a negative value a preference of V1 over V0. The shaded area marks the standard
deviation of the ratings.

The high variance of the ratings in Figure 2 reflects the closeness of the key vibration levels to the
limits of human perception. Additional factors that can have disturbed the ratings are the mood and
fatigue of the player. Also a self-evaluation of the playing, the difficulty of the task, or the imposed
expectation of a difference between the settings might have disturbed the ratings. However, a visual
comparison of the mean values in Figure 2 indicates a tendency in the preference of the players toward
vibration level V2. The preference of vibration level V2 is confirmed by the evaluation of the player’s
verbal self-reports presented hereafter.

The free verbalizations were analyzed with an approach presented by Pate et al. [12],
where concepts by Dubois [13] were applied to musical instrument evaluation.

Based on the context and for each participant, the meaning, category, and preference of each
statement was identified via linguistic tools such as reformulations, oppositions, and comparatives.
Thereafter, the statements were classified into positive and negative statements for three categories:
sound, control, and feel. Statements covering multiple categories were split before classification.
Statements not indicating a preference or a perceived difference were counted as “no difference”.
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The results are summarized in Table 1. Significance was evaluated with Pearson’s χ2-tests at a
confidence level of 95%. The test was performed on all statements (positive and negative) per category.

Table 1. Evaluation per vibration level derived from the free verbalizations of the pianists. The number
of positive and negative statements per category was counted for each vibration level (V0, V1, V2, V3).
The frequency counts were evaluated with χ2-tests. The χ2-statistics and p-values are given for each
category; p < 0.05 is highlighted in bold.

Category Examples V0 V1 V2 V3 χ2 p

sound pos. sp “round”, “balanced” 21 26 39 24
sound neg. sn “harsh”, “artificial” 28 19 12 19
relative number of positive statements sp/(sp + sn) 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.6 11.86 0.0079

control pos. cp “reactive”, “controllable” 25 24 25 24
control neg. cn “limited”, “hard to create dynamics” 15 11 13 16
relative number of positive statements cp/(cp + cn) 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.69 0.88

feel pos. fp “comfortable”, “grand piano feeling” 9 8 7 11
feel neg. fn “exhausting”, “tedious” 5 4 1 4
relative number of positive statements fp/( fp + fn) 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.52 0.68

no difference “similar”, “somewhat different” 12 24 11 13

Although we did not alter the sound throughout the experiment, Table 1 shows that the vibration
levels (V0, V1, V2, V3) have an influence on the pianists’ sound perception. Pairwise testing with
Bonferroni correction showed that the significance of the χ2-test in the sound category arises from the
difference between V0 and V2.

The phenomenon of vibrotactile feedback causing a difference in sound perception is known as
integration of auditory and tactile information [14–16] or weak synesthesia [17]. The preference of
V2 over V3, confirming the evaluation of the preference ratings in Figure 2, was surprising because
vibration level V3 is closer to the levels of acoustic instruments (see Figure 1). An explanation lies in
five statements about vibration level V3, which were classified as negative. These statements criticized
the balance of the perceived sound as having “too much bass" or being “unbalanced".

The results for control and feel are not significant according to the χ2-tests. For vibration level V1

there were twice as many “no difference" statements than for all other levels, which indicates that V1 is
most difficult to differentiate.

Only two participants consciously noticed a change in vibration levels during the experiment,
when vibration level V3 was compared to V0 and vice versa. Both recognized the vibrations during the
last part, when the keyboard was the focal point.

To find possible explanations for the above presented differences, we analyzed the verbal
self-reports of the participants in more specific categories. We observed that the key vibrations influence
the timbre and the perceived loudness of the bass keys. Also, the timbre of treble notes was judged
more pleasant when playing with V2 or V3. Some participants also noted a sensation of space when
playing with higher vibration levels (V2, V3) and described it as room or reverb effect of the sound.
In contrast when pianists played with vibration levels V0 or V1 the sound was sometimes described as
dry. Comparisons to acoustic instruments and e-pianos also align with this observation.

A critical aspect for discussion is that the sequence of parts (A, B, and C) was the same for all
participants, which might have influenced the results. We designed the experiment protocol to steer
the players’ attention to different multi-modal aspects to discover unexpected connections between
vibrotactile feedback and the players’ judgment of the instrument quality.

In part A the participants could freely describe their impressions and we did not suggest any
quality criteria for the comparisons. Unbiased comparisons are only possible within the first part of
the experiment. Ten out of eleven participants naturally made statements about sound and control in
the first part, which justifies the suggestion of these criteria in the following parts.
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We decided to put part C at the end of the experiment session, because we did not want to risk
that the participants are already consciously aware of the vibrations, when comparing the levels with
regard to sound. In part C the participants focused on the keyboard. Therefore we expected that it is
most likely that the participants recognize the vibrations in this part (which happened in two cases).

Finally, also the difficulty of the evaluation task might have altered the judgments of the
pianists. In each trial, the participant played the music piece excerpt for a duration of around 30 s,
communicated his or her impression with regard the previous setting and sometimes also answered
clarifying questions from the experimenter. Thereafter he or she performed the music piece for the
next comparison.

3.2. Influence of Piano Key Vibration Levels on Musical Performance

To analyze the MIDI-based performance data, a custom data structure was used. The structure
groups notes played at the same time (±40 ms) into clusters, removes accidentally played wrong notes,
and assigns if the note was played by the left or right hand.

Key velocity υ, a measure of a keystroke’s excitation strength, was directly extracted from the
MIDI messages. For the calculation of the inter-onset interval τ—the time interval between two
subsequent note onsets—only notes played by the left hand were considered. The tempo of each trial
was normalized.

To compare trials by the distribution of key velocity υ (analogously for inter-onset interval τ)
histogram intersection was used. Histogram intersection was introduced by Swain and Ballard [18] to
identify objects by color similarity in computer vision. Histogram intersection is defined as [18]

H1(υ) ∩ H2(υ) =
n

∑
i=1

min (h1i(υ), h2i(υ)), (1)

where H1 and H2 represent two trials by normalized discrete distributions of key velocity υ with n
bins h1i, h2i. Equation (1) measures the overlap of two histograms in the range [0, 1]. The number ‘1’
corresponds with perfect overlap; ‘0’ means no overlap. In contrast to an evaluation based on mean
values only, histogram intersection also identifies differences in the distributions’ shape or offset.

To judge significance, two tests were demanded to reject the null hypothesis: non-parametric
Friedman analysis of variance with a 95% confidence level in combination with pairwise Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction. We used non-parametric tests, because the evaluated
quantities do not necessarily follow a normal distribution and because of the sample size.

Two approaches were used to compare the distributions of key velocity υ and inter-onset interval
τ by histogram intersection. The distribution of both parameters was calculated for each trial and was
analyzed for each participant separately.

The first approach considered if the pianists adapted their playing to the vibration levels (e.g., if a
pianist perceived an overemphasis of bass notes and therefore played the bass notes with less finger
force than before). This force adaption manifests in the shape of the distribution of key velocity υ.
An increase in the “amount of adaption” was expected with increasing vibration levels. The “amount
of adaption” for key velocity υ was measured as follows.

Let HPk ,V� ,i(υ) denote the normalized histograms describing the distribution of key velocity υ for
trial i ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, vibration level V� with � ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, and pianist Pk with k ∈ {1, . . . , 11}. Then the
“amount of adaption” APk ,Vn of pianist Pk to vibration levels Vn with n ∈ {1, 2, 3} was estimated as
the histogram difference relative to V0 condition HPk ,V0,i(υ) ∩ HPk ,Vn ,j(υ) for all combinations of trials
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 9} and key velocity υ. For the inter-onset interval τ the same procedure was conducted.

Figure 3 shows the “amount of adaption” of the pianist’s playing to the feedback levels for both
performance parameters. The differences in Figure 3 are not significant. There is no general tendency
that the participants adapt their playing to the key vibration level. Nonetheless, by analyzing the
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influence of the vibration levels per participant individually, three participants showed significant
differences for key velocity υ and three for inter-onset interval τ.

(a) “Amount of adaption” APk ,Vn (υ) of key
velocity υ

(b) “Amount of adaption” APk ,Vn (τ) of
inter-onset interval τ

Figure 3. “Amount of adaption” to the feedback levels Vn (n = {1, 2, 3}) relative to the no-vibration
condition V0 across all pianists Pk and for both performance parameters. The differences in the amount
of adaption for all vibration levels are not significant for both parameters. The line in the center of the
box-plot marks the median, the box extends from the first to the third quartile, and the whiskers mark
the value range.

Possible explanations for the majority of pianists not adapting their playing to the feedback levels
include that the combined task of playing, judging the impression, and adapting their playing was too
difficult, that the levels were too small to cause a reaction, or that the method was not accurate enough
to unveil such differences.

The second approach investigated how accurately the pianists could repeat the music piece
excerpt when playing with different vibration levels. If key vibrations support the precise control of
finger forces, a lower variance in the distribution of key velocity υ could be expected. In consequence
the shape of the distribution of key velocity υ would be altered and hence a difference in repeatability
could be detected. Likewise, if the pianist’s tempo was more stable, a different shape of the distribution
of the inter-onset interval τ would occur. Indirect causes are also possible (e.g., the pianist feels more
comfortable to play and therefore plays with higher repeatability). The time-point of the trials during
the experiment was not taken into account. We decided to analyze and present the data for each pianist
individually hereafter, because we observed a strong dependency of the repeatability on the player.

The repeatability RPk ,V0(υ) for participant Pk playing with vibration level V0 was computed by
comparing the distributions of key velocity υ by HPk ,V0,i(υ) ∩ HPk ,V0,j(υ) for all combinations of trials
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, where i �= j. For vibration levels V1, V2, and V3, and for inter-onset interval τ similar
procedures were conducted.

The resulting repeatability per vibration level and per participant is presented in Figure 4 for key
velocity υ and inter-onset interval τ. The differences in repeatability were significant for a majority
of the participants. However, no consistent tendency or pattern in repeatability occurred among the
pianists in Figure 4.

Therefore, the vibration levels of our experiments do not have a conclusive influence on the
pianists’ repeatability, and the measured MIDI data do not support the hypothesis that key vibrations
assist the precise control of finger force. Consequently the observations do not confirm the results
of Ahmaniemi [2] or Galica et al. [19], for the piano playing case. Galica et al. [19] showed that
even unconscious vibratory stimulation applied to the soles of the feet can cause lower variance in
kinematic interactions.
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(a) Repeatability RPk ,V�
(υ) of key velocity υ (b) Repeatability RPk ,V�

(τ) of inter-onset
interval τ

Figure 4. Estimated repeatabilities per participant Pk and vibration level V� for both performance
parameters. No consistent tendency occurred among the pianists, but the vibration levels had a
significant influence (marked with *) on repeatability for a majority of the participants.

In summation, the repeatability estimates RPk ,V�
(υ), RPk ,V�

(τ) for vibration levels (V0, V1, V2, V3)
depended on the player. The pianists in this study were more accurate in repeating key velocity
υ (median of RPk ,V�

(υ) ∈ [0.85, 0.88], ∀k, �) than in repeating inter-onset interval τ (median of
RPk ,V�

(τ) ∈ [0.66, 0.77], ∀k, �). For the inter-onset interval τ the intra-individual variance was also
considerably larger (see Figure 4), although we normalized the tempo of each trial before the analysis.

As a concluding aspect of interest, no categorical differences (in repeatability or playing adaption
to feedback levels) were found between the group of students (P1 to P7 in Figure 4) and the group of
professional pianists (P8 to P11 in Figure 4).

4. Conclusions

By systematically investigating the players’ personal judgment of the instrument quality of the
vibration level in the keys, we observed strong integration effects of auditory and tactile information.
The results give an illustration of the strong multi-modal effects in piano playing. The subjects
perceived differences in the sound of the instrument when the vibration level in the keys was changed.
The preference of vibration level V2 over V3 indicates an optimum or a “sweet spot” of piano key
vibration levels, which depends on the instrument’s sound and sound balance.

In line with the results of Keane and Dodd [8], the vibration levels in this experiment significantly
affected the instrument’s judged sound quality but not its control and feel. However, in contrast to
the design of the present experiment, Keane and Dodd [8] reduced the level of the broadband part of
piano key vibrations of an acoustic instrument.

An interesting direction for future research is to determine the vibration level differences that
pianists can differentiate. This would help to understand if an instrument can be identified based on
its vibrotactile feedback only, while the instrument’s auditory and force feedback are kept constant.
Some participants in this experiment perceived a spatial sensation and described it as room or reverb
effect on the sound when playing with higher vibration levels (V2, V3). For several applications it could
be interesting to understand the conditions that can cause such an illusion.

We did not find systematic differences by analyzing the influence of the vibration levels on the
timing and dynamics accuracy of the pianists’ musical performances. We can not exclude that such an
influence exists but with the proposed measures, “amount of adaption” and repeatability, we could not
measure such a relation. Furthermore, the basic results of Ahmaniemi [2], that vibrotactile feedback
assists the precise control of finger forces could not be confirmed in our case. For future studies,
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we suggest to include a larger number of participants. This could help to identify groups reacting
similarly to key vibrations. Future studies might also include multiple experiments over a certain range
of time to exclude influences of physical and mental state on the day of testing. Finally, an analysis on
a note-by-note basis could clarify if, for example, the vibrotactile feedback of a long-lasting bass note
helps the precise control of the dynamics in subsequent keystrokes. We could not generalize such a
relation with the data of the presented experiment.

If our results can be confirmed on acoustic instruments, our findings of the perception part of
the experiment suggest that piano manufacturers should design the vibrations in the piano keys in
balance with the sound of the lower notes of the instrument. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
investigate the just-noticeable difference of piano key vibration levels, which might possibly be around
6 dB. Further research in this area could help to answer the question, if the tonal parts of the Steinway
and Sons and the Yamaha concert grand pianos (the tonal parts for notes A2, A3, and A4 differ by more
than 6 dB [7]) can be differentiated based on their vibrotactile feedback only by the player. Of course in
such an experiment the vibrotactile feedback should be rendered on the same instrument, otherwise
cues from the auditory or kinematic sensations might dominate the perceived impression.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Music sheet of the study. The excerpt was taken from Klage by composer Gretchaninov [11].
The excerpt was edited to cover a broad dynamic range and also to include accents.
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Abstract: Zone plate lenses are used in many areas of physics where planar geometry is advantageous
in comparison with conventional curved lenses. There are several types of zone plate lenses, such as
the well-known Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) or the more recent fractal and Fibonacci zone plates.
The selection of the lens material plays a very important role in beam modulation control. This work
presents a comparison between FZPs made from different materials in the ultrasonic range in order to
use them as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compatible materials. Three different MRI compatible
polymers are considered: Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
and polylactic acid (PLA). Numerical simulations based on finite elements method (FEM) and
experimental results are shown. The focusing capabilities of brass lenses and polymer zone plate
lenses are compared.

Keywords: MRI; Zone Plates; ultrasonic lenses

1. Introduction

The development of modulating and focusing energy systems has been a field of study of great
interest for scientist and engineers. The lens is a devices that is able to perform this energy modulation.
Lenses allow beam forming, control propagation and focusing the energy that impinges on them.
These effects are produced by refractive and diffractive phenomena. Transmission efficiency is one of
the most important aspects, particularly when low impedance contrast is presented between the lens
and the host medium. Due to the wide versatility of the lenses, they have been used in different areas.
For example, they have been applied in sonochemistry [1], construction [2] and the pharmaceutical
industry [3].

The acoustic lenses, depending on the physics involved in the beam formation, can be divided
into different groups, including refractive lenses and diffractive lenses. One example of lenses based on
the refraction phenomenon are sonic crystal lenses made of periodic distributions of rigid cylinders [4].
Due to the subsonic sound speed inside the crystal, these lenses act similar to those in optical systems.
Another example of this typology of acoustic lenses are those which modify the refractive index using
labyrinths. These type of lenses are the so-called Gradient-Index lenses [5–7].

The other subtype of lenses, based on the diffractive phenomenon, conducts its behavior on the
constructive interferences of the pressure field. An example of these types of lenses is the fractal lenses,
which are able to generate different foci depending on their fractal geometrical properties [8]. Fresnel
Zone Plates (FZP) have an improved focusing capacity. Among the different ways to implement FZPs,
one of the most common and easiest is to alternate transparent and blocking zones, which results in a
Soret type FZP [9]. To obtain these blocking areas, materials that are opaque to sound are required.
This fact is accomplished by selecting materials that have a high impedance contrast with the host
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medium. There are studies that have implemented Soret FZP (SZP) by ultrasounds based on these
type of lenses [10].

A material that has a high impedance with respect to water and that allows for the creation of
opaque zones to achieve a Soret type lens is brass. However, this type of material has limitations,
especially when used in fields such as bioengineering. The use of acoustic lenses in medicine for
high intensity focused ultrasounds (HIFU) treatment is one of the current lines of research. magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is the technique that is most used for guiding HIFU treatment [11].

MRI is a technique used for soft tissue structure imaging in a non-invasive way. The image is
obtained by aligning and relaxing the magnetic moments of the atoms of the introduced elements in
the MRI. Tissues are exposed to a strong external time-independent magnetic field. Thus, metallic
elements cannot be introduced in the resonance zone due to their interference in the image and because
they could damage MRI-systems. To avoid interaction with the electromagnetic field, non-metallic
materials should be used in the construction of lenses. One of these materials is polylactic acid
(PLA) [12]. The MRI environment requires materials such as PLA for medical instruments and patient
supports. Recently, PLA has been used for this purpose and its reliability has been shown [13].
The HIFU transducer is embedded within a specially designed table that fits into the MRI device.
This integrated system, has a degassed water bath where the transducer is located. The patient lies
over this system on [14]. Although the transducer and the lens must be immersed in this water bath,
degradation of the PLA will occur over long-term immersion. PLA degrades in water after a period
ranging from months to a year [15]. Therefore it must be taken into account that, in MRI systems, the
lens and the transducer are not permanently submerged. After 20 to 25 min, the system is extracted
from the water bath, and for this reason, the time of degradation due to being immersed in water can
be prolonged considerably.

In this work, three lenses with three types of compatible materials with MRI environments are
compared. In this sense, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and
polylactic acid (PLA) materials are used. Furthermore, a SZP built in brass is compared. Although,
this material is not MRI compatible, it is the nearest to the ideal SZP that can be implemented in real
projects. In the comparison, a not compatible with MRI lens built in brass and an ideal Soret lens
will be added. Results are obtained and compared both numerically and experimentally. Numerical
results have been obtained using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a by COMSOL
Inc. (Sweden) [16]. In this work, it has been verified that the ratio of the transmission capacity that is
related to the ratio of impedances of the medium and the lens, directly influences the focusing capacity.

2. Methodology and Theoretical Analysis

Fresnel zone plates are circular concentric structures, which are known as Fresnel regions. Every
consecutive region has a π phase shift between them. This fact makes a coherent contribution to obtain
high intensity levels at focal length (FL), which is the location in the axial coordinate where the focus
is placed. The number of Fresnel regions is defined as N, this includes both opaque and transparent
acoustic sections. The working frequency is defined as f0 and radial distances (rn) of each Fresnel zone
can be obtained using Equation (1) valid for plane wave incidence.

rn =

√
nλFL +

(
nλ

2

)2
n = 1, 2, ..., N (1)

In this work, underwater transmission is considered and lenses are designed for ultrasound
applications. Therefore, piston sources have to be considered when FZPs are implemented. Due to
spherical wave incidence consideration, Equation (2) has been used where d is the separation between
the point source and the lens.

d + FL +
nλ

2
=
√

d2 + r2
n +
√

F2
L + r2

n (2)
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The acoustic wave has to propagate through the host medium, then cross Fresnel regions and
afterwards continue through the host medium. A three-layer configuration has to be considered
(Figure 1). Acoustic impedance (Z) is defined as the product of the medium density (ρ) and the sound
propagation velocity (c) in it. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the input (Zin) and output (Zout)
acoustic impedance and the transmission pressure coefficients must be calculated (t). This coefficient is
a clear indicator of the blocking capacity of the elements of the FZP. Hence, t is defined as the relation
between the transmitted field and the incident field. Density (ρ), sound propagation velocity (c) and
acoustic impedance (Zmat) values have been shown in Table 1. Using these values in Equation (3),
Zin could be obtained [17].

Zin = Zmat
Zout + jZmat tan(kmatd)
Zmat + jZout tan(kmatd)

(3)

where km is the wave number, defined as km = ω/c. Considering ω = 2π f0. Once Zin is obtained,
reflection coefficient is defined in Equation (4).

rin =
Zin − Zwater

Zin + Zwater
(4)

The equation that relates the field balance as a function of the impedance and reflection coefficient
of the system is defined in Equation (5) and gives t values depending on the material.

|t| = |p+t |
|p+in|

=
√
(1 − |rin|2) (5)

Figure 1. Transmission diagram of the implemented lenses.

Table 1. Density and sound speed values. Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polylactic acid (PLA),
and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA).)

Material ρ (kg/m3) c (m/s) Zmat(Rayls) Zmat /Zwater

ABS 1050 2250 2.4·106 1.58
PLA 1240 2220 2.8·106 1.84

PMMA 2690 1191 3.2·106 2.14
Brass 8400 4700 39.5·106 26.32

PLA-Air-PLA 398 944 3.6·105 0.25
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Considering the transmission coefficient values obtained (0.23 for brass, 0.51 for PLA-Air-PLA and
more than 0.95 for ABS, PLA and PMMA), it can be affirmed that full implemented MRI compatible
material lenses will focus less energy at the FL if it is compared to brass FZP or ideal SZP. Therefore,
one solution is proposed to obtain the desired impedance contrast. A FZP that includes an air chamber
inside the structure has been implemented by using a 3D-printer. Thus, both lenses, full-PLA and
air-chamber, have been compared.

2.1. Numerical Model

The finite elements method (FEM) has been used to obtain a numerical solution of the physical
problem. The finite elements method allows us to study the physical phenomena involved in the
interaction of waves with FZPs. Therefore, a mathematical model that replicates the conditions of the
problem has been implemented. This method also allows us to determine the pressure distribution
of the diffracted fields generated by the FZP when there is a piston emitter, causing interference
phenomena. From the mesh generated by FEM, a partial differential equation solution is obtained for
each node [18]. In this case, acoustic Helmholtz equation is considered (Equation (6)). To solve the
Helmholtz equation, standard values of water such as density of the medium (ρ =1000 kg/m3) and
sound propagation velocity (c = 1500 m/s) have been considered. The working frequency of the FZPs
is 250 kHz and it can be found by its relation with the angular velocity (ω). Finally, p corresponds to
the acoustic pressure.

∇ ·
(
− 1

ρ0
(∇p)

)
=

ω2 p
ρ0c2 (6)

If a 3D model is considered, this will require high computational resources. To simplify the model
and reduce this computational cost, as shown in previous works [19,20], the geometrical properties
of the model are used taking advantage of its axisymmetry. Therefore, the model is simplified by
implementing a semi-lens only. A complete solution is obtained by rotating it from its symmetry axis.
This procedure achieves a reduction of the degrees of freedom necessary to obtain the results of the
numerical simulation and thus significantly diminishing the calculation time.

The boundary conditions defined in the numerical models are explained below as seen in Figure 2.
The contours of the model are defined as wave radiation condition boundary to emulate an infinitely
large medium and therefore the Sommerfeld condition is satisfied. Acoustic impedance domain
definition has been used for all opaque Fresnel regions for each lens. In the case of the SZP lens,
the contours are considered infinitely rigid, applying the Neumann condition (the sound velocity in
the contour is zero).

R

Z

FL

Radiation
Boundary

Pressure
Condition
Boundary

Axisymmetric 
Rotation 

Axis 

Figure 2. Scheme of the finite element method (FEM) conditions.
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3. Experimental Set-Up

It is required to validate the results obtained from the theoretical models with other solutions
such as numerical models and experimental measurements. In this sense, obtaining experimental
results is fundamental to validate the numerical models. A complex measurement and acquisition
system is needed to perform the experiments given the technical difficulties to control the underwater
devices. The Center for Physics Technologies: Acoustics, Materials and Astrophysics of the Universitat
Politècnica de València has a robotized and automated system for high precision ultrasound
measurements. The robot is built based on the size of the immersion tank where the tests and
experiments are carried out, which contains distilled and degassed water, with dimensions of
0.5 m wide by 0.5 m high by 1 m long. These dimensions suppose that the immersion tank must
contain around 200 L of distilled water to be functional, and allow both transducers and devices
to be completely submerged, and avoid reflections due to the impedance changes produced by the
change medium.

The measurement system is composed by a fixed emitter and a hydrophone coupled to the robotic
system. This system obtains reliable and precise results that allow for the evaluation of the acoustic
phenomena involved in these types of lenses. A plane immersion piston transducer built by Imasonic
with 250 kHz of central working frequency and an active diameter of 32 mm has been used as the
emitter. Also, a Precision Acoustics hydrophone, model 1.0 mm Needle Hydrophone is used as the
receiver. This hydrophone is capable of measuring high frequencies, even if they have a very weak
signal level. The sensitivity of the hydrophone is 850 nV/Pa (−241.4 dB 1V/μPa) with a tolerance
of ±3 dB. The frequency response is flat ±2 dB between 3 and 12 MHz and ±4 dB between 200 kHz
and 15 MHz. The bandwidth ranges from 5 kHz to 15 MHz. Figure 3 shows an experimental set-up in
a measurement. Two types of different configurations are used to generate and amplify the signals.
The first one is to use an external function generator connected to a high power amplifier. The second
configuration is to use a pulse generator (5077PR of Panametrics) with integrated amplifier. This
generator and amplifier allows generating pulses with frequencies between 100 kHz and 20 MHz, a
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) from 100 Hz to 5 kHz and a pulse amplitude between 100 and 400 V.

Figure 3. Experimental set-up.

All the results shown below are obtained for a working frequency of 250 kHz. For the experimental
comparison, three lenses have been implemented, two made of PLA and one of brass. Every
lens considered in this work was designed with 11 Fresnel zones and an outer radius of 88.8 mm.
The thickness of the brass lens was 1 mm. For manufacturing reasons, the rest of the lenses had a total
thickness of 5 mm. Figure 4 shows both PLA and brass lenses. Both PLA lenses are identical, the only
difference being an inner air chamber to achieve a higher impedance contrast. As described in the
previous section, it is not possible to differentiate them by the naked eye.
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Figure 4. Implemented lenses, (a) PLA and (b) brass.

4. Results

Intensity gain for longitudinal axis cuts and maps have been calculated to compare all the lenses
coherently. One parameter, which can be used to evaluate the focusing capacity of a lens is the intensity
gain (G). The intensity gain is related with the intensity with both the intensity with lens (I) and
intensity without lens (I0), as shown in Equation (7).

G(dB) = 10 · log10(I/I0) (7)

Intensity gain values have been calculated from Equation (7). Figure 5, shows the intensity gain
for longitudinal cuts on the Z axis for both, numerical and experimental results. It can be seen from
Figure 5a, that higher impedance contrast, as in the case of the ideal SZP or brass FZP lens, gives rise
to a higher gain levels. As expected, the lower gains are obtained with those materials with impedance
contrast values between 1 and 2 and for impedance contrast values lower than 1, the intensity gain
increases. ABS, PLA, PLA-Air-PLA, and PMMA polymers, according with the values showed in
Table 1, are not able to achieve enough intensity gain as brass FZP. By comparing the experimental
results obtained for brass and PLA (see Figure 5b) with numerical ones (see Figure 5a) it can be seen
that there is a good agreement. From Figure 5b, it is observed that the air chamber PLA lens has
higher intensity gain than full PLA lens. This fact can be explained by the introduction of an air
layer. This layer, due to its low acoustic impedance, can block the transmission of the ultrasonic
waves approaching its behavior to an ideal SZP. Nevertheless, a focal length displacement of 1.66λ

is observed in the FZP lens built with air chamber and PLA. In this case, the displacement is due
to the new three-layer configuration (PLA-Air-PLA). The resolution of the 3D-printer and the wall
width needed to avoid porosities means that there is an interface between the host medium and the
air chamber.
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Figure 5. Intensity gain longitudinal cuts for (a) FEM results and (b) experimental results.

Figure 6 shows four intensity gain maps, the first three obtained experimentally and the fourth
numerically. The experimental ones correspond to PLA, PLA-Air-PLA and brass, while the numerical
one has been obtained using an ideal SZP. It has been verified how the results obtained with brass
resembles the ideal SZP. This is due to the rigidity of the material. On the other hand, in PLA lens
results, a diminishing intensity gain is observed. This intensity gain level can be improved using
a PLA-Air-PLA lens. All the lenses are designed with a focal length located at 8.33λ for a working
frequency of 250 kHz. When the lens is able to block destructive interference, it is possible to locate the
focus in FL. This occurs in brass and the ideal SZP case. Resulting from the lack of blocking capability,
the full PLA FZP could not impede the incident pressure wave transferal generating aberrations in
the FL.

Figure 6. Intensity gain maps for experimental measurements and ideal SZP numerically
obtained (FEM).

5. Conclusions

Non-metallic materials can be used for the construction of acoustic lenses. Three alternative
materials, compatible with magnetic resonance, have been proposed instead of brass lenses. It has
been possible to verify that the higher the impedance contrast of the materials, the higher the intensity
gain levels. The PMMA lens has higher intensity level than ABS and PLA ones, because it has a slightly
higer impedance contrast value than ABS or PLA. However, the use of an air chamber inside the PLA
lens increases the intensity gain levels, due to the fact that values of impedance contrast less than
one means blocking of the waves. PLA is a biocompatible material and is cheaper than PMMA. 3D
printers give open field of new lens design MRI compatible. Moreover, since PLA is a biodegradable
material, it is a environmental friendly material. This point is important in procedures that generate
waste. Nevertheless, the manufacture of PLA lenses require great care because of microporosities that
could appear. The appearance of pores can cause water to enter into the lens, drastically reducing the
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blocking capacity. In addition, polymers such as PLA, ABS or PMMA are more affordable than metal
plates. This will lower the costs in the production of HIFU treatment devices based on acoustic lenses.
For this reason, PLA is proposed as an MRI compatible material with great potential for therapeutic
applications of ultrasound focusing.
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Abstract: This paper compares the vibroacoustic behavior of a tapered annular circular plate having
different parabolic varying thickness with different combinations of rectangular and concentric
stiffener patches keeping the mass of the plate and the patch constant for a clamped-free boundary
condition. Both numerical and analytical methods are used to solve the plate. The finite element
method (FEM) is used to determine the vibration characteristic and both Rayleigh integral and FEM is
used to determine the acoustic behavior of the plate. It is observed that a Case II plate with parabolic
decreasing–increasing thickness variation for a plate with different stiffener patches shows reduction
in frequency parameter in comparison to other cases. For acoustic response, the variation of peak
sound power level for different combinations of stiffener patches is investigated with different taper
ratios. It is investigated that Case II plate with parabolic decreasing–increasing thickness variation for
an unloaded tapered plate as well as case II plate with 2 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffeners patches
shows the maximum sound power level among all variations. However, it is shown that the Case
III plate with parabolically increasing–decreasing thickness variation with different combinations
of rectangular and concentric stiffeners patches is least prone to acoustic radiation. Furthermore,
it is shown that at low forcing frequency, average radiation efficiency with different combinations
of stiffeners patches remains the same, but at higher forcing frequency a higher taper ratio causes
higher radiation efficiency, and the radiation peak shifts towards the lower frequency and alters its
stiffness as the taper ratio increases. Finally, the design options for peak sound power actuation and
reduction for different combinations of stiffener patches with different taper ratios are suggested.

Keywords: thick annular circular plate; Rayleigh integral; finite element modeling; rectangular and
concentric stiffener patches; taper ratio; thickness variation

1. Introduction

Tapered annular circular plates with different combinations of rectangular and concentric patches
has many engineering applications. They are used in many structural components i.e., building,
design, diaphragms and deck plates in launch vehicles, diaphragms of turbines, aircraft and missiles,
naval structures, nuclear reactors, optical systems, construction of ships, automobiles and other
vehicles, the space shuttle etc. These tapering plates with different combinations of rectangular
and concentric patches are found to have greater resistance to bending, buckling and vibration in
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comparison to plates of uniform thickness. It is interesting to know that tapered plates with different
thickness variation have drawn the attention of most of the researchers in this field. However,
tapered plates with different combination of rectangular and concentric patches can alter the dynamic
characteristic of structures with a change in stiffness. Hence, for practical design purposes, the
vibration and acoustic characteristics of such tapered plates are equally important. In comparison
to the present study, several existing works are presented where the researchers have investigated
the vibration response [1–9] of circular or annular plates of tapered or uniform thickness. But in
terms of acoustic behavior, many researchers have contributed most. Lee and Singh [10] used the
thin and thick plate theories to determine the sound radiation from out-of-plane modes of a uniform
thickness annular circular plate. Thompson [11] used the Bouwkamp integral to determine the mutual
and self-radiation impedances both for annular and elliptical pistons. Levine and Leppington [12]
analyzed the sound power generation of a circular plate of uniform thickness using exact integral
representation. Rdzanek and Engel [13] determined the acoustic power output of a clamped annular
plate using an asymptotic formula. Wodtke and Lamancusa [14] minimized the acoustic power of
circular plates of uniform thickness using the damping layer placement. Wanyama [15] studied the
acoustic radiation from linearly-varying circular plates. Lee and Singh [16] used the flexural and
radial modes of a thick annular plate to determine the self and mutual radiation. Cote et al. [17]
studied the vibro acoustic behavior of an unbaffled rotating disk. Jeyraj [18] used an isotropic plate
with arbitrarily varying thickness to determine its vibro-acoustic behavior using the finite element
method (FEM). Ranjan and Ghosh [19] studied the forced response of a thin plate of uniform thickness
with attached discrete dynamic absorbers. Bipin et al. [20] analyzed an isotropic plate with attached
discrete patches and point masses with different thickness variation with different taper ratios to
determine its vibro acoustic response. Lee and Singh [21] investigated the annular disk acoustic
radiation using structural modes through analytical formulations. Rdzanek et al. [22] investigated the
sound radiation and sound power of a planar annular membrane for axially-symmetric free vibrations.
Doganli [23] determined the sound power radiation from clamped annular plates of uniform thickness.
Nakayama et al. [24] investigated the acoustic radiation of a circular plate for a single sound pulse.
Hasegawa and Yosioka [25] determined the acoustic radiation force used on the solid elastic sphere.
Lee and Singh [26] used a simplified disk brake rotor to investigate the acoustic radiation through a
semi-analytical method. Thompson et al. [27,28] analyzed the modal approach for different boundary
conditions to calculate the average radiation efficiency of a rectangular plate. Rayleigh [29] determined
the sound radiation from flat finite structures. Maidanik [30] analyzed the total radiation resistance for
ribbed and simple plates using a simplified asymptotic formulation. Heckl [31] used the wave number
domain and Fourier transform to analyses the acoustic power. Williams [32] determined the wave
number as a series in ascending power to estimate the sound radiation from a planar source. Keltie
and Peng [33] analyzed the sound radiation using the cross- modal coupling from a plane. Snyder and
Tanaka [34] demonstrated the importance of cross-modal contributions for a pair of modes through
total sound power output using modal radiation efficiency. Martini et al. [35] investigated the structural
and elastodynamic analysis of rotary transfer machines by a finite element model. Croccolo et al. [36]
determined the lightweight design of modern transfer machine tools using the finite element model.
Martini and Troncossi [37] determined the upgrade of an automated line for plastic cap manufacture
based on experimental vibration analysis. Pavlovic et al. [38] investigated the modal analysis and
stiffness optimization: the case of a tool machine for ceramic tile surface finishing using FEM.

While reviewing the literature, this comes to a discussion at a common point that has inspired
the present paper based on a comparison of vibroacoustic behavior of a parabolic tapered annular
circular plate with attached rectangular and concentric patches at different positions. The paper is
significant for the analysis of the comparison of vibroacoustic behavior of such clamped free tapered
plate, which is done by keeping the mass of the plate and patch constant. Therefore, this paper is based
on the vibroacoustic analysis of a clamped free parabolic tapered annular circular plate with different
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attachments of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches for different positions with different taper
ratios under time-varying harmonic excitations.

2. Mathematical Modeling and Analysis

2.1. Plate Free Vibration

Let us considered a plate with outer radius ‘a’ and inner radius ‘b’ as shown in Figure 1. In this
paper, the modal analysis is performed to estimate the natural frequency and modes shape of the plate
is given by the following equation: (

[K]− ω2[M]
)

ψmn = 0 (1)

where [M] is the mass matrix and [K] is the stiffness matrix where as ψmn is the mode shape and ω is
the respective natural frequency of the plate in rad/sec. The non-dimensional frequency parameter λ2

is given by the following equation:

λ2 = ωa2

√
ρh
D

(2)

where D, the flexure rigidity = Eh3

12(1−υ2)
, a = outer radius, E = Young’s modulus of elasticity, υ =

Poisson’s ratio, h = thickness of the plate and ρ = density of plate.

Figure 1. Sound radiation investigated for thick annular circular plate in Z direction enclosed in
a sphere.

2.2. Analytical and Numerical Formulation for Acoustic Radiation from Tapered Annular Circular Plate

It is considered that an annular circular plate of inner radius ‘b’ and outer radius ‘a’ in flexural
vibration is set on flat rigid baffle having infinite extent as reported in Figure 1. Acoustic scattering of
the edges of a vibrating structure is neglected in this study. Let P be the sound pressure amplitude,
Ss be the surface of the sound source, q be the Green methods function in free field, ls and lp be the
position vectors of source and receiver and the surface normal vector at ls be f ; then structure sound
radiation can be obtained by the Rayleigh integral [10] as given by Equation (3):

P
(
lp
)
=
∫

Ss

(
∂q
∂ f
(
lp, ls

)
P
(
lp
)− ∂P

∂ f
(ls)q

(
lp, ls

))
ds(ls) (3)
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The sound pressure, radiated from non-planar source in far and free field environment based on
plane wave approximation can be expressed by Equation (4):

P
(
lp
)
=

ρ0c0B
4π

∫
Ss

eiB|lp−ls |U(ls)∣∣lp − ls
∣∣ (1 + cos η)dS (4)

Let ρ0 be the mass density of air, c0 be the speed of sound in air, B be the corresponding acoustic
wave number, and

.
U and

.
u be the corresponding vibratory velocity amplitude and spatial dependent

vibratory velocity amplitude in the z direction at ls, then from a normal plane [10], the modal sound
pressure Pmn for an annular plate with (m, n)th mode is obtained from simplifying Equation (4) with
Hankel transform and is expressed by Equations (5) and (6):

Pmn(R, α, β) =
ρ0c0BeiBmnRd

2Rd
cos nβ(−i)n+1 An

[ ·
u(l)

]
(1 + cos η) (5)

A f

[ ·
u(l)

]
=

∞∫
0

u(l)Jn(Bll)ldl, Bl = B sin θ; Rd =
∣∣lp − ls

∣∣ (6)

where Xn is Bessel function of order n, (α, β) are the cone and azimuthal angles of the observation
positions, respectively, η is the angle between the surface normal vector and the vector from source
position to receiver position, and A is the Hankel transform. According to the far field condition, Rd
in the denominator is approximated by R where R = |lp| is considered to be radius of the sphere.
Consider that on a sphere Sv the observation positions are represented by some points having equal
angular increments (Δϕ, Δα). If ‘Δϕ’ represents the small increment in the circumferential direction
of the plate, at all of the observation positions, the sound pressures is given by Equations (4)–(6).
The modal sound power Smn for the (m, n)th mode [10,16] from the far-field is given by Equation (7):

Smn = (DmnSv)s =
1
2

2π∫
0

π∫
0

P2
mn

ρ0c0
R2 sin αdαdβ (7)

where the acoustic intensity is represented by Dmn and area of the control surface is represented by Sv.
The radiation efficiency σmn of the plate [10] is given by Equation (8):

σmn =
Smn∣∣∣∣ ·u2
mn

∣∣∣∣ts ,
∣∣∣∣ ·u2

mn

∣∣∣∣ts = 1
2π(a2 − b2)

∫ a

b

2π∫
0

U
2
dϕdl (8)

where, for the two normal surfaces of the plate the spatially average r.m.s velocity is represented as∣∣∣ .
u2

mn

∣∣∣ts. Considering the plate thickness (h) effect, the sum of sound radiations [16] from two normal
surfaces of the plate at (Z = 0.5 h and −0.5 h) will represent the modal sound power, which can be
given by Equations (9)–(11):

Pmn(R, α, β) = (1 + cos α)Ps
mn(R, α, β) + (1 − cos α)Po

mn(R, α, β) (9)

Ps
mn(R, α, β) =

ρ0c0BmneiBmnR

2R
e−iBmn(

h
2 ) cos α cos nβ(−i)n+1 An

[ ·
U(l)

]
(10)

P0
mn(R, α, β) =

ρ0c0BmneiBmnR

2R
e−iBmn(

h
2 ) cos α cos n(β + φ)(−i)n+1 An

[ ·
U(l)

]
(11)

where, the corresponding acoustic wave number of the (m, n)th mode is represented by Bm,n, s and o
in Equations (10) and (11) represent the source side and the opposite to the source side.
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For numerical analysis, we have used ANSYS (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) as a tool.
The plates with rectangular and concentric patches are modeled in ANSYS with Plane 185 with 8 brick
nodes and having three degrees of freedom at each node. The mesh is not exactly equal to all the
cases of different thickness variation and stiffener. The number of element and nodes for uniform
unloaded plates ends up being 5883 and 1664, respectively. For plates with different cases of thickness
variation with different stiffener we tried to keep the mesh as close to the mesh of the unloaded
plate. For vibration analysis and for a Case I plates with 1 rectangular stiffener, the modal structure
consists of 5685 elements with 1638 nodes whereas for Case I plates with 1 concentric stiffener, it
has 5524 elements and 1618 nodes. With other combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener
with different parabolic thickness, a variation of 5% of the mesh from that of the unloaded plate is
considered. The numerical results obtained using FEM are compared with the existing literature.
The structure is modeled as such that the total volume of the plate plus stiffeners is equal to the total
volume of the uniform unloaded plate. As a result the whole mass of the plate plus stiffener is equal to
the whole mass of the uniform unloaded plate. So for all the cases of plate, the mass will be constant.
FLUID 30 and FLUID130 elements are used to create the acoustic medium environment around the
plate. For fluid-structure interaction FLUID 30 is used. For the surface on outer sphere, FLUID 130
elements are created by imposing a condition of infinite space around the source and to prevent the
back reflection of sound waves to the source. For acoustic analysis, the number of element and nodes
for a uniform unloaded plate ends up being 14,680 and 3639, respectively. For a Case I plate with 1
rectangular stiffener, and after proper convergence of modeling, the numbers of elements and nodes
ends up being 14,124 and 3465 respectively while for Case I plate with 1 concentric stiffener, the
numbers of elements and nodes found to be 13,934 and 3345 respectively. Again, for other combination
of rectangular and concentric stiffeners with different parabolic thickness, a variation of 5% of mesh
from that of the unloaded plate is taken. Consider the air medium where the plate is vibrating with
air density ρ0 = 1.21 kg/m3. At 20 ◦C, the speed of sound c0 of air is taken as 343 m/s. The structural
damping coefficient of the plate is assumed as 0.01.

2.3. Thickness Variation of the Plate

In this study, three different parabolic thickness variations of plates is considered for analysis and
is reported in Figure 2. The radial direction is considered for thickness variation by keeping the total
mass of the plate plus patch constant. In the radial direction the plate thickness is given by hx = h [1 −
Tx {f(x)}n], where ‘h’ is the maximum thickness of the plate where,

f (x) = {0,x=b
1,x=a and f (x) =

x − b
a − b

where b < x < a (12)

The taper parameter or taper ratio (Tx) is given by the equation:

Tx =

(
1 − hmin

h

)
(13)

The Case I plate of (Figure 2 with parabolically decreasing thickness variation is given by the
equation:

hx = h
{

1 − Tx

(
x − b
a − b

)n}
(14)

The Case II plate (parabolically decreasing-increasing) and Case III plate (parabolically
increasing-decreasing) thickness variation of (Figure 2) are given by the equations:

hx = h
{

1 − Tx

(
1 − abs

(
1 − 2

(x − b)
(a − b)

))n}
(15)
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hx = h
{

1 − Txabs
(

1 − 2
(x − b)
(a − b)

)n}
(16)

where, n = 2 for parabolic thickness variation. The total volume of the plate plus patches as well as the
unloaded plate is kept constant and is given by the equation:

Volume = π(a2 − b2)h =

a∫
b

(a2 − b2)hxdx (17)

In this paper, a comparison for the effect of frequency parameters, effect of sound power levels,
average radiation efficiency and peak sound power level is obtained for parabolic tapered plates.
The out of plane (m, n)th modes in Z direction for the plate with different attachment of rectangular and
concentric stiffener patches at different positions with different parabolically tapered varying thickness
is considered. The plate is made tapered with different taper ratios of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. The mass of
the plate plus rectangular or concentric patches are kept constant for this analysis. The inner clamped
and outer free boundary condition is taken. Three arrangements of plates with different combinations
of rectangular or concentric stiffener patches are considered as shown in Figure 3. The selection of
different combinations of rectangular or concentric stiffener patches are such that the mass of the
unloaded plate is equal to mass of the rectangular or concentric stiffener patches plus plate and in
all three cases mass of the plate with stiffener patches remains constant. The specifications and the
material properties of an annular circular plate with attached rectangular and concentric stiffener
patches are reported in Table 1. Rayleigh integral has been used for sound power calculation and
ANSYS has been used as a tool for computation.

Figure 2. Plate with different parabolic varying thickness variations.

Table 1. The specifications and the material properties of an annular circular plate with different
attachment of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches.

Dimension of the Plate with Different
Stiffener Patches

Uniform
Unloaded Plate

Plate with 1
Rectangular/Concentric

Stiffener Patch

Plate with 2
Rectangular/Concentric

Stiffeners Patches

Plate with 4
Rectangular/Concentric

Stiffeners Patches

Outer radius (a) m 0.1515 0.1515 0.1515 0.1515
Inner radius (b) m 0.0825 0.0825 0.0825 0.0825
Radii ratio, (b/a) 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54

Length of rectangular stiffener (m) - 0.069 0.069 0.069
Width of rectangular stiffener (m) - 0.0145 0.00828 0.00483

Thickness (h) of plate with rectangular
stiffener (m) 0.0315 0.040 0.035 0.030

Density, ρ (kg/m3) 7905.9 7905.9 7905.9 7905.9
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 218 × 109 218 × 109 218 × 109 218 × 109

Poisson’s ratio, υ 0.305 0.305 0.305 0.305
Width of concentric stiffener (m) - 0.0069 0.0069 0.0069

Thickness (h) of plate with concentric
stiffener (m) 0.03150 0.007875 0.0039375 0.00196875
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Figure 3. Plate with different arrangements of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches with (0, 3) modes.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Validation of Natural Frequency Parameter and Acoustic Power Calculation

In this paper, the natural frequency parameter of a uniform unloaded annular circular plate is
validated with the published result of Lee et al. [10] and is reported in Table 2. In reference [10],
Lee et al. provide the solution for the natural frequency parameter of a uniform annular circular plate
by Thick and thin plate theories. In our study we have calculated our result using FEM by taking the
same dimension of plate as that of Lee et al. From Table 2, it is clearly understand that in this paper the
results obtained are almost equal to the published results [10]. For the acoustic power calculation, the
computed analytical, numerical and published experimental results [10] are considered as reported
in Figure 4. From Figure 4, a good agreement of computed acoustic results is seen to be obtained
analytically and numerically in line with published experimentally results [10].

Table 2. Validation and comparison of natural frequency parameter λ2 of uniform clamped-free annular
circular plate obtained in the present work with that of the published result of Lee et al. [10].

Plate Mode
Non Dimensional Frequency Parameter, λ2

H. Lee et al. [10] Present Work

Uniform plate
b/a = 0.54
h/a = 0.21

(0,0) 11.96 13.4929
(0,1) 13.43 13.4946
(0,2) 15.28 14.1185
(0,3) 18.75 16.6681
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Figure 4. Comparison of sound power level analytically, numerically and experimentally for unloaded
plate with uniform thickness for taper ratio Tx = 0.00.

3.2. Effect of Natural Frequency Parameter (λ2) of Plate with Different Combinations of Rectangular and
Concentric Stiffener Patches with Different Taper Ratios

In this paper, the effect of the natural frequency parameter (λ2) is investigated for annular
plates with different attachment of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches for different positions.
The analysis is made for annular plates with different cases of parabolic thickness variations keeping the
mass of the plate plus patches constant. Table 3 compares the first four natural frequency parameters
numerically of a uniform unloaded plate for taper ratio, Tx = 0.00, with different attachments of
rectangular and concentric stiffener patches along with the percentage variation of λ2. It is clear from
Table 3 that the plate with different arrangements of rectangular stiffener patches has the same effect
of natural frequency parameters as that of the unloaded plate for taper ratio, Tx = 0.00. However, for
concentric stiffener patches, the natural frequency parameter decreases with addition of patches and
minimum for 4 concentric stiffener patches. In Table 3, the negative variation of frequency parameter is

calculated by l2(sti f f ener)−l2(original)
l2(original) ∗ 100. Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of negative % variation

of natural frequency parameter with different modes for a plate with taper ratio, Tx = 0.00 and with
different attachment of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches. From Figure 5 it is shown that
due to less stiffness associated with these modes, the (0, 2) mode of plate with 4 rectangular stiffener
patches and (0, 0) mode of plate with 1 rectangular stiffener patch show the lowest percentage variation
of λ2. However, due to greater stiffness associated with the (0, 1) mode of plate with 1 rectangular
stiffener patch, it showed the highest percentage variation of λ2. Furthermore, from Figure 6 it is
observed that for concentric stiffener patches the (0, 1) mode of plate with all combinations of patches
shows the highest value of percentage variation of λ2 due to greater stiffness associated with this mode.
However, for all the remaining modes (0, 0), (0, 2) and (0, 3) of plates with concentric stiffener patches
the stiffness decreases and as a result the percentage variation of λ2 decreases associated with these
modes. Figure 7 shows the numerical comparison of natural frequency parameters λ2 with modes for
an unloaded plate and for a plate with 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches for taper ratio,
Tx = 0.00. It is clear from Figure 7 that the effect of natural frequency parameter due to 4 rectangular
stiffener patches is almost same as that of the unloaded plate. However, a plate with 4 concentric
stiffener patches shows little decrease in the frequency parameter due to greater stiffness associated
with this plate with concentric patch. Tables 4–6 numerically compare the first four natural frequency
parameter λ2 of a plate with different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches for
different cases of thickness variation with different taper ratios. It is observed from Tables 4–6 that the
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natural frequency parameter for a plate with concentric patches for all thickness variations reduces
more in comparison to rectangular patches with increasing taper ratios. This may be due to the lower
stiffness of the plate associated with concentric patches. Furthermore, it is observed that the frequency
parameter for a Case II plate (parabolically decreasing–increasing thickness variation) for all cases of
thickness variation with different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches reduces
more in comparison to a Case I plate (parabolic decreasing thickness variation). This is due to the
lower stiffness associated with the Case II plate than that of the Case I plate. It is further investigated
that the effect of the frequency parameter for a Case III plate with different attachment of rectangular
and concentric stiffener patches (parabolic increasing–decreasing thickness variation) is almost same
as that of uniform unloaded plate due to more stiffness associated with the Case III plate. However,
for all cases of different rectangular and concentric stiffener patches, plate with different parabolically
thickness variations alters its modes at higher taper ratios.

Table 3. Numerical comparison of first four natural frequency parameter λ2 of uniform unloaded plate
with different attachment of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches for taper ratio, Tx = 0.00.

Type of
Stiffener
Patches

Mode
Uniform
Unloaded

Plate

Plate with 1
Stiffener

Patch

% of
Negative
Variation

in λ2

Plate with 2
Stiffener
Patches

% of
Negative
Variation

in λ2

Plate with 4
Stiffener
Patches

% of
Negative
Variation

in λ2

Rectangular
Stiffener

(0,0) 13.4929 13.4819 −0.0815 13.4862 −0.04960 13.4877 −0.0385
(0,1) 13.4946 13.4942 −0.00296 13.4937 −0.00669 13.4914 −0.0237
(0,2) 14.1185 14.1148 −0.0262 14.1099 −0.06090 14.1053 −0.0934
(0,3) 16.6681 16.6638 −0.0258 16.6638 −0.02580 16.6658 −0.0258

Concentric
Stiffener

(0,0) 13.4915 13.4223 −0.518 13.3615 −0.964 13.3242 −1.260
(0,1) 13.5023 13.4842 −0.148 13.4427 −0.444 13.3614 −1.037
(0,2) 14.1214 14.0815 −0.283 14.0235 −0.708 13.9212 −1.416
(0,3) 16.6762 16.6014 −0.419 16.5056 −1.019 16.3843 −1.740

Figure 5. Comparison of % variation of natural frequency parameter with different modes for plate
with taper ratio, Tx = 0.00 and with different attachments of rectangular stiffener patches.
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Figure 6. Comparison of % variation of natural frequency parameter with different modes for a uniform
plate with taper ratio, Tx = 0.00 and with different attachment of concentric stiffener patches.

Figure 7. Comparison of variation of different frequency parameter with different modes for an
unloaded plate and for a plate with 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches.
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3.3. Acoustic Response Solution of Tapered Annular Circular Plate with Different Combination of Rectangular
and Concentric Stiffener Patches with Different Taper Ratios

In this paper, the sound power level (dB, reference = 10−12 watts) of an annular circular plate with
a different attachment of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches is estimated. The plate for the
sound power level is analyzed for all cases of different parabolic thickness variation due to transverse
vibration. The taper ratio is maintained from a range (0.00–0.75). The sound power level is investigated
by applying 1 N concentrated load under time-varying harmonic excitations at different excitation
locations at different nodes, and a harmonic frequency range of (0–8000) HZ is taken to determine
the sound radiation characteristic. The Case I plate with parabolic decreasing thickness variation
is taken as a convergence study. Figures 8 and 9 compare the sound power level for a Case I plate
obtained analytically and numerically for the taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for 4 rectangular stiffener patches
and 4 concentric stiffener patches, respectively, for different modes. A good agreement of computed
results is seen in the comparison of sound power as depicted from Figures 8 and 9. Figures 10–12
shows the numerical comparison of sound power level for Case I plate with different combinations of
rectangular stiffener patches for different taper ratios and for different modes under forced excitation.
From Figure 10, a sound power level up to 30 dB is seen, and we do not get any broad range of
frequencies for different taper ratios for plate with 1 rectangular stiffener patch. However, for a sound
power level up to 40 dB, we get all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, with a broad range of
frequencies in frequency band A only with 1 rectangular stiffener.

Figure 8. Comparison of sound power level analytically and numerically for annular plate attached
with 4 rectangular stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 9. Comparison of sound power level analytically and numerically for annular plate attached
with 4 concentric stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 10. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 1 rectangular
stiffener patch and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper ratios Tx.
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Figure 11. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 2 rectangular
stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper
ratios Tx.

Figure 12. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 4 rectangular
stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper
ratios Tx.

Patches are as reported in Figure 10. It is noteworthy that for sound power level up to 50 dB, we
get a broader range of frequencies for sound power level in different frequency bands, i.e., B, C and
D, as reported in Figure 10. From Figure 11, it is apparent that for a sound power level up to 20 dB,
we do not get any broad range of frequencies for plate with 2 rectangular stiffener patches. However
for a sound power level up to 30 dB, we get the broad range of frequencies in frequency band A only
with taper ratio, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 as available design alternative. For a sound power level
up to 50 dB, we get more broad range of frequencies for the sound power level in different frequency
bands, i.e., B and C, as reported in Figure 11. From Figure 12, it is shown that for a sound power
level up to 10 dB, we do not get any broad range of frequencies for plate with 4 rectangular stiffener
patches. But for a sound power level up to 20 dB, we get the broad range of frequencies in frequency
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bands A only with all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 and, therefore, this is the available
design alternative. However, for a sound power level up to 40 dB, we get more design options for the
sound power level in different frequency bands, i.e., B, C and D as reported in Figure 12. Furthermore,
Figures 13–15 show the numerical comparison of the sound power level for a Case I plate with different
combinations of concentric stiffener patches for different taper ratios. From Figure 13, it is seen that
for a sound power level up to 30 dB, we do not get any design options for different taper ratios for
the plate with both 1 concentric stiffener patch and 4 concentric stiffener patches; and for 2 concentric
stiffener patches, we do not find any sound power level upto 10 dB. However, for a sound power
level up to 40 dB, we get all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 as design options in frequency
bands A and B for plate with 1 concentric stiffener patch combinationas reported in Figure 13. It
is noteworthy that for a sound power level up to 50 dB, we get more design options for the sound
power level in different frequency bands, i.e., C, D and E as reported in Figure 13. From Figure 14, it is
apparent that for a sound power level up to 20 dB, then in frequency band A only taper ratio Tx = 0.00,
0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 are available design alternatives for a plate with the 2 concentric stiffener patches
combination. But for sound power level up to 30 dB, we get wider frequency bands, B, C and D for
different taper ratios as reported in Figure 14. From Figure 15, it is seen that for a sound power level
up to 40 dB is possible only in frequency bands A only with all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75 and, therefore, this is the available design alternative for plate with 4 concentric stiffener patches
combination. However, for a sound power level up to 60 dB, we get a broader range of frequency
denoted as B and C for all taper ratios as reported in Figure 15.

Figure 13. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 1 concentric
stiffener patch and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper ratios Tx.
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Figure 14. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 2 concentric
stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper
ratios Tx.

Figure 15. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate attached with 4 concentric
stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I) for different taper
ratios Tx.

It may be inferred from Figures 10–15 that a plate with different combinations of rectangular and
concentric stiffener patches plays a significant role in sound power reduction in different frequency
bands. A plate with 4 rectangular stiffener patches combination causes maximum sound power level
reduction in comparison to 1 rectangular stiffener patch and 2 rectangular stiffener patch combinations
for a Case I plate; whereas, for a plate with 4 concentric stiffener patches the lowest sound power is
observed in comparison to other combinations. However, the stiffness contribution due to various
taper ratios has a very limited impact on sound power level reduction in comparison to that of
modes and excitation locations of plate with different combinations of rectangular and concentric
stiffener patches. Furthermore, from Figures 10–15, it is observed that for an excitation frequency
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up to 2000 HZ, the effect of different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches
and stiffness variation due to different taper ratios do not have a significant effect on sound power
radiation for clamped-free boundary condition. However, when the excitation frequency increases
beyond 2000 HZ and up to the first peak, the sound power level is higher for only higher taper ratios
for a Case I plate with both 1 rectangular stiffener and 1 concentric stiffener patch, and variation of
sound power level due to variation of peaks for different taper ratios is observed for a plate with both
2 rectangular stiffener and 2 concentric stiffener patches and for 4 rectangular stiffener and 4 concentric
stiffener patch combinations. For a Case II plate, beyond a forcing frequency 2000 HZ, the highest
sound power level is associated with plate for 2 rectangular stiffener patches combinations; while for a
Case III plate, the sound power level is seen to decrease for all combinations of rectangular stiffener
patches with increasing taper ratio. Similar effect is observed for plate with concentric stiffener patches
where plate with 2 concentric stiffener patches is seen to have highest radiation power. Again for case
III plate the sound power is seen to be decreased for all combination of concentric stiffener patches.
Furthermore, different modes do influence the sound power peaks as evident from Figures 10–15.
Sound power level peak obtained for different modes (0, 0) and (0, 1) almost remain same for different
taper ratios. However, no such sound power similarity of modes (0, 0) and (0, 1) is observed for plates
with concentric stiffener patches. The sound power level does shift towards a lower frequency with
increasing taper ratio for all combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches. For a higher
frequency beyond 4000 HZ, it is observed that different taper ratios alter its stiffness at higher forcing
frequency for different cases of thickness variation. It is noteworthy that for a higher frequency beyond
4000 HZ and up to 8000 HZ, a plate with different combination of rectangular and concentric stiffener
patches alters its stiffness at higher forcing frequency and the acoustic power curve tends to intersect
each other at this high forcing region. Table 7 compares the peak sound power level of a plate having
different parabolically varying thickness with different combinations of rectangular and concentric
stiffener patches for a taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is interesting to note that a plate with 4 rectangular
stiffener patches combination shows the lowest peak sound power level among all cases of thickness
variations, and the lowest peak sound of 77 dB is obtained for Case III plate whereas the highest
peak sound power level of 84 dB is obtained for a Case II plate with 2 rectangular stiffener patches
combination. Similar effect is again observed for plate with concentric stiffener patch combination.
The lowest sound power of 76 dB is observed for the plate with the 4 concentric stiffener patches
combination, and the highest power of 83 dB is observed for plate with 1 concentric stiffener patch
combination. Figures 16–21 shows the numerical comparison of sound power levels for Case I, Case
II and Case III plates for different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75. From Figures 16–21, it is observed that for all cases of thickness variation and
for excitation frequency up to 2000 HZ, different parabolic thickness variation does not have any
significant effect on sound power radiation. Furthermore, from Figures 16–18 it is seen that beyond
excitation frequency of 2000 HZ and up to the first peak, a Case II plate with 2 rectangular stiffener
patches shows the highest radiation power of 84 dB in comparison to a radiation power of 82 dB for a
Case I plate with 1 rectangular stiffener patch combination. However, at this forcing frequency of 2000
HZ case III plate remains unaffected and shows the lowest peak sound level for all cases of thickness
variations and so it is suggested that Case III plate is the lowest sound power radiator among all cases
of thickness variation with different combinations of rectangular stiffener patches. Again, a similar
effect is observed for plate with the concentric stiffener patches combination. Beyond 200 HZ, Case
II plate with 2 concentric stiffener patches is a very good sound radiator of sound power 83 dB in
comparison to 82 dB of plate with 1 stiffener patch combination. A Case III plate with all combination
of concentric stiffener patches is found to be a poor sound radiator.
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Figure 17. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate having parabolic decreasing
increasing thickness variation (Case II) for different attachments of rectangular stiffener patches for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 18. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate having parabolic increasing
decreasing thickness variations (Case III) for different combinations of rectangular stiffener patches for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 19. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate having parabolic decreasing
thickness variations (Case I) for different combinations of concentric stiffener patches for taper ratio
Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 20. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate having parabolic decreasing
increasing thickness variations (Case II) for different combinations of concentric stiffener patches for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 21. Numerical comparison of sound power level for annular plate having parabolic increasing
decreasing thickness variations (Case III) for different combinations of concentric stiffener patches for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figures 22 and 23 compare the analytical and numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for
a Case I plate with 4 rectangular stiffener patches and 4 concentric stiffener patches respectively having
parabolically decreasing thickness variation for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. A good agreement of results is seen
in the comparison of radiation efficiency as reported in Figures 22 and 23. Figures 24 and 25 show the
variation of radiation efficiency with different taper ratios Tx for different combination of rectangular and
concentric stiffener patches for a Case I plate with parabolically decreasing thickness variation. It is seen
that for all combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches, the effect of radiation efficiency
due to different taper ratios is independent of exciting frequency up to 1000 HZ, but at a given forcing
frequency a higher taper ratio causes higher radiation efficiency beyond 1000 HZ. However, sound power
level peaks do shift towards a lower frequency as taper ratio increases. For higher frequency beyond
2000 HZ, different taper ratios alter its stiffness at higher forcing frequency and the radiation efficiency
curves tend to intersect each other at this high forcing region. It is interesting to note that the radiation
curve tends to unity in the frequency band 6800–7200 HZ and a clear peak is seen at this frequency band
for all combination of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches. Furthermore, from Figures 24 and 25
it is seen that the radiation efficiency increases with the taper ratio for all combinations of rectangular
and concentric stiffener patches. Out of these combinations, the Case II plate with 2 rectangular stiffener
patches and 2 concentric stiffener patches delivers the highest radiation efficiency whereas Case I plate
with both 1 rectangular and 1 concentric stiffener patch and 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches
is seen to be a moderate radiator as depicted in Table 7. However, at higher forcing frequency, it is seen
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that both a plate with 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches with all cases of thickness variation
(Cases I, II and III) shows the least radiation efficiency for all combinations of rectangular stiffener patches,
as evident from Table 7.Therefore, it is interesting to mention that a Case III plate shows the lowest
radiation efficiency (σmn) for all cases of thickness variations and is a poor radiation emitter among
all the thickness variations with different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches.
Figure 26 shows the numerical comparison of radiation efficiency for a plate with both 4 rectangular and
4 concentric stiffener patches for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is found that the plate shows almost the same
radiation efficiency as depicted from Figure 26. Figure 27 shows the numerical comparison of the sound
power level for a plate with 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. It is
observed that both the plates show almost the same peak for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. Hence, the effect of
stiffness variation along with the modes has negligible effect for both the combinations.

Figure 22. Comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) analytically and numerically for annular plate
attached with 4 rectangular stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations
(Case I) for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 23. Comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) analytically and numerically for annular plate
attached with 4 concentric stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case
I) for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 24. Numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for annular plate having parabolically
decreasing thickness variations (Case I) with different attachment of (a) 1 rectangular stiffener patch (b)
2 rectangular stiffener patches (c) 4 rectangular stiffener patches for taper ratio Tx =0.75.
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Figure 25. Numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for annular plate having parabolically
decreasing thickness variations (Case I) with different attachment of (a) 1 concentric patch (b) 2
concentric patches and (c) 4 concentric patches for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.
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Figure 26. Numerical comparison of radiation efficiency (σmn) for annular plate attached with 4
rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches and having parabolic decreasing thickness variations
(Case I) for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

Figure 27. Numerical comparison of sound power level (dB) for annular plate attached with 4
rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches having parabolic decreasing thickness variations (Case I)
for taper ratio Tx = 0.75.

3.4. Peak Sound Power Level Variation with Different Taper Ratios for All Combinations of Rectangular and
Concentric Stiffener Patches Attached to a Plate

Peak sound power level for a plate was estimated for annular plates with different attachment of
rectangular and concentric stiffener patches. The peak sound was considered for plates with different
parabolically varying thickness. The different taper ratios were taken as reported in Figures 28 and 29,
respectively. Furthermore, peak sound power level for different attachments of rectangular and
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concentric stiffener patches attached to a plate is reported at the first peak which corresponds to
(0, 0) mode of the plate. From Figure 28 it is seen that for a Case I plate with 1 rectangular stiffener
patch combination, peak sound power level increases for increasing value of taper ratio whereas for
2 rectangular stiffener patches and 4 rectangular stiffener patches combinations, variations of peak
sound power levels are observed for an increasing value of taper ratio. For a Case I plate, the maximum
peak sound power level is obtained for taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for plate with 1 rectangular stiffener patch
combination. Furthermore, it is seen that peak is minimum for taper ratio, Tx = 0.25 and maximum for
taper ratio, Tx = 0.50 for plate with 4 rectangular stiffener patches combination, whereas for a plate
with 2 rectangular stiffener patches combination, the peak is at a minimum for taper ratio Tx = 0.25
and maximum for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. Similarly, for a Case II plate, the maximum peak sound power
level is obtained for taper ratio Tx = 0.75 and minimum peak is seen for taper ratio Tx = 0.50 for a
plate with 2 rectangular stiffener patches combination. Also, for a Case II plate, it is interesting to note
that peak sound power level increases for increasing value of taper ratio for plate with 1 rectangular
stiffener patch combination and the peak is seen to be maximum for a taper ratio Tx = 0.75. However,
for a plate with 4 rectangular stiffeners patches combination, the peak is seen to be at a minimum for
taper ratio Tx = 0.75 and maximum for taper ratio Tx = 0.50. Furthermore, it is investigated that for
case III plate, peak sound power level decreases for increasing value of taper ratio for all combinations
of rectangular stiffener patches attached to a plate. For a Case III plate, the maximum peak of the
sound power level is obtained for taper ratio Tx = 0.25 for a plate with 2 rectangular stiffener patches
combination and minimum peak is observed for taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for a plate with 4 rectangular
stiffener patches combination. From Figure 29, it is observed that for a Case I plate peak is maximum
for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for plate with 1 concentric stiffener patches and minimum for taper ratio
Tx = 0.50 for 2 concentric stiffener patches. For a Case II plate the highest peak is seen for taper ratio
Tx = 0.75 for 2 concentric stiffener patches. Similarly, for case III plate lowest peak is observed for
taper ratio, Tx = 0.75 for plate with 4 concentric stiffener patches. However, from Figures 28 and 29,
it is necessary to mention that for a Case II unloaded tapered plate the highest peak sound power
level is seen for taper ratio Tx = 0.75. Furthermore, it is also observed that the peak sound power level
increases for case I plate for taper ratio Tx = 0.75 and peak sound power level decreases for a Case III
plate for taper ratio, Tx = 0.75.

It is thus quite obvious that different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches
have a significant impact on peak sound power level corresponding to the (0, 0) mode. Furthermore,
different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches with different taper ratios
provide us design options for peak sound power level. For example, for peak sound power reduction,
taper ratio Tx = 0.75 with 4 rectangular stiffener patches and 4 concentric stiffener patches combination,
as well as taper ratio Tx = 0.50 with 2 rectangular stiffener patches combination, for a Case III plate may
be the options. Similarly, for sound power actuation, taper ratio Tx = 0.75 with 1 rectangular stiffener
patch and 1 concentric stiffener patch combination for a Case I plate and 2 rectangular stiffener patches
and 4 concentric stiffener patches combination for a Case II plate may be the alternative solution.
However, for an unloaded tapered plate, it can be added that for taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for a Case III
plate may be considered as a poor sound emitter and a taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for a Case I and Case II
plate may be considered as the highest sound emitter.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 28. Comparison of peak sound power level (dB) for (a) Case I, (b) Case II, and (c) Case
III plates having different parabolic thickness variations with different attachments of rectangular
stiffener patches.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 29. Comparison of peak sound power level (dB) for (a) Case I, (b) Case II, and (c) Case
III plates having different parabolic thickness variations with different combinations of concentric
stiffener patches.

4. Conclusions

A comparison is made of vibroacoustic behavior of tapered annular circular plates having different
parabolically varying thickness with different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffeners
patches keeping the mass of the plate plus patch constant for a clamped-free boundary condition. It is
observed that due to lower stiffness associated with the Case II plate, the non-dimensional frequency
parameter of a Case II plate reduces more in comparison to a Case I plate. However, for a Case III
plate, the non-dimensional frequency parameter is same as that of unloaded plate. In response to
acoustic behavior, it is observed that different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener
patches and modes variation have significant impacts on the sound power level in comparison to
the stiffness variation due to the taper ratio. It is observed that for a sound power level up to 50 dB,
and for a plate with different parabolically varying thickness, we get all taper ratios, Tx = 0.00, 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75, with a broad range of frequencies as design options in different frequency bands for
different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches. It is further shown that a plate
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with 4 rectangular and 4 concentric stiffener patches combination shows the minimum sound power
level for all cases of thickness variation, whereas the highest power is obtained for a Case II plate
with 2 rectangular and concentric stiffener patches combination. It is interesting to note that a Case
III plate has the lowest sound power level among all variations and is seen to be the lowest sound
radiator. Further different combinations of rectangular and concentric stiffener patches with different
taper ratios provide us design options for peak sound power level. For example, for peak sound
power reduction, taper ratios, Tx = 0.75 with a 4 rectangular stiffener patches 4 concentric stiffener
patches combination, and taper ratio Tx = 0.50 with a 2 rectangular stiffener patches combination
for a Case III plate may be the options. Similarly, for sound power actuation, a taper ratio Tx = 0.75
with 1 rectangular stiffener patch and 1 concentric stiffener patch combination for a Case I plate and 2
rectangular stiffener patches and 4 concentric stiffener patches combination for a Case II plate may
be an alternative solution. Furthermore, for unloaded tapered plates, it can be added that taper ratio
Tx = 0.75 for a Case III plate may be considered as a poor sound emitter and a taper ratio Tx = 0.75 for
Case I and Case II plates may be considered as the highest sound emitter.
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Abstract: Global dynamic analysis of a 700-m-long SFT section considered in the South
Sea of Korea is carried out for survival random wave and seismic excitations. To solve the
tunnel-mooring coupled hydro-elastic responses, in-house time-domain-simulation computer
program is developed. The hydro-elastic equation of motion for the tunnel and mooring is based on
rod-theory-based finite element formulation with Galerkin method with fully coupled full matrix.
The dummy-connection-mass method is devised to conveniently connect objects and mooring lines
with linear and rotational springs. Hydrodynamic forces on a submerged floating tunnel (SFT)
are evaluated by the modified Morison equation for a moving object so that the hydrodynamic
forces by wave or seismic excitations can be computed at its instantaneous positions at every
time step. In the case of seabed earthquake, both the dynamic effect transferred through mooring
lines and the seawater-fluctuation-induced seaquake effect are considered. For validation purposes,
the hydro-elastic analysis results by the developed numerical simulation code is compared with those
by a commercial program, OrcaFlex, which shows excellent agreement between them. For the given
design condition, extreme storm waves cause higher hydro-elastic responses and mooring tensions
than those of the severe seismic case.

Keywords: submerged floating tunnel (SFT); mooring line; coupled dynamics; hydro-elastic
responses; wet natural frequencies; mooring tension; seismic excitation; wave excitation; seaquake

1. Introduction

The submerged floating tunnel (SFT) is an innovative solution used to cross deep waterways [1,2].
The SFT consists mainly of a tunnel for vehicle transportation and mooring lines for station-keeping.
The tunnel is usually positioned at a certain submergence depth, typically greater than 20 m,
with positive net buoyancy that is balanced by mooring lines anchored in the seabed [3,4].

Considering that wave/current/wind effects are greatly reduced, the cost is almost constant
along the length [5], and ship passage is not obstructed by the structure, the SFT has been regarded as
a competitive alternative to floating bridges and immersed tunnels. In this regard, since Norway’s first
patent in 1923 [6], many proposals and case studies have been published worldwide, which includes
Høgsfjord/Bjørnafjord in Norway [7–9], the Strait of Messina in Italy [10], Funka Bay in Japan [11,12],
Qiandao Lake in China [13,14], and the Mokpo-Jeju SFT in Korea [15]. Even though there is no actually
installed structure in the world despite extensive research [16], the first construction of the SFT is being
considered by Norwegian Public Road Administration (NPRA) with global interest [17].

To provide sufficient confidence for the concept, feasibility studies under diverse catastrophic
environmental conditions, such as extreme waves and earthquakes, must be extensively studied in
advance. Along this line, numerous researches have been carried out to verify structural safety in wave
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and seismic excitations on the SFT. Regarding wave-excitation effects, Kunisu et al. [18] evaluated
the effect of mooring-line configurations on SFT dynamic responses including possible snap loading.
Lu et al. [11] and Hong et al. [19] focused on slack mooring phenomena at various buoyancy-weight
ratios (BWRs) of the SFT and inclination angles of mooring lines. Long et al. [3] conducted parametric
studies to investigate the effects of the BWR and mooring-line stiffness. Dynamic motions at varying
BWRs and the corresponding comfort index were investigated by Long et al. [20]. Seo et al. [21]
compared experimental results with simplified numerical approach for a segment of the SFT. Chen et
al. [22] evaluated the influence of VIV (vortex induced vibration) of mooring lines on the SFT dynamic
responses using a simplified numerical model. In addition, with regard to seismic-excitation effects,
Di Pilato et al. [4] carried out a coupled dynamic analysis to investigate the effect of wave and seismic
excitations. Martinelli et al. [13] suggested detailed procedures to generate artificial seismic excitations
and performed the corresponding structural analysis. Dynamic responses at various shore connections
under transverse earthquake were investigated by Xiao and Huang [23]. Martinelli et al. [24] and Wu et
al. [25] focused on hydrodynamic fluid-structure interaction induced by vertical fluid fluctuations
known as the seaquake. Mirzapour et al. [26] derived simplified analytical solutions for 2D and 3D
cases and computed SFT dynamic responses in diverse stiffness conditions. Muhammad et al. [6]
compared the dynamic effects induced by wave and seismic excitations.

During the past decade, various SFT-related studies have been carried out in the second author’s
research lab. Cifuentes et al. [27] compared the dynamics of a moored-SFT segment in regular waves
for various BWRs and mooring types between experimental results and numerical simulations. For the
numerical simulations, both commercial program (OrcaFlex) and in-house program CHARM3D
(Coupled Hull And Riser Mooring 3D) were used for cross-checking. Lee et al. [16] further investigated
the dynamics of the short tunnel segment under irregular waves and random seabed earthquakes.
Then, the initial studies of hydro-elastic responses of a long SFT with many mooring lines by random
waves and seabed earthquakes were conducted by Jin and Kim [28] and Jin et al. [29] by using
commercial software, OrcaFlex. However, when using OrcaFlex for seismic excitations, an indirect
modeling with many seabed dummy masses has to be introduced instead of direct inputs of dynamic
boundary conditions at those anchor points.

In this research, to add the capability of hydro-elastic analyses of a long SFT with many
mooring lines in the in-house coupled dynamic-analysis program, a new approach called
‘dummy-connection-mass method’ is developed. The equation of motion for the line element is
derived by rod theory, and finite element modelling is implemented by using Galerkin method. Linear
and rotational springs are employed to conveniently connect several objects with given connection
conditions. The Adams–Moulton implicit integration method combined with the Adam–Bashforth
explicit scheme, is used for the time-domain-integration method so that stable and time-efficient
numerical integration can be done without iteration. The newly developed program is applied to
calculate the hydro-elastic responses of a 700-m-long SFT (with both ends fixed) with many mooring
lines by extreme random waves or severe random earthquakes. The results from the newly developed
program are cross-checked against those from OrcaFlex program. In the case of seabed earthquake,
the seabed motions are transferred to the SFT through mooring lines and through seawater fluctuations
called seaquake, which is extensively discussed in Section 4 based on the produced numerical results.
In the present study, the effect of seismic-induced acoustic pressure is not considered since the resulting
frequency range is much higher [30], and thus it is of little importance for the mooring design.

2. Configuration of the System

Figure 1 shows 2D and 3D views of the entire structure, and Table 1 summarizes major design
parameters of the tunnel and mooring lines. The tunnel, which has a diameter of 23 m and a length of
700 m, is made of high-density concrete. Since the structure in this study is a section of the 30-km-long
SFT, the fixed-fixed boundary condition at both ends are applied assuming that strong fixtures (or
towers) will be built at 700-m intervals, as shown in the Figure 1. Considering that the water depth
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of the planned site is 100 m, the submergence depth, a vertical distance between free surface and
the tunnel centerline, is set to be 61.5 m. The BWR is fixed at 1.3, and the tunnel thickness is 2.3 m.
The tunnel thickness is actually greater than the real value to have the equivalent tunnel bending
stiffness including inner compartment structures. The axial and bending stiffnesses are calculated
based on the given data of Table 1.

Chain mooring lines with a nominal diameter of 180 mm are used. High static and dynamic
mooring tensions are expected based on the given BWR and wave condition [28]. In addition,
the maximum mooring tension should be smaller than the MBL (minimum breaking load) divided by
safety factor (SF). Thus, chain might be the best choice considering high MBL of 30,689 kN for Grade
R5. As shown in Figure 1, four 60-degree-inclined mooring lines are installed for every 25 m interval
toward the center locations. The lengths of mooring lines are 51.1 m for line #1 and #2 and 37.8 m
for line #3 and #4. The wet natural frequencies of the tunnel hydro-elastic responses coupled with
mooring lines are calculated and presented in Table 2.

Figure 1. 2D and 3D views of the entire structure.

Table 1. Major parameters of the tunnel and mooring lines.

Component Parameter Value Unit

Tunnel

Length 700 m
Outer diameter 23 m

End boundary condition Fixed-fixed condition -
Material High-density concrete -

Young’s modulus 30 GPa
Bending stiffness (EI) 2.34 × 1011 kN·m2

Axial stiffness (EA) 4.27 × 109 kN
Buoyancy-weight ratio (BWR) 1.3 -

Added mass coefficient 1.0 -
Drag coefficient 0.55 [31] -

Mooring lines
(Chain, Stud-less type)

Length 51.1 (Line # 1 and 2),
37.8 (Line # 3 and 4) m

Mass/unit length 644.7 kg/m
Nominal diameter (d) for wave drag

force calculation 0.18 m

Equivalent outer diameter (DE) for
wave inertia force calculation

0.324
(DE = 1.8d) m

Bending stiffness (EI) 0 kN·m2

Axial stiffness (EA) 2.77 × 106 kN
Added mass coefficient 1.0

Drag coefficient 2.4 [32]
Minimum breaking load (MBL) 30,689 (Grade R5) [33] kN
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Table 2. Wet natural frequencies of the tunnel hydro-elastic responses coupled with mooring lines.

Component Wet Natural Frequency (rad/s) Mode Number

Tunnel (Horizontal direction)
1.92 1st mode
2.70 2nd mode
4.53 3rd mode

Tunnel (Vertical direction)
3.12 1st mode
3.45 2nd mode
4.89 3rd mode

Mooring lines #1 and #2 (Center) 5.78 1st mode

Mooring lines #3 and #4 (Center) 9.04 1st mode

3. Numerical Model

Tunnel-mooring coupled dynamic analysis was conducted by using the in-house program,
CHARM3D. This in-house code has been developed by second author’s research lab for the coupled
dynamic simulations of complex offshore structures with mooring lines and risers during the past two
decades [34,35]. In addition, the capability has further been expanded for various applications including
multiple bodies connected by lines, wind turbines [36], dynamic positioning [37], and ice-structure
interactions [38]. The program is further extended in this paper to study the SFT hydro-elastic
dynamics for seismic excitations. In addition, some of the computed results are compared with
those by widely-used commercial program OrcaFlex for cross-checking. In the following equations,
bold variables represent vectors or matrices.

3.1. Governing Equations of Dynamic Simulation

The entire structure is modelled by rod elements and the rod theory suggested by Garrett [39] is
used. The behavior of the rod element is determined by the position of the rod centerline. The equation
of motion is solved in general coordinate whose tangential direction follows the line profile; therefore,
coordinate transformations, which increase computation time, are not required. In addition, geometric
non-linearity is considered without specific assumptions associated with the shape or orientation of
lines [34]. The equation of motion and the extensible condition are presented in Equations (1) and (2).

− (EIr”)
′′
+ (λr

′
)
′
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¨
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T
AI E

≈ λ

AI E
(2)

where r(s, t) is a position vector, which is a function of arc length s and time t in order to define space
curve, E is Young’s modulus, I is second moment of sectional area, λ is Lagrange multiplier, q and m are
the distributed load and mass per unit length, T is the tension, and AI is the cross sectional area filled
with the material. In addition, dot and apostrophe denote time and spatial derivatives, respectively.
The distributed load includes the weight of the rod and hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads induced
by the surrounding fluid. The hydrostatic load is subdivided into buoyancy and force induced by
hydrostatic pressure. The hydrodynamic force is estimated by Morison equation for moving objects,
which consists of linear wave inertia and nonlinear wave drag forces. Thus, Morison equation, which is
given by Equation (3), enables to compute wave force per unit length at instantaneous rod-element
positions at each time step.

Fd = −CAρAE
¨
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+ CMρAE

·
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+
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CDρD
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where CM, CA, and CD are the inertia, added mass, and drag coefficients, ρ is density of water,

and AE is the cross-sectional area for the element, D is the outer diameter, and Vn and
·

V
n

represent
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velocity and acceleration of a fluid particle normal to the rod centerline. The inertia coefficient
of the tunnel and mooring lines is 2.0 considering that the added mass is the same as displaced
mass [40]. The drag coefficient of the tunnel is a function of Reynolds number, KC (Keulegan-Carpenter)
number, and relative surface roughness, and the representative value of 0.55 is used here based on the
experimental results (e.g., [31]). The drag coefficient of mooring lines is 2.4 for stud-less chain [32].
It was shown in Cifuentes et al. [27] that the use of Morison equation for SFT dynamics is good enough
compared to the case by using 3D diffraction/radiation panel program. Here, the Morison equation
is further modified to include hydrodynamic force induced by vertical pressure variations during
earthquake excitations i.e., the seaquake effect, as supported by Islam and Ahrnad [41], Martinelli
et al. [24], Mousavi et al. [42], and Wu et al. [25]. In the equation, inertia and drag force terms are

modified by introducing seismic velocity vn
g and acceleration

·
v

n
g as shown in Equation (4). The vertical

component of seismic velocity and acceleration is considered only for the seaquake simulations.
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Therefore, the final form of the equation of motion is given by Equations (5)–(9):
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λ̃ = T̃ − EIκ2 (7)
~
w = w + B (8)

T̃ = T + P (9)

where κ is local curvature,
~
w is wet weight of the rod per unit length, which is comprised of weight w

and buoyancy B, T̃ is effective tension in the rod, and P is the hydrostatic pressure, which is a scalar,
at the position r on the rod. Therefore, Equation (5) combined with the stretching condition given in
Equation (2) are the governing equations for dynamic simulations.

The governing equations are further formulated by Galerkin finite element method [39,43].
The position vector and Lagrange multiplier for a single element of the length L are expressed
as follows:

r(s, t) = ∑
m

Am(s)Um(t) (10)

λ(s, t) = ∑
n

Pn(s)λn(t) (11)

where Am and Pn are shape functions defined on the interval 0 ≤ s ≤ L. The weak form of the
governing equation is generated by using the Galerkin method and integration by part:
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where first and second terms of the right-hand side in Equation (12) are related to moment and force at
the boundary. Cubic and quadratic shape functions, which are continuous on the element, are defined
for the position vector and Lagrange multiplier, respectively:
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A1 = 1 − 3ξ2 + 2ξ3, A2 = L(ξ − 2ξ2 + ξ3),
A3 = 3ξ2 − 2ξ3, A4 = L(−ξ2 + ξ3),
P1 = 1 − 3ξ + 2ξ2, P2 = 4ξ(1 − ξ),
P3 = ξ(2ξ − 1)

(14)

where ξ = s/L. The position vector, tangent of the position vector, and Lagrange multiplier are chosen
to be continuous at the node between the neighboring elements. Therefore, the parameters Um and λn

can be written as:
U1 = r(0, t), U2 = r

′
(0, t),

U3 = r(L, t), U4 = r
′
(L, t),

λ1 = λ(0, t), λ2 = λ(L/2, t), λ3 = λ(L, t)
(15)

The position and its tangent vectors are obtained at both ends of the element while the Lagrange
multiplier are computed at both ends and the middle point of the element. The final finite element
formulation of the governing equation for the 3 dimensional problem are presented in Equation (16).

(Mijlk + Ma
ijlk)

¨
Ujk + (K1

ijlk + λnK2
nijlk)Ujk = Fil (16)

For Ujk, subscript j is dimension, which is 1–3 for the 3 dimensional problem, and subscript k is
for 1–4 given in Equation (15). In Equations (17)–(21), the general mass, the added mass, the general
stiffness from the bending stiffness and rod tension, and external force matrices are defined with
Kronecker Delta function δij:
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In addition, the stretching condition can be formulated as given in Equation (22):

Gm = AmilUklUki − Bm − Cmtλt (22)

where
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1
2
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∫ L

0
Pmds (24)

Cmt =
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AI E

∫ L

0
PmPtds (25)

A dummy 6 DOF rigid body, which is equipped with negligible properties, is introduced to
conveniently connect the tunnel and mooring lines. The dummy mass means negligible mass (1 kg in
proto type) of dummy rigid body used only for connection purpose. Therefore, force and moment
are transferred by using both linear and rotational springs of very large stiffness from the tunnel and
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mooring lines through the rigid body. Force and moment transmitted from the mooring line to the
rigid body are computed as follows [43]:

~
FP = K̃(T̃P

~
uP − ~

uI) + C̃(T̃P

·
~
uP −

·
~
uI) (26)

where K̃ and C̃ represent coupling stiffness and damping matrices, T̃P denotes a transformation matrix
between the rigid body origin and the connection location,

~
uP and

~
uI are the displacements of the rigid

body and the connecting location. Infinite stiffness values are used in the coupling stiffness matrix
to tightly connect lines, and damping matrix is not utilized in the simulations. Therefore, the entire
stiffness matrix that couples tunnel elements with mooring lines is created as shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Stiffness matrix for the simulated SFT (line #1~#16 are for tunnel and line #17~#N are for
mooring lines, n(1) means number of sub-elements of line #1, k is the number of the 6 DOF rigid body).

Newton’s iteration method is used in static analysis of the SFT. The Adams–Moulton implicit
integration method, which has 2nd-degree of accuracy, is used for the time-domain-integration method.
Since instantaneous velocity and acceleration are required to calculate hydrodynamic force from
Morison equation, the Adam–Bashforth explicit scheme is combined with the Adams–Moulton implicit
scheme to avoid iteration.

3.2. Theory of OrcaFlex

A similar approach is used to model the whole structure in OrcaFlex, a well-known commercial
program. The tunnel and mooring lines are modelled by line elements, and the line-element theory
is based on the lumped mass method. The line element consists of a series of nodes and segments.
Force properties are lumped in the node, which includes weight, buoyancy, and drag etc. Stiffness
components i.e., axial, bending, and torsional stiffness, are represented by massless springs [44].
The equation of motion is expressed in Equation (27).

M(p, a) + C(p, v) + K(p) = F(p, v, t) (27)

where M(p, a), C(p, v), and K(p) are mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. F(p, v, t) is external force
vector, which is hydrodynamic force in this case. Symbols, p, v, a, and t denote position, velocity,
acceleration vectors, and time, respectively. Hydrodynamic force is also computed by the same Morison
equation for a moving object with consideration for relative velocity and acceleration. The advantage
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of the developed program compared to OrcaFlex for the present application can be summarized as
follows: (i) In OrcaFlex, hydrodynamic force generated from the seaquake effects is not included.
(ii) In CHARM3D, higher-order rod FE elements are used compared to lumped-mass-based OrcaFlex.
(iii) The seabed movements can be directly imputed in the developed program.

3.3. Environmental Conditions

Simultaneous random-wave and seismic excitations are considered for global performance
analysis. The same wave and seismic time histories are inputted in both programs for cross-checking.
JONSWAP wave spectrum is used to generate time histories of random waves. Significant wave height
and peak period for the 100-year-storm condition are 11.7 m and 13.0 s. Enhancement parameter
is 2.14 that is the average value in Korea [45]. Random waves are generated by superposing 100
component waves with randomly perturbed frequency intervals to avoid signal repetition. The lowest
and highest cut-off frequencies of input spectrum is 0.3 rad/s and 2.3 rad/s, respectively. The wave
direction is perpendicular to a longitudinal direction of the tunnel. A 3-h simulation is carried out to
analyze the statistics of dynamic behaviors and mooring tensions under the storm condition. Figure 3
shows theoretical JONSWAP wave spectrum and the reproduced spectrum from the time histories
of wave elevation. It also shows the time histories of wave elevation produced by the JONSWAP
wave spectrum.

Regular (sinusoidal) and recorded irregular seismic excitations data are also employed.
The amplitude of regular seismic motion in the vertical direction is 0.01 m at diverse frequencies
from 0.781 rad/s to 7.805 rad/s. Figure 4 shows the time histories of seismic displacements and
corresponding spectra for recorded irregular seismic excitations in three directions, which are obtained
by USGS [46]. The earthquake occurred in 78 km WNW of Ferndale, California, USA in 2014, and the
magnitude of this earthquake is 6.8 in Richter scale. Seismic displacements in three directions are
inputted for each anchor point of mooring lines and two ends of the tunnel fixture at every time step.
Hydrodynamic force from the seaquake effect is also computed for the tunnel and mooring lines.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Wave time histories produced by JONSWAP wave spectrum (a) and theoretical JONSWAP
wave spectrum and reproduced spectrum from wave time histories using FFT (fast Fourier transform)
for validation (b).
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4. Time histories of real seismic excitations in longitudinal = x (a), transverse = y (b), and vertical
= z (c) directions and its corresponding spectra.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Static Analysis

The developed code is first cross-checked with OrcaFlex in the static condition before dynamic
simulations. Because static displacements of the tunnel are only affected by weight, buoyancy,
and stiffness components of tunnel and mooring lines, direct comparison can be made after initial
modeling of the entire SFT system. Figure 5 shows the vertical displacements of tunnel and mooring
tension in the static condition. The results produced by the developed program coincide well with
OrcaFelx’s results. The reference dashed line in the tension figure indicates the allowable tension
(minimum break load divided by safety factor).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Submerged floating tunnel (SFT) vertical displacement (a) and mooring tension (b) in the
static condition.

4.2. Dynamic Behaviors under Extreme Wave Excitations

Dynamic simulations under the 100-year-strom condition (Hs = 11.7 m and Tp = 13.0 s) are
performed for three hours. As mentioned before, the same wave time histories are inputted to both
programs to directly compare the dynamics results. Both computer programs produce almost identical
results. Figure 6 shows the envelopes of maximum and minimum for SFT displacements and mooring
tension. The maximum horizontal and vertical responses and mooring tension occur in the middle
location. The horizontal responses are larger than the vertical responses since the 1st natural frequency
of horizontal motion is closer to the input wave spectrum than that of vertical motion. Mooring-tension
results show that shorter mooring lines (Line #3) have higher mooring tension than longer mooring
lines (Line #1). The maximum mooring tension at the middle section is smaller than the MBL (minimum
breaking load) divided by the SF (safety factor), which is presented in Figure 6b as a pink line. Recall
that the MBL is 30,689 kN for Grade R5, which is obtained by DNV regulation [33]. The SF 1.67 is used
as recommended by API RP 2SK [47]. Even if the extreme 100-year-storm condition is considered,
the maximum mooring tension is still smaller than the allowable tension.

Figures 7–9 show the time histories and corresponding spectra of horizontal/vertical responses
of the tunnel and mooring tension at the middle section. The spectra of responses indicate that
wave-induced motions are dominant since the lowest natural frequencies in both directional motions
(1.92 and 3.12 rad/s for horizontal and vertical directions) are away from the dominant input-wave
spectral range of Figure 3. It means that there is negligible contribution from the structural elastic
resonances. In case of mooring tension, under the given BWR = 1.3, snap-loadings characterized by
extraordinary high peaks do not occur, as shown in the time series. However, it should be noted that
the snap-loadings tend to occur at lower BWRs [28]. Obviously, smaller dynamic motions and mooring
tensions can be obtained by further increasing submergence depth [28]. The relevant statistics obtained
from the time series are summarized in Table 3.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Envelopes of the maximum and minimum displacements of the tunnel (a) and mooring
tension (b) in the 100-year-strom condition.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Time histories (a) and spectrum (b) of horizontal displacement of the tunnel in the middle
location under the 100-year-strom waves.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Time histories (a) and spectrum (b) of vertical displacement of the tunnel in the middle
location under the 100-year-strom waves.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Time histories (a) and spectrum (b) of mooring tension (#3) in the middle location under the
100-year-strom waves.

Table 3. Statistics of the SFT motions and mooring tensions at the middle location under 100-yr
irregular wave excitations (from the time series of Figures 7–9).

Parameter Maximum Minimum Standard Deviation Unit

Horizontal displacement 0.243 −0.261 0.059 m
Vertical displacement 0.058 −0.066 0.014

Mooring tension (line #1) 14,765.75 885.56 1917.55

kN
Mooring tension (line #2) 15,276.12 902.94 1919.01
Mooring tension (line #3) 17,334.93 1206.64 2015.53
Mooring tension (line #4) 16,542.11 953.24 2014.32
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4.3. Dynamic Behaviors under Severe Seismic Excitations

Regular and irregular seismic excitations are utilized for SFT dynamic analysis. Since the
fixed–fixed boundary condition is applied at both ends of the tunnel, both ends as well as all anchoring
points are assumed to move together with seismic motions. As a result, seismic time histories are
inputted to every anchor location of mooring lines and both ends of the tunnel. The hydrodynamic
forces generated by sea-water fluctuations under vertical seismic motions are computed by using
modified Morison equation (e.g., Islam and Ahrnad [41], Martinelli et al. [24], Mousavi et al. [42],
and Wu et al. [25]). The effect is well known and called seaquake. As a result, there are two mechanisms
causing SFT dynamics under seabed seismic motions. First, the seismic motions are transferred through
mooring lines. Second, sea-water fluctuations in the vertical direction. In this paper, the former will be
called earthquake effect and the latter will be called seaquake effect. To investigate the seaquake effect,
regular seismic cases only in the vertical direction are simulated and the resulting SFT dynamics are
analyzed. Subsequently, strong real seismic displacements are applied to the SFT system to check the
global performance and structural robustness.

Figure 10 shows tunnel’s vertical motion amplitudes at the mid-section and the corresponding
vertical responses of mooring line #1 at its center under regular (sinusoidal) seismic excitations. Vertical
motions of tunnel are largely amplified at 3.12 rad/s and 4.89 rad/s, the 1st and 3rd natural frequencies.
The amplified tunnel motions at those frequencies directly influence high mooring dynamics, as shown
in Figure 10b. A small peak can also be observed at 5.78 rad/s, the lowest natural frequency of mooring
lines #1 itself.

The hydrodynamic force by seaquake directly acts on the tunnel with earthquake frequencies.
Whereas, the seismic excitations are delivered to the tunnel through mooring lines, as discussed earlier.
Then, the resulting tunnel response also causes hydrodynamic force on the tunnel. Therefore, there exist
phase effects between the two components. We can see that the tunnel dynamics are significantly
reduced after including the seaquake effect when compared to the earthquake-only case. The reason
can be found from Figure 11 by plotting the contribution of each constituent component separately.
In the figure, the phase of the tunnel response induced by earthquake is opposite to that induced by
seaquake at the tunnel’s natural frequencies, 3.12 rad/s and 4.89 rad/s. Therefore, there is cancellation
effect between the two components so that the total vertical response amplitude can be reduced
compared to the earthquake-only case. On the other hand, when earthquake frequency is greater
than 5.7 rad/s, the two components become in phase, so the tunnel vertical responses are increased
compared to the earthquake-only case although the resulting increment is small. The seaquake effects
are not generated by the horizontal seismic motions if the seabed is flat since the horizontal seabed
motions do not influence seawater fluctuating motions.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Amplitudes of vertical displacements of the tunnel (a) and mooring line #1 (b) at the middle
location under regular seismic excitations of various frequencies (Eq: earthquake only considered; Eq +
Sq: both earthquake and seaquake considered).
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 11. Time histories of vertical displacements of the tunnel at the middle section by respective
force components under regular seismic excitations of 3.12 rad/s (a), 4.89 rad/s (b), and 5.78 rad/s
(c) (Eq: earthquake only considered; Eq + Sq: both earthquake and seaquake considered; Sq: seaquake
only considered; time histories of seismic excitations are multiplied by 10 for better visualization).

Figures 12–14 show the time histories of horizontal/vertical responses of the tunnel and the
corresponding mooring tensions at the tunnel’s middle section under the real seismic excitations,
as given in Figure 4. The case of earthquake effect only is compared with that of earthquake plus
seaquake. Firstly, in the earthquake-only case, the tunnel responses are greater than the input seismic
motions, horizontally about 3 times and vertically about twice larger. The horizontal responses are
more amplified because its lowest natural frequency is closer to the dominant frequency range of
seismic excitations than that of vertical response. The corresponding tunnel-response spectra show
that they have the first small peak at the seismic frequency, the next highest peak at the lowest natural
frequency, and the next small peak at the third-lowest natural frequency. Mooring tensions are mostly
influenced by the SFT horizontal and vertical motions at their lowest natural frequencies, while there
is virtually little contribution near seismic frequencies. The maximum tensions for this earthquake
case are much smaller than those caused by extreme wave excitations, as previously considered.
However, the earthquake-induced tunnel dynamics can be significantly more amplified when the
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lowest natural frequencies of the tunnel’s elastic responses are closer to dominant seismic frequencies.
In the figure, the same dynamic simulation results by OrcaFlex are also given for cross-checking. The
two independent computer programs produced almost identical results.

In the spectral plots of Figures 12–14, the spectra of tunnel responses and mooring tensions
after adding seaquake effects are also given. In Figure 12, there is little change in the case of SFT
horizontal motions since the seaquake mainly influences only the vertical responses, as was pointed
out earlier. In Figure 13, there is a big reduction in the vertical-response spectrum at its lowest natural
frequency (3.12 rad/s) after including the seaquake effect. It is due to the phase-cancellation effects,
as discussed in the previous regular-earthquake case of Figure 11a,b. So, this reduction effect directly
reflects the reduction in tension i.e., in Figure 14, the tension spectral amplitude is greatly reduced near
3.12 rad/s but remains the same at the lowest natural frequency of horizontal response, 1.92 rad/s.
This trend can also be seen in the corresponding time-series comparisons (Figure 15) for the two
cases (with and without considering the seaquake effect) regarding vertical tunnel responses and
mooring tensions. The relevant statistics obtained from the time series are summarized in Table 4. It is
seen that the inclusion of seaquake effect reduces both vertical SFT responses and mooring tensions,
as discussed earlier.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Time histories (without seaquake) (a) and spectra (b) of horizontal tunnel responses at the
middle location under seismic excitations

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Time histories (without seaquake) (a) and spectra (b) of vertical tunnel responses at the
middle location under seismic excitations.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Time histories (without seaquake) (a) and spectra (b) of mooring tension #4 at the middle
location under seismic excitations

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Time histories of vertical responses of the tunnel (a) and mooring tension #4 (b) in the
middle location under seismic excitations with and without seaquake effect.

Table 4. Statistics of the SFT motions and mooring tensions at the middle location under irregular
seismic excitations (Eq: earthquake, Sq: seaquake).

Parameter Numerical Model Maximum Minimum Standard Deviation Unit

Horizontal displacement Eq 0.070 −0.073 0.023

mEq + Sq 0.070 −0.072 0.023

Vertical displacement Eq 0.039 −0.042 0.013
Eq + Sq 0.019 −0.019 0.006

Mooring tension (line #1) Eq 9872.22 3783.56 801.58

kN

Eq + Sq 8728.01 4631.84 649.80

Mooring tension (line #2) Eq 9722.09 3291.79 829.07
Eq + Sq 8778.38 4491.79 649.33

Mooring tension (line #3) Eq 12,295.18 4918.66 958.46
Eq + Sq 11,009.40 6691.91 649.58

Mooring tension (line #4) Eq 12,512.53 5633.35 925.67
Eq + Sq 11,001.66 6772.99 652.55

5. Conclusions

Global performance analysis of the SFT was carried out for survival random wave and seismic
excitations. To solve tunnel-mooring coupled hydro-elastic responses, an in-house time-domain-
simulation computer program was developed. The hydro-elastic equation of motion for the tunnel
and mooring was based on rod-theory-based finite element formulation with Galerkin method.
The dummy-connection-mass method was devised to conveniently connect multiple segmented objects
and mooring lines with linear and rotational springs. Considering the slender shape of the structure,
hydrodynamic forces were computed by the modified Morison equation. The numerical results
produced by the developed program were in good agreement with those by the commercial program
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OrcaFlex based on lumped-mass method. The extreme wave excitations caused the maximum SFT
dynamic motions of 24 cm and 6 cm in the horizontal and vertical directions and the corresponding
mooring tensions below allowable level. Snap motions and loadings of mooring lines were not
observed. Under regular seismic excitations, large resonant responses of the tunnel were observed at 1st
and 3rd natural frequencies. In the case of seabed earthquake, the seabed motions are transferred to SFT
through mooring lines and through seawater fluctuations called seaquake. When the latter is further
considered, horizontal responses were not affected but vertical responses become significantly reduced
especially at its lowest natural frequency. After analyzing the behaviors of the two contributions,
it was found that the reduction was caused by the phase-cancellation effect. However, in other
cases, the phases could enhance each other to increase the total responses of the SFT. Under extreme
irregular seismic excitations, the maximum SFT dynamic motions of 7 cm and 2 cm were generated
and the corresponding mooring tensions were about 30% smaller compared to the extreme wave case.
However, when the frequencies of seismic excitations are closer to SFT natural frequencies, larger
dynamic amplifications are expected.
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Abstract: Accurate temperature and thermal dose prediction are crucial to high-intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) hyperthermia, which has been used successfully for the non-invasive treatment
of solid tumors. For the conventional method of prediction, the tissue properties are usually set
as constants. However, the temperature rise induced by HIFU irradiation in tissues will cause
changes in the tissue properties that in turn affect the acoustic and temperature field. Herein,
an acoustic–thermal coupling model is presented to predict the temperature and thermal damage
zone in tissue in terms of the Westervelt equation and Pennes bioheat transfer equation, and the
individual influence of each dynamic tissue property and the joint effect of all of the dynamic tissue
properties are studied. The simulation results show that the dynamic acoustic absorption coefficient
has the greatest influence on the temperature and thermal damage zone among all of the individual
dynamic tissue properties. In addition, compared with the conventional method, the dynamic
acoustic absorption coefficient leads to a higher focal temperature and a larger thermal damage zone;
on the contrary, the dynamic blood perfusion leads to a lower focal temperature and a smaller thermal
damage zone. Moreover, the conventional method underestimates the focal temperature and the
thermal damage zone, compared with the simulation that was performed using all of the dynamic
tissue properties. The results of this study will be helpful to guide the doctors to develop more
accurate clinical protocols for HIFU treatment planning.

Keywords: HIFU; dynamic tissue property; Westervelt equation; thermal damage zone

1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the serious diseases that threatens the life and health of humans. According to
cancer statistics released by the National Cancer Center of China, 3.804 million new cancer cases were
diagnosed and 2.296 million cancer deaths were reported in 2014 [1]. Traditional therapies for cancer
include surgery resection, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. In recent years, other alternative therapies
such as microwave ablation, laser ablation, cryoablation, and high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)
hyperthermia also have developed rapidly [2,3]. HIFU therapy is a non-invasive technology in which
an ultrasound beam carries sufficient energy, and the energy is focused onto the target area to cause a
local temperature rise, which is sufficiently high to make the lesion tissue undergo coagulative necrosis
without causing damage to the overlaying or surrounding tissue [4,5]. It has many advantages such as
non-invasive, non-contact, non-ionization, and low cost [6,7], and has been successfully used in clinics
to treat solid malignant tumors, including cancers of the prostate, liver, kidney, breast, and pancreas [8].
The clinical success of HIFU hyperthermia depends on the accurate thermal dose at the lesion location.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to accurately measure the thermal dose at a depth of the tissue in most
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clinical situations. Instead, a numerical simulation method is usually used to predict the transient
temperature profiles and thermal dose to assess the thermal damage that will occur in tissue during
HIFU ablation [9].

In the conventional method, the numerical simulation of HIFU hyperthermia is usually
based on the acoustic model Westervelt equation and the thermal model Pennes bioheat transfer
equation, and the tissue properties are set as constants. However, that the tissue properties
varied with temperature had been observed in several experimental studies [10–13]. Moreover,
the temperature-dependent tissue properties in turn affect the acoustic field and temperature field.
Several researchers have considered some temperature-dependent tissue properties to perform the
numerical study of HIFU hyperthermia [9,14,15]. For example, Hallaj [14] studied the effect of dynamic
sound speed in the liver with and without a fat layer undergoing HIFU surgery. Christopher [15]
examined the importance of the thermal lens effect with a phased array transducer in the liver with
the fat layer when considering dynamic sound speed and a dynamic acoustic absorption coefficient
in the HIFU hyperthermia study using three-dimensional model. Guntur [9] studied the influence of
temperature-dependent thermal parameters on temperature during HIFU irradiation by comparing the
conventional prediction of temperature and the thermal damage zone with that for different thermal
parameters (i.e., specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity) at the given temperatures. However,
only one or two dynamic tissue properties were considered in the above studies; to our knowledge,
other dynamic tissue properties such as density and blood perfusion have never been considered.
Furthermore, the joint effect of two dynamic tissue properties was investigated in the above studies,
but the individual influence of each tissue property on HIFU hyperthermia is still unclear. Therefore,
we first study the evolutions of the acoustic and temperature fields with each dynamic tissue property
independently, and clarify the physical significance of each tissue property. In addition, we develop
an acoustic–thermal model to evaluate the joint effect of all of the dynamic tissue properties on
temperature distribution and thermal damage, including sound speed, acoustic absorption coefficient,
non-linearity parameter, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, density, and blood perfusion.
The results provide a more accurate prediction of temperature distribution and thermal damage,
gaining insight into the complex dynamic processes during HIFU hyperthermia, which are useful for
doctors making treatment planning.

2. Theory

2.1. Acoustic Model for Ultrasound Wave Propagation

Generally, the Westervelt equation [16,17] is used to model the ultrasound wave propagation in
the thermoviscous medium: (

∇2 − 1
c2

∂2

∂t2

)
p +

δ

c4
∂3 p
∂t3 +

β

ρc4
∂2 p2

∂t2 = 0 (1)

where ∇2, p, c, t are the Laplace operator, acoustic pressure, sound speed, and time, respectively;
the non-linearity coefficient β is related to the non-linearity parameter B/A by β = 1 + (B/2A);
and δ = 2αc3/ω2 is the acoustic diffusivity accounting for the thermoviscous effect in the fluid [18],
where ω is the acoustic angular frequency and α is the acoustic absorption coefficient.

The acoustic field is computed by Westervelt equation in two-dimensional (2D) cylindrical
coordinate using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD). The z-axis is the acoustic axis of the
ultrasonic transducer, and r is the radial coordinate measured from the z-axis. The excitation of the
ultrasonic transducer is:

p(t) = p0 sin(ωt) (2)

where p0 is the amplitude of acoustic pressure on the ultrasonic transducer.
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An absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is imposed at the edge of the computation domain to
prevent or minimize the reflection from the edges of the domain, and a first-order Mur’s absorption
boundary condition is employed [19]:

∂p
∂x

− 1
c

∂p
∂t

= 0 (3)

where x denotes z or r in their own ultrasonic wave propagation direction.

2.2. Thermal Energy Model for Tissue Heating

The transfer of heat in the tissue under HIFU irradiation is modeled using the Pennes bioheat
transfer equation [20]:

ρtCt
∂T
∂t

= k∇2T − WbCb(T − Ta) + Qext (4)

where Ct and ρt are the specific heat and density of tissue, respectively; Cb, Wb, and Ta are the
specific heat, perfusion rate, and ambient temperature of blood, respectively. Qext is the ultrasound
heat deposition term, which can be calculated by employing the time averaged over one acoustic
period by numerical integration [14]:

Qext =
2α

ρcω2

〈(
∂p
∂t

)2
〉

(5)

To evaluate the performance of the HIFU treatment, thermal dose is usually used to estimate the
tissue damage. The thermal dose depends on the final time t f and temperature level T, which was
developed by Sapareto and Dewey [21]:

t43 =
∫ t f

0
R(T−43)dt ≈

t f

∑
0

R(T−43)Δt (6)

where t43 is the thermal dose equivalent time at 43 ◦C. R = 2 if T ≥ 43 ◦C, and R = 4 if 37 ◦C < T <

43 ◦C. The threshold value of an isothermal dose value of 240 min at 43 ◦C was usually selected to
predict the size of the thermal lesion region.

Another way to quantify the tissue thermal damage is to use the Arrhenius equation [22]:

Ω =

t f∫
0

A exp
(−Ea

RaT

)
dt (7)

where A, Ea, and Ra are the frequency factor, activation energy, and universal gas constant,
respectively. For liver thermal damage, A = 9.4 × 10104 s−1, Ea = 6.68 × 105 J mol−1, and Ra =

8.31 J mol−1 K−1 [23]. The undamaged fraction of the tissue and the damaged fraction can be estimated
by fu = exp(−Ω) and fd = 1 − fu, respectively [24].

2.3. Dynamic Tissue Propertiesc

The acoustic and thermal parameters of tissue were strongly dependent on tissue temperature,
and many experimental data had been obtained [10–13]. The data for acoustic absorption coefficient
and sound speed were derived from measurements in liver tissue by Damianou [10] and Bamber [11],
respectively. The polynomials to fit the acoustic absorption coefficient and sound speed in liver tissue
to experimental data are [15]:

αliver = 5.5367 − 2.9950 × 10−1T + 3.3357 × 10−2T2 − 1.6058 × 10−3T3 + 3.4382 × 10−5T4

−3.2486 × 10−7T5 + 1.1181 × 10−9T6 30 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 90 ◦C.
(8)
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cliver = 1529.3 + 1.6856T + 6.1131 × 10−2T2 − 2.2967 × 10−3T3

+2.2657 × 10−5T4 − 7.1795 × 10−8T5 30 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 90 ◦C
(9)

In this study, the experimental data for the change in the non-linearity parameter with temperature
in the liver tissue are derived from measurements by Choi [12], and the experimental data for
the changes in the specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and density with temperature
in liver tissue are derived from measurements by Guntur [13]. We obtain the expressions of
the temperature-dependent non-linearity parameter, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity,
and density respectively by the least squares polynomial fitting their experimental data in liver tissue:(

B
A

)
liver

= 6.68 − 0.41448 T + 0.03364 T2 − 0.00101 T3 + 1.34407 × 10−5T4

−6.35346 × 10−8T5 30 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 75 ◦C
(10)

Cliver = 3600 + 53.55552T − 3.96009T2 + 0.10084T3 − 0.00106T4

+4.01666 × 10−6T5 20 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 90 ◦C
(11)

Kliver = 0.84691 − 0.02094T + 3.89971 × 10−4T2 − 5.47451 × 10−7T3

−4.14455 × 10−8T4 + 2.97188 × 10−10T5 20 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 90 ◦C
(12)

ρliver = 1084.09352 − 2.97434T + 0.0042T2 + 0.00293T3 − 6.14447 × 10−5T4

+3.33019 × 10−7T5 20 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 90 ◦C
(13)

The polynomials above are shown in Figure 1, which have the validity in their own temperature
range. In this study, their use is also strictly restricted to their respective temperature ranges.

Figure 1. Temperature-dependent tissue properties in liver tissue.

The variation of the blood perfusion rate with temperature and thermal damage can be
described by:

Wb,liver(T, Ω) = Wb,0 fT fu (14)
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where Wb,0 is the constitutive blood perfusion rate, 18.2 Kg m−3 s−1 for liver, and fT is a dimensionless
function that accounts for vessel dilation at slightly elevated temperatures, which can be approximated
as [23,24]:

fT =

{
4 + 0.6 (T − 42) 37 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 42 ◦C

4T ≥ 42 ◦C
(15)

The blood perfusion rate increases as the temperature rises, but as tissue coagulation develops,
it is decreased to zero due to the factor of thermal damage [25].

In order to study the effects of dynamic tissue properties on HIFU hyperthermia, we compare the
simulation using dynamic tissue properties with the conventional method using tissue properties with
constant values. In this study, the constant values of tissue properties were obtained from the values
of the above fitting formula at 37 ◦C. The values of the acoustic and thermal parameters are listed in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Values of acoustic parameters in this study (37 ◦C).

Material ρ(Kg m−3) c(m s−1) α(Np m−1 MHz−1) β

Water 1000 1500 2.88 × 10−4 3.5
Liver 1036 1596 3.5 5

Table 2. Values of thermal parameters in this study (37 ◦C).

Material K(W m−1◦C−1) C(J Kg−1 ◦C−1) Wb(Kg m−3 s−1)

Water 0.6 4180 0
Liver 0.5 3560 18.2

2.4. Description of the Simulation

The HIFU transducer is a spherical cap with an aperture radius a of 35 mm, a focal length F of
62.64 mm, and a center frequency f of 1 MHz. The transducer and liver tissue are placed in the water
at 37 ◦C, and a geometric configuration of the physical model is shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Geometric configuration of the physical model. The liver tissue is a cylinder with a radius of
35 mm and a length of 50 mm, and is placed at z1 = 40 mm.

As the tissue temperature rises, the tissue properties also change dynamically. These tissue
properties need to be updated in real time according to the temperature, and the updated tissue
properties are fed back into the calculation of the acoustic field and temperature field. The flowchart in
Figure 3 shows how to carry out the coupling calculation of the acoustic and temperature field under
such dynamic conditions. The acoustic field and temperature field are coupled by the heat deposition
term Qext, which is computed from the acoustic pressure. In the practical simulation, the temperature
field is calculated periodically, and the resulting temperature data is used to renew the tissue properties
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using the function above at each spatial point on the tissue domain. The updated tissue properties are
then used as an input to recalculate the acoustic field. Therefore, the acoustic field, temperature field,
and tissue properties are mutually influenced. In this study, the acoustic parameters and acoustic field
are updated for the simulations here every 1 s unless otherwise noted, and the thermal parameters are
updated in real time. This coupling method is based on the time rates of change of the tissue properties
being slow enough in the given period interval.

 
Figure 3. Flowchart of the iterative method for coupling acoustic pressure and temperature calculation.

For this study, the acoustic field and temperature field are calculated on a polar cylindrical grid
using the explicit finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method as described by Hallaj [26]. The spatial
grids for the simulation are: Δz = Δr = 10−4 m. The time step for the acoustic field and temperature
field simulation are 10−8 s and 0.01 s, respectively [26]. All of the simulations are performed with
MATLAB programming based on the FDTD method.

3. Result and Discussion

In this manuscript, we focus on the effect of each dynamic tissue property independent from each
other, and compared these effects with the conventional method of keeping the tissue properties as
constant. When the effect of one dynamic tissue property is studied, the other tissue properties remain
constant unless otherwise noted. In the following study, the amplitude of acoustic pressure on the
sound source face p0 is 1.4 × 105 Pa unless otherwise noted.

3.1. Dynamic Acoustic Absorption Coefficient

Simulations are carried out that only consider the change of the acoustic absorption coefficient
with temperature independently. To get more accurate simulation results, the acoustic absorption
coefficient and acoustic field are updated here every 0.2 s. Figure 4a depicts the axial profile of the
acoustic absorption coefficient during 3 s of HIFU irradiation. The acoustic absorption coefficient
near ultrasonic focus increases with the time of HIFU irradiation. At time t = 3 s, Figure 4b illustrates
the axial distribution of peak acoustic pressure. Clearly, the peak acoustic pressures are almost the
same between dynamic αliver and constant αliver. It can be explained that the temperature only has
a great effect on the acoustic absorption coefficient near the ultrasonic focus, as shown in Figure 4a.
In Figure 4c, the maximum value of Qext is 8.938 × 107W/m2 for constant αliver, and 2.179 × 108W/m2

for dynamic αliver. The features can be explained that Qext is proportional to the acoustic absorption
coefficient, according to Formula (5). Figure 4d contrasts the evolution of the focal temperature with
time for dynamic and constant αliver. Before t = 1 s, the rate of the focal temperature rise is almost the
same for simulations using dynamic αliver and constant αliver. This may be due to the small change
of the acoustic absorption coefficient during the early HIFU irradiation stage, as shown in Figure 4a.
After t = 1 s, the focal temperature for dynamic αliver rises much faster than that for constant αliver.
When t = 3 s, the focal temperature is 65.94 ◦C for constant αliver and 85.53◦C for dynamic αliver.
Figure 4e plots the shape of the thermal damage zone, representing the heated region for more than
240 min equivalent time at 43 ◦C. The thermal damage zone is an ellipse of 0.51 cm × 0.12 cm size for
constant αliver, and an ellipse of 0.6 cm × 0.16 cm size for dynamic αliver. These phenomena indicate
that dynamic αliver has a greater effect on the focal temperature and thermal damage zone as the
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HIFU irradiation time increases, compared with constant αliver, which can be explained by the greater
acoustic absorption coefficient being related to a greater the value of Qext, higher focal temperature,
and larger thermal damage zone. Figure 4f describes the axial profile of the thermal dose, and the
black dotted line denotes the value log10(240) min. The axial length AB of the thermal damage zone is
0.51 cm for constant αliver, and the axial length CD of the thermal damage zone is 0.6 cm for dynamic
αliver, which are consistent with the axial length of thermal damage zone in Figure 4e. Meanwhile,
the thermal dose of ultrasonic focus for dynamic αliver is much greater than that for constant αliver.

 

 

 

Figure 4. (a) The evolution of αliver at t = 1 s and 3 s. The effects of the dynamic acoustic absorption
coefficient on: (b) p (c) Qext (d) T at the ultrasonic focus (e) thermal damage zone (f) t43 at t = 3 s.

3.2. Dynamic Non-linearity Parameter

Simulation is carried out considering the change of the non-linearity parameter with temperature
independently. The HIFU irradiation time is set to 5 s to ensure the validity of the dynamic non-linearity
parameter used in the range of 30 ◦C to 75 ◦C, and the non-linearity parameter and acoustic field
are updated here every 0.5 s. In Figure 5b, the axial profile of peak acoustic pressure at 5 s is almost
identical for dynamic and constant (B/A)liver. This phenomenon can be attributed to the local increase
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of the non-linearity parameter near the ultrasonic focus with the increase of HIFU irradiation time,
as shown in Figure 5a. According to Formula (5), the value of Qext for dynamic (B/A)liver is almost
the same as that for constant (B/A)liver. Consequently, the change of the focal temperature with time
and the thermal damage zone are almost identical for dynamic and constant (B/A)liver, as shown in
Figure 5c,d. It can be concluded that the dynamic acoustic non-linear parameter has little effect on the
HIFU hyperthermia.

 

 

Figure 5. (a) The evolution of (B/A)liver at t = 2 s and 5 s. The effects of the dynamic non-linearity
parameter on: (b) p and (c) T at the ultrasonic focus, and (d) the thermal damage zone at t = 5 s.

3.3. Dynamic Sound Speed, Specific Heat Capacity, Thermal Conductivity, and Density

Simulations are carried out using the dynamic sound speed, dynamic specific heat capacity,
dynamic thermal conductivity, and dynamic density, respectively, and the HIFU irradiation time is
10 s. Figure 6 describes the axial profiles of dynamic sound speed, dynamic specific heat capacity,
dynamic thermal conductivity, and dynamic density, which are affected only by the temperature in the
vicinity of the ultrasonic focus.
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Figure 6. The axial profiles of (a) cliver (b) Cliver (c) Kliver, and (d) ρliver at t = 2 s and 10 s.

Figure 7a shows that the axial profiles of the peak acoustic pressure for simulations with dynamic
Cliver, dynamic Kliver, and dynamic ρliver are almost the same as that for simulation with constant
tissue properties. At ultrasonic focus, the peak acoustic pressure with dynamic cliver is a little greater
than that with constant tissue properties, which is consistent with previously reported results [14].
Figure 7b demonstrates the evolutions of focal temperature with time for simulations using dynamic
cliver, dynamic Cliver, dynamic Kliver, dynamic ρliver, and constant tissue properties, respectively.
Before t = 2 s, the rate of focal temperature rise is almost the same for simulations using dynamic
cliver, dynamic Cliver, dynamic Kliver, dynamic ρliver, and constant tissue properties. This may be due
to the very small change in the tissue properties during the early HIFU irradiation stage, as shown
in Figure 6. After t = 2 s, Figure 6 shows that the sound speed and density decrease with the increase
of HIFU irradiation time, but the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity have the opposite
trend. According to Formula (5), the values of focal Qext for dynamic cliver and dynamic ρliver are
both greater than that for the constant tissue properties. Consequently, the rate of focal temperature
rise for dynamic cliver and dynamic ρliver is faster than that for constant tissue properties, as shown
in Figure 7b. The rate of focal temperature rise for dynamic Cliver is slower than that for constant
tissue properties. This feature can be explained by the physical significance of specific heat capacity,
which is defined as the amount of energy that is required to increase the temperature of a unit mass
of tissue by 1 ◦C [27]. In other words, for the same amount of heat energy and mass, the larger the
specific heat capacity, the smaller the temperature rise. The focal temperature for dynamic Kliver rises
slower than that for constant Kliver, and the focal temperature for dynamic Kliver is 5.33 ◦C lower than
that for the constant tissue properties at 10 s. This feature can be explained by the greater thermal
conductivity meaning that more thermal energy is lost from the treated areas because of thermal
diffusion [28]. Therefore, it can be concluded that greater thermal conductivity leads to a slower
focal temperature rise, which is similar to Guntur’s result [9]. The maximum focal temperatures for
simulations using dynamic cliver, dynamic Cliver, dynamic ρliver, and constant tissue properties are
86.66 ◦C, 84.58 ◦C, 88.62 ◦C, and 85.47 ◦C, respectively, indicating that dynamic cliver, dynamic Cliver,
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and dynamic ρliver have little effect on the temperature during HIFU hyperthermia. This is mainly due
to the local variations of tissue property near the ultrasonic focus. Figure 7c shows that the thermal
damage zones for dynamic cliver, dynamic Cliver, dynamic Kliver, dynamic ρliver, and constant tissue
properties are almost the same, which can also be confirmed from Figure 7d. It’s interesting to note
that the maximum focal temperature for dynamic Kliver is lower than that for constant Kliver, but the
thermal damage zone is almost the same for dynamic Kliver and constant Kliver. It is mainly because
the size of the thermal damage zone depends on the thermal dose above 240 min at 43 ◦C, rather than
the maximum focal temperature.

 

 

Figure 7. The effects of dynamic sound speed, dynamic specific heat capacity, dynamic thermal
conductivity, and dynamic density on: (a) p and (b) T at the ultrasonic focus, (c) the thermal
damage zone, and (d) t43 at t = 10 s.

3.4. Dynamic Blood Perfusion

The simulation is performed only considering the dynamic change of blood perfusion, and the
HIFU irradiation time is 10 s. The blood perfusion firstly increased, then remained unchanged,
and finally decreased to zero as shown in Figure 8a. This is because the initial increase in temperature
causes the blood vessels to inflate to increase blood perfusion. As the temperature continues to increase,
the tissue damage fraction increases so that the blood perfusion decreases. When the tissue undergoes
coagulation necrosis, the blood perfusion decreases to zero. Figure 8b describes the axial profile of
dynamic blood perfusion at t = 2 s and 10 s. Compared with other tissue properties, the temperature
has a greater impact on the blood perfusion of the surrounding tissue around the central axis. At time
t = 10 s, the axial profile of the peak acoustic pressure for dynamic Wb,liver is almost the same as that
for the constant Wb,liver, as shown in Figure 8c. In Figure 8d, the temperature rise for dynamic Wb,liver
is slower at first; then, it is faster than that for the constant Wb,liver. It is because blood perfusion is
first increased to four times the constant blood perfusion, and then remains unchanged, and is finally
reduced to zero, as shown in Figure 8a. Figure 8e shows that the thermal damage zone is an ellipse of
0.97 cm × 0.26 cm size for constant Wb,liver and an ellipse of 0.89 cm × 0.24 cm size for dynamic Wb,liver,
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respectively. Thus, it can be seen that the thermal damage zone for dynamic Wb,liver is smaller than
that for constant Wb,liver, which can also be verified by the axial thermal dose distribution of Figure 8f.

 

 

 

Figure 8. (a) Dynamic blood perfusion change with time. (b) Axial profile of dynamic blood perfusion
at t = 2 s and 10 s. The effects of dynamic blood perfusion on: (c) p and (d) T at the ultrasonic focus and
(e) thermal damage zone; (f) Q43 at t = 10 s.

3.5. Considering All Dynamic Tissue Properties

In the above research results, the individual influence of each tissue property on HIFU
hyperthermia was studied independently. Therefore, in this section, it is necessary to perform
the simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties to explore the joint influence on HIFU
hyperthermia by comparing them with simulations using dynamic αliver and constant tissue properties.
Note that we assume that the non-linearity parameter above 75 ◦C is replaced by that at 75 ◦C to
simplify the physical model owing to (i) the dynamic non-linear parameter being found to have little
effect on the acoustic pressure, temperature, and thermal damage zone in our calculation (Figure 5b–d);
and (ii) above 75 ◦C, biological tissue having been coagulated. To ensure that all of the dynamic tissue
properties are valid within their respective temperature ranges, the HIFU irradiation time is set to
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3 s. At time t = 3 s, Figure 9a shows that the peak acoustic pressure for simulation using all of the
dynamic tissue properties is larger than that using dynamic αliver and constant tissue properties due to
the influence of dynamic sound velocity, and the peak acoustic pressures are almost the same between
the dynamic αliver and constant tissue properties. In Figure 9b, the peak value of Qext is the greatest for
simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties, followed by that for simulation using dynamic
αliver, and the smallest for simulation using constant tissue properties. In Figure 9c, before t = 1 s,
the focal temperature is almost the same for simulation using dynamic αliver across all of the dynamic
tissue properties and constant tissue properties; after t = 1 s, the rate of focal temperature rise is
fastest for simulation using dynamic αliver, followed by that for simulation using all of the dynamic
tissue properties, and slowest for simulation using constant tissue properties. The maximum focal
temperature for all of the dynamic tissue properties, dynamic αliver, and constant tissue properties are
81.56 ◦C, 85.53 ◦C, and 65.94 ◦C, respectively, indicating that the maximum focal temperature for all of
the dynamic tissue properties is lower than that for dynamic αliver, although the peak value of Qext for
all of the dynamic tissue properties is greater than that for dynamic αliver. Based on the above research,
this is mainly due to the influence of the comprehensive factors such as dynamic Cliver, dynamic Kliver,
and dynamic Wb,liver on focal temperature, especially the influence of dynamic Kliver. In Figure 9d,
the thermal damage zone is an ellipse of 0.57 cm × 0.16 cm size for all of the dynamic tissue properties,
an ellipse of 0.6 cm × 0.16 cm size for dynamic αliver, and an ellipse of 0.51 cm × 0.12 cm size for
constant tissue properties, respectively. Consequently, it is can be concluded that the simulation using
constant tissue properties significantly underestimates the focal temperature and thermal damage zone
compared with the simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties or dynamic αliver. Meanwhile,
although the dynamic acoustic absorption coefficient plays the most important role in relation to the
focal temperature and thermal damage zone, other dynamic tissue properties ought to be considered.

 

 

Figure 9. The effects of all of the dynamic tissue properties on: (a) p, (b) Qext, (c) T at the ultrasonic
focus, and (d) thermal damage zone.
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4. Conclusions

The influence of each dynamic tissue property on HIFU hyperthermia is studied independently
based on the reported experimental data of dynamic tissue properties. The findings in the present
study suggest that the acoustic pressure is insensitive to the dynamic tissue properties. The numerical
results also show that the dynamic acoustic absorption coefficient significantly affects the temperature
and thermal damage zone; on the contrary, the dynamic non-linearity parameter has almost no
effect on the temperature and thermal damage zone. It is found that the thermal damage zone for
dynamic Wb,liver is smaller than that for constant Wb,liver, and the influence of a dynamic sound speed,
dynamic specific heat capacity, and dynamic density on the thermal damage zone is slight. It is
also worth mentioning that the maximum focal temperature for dynamic Kliver is lower than that for
constant Kliver, but the thermal damage zone is almost the same for dynamic Kliver and constant Kliver.
Among all of the individual dynamic tissue properties, the dynamic acoustic absorption coefficient
has the greatest influence on the temperature and thermal damage zone. Knowing the influence
of each dynamic tissue property is beneficial to our deep understanding of the principle of HIFU
therapy. Besides studying the influence of each individual dynamic tissue property, the simulation
considering all of the dynamic tissue properties to explore the comprehensive influence on HIFU
hyperthermia is performed. The numerical results show that the maximum focal temperature and
thermal damage zone for simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties increase, compared with
those for simulation using constant tissue properties, implying that the simulation using constant
tissue properties underestimates the focal temperature and thermal damage zone compared with the
simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties. Moreover, it is interesting to point out that the
thermal energy absorbed by the tissue for simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties is
greater than that for simulation using dynamic αliver, but the maximum focal temperature and thermal
damage zone for simulation using all of the dynamic tissue properties decrease, compared with those
for simulation using dynamic αliver. Consequently, when doctors develop a more accurate clinical
protocol for HIFU treatment planning, it is necessary to consider all of the dynamic tissue properties to
assess the size of thermal damage zone, so as not to damage normal tissue.
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Abstract: Fingerprinting acoustic localization usually requires tremendous time and effort for
database construction in sampling phase and reference points (RPs) matching in positioning phase.
To improve the efficiency of this acoustic localization process, an iterative interpolation method is
proposed to reduce the initial RPs needed for the required positioning accuracy by generating virtual
RPs in positioning phase. Meanwhile, a two-stage matching method based on cluster analysis is
proposed for computation reduction of RPs matching. Results reported show that, on the premise
of ensuring positioning accuracy, two-stage matching method based on feature clustering partition
can reduce the average RPs matching amount to 30.14% of the global linear matching method taken.
Meanwhile, the iterative interpolation method can guarantee the positioning accuracy with only
27.77% initial RPs of the traditional method needed.

Keywords: fingerprinting acoustic localization; iterative interpolation; K-Means clustering; Two-stage
matching; Adjacent RPs

1. Introduction

With the development of signal processing technology and artificial intelligence technology,
voice interaction has been gaining extensive attention in the smart device field [1–3]. Nowadays,
the autonomous robot, as the representative of intelligent equipments, is expected to interact
with people in a human-like way [4], and voice interaction can effectively improve its intelligence
level. During human–robot interaction (HRI) process, acoustic localization technology can provide
necessary reference for robot’s pose adjustment to enhance the HRI reliability [5,6]. In recent years,
great advancement of theory and application has been made in acoustic localization field. Most
existing acoustic localization methods are parametric positioning methods, which are based on the
space geometrical propagation models of acoustical signal [6–11]. Usually, these models are simplified
with the assumptions of the sound source and the transmission channel listed as follow:

(1) The sound source is a particle without size and shape.
(2) The signal propagates in homogeneous space.
(3) The sound signal is omnidirectional.

The geometry model acoustic localization methods can achieve acceptable results outdoors,
where the actual signal propagation model is similar to the ideal assumptions mentioned
above. However, for indoor circumstances, the signal propagation model may be altered by
the multipath effect, shadowing effect, fading effect, and delay distortion from walls, floors,
furniture, or ceilings [12,13]. Meanwhile, it is difficult to provide compensation for model distortion
analytically [14,15].
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Different from the acoustic localization methods based on geometry model, the fingerprinting
acoustic localization method simply adopted in our previous work [16], as a nonparametric location
approach, can effectively accomplish sound positioning task according to the idea of environment
perception. Compared with the precondition of the parametric localization method mentioned
above, avoiding dramatic environment changes in target area, as the necessary requirement of the
fingerprinting localization method, is easier in the practical application [17,18].

Many studies indicate that the positioning accuracy of non-parametric positioning method
largely depends on the sampling density [19,20]. Therefore, for high resolution positioning indoor,
considerable amount of sampling work for the database construction is needed in the offline phase.
Additionally, during the online phase, the involved algorithms need considerable number of data, and
large amounts of memory and computation resources to carry out the target position estimation in
real time.

Interpolation is a mathematical tool to estimate the value of a function at a certain point
using available values at other arguments. Interpolation methods for scattered data are widely
implemented in mathematical, industrial and manufacturing applications. Radial basis function
(RBF) [21], Linear [22], Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) [23], and kriging [24] are well-known
interpolation methods for positioning database expansion. Even though the numerous methods are
effective to reduce sampling task quantity under the premise of ensuring the positioning accuracy [25],
there are still many problems in the existing interpolation methods to be solved. In our previous
work [26], the interpolation methods were executed in global interpolation way, which resulted in
the rapid expansion of virtual RPs quantity and increase the calculation amount for RP matching [27].
Meanwhile, the conventional interpolation methods usually rely on the experience of the implementer
and cannot accurately reckon the quantity of virtual RPs needed. In this paper, we propose an iterative
interpolation method to refine the interpolation scope and, at the same time, the interpolation process
can be monitored to avoid unnecessary virtual RPs. The estimation result of each iteration process
can be compared with the one of the previous iteration process, and the interpolation will end
when the different of the estimation results between the two adjacent process is less then the given
threshold value.

The Selective matching combination of the target point (TP) and the RPs can reduce the matching
task, thus improve the positioning efficiency of fingerprinting acoustic localization. Therefore,
the positioning database is considered to be divided into a certain number of sub-databases in the
offline phase, and then the matching scope can be shrunk to a smaller one through the search of adjacent
sub-database [28]. For the database division method, the coordinate space partition is investigated
firstly, which is easy to implement and can reduce the influence of outliers. However, this method
has the defects of uncertain partitioning results and large positioning error. That is mainly because
the division result is greatly influenced by the subjective judgment in the coordinate space partition.
The adjacent RPs of the TP may be divided into different sub-databases, which will cause the RPs
matching error. In machine learning technology, cluster analysis, as a precursor process of other
learning tasks, is often used for classification of unlabeled samples. The RPs with similar features can
be assigned to the same sub-database automatically by cluster analysis technique to accomplish the
purpose of the database partition [29].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the general process of the fingerprinting
acoustic localization is briefly introduced. In Section 3, the positioning database partition by cluster
analysis and the adjacent RPs searching based on the two-stage matching method are stated, and
then the iterative interpolation method is proposed to generate the virtual RPs for ensuring the target
position estimation accuracy with few initial RPs. Section 4 presents the implementation details and
evaluates the performance of the novel methods from the results obtained. Finally, some conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.
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2. The Fingerprinting Localization Model

Fingerprinting localization method is a database matching approach. As Figure 1 shows,
the fingerprinting localization method uses the position information and the related features measured
in the target region to establish the positioning database. In the actual positioning, the signal captured
by the positioning system will match with the samples in the positioning database, and the samples
most similar to the target signal are selected to accomplish the position estimation.

Offline Phase
Data collection

Location Database

Online Phase

Figure 1. Illustration of the fingerprinting localization process.

As what has been introduced in our previous work [16], fingerprinting acoustic localization
method requires an offline phase to construct the positioning database and an online phase for acoustic
target location [30].

In the offline phase, the positioning database can be constructed by the coordinate of position
marks and the corresponding features. The coordinates of the position marks are usually determined
according to the site environment of the positioning area and the location accuracy requirements of the
task. As the location-related feature in this work, time difference of arrival (TDOA) is widely used
in real-time acoustic positioning applications for its low computational complexity and small data
size [31–35]. Finally, samples, also known as position fingerprints, are formed by the coordinate of
position marks and their corresponding features. The fingerprints in each position mark are collected
and the location fingerprint database is established.

In the online phase, the feature vector of the observed target signal is matched with each sample
of the positioning database. A specific number of samples are selected as the adjacent RPs according
to the similarity with the target. Finally, the position of the target can be calculated by the specific
position estimation algorithm based on the adjacent RPs according to the matching result. Exactly the
same estimation algorithm used in the RADAR system, weighted-nearest neighbor (WKNN) [36] is
usually used for the fingerprinting localization process.

3. The Proposed Fingerprinting Acoustic Localization Approach

In the traditional fingerprinting localization approach, the target signal needs to match with all
samples in the database to select its adjacent RPs for location estimation. Therefore, the large scale
positioning database that the fingerprinting localization accuracy depends on means the complexity of
matching operation improvement and the efficiency of positioning reduction. Aiming at solving the
contradictory in traditional fingerprinting localization approach, this paper makes some improvements.
As Figure 2 shows, after the database construction in the offline sampling phase, the entire positioning
database is divide into sub-databases. Then, in the online positioning phase, the matching scope can
be narrowed by the adjacent sub-database matching stage, and the adjacent RPs searching can be
accomplished with a small amount of matching computation.
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Meanwhile, the offline phase of the fingerprinting localization approach requires a great sampling
effort as the mobile sensor has to be placed at every position marks in the location area. To reduce the
initial sampling effort, the database can be constituted using the sparse samples in the target area and
extended afterwards by interpolation functions. As Figure 2 shows, an iterative interpolation method
is presented to further refine the interpolation scope to avoid unnecessary virtual RPs. At the same
time, the estimation result of each iteration process is compared with the one of the previous iterations,
and the interpolation ends when the difference of the estimation results between the two adjacent
process is less than the given threshold value.

Offline Phase

Data collection

Location Database

Database partition

Online Phase

No

Ye
s

No

Iterative Interpolation

Figure 2. Fingerprinting acoustic localization process based on cluster analysis and iterative interpolation.

The novel acoustic localization approach consists of three main stages:

(1) Divide the positioning database into a certain number of sub-databases by K-Means clustering
algorithm after database construction in the offline sampling phase.

(2) Select the adjacent RPs of target point by the two-stage RPs matching method.
(3) Conduct the position estimation of the target point by the iterative interpolation method.

3.1. Database Partition by Clustering Method

Clustering is an elements grouping process according to some specific features, which is called
the cluster key, such as the TDOA value we choose in this paper. The prototype-based clustering
method has the advantages of simple, fast and efficient process for big datasets classification. As one
of the prototype-based clustering algorithms, K-Means clustering algorithm is a classical and efficient
algorithm for cluster analysis [37].
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The database partition process by K-Means clustering algorithm includes three steps. Suppose
there is a database D with N samples that needs to be partitioned to K (K < N) groups. The clustering
algorithm for the sound-position fingerprint database can be described as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: The K-Means clustering algorithm for positioning database partition.

Input: database D= [S1, S2, · · · , SN ]
T ; cluster class number K.

Output: D = {C1, C2, · · · , CK}
1 Randomly selected K samples from D as the initial cluster centers :{μ1, μ2, · · · , μK};
2 while f lag > 0 do

3 cluster centers update flag: f lag = 0;
4 Ci=∅(i = 1, 2, . . . , K);
5 for j = 1,2,. . . ,N do

6 calculate the distance between Sj and each cluster center μi: dji =
∥∥Sj − μi

∥∥
2;

7 definite the cluster mark of Sj by the nearest cluster center: λj = arg mini∈{1,2,··· ,K}dji;
8 classify the sample Sj into the corresponding cluster: Cλj = Cλj ∪ Sj ;

9 for i = 1,2,. . . ,K do

10 calculate the new cluster center μ′
i =

1
|Ci | ∑ S∈Ci S;

11 if μ′
i �= μi then

12 update the current value of μi to μ′
i;

13 f lag = f lag + 1;
14 else

15 the current value μi remain the same;

Firstly, K samples are randomly selected from the positioning database D as the initial cluster
center [μ1, μ2 · · · μK]. Then, the remaining samples are assigned to the most similar clusters according
to the similarity with each cluster center in feature space. Then, the cluster center is updated by
μi =

1
|Ci | ∑ S∈Ci S, where S means the samples clustered to Ci. The clustering process is repeated until

the cluster centers stop updating, and finally D = {C1, C2 · · ·CK}.

3.2. Two-Stage RPs Matching

The vocal target can be located in the positioning area after the RPs sampling and the database
construction. In the positioning phase, a two-stage matching algorithm is proposed to compare the
feature vector of vocal target F=[ f 1, f 2, · · · , f M] with each simple in database D to find the adjacent
RPs with the minimum matching error.

The Euclidean distance between target point F and cluster center μi of cluster Ci can be defined by:

Disi=‖F − μi‖2, i = 1, 2, . . . , K. (1)

The adjacent cluster can be chosen through:

Ca = Carg mini∈{1,2,...,K} Disi (2)

Then, as shown in Figure 3b, the adjacent RPs can be searched according to the Euclidean distance
distance disj between the target point and each sample of the adjacent cluster in feature space.

The distance can be defined as:

disj=
∥∥∥F − F j

a

∥∥∥
2
, j = 1, 2, . . . , nc. (3)
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where F j
a is the feature vector of the jth RP in adjacent clustering Ca , and nc denotes the total number

of samples in Ca. Adjacent RPs set Da can be gathered by:

Da = Da ∪ Sarg minj∈{1,2,...,nc}disj
(4)

Because the complexity of matching process is far greater than the other parts of the location
process, and the computation complexity of the other parts in the positioning process is almost the
same, the computational complexity of matching operations is investigated in this paper. N denotes
the total number of RPs in the database and K is the number of clusters. The complexity of linear
matching process is O (N) , and the average complexity of matching process based on cluster analysis
is O (N/K). Comparing with the conventional matching method, the proposed approach can reduce
the complexity of matching process to its 1/K.

Firstly, as Figure 3a shows, adjacent cluster is determined based on the Euclidean distance between
the target point and each cluster center in feature space.

c2

c3

c4
c5

c1

(a)

c2

c3

c4
c5

c1

(b)

Figure 3. Two-stage RPs matching process: (a) the adjacent cluster matching process; and (b) the
adjacent RPs matching process. The purple, orange, yellow, blue and green dots are the RPs clustered
to different clusters marked as c1 to c5; the dark blue dots are the cluster centers marked as μ1 to μ5;
the red dot denotes the TP; DIS means the Euclidean distance between TP and each cluster center; and
dis means the Euclidean distance between TP and each RP in adjacent cluster.

3.3. Location Estimation Based on Iterative Interpolation

To reduce the sampling effort, global interpolation methods are usually used to improve the
positioning accuracy under the sparse sample points collection. However, the global interpolation
method usually results in the rapid expansion of virtual RPs quantity, and cannot accurately reckon
the quantity of virtual RPs required for the satisfactory positioning accuracy. In this paper, we propose
an iterative interpolation method to avoid the unnecessary virtual RPs and further improve the
location efficiency.

In the online positioning process, the virtual RPs can be generated by the iterative interpolation
method, as Figure 4 shows, where the iteration interpolation process is based on four adjacent RPs.
In the interpolation process, the first generation virtual RPs are defined as the adjacent RPs selected
before as D1

v = Da. During the iteration interpolation process, the elements of Dt
v are refreshed by:{

St+1
n = ωt

nSt
n + ωt

n+1St
n+1, n < N

St+1
n = ωt

nSt
n + ωt

1St
1, n = N

(5)

where St
n is the nth element of tth generation Dt

v, and ωt
n is the according weight that can be calculated

through IDW method by the feature space Euclidean distance between recent generation virtual RPs
and the target point that needs to be located.
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Figure 4. Virtual RPs generation process.

As Algorithm 2 shows, online positioning process based on the iteration process continues until
the iteration time beyond the maximum iteration value T or the difference between two-estimation
process results is satisfied with |l − l′| ≤ ε, where ε is the iterative process end threshold value.

Algorithm 2: The location estimation process based on iterative interpolation.
Input: adjacent RPs Da

Output: test point location estimation results l
1 iteration time t = 1;
2 first generation virtual RPs D1

v = Da;
3 while t < T ‖ |l − l′| ≤ ε do

4 t = t + 1;
5 l′ = l;
6 new generation virtual RPs Dt+1

v can be generated by Equation (5);
7 location estimation l can be calculated by the WKNN algorithm ;

4. Experimental Validation

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed acoustic localization approach based on the
cluster analysis and iterative interpolation, real-world experiments have been carried out in a practical
room. The room is w 9.64 × 7.04 × 2.95 m3, where the noise is about 40 dB and the walls are not
insulated. The scene and equipment of the experiments are shown in Figure 5. The target area is
a rectangular plane with the length of about 6 m and width of about 5 m. The four-channel microphone
array is composed of the MPA201 microphones produced by the BSWA Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing,
China. The microphones are installed at the four vertices of the positioning area with the height about
1.35 m above the floor. The type of the acquisition card is known as NI9215A from NI company, Austin,
USA. The sampling frequency is set as 100 kHz, and the sampling period is 1 s. The sound source is
a Bluetooth speaker with the same height as microphone array. A system-provided text tone called
“Popcom” in iPhone 6 is selected for localization sound signal.
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Figure 5. The fingerprint-based acoustic localization system and experiment scene.

In the sampling process, the coordinates of the samples are uniformly distributed in the location
area by grid division, and the distance between each samples is 0.593 m. The total number of the
samples prepared for database construction is 72, and 13 test points are used for target point estimation.

4.1. Analysis of the Two-Level RPs Matching Method

According to Section 3.3, more subsets in the positioning database partitioned means more
online positioning efficient improvement by two-level RPs matching method. However, the
same as the coordinate space partition method, when the subsets reaches a certain number,
distinguishing between sub-databases partitioned by feature clustering partition method is no longer
obvious. Then, the adjacent RPs may be divided into different sub-databases, which will cause RP
matching error.

To investigate the effect of the division number on location accuracy, we explored the localization
results with division number from 1 to 6, where 1 means the the matching process without partition,
that is, global linear matching localization.

As shown in Figure 6, when division number increased from 2 to 4, positioning accuracy slightly
improved compared with global linear matching. That is mainly because, according to the clustering
results, the outlier points with large measurement errors in the sub-database can be eliminated by
outlier test method. However, when the number of sub-databases increased to 5, the localization result
began to deteriorate significantly. Moreover, when the division number increased to 6, the average error
exceeded 0.18 m, while the maximum error reached 0.2780 m and 61.5% of the test point positioning
accuracy could not meet the 0.20 m positioning requirements.

Figure 6. The effect of sub-database number on positioning.
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To compare the positioning effect between the coordinate space partition method and feature
clustering partition method, the average matching amount, matching time and the average positioning
error were considered when the division number is 4. As shown in Table 1, the average matching
amount and average matching time of the two different partition methods in the RPs matching process
are basically the same, and their online positioning efficiencies greatly improved compared with the
global linear matching method. Among them, the feature clustering partition method can reduce the
average matching amount and the average matching time to 30.13% and 29.89% of the global linear
matching method, respectively, while the coordinate space partition method was 30.97% and 30.13%.
In comparison to the positioning accuracy, the positioning error of 0.0813 m based on feature clustering
partition method is significantly superior to the 0.1214 m based on the coordinate partitioning partition
method, and the positioning accuracy is improved by 13.97% compared with the traditional linear
matching method.

Table 1. Comparison of the influence on positioning effect between database partition methods. A-amount,
average matching amount; A-time, average matching time; A-error, average positioning error.

Cases A-Amount A-Time (s) A-Error (m)

No partition 72 0.0271 0.0945
Coordinate partition 22.3 0.0084 0.1214

Cluster analysis partition 21.7 0.0081 0.0813

4.2. Analysis of the Iterative Interpolation Method

In this work, four adjacent RPs selected by the global linear matching method are used for target
location estimation. In the process of virtual RPs generation, the maximum number of iterations
is set as Tmax = 10. In addition, when the difference between the results of two adjacent iterations
interpolation positioning process is less than ε = 0.0001 m, the iteration process will end.

The global positioning results by examining the average error and maximum error of the
positioning results of 13 test points has been evaluated. As shown in Figure 7, the iterative interpolation
method can reduce the average error from 0.0945 m to 0.0406 m, and the maximum error from 0.2290 m
to 0.0818 m. In the process of iterative interpolation, the effect of location accuracy improvement is
obvious in the first six iterations. However, along with the iterative process and the improvement of
positioning accuracy, the effect is gradually weakened. The same phenomenon also occurred at the
maximum error.

Figure 7. The changes of mean error and maximum error of location estimation according with the
iterate interpolation process.
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As Table 2 shows, 6 cases were considered to compare the positioning effect of different
interpolation methods. The maximum errors and average errors were selected as the evaluation
indicators. For iterative interpolation methods, the V-RPs is defined as the average value of the virtual
RPs generated during the localization process of the test points.

Table 2. The location results comparison of different fingerprinting acoustic localization methods. I-RPs,
initial RPs; V-RPs, virtual RPs; M-error, maximum positioning error; A-error, average positioning error.

Cases Total RPs I-RPs V-RPs M-Error (m) A-Error (m)

No interpolation 20 20 0 0.4505 0.2385
72 72 0 0.2290 0.0945

Global interpolation 255 20 235 0.1656 0.0772
255 72 183 0.1330 0.0534

Iterative interpolation 48.9 20 28.9 0.1773 0.0791
91.2 72 19.2 0.1542 0.0652

According to Table 2, in the fingerprinting acoustic localization process without interpolation,
72 RPs can provide apparently higher accuracy than the one with 20 RPs. The results confirmed the
viewpoint that improving RPs density can directly improve the positioning accuracy.

In the cases of global interpolation method, the interpolation method can make further
improvement for the positioning accuracy. On the other side, the initial RPs ratio can also affect
the location results. That is, when the total RPs of the acoustic localization process based on global
interpolation method are the same, more initial RPs means better positioning accuracy, but the influence
of initial RPs ratio is weaker than the number of the total RPs.

In the case of iterative interpolation method, it is easy to see that iterative interpolation method
needs only 12.3% virtual RPs of the global interpolation method for similar precise location results
when the number of initial RPs is 20. When the number of initial RPs is 72, iterative interpolation
method needs only 10.5% virtual RPs of the global interpolation method for a slightly less precise
positioning results.

4.3. Analysis of the Novel Method

The fingerprinting acoustic localization approach based on iterative interpolation and cluster
analysis is presented in this work. The positioning database consisting of 72 initial RPs is divided into
four sub-databases by K-Means clustering algorithm, and four adjacent RPs selected by the two-stage
matching method are used for 13 test point’s location estimation based on iterative interpolation.

As Figure 8 shows, all of the estimated positions of the 13 target points obtained good concordance
with the true positions. Meanwhile, the interpolation process at most target points ended in five
iterations. Take Test Point 3, for instance: the location error decreased during iterative interpolation
process and ended at the seventh iteration.

To analyze the influence at different test points, the position accuracy comparison of the novel
method and the original method were taken on each test point. As Figure 9 shows, the novel method
brought significant improvement of positioning accuracy for 11 of the 13 test points. In the novel
method, the errors of Test Points 3, 7, 9, 11 and 12 decreased more than 50% from the original location
method. However, Test Points 2, 4, 5, 6, 10 and 13 were not sensitive to interpolation process because
they already had relatively high positioning accuracy. It must to be pointed out that the location
results of Test Points 1 and 8 got worse and result in no apparent improvement in maximum error.
That is because these points were located at the boundary of two sub-databases, and their adjacent
RPs were assigned to different clusters by feature clustering partition method. The causes of location
error are complex and varied; to further decrease the location error, improvements of other links in
fingerprinting acoustic localization process are also needed.
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Figure 8. The positioning results of the fingerprinting acoustic localization based on iterative
interpolation method. The green, pink, blue and yellow dots are the RPs clustered to different clusters,
red dots denote the test points, and the black dots are the estimation results of each interpolation.

Figure 9. The positioning results comparison of the acoustic localization without interpolation process
and acoustic localization base on iterative interpolation process.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the iterative interpolation method and cluster analysis method has been presented for
improving the positioning efficiency of indoor fingerprinting acoustic localization. In the fingerprinting
acoustic localization process, the calibration efforts in offline phase can be reduced due to the sparse
sampling treatment, and the satisfactory positioning accuracy can be guaranteed by virtual RPs
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generated by the iterative interpolation method. Meanwhile, the K-Means cluster analysis method
was adopted for database partition, and a two-level RPs matching method was used to speeding up
the online positioning phase. The results show that the fingerprinting acoustic localization method
can achieve satisfactory accuracy with few initial RPs sampling in offline phase and a more rapid RPs
matching process in online phase by iterative interpolation and cluster analysis. As future works,
an extension of the clustering method to reduce the location results deterioration of the frontier points
and various types of complex tasks for further verification of the novel method are being considered .
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Abstract: In the acoustics of human voice, an important role is reserved for the study of larynx movements.
One of the most important aspects of the physical behavior of the larynx is the proper description and
simulation of swallowing and singing register changes, which require complex laryngeal manoeuvres.
In order to describe (and solve, in some cases) these actions, it is fundamental to analyze the accurate
synchronization of vocal fold adduction/abduction and the change of the larynx position. In the case
of dysfunction, which often occurs for professional singers, this synchronization can be disturbed.
The simultaneous assessment of glottal dynamics (typically electroglottograph, EGG signal) and larynx
position might be useful for the diagnosis of disordered voice and swallowing. Currently, it is very difficult
to instantaneously gather this information because of technology problems. In this work, we implemented
a time-multiplex measurement approach of space-resolved transfer impedances through the larynx
(Multi-Channel electroglottograph MC-EGG). For this purpose, we developed specific software (Labview
code) for the visualization of the main waveforms in the study of the EGG signals. Moreover, the data
acquired by the Labview code have been used to create a theoretical algorithm for deriving the position of
the larynx inside the neck. Finally, we verified the results of the algorithm for the 3D larynx movement by
comparing the data acquired with the values described in the literature. The paths of the larynx and the
displacement on the sagittal and transverse plans matched the ones known for the emission of low/high
notes and for swallowing. Besides, we have introduced the possibility to study the movement on the
coronal (x) plan (so far, unexplored), which might be a starting point for further analysis.

Keywords: voice generation; multichannel electroglottograph; larynx acoustics

1. Introduction

The study of musical acoustics includes several aspects about the physics of musical instruments,
and the main purpose consists of describing their sound [1], including the development of new physical
parameters [2]. One of the most important applications of these studies is to emulate their sound by
means of the proper description of their behavior, by means of convolution between the music piece
played by the musician and impulse responses of the instrument [3]. However, sound production in
humans is a complex process depending on different singing styles, which involves several anatomic
structures [4]. This process is responsible for the generation of formant frequencies [5]. For these
reasons, it is necessary to properly describe their movements, also including nonlinear aspects, in order
to emulate nonlinearities using novel approaches [6,7]. Considering these aspects, it would be feasible
to obtain a proper reconstruction of the diffuseness of musical signals for subjective evaluations [8].

Nevertheless, the interest in the description and modelling of the phonetic act includes researchers
working in medicine and singing teaching. This interest has grown in the last few years and is
continuing to grow even more.
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Scientific studies of the human voice started with Helmholtz, who gave a detailed explanation
of this phenomenon in 1863, describing that the voice is produced by a steady flow of air from the
lungs, segmented at the laryngeal level into a series of air puffs at a fundamental frequency (f0) that
generates higher harmonics in the cavity of the upper airway. The supra-laryngeal cavity plays the
role of a resonator, only filtering some frequencies, and finally the mouth and nose cavities modify the
air flux, generating sound [9].

Mechanically, the phenomenon can be compared with the pression provoked by a piston. The air
pressure forces the vocal folds to open. As the suction produced by the drop in pressure in the region
of the folds plus static tissue forces begins to counterbalance the subglottic pressure in the region of the
lungs, the folds begin to move inward, and the narrowing channel causes an increase in suction until
the folds snap shut. Once the vocal fold cycle is completed, the folds return to the starting position.

Complex laryngeal manoeuvres occur during swallowing and singing register changes.
These actions require an accurate synchronization of vocal fold adduction or abduction and the
change of the larynx position. The simultaneous assessment of glottal dynamics and larynx position
could be beneficial for several reasons: it might be an important instrument for the diagnosis of
disordered voice or speech production and swallowing, it might be useful in the research of effective
correlations between the control of the speech frequency f0 and the position of the larynx, and it
can also be an instrument for the mechanic evaluation of singing techniques. Currently, the existing
tools normally available do not allow this simultaneous assessment because of their features (e.g.,
the incompatibility between MRI and other electric devices) or low resolution (e.g., CT).

For the aforementioned reasons, there is interest in a device which might be capable of making both
the measurements at the same time. This is the reason why a prototype of MC-EGG (Multi-Channel
Electroglottograph) was realized. This new device differs from a standard EGG in that more electrodes
are rapidly switched to give information about the larynx position inside the neck [10].

2. Multi-Channel Electroglottograph

There are several different devices that might be used for the evaluation of the glottal dynamic.
One of the most important is the EGG, which was utilized in this research [11].

This device evaluates the TEC (Transverse Electrical Conductance) between two electrodes placed
on the sides of the neck. The first electrode sends a low intensity-high frequency current stimulus that
is received by the second electrode.

The typical EGG signal appears as in Figure 1; the maximum conductance is at the maximum
contact point of vocal folds and the minimum is at the maximum opening point. A standard EGG
has two electrodes (one sender and one receiver), while the MC-EGG uses two six-electrode arrays
(Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 1. Phases of the idealized EGG waveform related to the vibratory cycle of the folds: 1: closing
phase; 2: maximum contact; 3 opening phase; 4: open, no contact.
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Figure 2. A standard EGG.

Figure 3. An example of MC-EGG, used for the experiments.

For each electrode’s switch in the transmitter array, we have a fast switch of all the electrodes
on the receiving array (every 25 ms). In this way, we could obtain all the 36 possible paths of current
inside the neck [10]. In other words, by using an MC-EGG, it is possible to simultaneously obtain
much more information if compared with a normal EGG. In this way, the resolution of the possible
movements of the larynges increases. Further information about the behavior of the MC-EGG could
be found in [10].
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3. Methodologies

In order to describe the laryngeal manoeuvres, it was very important to focus on acquiring,
visualizing, and saving data on a computer from the MC-EGG. Moreover, an algorithm for the
evaluation of the larynx position inside the neck has been developed.

For the acquisition, we used a DAQ 6035E, 38.5 kHz, and we developed a Labview (National
Instrument) tool to interface the device with a laptop. This tool included a user interface (Front Panel)
and a code interface (Block Diagram), following the numerical description of the phenomenon [12].

The Front Panel tool consisted of a macro-box with three folders (Figure 4): the first was used for
the electrodes’ positioning; the second, called the EGG, was developed to acquire data and to evaluate
the larynx position inside the neck. The same box also includes a graph that shows the real-time
dynamic of one channel (user defined), which represents the TEC variation in time (the typical EGG
signal that evaluates the glottal dynamic).

Figure 4. Labview Main Panel for acquiring data: EGG page.

The second folder included another box that allowed the user to set the simulation time or to
manually stop it.

The third (last) folder, called “Setting”, enclosed all the settable parameters. The acquired-data
matrix is also visualized in that folder. This might be saved as a text file, which is useful for a Matlab
post-processing, in a spreadsheet (.xls) file, or both [13].

The output matrix contained 36 columns, with each one representing a possible current path inside
the neck between a sender and a receiver electrode: the number of rows depends on the simulation
time. The algorithm for the evaluation of the larynx position has been developed in a “light” version,
in terms of computational cost, in order to work online with Labview. In Matlab, the algorithm is
more complex and more precise because it might work offline. The EGG signal consists of an AM
(Amplitude Modulated) signal; its value is bigger when the current flows through the vocal folds’
plane. On the other hand, it becomes smaller if that plane is partially crossed or not crossed at all.
We approximated the field between two electrodes as a cylindrical shape. Therefore, we used the
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information given by the EGG signal to obtain information about the distance between the axis of each
cylinder and the vocal folds’ plane.

When the distance between electrodes is known, we can calculate all the 36 possible cylinders
representing the 36 current paths (Figure 5).

The mathematical equation that should be solved for each cylinder is:

(X − Xi0)
2 + (Y − Yi0)

2 + (Z − Zi0)
2 − [(X − Xi0)vijy + (Y − Yi0)vijy + (Z − Zi0)vijy

]2 − Rij
2 = Cij (1)

where i = 1, . . . ,6 is the index for the sending electrodes; j = 1, . . . ,6 is for the receiver ones; and X, Y,
Z represents the larynx position coordinates, which start from position (Xi0, Yi0, Zi0). They should
potentially assume any value inside the volume mapped by the two electrodes’ arrays.

In Formula (1), C represents the “cost function”. Therefore, for each set of X, Y, Z, we could
obtain 36 possible cost functions. The sum of the cost function for all 36 paths will give the global cost
function. The most probable point where the larynx is located is obtained by minimizing the global
cost function, by varying the X, Y, Z sets.

Figure 5. Cylindrical field between two electrodes.

Since in a volume we could localize infinite values for X, Y, and Z, it was necessary to
divide them into finite elements in each direction, otherwise the problem could not be solved in
a continuous medium.

In order to obtain a finite number of values for X, Y, and Z in a specific volume, we have divided
the global volume through three grids on the main axis, evaluating only the intersection points.
Nevertheless, even in this case, we would have had an excessive number of points, aiming to reach a
good spatial resolution (i.e., millimeters). Figure 6 reports the position of MC-EGG for humans.
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Figure 6. Application of MC-EGG on humans.

This problem has been solved using the EGG values, acquired at the beginning of each measure
cycle, to restrict the number of possible values.

In order to reduce the number of tested points, we introduced two logic trees, one for the Y
coordinates and the other one for the Z coordinates. These trees exclude, by logical operation of the
36 EGG signal, the zones of the mapped volume that could not be interested by the position of the
larynx; in this way, we reduced the number of tested points. The full algorithm has been implemented
in Matlab to obtain an accurate solution.

The lateral displacement of the larynx (on the X axis) has never been studied and there is no
literature material about it; nevertheless, this algorithm gives the user the possibility to also set a
displacement range on the X axis.

The Labview code worked online and the implementation of the whole algorithm was not possible;
for this reason, we built another, lighter algorithm, that uses just the two logic trees to define a range of
possible values on Y and Z. This algorithm considered the midpoint as the most probable point for the
larynx position.

4. Comparison between Software and Experiments

The new developed software has been tested by studying the larynx displacement during two
well-known vocal acts: the alternate emission of the vowel/a, first with a low note and then with a
high note; and swallowing.

In order to guarantee a correct synchronization between the physical (measured) signal and
the acquisition (samples acquired), the acquisition chain in Labview should be set to read data in
Finite Mode. The sampling rate that allows the best synchronization was estimated to be around
38.5 kHz: using this sampling rate, we could acquire 36 samples every 3.5 ms. It is also important to
remember that the EGG signals are normally studied during the emission of a low note characterized
by a fundamental frequency of f 0 ≈ 100 Hz. It is also important to note that during the alternate
emission of a low and high note, the larynx has a marked displacement, in the range between 18 and
22 mm [14].

Moreover, the high level of background noise caused some difficulties of accuracy during the
acquisition of the experimental data, since the EGG signal has a magnitude of around 1 mV, which is
comparable with the background noise. However, this background noise, which represents the main
issue during these experiments with an EGG device, is often discussed in scientific literature [14,15].
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In order to reduce the background noise, the first attempt consisted of using a proper contact gel
which could increase the ECC signal, improving the contact between the electrode and the skin surface.
The second attempt consisted of using a higher voltage range, which was in the order of tens of mV.

The two codes were initially tested using the Labview code, and then the Matlab code. As expected,
Labview allowed us to visualize the larynx in a downward position during the emission of the low
note and an upward displacement during the emission of the same note at a higher frequency. There is
no back-forward displacement of the larynx during this phonetic act. The range of displacement was
0 mm on the sagittal plane and 18.2 mm on the vertical plane, as described in scientific literature [15].

The data acquired by the Labview code was processed with the Matlab algorithm. In this way,
the larynx movement was graphically visualized. The resulting movement was similar to the Labview
one, and the resulting displacement was 0 mm for the sagittal plane and 18.4 mm for the vertical one.
Besides the graphs, a video of the displacement was also obtained. Figure 7 reports some frames of
the video.

  

Figure 7. Frames from the created Matlab movie for the larynx movement.

During swallowing, the path of the larynx inside the neck is more complex; the larynx responds
to this act by rising up in the first moment to push down the bolus, the epiglottis then moves backward
to avoid the bolus penetration into the respiratory airways and, when the bolus is passed, the larynx
returns to the original position.

The results obtained from the evaluation made through Labview and Matlab confirmed this
path [13]. We recorded a 19.7 mm vertical displacement (both in Labview and Matlab), while the
sagittal movement was 16.65 mm with Labview and 16.75 mm in Matlab. All these values are inside
the range described by scientific literature [15]. Figure 8 reports the swallowing displacement as
elaborated by Matlab.
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Figure 8. Trajectory of the larynx evaluated by the Matlab code for swallowing.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this work was to develop a tool able to visualize the glottal dynamic and the
displacement of the larynx inside the neck during phonetic acts. This task was possible to achieve
by means of fast EGG data acquisition, properly designed and configured, and by means of the
development of a specific algorithm to process the data acquired.

The Matlab code also allowed us to study the larynx displacement on the coronal plane. Currently,
there is not enough knowledge about this kind of movement and this research could be a starting point
for further analysis.

Moreover, there is the prospective to extend the potentiality of the numerical code for exploiting
the number of electrodes. In this way, it might be possible to study the behavior of the ventricular
(or false) vocal folds. These are not exactly vocal folds, because they have different tissues and do
not display muscular activity. The false vocal folds are not usually used in the normal phonation,
but could be used for some kinds of singing styles, and they take the place of the true vocal folds in
some voice diseases. So far, the ventricular (false) vocal folds have been less investigated, but the
interest in them is growing. This research could contribute to, for example, detecting voice disorders
in a non-invasive way.
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Abstract: Enhancing speech captured by distant microphones is a challenging task. In this study,
we investigate the multichannel signal properties of the single acoustic vector sensor (AVS) to obtain
the inter-sensor data ratio (ISDR) model in the time-frequency (TF) domain. Then, the monotone
functions describing the relationship between the ISDRs and the direction of arrival (DOA) of the
target speaker are derived. For the target speech enhancement (SE) task, the DOA of the target speaker
is given, and the ISDRs are calculated. Hence, the TF components dominated by the target speech are
extracted with high probability using the established monotone functions, and then, a nonlinear soft
mask of the target speech is generated. As a result, a masking-based speech enhancement method is
developed, which is termed the AVS-SMASK method. Extensive experiments with simulated data
and recorded data have been carried out to validate the effectiveness of our proposed AVS-SMASK
method in terms of suppressing spatial speech interferences and reducing the adverse impact of the
additive background noise while maintaining less speech distortion. Moreover, our AVS-SMASK
method is computationally inexpensive, and the AVS is of a small physical size. These merits are
favorable to many applications, such as robot auditory systems.

Keywords: Direction of Arrival (DOA); time-frequency (TF) mask; speech sparsity; speech enhancement
(SE); acoustic vector sensor (AVS); intelligent service robot

1. Introduction

With the development of information technology, intelligent service robots will play an important
role in smart home systems. Auditory perception is one of the key technologies of intelligent service
robots [1]. Research has shown that special attention is currently being given to human–robot
interaction [2], and especially speech interaction in particular [3,4]. It is clear that service robots
are always working in noisy environments, and there are possible directional spatial interferences
such as the competing speakers located in different locations, air conditioners, and so on. As a
result, additive background noise and spatial interferences significantly deteriorate the quality and
intelligibility of the target speech, and speech enhancement (SE) is considered the most important
preprocessing technique for speech applications such as automatic speech recognition [5].

Single-channel SE and two-channel SE techniques have been studied for a long time,
while practical applications have a number of constraints, such as limited physical space for installing
large-sized microphones. The well-known single channel SE methods, including spectral subtraction,
Wiener filtering, and their variations, are successful for suppressing additive background noise,
but they are not able to suppress spatial interferences effectively [6]. Besides, mask-based SE methods
have predominantly been applied in many SE and speech separation applications [7]. The key idea
behind mask-based SE methods is to estimate a spectrographic binary or soft mask to suppress the
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unwanted spectrogram components [7–11]. For binary mask-based SE methods, the spectrographic
masks are “hard binary masks” where a spectral component is either set to 1 for the target speech
component or set to 0 for the non-target speech component. Experimental results have shown that
the performance of binary mask SE methods degrades with the decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and the masked spectral may cause the loss of speech components due to the harsh black or
white binary conditions [7,8]. To overcome this disadvantage, the soft mask-based SE methods have
been developed [8]. In soft mask-based SE methods, each time-frequency component is assigned a
probability linked to the target speech. Compared to the binary mask SE methods, the soft-mask SE
methods have shown better capability to suppress the noise with the aid of some priori information.
However, the priori information may vary with time, and obtaining the priori information is not an
easy task.

By further analyzing the mask-based SE algorithms, we have the following observations. (1) It is
a challenging task to estimate a good binary spectrographic mask. When noise and competing
speakers (speech interferences) exist, the speech enhanced by the estimated mask often suffers from the
phenomenon of “musical noise”. (2) The direction of arrival (DOA) of the target speech is considered
as a known parameter for the target SE task. (3) A binaural microphone and an acoustic vector sensor
(AVS) are considered as the most attractive front ends for speech applications due to their small
physical size. For the AVS, its physical size is about 1–2 cm3 and AVS also has the merits such as signal
time alignment and a trigonometric relationship of signal amplitudes [12–16]. A high-resolution DOA
estimation algorithm with a single AVS has been proposed by our team [12–16]. Some effort has also
been made for the target SE task with one or two AVS sensors [17–21]. For example, with the minimum
variance distortionless response (MVDR) criterion, Lockwood et al. developed a beamforming method
using the AVS [17]. Their experimental results showed that their proposed algorithm achieves good
performance for suppressing noise, but brings certain distortion of the target speech.

As discussed above, in this study, we focus on developing the target speech enhancement
algorithm with a single AVS from a new technical perspective in which both the ambient noise and
non-target spatial speech interferences can be suppressed effectively and simultaneously. The problem
formulation is presented in Section 2. Section 3 shows the derivation of the proposed SE algorithm.
The experimental results are given in Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation

In this section, the sparsity of speech in the time-frequency (TF) domain is discussed first. Then,
the AVS data model and the corresponding inter-sensor data ratio (ISDR) models are presented for
completeness, which was developed by our team in a previous work [13]. After that, the derivation
of monotone functions between ISDRs and the DOA is given. Finally, the nonlinear soft TF mask
estimation algorithm is derived specifically.

2.1. Time-Frequency Sparsity of Speech

In the research of speech signal processing, the TF sparsity of speech is a widely accepted
assumption. More specifically, when there is more than one speaker in the same spatial space,
the speech TF sparsity implies the following [5]. (1) It is likely that only one speaker is active during
certain time slots. (2) For the same time slot, if more than one speaker is active, it is probable that
the different TF points are dominated by different speakers. Hence, the TF sparsity of speech can be
modeled as:

Sm(τ, ω)Sn(τ, ω) = 0, m �= n (1)

where Sm(τ,ω) and Sn(τ,ω) are the speech spectral at (τ,ω) for the mth speaker and nth speaker,
respectively. (3) In practice, at a specific TF point (τ,ω), it is most probably true that only one
speech source with the highest energy dominates, and the contributions from the other sources can
be negligible.
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2.2. AVS Data Model

An AVS unit generally consists of J co-located constituent sensors, including one omnidirectional
sensor (denoted as o-sensor) and J-1 orthogonally oriented directional sensors. Figure 1 shows the data
capture setup with a single AVS. It is noted that the left bottom plot in Figure 1 shows a 3D-AVS unit
implemented by our team, which consists of one o-sensor with three orthogonally oriented directional
sensors depicted as the u-sensor, v-sensor, and w-sensor, respectively. In theory, the directional
response of the oriented directional sensor has dipole characteristics, as shown in Figure 2a, while the
omnidirectional sensor has the same response in all of the directions, as shown in Figure 2b. In this
study, one target speaker is considered. As shown in Figure 1, the target speech S(t) is impinging from
(θs,φs) meanwhile, interference Si(t) are impinging from (θj,φj), where φs, φi ε (0◦,360◦) are the azimuth
angles, and θs, θi ε (0◦,180◦) are the elevation angles.

Figure 1. Illustration of a single acoustic vector sensor (AVS) for data capturing.

Figure 2. (a) The directional response of oriented directional sensor; (b) The directional response of
omnidirectional sensor.
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For simplifying the derivation, without considering room reverberation, the received data of the
AVS can be modeled as [13]:

xavs(t) = a(θs, φs)s(t) +
Mi

∑
i=1

a(θi, φi)si(t) + navs(t) (2)

where xavs(t), navs(t) and a(θs,φs) are defined respectively as:

xavs(t) = [xu(t), xv(t), xw(t), xo(t)] (3)

navs(t) = [nu(t), nv(t), nw(t), no(t)] (4)

a(θs, φs) = [us, vs, ws, 1]T = [sin θs cos φs, sin θs sin φs, cos θs, 1]T (5)

a(θi, φi) = [ui, vi, wi, 1]T = [sin θi cos φi, sin θi sin φi, cos θi, 1]T (6)

In Equation (3), xu(t), xv(t), xw(t), xo(t) are the received data of the u-sensor, v-sensor, w-sensor,
and o-sensor, respectively; nu(t), nv(t), nw(t), no(t) are assumed as the additive zero-mean white
Gaussian noise captured at the u-sensor, v-sensor, w-sensor, and o-sensor, respectively; s(t) is the target
speech; si(t) are the ith interfering speech; the number of interferences is Mi; a(θs,φs) and a(θj,φj) are
the steering vectors of s(t) and si(t), respectively. [.]T denotes the vector/matrix transposition.

From the AVS data model given in Equation (2), taking the short-time Fourier transform (STFT),
for a specific TF point (τ,ω), we have:

Xavs(τ, ω) = a(θs, φs)S(τ, ω) +
Mi

∑
i=1

a(θi, φi)Si(τ, ω) + Navs(τ, ω) (7)

where Xavs(τ,ω) = [Xu(τ,ω), Xv(τ,ω), Xw(τ,ω), Xo(τ,ω)]T; Xu(τ,ω), Xv(τ,ω), Xw(τ,ω), and Xo(τ,ω)
are the STFT of xu(t), xv(t), xw(t), and xo(t), respectively. Meanwhile, Navs(τ,ω) = [Nu(τ,ω), Nv(τ,ω),
Nw(τ,ω), No(τ,ω)]T; Nu(τ,ω), Nv(τ,ω), Nw(τ,ω), and No(τ,ω) are the STFT of nu(t), nv(t), nw(t), and no(t),
respectively. Since the target speech spectral is S(τ,ω), let us define a quantity as follows:

Ntotal(τ, ω) =
Mi

∑
i=1

a(θi, φi)Si(τ, ω) + Navs(τ, ω) (8)

where we define Ntotal(τ,ω) = [Ntu(τ,ω), Ntv(τ,ω), Ntw(τ,ω), Nto(τ,ω)]T to represent the mixture of the
interferences and additive noise. Therefore, from Equations (7) and (8), we have the following expressions:

Xu(τ, ω) = usS(τ, ω) + Ntu(τ, ω) (9)

Xv(τ, ω) = vsS(τ, ω) + Ntv(τ, ω) (10)

Xw(τ, ω) = wsS(τ, ω) + Ntw(τ, ω) (11)

Xo(τ, ω) = S(τ, ω) + Nto(τ, ω) (12)

In this study, we make the following assumptions. (1) s(t) and si(t) are uncorrelated and are
considered as far-field speech sources; (2) nu(t), nv(t), nw(t) and no(t) are uncorrelated. (3) The DOA of
the target speaker is given as (θs,φs); the task of target speech enhancement is essentially to estimate
S(τ,ω) from Xavs(τ,ω).
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2.3. Monotone Functions between ISDRs and the DOA

Definition and some discussions on the inter-sensor data ratio (ISDR) of the AVS are presented in
our previous work [13]. In this subsection, we briefly introduce the definition of ISDR first, and then
present the derivation of the monotone functions between the ISDRs and the DOA of the target speaker.

The ISDRs between each channel of the AVS are defined as:

Iij(τ, ω) = Xi(τ, ω)/Xj(τ, ω) where (i �= j) (13)

where i and j are the channel index, which refers to u, v, w, and o, respectively. Obviously, there are
12 different computable ISDRs, which are shown in Table 1. In the following context, we carefully
evaluate Iij, and it is clear that only three ISDRs (Iuv, Ivu and Iwo) hold the approximate monotone
function between ISDR and the DOA of the target speaker.

Table 1. Twelve computable inter-sensor data ratios (ISDRs).

Sensor u v w o

u NULL Ivu Iwu Iou
v Iuv NULL Iwv Iov
w Iuw Ivw NULL Iow
o Iuo Ivo Iwo NULL

According to the definition of ISDRs given in Equation (13), we look at Iuv, Ivu and Iwo first.
Specifically, we have:

Iuv(τ, ω) = Xu(τ, ω)/Xv(τ, ω) (14)

Ivu(τ, ω) = Xv(τ, ω)/Xu(τ, ω) (15)

Iwo(τ, ω) = Xw(τ, ω)/Xo(τ, ω) (16)

Substituting Equations (9) and (10) into Equation (14) gives:

Iuv(τ, ω) =
usS(τ, ω) + Ntu(τ, ω)

vsS(τ, ω) + Ntv(τ, ω)
=

us + Ntu(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)

vs + Ntv(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)
=

us + εtus(τ, ω)

vs + εtvs(τ, ω)
(17)

where εtus(τ,ω) = Ntu(τ,ω)/S(τ,ω), and εtvs(τ,ω) = Ntv(τ,ω)/S(τ,ω).
Similarly, we get Iuw and Iwo:

Ivu(τ, ω) =
vsS(τ, ω) + Ntv(τ, ω)

usS(τ, ω) + Ntu(τ, ω)
=

vs + Ntv(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)

us + Ntu(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)
=

vs + εtvs(τ, ω)

us + εtus(τ, ω)
(18)

Iwo(τ, ω) =
wsS(τ, ω) + Ntw(τ, ω)

S(τ, ω) + Nto(τ, ω)
=

ws + Ntw(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)

1 + Nto(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)
=

ws + εtws(τ, ω)

1 + εtos(τ, ω)
(19)

In Equation (19), εtws(τ,ω) = Ntw(τ,ω)/S(τ,ω) and εtos(τ,ω) = Nto(τ,ω)/S (τ,ω).
Based on the assumption of TF sparsity of speech shown in Section 2.1, we can see that if the TF

points (τ,ω) are dominated by the target speech from (θs,φs), the energy of the target speech is high,
and the value of εtus(τ,ω), εtvs(τ,ω), εtws(τ,ω) and εtos(τ,ω) tends to be small. Then, Equations (17)–(19)
can be accordingly approximated as:

Iuv(τ, ω) ≈ us/vs + ε1(τ, ω) (20)

Ivu(τ, ω) ≈ vs/us + ε2(τ, ω) (21)

Iwo(τ, ω) ≈ ws + ε3(τ, ω) (22)
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where ε1, ε2, and ε3 can be viewed as the ISDR modeling error with zero-mean introduced by
interferences and background noise. Moreover, εi(τ,ω) (i = 1, 2, 3) is inversely proportion to the
local SNR at (τ,ω).

Furthermore, from Equation (5), we have us = sinθs·cosφs, vs = sinθs·sinφs and ws = cosθs. Then,
substituting Equation (5) into Equations (20)–(22), we obtain the following equations:

Iuv(τ, ω) ≈ sin θs cos φs

sin θs sin φs
+ ε1(τ, ω) = cot φs + ε1(τ, ω) (23)

Ivu(τ, ω) ≈ sin θs sin φs

sin θs cos φs
+ ε2(τ, ω) = tan(φs) + ε2(τ, ω) (24)

Iwo(τ, ω) ≈ ws + ε3(τ, ω) = cos(θs) + ε3(τ, ω) (25)

From Equations (23)–(25), it is desired to see that the approximate monotone functions between
Iuv, Ivu, and Iwo and the DOA (θs or φs) of the target speaker have been obtained since arccot, arctan,
and arccos functions are all monotone functions.

However, except for Iuv, Ivu, and Iwo, other ISDRs do not hold such a property. Let’s take Iuw as an
example. From the definition in Equation (13), we can get:

Iuw(τ, ω) =
usS(τ, ω) + Ntu(τ, ω)

wsS(τ, ω) + Ntw(τ, ω)
=

us + Ntu(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)

ws + Ntw(τ, ω)/S(τ, ω)
=

us + εtus(τ, ω)

ws + εtws(τ, ω)
=

us

ws
+ ε4(τ, ω) (26)

where ε4 can be viewed as the ISDR modeling error with zero-mean introduced by unwanted noise.
Obviously, Equation (26) is valid when ws is not equal to zero. Substituting Equation (5) into
Equation (26) yields:

Iuw(τ, ω) ≈ sin θs cos φs

cos θs
+ ε4(τ, ω) = tan θs cos φs + ε4(τ, ω) (27)

From Equation (27), we can see that Iuw is a function of both θs and φs.
In summary, after analyzing all of the ISDRs, we find that the desired monotone functions

between ISDRs and θs or φs, which are given in Equations (23)–(25), respectively. It is noted that
Equations (23)–(25) are derived conditioned by assuming vs, us, and ws are not equal to zero. Therefore,
we need to find out where vs, us, and ws are equal to zero. For presentation clarity, let’s define an ISDR
vector Iisdr = [Iuv, Ivu, Iwo].

From Equation (5), it is clear that when the target speaker is at angles of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦,
one of vs, us, and ws becomes zero, and it means that Iisdr is not fully available. Specifically, we need to
consider the following cases:

Case 1: the elevation angle θs is about 0◦ or 180◦. In this case, us = sinθs·cosφs and vs = sinθs·sinφs

are close to zero. Then, the denominator in Equations (20) and (21) is equal to zero, and we cannot
obtain Iuv and Ivu, but we can get Iwo.

Case 2: θs is away from 0◦ or 180◦. In this condition, we need to look at φs carefully.

(1) φs is about 0◦ or 180◦. Then, vs = sinθssinφs is close to zero, and the denominator in Equation (20)
is equal to zero, which leads to Iuv being invalid. In this case, we can compute Ivu and Iwo properly.

(2) φs is about 90◦ or 270◦. Then, us = sinθs·cosφs is close to zero, and the denominator in Equation (21)
is equal to zero, which leads to Ivu being invalid. In this case, we can obtain Iuv and Iwo properly.

(3) φs is away from 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦, we can obtain all of the Iuv, Ivu and Iwo values properly.

To visualize the discussions above, a decision tree of handling the special angles in computing
Iisdr is plotted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The decision tree of handling the special angles in computing Iisdr.

When Iisdr = [Iuv, Ivu, Iwo] has been computed properly, with simple manipulation from
Equations (23)–(25), we get:

φs(τ, ω) = arccot(Iuv(τ, ω)− ε1(τ, ω)) (28)

φs(τ, ω) = arctan(Ivu(τ, ω)− ε2(τ, ω)) (29)

θs(τ, ω) = arccos(Iwo(τ, ω)− ε3(τ, ω)) (30)

From Equations (28)–(30), we can see that arccot, arctan, and arccos functions are all monotone
functions, which are what we expected. Besides, we also note that (θs,φs) is given, and Iuv, Ivu and
Iwo can be computed by Equations (14)–(16). However, ε1, ε2, and ε3 are unknown, which reflect the
impact of noise and interferences. According to the assumptions made in Section 2.1, if we are able
to select the TF components (θs,φs) dominated by the target speech, and the local SNR at this (τ,ω) is
high, then ε1, ε2, and ε3 can be ignored, since they will have values approaching zero at these (τ,ω)
points. In such conditions, we obtain the desired formulas to compute (θs,φs):

φs(τ, ω) ≈ arccot(Iuv(τ, ω)), φs(τ, ω) ≈ arctan(Ivu(τ, ω))andθs(τ, ω) ≈ arccos(Iwo(τ, ω)) (31)

2.4. Nonlinear Soft Time-Frequency (TF) Mask Estimation

As discussed above, Equation (31) is valid when the (τ,ω) points are dominated by target speech
with high local SNR. Besides, we have three equations to solve two variables, θs and φs. In this study,
from Equation (31), we estimate θs and φs in the following way:

φ̂s1(τ, ω) = arccotIuv(τ, ω) + Δη1 (32)

φ̂s2(τ, ω) = arctanIvu(τ, ω) + Δη2 (33)

φ̂s(τ, ω) = mean(φ̂s1, φ̂s2) (34)

θ̂s(τ, ω) = arccosIwo(τ, ω) + Δη3 (35)

where Δη1 and Δη2 are estimation errors. Comparing Equation (31) and Equations (32)–(35), we can
see that if the estimated DOA values (φ̂s(τ, ω),θ̂s(τ, ω)) approximate to the real DOA values (θs,φs),
then Δη1 and Δη2 should be small. Therefore, for the TF points (τ,ω) dominated by the target speech,
we can derive the following inequality: ∣∣φ̂s(τ, ω)− φs

∣∣< δ1 (36)∣∣θ̂s(τ, ω)− θs
∣∣< δ2 (37)
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where φ̂s(τ, ω) and θ̂s(τ, ω) are the target speaker’s DOA estimated by Equations (34) and (35),
respectively. θs and φs are given the DOA of the target speech for the SE task. The parameters δ1 and
δ2 can be set as the predefined permissible parameters (referring to an angle value). Following the
derivation up to now, if Equations (36) and (37) are met at (τ,ω) points, we can infer that these (τ,ω)
points are dominated by the target speech with high probability. Therefore, using Equations (36) and
(37), the TF points (τ,ω) can be extracted, and a mask associated with these (τ,ω) points dominated by
the target speech can be designed accordingly. In addition, we need to take the following facts into
account. (1) The value of φs belongs to (0,2π]. (2) The principal value interval of the arccot function
is (0,π), and the arctan function is (−π/2,π/2). (3) The value range of θs is (0,2π]. (4) The principal
value interval of the arccos function is [0,π]. (5) To make the principal value of the anti-trigonometric
function match the value of θs and φs, we need to add Lπ to avoid ambiguity. As a result, a binary TF
mask for preserving the target speech is designed as follows:

mask(τ, ω) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ 1, if

{
Δφ(τ, ω) =

∣∣φ̂s(τ, ω)− φs + Lπ
∣∣< δ1

Δθ(τ, ω) =
∣∣θ̂s(τ, ω)− θs + Lπ

∣∣< δ2

0, else
(38)

where L = 0, ± 1. (Δφ(τ,ω), Δθ(τ,ω)) is the estimation difference between the estimated DOA and
the real DOA of the target speaker at TF point (τ,ω). Obviously, the smaller the value of (Δφ(τ,ω),
Δθ(τ,ω)), the more probable it is that the TF point (τ,ω) is dominated by the target speech. To further
improve the estimation accuracy and suppress the impact of the outliers, we propose a nonlinear soft
TF mask as:

mask(τ, ω) =

{
1

1+e−ξ(1−(Δφ(τ,ω)/δ1+Δθ(τ,ω)/δ2)/2) Δφ < δ1 & Δθ < δ2

ρ else
(39)

where ξ is a positive parameter and ρ (0 ≤ ρ < 1) is a small positive parameter tending to be zero,
which reflects the noise suppression effect. The parameters Δ1 and Δ2 control the degree of the
estimation difference (Δφ(τ,ω), Δθ(τ,ω). When parameters Δ1, Δ2, and ρ become larger, the capability
of suppressing noise and interferences degrades, and the possibility of the (τ,ω) being dominated by
the target speech also degrades. Hence, selecting the values of ρ, Δ1, and Δ2 is important. In our study,
these parameters are determined through experiments. Future work could focus on selecting these
parameters based on models of human auditory perception. In the end, we need to emphasize that the
mask designed in Equation (39) has the ability to suppress the adverse effects of the interferences and
background noise, and preserve the target speech simultaneously.

3. Proposed Target Speech Enhancement Method

The diagram of the proposed speech enhancement method (termed as AVS-SMASK) is shown in
Figure 4, which is processed in the time-frequency domain. The details of each block in Figure 4 will
be addressed in the following context.

Figure 4. Block diagram of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm (STFT: Short-Time Fourier Transform;
FBF: a fixed beamformer; ISTFT: inverse STFT; y(n): enhanced target speech).
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3.1. The FBF Spatial Filter

As shown in Figure 4, the input signals to the FBF spatial filter are the data captured by the u, v,
and w-sensor of the AVS. With the given DOA (θs,φs), the spatial matched filter (SMF) is employed as
the FBF spatial filter, and its output can be described as:

Ym(τ, ω) = wH
mXavs(τ, ω) (40)

where wm
H = aH(θs,φs)/||a(θs,φs) ||2 is the weight vector of the SMF, and a(θs,φs) is given in

Equation (5). [.]H denotes the vector/matrix conjugate transposition. Substituting the expressions in
Equations (5), (3), and (9)–(11) in Equation (40) yields:

Ym(τ, ω) = usXu(τ, ω) + vsXv(τ, ω) + wsXw(τ, ω)

= u2
s S(τ, ω) + usNtu(τ, ω) + v2

s S(τ, ω) + vsNtv(τ, ω) + w2
s S(τ, ω) + wsNtw(τ, ω)

= (u2
s + v2

s + w2
s )S(τ, ω) + Ntuvw(τ, ω)

= S(τ, ω) + Ntuvw(τ, ω)

(41)

where Ntuvw(τ,ω) is the total noise component given as:

Ntuvw(τ, ω) = usNtu(τ, ω) + vsNtv(τ, ω) + wsNtw(τ, ω)

= us(uiSi(τ, ω) + Nu(τ, ω)) + vs(viSi(τ, ω) + Nv(τ, ω))

+ws(wiSi(τ, ω) + Nw(τ, ω))

= (usui + vsvi + wswi)Si(τ, ω) + usNu(τ, ω) + vsNv(τ, ω) + wsNw(τ, ω)

(42)

It can been seen that Ntuvw(τ,ω) in Equation (42) consists of the interferences and background
noise captured by directional sensors, while Ym(τ,ω) in Equation (41) is the mix of the desired speech
source S(τ,ω) and unwanted component Ntuvw(τ,ω).

3.2. Enhancing Target Speech Using Estimated Mask

With the estimated mask in Equation (39) and the output of the FBF spatial filter Ym(τ,ω) in
Equation (42), it is straightforward to compute the enhanced target speech as follows:

Ys(τ, ω) = Ym(τ, ω)× mask(τ, ω) (43)

where Ys(τ,ω) is then the spectra of the enhanced speech or an approximation of the target speech.
For presentation completeness, our proposed speech enhancement algorithm is termed as an

AVS-SMASK algorithm, which is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. The pseudo-code of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm.

(1) Segment the output data captured by the u-sensor, v-sensor, w-sensor, and o-sensor of the AVS unit by the
N-length Hamming window;

(2) Calculate the STFT of the segments: Xu(τ,ω), Xv(τ,ω), Xw(τ,ω) and Xo(τ,ω);
(3) Calculate the ISDR vector Iisdr = [Iuv, Ivu, Iwo] by Equations (14)–(16);
(4) Obtain the valid Iisdr according to the known direction of arrival (DOA) (θs,φs) and the summary of

Section 2.3;
(5) Utilize the valid Iisdr to estimate the DOA (θ̂s ,φ̂s) of the target speech for each time-frequency (TF) point;
(6) Determine TF points belong to the target speech by Equations (36) and (37);
(7) Calculate the nonlinear soft TF mask: mask(τ,ω) by Equation (39);
(8) Calculate the output of the FBF Ym(τ,ω) by Equation (40);
(9) Compute the enhanced speech spectrogram by Equation (43);
(10) Get the enhanced speech signal y(n) by ISTFT.
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4. Experiments and Results

The performance evaluation of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm has been carried out with
simulated data and recorded data. Five commonly used performance measurement metrics—SNR,
the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR), log spectral
division (LSD), and the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)—have been adopted.
The definitions are given as follows for presentation completeness.

(1) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR):

SNR = 10 log
(
‖s(t)‖2/‖n(t)‖2

)
(44)

(2) Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)

SIR = 10 log
(
‖s(t)‖2/‖si(t)‖2

)
(45)

(3) Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR):

SINR = 10 log
(
‖s(t)‖2/‖x(t)− s(t)‖2

)
(46)

where s(t) is the target speech, n(t) is the additive noise, si(t) is the ith interference,
and x(t) = s(t) + si(t) + n(t) is the received signal of the o-sensor. The metrics are calculated
by averaging over frames to get more accurate measurement [22].

(4) Log Spectral Deviation (LSD), which is used to measure the speech distortion [22]:

LSD = ‖ln
(
ψss( f )/ψyy( f )

)‖ (47)

where ψss( f ) is the power spectral density (PSD) of the target speech, and ψyy( f ) is the PSD of
the enhanced speech. It is clear that smaller LSD values indicate less speech distortion.

(5) Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ). To evaluate the perceptual enhancement
performance of the speech enhancement algorithms, the ITU-PESQ software [23] is utilized.

In this study, the performance comparison is carried out with the comparison algorithm
AVS-FMV [17] under the same conditions. We do not take other SE methods into account since
they use different transducers for signal acquisition. One set of waveform examples that is used in our
experiments is shown in Figure 5, where s(t) is the target speech, si(t) is the i-th interference speech,
n(t) is the additive noise, and y(t) is the enhanced speech.

Figure 5. Waveform examples: s(t) is the target speech, si(t) is the interference speech, n(t) is the
additive noise, and y(t) is the enhanced speech signal.
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4.1. Experiments on Simulated Data

In this section, three experiments have been carried out. The simulated data of about five seconds
duration is generated, where the target speech s(t) is male speech, and two speech interferences
si(t) are male and female speech, respectively. Moreover, the AURORA2 database [24] was used,
which includes subway, babble, car, exhibition noise, etc. Without loss of generality, all of the speech
sources are placed one meter away from the AVS.

4.1.1. Experiment 1: The Output SINR Performance under Different Noise Conditions

In this experiment, we have carried out 12 trials (numbered as trial 1 to trial 12) to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms under different spatial and additive noise conditions following the
experimental protocols in Ref. [25]. The details are given below:

(1) The DOAs of target speech, the first speech interference (male speech) and the second speech
interference (female speech) are at (θs,φs) = (45◦,45◦), (θ1,φ1) = (90◦,135◦), and (θ2,φ2) = (45◦,120◦),
respectively. The background noise is chosen as babble noise n(t);

(2) We evaluate the performance under three different conditions: (a) there exists only additive
background noise: n(t) �= 0 and si(t) = 0; (b) there exists only speech interferences: n(t) = 0 and si(t) �= 0;
(c) there exists both background noise and speech interferences: n(t) �= 0 and si(t) �= 0;

(3) The input SINR (denoted as SINR-input) is set as −5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB, and 10 dB, respectively.
Following the setting above, 12 different datasets are generated for this experiment.
In addition, the parameters of algorithms are set as follows. (1) The sampling rate is 16 kHz,

1024-point FFT (Fast Fourier Fransform), and 1024-point Hamming window with 50% overlapping
are used. (2) For our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm, we set δ1 = δ2 = 25◦, ρ = 0.07, and ξ = 3.
(3) For comparing algorithm AVS-FMV: F = 32, M = 1.001 followed Ref. [17]. The experimental results
are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Output signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) under different noise conditions.

Noise Conditions SINR-Input (dB)
AVS-FMV [17] (dB) AVS-SMASK (dB)

SINR-Out Average SINR-Out Average

Trial 1 (n(t) = 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) −5 4.96

4.88

7.32

8.14
Trial 2 (n(t) = 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 0 5.60 9.38
Trial 3 (n(t)= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 5 7.81 11.53
Trial 4 (n(t)= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 10 11.15 14.31
Trial 5 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) = 0 ) −5 4.77

4.97

6.70

9.11
Trial 6 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) = 0 ) 0 5.51 10.17
Trial 7 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) = 0 ) 5 6.76 13.03
Trial 8 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) = 0 ) 10 12.83 16.55
Trial 9 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) −5 3.66

4.42

4.70

6.66
Trial 10 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 0 5.70 7.22
Trial 11 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 5 7.10 10.46
Trial 12 (n(t) �= 0 and si(t) �= 0 ) 10 11.20 14.27

As shown in Table 3, for all of the noise conditions (Trial 1 to Trial 12), our proposed AVS-SMASK
algorithm outperforms AVS-FMV [17]. From Table 3, we can see that our proposed AVS-SMASK
algorithm gives about 3.26 dB, 4.14 dB, and 2.25 dB improvement compared with that of AVS-FMV
under three different experimental settings, respectively. We can conclude that our proposed
AVS-SMASK is effective in suppressing the spatial interferences and background noise.

4.1.2. Experiment 2: The Performance versus Angle Difference

This experiment evaluates the performance of SE methods versus the angle difference between
the target and interference speakers. Let’s define the angle difference as Δφ= φs − φI and Δθ = θ − θi
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(here, the subscripts s and i refer to the target speaker and the interference speaker, respectively).
Obviously, the closer the interference speaker is to the target speaker, the speech enhancement is
more limited. The experimental settings are as follows. (1) PESQ and LSD are used as metrics.
(2) The parameters of algorithms are set as the same as those used in Experiment 1. (3) Without loss of
generality, the SIR-input is set 0 dB, while SNR-input is set 10 dB. (4) We consider two cases.

• Case 1: Δθ is fixed and Δφ is varied, (θ1,φ1) = (45◦,0◦), the DOA of the target speaker moves from
(θs,φs) = (45◦,0◦) to (θs,φs) (45◦,180◦) with 20◦ increments. Hence, the angle difference Δφ changes
from 0◦ to 180◦ with 20◦ increments. Figure 6 shows the results of Case 1. From Figure 6, it is clear
to see that when Δφ→0◦ (the target speaker moves closer to the interference speaker), for both
algorithms, the PESQ drops significantly, and the LSD values are also big. These results indicate
that the speech enhancement is very much limited if Δφ→0◦. However, when Δφ > 20◦, the PESQ
gradually increases, and LSD drops. It is quite encouraging to see that the performance of PESQ
and LSD of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm is superior to that of the AVS-FMV algorithm
for all of the angles. Moreover, our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm has the absolute advantage
when Δφ ≥ 40◦.

• Case 2: Δφ is fixed and Δθ is varied, (θ1,φ1) = (10◦,75◦), the DOA of the target speaker moves
from (θs,φs) = (10◦,75◦) to (θs,φs) = (170◦,75◦) with 20◦ increments. Then, the angle difference Δθ

changes from 0◦ to 160◦ with 20◦ increments. Figure 7 shows the results of Case 2. From Figure 7,
we can see that when Δθ→0◦ (the target speaker moves closer to the interference speaker),
for both algorithms, the performance of PESQ and LSD are also poor. This means that the speech
enhancement is very much limited if Δθ→0◦. However, when Δθ > 20◦, it is quite encouraging to
see that the performance of PESQ and LSD of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm outperforms
that of the AVS-FMV algorithm for all of the angles. In addition, it is noted that the performance of
two algorithms drops again when the Δθ > 140◦ (the target speaker moves closer to the interference
speaker around a cone). However, from Figure 6, this phenomenon does not exit.

Figure 6. (Experiment 2) The perfomance versus Δφ. (a) Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
results and (b) Log spectral division (LSD) results (Case 1: φs of the target speaker changes from
0◦ to 180◦) (Case 1).

In summary, from the experimental results, it is clear that our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm is
able to enhance the target speech and suppress the interferences when the angle difference between
the target speaker and the interference is larger than 20◦.
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Figure 7. (Experiment 2) The performance versus Δθ. (a) PESQ results and (b) LSD results (Case 2:
θs of the target speaker changes from 0◦ to 160◦).

4.1.3. Experiment 3: The Performance versus DOA Mismatch

In practice, the DOA estimation of the target speaker may be inaccurate or the target speaker
may make a small movement that causes the DOA mismatch problem. Hence, this experiment
evaluates the impact of the DOA mismatch on the performance of our proposed speech enhancement
algorithm. The experimental settings are as follows. (1) The parameters of algorithms are set as same
as the Experiment 1. (2) (θs,φs) = (45◦,45◦) and (θ1,φ1) = (90◦,135◦). (3) The SIR-input is set to 0 dB,
while the SNR-input is set to 10 dB; the performance measurement metrics are chosen as SINR and
LSD. (4) We consider two cases:

Case 1: Only φs is mismatched, and the mismatch (∂φs) ranges from 0◦ to 30◦ with 5◦ increments.
Case 2: Only θs is mismatched, and the mismatch (∂θs) ranges from 0◦ to 30◦ with 5◦ increments.
Experimental results are given in Figures 8 and 9 for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. From these

results, we can clearly see that when the DOA mismatch is less than 20◦, our proposed AVS-SMASK
algorithm is not sensitive to DOA mismatch. Besides, our AVS-SMASK algorithm outperforms the
AVS-FMV algorithm under all of the conditions. However, when the DOA mismatch is larger than 20◦,
the performance of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm drops significantly. Fortunately, it is easy to
achieve 20◦ DOA estimation accuracy.

Figure 8. (Experiment 3) The performance versus the ∂φs. (a) SINR results and (b) LSD results (Case 1).
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Figure 9. (Experiment 3, Case 2) The performance versus the ∂θs. (a) SINR results and (b) LSD results
(Case 2).

4.2. Experiments on Recorded Data in an Anechoic Chamber

In this section, two experiments have been carried out with the recorded data captured by an AVS
in an anechoic chamber [25]. Every set of recordings lasts about six seconds, which is made by the
situation that the target speech source and the interference source are broadcasting at the same time
along with the background noise, as shown in Figure 1. The speech sources taken from the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) speech corpus [26] are placed in the front of the AVS at a
distance of one meter, and the SIR-input is set to 0 dB, while the SNR-input is set to 10 dB, and the
sampling rate was 48 kHz, and then down-sampled to 16 kHz for processing.

4.2.1. Experiment 4: The Performance versus Angle Difference with Recorded Data

In this experiment, the performance of our proposed method has been evaluated versus the
angle difference between the target and interference speakers (Δφ = φs − φi and Δθ = θs − θi).
The experimental settings are as follows. (1) PESQ is taken as the performance measurement metric.
(2) The parameters of algorithms are set as the same as that of Experiment 1. (3) Considering page
limitation, here, we only consider the changing of azimuth angle φs while θs = 90◦. The interfering
speaker s1(t) is at (θ1,φ1) = (90◦,45◦). φs varies from 0◦ to 180◦ with 20◦ increments. Then, there are
13 recorded datasets. The experimental results are shown in Figure 10. It is noted that the x-axis
represents the azimuth angle φs. It is clear to see that the overall performance of our proposed
AVS-SMASK algorithm is superior to that of the comparing algorithm. Specifically, when φs approaches
φ1 = 45◦, the PESQ degrades quickly for both algorithms. When the angle difference Δφ is larger than
30◦ (φs is smaller than 15◦ or larger than 75◦), the PESQ of our proposed AVS-SMASK algorithm goes
up quickly, and is not sensitive to the angle difference.

Figure 10. (Experiment 4) The performance versus φs. (a) PESQ results and (b) LSD results.
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4.2.2. Experiment 5: Performance versus DOA Mismatch with Recorded Data

This experiment is carried out to evaluate the performance of speech enhancement algorithms
when there are DOA mismatches. The experimental settings are as follows. (1) PESQ and LSD are
taken as the performance measurement metric. (2) The parameters of algorithms are set the same as
those of Experiment 1. (3) The target speaker is at (θs,φs) = (45◦,45◦), and the interference speaker is at
(θ1,φ1) = (90◦,135◦). The azimuth angle φs is assumed to be mismatched. We consider the mismatch of
φs (denoted as φs

”) varying from 0◦ to 30◦ with 5◦ increments. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 11, where the x-axis is the mismatch of the azimuth angle φs (φs

”). It is noted that our proposed
AVS-SMASK is superior to the compared algorithm under all conditions. It is clear to see that our
proposed algorithm is not sensitive to DOA mismatch when the DOA mismatch is smaller than 23◦.

Figure 11. (Experiment 5) The performance versus the φs mismatch φs
”. (a) PESQ results and

(b) LSD results.

We are encouraged to conclude that our proposed algorithm will offer a good speech enhancement
performance in practical applications when the DOA may not be accurately estimated.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, aiming at the hearing technology of service robots, a novel target speech
enhancement method has been proposed systematically with a single AVS to suppress spatial multiple
interferences and additive background noise simultaneously. By exploiting the AVS signal model and
its inter-sensor data ratio (ISDR) model, the desired monotone functions between ISDR and the DOA
of the target speaker is derived. Accordingly, a nonlinear soft mask has been designed by making use
of speech time-frequency (TF) sparsity with the known DOA of the target speaker. As a result, a single
AVS-based speech enhancement method (named as AVS-SMASK) has been formulated and evaluated.
Comparing with the existing AVS-FMV algorithm, extensive experimental results using simulated
data and recorded data validate the effectiveness of our AVS-SMASK algorithm in suppressing spatial
interferences and the additive background noise. It is encouraging to see that our AVS-SMASK
algorithm is able to maintain less speech distortion. Due to page limitations, we did not show the
derivation of the algorithm under reverberation. The signal model and ISDR model under reverberant
conditions will be presented in our paper [27]. Our preliminary experimental results show that the
PESQ of our proposed AVS-SMASK degrades gradually when the room reverberation becomes stronger
(RT60 > 400 ms), but LSD is not sensitive to the room reverberation. Besides, there is an argument that
learning-based SE methods achieve the state-of-art. In our opinion, in terms of SNR, PESQ, and LSD,
this is true. However, learning-based SE methods ask for large amounts of training data, and require
much larger memory size and a high computational cost. In contrast, the application scenarios of this
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research are different to learning-based SE methods, and our solution is more suitable for low-cost
embedded systems. A real demo system was established in our lab, and the conducted trials further
confirmed the effectiveness of our method where room reverberation is moderate (RT60 < 400 ms).
We are confident that with only four-channel sensors and without any additional training data collected,
the subjective and objective performance of our proposed AVS-SMASK is impressive. Our future study
will investigate the deep learning-based SE method with a single AVS to improve its generalization
and capability to handle different noise and interference conditions.
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Featured Application: The work aims to give more insights into the relation between the

sensitivity of the simulated objective parameters and the software input parameters for open-air

ancient theatres. It is meant to raise awareness on the use of predictive acoustic software for

unconventional outdoor environments in order to validate the possibility of re-using them as

performance spaces.

Abstract: Nowadays, ancient open-air theatres are often re-adapted as performance spaces for the
additional historical value they can offer to the spectators’ experience. Therefore, there has been an
increasing interest in the modelling and simulation of the acoustics of such spaces. These open-air
performance facilities pose several methodological challenges to researchers and practitioners
when it comes to precisely measure and predict acoustical parameters. Therefore this work
investigates the accuracy of predicted acoustical parameters, that is, the Reverberation Time (T20),
Clarity (C80) and Sound Strength (G), taking the ancient Syracusae open-air theatre in Italy as a case
study. These parameters were derived from both measured and simulated Impulse Responses (IR).
The accuracy of the acoustic parameters predicted with two different types of acoustic software, due to
the input variability of the absorption and scattering coefficients, was assessed. All simulated and
measured parameters were in good agreement, within the range of one “just noticeable difference”
(JND), for the tested coefficient combinations.

Keywords: open-air theatres; acoustical measurements; prediction models; historical acoustics

1. Introduction

The recent interest in the design of ancient theatres and in their acoustical characteristics has
drawn attention to the lack of methodologies in metrology for historical acoustics [1]. The ISO 3382-1
standard [2] was used in the European ERATO project [3] to evaluate the acoustical apparatus of
ancient theatres through room acoustic parameters, such as the Early Decay Time (EDT), Reverberation
Time (RT), Clarity (C80), and Sound Strength (G). However, ISO 3382-1 basically refers to indoor
environments and temporal decay parameters seem to be less suitable for open-air conditions [4–8].
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Farnetani et al. [4] reported that EDT is not a robust predictor of the acoustic quality of open-air
theatres. The lack of robustness in EDT is due to a marked and intrinsic variability of this parameter,
according to the source position, which defines the delay and incidence direction of the first reflections
to the receivers. The same study asserted that RT behaviour in an open-air theatre is clearly different
from that dealt with in the classical reverberation theory, which refers to a reference room volume.
However, this parameter showed a limited variability. Chourmouziadou et al. [5] also suggested the
use of RT when comparative studies are performed. However, it should be utilised with caution since
it is usually used to evaluate enclosed spaces. Mo et al. [6] conducted a listening test with monaural
and binaural auralisations of an open-air space. They stated that the perceived reverberance in an
unroofed space is not only affected by the temporal characteristics during the decay process, but also
by the spatial characteristics, due to the distribution of the reflections. The results showed that the
conventional RT described in ISO 3382-1, which only deals with the sound energy decay rate, is not
suitable for evaluating the reverberance of an unroofed space. Thus, more insight is needed into the
adoption of an indoor acoustic measurements standard for the investigation of the acoustic conditions
of open-air theatres. These sites represent particular environments that have their own specific sound
field, which is rather different from the ideal diffuse field.

Besides the doubts about the applicability of the aforementioned indoor standard to outdoor
case studies, other specific problems could arise when conducting measurements in ancient theatres.
In fact, archaeological field measurements are also clearly influenced by the current conditions of
the architecture of the theatres. Most ancient theatres have undergone damage of anthropologic
and atmospheric nature. It was attested in Farnetani et al. [4] that the measured values of RT, G,
and C80 in ancient theatres are affected to a great extent by the state of conservation of the theatres
themselves, with particular reference to the completeness of the architectural elements. Therefore,
it is currently difficult to design acoustical correction guidelines for their contemporary reuse as
performance spaces. Moreover, particular attention should be paid to the outdoor environmental
conditions, such as temperature (t), relative humidity (RH), and air velocity, which could affect the
variability of the measurement results, in the same way as for indoor measurements [9,10].

The topic of acoustical characterisation has already been examined in detail for indoor spaces,
through statistical analysis, in order to investigate the reproducibility of measurements, the accuracy of
the parameter calculation, the influence of source-receiver position displacement, and the measurement
chains of different systems [9,11,12].

An alternative to the experimental acoustical characterisation is the virtual reconstruction of the
theatre, using room acoustics simulation software. Since they were introduced, geometrical acoustic
(GA) software applications have been used as the standard room acoustics models [13]. In order to
enable a better acoustic design of existing buildings, the simulations first need to replicate the real
acoustical conditions of the examined environment through three important steps: (1) appropriate
geometry modelling; (2) material properties; and (3) simulation settings. This procedure, namely,
the calibration of the model, is even more complicated for open-air theatres as the acoustic scattering
and diffraction phenomena are more relevant than in closed theatres [14]. An appropriate calculation
method and a geometrically detailed model are of fundamental importance to achieve accurate
predicted results [15].

The reliability of simulations is an on-going matter of discussion and interest, as testified by the
Round Robin comparisons of room acoustic modelling tools [16–18], and the more recent overview
on the uncertainties of input data in simulations [13]. In the latter overview, it was reported that
the specific uncertainties that characterise the absorption coefficient (αw) and scattering coefficient
(s) of materials [19,20] could affect the estimation accuracy of room acoustic parameters in the end.
Such parameters are derived from simulated Impulse Responses (IR) or from energy reflectograms,
depending on which analysis algorithm of the room acoustics software is being used. In situ and scale
measurements [4] have revealed that the IRs of ancient theatres are composed of the direct sound and
of two major reflections, which come from the orchestra floor and the scaenae frons (the ancient stage
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building), respectively, when these parts of the theatres still exist. Therefore, in the case of open-air
theatres, the IR should be modelled with a limited number of specular reflections and a high number
of scattered reflections, because of the irregularities in the steps of the cavea [21]. This configuration
is difficult to handle using geometrical acoustic-based software (GA), such as Odeon (Version) and
CATT-Acoustic [22,23]. Yet, most of researchers still rely on such tools also for open-air theatres
in everyday practice; thus, special attention should be given to properly controlling the boundary
conditions. In fact, open-air theatres represent a special case, which creates a challenge for these
prediction algorithms. The absence of a roof, and therefore of a reverberant field, urges to have a high
reliability in the prediction of the early reflections. Moreover, the concave shape of these theatres
is responsible for the creation of “shadow zones” of the mirroring surfaces in great lateral areas of
the cavea [14]. This affects the deterministic method of the Image Source, which is used by the GA
software to build the early part of the IRs.

The aim of this work is to assess the performance of predictive software in calculating a set of
acoustic parameters for ancient theatres, a particular type of open-air spaces, taking the case study of
the ancient theatre of Syracusae (SR). The objective is to give more insight about the relation of the
sensitivity of the simulated results to the input parameters. It is mainly referred to raise awareness
on the use of this kind of software for outdoor unconventional environments. The theatre is located
in Sicily, an island in the South of Italy, a region where ancient Greek culture had historically a lot of
influence. The simulation accuracy of two kinds of software, Odeon and CATT-Acoustic, is considered.
This theatre was selected because it was relatively easy to model due to the lack of contemporary
additional elements. In this manner, the virtual model of SR could be considered as a valid archetype
model. The paper is organised as follows:

• Section 2 (Case Study) includes a brief description of the state of conservation of the theatre
chosen for this research.

• Section 3 (In Situ Measurements) includes a description of the acoustical measurement campaign
carried out in the investigated theatre.

• Section 4 (Uncertainty Expression of the Acoustic Prediction Models) comprises the assessment of
the uncertainty contribution related to the absorption (αw) and scattering (s) input data assigned
to the materials, predicted with Odeon (v. 13.02) (Odeon A/S, Lyngby, Denmark), and with
CATT-Acoustic (v. 9) (CATT, Gothenburg, Sweden) software.

• Section 5 (Discussion) is focused on analysing the differences between measured (in situ) and
predicted (through software) acoustic parameters, and it includes a discussion on the overall
limitations of the study.

2. Case Study

The theatre of Syracusae (SR) was chosen as case study for a measurement campaign carried
out by the Department of Energy at the Politecnico di Torino, from the 5th to 7th September 2015.
SR (Figure 1) has Greek origins, dating back to the 5th century BC, but it was later modified by the
Romans. Apart from a few ruins, nothing is visible of the original scaenae frons, but the surviving part
of the rock-cut cavea has a diameter of 105 m.

Several studies that refer to the acoustics of SR have been retrieved from literature. These studies
refer to measurements on a scale model of the ancient theatre and its contemporary use [4,24],
to acoustic and lighting simulations [25], and to in situ acoustical characterisations with temporary
scenery [26]. Measurements had only been carried out in empty conditions at one point of the orchestra
area, as a pilot study in which different techniques were used [27].

This ancient open-air theatre is intensively used during cyclic summer season festivals in its
current (deteriorated) condition, and acoustic measurements are made also for conservation purposes.
Therefore, this study concerns the “historical acoustics” research field, which is the study of the
auditory and acoustic environment of historic sites and monuments [1], with a valorisation purpose.
The empty condition has been chosen for obvious practical reasons, as with the public present it is
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very difficult to carry out reliable measurements due to high background noise levels and unsteady
boundary conditions [28]. Moreover, in order to simulate correctly the presence of public or the
placement of an acoustic shell for renovation purposes, the reliability of simulated data must be
verified, starting from the calibration of the acoustic model.

Figure 1. Present conditions of the ancient theatre of Syracusae (a) and measurement set-up (b). S1 and
S2 represent the source positions. R1 to R10 indicate the receiver positions.

3. In Situ Measurement Methods

Standard measurements have been performed in unoccupied conditions, with omnidirectional
sound sources and receivers, as stated in the ISO 3381-1 [2]. Different considerations on ancient
theatre measurements, defined during the European ERATO Project [3], were taken into account.
The measurement results for SR have been used in Section 4 for the calibration of the simulation model
and as references for the acoustic parameters predicted through computer simulations. The source and
receiver positions for the theatre are shown in Figure 1b.

Receivers were positioned on three radial axes of the cavea in the theatre, 1.2 m above the floor
resembling the height of the ear of a sitting person. An omnidirectional microphone (Shoeps CMC 5-U,
Durlach, Germany) was used to record the IRs. Ten receiver positions were considered. There was
only a single microphone, meaning that all position measurements were carried out sequentially.

Measurements were repeated two or three times for each source position for most of the receivers,
in order to evaluate the repeatability of the results. Two source positions were investigated: S1 was
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shifted horizontally by 1 m from the centre of the orchestra, in order to avoid any acoustical focus [29];
S2 was located behind S1, closer to the ancient scaenae frons position. The S1–S2 distance was equal to
7.6 m. Firecrackers were used as impulsive sources to measure the IRs (“Raudo Manna New Ma1b”
Napoli, Italy and “Perfetto C00015 Raudo New”, Napoli, Italy). The IRs were measured directly by
recording the impulse produced by the firecracker blast. Firecrackers were used in S1 and S2, in order
to overcome the problem of the low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): they maximise the SNR and this
constitutes a significant advantage in outdoor measurements, but on the other hand, caution should
be used as they are also more likely to be influenced by random effects (e.g., atmospheric conditions
and random directivity). According to San Martin et al. [30], in the case of firecrackers the generated
impulse is nearly omnidirectional. Its directivity index is, on average, around 1 dB for the octave bands
between 125 Hz and 16 kHz. In addition, both its time curve and spectral power are highly repetitive,
resulting in levels above 115 dB (reference 1 pW) within the aforementioned range.

The Background Noise Level (BNL) was measured as an equivalent continuous A-weighted
sound pressure level (LAeq) over a period of 10 min, before the measurement sessions. The measured
BNL was 45 dB (A), in unoccupied conditions.

The sound source was positioned at a height of 1.5 m from the floor, and a custom-made tripod
was used to hold the firecrackers in a fixed position. Aurora (version 4.4, Parma, Italy) was used as
acquisition software.

The air temperature and relative humidity were monitored during the whole measurement
campaign, using a thermometer/hygrometer, Testo 608-H1 (Croydon South, VIC, Australia). The wind
speed was measured by means of an anemometer, Testo 450-V1 (Croydon South, VIC, Australia).
The environmental parameters acquired during the measurements campaign were t = 33 ◦C, RH = 65%,
wind speed = 0.30 m/s. These did not change significantly during the measurement campaign.

In order to characterise the acoustical conditions of a performance space, the ISO 3382-1 standard
lists a series of parameters that can be obtained from the IRs measured at each receiver position.
Although open-air theatres cannot be considered typical performance spaces, like closed theatres or
concert-halls, the ISO 3382-1 standard was used as the reference for the acoustical characterisation.
In particular, the following room acoustical parameters were measured, as these are considered the
most relevant parameters for the acoustical characterisation of open-air theatres [4]:

• Reverberation time, RT, (s): duration required for the space-averaged sound energy density in an
enclosure to decrease by 60 dB after the source emission has stopped. The integrated impulse
response method was applied to obtain the RT from the IR [2]. RT can be evaluated on a smaller
dynamic range than 60 dB and extrapolated to a decay time of 60 dB. It is then labelled accordingly.
The RT in SR was derived from decay values of 5 dB to 25 dB below the initial level, and it was
therefore labelled T20.

• Clarity, C80, (dB): the balance between early- and late-arriving energy. This was calculated for an
80 ms early time limit, as the results were intended to relate to music conditions, using equation:

C80 = 10 log

∫ 80
0 p2(t)dt∫ ∞
80 p2(t)dt

(1)

where p(t) is the instantaneous sound pressure of the impulse response measured at the
measurement point.

• Sound Strength, G, (dB): the logarithmic ratio of the measured sound energy (i.e., the squared
and integrated sound pressure) to the sound energy that would arise in a free field at a distance
of 10 m from a calibrated omnidirectional sound source, as expressed in the following equations:

G = 10 log

∫ ∞
0 p2(t)dt∫ ∞

0 p2
10(t)dt

= LpE − LpE,10 (2)
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in which

LpE = 10 log

⎡⎣ 1
T0

∞∫
0

p2(t)dt
p2

0

⎤⎦ (3)

and

LpE, 10 = 10 log

⎡⎣ 1
T0

∞∫
0

p2
10(t)dt

p2
0

⎤⎦ (4)

where:

p(t) is the instantaneous sound pressure of the impulse response measured at the
measurement point;
p10(t) is the instantaneous sound pressure of the impulse response measured at a distance of 10 m
in a free field;
LpE (dB) is the sound exposure level of p(t);
LpE,10 (dB) is the sound exposure level of p10(t);
p0 is the reference sound pressure of 20 μPa;
T0 is the reference time interval of 1 s.

In the above equations, t = 0 corresponds to the start of the direct sound, i.e., which corresponds
to the arrival of the direct sound at the receiver, and ∞ should correspond to a time that is greater than
or equal to the point at which the decay curve has decreased by 30 dB [2].

G requires a calibration procedure for the sound power of the source. Different procedures have
been described previously [2]. LpE,10 can be calculated from the sound pressure pd(t) measured at
a source-to-receiver distance d (≥3 m) according to the following equation:

LpE,10 = LpE,d + 20 log
(

d
10

)
(5)

where:
LpE,d (dB) is the sound exposure level of pd(t), obtained from (3) (using pd instead of p10).

The Aurora plugin was used for the calculation of G with the firecrackers [31]. According to
this procedure, the anechoic segment (direct sound) of each IR was used for calibration, providing
the distance between the source and the receiver that allows for the estimation of LpE,10, and it is
recommended to keep a length of the IR of at least 1 s and to silence the signal just after the end of the
direct sound. In this way, the smearing out in time caused by the octave filtering does not push the
energy outside the time window, even at a low frequency, and the correct value of the signal level can
be computed. A calibration file was obtained in situ from each analysed IR and was used to calculate
the G value for that measurement path, with the knowledge of the exact source-to-receiver distance.

The resulting dataset is composed of the octave-band values from 125 Hz to 8 kHz of the acoustic
parameters calculated by the Aurora software (v. 4.4) [31] from the measured IRs.

Measurements Results

The measurement results at receiver positions R1–R10 are reported in Table 1, expressed as T20,
C80, and G acoustical parameters obtained with firecrackers at source positions S1 and S2. All the
values are the averages of two or three repetitions at each receiver position and of the central 500 Hz
and 1 kHz octave band frequencies, as indicated in ISO 3382-1 [2]. In accordance with the ISO 3382-1,
spatial averages for each row were also reported in Table 1. It was assumed that each row can be
considered as a homogeneous area, as in open-air theatres the direct sound and the distance from the
source play a predominant role in the acoustic response. The Impulse Response-to-Noise Ratio, INR,
(dB) is also reported as a parameter for judging the validity of the measurement, in order to establish
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the reliability of the outdoor acoustical measurements [31]. According to ISO 3382-1, the source level
should be at least 35 dB above the background noise level in the corresponding frequency band for the
case of T20. All the measurements considered in this study had INR values well above 35 dB and up to
60 dB for the octave bands from 250 Hz to 8 kHz. It is important to underline that in the case of the
T20 values, the larger standard deviation is due to the presence of only one strong reflection from the
orchestra after the direct sound (as shown in Figure 2), which determines an irregular course of the
decay curve and a greater variability in the slope of the decay curve.
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4. Uncertainty of the Geometrical Acoustic Prediction Models

In the acoustic domain, it is important to recall that the parameters have the aim of evaluating
the perception of the acoustic signal, namely the average capability of a “conventional” listener to
notice sound variations. An important factor that correlates the subjective field to objective measures
has been defined as the Just Noticeable Difference (JND), that is, the smallest perceivable change in
a given acoustical parameter, which is specified for information in Annex A of ISO 3382-1 [2] for central
frequencies (500 Hz and 1 kHz), but which is also acceptable for lower and higher frequencies [32–35].
This issue will be further discussed, when analysing the accuracy of the acoustic prediction models.

The uncertainty contribution of the input data, propagated to the results obtained from two
different types of room acoustic software, Odeon version 13.02 and CATT-Acoustic version 9,
was assessed and compared with the measurements values.

Odeon version 13.02 [22] is based on a hybrid calculation method. Early reflections are calculated
through a mixture of the Image Source Method and the Ray-Tracing Method (RTM), by means of
a stochastic scattering process that uses secondary sources. Late reflections are calculated by means of
a special RTM, where the secondary sources radiate energy locally from the surfaces and are assigned
a frequency-dependant directionality, namely the reflection-based scattering coefficient. The secondary
sources may have a Lambert, Lambert oblique, or Uniform directivity: this directivity depends on the
properties of the reflections as well as on the calculation settings.

CATT-Acoustic version 9 [23] is made up of two modules: CATT-A is the main programme, and it
handles the modelling, surface properties, and directivity libraries, and TUCT (The Universal Cone
Tracer), which is the main prediction and auralisation programme. TUCT can use three alternative
cone-tracing algorithms: the first algorithm is based on stochastic diffuse rays, while the second and
third algorithms are based on the split-up of the actual diffuse rays. The difference between these
modules is that the latter handles two orders of diffuse split-up reflections in a deterministic way,
thus resulting in lower random run-to-run variations.

Both CATT-Acoustic and Odeon base their scattering algorithms on two main implementations,
which are described in detail in a previous paper [36]. These two methods are the Hybrid Reflectance
Model (HRM) and vector mixing (VM). The HRM method complies with the definition of the scattering
coefficient based on ISO 17497-1 [20] which defines it in a quantitative way as the fraction of the
non-symmetrically reflected energy. In the HRM method, a random number between 0 and 1 is used
to determine whether the reflection is specular or scattered. This number is compared with the surface
scattering coefficient (s) assigned to the surface. In case it exceeds the value of s, the scattered energy
is assumed to be distributed according to Lambert’s Law, i.e., the intensity of the reflected ray is
independent on the angle of incidence but proportional to the cosine of the angle of reflection. This is
the basic concept implemented in CATT-Acoustic [23] and in Odeon for the uniform and Lambert
directivity scattering [22]. On the contrary, the VM is based on the linear interpolation of the specular
and diffuse reflection [37]. In this way the direction of a reflection vector is calculated by adding the
specular vector scaled by a factor (1-s) to a scattered vector following a certain direction that has been
scaled by a factor s. This is the basic concept implemented in Odeon [22,38,39], named “vector-based
scattering”, where the scattered vector follows a random direction, generated according to the Lambert
distribution named oblique Lambert directivity.

4.1. General Procedure for the Implementation of the Models

In order to compare the two software packages and to obtain the best match with the measurement
results, it was necessary to perform simulations with the same geometric model and source/receiver
positions as in the measurements. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this preliminary benchmark
procedure has never been performed before on ancient open-air theatres, although many studies on
indoor environments have been conducted [13–15]. Both types of software used for the simulation,
that is, Odeon and CATT-Acoustic, have been validated in Round Robin tests. One of the main findings
of these tests was that precise knowledge of the characteristics of the surface material is an important
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prerequisite for a reliable room simulation. Thus, a more detailed analysis on absorption and scattering
coefficient changes was proposed.

A preliminary benchmark test study was carried out on SR, whose model had previously been
used in different investigations, e.g., simulations concerning its ancient conditions, during the European
ERATO project, [3] and in investigations on its contemporary use [25]. Figure 3a shows the 3D model
configuration of SR.

Figure 3. 3D model and source-receiver simulation set-up of SR (a) and scheme of the characteristics of
the material chosen for the cavea (b).

The procedure applied for the comparison of the simulation tools was focused on solving the
following issues:

1. Geometrical model: MATLAB software, version R2015b, was used to create a parametric open-air
theatre script. Two 3D cavea model script outputs were created, one suitable for Odeon (dxf file)
and the other for CATT-Acoustic (.geo file). In order to reduce the simulation time, the theatre
geometry was simplified and designed as symmetric. A few geometrical simplifications have
been performed in both Odeon and CATT-A models. The number of surfaces was 1357 in
CATT-Acoustic and 1362 in Odeon. As recommended previously [14], the steps were modelled.
The higher number of surfaces in Odeon corresponds to an additional boundary box with totally
absorbing walls and top which is required in Odeon to simulate open-air conditions [22]. CATT-A
algorithms are implemented in order to detect lost rays, i.e., rays that escape from the geometrical
model. In open cases, such as an open-air ancient theatre, rays disappear whenever they do
not hit any surface during the calculation time. This principle is similar to the one used in
Odeon, where the escaping rays disappear since they are totally absorbed by the boundary box.
The circular geometry was modelled with 20 segments, as recommended by Charmouziadou [40],
who showed that a number between 12 and 24 segments is optimal with respect to the influence
on the objective acoustic parameters.

2. Source-receivers: The source-receiver path was defined as in the measurement set-up, considering
the theatre as unoccupied. For an easier comparison, only the source in position S1 was considered,
as shown in Figure 3a.

3. Surface material properties: The main surface considered in the model was the cavea, the stone
and steps of which are not well-conserved. In both types of software, 20 material alternatives
were assigned to the cavea stone, that is, from the most reflective one, with αw = 0.05 and s = 0.25,
to the most porous one, with αw = 0.2 and s = 0.85, and all the intermediate combinations of αw

were tested in steps of 0.05, while s was tested in steps of 0.15, as explained in Figure 4b [14].
Other elements were then added: the remains of the ancient entrances to the orchestra area (aditi
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maximi), which was considered as an aperture (αw = 0.9; s = 0), and the floor, which includes
the ruins of the scaenae frons (αw = 0.8; s = 0.8) and the better conserved orchestra area
(αw = 0.1; s = 0.2). Odeon and CATT-Acoustic software allow for frequency dependent absorption
coefficients. The same absorption coefficients have been used for both software. The Odeon
software allows giving as input value for the scattering coefficient the value as an average between
500 and 1000 Hz, and considers a frequency dependent scattering by using default interpolation
curves as shown in the Manual. These curves have been used in CATT-Acoustic, i.e., a frequency
dependent scattering coefficient, by inserting each value for each octave-band. The values given
in Figure 4b refer to the mean values at 500 and 1000 Hz.

4. General settings: The following settings were considered for all the simulations: a 100 dB source
sound power level, 1500 ms as the impulse response length, and 4 million rays. The Transition
Order (TO) in Odeon was limited to 1, which better resembles the impulse response characteristics
in the real condition with only one specular reflection from the stage floor. The third calculation
algorithm in CATT-Acoustic, described above, was chosen as it is the most suitable for the
simulation of open-air spaces. Scattering and diffraction settings were defined as in Table 2
in order to allow a more coherent comparison between the two software. The diffraction
phenomenon occurs when a sound wave hits edges, i.e., intersections between surfaces, or when
the surface dimensions are limited. Both these events are taken into account by the software
Odeon and CATT-A when the Reflection-Based Scattering and Diffuse reflection method are
enabled. In Odeon, the Lambert and the Oblique Lambert functions for scattering were disabled,
as suggested in a previous paper [39]. The uniform scattering distribution was considered more
suitable for the cavea which is made of steps that can be reassembled as periodic triangular
section [39–41], as shown in Figure 3a. In CATT-Acoustic, the diffraction after 1st order option
was deactivated, even though it is usually suggested for ancient theatres [42], in order to take into
account the current large amount of damage to the cavea steps in SR. In this way, it was possible
to avoid the typical “chirp” echo due to diffraction phenomenon which has been attested to
come from the regular stone steps in ancient theatres in empty conditions [43]. This phenomenon
was not encountered during in situ measurements or recordings in SR. However, the first order
diffraction has been taken into account since it occurs in coherence to the scattering phenomena.
Moreover, based on the literature [44], it was found that higher orders and combinations of
edge diffraction components were not usually as significant as first-order diffraction components
when the receiver was visible to the source. The environmental data considered in both of the
prediction tools were those obtained during the in situ measurements (t = 33 ◦C, RH = 65%).

5. Data analysis: the analysis algorithm has been taken into account. Odeon conducts an energy
based analysis, while the CATT-Acoustic software conducts both energy and pressure-based
analyses. The variation of different types of analysis algorithms can lead to different results,
as pointed out in Katz [45]. Thus, in order to avoid further uncertainty in the results, the simulated
IRs have been exported and analysed by means of Aurora, version 4.4, in the same way as
the measurements.

Table 2. Scattering and diffraction set-up in Odeon and CATT-Acoustic.

Phenomenon Model Odeon CATT-Acoustic

Scattering Lambert Disabled Late part of the IR (not
manageable by the user)

Oblique Lambert Disabled Not managed by the software

Uniform Enabled, for early and late part
of the IR

Early part of the IR (not
manageable by the user)

Edge + surface
diffraction

Enabled (i.e., Reflection-Based
Scattering)

Enabled (in CATT-A, i.e.,
Diffuse reflection)

Diffraction after 1st order Not managed by the software Disabled (in TUCT)
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As reported in Vorländer [13], the level of detail in the model, besides the curved surfaces,
is considered a systematic source of uncertainty. Besides the number of rays employed in the simulation,
the absorption and scattering coefficients are defined as random sources of uncertainty. Both kinds
of software use a ray-tracing method to build the late part of the IR. Since this method is based on
stochastic calculation, which depends on the input general set-up data, it could affect the uncertainty
of the resulting parameters when a run-to-run analysis is considered. All the aforementioned random
sources of uncertainty were subjected to analysis, considering both the Odeon and CATT-Acoustic
software, which, for the sake of an easier presentation of the results, will hereafter be referred to as O
and C, respectively; the results are shown in the following sub-sections.

4.2. Run-to-Run Variation

The run-to-run variations of the applied algorithms are due to the stochastic implementation of
the ray-tracing algorithm in the GA software. In order to test this effect, ten repeated simulations
were performed with the GA model of SR, using both kinds of software. An analysis based on the
assessment of the Normalized Error [46] was performed on the T20, C80, and G results, considering
a confidence level of 95%. The results for each receiver position and octave-band frequency were all
within the upper and lower limits of the respective limit range. This confirms the results obtained in
analogous analyses conducted on an enclosed space [47].

4.3. Number of Rays

GA software usually distinguishes between deterministic and stochastic ray-tracing, depending
on which algorithm is applied: The first algorithm is used to detect the image sources, while the second
is used to estimate the reverberant tail. It is possible to select separately the number of early and late
rays in O. Early rays are used in the deterministic ray-tracing, while late rays determine the ray density
in the late part of the IR. The number of rays/cones in C only refers to the stochastic ray-tracing; that is
the construction of the late rays. It becomes important to investigate the variation in results due to
stochastic ray-tracing, which is a random source of uncertainty in GA.

Stochastic ray-tracing was here investigated by comparing simulations with different numbers
of rays (4000–40,000–400,000–4 million). A Normalized Error analysis revealed that the results for
each receiver position and octave-band frequency were all within the upper and lower limits of the
respective limit range. This investigation was performed in order to verify the stochastic fluctuation,
which may result as numerical errors in the results due to the low number of rays. This has been
extensively studied and validated in systematic experiments [48]. The number of rays is strictly
related to the systematic uncertainty in the final results of the parameters, and independently on
the used method of the ray tracing, the fluctuations can be reduced by increasing the number of
rays or by averaging repeated simulations. The choice of the number of rays becomes important in
cases where large environments with uneven distribution of the absorption are considered. Therefore,
a compromise should be reached between a very large number of rays and a smaller one since it may
affect significantly the computation time. In fact, the reverberant field in a simulated open-air theatre is
spatially uneven. The absorbing area is concentrated on the ceiling of the boundary box (in the case of
O), while the theatre itself is mostly reflective. Thus, despite the prolongation of the computation time,
a number of rays above 1 million would be preferable for the correct estimation of the reverberation
tails at different receiver positions [22]. It is assumed that at least one ray is received at the longest
source-to-receiver distance, which in this case is about 40 m (R10). The receiving area is considered as
a spherical receiver with a radius rd of about 0.06 m, thus the area of the visibility cone per ray A(ray)
was 0.01 m2. Considering that the total surface covered by the emitted rays is a sphere of radius 40 m,
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whose surface A(sph) is equal to 20,096 m2, it is possible to calculate the minimum required number of
rays Nmin(rays) by means of Equation (6), which was also indicated in Vorländer [13]:

Nmin(rays) =
A(sph)
A(ray)

=
4(ct)2

r2
d

(6)

where c and t are the speed of sound in air and the max arrival time counted from source
excitation, respectively.

Nmin(rays) is equal to 2 million rays. Thus, 4 million rays are necessary to ensure that at least two
rays (instead of one) arrive at the receiver at a distance of 40 m from the source.

4.4. Absorption and Scattering Coefficients

The predictive software considers αw and s as input variables that have to be assigned to the
surfaces of the model. Thus, it is important to evaluate the uncertainty (U) of the calculated values,
due to the uncertainty of the absorption (Uαw) and scattering (Us) variables. These uncertainties
were estimated to be higher than 0.05 and 0.15, respectively, as was found on the basis of the user’s
experience in Vorländer [13] and Shtrepi et al. [49]. This case study considered only a few materials:
stones and grass in particular. This allowed variations due to different αw and s combinations regarding
the cavea stone, which is the main surface considered in the model, to be investigated. To this aim,
as shown in Figure 4b, twenty alternative materials were considered in both kinds of software, with
αw equal to 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20, and with s equal to 0.25, 0.40, 0.55, 0.70, and 0.85. These values
considered the possibility of having different degrees of damage on the steps of the cavea. In the case
of the scattering coefficients of 0.85 [41], a perfectly preserved periodic triangular section with an angle
of 45◦ has been considered, whereas in the case of scattering coefficient of 0.25, a heavily damaged
cavea was represented.

As suggested previously [50], the sensitivity coefficients were calculated in order to evaluate the
uncertainty propagation. This evaluation was conducted considering the average simulation results
of the 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave bands [2]. The variability of each simulated receiver was calculated,
and no systematic effects were detected. Thus, the sensitivity coefficients were calculated considering
the normalized values, with respect to the relevant average value. An appropriate mathematical
model, based on linear regression, was defined so as to relate the simulated values of each acoustical
parameter to the absorption and scattering coefficients [50,51]. The expanded uncertainty was obtained
as 2σ, where σ is the standard deviation of the model [50].

The expanded uncertainties for the O and C simulation software (UO and UC) are shown in
Table 3. The uncertainty, due to the input variability of αw and s, is lower than the JND for all the
parameters, except for T20 and C80 when the C software is used. The lower uncertainty values are due
to the software algorithm, which is less sensitive to variations in αw and s.

Table 3. Just Noticeable Difference (JND) of the T20, C80, and G acoustical parameters, the expanded
uncertainty due to the variability of the input values of αw and s for the simulation software O and C
(UO and UC). Values higher than the JNDs are reported in bold.

Acoustical Parameter JND UO UC

T20 (s) 5% ≈ 0.03 0.01 0.05
C80 (dB) 1 0.50 1.20
G (dB) 1 0.01 0.30

5. Discussion

This work aimed at providing an overview of the many methodological challenges that should be
faced when dealing with the acoustics of open-air ancient theatres, both in the case of measured (i.e.,
for the acoustical characterisation of the current state) and predicted (i.e., for the simulation of a no
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longer/not yet existing state) room acoustics parameters. Measurement and simulation are strictly
interconnected, also considering that the former is often required to validate the latter; the rationale
for addressing both these aspects within the framework of this paper is that this is particularly true
for open-air ancient theatres. Indeed, measurements of such unroofed spaces have been shown to be
problematic with the application of current standards. Achieving reliable acoustical measurements is
important in order to provide calibration data for the simulation software. In the context of cultural
heritage research, and specifically for archaeological or historical acoustics, simulation becomes crucial
because of the need to investigate (in most of cases) physical conditions which no longer exist (acoustics
of the past), due to, among other aspects, the deterioration of the architectural elements. For these
reasons, while measurements and simulations are concerned with different uncertainty issues, it was
decided to compare the measured and calculated parameters (Section 5.1), as well as discussing the
overall limitations of the considered protocols (Section 5.2).

5.1. Comparison of the Measured and Simulated Results

The aim of acoustical simulations is to obtain predictions that would closely match measured
data. A well-calibrated model should minimise the perceivable differences between simulation and
measurements for any considered acoustic parameter.

The subsequent considerations were also based on the αw and s values of the cavea surface and
its variations. The differences between the measured and simulated results are shown in Figure 4,
which reports the acoustical behaviour during the calibration of both kinds of software, considering the
variations due to the 20 alternative combinations (5 scattering coefficients × 4 absorption coefficients),
for all the receivers, and the average between the 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave-bands. The isolevel curves
shown in Figure 4 have been obtained by a two-dimensional data interpolation using the MATLAB
function “interp2” with the “spline” method active. This method was chosen in order to have smooth
first and second derivatives throughout the curves. Figure 4a,b, which pertain to O and C, respectively,
refer to parameter T20, while Figure 4c,d refer to C80 and Figure 4e,f to G. The light yellow colour
in the graphs shows the αw and s combinations for which the simulated values were closest to the
measured ones. These isolevel curves were based on SAD, i.e., the Sum of the Absolute Differences
between the simulated values, sn, and the measured ones, mn, for each receiver position, expressed as
follows by Equation (7) [52]:

SAD =
n

∑
1
|sn − mn| (7)

The results show that, depending on which parameter is considered, the best agreement between
the simulated and measured values could not be obtained for the same combination of αw and s.
From the isolevel curves layout it is observable that, apart from T20, Odeon software is more sensitive
to variations of αw than of s, while the opposite occurs for CATT-Acoustic. For T20, lower differences
between the simulated and measured values are detectable for both high and low absorption and
scattering values in the case of Odeon software, while mainly for high scattering values over the
whole range of absorption values in the case of CATT-Acoustic. For C80, a good matching between
measured and simulated values occurs with high absorption values over the whole range of scattering
coefficients in the case of Odeon software, while it occurs with low scattering coefficients over the
whole range of absorption coefficients in the case of CATT-Acoustic. For G, the best matching between
measured and simulated values occurs with low absorption values over the whole range of scattering
coefficients in the case of Odeon software, while it occurs with a medium scattering coefficient over
the whole range of absorption coefficients in the case of CATT-Acoustic. Only in the case of G do both
kinds of software show an agreement that is obtained in a range around the values of αw = 0.10 and
s = 0.55. Thus, this combination was considered for the calibration of the model.

Table 4 shows all the simulation results of the calibrated model of SR, expressed as T20, C80,
and the G acoustical parameters, considering both O and C. All the values are averaged over the central
500 Hz and 1 kHz octave-band frequencies and spatial values have been added for each row. In this
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way, the results can be compared directly with those of the corresponding measurements. A good
agreement has been shown between the results obtained with the two different types of software,
as can be also seen from the graph in Figure 5, where the average G for each row is represented along
the average distance from the source, in the cases of measurements and simulations with Odeon
and CATT-Acoustic.

In particular, the average values for each row obtained from the two software are always within
or at the limit of the JND for each parameter, except C80 in the first row. The differences between the
simulated and measured results, in terms of average values per each row, are within two to seven times
the JND for T20, without any systematic behaviour related to the row. In the case of C80, the differences
from simulated and measured values are higher for the first row, with average simulated values that
are three and five times the JND with Odeon and Catt-Acoustic, respectively, within 2 JND for the
second and third rows, and within the JND for the last row, for both the software. For G, the average
simulated values for each row are always within or quite close the JND compared to measured values
for both the software, with a slightly worse behaviour for Odeon. Figure 5 shows as both the software
correctly simulated the reduction of G with the distance from the source, with slopes in dB per distance
doubling (dB/dd) that are 6.6 dB/dd and 6.3 dB/dd, for Odeon and Catt-Acoustic, respectively,
compared to 6.3 dB/dd for the measurements.

Figure 4. Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) between the measurements and simulations overall the
receivers, for T20, C80, and G in Odeon (a,c,e) and for CATT (b,d,f). Light yellow refers to very similar
values between simulation and measurements.
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Figure 5. G values averaged over the central 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave-band frequencies, and for each
row, represented along the average distance from the source, derived from the measurements and from
the simulations with Odeon and CATT-Acoustic.

5.2. Limitations of the Study

Given the complexity of the task, there are, of course, a number of limitations in the methodological
approach implemented in the present study. Most of such shortcomings are related, as previously
mentioned, to the actual applicability of the ISO 3382-1, intended for roofed performance spaces,
to open-air environments.

Certainly, Section 7 of the ISO 3382-1 deals with the “Measurement uncertainty” and specifies
that for practical evaluation of the measurement uncertainty of reverberation time using the integrated
impulse response method, it can be considered as being of the same order of magnitude as that using
an average of n = 10 measurements in each position with the interrupted noise method. No additional
averaging is necessary to increase the statistical measurement accuracy for each position. However,
considering the variability due to the atmospheric conditions, more than one repetition is needed.
On the other side, anyone who has performed measurements in ancient open-air theatres knows that
a large number of repetitions is rarely feasible, for a number of practical reasons due to the stability
of the boundary conditions; thus, the scope of this study was to assess the protocols’ reliability with
fewer measurements.

Table 5 summarises the most salient aspects and recommendations provided in the different
sections of the ISO 3382-1, confirms on whether such requirements were met and reports briefly on
each circumstance (“notes” column).

Moreover, another limitation of the work derives from the use of GA software. The differences
between simulations and measurements are mainly related to the approximations of GA with respect
to the real wave effects, which result to be important for an open-air environment where the number
of surfaces is limited and the generation of a diffuse field becomes critical. The GA principals are valid
above the Schroeder frequency, which is not easy to estimate for an ancient theatre. The limits of GA
are related to large rooms, low absorption coefficients, and broadband signals [48]. Furthermore, they
neglect phase. As shown in different Round Robin tests [16,17], the GA based software differ between
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each other even when the same input data of absorption coefficients are given to the surfaces. Therefore,
the major drawback, for the state of the art modelling software, is that the different simulation tools
require different input data [53]. In practice, the absorption and scattering coefficient values are
calibrated, i.e., varied within the range of their measurement uncertainty, in order to match the
simulation results to the measured values. This may result in different values of these coefficients for
the different software.

Table 5. ISO 3382-1 recommendations and their applications in the measurement campaign (X).

ISO 3382-1 Section Recommendation Implemented Notes

4. Measurement
conditions

Temperature and Relative
Humidity: these quantities should
be measured with an accuracy of
±1 ◦C and 5%, respectively.

X

Equipment: omnidirectional sources
and receivers. Maximum deviations
of directivity for an omnidirectional
source are indicated.

X

The deviation of
directivity of the used
sound source respected
the maximum values
indicated by the
standards [30,54,55].

Number of source positions:
minimum 2, located where the
natural sound source would take
position. Height of sources: 1.5 m.

X

Number of microphone positions:
Microphone positions should be at
positions representative of positions
where listeners would normally be
located. For reverberation time
measurements, it is important that
the measurement positions sample
the entire space; for the room
acoustic parameters, they should
also be selected to provide
information on possible systematic
variations with position in the room.
Height of the receivers: 1.2 m.

X

5. Measurement
procedures

Integrated Impulse Response
method: any source is allowed
provided that its spectrum is broad
enough to cover from 125 Hz to 4
kHz. The peak sound pressure level
has to ensure a decay curve starting
at least 35 dB above the BNL.

X

In some receiving
positions, the 125 Hz
frequency band did not
guarantee the required
35 dB over the BNL, with
the firecrackers.

Time averaging: it is necessary to
verify that the averaging process
does not alter the measured
impulse responses.

6. Decay curves

Regression analysis: a least-squares
fit line shall be computed for the
decay curve. If the curves are wavy
or bent, this may indicate a mixture
of modes with different
reverberation times and thus the
result may be unreliable.

The open-air condition is
characterised by
a cliff-decay curve [54]
linked to a few strong
reflections, but this case
is not considered by
the standard.
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6. Concluding Remarks

This work deals with the accuracy of acoustical measurements and prediction models related
to the ancient open-air theatre of Syracusae. Measurements based on ISO 3382-1 were conducted
in unoccupied conditions. Firecrackers were used, because of the relatively high background noise
level. The acoustical parameters described in the ISO 3382-1 standard, that is, Reverberation Time
(T20), Clarity (C80), and Sound Strength (G), were obtained from the IRs measured at each receiver
position. The uncertainty contributions due to the input values of sound absorption and scattering
coefficients, αw and s, have also been calculated with two simulation tools, that is, Odeon, version
13.02, and CATT-Acoustic, version 9. The models have been calibrated on the basis of the best
match between the simulated and measured parameter values. Other sources of uncertainties, that is,
the run-to-run variations and number of rays, have also been analysed and the obtained results have
all been found to be under or at commonly accepted limit values of the Just Noticeable Differences
(JNDs). The variability of the results is related to the algorithms used to approximate the acoustic
phenomenon of the absorption and scattering. This kind of software are based on geometric acoustic
principles, which rely on a statistical approach used to include diffuse sound scattering and predict the
reverberant tail of an impulse response [22,23].

The following main results have been found from the uncertainty analysis that was conducted on
the simulations of the Syracusae theatre:

• The uncertainty, due to the input variability of αw and s, is lower than the JND for T20 and C80,
when the Odeon software is considered, and for G when both types of software are considered;

• Apart from T20, Odeon software is more sensitive to variation of sound absorption than of sound
scattering, while the opposite occurs for CATT-Acoustics;

• Comparable behaviour of the simulated values of G has been shown for both types of software;
G has been found to be the most suitable parameter for the calibration of the open-air
theatre model;

• A good agreement with the measured values has been found, at the limit of the JNDs, in the
calibrated model for all the parameters, in spite of the limitation of the GA software that has
emerged in this case study, for both types of software.

Future studies will be conducted on a larger number of case studies, considering the influence of
the architectural state of conservation, completeness, and dimensions on the acoustic field. Moreover,
more suitable parameters for the acoustical characterisation of the open-air theatres than those
described in ISO 3382-1 standard are the subject of continuous research [49].
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Featured Application: the work introduced in this paper can be used for wildlife conservation,

health protection, and other engineering applications.

Abstract: Acoustic localization for a moving source plays a key role in engineering applications,
such as wildlife conservation and health protection. Acoustic detection methods provide an alternative
to traditional radar and infrared detection methods. Here, an acoustic locating method of array signal
processing based on intersecting azimuth lines of two arrays is introduced. The locating algorithm
and the precision simulation of a single array shows that such a single array has good azimuth
precision and bad range estimation. Once another array of the same type is added, the moving
acoustic source can be located precisely by intersecting azimuth lines. A low-speed vehicle is used as
the simulated moving source for the locating experiments. The length selection of short correlation
and moving path compensation are studied in the experiments. All results show that the proposed
novel method locates the moving sound source with high precision (<5%), while requiring fewer
instruments than current methods.

Keywords: acoustic localization; cross array; moving sound source; discrete sampling; error analysis

1. Introduction

The localization of moving sources represents a major issue in engineering applications. Similar to
other detection technologies, acoustic-localization methods have been developed rapidly over the years.
Meanwhile, the noise generated by low-speed vehicles (LPVs) is a key issue, especially in connection
with acoustics mitigation, where noise pollution continues to be a major health problem, with a whole
host of health effects, such as: sleep disorders with awakenings [1], learning impairment [2,3],
hypertension ischemic heart disease [4], and especially annoyance [5], a widely used indicator to
study the effect of different noise sources on wellbeing. In this context, the main effort has been
done to mitigate the main sources of noise: road traffic [6–8], railway traffic [9,10], airport [11,12],
and industrial [13]. Specifically about road noise, the most important interaction producing noise,
more than just the engine noise used for the LPV, was also road/tire interaction [14,15] and aerodynamic
noise for high-speed vehicles. Furthermore, a relatively new noise source is impacting modern society
in areas where background noise is low. Wind farms are being installed continuously every year to
supply energy demand, but people are being affected by its noise, which is more disturbing than other
sources [16,17] and the scientific community is moving towards its assessment [18].

In this paper, the LPV is the research object. As for all moving vehicles, exhaust systems and
chain tracks are the main noise sources of LPVs, with exhaust systems representing the dominant
factor. Therefore, exhaust systems could be chosen as the moving noise source. The most common
localization methods for noise sources are Nearfield Acoustic Holography (NAH), beamforming,
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and array signal processing [19]. The sound field of a moving vehicle is effectively measured based on
NAH with a moving acoustic plane [20] and coordinate compensation [21,22]. Far-field measurements
of a moving source can be achieved by the short-time beamforming method, but these require extensive
computational resources for processing the acquired data for the acoustic plane frame at every
moment. The false noise source (ghost image) would also be easily generated [23,24]. For array
signal processing, the required computations are fast and can be performed to high precision [25,26].
This is so since the necessary calculations to be performed on the signals are only one-dimensional
and, therefore, substantially less demanding than those for a whole acoustic plane.

The localization method of a moving sound source for the new method described here is achieved
by intersecting the azimuth lines of cross arrays. Initial testing of the localization algorithm and the
data analysis were performed for a single array and revealed a good performance. Therefore, a second
array was added to cross the azimuth lines. The locating experiments were conducted with the engine
noise of an LPV as a moving noise source. The data length determined by short-time correlation
and path compensation were also introduced. The new method succeeded in effective localization of
moving vehicles, requiring less expensive instrumentation than existing methods. Moreover, it was
found that it continues to perform properly even under adverse ambient conditions, such as bad
weather or at low light levels at night.

2. Localization Analysis of Single Array

2.1. Localization Algorithm

The LPV used for the current study travelled on level ground such that its height remained
constant relative to the array sensors. The height of the vehicle was about 2.0 m, which was
approximately 1.5 m higher than the arrays themselves. Compared to the range of about 100 m
or more, the constant height difference between the vehicle and the arrays had little influence on the
localization performance and accuracy. Therefore, the localization was operated in the x-y coordinate
system while height difference was ignored. The five-element cross array was taken as a basic array
pattern, as illustrated in Figure 1.

ϕ

Figure 1. Model of single array.

The coordinates are defined within the plane of the array. The center acoustic sensor is located at O (0,
0), while the remaining four were M2 (D, 0), M3(0, D), M4 (−D, 0), and M5 (0, −D), where D represents the
distance from Mi to O. The noise source is assumed to be located at T (x, y), with an angle ϕ between OT
and x axis as indicated in Figure 1. The time delays between the arrival time of noise at the center sensor
and the other four sensors are referred to as τ1i. Similarly, d1i (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) represents the distance between
the center sensor and the neighboring sensors, such that d1i = c × τ1i (c is current sound velocity). R is the
distance from O to T.
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From the simple geometry in Figure 1, the distances can be expressed.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x2 + y2 = R2

(x − D)2 + y2 = (R + d12)
2

x2 + (y + D)2 = (R + d13)
2

(x + D)2 + y2 = (R + d14)
2

x2 + (y − D)2 = (R + d15)
2

(1)

The solution of Equation (1) is ⎧⎨⎩ x =
2R(d14−d12)+d2

14−d2
12

2D

y =
2R(d13−d15)+d2

13−d2
15

2D

(2)

⎧⎨⎩ tan ϕ = y
x = (τ15−τ13)[2R−c(τ15−τ13) ]

(τ14−τ12)[2R−c(τ14−τ12) ]

R =
√

x2 + y2 =
4D2−d2

12−d2
13−d2

14−d2
15

2(d12+d13+d14+d15)

(3)

when R >> c × τ1i,

tanϕ ≈ (τ15 − τ13)

(τ14 − τ12)
(4)

then Equation (3) can be simplified:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ϕ = arctan (τ15−τ13)

(τ14−τ12)

R = (4D2 − c2
5
∑

i=2
τ1i

2)/2c
5
∑

i=2
τ1i

(5)

The location of the noise source is given by Equations (2) and (5) and, with reference to their
derivation, it is evident that the localization algorithm is based on the time delays between the arrival
times of noise at the sensors in the array.

2.2. Precision Analysis for Localization

The algorithm for localizing the noise source, as described by Equations (2) and (5) in Section 2.1,
and the associated accuracy depend on sound velocity c, array size D and, in particular, the error
involved in estimating the time delay στ . Since D and c remain constant, for any particular array and
measurement environment, the dominant factor affecting the precision of the proposed method is
associated with the error involved in measuring στ. Due to the symmetric arrangement of the sensors
with regard to the central sensor, the standard errors for the time delay of all sensors were assumed to
be equal, such that στ = στ1i.

In Equation (5), quadratic function was included in the expression of coordinates (x, y), which makes it
different to calculate the transmission. Then, after the precision calculation of coordinates was transferred
into angular coordinates, the localization was described with azimuth ϕ and range R as illustrated
in Equation (5).

2.3. Azimuth Precision

According to Equation (5), azimuth Φ was a function of time delay τ.

Φ = F(τ) = F(τ12, τ13, τ14, τ15) (6)

The transmission form of azimuth error σϕ can be expressed.

σϕ
2 = (

∂ϕ

∂τ12
στ)

2
+ (

∂ϕ

∂τ13
στ)2 + (

∂ϕ

∂τ14
στ)2 + (

∂ϕ

∂τ15
στ)2 (7)
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Taking derivative of τ in Equation (5):⎧⎨⎩
∂ϕ

∂τ12
= − ∂ϕ

∂τ14
= 1

1+tan2 ϕ
· τ15−τ13
(τ14−τ12)

2

∂ϕ
∂τ13

= − ∂ϕ
∂τ15

= − 1
1+tan2 ϕ

· 1
τ14−τ12

(8)

So the expression of azimuth error σϕ is

σϕ =
στ

1 + tan2 ϕ

√√√√2(τ14 − τ12)
2 + 2(τ15 − τ13)

2

(τ14 − τ12)
4 (9)

Solving Equations (2) and (5): {
(τ14 − τ12)

2 + (τ15 − τ13)
2 = D2

v2

(τ14 − τ12)
2 = D2

v2(1+tan2 ϕ)

(10)

Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (9):

σϕ =
∂ϕ

∂τi
=

√
2c

D
στ (11)

Thus, the azimuth error is determined by c, D, and στ . We assume a value of c = 343 m/s for
the sound velocity and employ a sampling rate of 5000 Hz. The sampling interval is 200 μs and the
distribution of azimuth error is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Distribution of azimuth error of c and στ .

Figure 2 shows that the relationship of σϕ and c was linear, as well as στ . However, the one
between σϕ and D was inverse. In the condition of D ≥ 2 m, σϕ stays at an optimal level as 0.03◦ in
Figure 2a; when στ = 100 μs in Figure 2b it stays 0.1◦ when c was set as 343 m/s.

2.4. Range Precision

The range is also a function of time delay τ, and the transmission error is:

σR
2 = (

∂R
∂τ12

στ)
2
+ (

∂R
∂τ13

στ)2 + (
∂R

∂τ14
στ)2 + (

∂R
∂τ15

στ)2 (12)
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Evaluating the partial derivatives of τ in Equation (5) gives:

∂R
∂τ1i

= [2c2τ1i

5

∑
j=2

τ1j − (c2
5

∑
j=2

τ1j
2 − 4D2)]/2c(

5

∑
j=2

τ1j)

2

(13)

Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (13) yields:

∂R
∂τ1i

= (cτ1i − R)/
5

∑
j=2

τ1j (14)

According to the geometric relation of array and target:

τ1i = 1
c{R −

√
R2+D2 − 2RDcos[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]}
= R

c − R
c

√
1 + [D

R ]
2 − 2[D

R ] cos[ϕ − (i − 1)π
2 ]

(15)

then the Taylor expansion of Equation (15) is:

τ1i = R
v − R

v {1 + 1
2 [(

D
R )

2 − 2(D
R ) cos[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]}
− 1

8{(D
R )

2 − 2(D
R ) cos2[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]}
≈ R

v { 1
2 [(

D
R )

2 − (D
R ) cos[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]

− 1
2 (

D
R )

2
cos2[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]}

(16)

5
∑

i=2
τ1i = − 2D2

Rc + D
c

5
∑

i=2
cos[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]

+ D2

2Rc

5
∑

i=2
cos2[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ]
(17)

Substituting

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
5
∑

i=2
cos[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ] = 0

5
∑

i=2
cos2[ϕ − (i − 1)π

2 ] = 1
into Equation (17):

5

∑
i=2

τ1i ≈ −2D2

Rc
(18)

and then substituting Equation (18) into Equation (14) yields:

∂R
∂τ1i

≈ −2Rc(cτ1i − R)
3D2 (19)

Therefore, Equation (14) then becomes

σR =
4Rc

√
D2 + R2

3D2 στ (20)

Equation (20) reveals that the range error σR is determined by range R, array size D, sound velocity c,
and the delay error. Compared to the azimuth error, the influence of R here is an additional effect on the
error. Assuming values of 5 kHz for the sampling rate, R = 100 m, and array size changed from 1 m to 5 m,
the distribution of range error is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the range error of R and στ .

In Figure 3, the range error was quite big. In both cases, the error reduces with increasing array
size, and it increases with both the range R and the time delay στ . In general, however, the error
is overall at a fairly high level. In Figure 3a, the relative error was almost 40% under the optimal
condition, and the biggest error was 950%. The error distribution in Figure 3b is the same as in
Figure 3a, with higher level, the optimal error was 50%, and the biggest one is twenty times.

In summary, a single five-element cross array has good directional ability. The azimuth error
can stay below 0.1◦ under reasonable conditions. However, the range ability is rather bad. The error
is nearly 40% even under best conditions, which makes it impossible to achieve satisfactory sound
source localization.

3. Localization Analysis of Double Arrays

3.1. Localization Principle

Although the single array has poor range-detection ability, its good directional ability ensures that
the direction of the sound source is accurately determined. In order to improve the range-detection
ability, a second array was added to the setup by means of intersecting the azimuth lines.

The array in Figure 1 remained positioned as shown in the figure and is referred to as Array 1.
The second array, with identical characteristics, was added to the X-Y plane as Array 2. The centre of Array
2 is located at O1 (L, 0). The angle between the line OT (sound source T to origin O) and the axis-X is
referred to as ϕ1, while the angle between O1T and X is ϕ2. The time delay when the sound signal reaches
the sensors in Array 2 is τ1i

′. The range differences are d1i
′ (i = 2, 3, 4, 5), so d1i

′ = c × τ1i
′. The geometry of

the double-array setup is shown in Figure 4.

1ϕ 2ϕ

R

Figure 4. Model of double array.
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Since the structure of both arrays is the same, the form of the azimuth formula is the same and
the relevant expressions follow from Equation (3) as:⎧⎨⎩ tanϕ1 ≈ (τ15−τ13)

(τ14−τ12)

tanϕ2 ≈ (τ15′−τ13′)
(τ14′−τ12′)

(21)

From the geometric relationship, {
k1 = y

x = tanϕ1

k2 = y
x−L = tanϕ2

(22)

The simplification of Equation (22) is: {
x = Lk2

k2−k1

y = Lk1k2
k2−k1

(23)

{
ϕ = arctan(k1)

R =
Lk2

√
1+k2

1
k2−k1

(24)

Equations (23) and (24) represent two alternative expressions for the localization of sound source.
In these two expressions, the variables are array distance L and slopes k1 and k2. The slopes can
be inferred from the time delay at each one of the two sensors by means of Equation (21). In the
experiments, localization was obtained from time delay τ1i

(′) and array distance L.

3.2. Precision Analysis for Localization

Compared to the single array, the variable L has been added to the localization expression for
double arrays. However, the time delay remains the key variable. As the structure and sensors of the
two arrays are identical, the standard time delay errors of both are equal (στ = στ12 = στ13 = στ14 =
στ15 = σ’τ12 = σ’τ13 = σ’τ14 = σ’τ15).

As the direction was determined by Array 1, the azimuth error was analyzed according to
Equation (24). Meanwhile, range error σR is influenced by azimuth error σϕ and array distance L.
Range precision is obviously determined by the azimuth precision according to Equation (24). Range
precision can be expressed with error transmission as

σR =
∂R
∂τi

=
∂R
∂ϕ

∂ϕ

∂τi
= (

∂R
∂ϕ1

+
∂R
∂ϕ2

)
∂ϕ

∂τi
(25)

σR =

√
2cr(sin(ϕ1 + ϕ2) + sec ϕ1 cos ϕ2)

sin(ϕ1 − ϕ2)
στ (26)

Applying the sin theorem on ΔTO1O2 gives:

sin∠TO2O1

R
=

sin∠O2TO1

L
(27)

sin ϕ2

R
=

sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)

L
(28)

R =
L sin ϕ2

sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)
(29)

Taking partial derivative in Equation (29) yields:

σR =

√
2cL cos ϕ2

D sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)
στ (30)
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Substituting in Equation (29) gives

σR =

√
2cR

D tan ϕ2
στ (31)

In Equation (31), range precision is determined by sound velocity c, array size D, azimuth ϕ2 of
Array 2, error of time delay στ , and range R. The distribution of the range error is shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5a, R = 100 m, c = 343 m/s, στ = 100 μs. In Figure 5b, D = 3 m, R = 100 m, c = 343 m/s.

Figure 5 reveals that ϕ2 affected range precision substantially. In (1◦, 20◦) and (160◦, 179◦),
the range error remains very high. In (20◦, 160◦), the error was much lower and acceptable. In Figure 5a,
array size D significantly affected precision when D < 3 m. Error was 10.78% when ϕ2 was 8.12◦.
The error reduced as angle ϕ2 is increased. When ϕ2 was 15.24◦, range error was 5.65% and it reduced
to 3.78% as ϕ2 was increased to 22.36◦. In Figure 5b, distribution was the same to Figure 5a, and the
error stayed below 5% when ϕ2 is above 20◦.
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Figure 5. Distributions of the range error of R and D.

Since array distance L is independent to time t, the error expression of L is:

σL
R =

∂R
∂L

(32)

Take partial derivatives of L in Equation (24):

σL
R =

k2
√

1 + k1
2

2(k2 − k1)
=

k2k1

√
1 + 1

k12

2(k2 − k1)
(33)

Substituting

{
y = R sin ϕ1

k1 = tan ϕ1
into Equation (33) gives

σL
R =

R
L

(34)

Equation (34) was the expression of the range error with factor L. The error was affected by range R
and array distance L. The relative error is 1/L; therefore, the relative error theoretically stays constant when
L was designated. The error is below 6.67% when L ≥ 15 m. The distribution is shown in Figure 6.
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In summary, the locating ability of the double array is good. The range error stays below 5 m
under a range condition of 100 m in most areas, and the azimuth error remains below 0.2◦ for all
conditions. Considering the environmental factor (c) and calculated factor (στ), it is advisable to choose
large array sizes to improve localization precision. However, larger array sizes result in higher costs
and increased complexity of the system.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Setting

The locating experiments were conducted in the natural environment. The test area was open
with a size of 150 × 150 m2, and there were no tall reflectors along the boundary of the measurement
domain. According to the empirical sound speed formula, the velocity of sound propagation was
343 m/s for an air temperature of 21 ◦C. During the experiments, wind speed was very low and
the localization range was about 100 m, such that the influence of wind can be assumed negligible.
Since it’s difficult to keep an LPV going straight and travel at a constant speed, a simulated sound
source with a smaller size was used to replace the vehicle noise.

The simulated source consisted of a 0.1 kW loudspeaker and a power amplifier. The biggest
noise sources of LPV were the exhaust system and track system. The track noise was random and
nonstatistical. So, the actual measurement of periodic exhaust noise was the sound signal that was
collected during the running of the vehicle engine with rotating speed r = 1200 rpm. The sound signal
is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Sound signal for moving source.
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The moving sound source travelling at a constant speed was achieved by dragging the loudspeaker
with a fixed pulley at a constant rotating speed. The source was traveling along a straight line.
By monitoring the distance travelled as a function of time, the speed of motion of the source
was obtained.

In Figure 8, two five-element cross arrays were set according to Figure 4. The distance L between
two central sensors was 10 m, and 2 m for array size D. A NI-PXI system with 10 channels and a sample
rate of 248 kS/s was the testing instrument. The array microphones used G.R.A.S with the sensitivity
of 40 mv/pa.

 

Figure 8. Microphone array.

The sound source started moving from point A (−28.8, 97.92) to B (28.8, 97.92) in the X-Y plane,
and then returned back to point A.

4.2. Data Length for Correlation

Since the signal collected was not even during the interval while the source moved, it is necessary
to extract part of the whole signal periodically for short-time correlation. To ensure efficiency,
the extraction must cover one whole period in each short-time correlation.

As the sound source was being actuated by a pulley, the speed of motion was relatively slow,
which should be less than 5 m/s.

f ′ = (
v0 ± vt

v0 ∓ vs
) f (35)

According to the Doppler effect formula, the difference in value between Doppler frequency f′

and original frequency f was about 0.01 f. Meanwhile, sound velocity v0 was 343 m/s, velocity vt of
the observer was zero and velocity of source vs took the maximum velocity 5 m/s. Therefore, data bias
resulting from the Doppler effect can be ignored.

The longest distance that one acoustic wave travels in the single array is 2 D, such that the
maximum travel time is 2 D/c. The sampling interval is TN = 1/F when the sampling frequency is
assumed to be F. The data length n for short-time correlation describes the theoretical length of each
correlation in Equation (36):

n ≥ 1/ f + 2D/c
1/F

(36)

4.3. Time Compensation during Signal Transmission

Since the acoustic signal travels a long distance before it is detected by the test system, there exists
a time delay between this signal and the instant when it was emitted by the noise source. Point x(t) is
the position of the moving source at the instant t. The signal as used for the data analysis has been
generated at the source at point x(t0), which is located at a distance r from x(t), as was illustrated in
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Figure 9. Thus, the identified location at the instant time t is in fact the position of noise source at the
moment t0. It is essential to compensate for the difference.

Figure 9. Path of motion of the sound source.

This constellation, as graphically illustrated in Figure 8, can be expressed as:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
R0 =

√
x(t0)

2 + y(t0)
2

R =
√

x(t)2 + y(t)2

r = |x(t0)− x(t)| = vR0/c

(37)

To locate the noise source in actual conditions, point x(t0) moves with velocity v and sound velocity
c can be calculated. Therefore, compensation r is available and needs be taken into consideration in the
actual localization procedure.

4.4. Experiment Results

Additional environmental noise cannot be avoided either. This superposed additional noise will
negatively affect the correlation of the signals. Therefore, preprocessing of the measured signals is
required before obtaining the correlations. Since there were no other obvious sound sources and since
the superposed additional noise is of high frequency, the wavelet-filtering method was chosen to
remove unwanted noise, whereby the wavelet basis was “db10”(No. 10 of Daubechies Series Basis [27]).
As the signal was relatively simple, it was decomposed into three layers. Then, the lower part in
frequency was taken to perform short-time correlation. The signal-filtering process of one channel is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Filter process of signal.
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Reference to Figure 10 reveals the noise contained in the test signal. There were two kinds of
noise. One is the high-frequency noise for which the amplitude is about 1/20 of test signal. The other
is the impulse with about 1/3 of the amplitude. Both of these noise contributions detrimentally affect
the correlations of the array signal. Hence, the signal form without noise, as shown in the lower left
part of Figure 9, was used to operate correlations.

During the path A→B, traveling distance was S = 57.6 m, with associated travel time t = 45.6 s and
sampling length N = 228,800. Distance S was divided into 11 elements, while travel time was the same.
The localization of the moving source was achieved by locating the central point of the 11 elements.
The results obtained are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Point information of path A→B.

No. Coordinates/m Time/s Central Point

1 (−23.56, 97.92) 4.15 20,727
2 (−18.33, 97.92) 8.30 41,454
3 (−13.09, 97.92) 12.45 62,181
4 (−7.85, 97.92) 16.60 82,908
5 (−2.62, 97.92) 20.75 103,635
6 (2.62, 97.92) 24.90 124,362
7 (7.85, 97.92) 29.05 145,089
8 (13.09, 97.92) 33.20 165,816
9 (18.33, 97.92) 37.35 186,543

10 (23.56, 97.92) 41.50 207,270

In Figure 11, it’s obvious that basic frequency was 600 Hz with some doubling frequency component.
From Section 3.2, it is known that the period of noise T was 1/f = 1666 μs. Maximum traveling time of a single
wave between array sensors is 2 D/c ≈ 11.66 ms. The length of signal extracted for one correlation must be
bigger than 11.66 ms. As the sampling interval was 200 μs, the minimum length of signal extraction was 58.
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Figure 11. Frequency spectrum of the signal.

The localization was carried out at the first central point to study the choosing principle of
extraction length that participated in one short-time correlation. Based on the signals of Sensor 1 and
Sensor 2 in Array 1, the first central was set at point 20,727, and the length of extraction was assigned
as 30, 60, 65, 70, 100, 200, and 300. After extraction of the signal and 100 times of interpolations,
the correlations of different length were calculated, as shown in Figure 12a.

The sampling interval decreased to 2 μs after 100 times of interpolation. Maximum value is
located at N = 3233, while the central point of correlation was N = 3000 when extraction n = 30.
Then, time delay is τn=30 = (3223 − 3000) × 2 = 446 μs and delays of other lengths can be calculated in
the same way, as shown in Figure 12b.
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Figure 12 illustrated that it is not possible to obtain correct time delays as time delay varies
randomly when n ≤ 60. When n ≥ 65, delay value only varies marginally and remains steady at a level
of about 520 μs, which represents the correct value of time delay.
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The locating results of different signal lengths are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Locating result of different lengths.

Length Actual Coordinates Test Coordinates

30

(−23.56, 97.92)

(18.24, 52.31)
60 (6.79, 7.34)
65 (−24.36, 92.95)
70 (−24.35, 92.70)

100 (−24.20, 92.80)
300 (−24.07, 92.17)
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Table 2 illustrates that localization has failed with a rather high error when the length of the signal
involved in the correlation was n ≤ 60. When n ≥ 65, the test point was located nearly around the
actual point. Therefore, the length of the signal extraction was assigned as n = 65, participating the
calculation after interpolation.

All the locating results are summarized in Table 3, and the moving paths are shown in Figure 13.

Table 3. Locating result of moving source.

No. Actual Coordinates
Test Coordinates/m

A→B B→A

1 (−23.56, 97.92) (−24.01, 92.82) (−23.65, 98.29)
2 (−18.33, 97.92) (−19.44, 94.33) (−18.24, 96.86)
3 (−13.09, 97.92) (−14.29, 94.62) (−15.85, 99.70)
4 (−7.85, 97.92) (−9.75, 98.12) (−9.55, 98.38)
5 (−2.62, 97.92) (−4.58, 101.67) (−3.38, 98.15)
6 (2.62, 97.92) (1.33, 98.53) (2.81, 96.97)
7 (7.85, 97.92) (6.39, 96.68) (8.70, 97.28)
8 (13.09, 97.92) (11.06, 93.80) (13.68, 95.85)
9 (18.33, 97.92) (16.61, 95.15) (19.27, 96.00)

10 (23.56, 97.92) (21.58, 94.49) (25.04, 95.39)

Both Table 3 and Figure 13 depict that the discrete points along the moving path were obtained
accurately in the localization experiment with only small associated error.
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Figure 13. Actual and tested path of source.

According to Section 3.2, after compensation was considered, the relative locating error
distribution is shown in Figure 14 before and after fixing.
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Figure 14. Distribution of relative error.

The lines in Figure 14 represent the original error of the localization, while dotted lines for error
after fixing. To some extent, the locating result improved. In summary, the accurate localization
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of a moving acoustic source was achieved and the error stayed below 5%. In further application,
the complete moving path could be obtained by increasing the number of parts divided.

5. Conclusions

The precision analysis of a locating method of a moving sound source based on intersecting
azimuth lines was studied in this paper. Simulations showed that, after another single array was
added, it had better precision and lower error. The experiments were conducted outdoors after
choosing principle of signal length in correlation. Accurate localization of a moving source was
achieved with the associated error for locating the source staying below 5%.

The work in this paper indicates applications for low-speed noise sources, such as wildlife
conservation, health protection, wind turbine noise, and other engineering applications in the wild.
However, the property change of the acoustic signal was ignored with low velocity and assumption
of point source during the simulated source localization. Further research is required in the actual
application. Further developments should focus on improvements of array size and shape. Meanwhile,
the localization of high-speed moving sources and long-distance sources is not just an extension of
this research.
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Abstract: Information on bowel motility can be obtained via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)s
and X-ray imaging. However, these approaches require expensive medical instruments and are
unsuitable for frequent monitoring. Bowel sounds (BS) can be conveniently obtained using electronic
stethoscopes and have recently been employed for the evaluation of bowel motility. More recently,
our group proposed a novel method to evaluate bowel motility on the basis of BS acquired using
a noncontact microphone. However, the method required manually detecting BS in the sound
recordings, and manual segmentation is inconvenient and time consuming. To address this issue,
herein, we propose a new method to automatically evaluate bowel motility for noncontact sound
recordings. Using simulations for the sound recordings obtained from 20 human participants,
we showed that the proposed method achieves an accuracy of approximately 90% in automatic bowel
sound detection when acoustic feature power-normalized cepstral coefficients are used as inputs to
artificial neural networks. Furthermore, we showed that bowel motility can be evaluated based on the
three acoustic features in the time domain extracted by our method: BS per minute, signal-to-noise
ratio, and sound-to-sound interval. The proposed method has the potential to contribute towards the
development of noncontact evaluation methods for bowel motility.

Keywords: bowel sound; bowel motility; automatic detection/evaluation; power-normalized cepstral
coefficients; noncontact instrumentation

1. Introduction

The decrease in or loss of bowel motility is a problem that seriously affects quality of life (QOL)
and daily eating habits of patients; examples of this include functional gastrointestinal disorders
(FGID), in which patients experience bloating and pain when bowel motility is impaired due to stress
or other factors. Such bowel disorders are diagnosed by evaluating the bowel motility. Bowel motility
is currently measured using X-ray imaging or endoscopy techniques; however, these methods require
complex testing equipment and place immense mental, physical, and financial burdens on patients,
which make these methods unsuitable for repeated monitoring.

In recent years, the acoustic features obtained from bowel sounds (BS) have been used to
evaluate bowel motility. BS are created when transportation of gas and digestive contents through
the digestive tract occurs due to peristaltic movement [1]. BS can be easily recorded by applying
an electronic stethoscope to the surface of the body. In recent years, a method has been developed
for evaluating bowel motility by automatically extracting BS from the audio data recorded using
electronic stethoscopes [2–7]. In quiet conditions, BS can be perceived at a slight distance without the
use of an electronic stethoscope. As such, our recent research has demonstrated that even when data is
acquired using a noncontact microphone, bowel motility can be evaluated based on BS in a manner the
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same as that when an electronic stethoscope is used [8]. However, in this study, BS were required to be
manually extracted from the audio data that was recorded using noncontact microphones, and a large
amount of time was spent on carefully labeling the sounds. The sound pressure of BS recorded using
noncontact microphones was lower than that of BS recorded with electronic stethoscopes placed
directly on the surface of the body. Furthermore, compared to recordings from electronic stethoscopes,
there may have been sounds other than BS mixed in at higher volumes. As such, a BS extraction system
that is robust against extraneous noise must be developed to reduce the time- and labor-intensive work
of BS labeling.

To resolve these issues, this study proposes a new system for evaluating bowel motility on
the basis of results obtained by automatically extracting BS from the audio data recorded with
a noncontact microphone. The proposed method is primarily made up of the following four steps:
(1) segment detection using the short-term energy (STE) method; (2) automatic extraction of two
acoustic features—mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [9,10] and power-normalized cepstral
coefficients (PNCC) [11–14]—from segments; (3) automatic classification of segments as BS/non-BS
based on an artificial neural network (ANN); and (4) evaluation of bowel motility on the basis of
the acoustic features in the time domain of the BS that were automatically extracted. On the basis of
audio data recorded from 20 human participants before and after they consumed carbonated water,
we verified (i) the validity of automatic BS extraction by the proposed method and (ii) the validity of
bowel motility evaluation based on acoustic features in the time domain.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subject Database

This study was conducted with the approval of the research ethics committee of the Institute of
Technology and Science at Tokushima University in Japan. A carbonated water tolerance test was
performed using 20 male participants (age: 22.9 ± 3.4, body mass index (BMI): 22.7 ± 3.8) who had
provided their consent to the research content and their participation. The test was conducted after
12 or more hours of fasting by the participants, over a 25-min period (comprised of a 10-min period
of rest before consuming carbonated water and a 15-min period of rest after consuming carbonated
water). During the test, sound data was recorded using a noncontact microphone (NT55 manufactured
by RODE), an electronic stethoscope (E-Scope2 manufactured by Cardionics), and a multitrack recorder
(R16 manufactured by ZOOM). The primary frequency components of BS have generally been reported
to be present between 100 Hz and 500 Hz [15]. Based on these reports, sound data was stored at
a sampling frequency of 4000 Hz and digital resolution of 16 bits. Furthermore, sound data was filtered
by a third-order Butterworth bandpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 100–1500 Hz. The participants
were in a supine position during testing, with an electronic stethoscope positioned 9 cm to the right of
the navel and a microphone 20 cm above the navel [8].

BS present in the sound data obtained using the noncontact microphone were also present in
the sound data obtained using the electronic stethoscope. Based on this, as in our previous studies,
we used audio playback software to listen carefully to both types of sound recordings, and classified
as a BS episode any episode that was 20 ms or more in duration and could be distinguished by the ear
at the same time position in both recordings [7].

For the analysis, we divided the sound data into sub-segments with a window range of
256 samples and a shift range of 64 samples. The STE method was used to calculate the power
of each window range, making it possible to detect sub-segments above a certain signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). SNR, as used in this study, is defined as follows:

SNR = 10log10
PS
PN

(1)
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Here, PS represents the signal power and PN represents the noise power. PN can be calculated
based on a one-second interval of silence determined by conducting the abovementioned listening
process, and it is a time-averaged value. Sub-segments detected successively using the STE method
are treated as a single segment (also called sound episode (SE)). If a detected segment corresponds to
a BS episode, then it is defined as a BS segment; otherwise, it is defined as a non-BS segment.

2.2. Automatic BS Extraction on the Basis of Acoustic Features

The acoustic feature presented to the ANN is either MFCC or PNCC. MFCC is widely used in fields
such as speech recognition and analysis of biological sounds such as lung or heart sounds [9,16–18].
MFCC is calculated by performing a discrete cosine transformation on the output from triangular filter
banks evenly spaced along a logarithmic axis; this is referred to as a mel scale, and it approximates the
human auditory frequency response. PNCC is a feature value developed to improve the robustness
of voice recognition systems in noisy environments [11–14]. Because BS captured using noncontact
microphones are generally low in volume and have degraded SNR, PNCC can be expected to be
effective; it improves the process of calculating MFCC to make it more similar to certain physiological
aspects of humans. Moreover, PNCC differs from MFCC primarily in the following three ways: First,
instead of the triangular filter banks used in MFCC, PNCC uses gamma-tone filter banks based on
an equivalent rectangular bandwidth to imitate the workings of the cochlea. Second, it uses bias
subtraction based on the ratio of the arithmetic mean to the geometric mean (AM-to-GM ratio) for the
sound that undergoes intermediate processing, which is not done in the MFCC calculation process.
Third, it replaces the logarithmic nonlinearity (used in MFCC) with power nonlinearity. Owing to
these differences, PNCC is expected to provide sound processing with excellent resistance to noise.
For BS extraction in this work, a SE is divided into frames with a frame size of 200 samples and a shift
size of 100 samples. Considering the number of dimensions often used in the field of voice recognition,
we use 13-dimension MFCC and PNCC obtained from 24-channel filter banks, averaged over all the
frames in each episode.

On the basis of these acoustic features, an artificial neural network (ANN) is used as a classifier to
categorize segments detected with the STE method into BS segments and non-BS segments. The ANN
is structured as a hierarchical neural network made up of three layers: namely, the input, intermediate,
and output layers. The number of units in the input, intermediate, and output layers are, respectively,
13, 25 and 1. The output function of the intermediate layer units is a hyperbolic tangent function,
and the transfer function of the output layer units is a linear function. As a target signal, the value of
1 is assigned to analysis sections in which sound is present if the sound is BS, whereas 0 is assigned if it
is non-BS. The ANN learns from this categorization using an error back-propagation algorithm based
on the Levenberg–Marquardt method [19,20]. To calculate sensitivity and specificity based on the
post-training ANN output, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can be drawn. Through the
analysis of the ROC curve, an optimum threshold (Th) is estimated for use when classifying testing data
sets. The optimum threshold used at this point is the threshold that is the shortest Euclidean distance
from the positions at which sensitivity = 1 and specificity = 1 on the ROC curve [21]. Using this
threshold for the ANN test output b̂, it is possible to calculate the classification accuracy using
sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spe), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV),
and accuracy (Acc).

As shown in Figure 1, automatic BS extraction performance in this ANN-based method is
evaluated by dividing the BS and non-BS segments obtained from the 20-person sound database
at a ratio of 3:1, and using them respectively as training and testing data. This study calculated the
average classification accuracy by performing multiple trials of ANN training and testing, in which
(1) initial values of combined load were randomly assigned or (2) test data was randomly assigned.
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b 

Figure 1. Block diagram showing the proposed method for automatic BS extraction based on acoustic
features. SE: sound episode; MFCC: Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients; PNCC: Power Normalized
Cepstral Coefficients; ANN: artificial neural network; ROC: receiver operating characteristic;
BS: bowel sound; b: ANN test output; Th: threshold obtained via ROC analysis.

2.3. Evaluation of Bowel Motility Based on Automatically Extracted BS

Our past research demonstrated significant differences in the following time domain acoustic
features extracted before and after consumption of carbonated water by the participants: BS detected
per minute, SNR, length of BS, and interval between BS (sound to sound (SS) interval). These differences
suggest that bowel motility can be evaluated on the basis of these acoustic features [8]. As such,
this study examines whether bowel motility can be automatically evaluated based on these acoustic
features, as investigated in the previous study. To evaluate bowel motility from the data of one
participant, the acoustic features of time domains were extracted based on multiple BS automatically
extracted by performing leave-one-out cross validation for the proposed method. As in past studies,
the differences between the previously mentioned acoustic features before and after the participant
consumed carbonated water was evaluated using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The block diagram in
Figure 2 shows the process leading up to the evaluation of bowel motility.

Figure 2. Block diagram showing the proposed method for automatic evaluation of bowel motility.
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3. Results

To investigate the effect of SNR thresholds used in the STE method on the automatic evaluation
performance and evaluation of bowel motility by the method, experiments were performed in which
the SNR thresholds used in the STE method were 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 dB.

3.1. Automatic Bowel Sound Detection

Table 1 lists the number and length of BS and non-BS segments obtained at each SNR threshold
used in the STE method.

Table 1. Number and length of BS and non-BS segments obtained at each SNR threshold used in the
STE method.

Threshold
of SNR (dB)

Before Soda Intake After Soda Intake

No. of Segments Length of Segments(s) No. of Segments Length of Segments(s)

BS Non-BS BS Non-BS BS Non-BS BS Non-BS

2 396 4840 0.42 ± 0.59 0.34 ± 1.49 1538 6372 0.59 ± 1.82 0.30 ± 1.15
1 439 10202 0.59 ± 0.91 0.36 ± 1.28. 1463 15614 0.85 ± 2.47 0.29 ± 0.82

0.5 441 13444 0.90 ± 2.27 0.39 ± 1.35 1378 21202 1.23 ± 3.61 0.32 ± 0.53
0 409 14904 1.51 ± 3.83 0.47 ± 1.72 1264 23522 1.86 ± 4.59 0.39 ± 0.65

Table 1 reveals the following pattern for both cases (before and after consumption of carbonated
water by participants): As the SNR threshold decreases, the numbers of both BS and non-BS segments
increase until a certain threshold, after which the numbers of segments decrease. Additionally,
the values in the table confirm that the lengths of both segments also increase with decrease in SNR.
The values of length and number of both segments were larger after consumption of carbonated water
than those before consumption, and BS segments were longer than non-BS segments.

To evaluate the automatic extraction performance of the proposed method, the respective
segments were divided in a ratio of 3:1 for training data and testing data. Tables 2 and 3, respectively,
present the results of 100 ANN-based approach trials that used MFCC and PNCC as acoustic features
to derive the average classification accuracy.

Table 2 reveals that for the case before consumption of carbonated water, accuracy slightly
degraded with decrease in the SNR threshold, whereas the accuracy increased with decrease in SNR
threshold in the case after consumption. Table 3 demonstrates that when PNCC is used, classification
accuracy increases as SNR threshold decreases, for cases both before and after consumption of
carbonated water. Furthermore, we can see that the highest accuracy is obtained when the SNR
threshold is 0 dB. Figure 3 shows the results of a comparative analysis of extraction accuracy before
and after consumption of carbonated water when using MFCC and PNCC, respectively. Table 3 shows
that PNCC is more accurate than MFCC for all SNR thresholds. When the SNR threshold is 0 dB before
the consumption of carbonated water, the average of PNCC becomes sufficiently larger compared to
that of MFCC. In general, a BS with lower sound-pressure occurs before consumption of carbonated
water than after consumption. This suggests that PNCC is effective in classifying such sounds. On the
basis of the abovementioned observation, a subsequent automatic evaluation of bowel motility was
conducted using PNCC with an ANN-based approach.
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Table 2. Results of automatic BS extraction using an ANN-based approach based on MFCC (using performance
evaluation through random sampling). Sne: sensitivity; Spe: specificity; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV:
negative predictive value; Acc: Accuracy.

Threshold of SNR (dB)

MFCC
Before Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 78.8 ± 4.7 83.9 ± 2.1 28.8 ± 2.3 98.0 ± 0.4 83.5 ± 1.8
1 79.7 ± 4.9 83.3 ± 2.1 17.1 ± 1.4 99.0 ± 0.2 83.2 ± 1.9

0.5 78.9 ± 4.1 83.2 ± 2.0 13.5 ± 1.4 99.2 ± 0.2 83.1 ± 1.9
0 78.0 ± 4.8 81.1 ± 2.0 10.2 ± 1.0 99.3 ± 0.2 81.0 ± 1.9

Threshold of SNR (dB)

MFCC
After Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 77.6 ± 2.6 79.9 ± 1.6 48.2 ± 1.6 93.7 ± 0.6 79.4 ± 1.0
1 81.9 ± 2.4 83.8 ± 1.1 32.2 ± 1.3 98.0 ± 0.2 83.6 ± 0.9

0.5 82.4 ± 2.4 84.7 ± 1.2 26.0 ± 1.3 98.7 ± 0.2 84.6 ± 1.0
0 82.6 ± 2.8 83.6 ± 1.4 21.4 ± 1.2 98.9 ± 0.2 83.6 ± 1.2

Table 3. Results of automatic BS extraction using an ANN-based approach based on PNCC (using performance
evaluation through random sampling).

Threshold of SNR (dB)

PNCC
Before Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 79.4 ± 4.5 85.3 ± 2.0 30.9 ± 2.6 98.1 ± 0.4 84.9 ± 1.7
1 81.9 ± 3.8 86.6 ± 1.7 20.9 ± 1.8 99.1 ± 0.2 86.4 ± 1.6

0.5 82.2 ± 4.0 87.4 ± 1.4 17.8 ± 1.4 99.3 ± 0.1 87.3 ± 1.3
0 85.6 ± 4.3 87.8 ± 1.6 16.3 ± 1.6 99.6 ± 0.1 87.8 ± 1.5

Threshold of SNR (dB)

PNCC
After Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 80.6 ± 2.3 83.5 ± 1.6 54.1 ± 2.1 94.7 ± 0.6 82.9 ± 1.1
1 84.4 ± 1.9 87.6 ± 1.1 38.9 ± 1.9 98.4 ± 0.2 87.3 ± 0.9

0.5 87.1 ± 1.8 88.2 ± 0.9 32.4 ± 1.4 99.1 ± 0.1 88.1 ± 0.8
0 87.0 ± 2.1 88.3 ± 0.9 28.7 ± 1.4 99.2 ± 0.1 88.2 ± 0.8

Figure 3. Comparison of accuracies of ANN-based approaches based on MFCC and PNCC, respectively.
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3.2. Bowel Motility Evaluation

In this study, leave-one-out cross validation was performed for each participant, and the
classification accuracy of an ANN-based approach using PNCC was verified. Table 4 presents the
average classification accuracies for which the corresponding accuracy was the highest for each
participant after leave-one-out cross validation was performed 50 times.

Table 4. Results of automatic BS extraction using an ANN-based approach based on PNCC (using performance
evaluation through leave-one-out cross validation).

Threshold of SNR (dB)

PNCC
Before Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 71.5 ± 23.1 85.0 ± 12.0 25.5 ± 21.5 96.5 ± 6.6 85.5 ± 9.6
1 75.2 ± 23.8 88.8 ± 8.0 17.6 ± 15.1 98.8 ± 2.0 88.7 ± 7.3

0.5 74.1 ± 23.5 90.2 ± 5.8 15.4 ± 13.7 99.2 ± 1.0 90.0 ± 5.5
0 72.4 ± 23.0 90.4 ± 6.4 15.2 ± 13.5 99.4 ± 0.8 90.2 ± 6.3

Threshold of SNR (dB)

PNCC
After Soda Intake

Sen (%) Spe (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Acc (%)

2 78.6 ± 8.1 85.2 ± 6.0 54.7 ± 12.8 94.4 ± 2.8 84.4 ± 4.1
1 82.9 ± 8.7 88.6 ± 5.3 40.0 ± 12.9 98.2 ± 1.1 88.3 ± 4.7

0.5 85.4 ± 7.2 90.1 ± 3.4 34.5 ± 12.9 98.9 ± 0.7 89.9 ± 3.1
0 84.4 ± 8.7 90.0 ± 3.6 30.7 ± 12.8 99.1 ± 0.7 89.8 ± 3.2

As was noted in a prior study [8], Table 5 shows that the acoustic features—BS detected per minute,
SNR, and SS interval—can capture the differences in bowel motility before and after a participant
consumes carbonated water, up to a point at which the SNR threshold decreases to nearly 0 dB.
Note that these results are related to the accuracy of automatic BS extraction. However, unlike in the
prior study [8], no significant difference in BS length before and after consumption of carbonated water
was found. This suggests that when the SNR threshold reduces to 0 dB, the acoustic features of BS
detected per minute, SNR, and SS interval can evaluate the bowel motility without being affected by
the reduction in SNR threshold.

Table 5. Results of automatic bowel motility evaluation using acoustic features in four time domains:
BS detected/min, SNR (dB), length of BS (s), and SS interval (s).

Threshold
of SNR (dB)

BS Detected/min. SNR (dB)

Before Soda Intake After Sofa Intake P Value Before Soda Intake After Sofa Intake P Value

2 3.97 ± 3.62 6.97 ± 3.83 >0.001 * 5.38 ± 0.88 6.20 ± 0.64 0.007 *
1 6.59 ± 4.70 9.54 ± 4.28 0.015 * 3.83 ± 0.77 4.65 ± 0.56 0.002 *

0.5 7.79 ± 5.48 10.69 ± 3.82 0.008 * 3.05 ± 0.82 3.86 ± 0.56 0.002 *
0 7.90 ± 5.35 11.18 ± 3.70 0.014 * 2.44 ± 0.94 3.06 ± 0.54 0.036 *

Threshold
of SNR (dB)

Length of BS(s) SS Interval(s)

Before Soda Intake After Sofa Intake P Value Before Soda Intake After Sofa Intake P Value

2 0.56 ± 0.46 0.52 ± 0.15 0.126 * 23.32 ± 17.38 10.26 ± 5.66 0.001 *
1 0.85 ± 0.80 0.67 ± 0.20 0.457 * 12.59 ± 10.11 6.84 ± 3.55 0.013 *

0.5 1.20 ± 1.30 0.98 ± 0.45 0.323 9.83 ± 8.25 5.37 ± 2.51 0.014 *
0 1.89 ± 2.55 1.30 ± 0.61 0.379 9.54 ± 7.94 4.74 ± 2.57 0.021 *

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This study proposes a system for automatic evaluation of bowel motility on the basis of acoustic
features in BS time domains obtained by automatically extracting BS from sound data recorded using
a noncontact microphone. Although studies related to bowel motility using BS have been conducted
previously [2–7], those studies used electronic stethoscopes that were applied to the surface of the
body. Our recent research has demonstrated that bowel motility can be evaluated from sound data
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recorded using a noncontact microphone the same way as it can be evaluated using data recorded with
a stethoscope [8]. However, the extraction of BS from sound data performed in this study was based
on manual labeling. The sound pressure of BS recorded using noncontact microphones is lower than
that of BS recorded using electronic stethoscopes applied to the surface of the human body, and there
are fewer perceptible BS. As such, using sound data recorded without contact requires an automatic
BS extraction method that is resistant to extraneous noise. Even so, the results suggest that the system
proposed herein—which uses PNCC and has excellent noise resistance—is able to automatically extract
BS with approximately 90% accuracy if the SNR threshold is 0 dB. Furthermore, even when the SNR
threshold drops to 0 dB, results suggest that bowel motility can be evaluated using the acoustic features
other than those from the BS length time domain, such as BS detected per minute, SNR, and SS interval.

The proposed method could extract more sound by decreasing the SNR threshold used in the
STE method, further extending segment length to increase the information provided to the system
for BS/non-BS differentiation. We believe that as a result of this extension, we could improve the
performance of automatic BS extraction. However, this also suggests that proper BS length cannot be
obtained because of the extension in BS segment length caused by the decrease in the SNR threshold
used in the STE method.

Compared to the results of the performance evaluation based on random sampling, the results
based on leave-one-out cross validation tended to have a larger standard deviation and decreased
sensitivity in the proposed method, particularly before the consumption of carbonated water by
participants. The cause of this was thought to be the small number of participants, meaning that
sufficient BS segments were not available for use in leave-one-out cross validation. As such, we expect
an improvement with increase in the number of subjects. To further improve system performance,
a combination of the following two measures would likely be useful: (1) replacing the STE method
with another method for detecting segments having sound; and (2) selecting acoustic features with
excellent resistance to extraneous noise.

In this study, we have provided new knowledge for noncontact automatic evaluation of bowel
motility. It is hoped that the foundations of the system developed in this study can assist in the further
development of the evaluation of bowel motility using noncontact microphones and research related
to diagnostic support for bowel disorders.
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Abstract: With the increasing demand for high quality audio, stereo audio coding has become more
and more important. In this paper, a multi-frame coding method based on Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is proposed for the compression of audio signals, including both mono and stereo
signals. The PCA-based method makes the input audio spectral coefficients into eigenvectors of
covariance matrices and reduces coding bitrate by grouping such eigenvectors into fewer number of
vectors. The multi-frame joint technique makes the PCA-based method more efficient and feasible.
This paper also proposes a quantization method that utilizes Pyramid Vector Quantization (PVQ) to
quantize the PCA matrices proposed in this paper with few bits. Parametric coding algorithms are also
employed with PCA to ensure the high efficiency of the proposed audio codec. Subjective listening
tests with Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) have shown that the
proposed PCA-based coding method is efficient at processing stereo audio.

Keywords: stereo audio coding; Principal Component Analysis (PCA); multi-frame; Pyramid Vector
Quantization (PVQ)

1. Introduction

The goal of audio coding is to represent audio in digital form with as few bits as possible while
maintaining the intelligibility and quality required for particular applications [1]. In audio coding, it is
very important to deal with the stereo signal efficiently, which can offer better experiences of using
applications like mobile communication and live audio broadcasting. Over these years, a variety of
techniques for stereo signal processing have been proposed [2,3], including M/S stereo, intensity stereo,
joint stereo, and parametric stereo.

M/S stereo coding transforms the left and right channels into a mid-channel and a side channel.
Intensity stereo works on the principle of sound localization [4]: humans have a less keen sense of
perceiving the direction of certain audio frequencies. By exploiting this characteristic, intensity stereo
coding can reduce the bitrate with little or no perceived change in apparent quality. Therefore, at very
low bitrate, this type of coding usually yields a gain in perceived audio quality. Intensity stereo is
supported by many audio compression formats such as Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) [5,6], which is
used for the transfer of relatively low bit rate, acceptable-quality audio with modest internet access
speed. Encoders with joint stereo such as Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) Audio Layer III
(MP3) and Ogg Vorbis [7] use different algorithms to determine when to switch and how much space
should be allocated to each channel (the quality can suffer if the switching is too frequent or if the side
channel does not get enough bits). Based on the principle of human hearing [8,9], Parametric Stereo
(PS) performs sparse coding in the spatial domain. The idea behind parametric stereo coding is to
maximize the compression of a stereo signal by transmitting parameters describing the spatial image.
For stereo input signals, the compression process basically follows one idea: synthesizing one signal
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from the two input channels and extracting parameters to be encoded and transmitted in order to
add spatial cues for synthesized stereo at the receiver’s end. The parameter estimation is made in the
frequency domain [10,11]. AAC with Spectral Band Replication (SBR) and parametric stereo is defined
as High-Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding version 2 (HE-AACv2). On the basis of several stereo
algorithms mentioned above, other improved algorithms have been proposed [12], which causes Max
Coherent Rotation (MCR) to enhance the correlation between the left channel and the right channel,
and uses MCR angle to substitute the spatial parameters. This kind of method with MCR reduces the
bitrate of spatial parameters and increases the performance of some spatial audio coding, but has not
been widely used.

Audio codec usually uses subspace-based methods such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [13],
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [14], and Wavelet Transform [15] to transfer audio signal from time
domain to frequency domain in suitably windowed time frames. Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT) is a lapped transform based on the type-IV Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT-IV), with the
additional property of being lapped. Compared to other Fourier-related transforms, it has half as
many outputs as inputs, and it has been widely used in audio coding. These transforms are general
transformations; therefore, the energy aggregation can be further enhanced through an additional
transformation like PCA [16,17], which is one of the optimal orthogonal transformations based on
statistical properties. The orthogonal transformation can be understood as a coordinate one. That is,
fewer new bases can be selected to construct a low dimensional space to describe the data in the
original high dimensional space by PCA, which means the compressibility is higher. Some work was
done on the audio coding method combined with PCA from different views. Paper [18] proposed a
novel method to match different subbands of the left channel and the right channel based on PCA,
through which the redundancy of two channels can be reduced further. Paper [19] mainly focused
on the multichannel procession and the application of PCA in the subband, and it discussed several
details of PCA, such as the energy of each eigenvector and the signal waveform after PCA. This paper
introduced the rotation angle with Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) instead of the rotation matrix
and the reduced-dimensional matrix compared to our paper. The paper [20] mainly focused on the
localization of multichannel based on PCA, with which the original audio is separated into primary
and ambient components. Then, these different components are used to analyze spatial perception,
respectively, in order to improve the robustness of multichannel audio coding.

In this paper, a multi-frame, PCA-based coding method for audio compression is proposed,
which makes use of the properties of the orthogonal transformation and explores the feasibility of
increasing the compression rate further after time-frequency transition. Compared to the previous
work, this paper proposes a different method of applying PCA in audio coding. The main contributions
of this paper include a new matrix construction method, a matrix quantization method based on PVQ,
a combination method of PCA and parametric stereo, and a multi frame technique combined with
PCA. In this method, the encoders transfer the matrices generated by PCA instead of the coefficients of
the frequency spectrum. The proposed PCA-based coding method can hold both a mono signal and
a stereo signal combined with parametric stereo. With the application of the multi-frame technique,
the bitrate can be further reduced with a small impact on quality. To reduce the bitrate of the matrices,
a method of matrix quantization based on PVQ [21] is put forward in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the multi-frame, PCA-based
coding method for mono signals. Section 3 presents the proposed design of the matrix quantization.
In Section 4, the PCA-based coding method for the mono signal is extended to stereo signals combined
with improved parametric stereo. The experimental results, discussion, and conclusion are presented
in Sections 5–7, respectively.
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2. Multi-Frame PCA-Based Coding Method

2.1. Framework of PCA-Based Coding Method

The encoding process can be described as follows: after time-frequency transformation such as
MDCT, the frequency coefficients are used in the module of PCA, which includes the multi-frame
technique. Several matrices are generated after PCA is quantized and encoded to bitstream.
The decoder is the mirror image of the encoder, after decoding and de-quantizing, matrices are
used to generate frequency domain signals by inverse PCA (iPCA). Finally, after frequency-time
transformation, the encoder can export audio. Flowcharts of encoder and decoder for mono signals
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The part of MDCT is used to concentrate energy of signal on low
band in frequency domain, which is good for the process of matrix construction (details are shown in
Section 2.4). Some informal listening experiments have been carried out on the performance applying
PCA without MDCT. The experimental results show that without MDCT, the performance of PCA has
slight reduction, which means more bits are needed by the scheme without MDCT in order to achieve
the same output quality of the scheme with MDCT. Thus, in this paper MDCT is assumed to enhance
the performance of the PCA, although it will bring more computational complexity.

PCATF 
transformation

Rotation 
matrix

Reduced-
dimensional 

matrices

Quantization 
and encode Bitstream

Multi-frame PCA

Input signal

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of mono encoder. (TF, Time-to-Frequency; PCA, Principle Component Analysis).

Decode and 
dequantization

Rotation 
matrix

Reduced-
dimensional 

matrices

iPCA FT 
transformationBitstream Output

 

Figure 2. Flowchart of mono decoder. (iPCA, inverse Principle Component Analysis; FT,
Frequency-to-Time).

2.2. Principle of PCA

The PCA’s mathematical principle is as follows: after coordinate transformation, the original
high-dimensional samples with certain relevance can be transferred to a new set of low-dimensional
samples that are unrelated to each other. These new samples carry most information of the original
data and can replace the original samples for follow-up analysis.

There are several criteria for choosing new samples or selecting new bases in PCA. The typical
method is to use the variance of new sample F1 (i.e., the variance of the original sample mapping on
the new coordinates). The larger Var (Fi) is, the more information Fi contains. So, the first principal
component should have the largest variance F1. If the first principal component F1 is not qualified
to replace the original sample, then the second principal component F2 should be considered. F2 is
the principal component with the largest variance except F1, and F2 is uncorrelated to F1, that is,
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Cov(F1, F2) = 0. This means that the base of F1 and the base of F2 are orthogonal to each other, which
can reduce the data redundancy between new samples (or principal components) effectively. The third,
fourth, and p-th principal component can be constructed similarly. The variance of these principal
components is in descending order, and the corresponding base in new space is uncorrelated to other
new base. If there are m n-dimensional data, the procession of PCA is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. PCA ALGORITHM.

Algorithm: PCA (Principle Component Analysis)

(i) Obtain matrix by columns: X
[ m n ]

(ii) Zero-mean columns in X
[ m n ]

to get matrix X

(iii) Calculate C = 1
m XT X

(iv) Calculate eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 . . . λn and eigenvectors a1, a2, a3 . . . an of C
(v) Use eigenvector to construct P

[ n n ]
according to the eigenvalue

(vi) Select the first k columns of P
[ n n ]

to construct the rotation matrix P
[ n k ]

(vii) Complete dimensionality reduction by Y
[ m k ]

= X
[ m n ]

× P
[ n k ]

The contribution rate of the principal component reflects the proportion that each principal
component accounts for the total amount of data after coordinate transformation, which can effectively
solve the problem of dimension selection after dimensionality reduction. In PCA application,
people often use the cumulative contribution rate as the basis for principal components selection.
The cumulative contribution rate Mk of the first k principal components is

Mk =
∑k

i=1 λi

∑n
i=1 λi

(1)

If the contribution rate of the first k principal components meets the specific requirements (the
contribution rates are different according to different requirements), the first k principal components
can be used to describe the original data to achieve the purpose of dimensionality reduction.

PCA is a good transformation due to its properties, as follows:

(i) Each new base is orthogonal to the other new base;
(ii) Mean squared error of the data is the minimum after transformation;
(iii) Energy is more concentrated and more convenient for data processing.

It is worthwhile noting that PCA does not simply delete the data of little importance.
After PCA transformation, the dimension-reduced data can be transformed to restore most of the
high-dimensional original data, which is a good character for data compression. In this paper, as is
shown in Figure 3, the spectrum coefficients of the input signal are divided into multiple samples
according to specific rules; then, these samples will be constructed to the original matrix X. After the
principal component analysis, matrix X is decomposed into reduced-dimensional matrix Y and
rotation matrix P; the process of calculating matrix Y and P is shown in Table 1. The matrix Y and P
are transmitted to the decoder after quantization and coding. In decoder, the original matrix can be
restored by multiplying reduced-dimensional matrix and transposed rotation matrix. There is some
data loss during dimension reduction, but the loss is much less, so we can ignore it. For example,
we can recover 99.97% information through a 6-dimension matrix, when the autocorrelation matrix
has the 15th dimension. Ideally the original matrix X can be restored by reduced-dimensional matrix Y
and rotation matrix P with

X ≈ Xrestore = Y×PT (2)

in which Xrestore is the matrix restored in decoder and PT is the transposition rank of matrix P.
Then, Xrestore is reconstructed to spectral coefficients.
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Figure 3. Scheme of PCA-based coding method. (PCA, Principle Component Analysis).

2.3. Format of Each Matrix

In encoder, when the sampling rate is 48 kHz, the frame has 240 spectral coefficients after MDCT
(in this paper, the MDCT frame size is 5 ms with 50% overlap). There are many forms of matrices like 6
× 40, 12 × 20, 20 × 12, and so on; each format of matrix brings different compression rates. In a simple
test, several formats of original matrix were constructed. Then, a subjective test was devised using
those different dimensional rotation matrices. 10 listeners recorded the number of dimensions when
the restored audio had acceptable quality. Then, the compression rate was calculated by the number of
dimensions. As is shown in Figure 4, the matrix has the largest compression rate when it has 16 rows.
So, the matrix X

[ 16 15 ]
with 16 rows and 15 columns is selected for transient frame in this paper.

That means a 240-coefficient-long frequency domain signal is divided into 16 samples, each sample
having 15 dimensions.
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Figure 4. Compression rate for different format of matrix.

2.4. Way of Matrix Construction

An appropriate way to obtain the 16 samples from frequency domain coefficients is necessary.
This paper proposes one method as follows: suppose the coefficients of one frame in frequency domain
are a1,a2 . . . a240. a1 is filled in the first column and the first row X

[ 1 1 ]
, a2 is filled in the first

column and the second row X
[ 2 1 ]

, and a16 is filled in the first column and the 16th row X
[ 16 1 ]

.

Then, a17 is filled in the first row and second column X
[ 1 2 ]

, a18 is filled in the second row and

second column X
[ 2 2 ]

, and so on, until all the coefficients have been filled in the original matrix

X
[ 16 15 ]

; that is,
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X
[ 16 15 ]

=

⎡⎢⎣ a1, · · · a225
...

. . .
...

a16, · · · a240

⎤⎥⎦ (3)

This method has two obvious advantages, which can be find in Figure 5:
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Figure 5. Example for matrix construction (“value” means the value of cells in original matrix, “column”
means the column of original matrix, and “row” means the row of original matrix).

(i) This method takes advantage of the short-time stationary characteristic of signals in the
frequency domain. Therefore, the difference between different rows in the same column of the matrix
constructed by this sampling method is small. In other words, the difference between the same
dimensions of different samples in the matrix is small, and different dimensions have similar linear
relationships, which is very conducive to dimensionality reduction.

(ii) This method allows signal energy to gather still in the low-dimensional region of the new space.
The energy of the frequency domain signal is concentrated in the low frequency region; after PCA,
the advanced column of reduced-dimensional matrix still has the most signal energy. Thus, after
dimensionality reduction, we can still focus on the low-dimensional region.

2.5. Multi-Frame Joint PCA

In the experiment, a phenomenon was observed that the rotation matrices of adjacent frames are
greatly similar. Therefore, it is possible to do joint PCA with multiple frames to generate one rotation
matrix, that is, multiple frames use the same rotation matrix. Therefore, the codec can transmit fewer
rotation matrices, and bitrate can be reduced.

Below is one way to do joint PCA with least error. First, frequency domain coefficients of
n sub-frames are constructed as n original matrices X1[ 16 15 ]

, X2[ 16 15 ]
. . . Xn [ 16 15 ]

,

respectively; then, the original matrices of each sub-frame are used to form one original matrix
X
[ 16n 15 ]

. This matrix is used to obtain one rotation matrix and n reduced-dimensional matrices.

If too many matrices are analyzed at the same time, the codec delay will be high, which is
unbearable for real-time communication. Besides, the average quality of restored audio signal decreases
with the increase in the number of frames. Therefore, the need to reduce bitrate and real-time
communication should be comprehensively considered. A subjective listening test was designed
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to find the relationship between the number of frames and the quality of restored signal. 10 audio
materials from European Broadcasting Union (EBU) test materials were coded with multi-frame PCA
with different numbers of frames. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [22] of the restored music was
recorded by 10 listeners. The statistical results are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Subjective test results for different number of frames.

As is shown in Figure 6, when the number of frames is less than 6 or 8, the decrease of audio
quality is not obvious. A suitable number of frames is then subjected to joint PCA. Taken together,
when 8 sub-frames are analyzed at the same time, the bitrate and the delay of encoder is acceptable,
that is, for every 40 ms signal, 8 sub-frame reduced-dimensional (Rd) matrices and one rotation matrix
are transferred. Main functions of the mono encoder and decoder combined with multi-frame joint
PCA are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In encoder, 40 ms signal is used to produce 8 Rd matrices and 1
rotation matrix. In decoder, after receiving 8 Rd matrices and 1 rotation matrix, 8 frames are restored
to generate 40 ms signal.
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Figure 7. Multi-frame in encoder. (PCA, Principle Component Analysis; Rd, reduced-dimensional).
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Figure 8. Multi-frame in decoder. (iPCA, inverse Principle Component Analysis; Rd,
reduced-dimensional).

3. Quantization Design Based On PVQ

According to the properties of matrix multiplication, if the error of one point in matrix Y or P is
large, the restored signal may have a large error. Therefore, uniform quantization cannot limit the error
of every point in the matrix in the acceptable range with bitrate limitation. So, it is necessary to set a
series of new quantization rules based on the properties of the dimensionality matrix and the rotation
matrix. It is assumed that the audio signal obeys the distribution of Laplace [23], and both PCA and
MDCT in the paper are orthogonal transformations. Thus, the distribution of matrix coefficients is
maintained in Laplace distribution. Meanwhile, we have observed the values in reduced-dimensional
matrix and rotation matrix. It is shown that most values of cells in matrix are close to 0, and the bigger
the absolute value, the smaller the probability is. Based on the above two statements, the distribution of
coefficients in reduced-dimensional matrix and rotation matrix can be regarded as Laplace distribution.
Lattice vector quantization (LVQ) is widely used in the codec because of its low computational
complexity. PVQ is one method of LVQ that is suitable for Laplace distribution. Thus, this section
presents a design of quantization for reduced-dimensional matrix and rotation matrix combined
with PVQ.

3.1. Quantization Design of the Reduced-Dimensional Matrix

In the reduced-dimensional matrix, the first column is the first principal component, the second
column is the second principal component, etc. According to the property of PCA, the first principal
component has the most important information of the original signal, and information carried by
other principal components becomes less and less important. In fact, more than 95% of the original
signal energy, which can be also called information, is restored only by the first principal component.
That means if the quantization error of the first principal component is large, compared with the
original signal, the restored signal also has a large error. Therefore, the first principal component needs
to be allocated more bits, and the bits for other principal components should be sequentially reduced.
For some kinds of audio, 4 principal components are enough to obtain acceptable quality, while for
other kinds of audio 5 principal components may be needed. We choose 6 principal components,
because they can satisfy almost all kinds of audio. In fact, the fifth and sixth principal components
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play a small role in the restored spectral; therefore, little quantization accuracy is needed for the last
two principal components.

Based on the above conclusion, the reduced dimensional matrix can be divided into certain
regions, as is shown in Figure 9. Different regions have different bit allocations: the darker color means
more bits needed.

Figure 9. Bits allocation for reduced-dimensional matrix (darker color means more bits needed).

A PVQ quantizer was used to quantify the distribution of different bits in each principal
component of the reduced-dimensional matrix. Several subjective listening tests have been carried out,
and the bits assignments policy is determined according to the quality of the restored audio under
different bit assignments. Finally, the bits that need to be allocated for each principal component
are determined. Table 2 gives the number of bits required for each principal component of non-zero
reduced-dimensional matrix under the PVQ quantizer.

Table 2. Quantization bit for reduced-dimensional matrix.

Principal Component Bits Needed (bit/per Point)

First principal component 3
Second principal component 3
Third principal component 2.5

Fourth principal component 1.5
Fifth principal component 0.45
Sixth principal component 0.45

3.2. Quantization Design of the Rotation Matrix

According to Y = XP in encoder and Xrestore = YPT in decoder, some properties of the rotation
matrix can be found:

(i) The higher row in matrix P is used to restore the region of higher frequencies in the restored signal.
(ii) The first column in matrix P corresponds to the first principal component in the

reduced-dimensional matrix. That means that the first column of the rotation matrix only
multiplies with the first column (first principal component) of the reduced-dimensional matrix
when calculating the restored signal in the decoder. The second column of the rotation matrix only
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multiplies with the second column (second principal component) of the reduced-dimensional
matrix, and so on. According to the above properties of the rotation matrix, the quantization
distribution of the rotation matrix has been made clearer, that is, the larger the row number is,
and the larger the column number is, the fewer allocation bits there are.

In addition to the above two properties of the rotation matrix, there is another important property.
Generally, the data in the first four rows around the diagonal are bigger than others. The thinking
of this characteristic in this paper is as follows: common audio focuses more energy on low-band
in frequency domain, and the method of matrix construction described in Section 2.4 can keep the
coefficients of low-band stay in low-column. Thus, the first diagonal value that is calculated from
the first column must be the largest one of overall values in rotation matrix or autocorrelation matrix.
The second diagonal value could quite possibly be the second-largest value, and so on. That means
these data are more important for decoder, so the quantization accuracy of these regions with larger
absolute values can determine the error between the restored signal and the original signal. Therefore,
the data around the diagonal need to be allocated with more bits. Figure 10 shows the “average value”
rotation matrix of a piece of audio as an example to show this property more clearly.
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Figure 10. An example rotation matrix (“value” means the average value of cells in rotation matrices,
“column” means the column of rotation matrix, and “row” means the row of rotation matrix).

The rotation matrix also has the following quantization criterion:

(i) The first column of the rotation matrix needs to be precisely quantized, because the first principal
component of the reduced-dimensional signal is only multiplied by the first column of P in
decoder to restore signal.

(ii) Data in columns 2–6 in row 1 have little effect on the restored signal, so that few bits can be
allocated for this region.

(iii) The higher row in matrix P is used to restore the region of higher frequencies in the restored
signal. The data in lines 13, 14, and 15 correspond to the frequency that exceeds the range of
frequencies perceptible to the human ear, so these data do not need to be quantized.

According to the above quantization criteria, the rotation matrix that is divided into the following
regions according to bit allocation is shown in Figure 11. The darker the color is, the more bits should
be allocated.
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Figure 11. Bit allocation for rotation matrix (darker color means more bits needed; white color means
no bits).

The same test method as the one for reduced-dimensional matrix was used to determine the
number of bits needed in each region in rotation matrix.

In Table 3, the first region corresponds to the region with the darkest color in Figure 11; the second
corresponds to the area with the second-darkest color, and so on. The white color means there are no
bits allocated to that area.

Table 3. Quantization bits for rotation matrix.

Region Bits Needed (bit/per Point)

The first region 4
The second region 3
The third region 2

The fourth region 2
The fifth region 0.5
The sixth region 0.5

The seventh region 0

3.3. Design of the Low-Pass Filter

The noise generated from quantization and matrix calculation is white noise. There are two ways
to reduce it. The first way is introducing noise shaping to make noise more comfortable for human
hearing, and the second way is introducing a filter in decoder.

For most signals, the energy concentrates on low frequency domain, therefore the noise in low
frequency domain does not sound obvious because of simultaneous masking. While in the high
frequency part, if the original signal does not have high frequency components, the noise signal will
not be masked and can be heard. So, a low-pass filter can be set to mask the high frequency noise
signal, without affecting the original signal. The key point of the filter design is to determine the
cut-off frequency.
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Given the original matrix X
[ 16 15 ]

=

⎡⎢⎣ a1 . . . a225
...

. . .
...

a16 . . . a240

⎤⎥⎦, there are 15 subbands in

X, in which the first subband is the first row, the second subband is the second row, and so
on. When C = 1

m XTX is calculated in PCA, the first value e1 on the diagonal line e1, e2 . . . e15 is
calculated by

e1= ((a1 − a) ∗ (a1 − a) + (a2 − a) ∗ (a2 − a) + . . . (a16 − a) ∗ (a16 − a))/16

= (a1
2 + a2

2 + . . . a16
2 + 16a2 − 2a(a1 + a2 + . . . a16))/16

= (a1
2 + a2

2 + . . . a16
2 − 16a2)/16

(4)

in which a1
2 + a2

2 + . . . a16
2 is equal to the energy of the first subband E1, and a is the average value of

the first subband. Therefore, the relationship between E1 and e1 is

E1 = 16(e1 + a2) (5)

Actually, the value of a2 is far less than e1, so E1 is equal to 16e1, and the relationships between
E2 . . . E15 and e2 . . . e15 can be gotten by analogy. Therefore, through PCA, the energy of each subband
is calculated, and the filter can be determined by the energy of each band. Considering the proportion
of energy accumulation, Ak is

Ak =
∑k

i=1 ei

∑15
i=1 ei

(6)

According to some experiments, when Ak = 99.6%, k is the proper cut-off band. When the signal
passes through the filter, the noise signal will be filtered out, and the signal itself will not be too
much damaged.

Considering the frequency characteristics of the audio signal, the stop band setting is not low,
and the signal with more than 20,000 Hz is often ignored by default, so each band of the above 15
bands will not be transmitted. Taken together, e1, e2, e3, e12, e13, e14, e15 will not be transmitted, and the
index of the left 8 bands are quantized by 3 bits, so the bitrate for cut-off band is 75 bps.

4. PCA-Based Parametric Stereo

The stereo coding method proposed in this paper, as the extension of mono coding method
mentioned before, is shown in Figures 12 and 13. The encoder and decoder for stereo audio use
the same module of PCA and quantization as mono audio. The differences between mono coding
and stereo coding are elaborated in the following sections. In encoder, the two channels’ signal
carries out MDCT and the two channels’ coefficients gather to generate an original matrix to do PCA;
then, an improved parametric stereo module is used to downmix and calculate parameters of the
high-band. Finally, a module based on PVQ is used for quantizing coefficients of matrix, and so on.
In decoder, coefficients of mid downmix matrix and rotation matrix are used to generate mid channel;
then, spatial parameters and other information are introduced to restore stereo signals. After inverse
MDCT (iMDCT) and filtering, the signal can be regarded as the output signal.
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Figure 12. Flowchart of stereo encoder. (MDCT, Modified Discrete Cosine Transform; PCA,
Principle Component Analysis; IC, Interaural Coherence; ILD, Interaural Level Difference).
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Figure 13. Flowchart of stereo decoder. (MDCT, Modified Discrete Cosine Transform; iPCA,
inverse Principle Component Analysis; IC, Interaural Coherence; ILD, Interaural Level Difference).

4.1. Procession of Stereo Signal

Since the signals in two channels of the stereo tend to have high correlation. The signal of the left
and right channels can be constructed into one original matrix. Firstly, the coefficients from left channel
and right channel construct original matrices Xl[m n] and Xl[m n] respectively. Then, matrices Xl[m n].

and Xr[m n] are used to form a new matrix X, in which =

[
Xl[m n]
Xr[m n]

]
. Matrix X is used to obtain one

rotation matrix P[n k] by PCA, and P[n k] can handle both left and right channel signals. That is,

Yl[m k] = Xl[m n] × P[n k] (7)

Yr[m k] = Xr[m n] × P[n k] (8)

If the first six principal components are preserved, most mono audio signals can be well
restored. At this time, we keep the first six bases in principal component matrix and obtain rotation
matrix P

[ 15 6 ]
. The reduced-dimensional matrices of each sub-frame are Y1[156], Y2[156], . . . , Y8[156].

Experiments were done to verify the design for stereo signals: 10 normal audio files and 5 artificial
synthesized audio files (the left channel and right channel have less correlation) were chosen as the
test materials. Results of the subjective listening experiments are shown in Figures 14 and 15. We can
consider that for most stereo signals, in which two channels have high relevance with each other, the
proposed method for stereo signals perform as well as for mono signals.
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Figure 14. Subjective MOS of high-relation stereo signal. (MOS, Mean Opinion Score).
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Figure 15. Subjective MOS of low-relation stereo signal.

4.2. Parameters in Parametric Stereo

In parametric stereo, Interaural Level Difference (ILD), Interaural Time Difference (ITD),
and Interaural Coherence (IC) are used to describe the difference between two channels’ signals.
In MDCT domain, the above parameters in subband b are calculated by:

ILD[b] = 10log10
∑Ab−1

k=Ab−1
Xl(k)Xl(k)

∑Ab−1
k=Ab−1

Xr(k)Xr(k)
(9)

IC[b] = R(Xbl(k), Xbr(k)) =
〈Xbl(k), Xbr(k)〉
|Xbl(k)||Xbr(k)| (10)

While in MDCT domain, calculating ITD must introduce Modified Discrete Sine Transform
(MDST) to calculate Interaural Phase Difference (IPD) instead of ITD, in which MDST is:

Y(k) =
N−1

∑
n=0

x(n)w(n) sin
[

2π

N

(
n +

1
2
+

N
4

)(
k +

1
2

)]
, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . ,

N
2
− 1 (11)
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in which Y(k) is the spectrum coefficients, x(n) is the input signal in time domain, and w(n) is the
window function. Then, a new transform MDFT is introduced, Z(k) = X(k) + jY(k), in which X(k) is
the MDCT spectral coefficients, Y(k) is the MDST spectral coefficients, and IPD can be calculated by

IPD[b] = ∠

⎛⎝ Ab−1

∑
k=Ab−1

Zl(k)Zr
∗(k)

⎞⎠ (12)

Traditional decoder uses these parameters and a downmix signal to restore left channel’s signal
and right channel’s signal. Compared with formula (4, 9, 10), when the method described in Section 4.1

is used to deal with stereo signals,
Ab−1

∑
k=Ab−1

Xl(k)Xl(k) and
Ab−1

∑
k=Ab−1

Xr(k)Xr(k) can be calculated in the

processing of PCA; therefore, parametric stereo and PCA have high associativity. After PCA, we
can get ILD and IC only by calculating 〈Xbl(k), Xbr(k)〉. In addition, we also need to calculate IPD
by Formula (12); however, introducing MDST will bring computational complexity, and ITD or IPD
mainly works on signals below 1.6 kHz that play smaller roles in high frequency domain. Thus, some
improvements can be made to the parametric stereo according to the nature of the PCA.

4.3. PCA-Based Parametric Stereo

Given that the original matrix is X =

⎡⎢⎣ a1 . . . a225
...

. . .
...

a16 . . . a240

⎤⎥⎦, and the rotation matrix is P =

⎡⎢⎣ p1 . . . p76
...

. . .
...

p15 . . . p90

⎤⎥⎦, the reduced-dimensional matrix is Y = XP =

⎡⎢⎣ b1 . . . b49
...

. . .
...

b16 . . . b64

⎤⎥⎦. For the

coefficients in the reduced-dimensional matrix Y,

b1 = a1 p1 + a17 p2 + . . . a225 p15 (13)

b2 = a2 p1 + a18 p2 + . . . a226 p15 (14)

b16 = a16 p1 + a33 p2 + . . . a240 p15 (15)

The first column is only related to the first column of P (the first base). As Figure 9 shows, main
energy of the first base in the rotation matrix is entirely concentrated on the data in the first column of
the first row. Therefore, the matrix Y can be approximated as

b1 = a1 p1 (16)

b2 = a2 p1 (17)

b16 = a16 p1 (18)

While p1 in the matrix P is approximately equal to 1. Therefore the first column in the matrix Y is
equal to the first column originally in matrix X. When the sampling rate is 48 kHz, the first column
in X indicates the coefficients from 0 to 1.6 kHz, which means that when calculating the restored
signal, the points below 1.6 kHz in the frequency domain happen to be the first principal component.
So, the first principal component can be used to restore signals below 1.6 kHz in frequency domain
instead of introducing MDST and estimating binaural cues. In decoder, the spectrum of the left and
right channels above 1.6 kHz can be restored according to the downmix reduced-dimensional matrix,
rotation matrix, and spatial parameters. The spectrum of the left and right channels below 1.6 kHz can
be restored according to the first principal component and the downmix reduced-dimensional matrix.
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4.4. Subbands and Bitrate

The spectrums of signal are divided into several segments based on Equivalent Rectangular Bands
(ERB) model. The subbands are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Subband division.

index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
start 0 100 200 300 400 510 630 760

index 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
start 900 1040 1200 1380 1600 1860 2160 2560

index 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
start 3040 3680 4400 5300 6400 7700 9500 12,000

index 24 25
start 15,500 19,880

The quantization of space parameters uses ordinary vector quantization. The codebook with
different parameters is designed based on the sensitivity of the human ear and the range of the
parameter fluctuation of the experimental corpus. The codebooks of ILD and IC are shown in Tables 5
and 6, respectively.

Table 5. Codebook for ILD. (ILD, Interaural Level Difference).

index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ILD −20 −15 −11 −8 −5 −3 −1 0

index 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
ILD 1 3 5 8 11 13 15 20

Table 6. Codebook for IC. (IC, Interaural Coherence).

index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
IC 1 0.94 0.84 0.6 0.36 0 −0.56 −1

According to the above codebooks, the ILD parameters of each subband are quantized using
4 bits, and the IC parameters of each subband are quantized using 3 bits. According to the above
sub-band division, the number of sub-bands higher than 1.6 kHz accounts for half of the total number
of sub-bands in the whole frequency domain, which is 13, so the number of bits needed for each
frame’s spatial parameter is 13 × 7 = 91. For frequencies above 1.6 kHz, the rate of quantitative
parameters is about 4.5 kbps. In the frequency domain less than 1.6 kHz, the first principal component
is used to describe the signal directly. The rate of transmission of the first principal component is
around 10 kbps, so the parameter rate of PCA-based parametric stereo is around 15 kbps. In traditional
parametric stereo [24], IPD of each subband is quantized by 3 bits, so the parameter rate of the
traditional parameter stereo is about (4 + 3 + 3 + 3) × 25 × 50 = 16.25 kbps. Therefore, compared with
traditional parametric stereo, the rate of PCA-based parametric stereo is slightly reduced.

Figure 16 shows the results of a 0–1 test for spatial sense. In this test, 12 stereo music from EBU
test materials is chosen. Score 0 means the sound localization is stable, and score 1 means there are
some unstable sound localization in test materials. The ratio in Figure 16 is calculated from the times
of unstable localization, and lower ratio means better performance in the quality of spatial sense.
Experiments show that compared with the traditional parametric stereo encoding method, the spatial
sense of the audio source has been obviously improved through the PCA-based parametric stereo.
Through the use of PCA, almost half of the amount of parameter estimation can be reduced, while the
computational complexity still rises because of the increasing complexity of PCA.
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Figure 16. Test results for spatial sense.

5. Test and Results

The method proposed in this paper performs significantly better with stereo signals compared
to mono signals. Thus, this section only presents the results for stereo signals. In order to verify
the encoding and decoding performance of the PCA-based stereo coding method, some optimized
modules such as DTX, noise shaping, and other efficient coding tools in the codec were not used
in testing

5.1. Design of Test Based on MUSHRA

The key points of the MUSHRA [25] test are as follows:

5.1.1. Test Material

(i) Several typical EBU test sequences were selected: piano, trombone, percussion, vocals, song of
rock, multi sound source background and mixed voice, and so on.

(ii) Contrast test objects: PCA-based codec signal that transmits two channels separately,
PCA-based codec signal with traditional parametric stereo, PCA-based codec signal with improved
parametric stereo, G719 codec signal with traditional parametric stereo [24], HE-AACv2 codec signal,
anchor signal, and original signal. In the algorithm proposed in this paper, the relationship between
the quality of the restored signal and bitrate is not linear, as Figure 17 shows, which uses a simple
subjective test with different bitrate allocation; therefore, the test chooses a case in which the qualities
of restored signal and bitrate are both acceptable.
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Figure 17. Relationship between quality and bitrate.
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The bits allocations of each module in PCA–based codec for stereo signal are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Bitrate allocation in encoder.

Module Bitrate

Reduced-dimensional matrix 35 kbps
Rotation matrix 5 kbps

First principal component 10 kbps
Spatial parameters and side information 5 kbps

(iii) In order to eliminate psychological effects, the order and the name of each test material in
each group are random. The listener needs to select the original signal from the test signals and score
100 points, and the rest of the signals are scored by 0–100 according to overall quality, including sound
quality and the spatial reduction degree.

5.1.2. Listeners

10 people with certain listening experiences were selected for the listening test, of which 5 were
male, 5 were female, and each listener has normal hearing.

5.1.3. Auditory Environment

All 10 listeners use headphones connected to a laptop in quiet environments.

5.2. Test Results

After the test is finished, we calculated average value and the 95% confidence interval based
on the listeners’ scores. The average confidence interval of each test codec is [77.2, 87.0], [74.4, 84.2],
[70.5, 80.7], [65.8, 76.6], [56.1, 66.9], and [78.6, 86.2]. After removing three outlier data (data beyond
confidence interval), the test results of MUSHRA are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
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Figure 18. Results of MUSHRA test. (PCA_2 represents the PCA-based codec signal that is transmitted
over two channels separately (75 kbps), PCA_PS+ represents PCA-based codec signal with improved
parametric stereo (55 kbps), PCA_PS represents PCA-based codec signal with traditional parametric
stereo (56 kbps), G.719 represents G.719 codec signal with traditional parametric stereo (56 kbps),
anchor represents anchor signal, HE_AACv2 represents HE-AACv2 signal (55 kbps), and reference
represents hidden reference signal).
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Figure 19. MUSHRA score of per item test. (PCA_2 represents the PCA-based codec signal that is
transmitted over two channels separately (75 kbps), PCA_PS+ represents PCA-based codec signal with
improved parametric stereo (55 kbps), PCA_PS represents PCA-based codec signal with traditional
parametric stereo (56 kbps), G.719 represents G.719 codec signal with traditional parametric stereo
(56 kbps), anchor represents anchor signal; HE-AACv2 represents HE-AACv2 signal (55 kbps), and
hidden reference material has been removed. 1–6 represents different test materials).

Compared with traditional parametric stereo, the PCA-based parametric stereo has less bitrate,
higher quality, and better spatial sense. Compared with G719 with traditional parametric stereo
with the same bitrate, PCA-based codec signal has better quality. Compared with HE-AACv2 signal,
the average score of the PCA-based parametric stereo is slightly less than HE-AACv2. HE-AACv2
is a mature codec that uses several techniques to improve the quality, including Quadrature Mirror
Filter (QMF), Spectral Band Replication (SBR), noise shaping and so on. The complexity of PCA is
less than the part of the 32-band QMF in HE-AACv2. Considering the high complexity and maturity
of HE-AACv2, the test results are optimistic. Conclusions can be drawn that the PCA-based codec
method possesses good performance, especially for stereo signal in which the audio quality and spatial
sense can be recovered well.

5.3. Complexity Analysis

The module of principal component analysis can be regarded as a part of the singular value
decomposition (SVD): the calculate procession of the right singular matrix and the singular value of
original matrix X

[ m n ]
, therefore the algorithm complexity of principal component analysis module

is O(nˆ3). According to the properties of SVD, when n < m, the computation complexity of the right
singular matrix is half of the computation complexity of SVD for X

[ m n ]
. Therefore, the algorithm

complexity and delay of PCA are far less than those of SVD. In the Intel i5-5200U processor, 4 GB
memory, 2.2 GHz work memory, it takes 20 ms to finish one part of PCA. Given the time reduction of
parametric stereo, the delay of PCA-based codec algorithm is in the acceptable range. In the part of
multi-frame joint PCA, the forming of the original matrix takes 40 ms. When the first frame finishes
MDCT, the process of forming original matrix will begin. Besides, the thread of PCA is different from
matrix construction, and MDCT windowing also belongs to the calculating thread. Suppose the time
for MDCT of first frame is t1; the whole delay can be regarded as around 40 + t1 ms, which is around
50 ms. The delay of the algorithm proposed in this paper still has space to be improved, and we can
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make the balance of delay and bitrate better by adjusting the number of multi frames using a more
intelligent strategy in the future.

6. Discussion

This paper just presents a preliminary algorithm. There is still much space for improvement in
real applications. One question worth further study is how to eliminate the noise. In the experiment,
when the number of bits or the number of principal components is too small, the noise spectrum
has special nature, as Figures 20–22 show. Signal in Figure 20 is restored by three components;
compared with signal in Figures 21 and 22, the spectrum of noise in high-frequency domain has
obvious repeatability, which occurs once every 1.6 kHz. Therefore, low pass filter mentioned in
Section 3.3 is not the best way to get rid of this noise: the damage of original signal is unavoidable.
Ideally, an adaptive notch filter can filter the spectrum of noise clearly and not damage original signal.
However, the design of such an adaptive notch filter needs to be studied more in the future.

 

Figure 20. The spectrogram of the signal restored by three components.

 

Figure 21. The spectrogram of the signal restored by four components.
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Figure 22. The spectrogram of the signal restored by five components.

7. Conclusions

The framework of proposed multi-frame PCA-based audio coding method has several differences
compared to other codecs; therefore, there are lots of barriers to the design of an optimal algorithm.
This paper proposed several ways to remove those barriers. For mono signal, the design of PCA-based
coding method in this paper, including multi-frame signal processing, matrix design, and quantization
design can hold it efficiently. As to stereo signal, PCA has high associativity with parametric stereo,
which makes PCA-based parametric stereo certainly feasible and significant. Experimental results
show satisfactory performance of the multi-frame PCA-based stereo audio coding method compared
with the traditional audio codec.

In summary, research on the multi-frame PCA-based codec, both for mono and stereo, has certain
significance and needs further improvement. This kind of stereo audio coding method has good
performance in processing different kinds of audio signals, but further studies are still needed before it
can be widely applied.
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Abstract: High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been proven to be promising in non-invasive
therapies, in which precise prediction of the focused ultrasound field is crucial for its accurate and
safe application. Although the Khokhlov–Zabolotskaya–Kuznetsov (KZK) equation has been widely
used in the calculation of the nonlinear acoustic field of HIFU, some deviations still exist when it
comes to dispersive medium. This problem also exists as an obstacle to the Westervelt model and the
Spherical Beam Equation. Considering that the KZK equation is the most prevalent model in HIFU
applications due to its accurate and simple simulation algorithms, there is an urgent need to improve
its performance in dispersive medium. In this work, a modified KZK (mKZK) equation derived
from a fractional order derivative is proposed to calculate the nonlinear acoustic field in a dispersive
medium. By correcting the power index in the attenuation term, this model is capable of providing
improved prediction accuracy, especially in the axial position of the focal area. Simulation results
using the obtained model were further compared with the experimental results from a gel phantom.
Good agreements were found, indicating the applicability of the proposed model. The findings of
this work will be helpful in making more accurate treatment plans for HIFU therapies, as well as
facilitating the application of ultrasound in acoustic hyperthermia therapy.

Keywords: KZK equation; fractional order derivative; ultrasound hyperthermia; HIFU; acoustic
simulation; Kramers–Kronig relation

1. Introduction

Although pioneering clinical studies of focused ultrasound were carried out as early as the
1940s [1,2], it did not attract intensive research interest until the end of the 20th century and the
beginning of 21st century, during which several theoretical models were developed, improved and
then broadly accepted [3–9]. In the past decades, high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has
played an increasingly significant role in the study of non-invasive therapies by demonstrating unique
advantages in safety, effectiveness and high efficiency [10–14]. However, the applications of HIFU are
still limited, and clinical treatments are only available for limited sites [11,14–16].

One of the challenges confronting HIFU treatments is the spatial precision of tissue ablation.
Several techniques such as ultrasound B-Scan and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have been
combined with HIFU to achieve real-time monitoring of focal areas [17–20]. With these methods,
the actual focal profiles were usually found to deviate from those predicted through theoretical
models [21,22]. As was indicated by Petrusca et al., the shift of the focal point away from the prescribed
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position caused by acoustic aberrations and non-linear wave propagating effects make it mandatory
to evaluate the spatial accuracy of HIFU ablation [21]. Li et al. observed a focal shift of 1–2 mm
and ascribed it to the layered distribution of tissues. Several different mechanisms might contribute
to these deviations, such as the thermos-lensing effect [23,24], bubble formation [25–27], acoustic
radiation force [27] and the nonlinear nature of acoustic waves [21,22]. Connor et al. pointed out
that the positioning error of the focal spots could be mainly related to the thermos-lensing effect
and nonlinear propagation of ultrasonic waves [23]. When accounting for the complexity of wave
propagation, e.g., ribs, abdomen tissues, blood vessels and other celiac organs between the transducers
and the targeted area, these could constitute sources of acoustic scattering, diffraction, attenuation and
dispersion etc. [28,29], and negatively affect the precision of HIFU treatments. Therefore, it is very
important to take into account the complexities of the acoustic paths by developing theoretical models
for higher accuracy.

Using the state of the art methods, the spatial distribution of HIFU field can be simulated with
the well-known Khokhlov–Zabolotskaya–Kuznetsov (KZK) equation [5,6], the Westervelt model [22]
or the Spherical Beam Equation (SBE) [9]. Because of its reasonable parabolic approximation, the KZK
equation has been widely used for describing the propagation of finite amplitude acoustic beams
emitted by focused transducers, with the only restriction being that the half angle of divergence of
the transducer does not exceed 16◦ [7]. Existing algorithms to solve the KZK equation are usually
balanced between accuracy and simplicity, making it possible to calculate and adjust HIFU fields in
real time during treatments. In contrast, the heavy calculation burden of the Westervelt equation
and the SBE limits their application. Therefore, it is not unexpected that the KZK equation has been
preferred against the other two in both clinical situations and industry. In the KZK equation, the effects
of diffraction, nonlinearity and attenuation have been taken into consideration and are described by
separate terms. Therefore, it has been recognized to be more effective than the Rayleigh integral in
simulating HIFU propagation [8]. Meanwhile, the parabolic approximation is also accurate enough in
practice, by which the near-axis HIFU field can be calculated relatively accurately [7,30,31]. However as
Meaney et al. have pointed out, it is hard to explain the shifts of focal positions with the traditional KZK
equation [24]. Therefore, several questions are still open to discussion. Firstly, the Kramers–Kronig
dispersion relations indicate a power law between the attenuation and the working frequency, i.e.,
α ∝ ωy, y = 1 − 2. For most tissues, the attenuation factor y sits in the range from 1 to 1.7 [32,33].
However, in the KZK model, the propagation loss caused by viscosity and thermal conduction is
considered to be proportional to the square of the working frequency (y = 2), which is actually only
valid for fresh water [32,33]. Furthermore, y = 2 for fresh water causes a third derivative term to appear
in the KZK equation. The third derivative as well as the derivative of acceleration have not yet been
well clarified in the physical overview. In the context of Newton’s law of motion, acceleration is directly
affected by the force, and the derivative of acceleration has no obvious physical meaning. Secondly,
sound velocity, which is treated as a constant in the KZK equation, usually changes with frequency in
biological tissues. In HIFU fields, propagation nonlinearity could be non-negligible due to the high
acoustic pressure, and the orders of harmonic waves could be rather high in many cases [5–7,9,29].
Therefore, the descriptions of both attenuation and sound velocity should be modified when biological
tissues are present on the wave path.

To overcome these shortcomings in the existing models, efforts need to be made to account for
the case of a non-integer power index in the Kramers–Kronig relationship. In the frequency domain,
with the help of the classic Laplace Transform, the acoustic field could be easily accessible, but only
valid for linear models. The Rayleigh model proposed by Wojcik et al. in 1995 was also not applicable in
cases using wide-bandwidth acoustic pulses [34]. The fractional order derivative method described by
Makris and Constantinou [35] was believed to be an effective approach to solve this problem. However,
the complexity in mathematics has made numerical analysis hard to achieve, hence restrained its
application in developing HIFU theories. After that, Szabo et al. utilized a convolution integral
and further developed the theory of the fractional order derivative, in which Fourier Transform was
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adopted to define a derivative of non-integer order, while the basic principles of the Kramers–Kronig
relationship was still preserved [36–38]. Some other calculation algorithms have also been proposed.
Treeby et al. developed a popular, open source nonlinear simulation tool named the k-wave toolbox
to simulate nonlinear wave propagation [39]. Prieur et al. proposed time-fractional acoustic wave
equations [40]. Inspired by these algorithms, simulation of the KZK equation has made definite
progress in the past few years.

In this paper, a fractional order derivative was introduced to modify the KZK model to address
the power-law relationship (non-integer power index), and a frequency-dependent sound velocity was
employed to account for the dispersive behaviors of media. Numerical and experimental verifications
were carried out to demonstrate the different behaviors between the modified model and the original
KZK model. Results showed that the obtained modified KZK (mKZK) equation is in better agreement
with the experimental results. The findings in this paper will promote not only the prediction and
design of focused sound fields and acoustic transducers, but also the therapeutic applications of
ultrasonic treatments.

2. Theory and Experiments

2.1. The KZK Equation

The KZK equation is an extended form of Burgers model, and an approximation of the Westervelt
equation, written as [41]

∂2 p
∂z∂τ

=
c0

2
Δ⊥p +

δ

2c03
∂3 p
∂τ3 +

β

2ρ0c03
∂2 p2

∂τ2 , (1)

in which p is the acoustic pressure, c0 is the sound velocity, δ is the sound diffusivity, β is the nonlinearity
coefficient, ρ0 is the ambient density of the medium, Δ⊥ is the transverse Laplace operator (defined as

Δ⊥ =
1
r

∂

∂r

(
r

∂

∂r

)
+

1
r2

∂2

∂θ2 in cylindrical coordinates), and τ = t − z/c0 is the time delay at the axial

distance of z with t being the time. The three terms on the right side of Equation (1) represent the
diffraction, attenuation and nonlinearity, respectively. The attenuation caused by viscosity and thermal
conduction is hence proportional to the square of the angular frequency ω, i.e., α(ω) = ω2δ/(2c3

0).
However, in biological tissues, the attenuation factor is usually a non-integer less than 2, the attenuation
term is hence only valid for describing wave propagation in fresh water (attenuation factor y = 2). If the
attenuation parameter is directly set for fresh water rather than considering the actual properties of the
media, the accuracy of calculation would certainly be undermined. Furthermore, the sound velocity
c0 here is regarded as a constant for all harmonic components, which is in conflict with the inherent
Kramers–Kronig dispersion relations where the phase velocity varies with increasing frequency.

2.2. The Modified KZK Model

By introducing Fourier Transform, the nth time derivative of time-dependent acoustic pressure
p(t) could be written as

dn p(t)
dtn = F−{(iω)nF+[p(t)]

}
. (2)

Here F+ and F− represents operators of the Fourier transform and its inversion, respectively. As the
order number y is a non-integer, the fractional order derivative is then defined as a convolution [38],

dy p(t)
dty =

1
Γ(−y)

t∫
−∞

p(t′)
(t − t′)(1+y)

dt′, (3)

where Γ(·) is the Gamma Function, i.e., Γ(x) =
∫ ∞

0 ξx−1e−ξ dξ. The definition in Equation (3) is hence
the Riemann–Liouville fractional derivative [42]. Therefore, the fractional order derivative is not only
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determined by the pressure value at the time point t, but is also related to its history range from −∞
to t.

Since the attenuation factor y is a non-integer in lossy media, the wavenumber k̃ could then be
considered as a complex, while its squared form in the low-frequency approximation is

k̃2 ≈ ω2

c2
0
+ 2i

ω

c0
α0ωy =

ω2

c2
0
− 2

α0

c0

(−iω)y+1

(−i)y . (4)

in which i is the imaginary unit, and (−i)y can be expressed with trigonometric functions as
(−i)y=cos(yπ/2) − isin(yπ/2). With the wave number k̃ = ω/c0 + iα0(−iω)y/[cos(yπ/2)], the phase
velocity can be calculated as

1
c(ω)

=
Re
(

k̃
)

ω
=

1
c0

+ α0 tan(yπ/2)|ω|y−1, (5)

where Re(·) represents the real part of the complex value.
Considering the non-integer attenuation factor y and the dispersion of phase velocity, the classical

KZK equation could be modified as

∂2 p
∂z∂τ

=
c(ω)

2
∇2

⊥p +
δ

2c(ω)3
∂y+1 p
∂τy+1 +

β

2ρ0c(ω)3
∂2 p2

∂τ2 , (6)

where the attenuation term and the phase velocity c(ω) could be calculated according to
Equations (4) and (5), respectively. Consistent conclusions can be found between Equation (6) and
the work of Zhao et al. [43], which is an extension of an earlier model for ultrasound propagation in
power-law media proposed by Kelly et al. [44]. In addition, Equation (6) will not hold if y = 1. However,
in the framework of discussing HIFU propagation problems, the y = 1 case is of no importance [37,38]
and is not of interest here.

2.3. The Numerical Algorithm

In the numerical analysis, both the KZK model and its modified form were solved with the
finite difference time domain (FDTD) method for the acoustic field emitted from a single-element
self-focusing transducer. For the traditional model, coordinate transformation Z = z/F, R = r/a, T = ωt,
P = p/P0 were introduced, with F, r, a, P0 being the geometrical focal length, the radial coordinate,
the aperture radius of the transducer, and the surficial acoustic pressure, respectively. The following
assumptions were then made,

G =
ka2

2F
, (7)

A =
ω2δ

2ρ0c03 F = α′F, (8)

N =
F

ρ0c03/(P0βω)
=

F
ld

, (9)

in order that the KZK equation could be normalized to the following form,

∂2P
∂T∂Z

=
1

4G
⊥ P + A

∂3P
∂T3 +

N
2

∂2P2

∂T2 . (10)

The values of the physical constants used for acoustic modeling were ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3,
c0 = 1486 m/s, β = 3.5, α = 0.025 Np/m at 1 MHz, and μ = 2 for fresh water [45]. The FDTD algorithm
adopted here was generally the same as that used in a previous study [45,46], in which Equation (10)
was decomposed into three independent equations, accounting for the diffraction, attenuation and
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nonlinearity, respectively. Based on an orthogonal spatial grid, the discretized forms of these equations
were expressed as,

Pn
i,j+1 − Pn

i,j

dZ
=

1
4G

T∫
Tmin

(
Pn

i+1,j+1 − 2Pn
i,j+1 + Pn

i−1,j+1

dR2 +
Pn

i+1,j+1 − Pn
i−1,j+1

2kdR2

)
dt, (11)

Pn
i,j+1 − Pn

i,j

dZ
= A

Pn+1
i,j+1 − 2Pn

i,j+1 + Pn−1
i,j+1

dT2 , (12)

And

Pn
j+1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pn

j

(
1 − N

Pn+1
j − Pn

j

dT
dZ

)−1

Pn
j ≥ 0

Pn
j

(
1 − N

Pn
j − Pn−1

j

dT
dZ

)−1

Pn
j < 0

. (13)

Here i and j were the spatial coordinate indexes in the radial and axial directions, respectively,
and n was the time step, i.e., Pn

i,j = P(i · dr, j · dz; n · dt).
In the simulations for the mKZK equation, the major difference was the differential form of the

fractional derivative in Equation (6),

∂y+1 p
∂τy+1 =

A
Δτy ×

[
Δτ−1

n

∑
r=0

ω
(y)
r

(
Pn−r+1

i,j + Pn−r
i,j

)
+ ω

(y)
n+1P′(0)k

i,j

]
, (14)

where
A = 2Γ(−y)Γ(y + 1) cos[(y + 1)π/2]/π, (15)

ω
(y)
r = (−1)ry(y − 1)Γ(y − r + 1)/r!. (16)

The FDTD simulations were then accomplished through a self-developed FORTRAN code package
running on a ×64 PC platform. In the calculation, the boundary condition was symmetrical and had
equal amplitude acoustic pressure driving conditions, which was also the boundary condition generally
used to calculate HIFU [29,41].

2.4. Experimental Methods

2.4.1. Phantom Preparation

A tissue phantom was prepared based on the recipe of polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel [47],
in which micron-sized polystyrene microspheres were added to adjust its attenuation and phase
velocity dispersion. The formula of phantom contained 100 mL degassed water, 10 g acrylamide
(A9099, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), 0.05 g ammonium persulfate (A9164, Sigma-Aldrich),
0.3 g methylene double acrylamide (146072, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.2 mL TEMED (411019, Sigma-Aldrich),
and 4 mL 10-micron microsphere solution (P107798, Aladdin, Shanghai, China, original concentration
5% w/v).

2.4.2. Experimental Setup

The thickness of each phantom sample was Ls = 42.3 mm, with a density of ρ1 = 1000 kg/m3

so that it could stably suspend in the water. The distance between transducer and the phantom was
37.7 mm. Following the same protocol used in our previous work [45], the nonlinearity parameter was
measured as β = 4.2. Since the only difference in gel recipe between the two works is the introduction
of amino polystyrene microspheres in this paper, the same β value indicates that microspheres did not
influence the nonlinear propagation of waves. To confirm this, we measured the ratio between the
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second harmonic and fundamental components, and found it was identical to that in [45] under the
same sonication conditions. The attenuation coefficient and sound velocity of phantom, as functions
of frequency, were measured through a broadband spectrum method [48,49]. In the measurement,
two planar piston transducers (Immersion, Unfocused, Panametrics, Waltham, MA, USA) calibrated
with a needle hydrophone (HNC-1000, ONDA Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), were placed on the
opposite sides of the phantom, with one of them driven by a broadband pulse generator (5900PR,
Panametrics). The reflected and transmitted acoustic signals were then acquired by the transducers
and digitalized with a digital oscilloscope (54830B, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). (Device connection
was similar to that in [49]). In the measurements, 8 continuous pulse sequences were acquired and
averaged to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Prior to the HIFU experiments, a low-level driving voltage was used to drive a customized HIFU
transducer (Chongqing Haifu Med. Tech. Co., Ltd., Chongqing, China) to emit a linear sound field.
Simultaneously, effective parameters of the transducer, such as effective radius, radiation profile, and
angle of divergence were obtained by adjusting the transducer parameters in the KZK calculations,
such that the linear field predicted via KZK was consistent with that measured [45]. The effective
parameters were then used in the simulations of both the KZK and mKZK models. As a result, the
HIFU transducer (working frequency 1.12 MHz) had an effective aperture radius of 48.6 mm and a
geometrical focal length of 101.5 mm. As illustrated in Figure 1, the transducer was immersed in water
and driven with signals from a signal generator (33250A, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) amplified by
a broadband power amplifier (2200L, E&I, Rochester, NY, USA). The input voltage was set as 465 mV
(20 cycles; burst period, 10 ms; duty cycle, 0.18%). Another needle hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA
Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) was mounted on a customized three-dimensional (3D) scanning system
(Controller Model: XPS-C8, Newport, CA, USA) to scan the HIFU field. To suppress possible acoustic
cavitation in surrounding liquid, the water was processed with a self-developed water degassing and
deionizing system. The temporal and spatial scanning procedure was controlled via the GPIB interface
(National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).

Figure 1. The experimental setup.
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Non-Dispersive Water

In order to verify the validity of the modified model, the mKZK equation was used to predict
the sound field distributions generated from the transducer. In this case, the media in the direction of
propagation was degassed water, and the surface pressure of the transducer was set to be 0.4 MPa.
Then, the results were compared with those obtained from experimental measurements as well as
from the original KZK model. The results are presented in Figure 2 for comparison. Due to the
axial-symmetry of the sound field, only the sound field distribution in the axial direction was studied.
Also, since the major concern of this paper is to investigate how the focal-shift could be accurately
predicted, the pressure profiles are all presented in a normalized way, so that the focal-shift effect is
more intuitive and easy to observe. For the total pressure distributions presented in Figure 2a, the axial
distribution of acoustic pressure seems identical for the modified and original KZK models, which
provides reliable proof that the current theoretical modification did not compromise the accuracy of
the sound field prediction in non-dispersive media. With the help of fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm, further analysis was then carried out by decomposing the total sound pressure into the
superposition of linear and nonlinear components. In Figure 2b–d, all the components exhibited
good agreement between the results calculated from the modified and the original KZK models,
showing that both models are applicable for sound field prediction under the experimental conditions
mentioned above. It should also be noted that, in Figure 2 the locations of the pressure peaks from the
two models were exactly the same for all components, although the measured axial beam-widths seem
a bit narrower than both theoretical predictions, especially for harmonic components. Since the linear
fields were found to be almost identical for the measured and predicted results, we speculate that
some far-field attenuation factors such as dissolved oxygen in water, or bubbles might exist. However,
this does not affect the conclusion on the location of the maximum pressure.

Figure 2. The normalized acoustic pressure distributions along the axis of the HIFU transducer without
the phantom: (a) the overall pressure; (b) the fundamental component; (c) the second harmonic;
(d) the third harmonic.
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3.2. Dispersive Phantom

To incorporate the phantom model into the study, the acoustic parameters of the phantom was
firstly characterized according to procedures described in earlier studies [48,49]. In brief, the acoustic
phase velocity c(f ) inside the phantom material was determined by [48]

c( f ) = cw

[
1 + 2

θw( f )− θs( f )
θ2( f )− θ1( f )

]
, (17)

where the sound velocity in water cw was considered as 1500 m/s. When the sound velocity inside
the phantom was measured, the acoustic signals ps and pf were the acoustic pressure acquired by a
transducer before and after the phantom was inserted into the acoustic path. While p1 and p2 were
the pressure of the reflected signals from the first and second water/phantom interfaces, respectively,
θw(f ), θs(f ), θ1(f ) and θ2(f ) were the corresponding phase spectra. The frequency dependence of the
attenuation coefficient α(f ) was calculated according to [48,49]

α( f ) =
1
Ls

[
ln
(

A1

A2

)
− ln

(
Aw

As

)]
, (18)

where Aw, As, A1 and A2 were the amplitude spectra corresponding to the above-mentioned phase
responses. Figure 3 plots the measured attenuation coefficient and acoustic velocity as a function
of frequency. In the frequency range 1.5–3.1 MHz, the sound velocity increased by about 26 m/s.
The acoustic attenuation coefficient increased from 0.59 dB/cm at 1.5 MHz to 1.79 dB/cm at 3.1 MHz,
indicating the attenuation factor being y = 1.83 for the phantom. The attenuation factor was obtained
from the exponential fitting using a curve fitting toolbox in Matlab. It should be noted that sound
velocity could fluctuate due to the thermal effect of focused ultrasound. However, in this work
the duty cycle was as low as 0.18%, and a medium-level surface pressure of up to 0.4 MPa was
chosen for the transducer. Thus, no significant temperature elevation was observed during the
experiments, and the thermal-induced change in sound velocity could be neglected [50]. It should also
be mentioned, that to account for the thermal-effect, an appropriate bio-heat transferring equation
should be incorporated with the current model. The main concern then lies in the dispersion due to
microsphere scattering. In clinical applications, the major dispersion originates from tissues like fat,
whose attenuation coefficient is generally larger than that of body tissue. Therefore, in comparison with
other research in which the parameters of the phantom were nearly the same as body tissue (e.g., liver
and spleen), the choice of phantoms with larger attenuation coefficients in the present experiments
might provide results in better agreement with the actual situation. Meanwhile, since the measured
physical parameters are close to those of dense fat, this setup could be regarded as a simplified mimic
of the abdomen in HIFU therapies.

Figure 3. Measured frequency-dependent acoustic velocity and attenuation coefficient of the
phantom sample.
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As is illustrated in Figure 4, the acoustic field distribution along the axial direction is examined
by sitting the phantom on the acoustic path of the transducer. The results show the comparison
between measured data and simulated results obtained from both the modified and traditional KZK
models. Figure 4a describes the total pressure and Figure 4b–d shows the fundamental, second
harmonic and third harmonic components, respectively. For the total pressure distribution, it is
clearly observed that the peak-pressure location predicted through the mKZK model agrees well
with that acquired in experiments, while the data calculated from the traditional KZK model show
a deviation from the previous two groups. Note that the axial peak-pressure deviation is quite
small for the fundamental components, but it gradually becomes significant when more harmonic
components appear. Thus, the overall peak-pressure deviation observed in Figure 4a is mainly
caused by higher-order harmonic components, indicating that the significance of the theoretical
modification relies on high nonlinearity, such as in HIFU. This phenomenon could be addressed with
the results shown in Figure 3, where higher-order harmonic waves that occupy higher frequency bands
exhibit more notable sound velocity/attenuation dispersions, thus play a more dominant role in the
modification of the KZK model. Meanwhile, it can be seen from Figure 4 that the modified equation
has larger variation than the KZK equation. The effect of the mKZK equation on the simulation results
can be thus clarified as providing more precise prediction for experimental results. The results in
Figure 4 give persuasive proof that theoretical modifications made previously are necessary and valid.
The beam narrowing effect caused by data normalization still exists. However, in actual treatment
more attention is paid to the location of the focus point, because the location determines the heat
distribution area, which significantly alters the biological properties of the treatment area.

Figure 4. The normalized acoustic pressure distributions along the axis of the HIFU transducer, with
the phantom placed at 37.7 mm away from the transducer. (a) the overall pressure; (b) the fundamental
component; (c) the second harmonic; (d) the third harmonic.

Among existing studies, most researchers have focused on the thermos-lensing effect [23] and
bubble formation induced focal region distortion [25,26], while some also mentioned the acoustic
radiation force induced tissue displacement [27]. With the results presenting the dispersion of sound
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velocity and attenuation in tissues, the deviation of focal spots can be well explained in combination
with the strong nonlinearity nature of HIFU.

3.3. Dispersion-Induced Focus Shift

It is of great importance to evaluate how the mKZK model demonstrates its significance in HIFU
applications. In Figure 5, comparisons are carried out to display how the wave distribution behaves
differently before and after inserting the phantom sample into the wave propagation path. It can be
observed that, for either data from experiments or from the mKZK model, although only a slight
difference is seen in the axial wave profile when examining the fundamental components, an axial
focus shift is more evident for the overall acoustic pressure since it is highly affected by the harmonic
components. It is explained here that, due to the dispersive nature of the phantom, higher-order
harmonic components require larger values of both sound velocity and attenuation coefficient in the
KZK model, urging the overall wave profile to move forward to the transducer.

Figure 5. Comparison of the axial distributed acoustic pressure between the cases of with and without
the phantom sample: (a) the overall pressure; (b) the fundamental component; (c) the second harmonic;
(d) the third harmonic.

In the present study, the focus shift distance was quantified for the overall axial acoustic pressure
distribution and its decomposed components, and this is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Focus shift induced by acoustic-dispersive phantom sample (in mm).

Method Overall Fundamental 2nd Harmonic 3rd Harmonic

mKZK 1.47 1.41 1.51 1.62
Experiment 1.42 ± 0.04 1.40 ± 0.03 1.45 ± 0.04 1.51 ± 0.04

The focus shift, which is found to be of millimeter magnitude for the studied condition, cannot
be ignored, especially for clinical HIFU studies. On the one hand, in typical HIFU applications, the
much higher surface pressure would induce even stronger acoustic nonlinearity in the focus area,
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and up to tens of orders of harmonic components might contribute to the overall acoustic responses.
In that case, dispersion in acoustic velocity as well as the attenuation coefficient could cause larger
focus shifts. On the other hand, even for the millimeter-level focus shift exhibited with the current
setup, an impressive amount of acoustic energy would be deposited outside the designated focus
area. As demonstrated in Figure 6, about 25% of the −3 dB focal region would fall outside of the
one predicted by the traditional KZK equation, when the phantom sample is introduced into the
transducer axis. In addition, the absence of shockwaves in the experiment should be noted, and
this indicates that the influence of shockwaves could be ignored in the theoretical model under such
experimental parameters.

Figure 6. Illustration of the focus shift induced by the presence of phantom sample: (a) the theoretical
−3 dB area; (b) the measured −3 dB area.

3.4. Discussion

In previous studies, shifts between the predicted and observed focal regions have been frequently
reported in HIFU-related studies. Usually, the shift was measured to be around 1–3 mm for 1-MHz
HIFU transducers [24], 4–5 mm for ~2.2-MHz excitation [51], and an empirical formula was also used to
calculate the focus shift [22]. Although different possible mechanisms have been proposed and a series
of correlation studies have been carried out [21–27], detailed theoretical proof that could quantitatively
explain the inherent mechanisms of the observed focal shifts is still lacking. The proposed model
modification here clarifies how the acoustic dispersion played a role in the complicated physics of
this problem.

The experiments carried out here have demonstrated that the observed focal shift should come
from the dispersive behavior of sound velocity and attenuation in media. For different harmonic
components in the HIFU beam, their sound velocities could be different at the gel/water interface.
Speculating from Snell’s law, these different components could actually propagate along slightly
different paths in the phantom, causing the focal point to shift its location. That is also why the main
difference between the two models is observed for the harmonics in Figures 4 and 5—because the
sound velocity of the harmonics deviated further away as their frequencies were higher. During this
process, the attenuation should also have contributed in a dispersive way. However, the influence of
dispersive attenuation could not be separated from that of sound velocity.
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Despite the general recognition that the Westervelt equation and SBE provide higher precision
in non-dispersive sound field prediction than KZK, difficulties in predicting accurate sound field
distribution in strong dispersion media still remains a great challenge [22]. Moreover, due to the
existing complexity of the Westervelt equation and SBE, adding more modifications to these two
equations could be over-whelming and/or time-consuming for clinical applications that require
real-time monitoring. Considering that KZK shows a balance between accuracy and computation
burden, this paper chose to further modify the KZK equation as a straightforward way to achieve
improved simulation of HIFU propagation, especially to work out how the focal-shift could be
predicted accurately. In this work, for consistency of the experiment, the mKZK and KZK in ordinary
media was first confirmed. Then, when measuring the parameters in the strong dispersion medium,
mKZK gave a more accurate prediction of the focal shift. Thus, by using the mKZK equation we can
quickly and accurately predict the HIFU field in complex media.

However, further theoretical studies are still needed since the current model is unable to
eradicate all the possible unfavorable factors in predicting the characteristics of HIFU. For example,
defocusing effects or shifts in focal position might be caused by the layered tissue effect, where sound
speed/attenuation may vary in different tissues layers. The thermal lesion effect, in which the tissue
properties change due to the heating of HIFU, could be more difficult to include in the modeling. A full
solution could be even more challenging if other possible mechanisms, including acoustic radiation
force, acoustic cavitation and inconsistent thermal deposition [27] are also considered.

The focal shifts observed in phased-array-based HIFU devices are also notable. For instance,
a focal shift of about 2-mm was observed along the transducer axis in multiple-layered soft tissues
sonicated with a 65-element phased array transducer [22]. To overcome this problem in phased-array
HIFU, possible solutions could be obtained by drawing lessons from the underlying mechanisms
discussed above.

4. Conclusions

Although HIFU technology based on the KZK equation calculation has been widely accepted and
used in the clinical setting and transducer designs, the absence of an accurate theory to predict the
sound field inevitably limits the application of the ultrasound focusing. In this work, a mKZK equation
is proposed to predict the HIFU field established with a spherical focusing transducer. Meanwhile, the
accuracy of the methods is verified through experiment. This method could improve the computational
accuracy of the KZK equation in dispersive media, which is similar to human tissue. Simulation and
experimental results show that the focus area will shift towards the transducer and the offset increases
as the nonlinearity becomes higher. Therefore, in the process of HIFU transducer design, the impact
of dispersion on the results need to be taken into account, in order that accurate sonication can be
achieved. By modifying the KZK equation, the findings will help with transducer design and the
application of the HIFU. This will also help to ensure the stability and safety of HIFU and further
accelerate its clinical applications.
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Abstract: Because soil depth is a crucial factor for predicting the stability at landslide and debris flow
sites, various techniques have been developed to determine soil depth. The objective of this study is
to suggest the graphical bilinear method to estimate soil depth through seismic wave velocity. Seismic
wave velocity rapidly changes at the interface of two different layers due to the change in material
type, packing type, and contact force of particles and thus, it is possible to pick the soil depth based
on seismic wave velocity. An area, which is susceptible to debris flow, was selected, and an aerial
survey was performed to obtain a topographic map and digital elevation model. In addition, a seismic
survey and a dynamic cone penetration test were performed in this study. The comparison between
the soil depth based on dynamic cone tests and the graphical bilinear method shows good agreement,
indicating that the newly suggested soil depth estimating method may be usefully applied to predict
soil depth.

Keywords: graphical bilinear method; seismic survey; dynamic cone penetration test; soil depth;
time-distance curve

1. Introduction

In assessing the stability of landslide or debris flow areas, both hydrological and geotechnical
properties are the key parameters [1–6] among the various geotechnical properties such as soil strength,
hydraulic conductivity, and friction angle, the soil depth is the most important parameter because the
capacity for inflow and outflow of water is related to the soil thickness. Note that soil depth can be
defined as the thickness of the soil from ground surface to consolidated medium [7,8].

The most reliable method to estimate soil depth at a given location is the test pit method,
which involves direct excavation of a testing site in a square shape. However, excavation of multiple pits
for the estimation of soil depth is very expensive and time-consuming. To overcome these limitations,
Ref. [9] used a cone-tipped metal probe with a diameter of 18 mm for estimating local soil depth based
on probe penetration resistance. Note that the methods mentioned above can only be performed at
the selected local points; therefore, the soil depth of unmeasured areas is assumed to be the same
as the measured depth of nearby points. However, soil depth shows substantial spatial variation;
thus, the reliability of the above methods may be low, leading to the development of several models
that consider the spatial distribution of soil depth. Ref. [10] developed the regolith-mantle slope
method to predict the thickness of original parent material on a slope. Ref. [11] estimated soil depth
based on the mass balance between soil production from underlying bedrock and divergence of
diffusive soil transport. Even though these models are advantageous for obtaining soil depth across
the whole area, the use of these models may not be easy because they require detailed information
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regarding hydrological, geotechnical, and geochemical parameters. Therefore, the geophysical method
has been widely applied to estimate soil depth because it can quickly and cost-effectively provide
various soil characteristics across an entire area. Electromagnetic waves have been used to measure
electrical resistivity [12] and electrical conductivity [2], and the measured values can be converted into
soil depths. Refs. [13,14] used seismic survey to predict soil depth and however, the studies merely
showed the distributions of results without methodological content for picking soil depth. In addition,
the applied previous geophysical methods require special reference values to determine soil depth and
additional invasive experiments to enhance the reliability of the estimated soil depth.

This study proposes a graphical bilinear method to estimate soil depth based only on seismic
survey. A seismic survey was performed, and the dynamic cone penetration test (DCPT) was also
used to verify the soil depths deduced by the suggested technique. The measured information,
including geological map, location, particle distribution, and distribution of seismic wave velocity
were introduced first. Then the graphical bilinear method for determining soil depth, is demonstrated.
The estimated soil depths using the suggested method are compared with values deduced by the
dynamic cone penetration tests and their reliability is assessed.

2. Testing Site

2.1. Site Description

The selected testing site experienced debris flow a few years ago and is still susceptible to
additional debris flow because of several geological characteristics of the site, including steep slope
angle (over 32◦) and saturated soil condition on slope. According to the geological map issued
by the Korea Institute of Geology, Analysis, Mining (KIGAM), the testing area mainly consists
of gneissose granite terrane. The testing site belongs to Mt. Geohwa, South Korea, where the
altitude and area are approximately 200 m and 1.2 km2, respectively, and the latitude and longitude
of the top of the mountain are N 36◦29′15.7313′ ′ and E 127◦18′40.5986′ ′. A drone aerial survey
was performed to obtain a topographic map and digital elevation model. Figure 1 shows the
topographic map: the area consists of one main stream and several branch streams. The vertical
length and area of the main stream are approximately 206 m and 14,675 m2, respectively. Figure 1
also indicates the presence of the debris barrier and check dam at the site to prevent additional
debris flow (N 36◦29′04.3147′ ′, E 127◦18′44.7017′ ′). The main stream was divided at four points,
selected by considering slope characteristics: point A (N 36◦29′10.8530′ ′, E 127◦18′44.1891′ ′), point B
(N 36◦29′12.045′ ′, E 127◦18′39.5912′ ′), point C (N 36◦29′14.8329′ ′, E 127◦18′30.7079′ ′), and point D
(N 36◦29′18.2046′ ′, E 127◦18′23.6158′ ′). Point A, which is located at the bottom of the main stream,
shows various fallen trees and weeds undergoing decay and rot, suggesting that considerable time
has passed since the occurrence of the last debris flow. The slope of point A was measured to be
approximately 10◦, which is low compared to the slopes at points B and C. Thus, point A is covered
with various flowed materials from the streams above due to debris flow. Point B shows a dramatically
steeper slope of approximately 27◦ and the area mainly consists of sedimentary basin. Point C has
the largest rapid slope (~32◦) and width (maximum 105 m) among the selected points. Note that
point C is located at a large catchment basin. Finally, point D indicates the initial zone where the
debris flow occurred as ascertained by the presence of upright trees and a stable subsurface without
collapsed conditions.
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Figure 1. Aerial photography of the testing area. Points A and D denote the bottom and top streams,
respectively. Points B and C indicate the middle stream. The field tests were performed from points A to D.

2.2. Soil Classification

A hand auger with an outer diameter of 20 cm was used to excavate the subsurface and a soil
sampler was used to gather the specimen at the wall of a borehole. The length of the hand auger was
limited to 2 m due to a shortage of engine output, and thus the maximum depth of extracted soil in
this study was 2 m. Even though the hand auger can potentially excavate soil down to a maximum
of 2 m, the actual excavated depth was reduced due to the presence of gravel and weathered rock.
Therefore, the actual maximum extracted depths were 1, 1, and 2 m at locations near points A, B, and C,
respectively. The results from the excavations at points A and B show various deposited materials,
including gravel and boulder (Figure 2). At point C near the initial zone, a larger extraction depth
(~2 m) could be achieved due to the presence of a relatively deep soil layer (Figure 2). Soil samples
were collected at 4–5 different depths: 10, 40, 60, and 100 cm for points A and B; and 10, 40, 90, 140,
and 200 cm for point C. Sieve tests were performed using the extracted specimens according to [15].

The results of sieve tests are shown in Figure 2. The diameters at passing percentages of 10, 30 and
60% are calculated for every specimen, to classify the specimen based on the unified soil classification
system. The calculated coefficients of uniformity are 10, 5.92, and 9.33 for extracted soils at points A, B,
and C, respectively. The coefficients of curvature at points A, B, and C are determined to be 1.34, 1.01,
and 1.51, respectively. The measured coefficients of uniformity show values almost greater than 6 and
the coefficients of curvature are in the range of 1~3; hence, the specimens at testing sites are classified
as SW (well-graded sand). Additionally, Figure 2 indicates that the grain size distributions of extracted
samples at different depths are very similar.
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Figure 2. Sieve test results: (a) bottom stream (point A in Figure 1); (b) middle stream (point B); (c) top
stream (point C). D10, D30, and D60 denote the diameters at passing percentages of 10, 30, and 60%,
respectively. Cu and Cg are coefficients of uniformity and curvature, respectively.

3. Methodology

A seismic survey and dynamic cone penetrometer test were performed to obtain primary wave
velocity and dynamic cone penetration index (DPI), respectively, and the detailed descriptions are
as follows.

3.1. Seismic Survey

A seismic survey has the advantage of assessing a whole area without altering the fabric state;
thus, the measured values can greatly reflect the state and behavior of soils. A seismic wave propagates
in solid media by travelling through particle connections, and thus the wave velocity increases
with an increase in the particle contact area (or applied confining stress or soil depth). The seismic
refraction method was applied in this study to obtain a profile of compressional (or primary) wave
velocity. Four transects were determined with consideration for spatial variability in the geological
characterization of each stream. Figure 3 shows schematic drawings of the seismic transections.
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The bottom-top stream (BTS) line reflects the main stream from south to north (from points A to
D in Figure 1), whereas the bottom stream (BS), middle stream (MS), and top stream (TS) lines are
horizontally set to reflect bottom, middle, and top valleys, respectively. The center of the MS line is
located between points B and C in Figure 1. The lengths of the transection lines are 90, 20, 20, and 20 m
for BTS, BS, MS, and TS, respectively. A geophone was installed as a sensor for gathering seismic
waves every 2 m; therefore, the installed geophone numbers in the profiles of BTS, BS, MS and TS are
45, 10, 10, and 10, respectively. A sledgehammer was used to generate vibrations, and the impactions
were performed at start, middle, and end positions to enhance signal-to-noise ratios. Impactions were
performed five times in the same position for each test to minimize random noise.

Figure 3. Locations of the field investigations, including seismic survey and dynamic cone penetrometer
(DCP). Note: the numbers with red circles denote the DCP testing sites (BS: 3 holes, MS: 3 holes,
TS: 3 holes, and BTS: 10 holes); and the distance between each number in the figure is 10 m.

3.2. Dynamic Cone Penetrometer Test

A dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP) test was selected as an invasive method to verify the soil
depths estimated by seismic waves. Note that the DCP method can readily detect the thickness of
soil layer because the continuous penetration of DCP enables the easy recognition of the presence of
different layers [16]: the penetration depth through stiff material is relatively small. The DCP technique
has been widely applied to investigate soil properties in geotechnical engineering, especially for
railways and roads [16–18]. The test records the penetration depth of DCP when a hammer drops from
a fixed height according to [19]. The hammer weight and drop height were fixed to 78.8 N and 575 mm,
respectively. The tip diameter of the DCP was 20 mm with an apex angle of 60◦, and driving energy
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was 45 J. The penetration depth was converted into dynamic penetration index (DPI), which represents
(mm/blow) as follows.

DPI =
Pi+1 − Pi
Bi+1 − Bi

(1)

where P = penetration depth (mm); B = blow count; and i and i + 1 = experimental number.

4. Results and Analysis

The first arrival time of the measured seismic wave signals was determined through PickWin
software (OYO corporation, Tokyo, Japan), and the time-distance curve was obtained by using the
SeisImager-Poltrefa program (OYO corporation, Tokyo, Japan). An interactive process was performed
to increase resolution when carrying out the inversion process. Two groups, which are based on the
picked first-arrival times and the results analyzed by the simultaneous iterative method, are plotted
on a travel-time curve in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that the two groups are nearly identical, reflecting
that the quality of the measured data is high. The distribution of seismic wave velocity is plotted
in Figure 5, and the soil layers are divided into various different layers according to the reference
P-wave velocities suggested by [20]: 0–0.7 km/s (landfill and alluvial soil), 0.7–1.2 km/s(weathered
soil), 1.2–1.9 km/s (weathered rock), and over 1.9 km/s (soft rock). The BTS, BS, MS, and TS lines were
found to comprise four, four, three, and three layers, respectively based on Reynolds (2003). Note that
0.7 km/s of primary wave velocity is an accepted criterion in South Korea for distinguishing soil layers
from other geomaterials [21,22].

Figure 4. Travel time-distance curves through seismic survey: (a) BTS; (b) BS; (c) MS; and (d) TS.
Note 10, 20, 30, and 100 m distances indicate points 1, 2, 3, and 10, respectively, in Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Converted primary wave velocity profiles: (a) BTS; (b) BS; (c) MS; and (d) TS.

The calculated DPI values from dynamic cone penetration tests are shown in Figure 6 for each
stream. The BTS line shows high variation of DPI values according to the testing locations, which are
described in Figure 3, because the line covers the bottom, middle, and top streams. Note that the high
variation of DPI values means that the soil depth changes along the stream in the BTS line. Number 4,
8 and 9 holes in Figure 6a show high DPI values at shallow depth, reflecting the presence of weak soil
layers. Being different from other testing holes, the DPI was measured at deeper depths at No. 7 and
9 holes, demonstrating that the soil depth near the top stream is deeper than that of other locations.
Note that Figure 5a and the maximum extracted soil depth using a hand auger also support the
presence of deep soil layer near the top stream in the BTS line. In the case of the BS line, high DPI
values at the initial stage and high penetrated depth were observed at the right side of the stream.
A similar DPI trend was observed in the MS line, and the distributions of soil depth in the No. 1, 2,
and 3 holes look alike, reflecting similar soil depths along the MS line. Even though the DPI of the TS
line shows a similar penetrated depth near the surface, the DPI was continuously measured at the only
No. 2 hole. Therefore, it is predicted that the soil depth at the No. 2 hole, which is the center of the
TS line, is high. The depth where the DPI value is close to zero is referred to as the soil depth of the
testing site in this study, and the average soil depths based on DPI are calculated to be approximately
0.92, 0.75, 0.86 and 0.85 m for the BTS, BS, MS, and TS lines, respectively.

Comparison between Figures 5 and 6 reveals that the soil depth of the testing site based on
dynamic cone penetration test is generally shallower than 1 m; while, the depth based on seismic
wave velocity (0.7 km/s) is around 2 m or more (Table 1), reflecting that the subsurface classification
based on previous reference values of seismic wave velocity cannot precisely estimate the soil depth.
Therefore, in this study, the graphical bilinear method is newly suggested for determining soil depth
based on seismic wave velocity.
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Figure 6. Measured DPI values of each stream: (a) BTS; (b) BS; (c) MS; and (d) TS. Note the numbers in
each figure indicate the location of dynamic cone penetration test described in Figure 3.

Table 1. Comparison between Measured and Estimated Soil Depths.

Position

Soil Depth (m)
Error Ratio (%)

Measured Estimated

Dynamic
Cone Test

Reference
P-Wave Velocity

Graphical
Bilinear Method

Reference
P-Wave Velocity

Graphical
Bilinear Method

BTS

1 1.1 2.3 1.1 109.1 0.0
2 0.8 2.0 0.8 150.0 0.0
3 1.0 1.8 1.0 80.0 0.0
4 0.4 1.9 0.5 375.0 25.0
5 0.5 1.4 0.6 180.0 20.0
6 0.2 1.8 0.5 800.0 150.0
7 0.6 1.4 0.5 133.3 16.7
8 0.7 2.4 1.0 242.9 42.9
9 1.9 5.6 1.9 194.7 0.0
10 Over 2.0 3.5 3.0 - -

Average 251.7 28.2
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Table 1. Cont.

Position

Soil Depth (m)
Error Ratio (%)

Measured Estimated

Dynamic
Cone Test

Reference
P-Wave Velocity

Graphical
Bilinear Method

Reference
P-Wave Velocity

Graphical
Bilinear Method

BS

1 0.2 1.7 0.2 750.0 0.0
2 0.9 1.4 0.9 55.6 0.0
3 1.0 3.4 1.2 240.0 20.0

Average 348.5 6.6

MS

1 1.1 2.4 1.0 118.2 9.1
2 0.8 2.6 0.9 225.0 12.5
3 1.0 2.4 1.1 140.0 10.0

Average 161.1 10.5

TS

1 0.4 4.4 0.6 1000.0 50.0
2 1.9 5.2 2.2 173.7 15.8
3 0.9 4.2 0.9 366.7 0.0

Average 513.5 21.9

Note: error ratio = (estimated value − measured value)/measured value; the numbers in Position column indicate
the testing locations in Figure 3.

5. Discussion

The seismic refraction method measures the travel time of the waves refracted at the interface
between different sublayers with different wave velocities or impedances. Thus, the thickness of each
layer can be calculated using the wave velocities of two consecutive layers and the time intercept in
the travel time-distance curve as:

Zi =
ti · Vi · Vi+1

2
√
(Vi+1

2 − Vi
2)

(2)

where Z = thickness of layer; t = time intercept; V = wave velocity; and i and i + 1 = different layers. The
thickness of the soil layer (or the first layer) can be determined by the velocities of the first layer and
the second layer (V1 and V2), and the time intercept (t1). However, the clear determination of V1, V2,
and t1 is not easy because wave velocity in a given layer is not constant, resulting from the natural soil
deposits rarely being homogeneous and wave velocity slightly increasing with an increase in depth at a
given layer. Note that seismic waves propagate in a medium through connected particles, and seismic
wave velocity depends on soil structure and stress condition. Seismic wave propagation is primarily
affected by the stiffness of the fabric in a particular material, and thus seismic wave velocity and
effective stress (σ′) have a certain relationship with experimentally determined coefficients (α and β).

Seismic wave velocity = α(σ′)β (3)

The α and β coefficients are dependent on the packing type (porosity and coordination number)
and the contact force (Hertzian contact and Coulombic force).

The seismic wave velocity slightly increases with depth even in one layer because of the increase
in effective stress (Equation (3)), which is the function of mass density and depth. However, the wave
velocity changes rapidly at layer boundaries due to the change in material type, mass density, particle
size, and others. Hence, the relation between seismic wave velocity and depth can produce different
slopes along the depth. Figure 7 shows the seismic wave velocity with the depth at which the geophones
are installed. It can be observed in Figure 7 that there are four different lines “a”, “b”, “c”, and “d”:
Line “a” indicates the initial slope between wave velocity and depth; thus, it is related to the first
soil layer; Line “b” indicates the second slope between wave velocity and depth; thus, it is related to
the second layer. Therefore, the intersection point between lines “a” and “b” may correspond to the
thickness of the first soil layer, which is point “e”. Figure 8 shows the calculated soil depths based
on the suggested graphical bilinear method at the selected testing sites. It is shown in Figure 8 that
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various soil depths can be estimated by the proposed method. The detailed soil depths based on the
suggested graphical bilinear method are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 7. Method for selecting soil depth through measured elastic wave velocity. Line “a” denotes
the first slope between wave velocity and depth. Lines “b”, “c”, and “d” represent the second, third
and fourth slopes, respectively. Point “e” is the intersection point between lines “a” and “b”. Note the
figure is the relation between wave velocity and depth of point 1 (or 10 m distance) in the BTS line
(Figure 3).

Figure 8. Estimated soil depth profile based on graphical bilinear method: (a) 30 m of BTS; (b) 80 m of
BTS; (c) 100 m of BTS; (d) 20 m of BS; (e) 30 m of MS; and (f) 20 m of TS.
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The measured DPI values at the selected testing sites are plotted in Figure 9 to determine soil
depth based on the impaction study. Soil depth is estimated to the maximum penetrated depth at
which the DPI value is nearly zero. Even though the DPI shows variation with depth within a borehole,
the final penetrated depth can be easily calculated based on the depth where the value of DPI is close
to zero. Figure 9c shows that DPI does not converge close to zero until a depth of 2 m. The maximum
possible experiment depth is fixed to 2 m due to the rod length and energy transfer during impaction,
thus the soil depth is expected to be greater than 2 m. This deeper expected soil depth can be anticipated
because the soil thickness was estimated to be approximately 3.0 m based on the graphical bilinear
method shown in Figure 8c for the same position as in Figure 9c. Table 1 summarizes the soil depth
calculated by dynamic cone penetration tests.

Figure 9. Soil depth based on dynamic cone penetration test: (a) 30 m of BTS; (b) 80 m of BTS; (c) 100 m
of BTS; (d) 20 m of BS; (e) 30 m of MS; and (f) 20 m of TS.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of soil depths predicted by the reference P-wave velocity
(0.7 km/s) and the graphical bilinear method with the measured depths using dynamic cone
penetration test. Note that the depth based on the results of the dynamic cone penetration test
(DPI values) has relatively high reliability because the data is gathered through direct penetration of
the probe into soil; therefore, the soil depth measured by DPI can be regarded as the real soil depth.
The soil depth predicted based on the reference P-wave velocity shows high variation and high soil
depth compared with those based on DPI values. In contrast, the soil depth based on the graphical
bilinear method shows small variation and the estimated values are comparable with the measured
values by dynamic cone test, reflecting the enhanced reliability of the estimated soil depth by using the
suggested method. Furthermore, the deduced soil depths based on DPI, P-wave velocity and graphical
bilinear method are compared through box and whisker plot as shown in Figure 11. The median
values of DPI and graphical bilinear method show 0.35 m and 0.3 m, and however the median soil
depth based on P-wave velocity is highly deduced to 0.5 m. The first and third quartiles of DPI and
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graphical bilinear method show also similar ranges of 0.15–0.55 m and 0.2–0.6 m, respectively and
it shows the difference is just 0.5 m. However, the soil depth estimated by existing method shows
unreasonable ranges of 1.05–1.8 m. The ranges of minimum and maximum values based on DPI
(0.2–2 m) and suggested method (0.2–3 m) are also demonstrated to similar trends while those deduced
by P-wave velocity exhibited huge variations (1.4–5.6 m). And thus, the Figure 11 shows that the
suggested method can provide the reliable soil depth under ≈3 m with consideration of 2 m intervals
of geophone.

Table 1 shows the calculated error ratios (error ratio = (estimated value − measured value)/
measured value). The estimated soil depths based on reference P-wave velocity show high error ratios,
ranging from 55% to 1000%, and the average value shows approximately over 100%, reflecting the
estimation of soil depth using the classification of soil layers based on reference wave velocity is not
reliable. In contrast, the graphical bilinear method shows relatively small average error ratios of 28.2,
6.6, 10.5, and 21.9% for BTS, BS, MS, and TS, respectively, demonstrating that the graphical bilinear
method suggested in this study provides reliable estimation of soil depth.

Figure 10. Comparison of soil depths estimated by seismic wave velocity and measured by dynamic
cone penetration test.

Figure 11. Comparison of soil depths through box plot.
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6. Conclusions

This paper suggests methods for the determination of soil depth through seismic wave velocity
measurements. The graphical bilinear method is newly introduced, and the soil depth estimated with
the suggested method is compared with the result of dynamic cone penetration tests. The results of
this study demonstrate the following:

• The estimated soil depth using the soil classification based on the reference P-wave velocity shows
high variation and high soil depth compared with that based on dynamic cone penetration test,
reflecting the estimation of soil depth based on the reference wave velocity is not reliable.

• The seismic wave velocity slightly increases with depth even in one layer and it changes rapidly
at layer boundaries. Because the graphical bilinear method newly suggested in this study is based
on the change in the slope between wave velocity and depth, the estimated soil depths using the
suggested method are comparable with the measured values by dynamic cone test, reflecting the
enhanced reliability in estimating soil depth by seismic survey.
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Abstract: This paper proposes an approach to investigating the effect of different temperatures and
flow velocities on the acoustic performance of silencers in a more accurate and meticulous fashion,
based on steady computational results of the flow field inside the silencer using computational
fluid dynamics (CFD). This approach can transfer the CFD results—including temperature and
flow velocity distribution—to acoustic meshes by mesh mapping. A numerical simulation on the
sound field inside the silencer is then performed, using the CFD results as a boundary condition.
This approach facilitates the analysis of complex silencer designs such as perforated tube silencers,
and the numerical predictions are verified by a comparison with available experimental data. In the
case of the three-pass perforated tube silencer of a car, the proposed approach is implemented to
calculate the transmission loss (TL) of the silencer at different temperatures and flow velocities.
We found that increasing the air temperature shifts the TL curve to a higher frequency and reduces
the acoustic attenuation at most frequencies. As the air flow increases, the curve moves to a slightly
lower frequency and the acoustic attenuation increases slightly. Additionally, the pressure loss of
perforated tube silencers could be calculated according to the total pressure distribution of their inlet
and outlet from the steady computational results using CFD.

Keywords: perforate tube silencer; transmission loss (TL); pressure loss; computational fluid dynamics
(CFD); temperature; air flow velocity

1. Introduction

The silencer is the main device used for suppressing automobile noise. The most important
goal for a high-performance silencer is to simultaneously have good aerodynamic and acoustic
attenuation characteristics. However, these often contradict each other. Perforated tube silencers
are well-balanced in terms of both characteristics. Thus, they are applied extensively to the exhaust
systems of automobiles.

Pressure loss is the main indicator used for evaluating the aerodynamic performance of a silencer.
It has a negative influence on the efficiency of an engine. If the loss exceeds the backpressure limit,
it will result in reduced engine power and an increase in fuel consumption [1]. Currently, the pressure
loss is predicted by performing a 3D steady computation using computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
This method has been widely accepted among researchers because of its high level of accuracy and
adaptability [2–4]. Middelberg et al. [5] computed the pressure loss of a simple expansion chamber
muffler using a CFD simulation. Lee et al. [6] predicted the pressure loss of concentric tube silencers
with five different patterns of perforated elements using CFD analysis. Ren et al. [7] employed the
CFD approach to predict the pressure loss of an exhaust muffler, which was influenced by the insert
duct, the position of the baffle, and the inlet air velocity.
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Transmission loss (TL) is one of the most important indicators used for evaluating the acoustic
attenuation performance of a silencer. The gas from an automotive engine has a high temperature and
speed, which will have a strong influence on the acoustic attenuation performance. High temperature
changes, gas density, sound velocity and acoustic impedance [8], and the effects of flow velocity
embody two sides: one is to affect the sound wave propagation in a medium, and the other is to reduce
aerodynamic noise resulting from turbulence [9]. Various theoretical and experimental studies were
conducted in the past in order to investigate the acoustic attenuation performance of a silencer under
the influence of different temperatures and air flow [10–12]. Kim et al. [13] investigated the acoustic
characteristics of an expansion chamber with a constant mass flow and a steady temperature gradient.
Tsuji et al. [14] applied finite element and boundary element methods to evaluate the acoustic wave
transmission characteristics in a medium with uniform and steady mean flow. Kirby [15] compared
two numerical methods and two analytical methods of modelling automotive dissipative silencers
with a uniform mean gas flow of Mach number (M). The comparison indicated a close similarity to the
TL predictions that were obtained for the silencers that were examined. With the rapid development of
high-performance computers, the 3D numerical simulation method plays an increasingly significant
role in sound field analysis. Broatch et al. [16] proposed a 3D time-domain technique based on the CFD
approach to calculate the TL of exhaust mufflers with different chambers. Sánchez-Orgaz et al. [17]
proposed a hybrid finite element approach—combining an acoustic velocity potential formulation
in the central airway with a pressure-based wave equation in the outer chamber—to study the
TL of perforated dissipative silencers with heterogeneous properties in the presence of mean flow.
Dong et al. [18] employed the CFD approach to perform a 3D steady computation and obtain a
temperature distribution inside a two-pass perforated tube silencer, and then defined the elements with
a 5 ◦C difference in temperature as a collection. The air parameters of the corresponding temperatures
were assigned to the defined collections using SYSNOISE software, in order to calculate the TL.

However, most of the present works associated with predicting the TL of perforated tube
silencers assume the mean flow to be uniform. Similarly, the temperature fields are simplified as
constant or linear fields, which may result in inaccurate analytical results—especially in the case of
silencers with complicated temperature and flow velocity distributions. In light of the aforementioned
disadvantages, this paper proposes an approach based on CFD results to investigate the acoustic
attenuation performance of silencers. This approach comprises the following steps: (1) the flow field
inside the silencer is calculated by performing a 3D steady computation using CFD; (2) the CFD
results—including temperature and air flow velocity—are transferred to acoustic meshes by mesh
mapping, so that the results can be used as a boundary condition of sound field analysis; (3) the TL of
the silencer is calculated at a high temperature and air flow. Compared to previous works, the proposed
approach avoids the use of simplified temperature and flow velocity distributions. Consequently,
the effects of temperature variation and air flow on the acoustic attenuation performance of silencers
can be calculated and observed in greater detail.

This paper proceeds as follows: Following the introduction, Section 2 describes the proposed
computational approach and verifies its accuracy. Section 3 builds an internal fluid model of a
perforated tube silencer of a car, and generates CFD meshes and acoustic meshes of the model,
respectively. Following this, a 3D steady computation using CFD is performed in order to calculate
the pressure loss of the silencer and obtain its temperature and flow velocity distributions. Section 4
employs the proposed approach to investigate the acoustic attenuation performance of the silencer
under the influence of different temperatures and air flow. Section 5 concludes the study.

2. Methods

2.1. Mesh Mapping

The most critical step in the proposed approach to calculating the acoustic attenuation of silencers
is to set a mesh mapping for transferring data. The mesh mapping is used to transfer the node data of
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the CFD mesh (source mesh) into the acoustic mesh (target mesh). However, there is not usually a
one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of different meshes. Thus, an appropriate mapping
algorithm should be employed.

A maximum distance algorithm is often applied in Virtual.lab acoustics software to set a mesh
mapping between different meshes with the same geometrical shape, but a different density of nodes.
The algorithm includes the following two necessary parameters [19]:

1. Number of nodes (N): The maximum number of nodes from the source mesh that are considered
for mapping with one node of the target mesh.

2. Maximum distance (R): Only the nodes of the source mesh that lie inside a sphere with a radius
R—centered at the node of the target mesh—are taken into account.

The N closest nodes to a given source node are used to transfer data to the target node.
The data value assigned to the target node is a weighted average of the values at the N source
nodes. The weights are:

Wi =
1
di

/ N

∑
i=1

1
di

. (1)

The transferred value of the target node is then:

PTarget =
N

∑
i=1

PSource
i

di

/ N

∑
i=1

1
di

, (2)

where di is the distance between the source node and the target node, and PSource
i is the value of the

source node.
For example, when the target node is defined as a center, there are three source nodes (N = 3)

lying inside a sphere with R = 100 mm. Thus, the mapping data transfer relation is depicted in Figure 1.
The value at A is given by:

PTarget =

1
d1

PSource
1 + 1

d2
PSource

2 + 1
d3

PSource
3

1
d1

+ 1
d2

+ 1
d3

. (3)

After transferring data by the mesh mapping method, Virtual.lab software is used to conduct a
numerical simulation on the internal sound field of the silencer, and the TL is then determined by

TL = 10 log10

(
W1

W2

)
, (4)

with
W1 = |p1|2 A1/Z1, W2 = |p2|2 A2/Z2. (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) yields

TL = 10 log10

(
p1 p1Z2

p2 p2Z1

A1

A2

)
, (6)
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where W1 and W2 are the acoustic power of the inlet and outlet of the silencer, respectively; p1 and p2

are the sound pressure of the incident and the transmitted waves, respectively; p1 and p2 are conjugate
complex numbers of p1 and p2, respectively; Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedance of the inlet and
outlet of the silencer, respectively; and A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas of the inlet and outlet of
the silencer, respectively.

Figure 1. Sketch of data transfer (Number of nodes N = 3, Maximum distance R = 100 mm).

2.2. Method Validation

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed approach, a straight-through perforated tube
silencer with two different perforated patterns that was proposed by the authors of [20,21] and a
cross-flow perforated tube silencer that was proposed by the authors of [10] was considered. Previously,
Liu et al. [22] employed the 3D time-domain CFD approach to calculate the TL of two perforated
tube silencers at different flow velocities and temperatures, and their predictions were verified by
experimental data. Moreover, they found that the distribution of flow velocity inside the silencer was
anisotropic and nonhomogeneous. Therefore, it is not sufficiently accurate to consider the actual gas
flow as the mean flow. The approach proposed in this paper avoids this problem effectively.

Figure 2 presents the straight-through perforated tube silencer. The diameters of the inner and
outer cavities are d = 32 mm and D = 110 mm, respectively; the length of the silencer is l = 200 mm;
the thickness of the wall is 2 mm; and the diameter of the hole and the porosityare dh = 4 mm
and σ = 4.7%, respectively, for Pattern 1, and dh = 8 mm and σ = 14.7%, respectively, for Pattern 2.
The cross-flow perforated silencer is illustrated in Figure 3. The diameters of the inner and outer
cavities are d = 49.3 mm and D = 101.6 mm, respectively; the lengths of tubes on both sides of the baffle
are l1 = l2 = 128.6 mm; each tube is perforated with 160 orifices, with a porosity of 3.9%, a diameter of
2.49 mm; and a wall thickness of 0.81 mm.

Figure 2. Straight-through perforated tube silencer.
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Figure 3. Cross-flow perforated tube silencer.

The proposed approach is applied to calculate the TL for the silencers under different boundary
conditions, and the predictions were compared with the available measurement results. Figure 4a
and 4b compare the TL curves of the straight-through perforated tube silencer for Pattern 1 and
Pattern 2, respectively. Considering the predictions and measurements at an air flow of M = 0.1 and
a temperature of T = 288 K, it is evident that the predictions are in line with the experimental data.
The predicted and measured TL curves for Pattern 1, with M = 0.2 and T = 288 K, are presented in
Figure 5, and it is evident that these predictions are also in line with the experimental data. Figure 6
presents a comparison of the numerical results and the measurements for the cross-flow silencer with
an air flow velocity of v = 17 m/s and T = 347 K, which again presents an excellent agreement.

Figure 4. Comparison of the predicted and measured transmission loss (TL) for the straight-through
perforated tube silencer (Mach number M = 0.1, Temperature T = 288 K): (a) Pattern 1; (b) Pattern 2.

Based on the above comparisons, it is evident that the proposed approach displayed a high degree
of accuracy in investigating the acoustic attenuation performance of perforated tube silencers. This
high degree of accuracy should be attributed to the avoidance of using simplified temperature fields
and air flow in the calculation process. In doing so, the actual working condition of the silencer can be
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better reflected. Additionally, it must be stated that the computations may be highly time-consuming
because there are too many orifices in the silencers, which increases the amount of mesh.

Figure 5. Comparison of the predicted and measured TL for Pattern 1 (M = 0.2, T = 288 K).

Figure 6. Comparison of the calculated and measured TL for the cross-flow silencer (v = 17 m/s,
T = 374 K).

3. Modeling and Steady Computation Using CFD

3.1. Modeling

The three-pass perforated tube silencer of a car that is considered in this paper is presented in
Figure 7. The silencer is divided into three chambers by two baffles. The inlet tube and the middle
buffer tube are respectively perforated by 40 and 48 orifices with 4 mm diameter, and the porosity
of the tubes are 2.7% and 5.8%, respectively. There is no perforation in the outlet tube. Additionally,
the axes of the three tubes are not on the same plane. Consequently, it is difficult to build a fluid model
directly inside the silencer because of its complicated structure. Therefore, firstly CATIA (version
V5R20, Dassault Systemes, Paris, France, 2010) software was used to build its structural model, and
then it was filled using ANSYS Workbench (version 14.5, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA, 2012)
software to obtain the fluid model. Following this, the fluid model was split into several parts to
generate mesh individually. Tetrahedral mesh was applied to the perforation area and the transition
tube, and hexahedral mesh was applied to the remaining parts.

Figure 8a,b illustrate the CFD mesh model and the acoustic mesh model of the fluid model, which
will be used for CFD steady computation and acoustic computation, respectively. There is a different
node density between the two models. The CFD mesh is refined in the perforation area in order to
obtain more accurate results. However, the accuracy of the acoustic computation is determined by the
overall mesh. Local mesh refinement can not improve its accuracy, and thus the size of the acoustic
mesh element should be kept as uniform as possible.
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Figure 7. 3D geometrical model for the three-pass perforated tube silencer: (a) structural model;
(b) flow field model.

Figure 8. Mesh model for the three-pass perforated tube silencer: (a) computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) mesh model; (b) acoustic mesh model.

The steady flow computation is carried out using the CFD mesh model. The governing equations
for pressure velocity coupling—based on a finite volume method—are solved by the Semi-Implicit
Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. Turbulence is examined using the standard
k-epsilon model [23]. The fluid material is air—with the density conforming to the ideal gas law—and
is considered as incompressible. The boundary conditions are concretely set as follows: (1) the velocity
inlet boundary condition is defined at the inlet of the silencer. According to the information provided
by the manufacturer, when the engine runs at 5500 r/min, the velocity and temperature of the inlet are
55 m/s and 760 K, respectively; (2) the pressure outlet boundary condition is defined at the outlet of
the silencer, and the gauge pressure is 0 Pa—which is relative to one standard atmospheric pressure;
and, (3) the walls are assumed to be stationary—with no slip condition—and adiabatic.

3.2. The CFD Results

Figure 9 shows the temperature distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of the
silencer. Overall, the temperature value decreases along the direction of the air flow. There is little
difference in temperature between the first and second chambers, where the value is approximately
574 K. However, in the third chamber, the value increases to approximately 670 K. The highest
temperature—which is approximately 751 K—occurs in the inlet tube. The temperature in the outlet
tube is close to the value of the first chamber, and it is distributed evenly. A greater temperature
gradient exists in the perforation area. Additionally, the temperature of the edge chamber is the lowest,
which results from the large difference in temperature between the inner and outer walls.
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Figure 10 depicts the velocity distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of the
silencer. When air flows through the perforation area of the inlet tube and the middle buffer tube,
some of the air will enter into the second chamber through the orifices. At this moment, an eddy forms
in the perforation area (as shown in Figure 11) because of the disturbance of the airflows with different
velocities and flow directions, which may induce a greater velocity gradient in the perforation area.
Additionally, there exists a greater velocity gradient next to the nozzle of each tube, resulting from the
sudden change of the flow sections.

Figure 9. Contour of temperature in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 10. Contour of velocity in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 11. Contour of turbulence kinetic energy in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 12 illustrates the total pressure distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of
the silencer. The highest pressure occurs in the inlet tube—especially in the perforation area—where
the value is approximately 23,660 Pa. In the second and third chambers, the pressure is reduced
to approximately 19,560 Pa. The middle buffer tube plays the role of the transition region with a
greater pressure gradient. Gradually, however, the pressure distribution tends to be uniform in the
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first chamber. The pressure is distributed more evenly in the outlet tube than in the other regions, and
the value is approximately −2313 Pa (the pressure, which is lower than the atmospheric pressure, may
be a result of the Venturi effect).

Figure 12. Contour of total pressure in the cross section of the silencer.

Based on the CFD results, it is evident that the distributions of temperature and flow velocity are
non-uniform. Therefore, it is not accurate enough to consider them as uniform distributions.

3.3. Pressure Loss Calculation

The pressure loss equals the total pressure difference between the inlet and the outlet of a silencer.
Following the method of calculating the pressure loss that was proposed by the authors of [24]—whose
accuracy has been validated by experiments—nine evenly distributed points were selected in the cross
sections of the inlet and the outlet, respectively. The average total pressure of the nine points was
considered to be the total pressure of the corresponding cross section. Therefore, the pressure loss
could be expressed as

Δp = pt1 − pt2 , (7)

where pt1 is the total pressure of the inlet, and pt2 is the total pressure of the outlet.
Figure 13 presents the cross section of the silencer in question for the pressure loss calculation.

The total pressure distribution—predicted by the steady computation using CFD—is applied to
obtain the pressure loss of the silencer. The value of the pressure loss is approximately 37,710 Pa.
The following explanation is a plausible explanation for the pressure loss that occurred: When air flow
moves from the chamber to the tube—or vice versa—the mechanical energy of the air flow is reduced
dramatically because of the sudden change of the flow sections. Moreover, there are large-scale eddy
zones present in the perforation area that restrict air flow and lead to energy dissipation, which results
from the increased turbulence kinetic energy (as shown in Figure 11).

Figure 13. The selected points for the total pressure calculation in the cross sections of the inlet and
outlet of the silencer.
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4. Sound Field

4.1. Check the Maximum Frequency Value of the Acoustic Mesh

When there is mean flow, the maximum frequency value that is allowed by the acoustic mesh is
defined by

fmax =
c(1 − M)

6L
, (8)

where c is the local sound velocity, M is the mean flow Mach number, and L is the mesh element size [19].
Therefore, the calculated frequency must satisfy the condition f ≤ fmax in order to guarantee accuracy
during the acoustic calculation. This means that the maximum size of the acoustic mesh should be
small enough to allow at least six elements to fit into the wavelength of the calculated frequency.

The CFD results that were acquired in Section 3.2—including the temperature and flow
velocity—are transferred to the acoustic mesh (presented in Figure 8b) by mesh mapping. Following
the data transfer, the maximum frequency value of the investigated acoustic mesh was obtained
through checking the maximum frequency report in Virtual.Lab. The observed value is 3676.1 Hz.
The noise frequency that needs to be calculated for the silencer is usually below 3000 Hz. Therefore,
the investigated acoustic mesh could guarantee computational accuracy.

4.2. Effects of Temperature Changes on the TL of the Silencer

Prior to performing the acoustic computation, the inlet of the silencer is supplied with a unit
vibration velocity source. Additionally, an anechoic end duct property is defined at the end of the
outlet to simulate the anechoic termination condition. It is known that the existing acoustic mesh is
valid up to a frequency of 3676.1 Hz. Therefore, the analysis is conducted from 20 Hz to 2000 Hz,
in linear steps of 10 Hz. Additionally, an input point and an output point are chosen from the inlet
and the outlet of the silencer, respectively. Figure 14 presents the sound pressure level of the inlet and
outlet of the silencer, calculated by the proposed approach. Figure 14a–c present the sound pressure
level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer with the same flow velocity but different temperatures.

Based on the sound pressure of the inlet and the outlet, the TL of the silencer is calculated using
Equation (6). Figure 15 indicates the TL predictions with the same flow velocity (55 m/s) and different
temperatures. It may be noted that, as the temperature rises, the TL curves move to a higher frequency
and the acoustic attenuation is reduced at most frequencies. Considering the TL curves from Figure 15a
as an example, a valley at 850 Hz is moved to 1160 Hz with an increase in temperature from 560 K
to 760 K. Similarly, a peak moves from 1240 Hz to 1560 Hz, while their corresponding TL values are
reduced by 10 dB and 20 dB, respectively.

Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. The sound pressure level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer (v = 55 m/s): (a) T = 760 K;
(b) T = 560 K; (c) T = 960 K.

Figure 15. Effects of temperature on the TL of the silencer (v = 55 m/s) : (a) 760 K versus 560 K;
(b) 760 K versus 960 K.

4.3. Effects of Flow Velocity Changes on the TL of the Silencer

It is evident from the flow velocity distribution in Figure 10 that the velocity inside the silencer is
lower. Therefore, it is assumed that the air flow mainly influences the sound wave propagation, and the
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turbulence noise is neglected [25]. Following the proposed approach, the sound pressure level curves
of the inlet and outlet of the silencer—with the same temperature but different flow velocities—are
presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The sound pressure level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer (T = 760 K): (a) v = 20 m/s;
(b) v = 35 m/s.

Figure 17 indicates the effects of increasing the flow velocity on the TL predictions at the same
temperature (760 K). It can be observed that, as the velocity goes up, the TL curves move to a slightly
lower frequency and the acoustic attenuation is increased slightly at most frequencies. The variation
of the TL curve may be attributed to the fact that the higher velocity increases the acoustic resistance
of the perforations and reduces the effective flow area of the orifices [26]. This causes the frequency
response of the silencer to differ from a static state. Generally, however, the propagation of the sound
wave is only changed dramatically if the air flow Mach number is greater than 0.3 [27]. Therefore,
the variation of the curves in Figure 17 is small.

Figure 17. Effects of flow velocity on the TL of the silencer (T = 760 K).
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new approach—based on CFD results—to investigating the effects of
temperature and flow velocity on the acoustic attenuation performance of a perforated tube silencer
of a car. The validation results suggest that the proposed approach can make accurate predictions.
In actual fact, the proposed approach is distinguished from the existing approaches by defining the
fluid properties of every acoustic mesh element under the CFD results (including temperature and
flow velocity). In doing so, the simplification of the temperature and flow velocity distribution is
avoided, thus the effect can be predicted in greater detail. The results indicate that air flow velocity
and temperature variation may have an effect on the investigated three-pass perforated tube silencer.
An increase in temperature will shift the TL curve to a higher frequency and reduce the acoustic
attenuation at most frequencies. As flow velocity increases and the curve is moved to a slightly lower
frequency, the acoustic attenuation is enhanced, although the tendency is not particularly obvious.
Additionally, the pressure loss of the perforated tube silencer can be calculated through the total
pressure distribution from the CFD results. When the engine runs at 5500 r/min, the calculated value
is approximately 37,710 Pa.
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Abstract: Previous methods for modelling Rayleigh waves produced by a meander-line-coil
electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) consisted mostly of two-dimensional (2D) simulations
that focussed on the vertical plane of the material. This paper presents a pseudo-three-dimensional
(3D) model that extends the simulation space to both vertical and horizontal planes. For the vertical
plane, we combines analytical and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods to model Rayleigh
waves’ propagation within an aluminium plate and their scattering behaviours by cracks. For the
horizontal surface plane, we employ an analytical method to investigate the radiation pattern
of Rayleigh waves at various depths. The experimental results suggest that the models and the
modelling techniques are valid.

Keywords: Analytical solutions; FDTD; EMATs; beam directivity

1. Introduction

A wide group of non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques are commonly used in biomedical
industries, such as ultrasonic techniques, electromagnetic techniques, and laser testing [1–4]. Due to the
non-contact nature, more and more attention has been paid to the NDT technique with electromagnetic
acoustic transducers (EMATs), and EMATs have gradually been used in industrial applications, such
as thickness gauging and defect detection [5–8].

A classic EMAT sensor is made of a meander-line-coil and a permanent magnet (Figure 1).
There are two major coupling principles for EMATs: magnetostriction is for ferromagnetic metallic
materials, and the Lorentz force mechanism is for conductive and ferromagnetic materials [9].
This work focussed on only the Lorentz force mechanism performing on an aluminium plate.
The Lorentz force mechanism is: the meander-line-coil placed above the sample generates eddy
currents J within the sample. A permanent magnet placed above the coil generates a static magnetic
field B to the sample. The interaction between J and B produces Lorentz force density F, as shown in
Equation (1):

F = J × B (1)

Substantial works have been reported on EMATs modelling, which comprises an electromagnetic
(EM) model and an ultrasonic (US) model [10–12]. The EM model was accomplished by the finite
element method (FEM) and the analytical method, while the US model was accomplished with FEM,
the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD), and the analytical solutions. Some of the previous
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work modelled EMATs by combining FEM and analytical solutions, i.e., FEM for EM modelling, and
analytical solutions for US modelling [10–12]. On the other hand, some of the previous work utilised
FEM for both EM and US modelling, i.e., COMSOL (a commercial EM simulation package) for EM
modelling, and Abaqus for US modelling [13,14]. Authors have proposed several methods to model
EMATs, including a method combining FEM and FDTD, a method combining analytical solutions and
FDTD, and a wholly analytical method [15–18].

Figure 1. The configuration of a typical meander-line-coil electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT).
Reproduced with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

Most of EMATs’ simulations were two-dimensional (2D), and can only focus on the specific plane.
This article is attempting to build a pseudo-three-dimensional (3D) model in order to further study
EMATs by combining a surface plane 2D model (the x-y cross-section shown in Figure 1) and a vertical
plane 2D model (the y-z cross-section shown in Figure 1) together. More specifically, the Lorentz force
density obtained from the vertical plane of the sample is imported to the surface plane of the sample
as the driving source to generate Rayleigh waves. Previously, only the beam directivity at the surface
of the sample (z = 0 in Figure 1) was investigated [18,19]. However, Rayleigh waves not only distribute
along the surface (z = 0), they also distribute within a depth of the Rayleigh waves’ wavelength.
Some industrial defects are within the sample instead of on the surface of the sample; in order to use
Rayleigh waves to detect such defects, the beam directivity of the Rayleigh waves at various depths
is worth investigating. In this article, the equations to study the beam directivity are more complete
compared to the approximate equations presented in [18] by Xie et al., and the beam directivity at
various depths are investigated. This study lays a solid industrial foundation for near-surface defects
detection using Rayleigh waves, and can be a starting point to build an advanced 3D EMAT model
in the future. Except for near-surface detection, the proposed strategy can be used to perform body
detection, i.e., to model bulk waves, including longitudinal waves and shear waves. In addition, the
proposed 3D EMAT model can be used to characterise other EMAT structures to generate surface
waves, such as unidirectional Rayleigh waves EMATs and multiple directional Rayleigh waves EMATs.
The 2D simulation on the vertical plane utilizes the analytical method and FDTD; the 2D simulation
on the vertical plane and experimental validations are introduced in Section 2. The pseudo-3D model
is presented in Section 3 to investigate the radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves at various depths by
utilizing a wholly analytical solution. This work is an extension of the work published in [15,18] by
Xie et al.

2. Vertical Plane Modelling

Previously, the authors have conducted EMAT modelling for Rayleigh waves focussing on the
vertical plane of the material. This model combines the analytical method and FDTD to model
EMATs [15]. The dimension and material of the test piece, the coil, and the permanent magnet are the
same as the ones used in [15] by Xie et al. Based on such design, the working frequency used to form
the interference of Rayleigh waves is 483 kHz.
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2.1. EMAT-EM Model

This section introduces the EMAT-EM model to analyse the distribution of F (Lorentz force
density). Firstly, the classic Dodd and Deeds solution [20] to the vector potential is described, and the
strategy of adapting the circular analytical solutions for a straight wire is introduced (Section 2.1.1).
The FEM is employed to validate the adapted solution (Section 2.1.2). Finally, based on the adapted
analytical solutions, the distribution of Lorentz force density is presented (Section 2.1.3).

2.1.1. Adapted Analytical Solutions to the Vector Potential for a Straight Wire

The governing equations for calculating eddy currents are described in Equations (2)–(4):

∇2A = −μI + μσ
∂A

∂t
+ με

∂2A

∂t2 + μ∇(
1
μ
)× (∇× A) (2)

E = −jωA (3)

J = σE (4)

where A is the vector potential generated by I, ω and I are the angular frequency and the density of
the applied alternating current (AC), respectively, ε, μ and σ are the permittivity, permeability and
conductivity of the test piece respectively, and E and J are the induced electric field and eddy current
density, respectively [20].

As described in [15] by Xie et al., for a small radius circular coil, the distribution of the vector
potential A at z = 0 (surface of the sample) is not symmetrical with the radius due to the bent wire.

The coil used in this work consists of straight wires; thus, the analytical solution for a straight
wire is needed. The adapted solution for a straight wire has been presented in [15] by Xie et al. Here is
a brief introduction. A hypothesis is proposed: if the radius of the circular coil, compared with its
width, is very large, a bent wire can be viewed as a straight wire, and the distribution of A should be
symmetrical. To validate such a hypothesis, a model is built with a large-radius circular coil above
the aluminium plate. The aluminium sample used has a dimension of 80 mm × 30 mm, and the
inner radius and the outer radius of the circular coil are set to 5.0395 m and 5.0405 m, respectively.
At kHz, the current density applied to the circular coil is 1 A/m2, and the lift-off of the coil is
1 mm. The permeability and the conductivity of the aluminium plate are 1.257 × 10−6 H/m and
3.8 × 107 Siemens/m, respectively.

The distribution of the magnitude of A based on the adapted solution is shown in Figure 2. The red
marker denotes the maximum magnitude of the vector potential. The distribution of the magnitude of
A is symmetrical with the radius of 5.04 m, where the coil is located. The result verifies the hypothesis
that, when the radius of the circular coil is very large, a bent wire serves as a straight wire.

Figure 2. The magnitude distribution of A under a large-radius circular coil. Reproduced with
permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.
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2.1.2. Comparison between the Adapted Solution and FEM

In order to compare the adapted solutions to FEM, Maxwell Ansoft, which is a FE solver, is utilised.
The FEM model has a rectangular cross-sectional coil located above the cross-sectional aluminium
plate, and is surrounded by a vacuum region that is four times larger than the sample. The FEM
subdivides the large model to smaller elements, and this FEM solves the calculation by minimising the
energy error. In this work, when the elements number is beyond 20,000, the energy error is as low as
0.05%, which is sufficiently accurate for the FEM computation. In this work, the mesh number used is
20,395, and the boundary used is a balloon boundary to simulate an infinite space. The distribution of
A at the sample’s surface (z = 0) is presented in Figure 3. The analytical solution and FEM present a
good agreement at an operational frequency of 1 kHz. However, at a working frequency of 1 MHz, the
distribution of A from the FEM is not smooth compared to that from the analytical solution; the reason
is that the FEM is affected by the elements density and numerical approximation is unavoidable, etc.
Therefore, the adapted analytical method presents a more accurate result compared to FEM, especially
for a high working frequency.

Figure 3. The distribution of A from the adapted analytical solution and the finite element method
(FEM). The left curves are the results at 1 kHz, while the right curves are the results at 1 MHz.
The red curve is the result from the FEM, and the blue curve is the result from the analytical solutions.
Reproduced with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.
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2.1.3. EMAT-Lorentz Force Calculation

The analytical solution to a straight wire has been described in Section 2.1.2. A (vector potential)
generated by a meander-line-coil is the addition of A generated by every single straight wire. The zone
where the meander-line-coil mainly operates on is selected to model EM simulation to increase
the modelling effectiveness. The distribution of A and F at z = 0 are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The generated periodic fields have different directions for any neighbouring wires, since their applied
ACs are opposite, and therefore, the periodic distribution of A and F has six positive values and six
negative values. The outermost A and outermost F are largest, because A is under the outermost wires,
and thus is only determined by the fields on one side.

Figure 4. For a meander-line-coil, the distribution of the vector potential A at z = 0. Reproduced with
permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

Figure 5. For a meander-line-coil, the distribution of the Lorentz force density F at z = 0. Reproduced
with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

2.2. EMAT-US Simulation

2.2.1. Elastodynamic Equations

Elastodynamic equations (Equations (5) and (6)) are a group of partial differential equations to
model the wave propagation:

ρ(x)
∂vi
∂t

(x, t) =
d

∑
j=1

∂Tij

∂xj
(x, t) + fi(x, t) (5)
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∂Ti
∂t

=
d

∑
j=1

d

∑
i=1

cijkl(x)
∂vk
∂xl

+ θij(x, t) (6)

where ρ and cijkl are the density and the fourth stiffness tensor of the material, and fi and θij are the
force source and strain tensor rate source, respectively.

2.2.2. Combination of EMAT-EM and EMAT-US Models

As described in Section 2.1.3, F is obtained from the EMAT-EM calculation. In this section, F,
which is used as the force source, is imported to the EMAT-US model to produce ultrasound (Figure 6).
Since F is calculated in the frequency domain and FDTD is a time-domain solver, the excitation signal
for the EMAT-US model is a time sequence signal with the peak equalling the peak values of F.
The excitation signal used is a Gaussian-modulated sinusoidal with a fractional width of 0.18. A crack
and a receiver R are located within the sample, as shown in Figure 6. Regarding the FDTD setup in the
ultrasonic model, there are two main parameters: the spatial step, and the time step. The spatial step
used is 0.2 mm, which approximately equals to 1/30th of the wavelength. The time step is 0.0222 μs,
which is calculated based on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition. Free surface conditions
are utilised on the surface of the sample. Perfectly-matched layers (PML) with a thickness of 16 mm
are utilised to absorb ultrasound.

Figure 6. On the vertical plane of the material, the combination of the EMAT-electromagnetic (EM) and
EMAT-ultrasonic (US) models. Reproduced with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

2.2.3. Wave Propagations

Based on FDTD calculations, the velocity fields of ultrasound waves are obtained. The velocity
fields at 27 μs and 83 μs are shown in Figure 7, which describes the Rayleigh waves’ propagation and
their scattering behaviours, respectively. The white arrows denote the propagation path.

Figure 7. Wave propagations. (a,b) denote the velocity fields at 27 μs and 83 μs, respectively.
Reproduced with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.
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2.3. EMAT-Reception Simulation

The EMAT reception process has been reported quite a lot [21]. The received signal from
simulations is shown in Figure 8, where DRW and RRW denote the directly transmitted Rayleigh waves
and the reflected Rayleigh waves, respectively. The propagation distance of DRW and RRW is 100 mm
and 300 mm, respectively, and the velocity of Rayleigh waves is 2.93 mm/μs; hence, the theoretically
arrival time of DRW and RRW is 34 μs and 102.4 μs, respectively. Figure 8 shows the numerically
arrival time of DRW and RRW; these numerical and experimental results present a good agreement.

Figure 8. The received signal from simulations. Reproduced with permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

2.4. Experimental Validations

Experiments were carried out to validate the proposed modelling method. The setup of the
experiments is the same as that of our previous work [15]. The received signals from experiments are
shown in Figure 9, where three signals are observed. The “Main bang” is the interference signal due
to a high power excitation, arriving before DRW and RRW. The red curve and the blue curve are the
envelope and the time series signal, respectively.

Figure 9. The received signal from experiments. The blue curve denotes the induced voltage in
the received coil, and the red curve denotes the envelope of the received signal. Reproduced with
permission from [15], IEEE, 2016.

Figure 10 shows the envelope of DRW and RRW from experiments and simulations. The experimental
arrival times of DRW is 34 μs, which is consistent with the numerical results. However, the
experimental arrival time of RRW is slightly different from the simulations. This is because of the
approximated model used and the inevitable experimental noise.
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μ

Figure 10. The envelope of the received signals. The blue curve and the red curve are the envelope of
the received signal from simulations and experiments, respectively.

3. Horizontal Surface Plane Modelling—Directivity Analysis of Rayleigh Waves

The main mode of propagation on the horizontal surface of the material is the Rayleigh wave.
The radiation pattern and the beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at z = 0 (Figure 1) were reported
in [18] by Xie et al. Rayleigh waves not only distribute along the surface (z = 0), they also distribute
within a depth of the Rayleigh waves’ wavelengths. However, Rayleigh waves not only concentrate
on the surface, they also concentrate within a depth of one wavelength. In this section, the beam
directivity of Rayleigh waves at various depths are investigated utilising an analytical method.

3.1. The Analytical Solution to the Displacement of Rayleigh Waves

N. A. Haskell proposed an analytical solution to Rayleigh waves [22,23]. Ref. [24] by Love
introduced these solutions in detail, and investigated the beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at z = 0
with approximated equations. However, Rayleigh waves not only concentrate on the surface; they
also concentrate within a depth of one wavelength. The complete equations of the Rayleigh waves’
displacement at various depths are:

ur = A( , r, z)e−
πi
4

2 (γ − 1)
vβ

F(
2
γ
− 1 +

γ − 1
γ

e−z(vα−vβ)) (7)

uz =
iγvαur

(γ − 1)
(8)

where:

A( , r, z) =
2γvβ

4ρ(
2γ2vαvβ

3 )

√
2

π r
e(−i r−zvβ) (9)

γ = cos (θ) (10)

vα =

⎧⎨⎩
√

2 − (ω/cL)
2 > ω/cL

i
√
(ω/cL)

2 − 2 < ω/cL

(11)

vβ =

⎧⎨⎩
√

2 − (ω/cS)
2 > ω/cs

i
√
(ω/cS)

2 − 2 < ω/cs

(12)

=
ω

cR
(13)

where ur and uz are the in-plane and the out-of-plane displacement to be calculated, respectively; r is
the distance between the source point and the field point (Figure 11); F is the excitation source; ρ is the
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density of the material; θ is the angle between the force vector and the in-plane displacement vector;
ω is the operational angular frequency; z is the depth; and cL, cS, cR, and are the velocity of the
longitudinal waves, shear waves, Rayleigh waves, and the wave number, respectively.

 

Figure 11. The model used to simulate Rayleigh waves. Reproduced with permission from [18],
Elsevier, 2017.

3.2. Linking EMAT-EM and EMAT-US Models

On the surface plane of the material, the combination between the EMAT-EM model and the
EMAT-US model is described in Figure 12. The calculated F values, acting as the excitation source, are
imported to each surface layer at various depths. The Rayleigh waves’ distribution is the addition of
the Rayleigh waves generated by each point source. Table 1 illustrates the parameters used for the
EMAT-US model.

Figure 12. On the surface plane of the material, the transformation between the EM and US models.
Reproduced with permission from [18], Elsevier, 2017.

Table 1. Detailed parameters used for the EMAT-US modelling.

Description Symbol Value

Length of the aluminium plate Y 600 mm
Width of the aluminium plate X 600 mm
Field spatial step Δxf 1 mm
Length of the meander-line-coil L 50 mm
Source spatial step for each wire Δxs 0.2 mm
Density of the aluminium plate ρ 2700 kg/m3

Frequency f 483 kHz
Longitudinal waves’ velocity Cl 6.375 mm/μs
Shear waves’ velocity Cs 3.14 mm/μs
Rayleigh waves’ velocity Cr 2.93 mm/μs
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3.3. Analysis of the Beam Directivity of Rayleigh Waves

Figure 13 shows the calculated Rayleigh waves’ radiation pattern at z = 0, which is symmetrical
with the center of the coil. Rayleigh waves are mainly generated along the y direction (main lobe)
and some undeniable directions (side lobe). The characteristics of Rayleigh waves are quantitatively
investigated by means of beam directivity, as shown in the red arc in Figure 13 (r = 250 mm, θ1 = −70◦,
and θ2 = 70◦).

Figure 13. The radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves generated by the meander-line-coil EMAT.
Reproduced with permission from [18], Elsevier, 2017.

The beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at z = 0 is shown in Figure 14. A main lobe contains a larger
magnitude compared to the side lobes, which contain a smaller magnitude. The main lobe is centered
at 0◦, and the side lobes are roughly centered at −25.5◦, −18◦, −10◦, 10◦, 18◦, and 25.5◦, respectively.
The largest magnitude of the side lobes is 25.87% that of the main lobe. In most applications, side lobes
are usually undesirable.

Figure 14. The simulated beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at z = 0. Reproduced with permission
from [15], IEEE, 2016.

The beam directivity of the Rayleigh waves at various depths is shown in Figure 15.
The magnitude of the beam directivity is normalised. From this image, the magnitude of the Rayleigh
waves decays with the depth, especially for the depth larger than one Rayleigh wavelength. At a depth
equalling to one Rayleigh wave’s wavelength, z = 6 mm, the magnitude of the Rayleigh waves is 34.9%
of that at z = 0. At a depth of 7 mm, the magnitude of the Rayleigh waves decays to 22.8% of that at
the surface of the test piece (z = 0). This observation confirms that Rayleigh waves mainly distribute
within a depth equal to one Rayleigh wavelength.
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Figure 15. The simulated beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at various depths.

3.4. Experimental Validations

In Figure 15, based on the analytical simulations, the distribution of the Rayleigh waves at various
depths is presented. In this part, the measured results at z = 0 are picked to compare with the simulation
results. The experimental setup was the same as the one in Section 2.4. The measured beam directivity
at z = 0 is obtained by placing the receiver along the scanning path, as shown in Figure 16. Figure 17
shows the beam directivity results at z = 0 from simulations and experiments. Thirty-three measuring
points on the scanning path were picked with a moving step of 2.5◦. The measured beam directivity at
z = 0 agrees well with the simulated beam directivity, which validates the proposed method. There are
some non-overlapping points between these two curves due to several factors, which include the
experimental noise and the tolerance of the receiver’s position, etc.

 

Figure 16. The scanning path of the receiver.

Figure 17. The comparison between the simulated beam directivity and the experimental beam
directivity at z = 0. The red curve is the beam directivity from simulations, while the blue curve is the
beam directivity from experiments.
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4. Conclusions

A pseudo-3D model for simulating meander-line-coil EMATs was proposed. A method combining
the analytical method for the EM model and FDTD for the US model was utilised to simulate the
Rayleigh waves’ propagation. On the other hand, a wholly analytical method was utilised to simulate
the radiation pattern of the Rayleigh waves. For both cases, analytical solutions to the EM model
were adapted from the classic Dodd and Deeds solution in order to calculate eddy currents under
straight wires. By comparing with the FEM, the analytical solutions are more accurate. Experiments
were conducted in order to validate the proposed method, and these showed a good consistency.
The beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at various depths were investigated, and results confirmed
that Rayleigh waves mainly distribute within a depth of one wavelength of Rayleigh waves. Overall,
this pseudo-3D model combines both the vertical plane and surface plane of EMAT models, and
provides the beam directivity of Rayleigh waves at various depths, which have not been reported
previously. Therefore, this work can be a starting point to build an advanced EMAT 3D model in the
future. There are some limitations of the proposed 3D EMAT model. Firstly, it can only be applied in a
homogeneous medium. It is worth investigating the 3D EMAT model for a multiple-layer medium,
since multiple-layer samples are widely used in applicable industries. Secondly, the EMAT-US model
on the vertical plane of the sample uses an approximated model with only point sources (Lorentz force
density) to generate Rayleigh waves. A more detailed model with volume sources within the skin
depth is worth considering in the future. In addition, it is worth investigating the scattering behaviours
of defects in other orientations, as it is a variable in practical application.
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Abstract: A single frequency of 500 Hz is used as the equivalent frequency for traffic noise to calculate
the approximate diffraction in current road barrier designs. However, the noise frequency changes
according to the different types of vehicles moving at various speeds. The primary objective of
this study is the development of a method of calculating the insertion loss based on frequencies.
First, the noise emissions of a large number of vehicles classified by speed and type were measured
to obtain data the noise spectrum. The corresponding relation between vehicle type, speed, and noise
frequency was obtained. Next, the impact of different frequencies on the insertion loss was analyzed
and was verified to be reasonable in experiments with different propagation distances compared to
the analysis of a pure 500 Hz sound. In addition, calculations were applied in a case with different
traffic flows, and the effect of a road noise barrier with different types of constituents and flow speeds
were analyzed. The results show that sound pressure levels behind a barrier of a heavy vehicle flow
or with a high speed are notably elevated.

Keywords: noise barrier; insertion loss; vehicle frequencies; diffraction; flow speed

1. Introduction

The rapidly increasing number of vehicles is in the world, especially in many developing countries,
has raised the serious problem of traffic noise [1–3]. Traffic noise is disturbing to the daily routine of
residents along the roads [4]. Many issues, physiological [5] and psychological [6] health problems,
are demonstrated to be related to a noisy environment. To reduce traffic noise, one of the most effective
methods is to set noise barriers along the roads [7].

Current research on noise barriers primarily focuses on noise calculation [8,9], the effects of
barrier shapes [10,11], and the design of barriers [12–15]. As one of the important aspects, prediction
of the insertion loss by the noise barrier has been attracting the attention of scholars, and both
mathematical and experimental approaches have been developed. The mathematical formula was first
developed by Sommerfeld in 1896 [16] and has been subsequently developed by many other scholars.
As such, rigorous diffraction results can be calculated in mathematical methods, e.g., the Boundary
Element Method [17], the Finite Element Method (FEM) [18], and the Finite Difference Method
(FDM) [19]. In many cases, the typical procedure for the mathematical computation is too complicated
to be applicable to the engineering application. Alternatively, comprehensive sets of data have been
measured to plot the experimental attenuation of noise barrier since 1940 [20]. The most famous
data set is the Maekawa chart [21], and many experimental formulae were developed based on
Maekawa’s original chart [22,23], including Kurze and Anderson’s derived formula [24]. Kurze and
Anderson’s formula is widely used and is regarded as the simplest experimental practice for application
in China and many other countries. Fresnel number, which is the single parameter in Kurze and
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Anderson’s diffraction formulae, is the ratio between the path length difference and half of the sound
wavelength [25,26].

In practical application, the path length difference of a noise barrier is defined by a particular
source-barrier-receiver geometry and easily measured. However, because of the multiple frequency
components of traffic noise, the computation of diffraction is always time consuming. The noise
frequency changes according to the different types of vehicles travelling at various speeds.
Hence, the noise protection performance of the barrier depends on the traffic flow states. For simplicity,
an equivalent frequency of 550 Hz can be set to represent the total frequency band in the calculation
of diffraction suggested in the FHWA traffic noise model [27]. In the 1/3rd-octave-band spectrum,
the frequency of 500 Hz is used in the approximate calculation of diffraction and noise reduction
effect of a sound barrier [9,28–31]. However, the data used was collected from 1993 and 1995, and the
characteristics of vehicle noise have changed since then because of the variety of vehicle types and
speeds [32]. Moreover, in the micro traffic noise prediction model, the reduction effect of a noise barrier
should consider every vehicle to be point source. Therefore, a single 500 Hz frequency is not adequate
in the noise reduction calculation of a sound barrier.

In this paper, data of the noise spectrum of different vehicles in a variety of speed ranges were
measured to calculate the equivalent frequency. The corresponding relationships among vehicle type,
speed, and noise frequency were obtained. Several path length differences were preset to calculate the
1/3rd-octave-band diffraction and the total diffraction. Next, verification experiments were established
to ensure the calculation accuracy of barrier diffraction based on different equivalent frequencies.
Last, an application of the approach to different traffic flows is implemented, and the effects of a barrier
to traffic noise for different speeds and different types of constituents are analyzed.

2. Methods

2.1. Measurement Method of Vehicle Noise Spectrum Data

The measurements were conducted on the roadside of seven typical dry roads in Guangzhou,
China, with a surface constructed of asphalt concrete. The parameters of surface could refer to the
Chinese standard JTG F40-2004 (Technical Specification for Construction of Asphalt Pavements) [33].
To avoid possible disturbances, the samples were collected in places far away from intersections, rivers,
and populated areas. The chosen urban roads have the following speed limits: 2 roads with 70 km/h,
3 roads with 60 km/h, 1 road with 50 km/h, and 1 road with 40 km/h. The spectrum was captured
when the A-weighted sound pressure level during a vehicle pass-by was at its maximum, and the
sampling frequency of sound level meter was 23 Hz, i.e., 23 spectra per second. Only one vehicle
was measured at a time. In Figure 1, the locations of the measurement sites are shown. Both sites
were 1.2 m high and 6 m to the roadside with a distance of 50 m to each other. In the experiment,
the subject vehicles only moved from left to right alone. As the single vehicle passed by measurement
site 1, the noise spectrum data were recorded by a digital noise recorder. The vehicle speed had little
variation between points 1 and 2 while traveling on a long-straight road with a very sparse traffic flow.
The vehicle speed was detected by a laser speedometer at measurement site 2.

In this paper, the vehicles are classified into three categories: heavy cars, middle cars, and light
cars. The 1/3rd-octave-band sound pressure level (SPL) and the total SPL are included in the noise
spectral data. All the noise data are A-weighted.
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Figure 1. Locations of the Measurement Spots.

In this paper, 1351 sets of valid data were collected, among which 973 sets were light car data,
166 sets were middle car data, and 212 sets were heavy car data. The distribution of the samples is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Distribution of the samples of vehicle noise spectra.

Speed Light Car Middle Car Heavy Car

[0, 40) km/h 39 23 41
[40, 50) km/h 186 48 80
[50, 60) km/h 317 57 55
[60, 70) km/h 222 38 36
[70, 80) km/h 134
≥80 km/h 75

2.2. Noise Spectra of Different Vehicle Types and Speeds

To analyze the frequency characteristics of traffic noise of different types of vehicle with various
speed, the 1/3rd octave band spectrum data of vehicles were recorded, including 34 frequencies from
10 Hz to 20,000 Hz. To facilitate the analysis of the frequency characteristics, the following ranges
are defined: frequencies from 10 Hz to 315 Hz are low frequency; 400 Hz to 800 Hz are medium-low
frequency; 1000 Hz to 2500 Hz are medium-high frequency; 3150 Hz to 20,000 Hz are high frequency.
To analyses the frequency characteristics of traffic noise and exclude the effect of SPL, the noise energy
percentage of the 1/3rd octave band spectrum was calculated [34], as given by the following formulas
(Equations (1)–(3)):

E(i, j) = 100.1∗L(i,j) (1)

E′(i, j) =
E(i, j)

∑
j

E(i, j)
(2)

ES(j) =
∑
i

E′(i, j)

i
(3)

where i is the number of vehicles, j is the number of frequencies; L(i, j) is the SPL (dB), E(i, j) is the
relative value of noise energy (dimensionless quantities), E′(i, j) is the noise energy percentage (%),
and ES(j) is the mean percentage of noise energy (%).

From the equations, the SPL of each frequency of each vehicle is transformed to the noise energy
percentage of each frequency. Figure 2 depicts the average noise energy percentage versus frequency
for each type of vehicle with different speeds.
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Figure 2. Noise energy percentage with the 1/3rd octave band spectrum frequencies at different speeds
of three types of vehicles. (a) light vehicles; (b) middle vehicles; (c) heavy vehicles.

As shown in Figure 2, the noise energy percentage of the different speeds of three types of vehicles
were performed with the 1/3rd octave band spectrum frequencies in the range of 10–20,000 Hz.
The following points can be made:

A. For a light vehicle, the noise energy is concentrated in the range of 500–2500 Hz, with peak
frequency at approximately 1250 Hz. For a middle vehicle, the noise energy is concentrated
in the range of 315–2500 Hz, with peak frequency at approximately 1600 Hz. For a heavy
vehicle, the noise energy is concentrated in the range of 315–2500 Hz, with peak frequency at
approximately 500 Hz.
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B. Speed will affect the SPL of a vehicle and the frequency characteristics of a vehicle. Noise spectra
exhibit a trend of concentrating as the speed increase. Take the light vehicle case as an example,
the noise energy percentage at the primary frequency range of 1000 Hz to 2500 Hz increases
with speed, whereas the percentage of insignificant frequencies, such as low and medium-low
frequencies, decrease with speeds. In addition, the main frequencies increase as the speed grows,
especially for a light vehicle.

C. The noise frequencies of the heavy vehicles are mainly medium-low frequency and medium-high
frequency, which is quite different from the noise frequencies of light and middle vehicles, as their
frequencies are mainly medium-high frequency.

D. The emission noise of a vehicle can be divided into engine noise and tire/asphalt noise. Most of
the light vehicles have gasoline engines. The contribution of engine noise is far less than the
tire/asphalt noise. The proportion of diesel engines is high when for middle vehicles and
heavy vehicles. The noise caused by diesel engine represents a large proportion, leading to a
bi-modal trend in the noise spectra, which is in agreement with the rules presented by previous
studies [34,35].

2.3. The Calculation Method of Insertion Loss

The center frequency with the minimum mean deviation between the 1/3rd-octave-band
diffraction and the total diffraction is the equivalent frequency [36]. The equivalent frequency could be
used in the approximate calculation of barrier attenuation. The results of the approximate calculation
are close to the direct calculation using the whole spectrum as parameters, and the total error is
always less than 1 dB. The procedures for calculating the insertion loss in this paper are presented
below. Generally, several path length differences were preset first to calculate the 1/3rd-octave-band
diffraction and the total diffraction. The detailed calculations are shown as follows:

(1) Seven path length differences from 0.01 m to 10 m were preset first: 0.01 m, 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1 m,
2.5 m, 5 m, 10 m;

(2) The data were collected at the noise measurement site without the noise reduction effect of the
barrier, and contained the 1/3rd-octave-band SPL Li and the total SPL L, where i is the sequence
number of the 1/3rd-octave-band center frequency;

(3) Through the diffraction formula, the diffraction ΔLdi of every 1/3rd-octave-band center frequency
could be calculated as follows (Equation (4)):

ΔLdi = 20lg

√
2πN

tanh
√

2πN
+ 5dB, N =

δ· f
170

(4)

where δ is the path length difference and f is the 1/3rd-octave-band center frequency;
(4) For a certain path length difference, the total SPL L′ with the reduction effect of noise barrier can

be calculated as (Equations (5) and (6))

Li
′ = Li − ΔLdi (5)

L′ = 10lg(∑
i

10Li
′/10) (6)

where Li
′ is the 1/3rd-octave-band SPL with the reduction effect of barrier;

(5) The following equation is used to yield the total diffraction ΔLd(Equation (7)):

ΔLd = L − L′ (7)
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(6) After calculating the total diffraction ΔLd(δj) and the 1/3rd-octave-band diffraction ΔLdi(δj) with
seven preset path length differences, the mean deviation Δdi between ΔLd(δj) and ΔLdi(δj) can
be obtained (Equation (8)).

Δdi =
1
7

7

∑
j=1

∣∣ΔLd(δj)− ΔLdi(δj)
∣∣ (8)

3. Experimental Verification

Two verifying experiments were conducted: an insertion loss experiment and a distance
attenuation experiment. In the experiments, vehicle noise was recorded next to the roads and
subsequently played in the audio amplifier to emulate a point sound source that was used to measure
actual insertion loss of noise barrier. For every type of car at different speed range, the synthesized
point source consisted of five recorded audio samples. The length of each audio sample is 8 s.

The insertion loss experiment was conducted to collect sound level pressure data in front of and
behind the noise barrier. A schematic of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Insertion loss experiment.

Two noise recorders were installed, one at measurement site 1 and the other at measurement site 2,
to collect noise data and compute the noise levels L1 and L2, respectively. The insertion loss of barrier
is the difference between L1 and L2. The computed equivalent noise levels are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Noise levels computed in the insertion loss experiment (dB).

Speed (km/h)
Light Car Middle Car Heavy Car

L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2

[0, 40) 75.21 46.31 84.26 52.11 83.91 54.38
[40, 50) 80.69 48.98 83.85 52.42 80.12 48.84
[50, 60) 80.09 49.03 86.59 53.76 85.95 53.39
[60, 70) 82.17 50.14 85.53 53.99 86.68 54.17
[70, 80) 82.74 50.65
≥80 85.30 52.48

To obtain the actual value of diffraction, noise attenuation as a function of distance between the
two measurement sites should be considered. The noise data were measured in an open space near
the sound barrier to avoid possible errors introduced by the change of the experimental locations.
Because noise attenuation with distance is independent of the frequency of the sound source [20],
the sound source audios were merged into three categories in the experiment: heavy car, middle car,
and light car. The geometric configuration of measurement is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Noise attenuation experiment with distance.

Noise recorders were installed in measurement site 1 and measurement site 2. The data are
summarized in Table 3. Noise attenuation with distance for heavy, middle, and light vehicles are
11.16 dB, 11.03 dB, and 11.13 dB, respectively. The average of the three is defined as ΔL. In this instance,
ΔL = 11.11 dB.

Table 3. Data collected in the noise attenuation experiment with distance (dB).

Vehicle Type L1
′ L2

′ ΔL

Light Car 82.02 70.86 11.16
Middle Car 84.13 73.10 11.03
Heavy Car 84.02 72.89 11.13

From the experimental verification, the actual value of diffraction by barrier was determined as
follows (Equation (9)):

ΔLd = (L1 − L2)− ΔL (9)

The theoretical value of diffraction is defined as (Equation (10))

ΔL′
d =

⎧⎨⎩20lg
√

2πN
tanh

√
2πN

+ 5dB , N > 0

5dB , N = 0
(10)

where N is the Fresnel number, N = δ· f
170 .

Equations (9) and (10) are mainly applied to near-field conditions. According to reference [20],
Equation (11) should be satisfied (Equation (11)).

D < 2d2/λ (11)

where D is the distance from the sound source to the receivers’ center, d is the step of the receivers,
and λ is the wave length. The speed of sound is 340 m/s.

In the experiment, D is calculated as approximately 5.26 m, d is set as 0.5 m in environmental
acoustics calculation, and the wave length λ is in a range of [2.125, 0.054] with a primary frequency
range of 160 Hz to 6300 Hz. Thus, Equation (11) is satisfied. The experimental setup can be considered
with the theoretical formulation of the Fresnel number N.

Two types of equivalent frequencies were used to yield the theoretical value of diffraction: one was
the 500 Hz frequency, and the other was the varied equivalent frequencies computed in this paper.
The actual value and the theoretical values are shown in Figure 5. The figure reveals that the error of
diffraction calculated with the variety of noise equivalent frequencies is less than that calculated with
500 Hz frequency alone. Under the same experimental conditions, the average error using the 500 Hz
frequency is approximately 2.3 dB, whereas the average error with the variety of noise equivalent
frequencies is approximately 0.9 dB. With a difference of approximately 1.4 dB, the accuracy of the
proposed method in calculating the noise barrier diffraction is undoubtedly more justified.
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Figure 5. Comparisons between 500 Hz frequency and the variety of equivalent frequencies for
diffraction by barrier. (a) light vehicle; (b) middle vehicle; (c) heavy vehicle.

4. Effects of a Road Noise Barrier with Different Flow States

As shown in Figure 6, there is a two-dimensional sound field involving a sufficiently long enough
sound barrier and a line road traffic noise source that is parallel to both the sound barrier and the
ground. Three receivers (R1, R2, and R3) are chosen to analyze the effect of a road noise barrier with
different type constituents and flow speed; all the receivers are sheltered by the barrier. The insertion
losses of all receivers are calculated with different flow speed and the proportion of heavy vehicles.
For each point, the SPL is calculated. The insertion loss of barrier can be defined as (Equation (12))

LD = SPL0−SPLb (12)

where SPL0 is the SPL at the receiver when the barrier is absent and SPLb is the SPL at the same receiver
when the barrier is present.
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Figure 6. A case of noise calculation behind a road sound barrier.

4.1. Effect of Vehicle Type

Traffic noise caused by heavy vehicles is quite different in frequencies compared to other vehicles
based on the results of Section 2.2. Hence, the effects of the proportion of heavy vehicles on insertion
loss of barrier were analyzed. The speed of the vehicles in this part is set as 50 km/h, and the flow of
1000 vehicles per hour consists of light and heavy vehicles with 11 different proportions. To ensure
that the results are not affected by the different vehicles’ sound source strong, the emission intensity of
each vehicle source is set as 85 dB. Traffic noise for different heavy vehicle proportions (0, 10%, 20%,
30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%) on each point was calculated.

With different proportions of heavy vehicles, the insertion losses at three points are shown in
Figure 7. LD presents a distinct pattern regarding points R1, R2, and R3, and the insertion loss at all
of the receivers have relationships with the proportion of heavy vehicles. For point 1, LD and heavy
vehicles a (%) follow the linear relationship of LD = −0.0293a + 24.661, i.e., 10 percent of heavy vehicles
can cause a 0.29 dB decline on insertion loss in this scene. The results show that the SPL behind a
barrier of a heavy vehicle flow is approximately 2.3 dB higher than that a light vehicle flow with the
same source emission intensity. The same rule is also applicable to the overall shadow area. The heavy
vehicles have more acoustical constituents at low frequencies compared to light vehicles, which are
more significantly shaded by barriers. The insertion loss of heavy vehicle flow is the highest, followed
by the insertion loss of mixed traffic flow, and the insertion loss of light vehicle flow is the lowest;
this result indicates that the lower-frequency sound can bypass the barrier more easily. Thus, flow
control of heavy vehicles whose sound is concentrated in low frequencies is an effective measure to
improve the acoustic environment near roadways.
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Figure 7. Insertion loss of the road barrier with different proportions of heavy vehicles.

4.2. Effect of Flow Speed

Vehicle noise characteristics of various speeds are different in frequencies according to the results of
Section 2.2. Hence, the effects of different traffic flow speeds on the insertion loss of a noise barrier were
analyzed. The flow of 1000 vehicles per hour consists of light and heavy vehicles with seven different
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flow speeds. The emission intensity of each vehicle source is set as 85 dB. Traffic noise with different
traffic flow speeds (30 km/h, 40 km/h, 50 km/h, 60 km/h, 70 km/h, 80 km/h, and 90 km/h) on each
point was calculated. Light vehicle flow, middle traffic flow, heavy vehicle flow, and mixed traffic flow
(with 30% heavy vehicles) were considered in this section.

With different type constituents and speeds of traffic flow, the insertion losses at three points are
shown in Figure 8. From the results of the calculated LD values, the analysis is as follows:

A. The insertion losses of barrier increase with the flow speeds grow at all chosen points, regardless of
the composition of vehicle types. For example, when the speed is below 40 km/h, the insertion loss
of light vehicle flow at R1 is approximately 23.7 dB, and the insertion loss increases non-linearly as
the speed increases. At the speed of 90 km/h, the LD value reached approximately 26.3 dB.

B. Figure 8 clearly shows that the noise barrier has sound-shading effects in all situations. The trend
of increase of insertion loss with speed is observed, and the trend is considerably more obvious
for light vehicle flow, middle traffic flow, and mixed traffic flow compared to heavy vehicle flow.
The added LD value at R1 of a 30–90 km/h speed range of light vehicle flow, middle traffic flow,
and mixed traffic flow is 2.65 dB, 1.73 dB, and 2.33 dB, respectively. However, the added insertion
loss value of the same speed range of heavy vehicle flow is only 0.36 dB, which is considerably
smaller. The data at R2 and R3 present the same rule because the main acoustics of light vehicle
and middle vehicle are shifted to higher frequencies, whereas the main acoustics of heavy vehicle
are slightly changed in frequency.

C. From the values, the SPL behind a barrier of a common mixed traffic flow with high speed is
approximately 2 dB lower than the level with a low speed with the same source emission intensity.
For a heavy vehicle flow, the sound pressure levels behind a barrier are little different with high or
low flow speed.

 
(a)

 
(b)

Figure 8. Cont.
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(c)

Figure 8. Insertion loss of barrier with different flow speeds. (a) Point R1; (b) Point R2; (c) Point R3.

5. Conclusions

A method for insertion loss calculation of a road noise barrier based on frequencies was presented
in this paper. The proposed method realizes a more accurate calculation compared to the commonly
used method based on a single 500-Hz sound. Several path length differences were preset to
calculate the 1/3rd-octave-band diffraction and the total diffraction. Using different weights of
spectrum according to the experimental noise data and traffic flow state, the insertion loss can be
accurately calculated.

The method was verified by experiments with approximately 1.4 dB improvement in accuracy.
The varied equivalent frequencies can be applied in the microscopic simulation of traffic noise, in which
all different types of cars are considered to be the point source in the road network.

The noise protection of a road noise barrier with different flow states was analyzed based on a
case study. The sound pressure level behind a barrier of a heavy vehicle flow is approximately 2.3 dB
higher than that of a light vehicle flow with the same source emission intensity. The sound pressure
level behind a barrier of a common mixed traffic flow with high speed is approximately 2 dB lower
than the level with a low speed with the same source emission intensity. A road with high speed and
high light vehicle proportion flow is recommended to establish a noise barrier.
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Abstract: The boundary element method (BEM) in the context of acoustics or Helmholtz problems
is reviewed in this paper. The basis of the BEM is initially developed for Laplace’s equation. The
boundary integral equation formulations for the standard interior and exterior acoustic problems are
stated and the boundary element methods are derived through collocation. It is shown how interior
modal analysis can be carried out via the boundary element method. Further extensions in the
BEM in acoustics are also reviewed, including half-space problems and modelling the acoustic field
surrounding thin screens. Current research in linking the boundary element method to other methods
in order to solve coupled vibro-acoustic and aero-acoustic problems and methods for solving inverse
problems via the BEM are surveyed. Applications of the BEM in each area of acoustics are referenced.
The computational complexity of the problem is considered and methods for improving its general
efficiency are reviewed. The significant maintenance issues of the standard exterior acoustic solution
are considered, in particular the weighting parameter in combined formulations such as Burton and
Miller’s equation. The commonality of the integral operators across formulations and hence the
potential for development of a software library approach is emphasised.

Keywords: boundary element method; acoustics; Helmholtz equation

1. Introduction

Acoustics is the science of sound and has particular applications in sound reproduction, noise and
sensing [1,2]. Acoustics may be interpreted as an area of applied mathematics [1,3]. In special cases,
the mathematical equations governing acoustic problems can be solved analytically, for example if the
equations are linear and the geometry is separable. However, for realistic acoustic problems, numerical
methods provide a much more flexible means of solution [4,5]. Numerical methods are only useful in
practice when they are implemented on computer. It is over the last sixty years or so that numerical
methods have become increasingly developed and computers have become faster, with increasing data
storage and more widespread. This brings us to the wide-ranging area of computational acoustics; the
solution of acoustic problems on computer [6–11], which has significantly developed in this timescale.

In the context of this work, the acoustic field is assumed to be present within a fluid domain. If
there is an obstacle within an existing acoustic field, then the disturbance it causes is termed scattering.
If an object is vibrating and hence exciting an acoustic response, or contributing to an existing acoustic
field, then this is termed radiation. If the fluid influences the vibration of the object or structure, and
energy is exchanged in both directions between them, then this is termed coupled fluid-structure
interaction [12] or, in the acoustic context, vibro-acoustics [13,14]. Alternatively, if the acoustic field
is an outcome of a background flow, for example the generation of noise by turbulence, then this is
termed aero-acoustics [11,15]. The determination of the properties of a vibrating or scattering object
(for example, its shape, the surface impedance or the sound intensity) from acoustic measurements in
the field is termed inverse acoustics [16].
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Vibration analysis is not the focus of this work, but it clearly cannot be divorced from the study of
acoustics. In vibration analysis, the domain of the structure oscillates, perhaps under variable loading
or forcing. In the case of vibro-acoustics, the vibration can excite or be excited by the acoustic field
and, in any analysis, both need to be modelled [17–19], and the equations coupled. The computational
modelling of vibration is normally carried out by the finite element method (FEM) [20,21], and this
method is significantly established in this application area. Vibrational modelling may be carried
out in the time domain. However, with the nature of structural vibration in that it is normally
dominated by modes and their corresponding resonant frequencies, and hence vibration is often close
to periodic. Similarly, the excitation forces on a structure, such as the driver on a loudspeaker of the
explosions in an engine can similarly be close to periodic in short time scales. It is, therefore, found
that vibratory problems are routinely analysed in the frequency domain, both in the practical work
and computational modelling.

An acoustic field is most straightforwardly interpreted as a sound pressure field, with the sound
pressure varying over the extent of the domain, and with time. The transient acoustic field can be
computationally modelled by the finite element method [22,23], the finite difference—time domain
method (a particular finite difference method that was originally developed for electromagnetic
simulation [24–26]) can also be applied in acoustics [27–30]) and the boundary element method [31–34],
but acoustics and vibration are more often analysed and modelled in the frequency domain. In
acoustic problems, the most likely fluid domains are air or water and, in many cases in these fluids,
the linear wave equation is an acceptable model. By observing one frequency at a time, the wave
equation can be simplified as a sequence of Helmholtz equations. Again, there are a variety of methods
for the numerical solution of Helmholtz problems; the finite difference method, the finite element
method [23,35–43] and, the subject of this paper, the boundary element method.

The boundary element method is one of several established numerical or computational
methods for solving boundary-value problems that arise in mathematics, the physical sciences
and engineering [44]. Typically, a boundary-value problem consists of a domain within or outside
a boundary in which a variable of interest or physical property is governed by an identified partial
differential equation (PDE). A computational method for solving a boundary-value problem is tasked
with finding an approximation to the unknown variable within the domain. Mostly, this is carried
out by domain methods, such as the finite element method [45], in which a mesh is applied to the
domain. However, the boundary element method works in an entirely different way in that in the first
stage further information is found on the boundary only; the solution at the domain points is found
in the second stage by integrating over the known boundary data. The boundary element method
requires a mesh of the boundary only, and hence is generally easier to apply than domain methods.
The number of elements in the BEM is therefore expected to be much less than in the corresponding
finite element method (for the same level of required accuracy or element size), and there is therefore
often a potential for significant efficiency savings. The BEM is not as widely applicable as the domain
methods; when problems are non-linear, for example, the application of the development of a suitable
BEM requires significant further adaption [46–49]. Typically, the boundary element method has found
application in sound reproduction modelling, such as loudspeakers [50,51], sonar transducers [52] and
in modelling noise from vehicles [53–56] and, more recently, aircraft [57–59].

For the acoustic boundary element method to be accessible, and hence widely used, it has to be
implemented in software. This was precisely the rationale behind the development of the software [60]
and the monograph [61], the latter also serving as a manual. Several texts on the same theme were
published at about the same time [62,63], following on from the earlier collection of works [64]. A
chapter of a recent book contains a modern introduction to the acoustic boundary element method [65].

Implementing the acoustic BEM as software continues to be challenging in terms of scoping, the
choice of sub-methods and efficiency. The method requires matrices to be formed with each component
being the result of an integration, with some of the integrals being singular or hypersingular. The
standard BEM requires the solution of a linear system of equations that is formed from the matrices, or,
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if the BEM is used for modal analysis, a non-linear eigenvalue problem. There have been significant
reliability issues with the BEM for exterior problems. These challenges have been met, but much of the
research is focused on future-proofing the method, with the increasing expectations in scaling-up and
maintaining reasonable processing time. There is a continual desire to progress to higher resolutions of
elements, particularly as this is necessary for modelling high frequency problems.

2. Acoustic Model

In this Section, the underlying acoustic model of the wave equation that governs the sound
pressure in the domain is stated. It is shown how the model can be revised into a sequence of Helmholtz
problems for periodic signals. The classes of domains that can be solved by boundary element methods
are summarised and a generalised boundary condition is adopted. The other acoustic properties, such
as sound intensity, radiation efficiency and sound power that that are mostly used in exterior ‘noise’
problems, are defined. Traditionally, acoustics properties are presented in the decibel scale, and it is
shown how they are converted.

2.1. The Wave Equation and the Helmholtz Equation

The acoustic field is assumed to be present in the domain of a homogeneous isotropic fluid and it
is modelled by the linear wave equation,

∇2Ψ (p, t) =
1
c2
∂2

∂t2 Ψ (p, t), (1)

where Ψ (p, t) is the scalar time-dependent velocity potential related to the time-dependent particle
velocity V(p, t) by V(p, t) = ∇Ψ (p, t) and c is the propagation velocity (p and t are the spatial and
time variables). The time-dependent sound pressure Q(p, t) is given in terms of the velocity potential
by Q(p, t) = −ρ∂∂t Ψ (p, t) where ρ is the density of the acoustic medium.

The time-dependent velocity potential Ψ (p, t) can be reduced to a sum of components each of
the form

Ψ (p, t) = Re
{
ϕ(p) e−iωt

}
, (2)

where ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2πν, where ν is the frequency in hertz) and ϕ(p) is the
(time-independent) velocity potential. The substitution of the above expression into the wave equation
reduces it to the Helmholtz (reduced wave) equation:

∇2ϕ(p) + k2ϕ(p) = 0, (3)

where k2 =
ω2

c2 and k is the wavenumber. The complex-valued function ϕ relates the magnitude and

phase of the potential field.
Similarly, the components of the particle velocity have the form V(p, t) = Re

{
∇ϕ(p) e−iωt

}
. Often

the boundary normal velocity v(p) is given as a condition or is required and this is defined as follows,

v(p) = ∇ϕ(p)·np =
∂ϕ(p)

∂np
, (4)

where np is the unit normal to the boundary at p.

2.2. Acoustic Properties

To carry out a complete solution, the wave equation is written as a series of Helmholtz problems,
through expressing the boundary condition as a Fourier series with components of the form in
Equation (2). For each wavenumber and its associated boundary and other conditions, the Helmholtz
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equation is then solved. The time-dependent velocity potential Ψ (p, t) can then be constituted from
the separate solutions, but it is more usual that the results are considered in the frequency domain.

The sound pressure p(p) at the point p in the acoustic domain is one of the most useful acoustic
properties, and it is related to the velocity potential by the formula p(p) = iωρϕ(p). In practice, the
magnitude of the sound pressure is measured on the decibel scale in which it is evaluated as the sound

pressure level as 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣ p(p)√
2p∗

∣∣∣∣∣, where p∗ is the reference pressure of 2× 10−5 Pa.

Particularly for ‘noise’ problems, the sound power, the time-averaged sound intensity and
radiation efficiency are often considered to be useful properties. The normal sound intensity I(p) at
points p on a boundary is defined by the formula

I(p) =
1
2

Re
{
p(p)v(p)

}
, (5)

where p represents the complex conjugate of p. The sound power W is an aggregation of the sound
intensity to one value by direct integration,

W =

∫
H

I(q)dHq. (6)

where H is a boundary. The sound power is also often expressed in decibels as the sound power level
as 10 log10

∣∣∣ W
W∗
∣∣∣, where W∗ is the reference sound power of 10−12 watts. The radiation ratio is defined

as W
1
2ρc

∫
H v∗(q)v(q)dHq

.

2.3. The Scope of the Boundary Element Method in the Solution of Acoustic/Helmholtz Problems

In applying the boundary element method to acoustic or Helmholtz problems, the user is in effect
adopting a model for the boundary/ies and domain(s), the nature of which determines the integral
equation(s) that is/are employed. Traditionally, the BEM has been developed to solve the acoustic
or Helmholtz problem interior or exterior to a closed boundary in the standard physical domains
are two-dimensional, three-dimensional and axisymmetric three-dimensional space. The basis of the
method is the integral equations that arise through applying Green’s theorems (direct BEM) or by
using layer potentials (indirect BEM). The exterior problem has received much more attention, because
of its value in solving over an infinite domain from a surface mesh and because of the difficulty in
resolving its reliability problem. Domain methods, such as the finite element method, may also be
applied; more elements are required, but the matrices are sparse and structured and the FEM is more
established than the BEM in general. If the FEM is applied to exterior problems then techniques such
as infinite elements [66] can be used to complete the outer mesh or the perfectly matched layer may be
used to absorb outgoing waves [67–69]. The solution of the interior and exterior acoustic problem by
the BEM is considered in Sections 4.1 and 4.3.

An outline of the equations that arise in the finite element and related methods is given in
Section 5.3.1. In domain methods like the FEM, whether it is applied to a structure or an enclosed fluid,
a linear eigenvalue problem is a natural consequence. With the FEM, it is routine to extract the modes
and resonant frequencies and use the modal basis to determine the response under excitation. From
that perspective, it is natural to include the eigenvalue problem within the boundary element library.
However, the application of the BEM leads to a non-linear eigenvalue problem, which requires special
solution techniques and hence the construction of solutions through the modal basis is not a natural
pathway in the BEM. Acoustic modal analysis via the BEM is considered in Section 4.2.

Although significantly restrictive, one of the simplest acoustic models is the Rayleigh integral [70].
The model is that of a vibrating plate set in an infinite rigid baffle and radiating into a half-space. The
Rayleigh integral relates the velocity potential or sound pressure at any point to the velocity map on
the plate. As the Rayleigh integral shares its one operator with the integral equation formulations
in the boundary element method, the Rayleigh integral method (RIM) [71] can be adopted into the
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boundary element method fold. The Rayleigh integral is a special case of half-space problems and
these are considered in Section 5.1

An acoustic model that uses the same operators—and hence fits in the BEM context—is that of a
shell discontinuity. For example, this can be used to model the acoustic field around a thin screen or
shield. The integral equation formulation for the shell are derived from those used in the traditional
BEM, but taking the limit as the boundary becomes thinner [72,73], leaving a model that relates a
discontinuity in the field across the shell. Shell elements in acoustics are considered in Section 5.2.

The development and application of the BEM from the models described are reviewed in this
paper. Although this is a fairly exhaustive list of basic models as things stand, hybrid models can
also be developed by using superposition or applying continuity and they will also be considered.
The BEM may be applied in vibro-acoustics, aero-acoustics and inverse acoustics and these areas are
discussed in Sections 5.3–5.5. Hybrid boundary element methods that include half-space formulation
are covered in Section 5.1.2 and shells in Section 5.2.2.

There have been recent developments in the development of the BEM for periodic structures, with
noise barriers being the usual application [74–81]. This special case will not be developed further in
this paper.

2.4. Boundary Conditions

To maintain reasonable generality in the software, the author has generally worked with the
boundary condition of the following general (Robin) form

α(p)ϕ(p) + β(p)v(p) = f (p), (7)

with the condition that α(p) and β(p) cannot both be zero at any value of p. This model includes
the Dirichlet boundary condition by setting β(p) = 0, the Neumann boundary condition by setting
α(p) = 0 and an impedance condition by setting f (p) = 0. In the boundary condition (7), p is
any point on the boundary and α, β and f are complex-valued functions that may vary across the
boundary. Although the boundary condition for the shell is an adaption of this, this generalised
boundary condition model is apparently achievable and seems to cover most current expectations.
An explanation of typical boundary conditions that occur in acoustics can be found in Marburg and
Anderssohn [82].

For exterior problems, it is also necessary to introduce a condition at infinity, in order to ensure
that all scattered and radiated waves are outgoing. This is termed the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
In two-dimensional space the condition is

lim
r−→∞r

1
2

(
∂ϕ

∂r
− ikϕ

)
= 0 (8)

and

lim
r−→∞r

(
∂ϕ

∂r
− ikϕ

)
= 0. (9)

in three dimensions. A thorough discussion on the Sommerfeld radiation condition can be found in
Ihlenburg [43] (pp. 6–8).

3. The Boundary Element Method and the Laplace Equation Stem

Laplace’s equation is the special case of the Helmholtz Equation (3) with k = 0,

∇2ϕ(p) = 0. (10)

Although Laplace’s equation models many phenomena, it is not directly useful in acoustic
modelling. However, many of the issues that have to be tackled in solving the Helmholtz equation
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by the boundary element method are also found with Laplace’s equation. The methods applied
in developing the BEM for Laplace’s equation also can be developed to be used in the Helmholtz
problems. As such, applying the BEM to Laplace’s equation is a useful entry point in initiating work
on the Helmholtz equation. For example, much of the author’s work in solving Helmholtz problems
has been underpinned by corresponding work on Laplace’s equation [83–87]. Thus, in this section, the
BEM is communicated in its simplest, but still realistic and practical context as a stepping-stone on
the journey to the full scope of the BEM in acoustics, the subject of this paper. The theoretical basis
is set out in Kellogg [88] and development of integral equation methods in Jaswon and Symm [89].
In this Section, the boundary element method is derived for Laplace’s equation, and this forms the
foundation for its application to acoustic problems. In terms of comunication, it is helpful to sustain a
notational conformance, that continues through this paper, and is helpful in relating mathematical
expressions and their discrete equivalent as software components. Integration methods for finding the
matrix components are considered. Interesting and useful properties of some of the operators and
matrices are revealed.

3.1. Elementary Integral Equation Formulation for the Interior Problem

The boundary element method is not based on the direct solution of the PDE, but rather its
reformulation as an integral equation. Historically, the integral equation reformulation of the PDE has
followed two distinct routes, termed the direct method and the indirect method. The direct method is
based on Green’s second identity∫

D
(ϕ(q)∇2ψ(q) −ψ(q)∇2ϕ(q)) dVq =

∫
S
ϕ(q)

∂ψ(q)
∂nq

−ψ(q)∂ϕ(q)
∂nq

dSq, (11)

where ϕ and ψ are twice-differentiable scalar function in a domain D that is bounded by the closed
surface S. If ϕ is a solution of Laplace’s equation, ∇2ϕ = 0, then∫

D
ϕ(q)∇2ψ(q) dVq =

∫
S
ϕ(q)

∂ψ(q)
∂nq

−ψ(q)∂ϕ(q)
∂nq

dSq. (12)

Green’s third identity can be derived from the second identity by choosing ψ(q) = G(p, q),
where G is a Green’s function. A Green’s function is a fundamental solution of the partial differential
equation, in this case Laplace’s equation, that is the effect or influence a unit source at the point
p has at the point q, and is defined by ∇2G(p, q) = −δ(p− q). For the two-dimensional Laplace
equation G(p, q) = − 1

2π ln(r) and for three-dimensional problems G(p, q) = 1
4πr where r =

∣∣∣p− q
∣∣∣. The

substitution of the Green’s function into Equation (12) gives∫
D
ϕ(q)∇2G(p, q) dVq =

∫
S
ϕ(q)

∂G(p, q)
∂nq

−G(p, q)
∂ϕ(q)
∂nq

dSq

or

−
∫

D
ϕ(q)δ(p− q) dVq =

∫
S
ϕ(q)

∂G(p, q)
∂nq

−G(p, q)
∂ϕ(q)
∂nq

dSq. (13)

Hence, as a result of the properties of the Dirac delta function,

∫
S
ϕ(q)

∂G(p, q)
∂nq

−G(p, q)
∂ϕ(q)
∂nq

dSq =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−ϕ(p) if p ∈ D

0 if p ∈ E
−c(p)ϕ(p) if p ∈ S

, (14)

where c(p) is the angle (in 2D, divided by 2π) or solid angle (in 3D, divided by 4π) subtended by the
interior domain at the boundary point p. (Similarly, for exterior problems, c(p) similarly relates to the
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exterior angle). If the boundary is smooth at p then c(p) = 1
2 , and, for simplicity, this is the value that

will be used for the remainder of this paper.
In the indirect method, ϕ is presumed to be related by a layer potential σ on the boundary

ϕ(p) =
∫

S
G(p, q) σ(q) dSq (p ∈ D∪ S). (15)

Differentiating Equation (15) with respect to a unit outward normal to a point on the boundary that
that passes through p, gives the following equation:

∂ϕ(p)
∂np

=

∫
S

∂G(p, q)
∂np

σ(q) dSq (p ∈ D). (16)

As p approaches the boundary, the integral operator has a ‘jump’ similar to the direct method (14)
resulting in the following equation:

∂ϕ(p)
∂np

=

∫
S

∂G(p, q)
∂np

σ(q) dSq +
1
2
σ(p) (p ∈ S). (17)

The BEM can be derived from the equations in this Section. The equation defined on the boundary
(the last one in Equation (14) for the direct method, Equations (15) and (17) for the indirect method
(p ∈ S)), the boundary integral equations, are used to find the unknown functions from the known
data on the boundary. The corresponding integrals defined in the domain (the first one in Equation (14)
for the direct method and Equation (15) for (p ∈ D) in the indirect method) return the solution at the
chosen domain points.

3.2. Operator Notation and Further Integral Equations for the Laplace Problem

In this Subsection, operator notation is introduced and further integral equations are introduced
in order to illuminate some useful properties. Operator notation provides a shorthand and is an aid to
communication. The Laplace integral operators are defined as follows:

{
Lμ
}
Γ(p) =

∫
Γ

G(p, q) μ(q)dSq , (18)

{
Mμ

}
Γ(p) =

∫
Γ

∂G(p, q)
∂nq

μ(q)dSq , (19)

{
Mtμ

}
Γ

(
p; vp

)
=
∂
∂vp

∫
Γ

G(p, q) μ(q)dSq , (20)

where Γ is a boundary (not necessarily closed), nq is the unique unit normal vector to Γ at q, vp is a unit
directional vector passing through p and μ(q) is a function defined for q ∈ Γ. With this notation, the
Equations (14), which form the basis of the elementary direct method for the interior problem, can be
written as

{
Mϕ

}
S(p) − {Lv}S(p) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−ϕ(p) if p ∈ D

0 if p ∈ E
− 1

2ϕ(p) if p ∈ S
(21)

Similarly, the equations for the indirect method ((15) and (17)) in operator notation for the interior
problem are as follows:

ϕ(p) = {Lσ}S(p) (p ∈ D∪ S), (22)

v(p) =
{
Mtσ

}
Γ

(
p; np

)
+

1
2
σ(p) (p ∈ S). (23)
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Further integral equations for the direct formulation can be obtained by differentiating (21) (as
in the derivation of Equations (16), (17)) and for the indirect formulation by introducing a double
layer potential. Although they are generally unnecessary in solving Laplace problems, the equations
resulting from differentiating the elementary integral equations or using double layer potentials are
often used in the exterior acoustic problem, considered in the next Section. These equations are
also useful in general and they will illuminate some important aspects. For example, differentiating
Equation (21) with respect to the outward normal to the boundary,

∂
∂np

{
Mϕ

}
S(p) −

∂
∂np
{Lv}S(p) = −1

2
∂ϕ(p)
∂np

(p ∈ S), (24)

which can be written in operator notation,

{
Nϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
−
{
Mtv

}
S

(
p; np

)
= −1

2
v(p)(p ∈ S), (25)

in which a new operator, N, has been introduced,

{
Nμ
}
Γ

(
p; vp

)
=
∂
∂vp

∫
Γ

∂G(p, q)
∂nq

μ(q)dSq. (26)

Further indirect integral equations may be obtained through presuming the field is the result of a
double layer potential

ϕ(p) = {Mζ}S(p) (p ∈ D), (27)

v(p) = {Nζ}S
(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S), (28)

and, taking into account the jump discontinuity,

ϕ(p) = {Mζ}S(p) − 1
2
ζ(p) (p ∈ S). (29)

The integral equations for the exterior Laplace problem may be derived in the same way. In
general, the equations are the same as for the interior problem, except for a change of sign. The
equations that make up the direct formulation are

{
Mϕ

}
S(p) − {Lv}S(p) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ϕ(p) if p ∈ E

0 if p ∈ D
1
2ϕ(p) if p ∈ S

(30)

{
Nϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
−
{
Mtv

}
S

(
p; np

)
=

1
2

v(p) if p ∈ S . (31)

The equivalent of equations for the indirect method ((15) and (17)) in operator notation for the
exterior problem are similar, with just a couple of sign changes to indicate that the jump discontinuity
in M and Mt in the limit from the exterior, rather than the interior:

ϕ(p) = {Lσ}S(p) (p ∈ E∪ S), (32)

v(p) =
{
Mtσ

}
S

(
p; np

)
− 1

2
σ(p) (p ∈ S). (33)

ϕ(p) = {Mζ}S(p) (p ∈ E), (34)

v(p) = {Nζ}S
(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S), (35)

ϕ(p) = {Mζ}S(p) + 1
2
ζ(p) (p ∈ S). (36)
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3.3. Derivation of the Boundary Element Method

There are several integral equation methods that can be applied to transform integral equations into
boundary element methods, but the most popular and straightforward method is that of collocation [90].
The development of the boundary element method from the selected integral equation requires that
the boundary is represented by a set of panels or a mesh. An integral equation method is applied to
solve the boundary integral equation. The solution in the domain can then be achieved by effecting the
appropriate integration over the boundary.

3.3.1. Boundary Element Approximation

In the spirit of the author’s previous work [61,91], in order to maintain generality, the discrete
forms of the Laplace operators (18)–(20), (26) are sought, in order to effectively become a software
component. Let the boundary Γ in Equation (18) be represented by the approximation Γ̃, a set of
n panels:

Γ ≈ Γ̃ =
n∑

j=1

ΔΓ̃ j , (37)

The boundary function μ is replaced by its equivalent μ̃ on the approximate boundary Γ̃:

{
Lμ
}
Γ(p) ≈

{
Lμ̃
}
Γ̃(p) =

∫
Γ̃

G(p, q) μ̃(q)dSq =
∑n

j=1

∫
ΔΓ̃ j

G(p, q) μ̃(q)dSq. (38)

In general, the function on the boundary is replaced by a sum of a set of basis functions. The simplest
approximation is that of approximating the boundary functions by a constant on each panel:

∑n

j=1

∫
ΔΓ̃ j

G(p, q) μ̃(q)dSq ≈
∑n

j=1

∫
ΔΓ̃ j

G(p, q) μ̃jdSq =
∑n

j=1
μ̃j{Lẽ}ΔΓ̃ j

(p), (39)

where ẽ = 1.
For example, for the simple boundary integral Equation (22) with p ∈ S,

ϕ(p) = {Lσ}S(p) ≈
n∑

j=1

σ̃j{Lẽ}ΔS̃ j
(p) . (40)

The most common method of solving boundary integral equations is collocation, in which a linear
system is formed through setting p to take the value of each collocation point in turn:

ϕSi = ϕ
(
pSi

)
= {Lσ}S

(
pSi

)
≈

n∑
j=1

σ̃j{Lẽ}ΔS̃ j

(
pSi

)
for i = 1, 2, . . . n . (41)

3.3.2. Solution by Collocation

The linear system of approximations (41) may be written in matrix-vector form

ϕ
S
≈ LSSσS , (42)

where ϕ
S
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ϕS1

ϕS2

:
:
ϕSn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, σS =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

σS1

σS2

:
:
σSn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, and [LSS]i j = {Lẽ}ΔS̃ j

(
pSi

)
. For example, for the Dirichlet

problem in which ϕ
S

is known, the solution of system (42) (now as an equation relating approximate
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values) returns an approximation σ̂S to σS. To find the solution at a set of m points in the domain the
integral (22) is evaluated at the points pDi ∈ D for i = 1, 2, . . .m;

ϕDi = ϕ
(
pDi

)
= {Lσ}D

(
pDi

)
≈

n∑
j=1

σ̃j{Lẽ}ΔS̃ j

(
pDi

)
for i = 1, 2, . . .m ,

or, more concisely,
ϕ

D
≈ LDSσS , (43)

where ϕ
D
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ϕD1

ϕD2

:
:
ϕDn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and [LDS]i j = {Lẽ}ΔS̃ j

(
pDi

)
. Hence approximations to the solution within the

domain ϕ̂
D

may be found by the matrix-vector multiplication

ϕ̂
D
= LDS σ̂S . (44)

3.3.3. The Galerkin Method

Although most of the implementations of the boundary element method are derived through
collocation, other techniques can be used, most typically the Galerkin method. The Galerkin method
and collocation can both be derived from a more generalised approach that are termed weighted
residual methods. For example, for the approximation (40), the residual is the difference between the
approximation and the exact solution;

R
(
σS; p

)
=

n∑
j=1

σ̃j{Lẽ}ΔS̃ j
(p) −ϕ(p) (p ∈ S).

In weighted residual methods, R
(
σS; p

)
is integrated with test basis functions χi(p) (p·S) and the

methods arise by setting the result to zero;∫
S

R
(
σ̂S; pi

)
χi
(
pi

)
dS = 0

at points pi on the boundary, for i = 1, 2, . . . nS.
If χi(p) = δ

(
p− pi

)
, the Dirac delta function, the collocation method is derived;

∫
S

R
(
σ̂S; p

)
δ
(
p− pi

)
dS = R

(
σ̂S; pi

)
= 0,

which leads to the methods outlined above. In the Galerkin method, the test functions are the same as
the original basis functions. For example, for constant elements, the basis and the test functions are
defined as

χi(p) =
{

1 or ẽ, if p ∈ ΔS̃i
0, otherwise

.

Substituting this and the definition of the residual equation

∫
S

R
(
σ̂S; pi

)
χi(p)dS =

∫
ΔS̃i

n∑
j=1

σ̂j{Lẽ}ΔS̃ j

(
pi

)
−ϕ

(
pi

)
dS = 0 .
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The reason for the relative unpopularity of the Galerkin approach in boundary elements is that
the matrix is now the result of a double integration, rather than the single integration in the collocation
method. However, the matrix is understood to be symmetric.

3.4. Properties and Further Details

In the boundary element method, the boundary is represented by a mesh of panels. The boundary
functions are approximated by a linear combination of basis functions on each panel. The boundary
element is the combination the panel and the functional representation. In the previous Subsection,
constant elements were mentioned as an example. In the finite element method, the degree of the
approximation has to be at least half the order of the PDE. Fortunately, this is not the case for the
application of the boundary element method, where constant elements are widely used. The panels
that make up the boundaries are most simply represented by straight line panels in 2D, triangles in 3D
and conic sections for axisymmetric 3D problems.

In this Subsection, important properties and further details of Laplace’s equation, the related
boundary integral equations and operators are discussed. An overview of methods for carrying out the
integrations is included. The issue of non-uniquesness, that is an important feature of the boundary
integral equation formulations for the exterior acoustic problem, is first addressed with Laplace’s
equation and useful outcomes from this are outlined.

3.4.1. Integration

In the previous Subsection, it was shown that up to four operators are involved in the boundary
element method for Laplace problems, and these four operators extend to acoustic/Helmholtz problems.
For the Laplace problem, it may be possible to develop analytic expressions for the integrals [92], but
in general—and particularly for acoustic/Helmholtz problems—numerical integration is necessary.
In the main, the integrals are regular, and these are most efficiently evaluated by Gauss-Legendre
quadrature [93]. This is straightforward to apply to straight-line panels and in the generator and
(typically in composite form) azimuthally. There are also published points and weights for Gaussian
quadrature on a triangle [94].

However, the integrals corresponding to the diagonal components of the LSS matrix are weakly
singular and the diagonal components of the NSS matrix are hypersingular, that is when the point lies
on the panel. Moreover, if the point is close to the panel, for example at the centre of a neighbouring
panel then the integrals are said to be nearly singular and may require a more accurate numerical
integration rule, or special treatment [95]. Special numerical integration methods can be applied in
order to evaluate the singular integrals and expressions for the hypersingular integrals may be found
through limiting process. The weakly singular integrals, corresponding to the diagonal components of
the LSS matrix have a O(ln r) singularity in 2D and an O

(
1
r

)
singularity in 3D, where r is the distance

from the central collocation point. For the axisymmetric 3D case, the azimuthal integration resolves the
O
(

1
r

)
singularity to an O(ln r) singularity on the generator. For the simple elements discussed, analytic

expressions for the diagonal components of the LSS and NSS matrices are available for the 2D and 3D
(non-axisymmetic) cases for Laplace’s equation. Further work on singular integration can be found in
the following references [96–101].

Although for simplicity, the four operators are often lumped together as integral operators, N is
not an integral operator: N is termed a pseudo-differential operator, and it therefore has distinct
properties. The full expressions for the straight line and triangular panels are given in the author’s
book [61] (pages 49–50). For illustration the expressions are given for the straight-line panel of length h
(2D) and for an equilateral triangular panel (3D) with each side of length h:

{
Nϕ

}
Δ

(
p; np

)
= − 2
πh

for the straight-line panel of length h (2D) (45)
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{
Nϕ

}
Δ

(
p; np

)
= − 3

2πh
for the equilateral triangular panel with side of length h (3D) (46)

There is one simple but noteworthy remark to be made about the expressions (45) and (46).
Normally, if the domain of integration is reduced in size, the integral is similarly reduced, at least
in the limit as the domain size converges to zero. However, with these hypersingular integrals, the
opposite is found to be the case! A significant consequence of this property is considered in Section 6.2.

3.4.2. Non-Uniqueness and Its Useful Outcomes

The non-uniqueness of some boundary integral equations in the exterior acoustic problem at a
set of frequencies is well-known, and the issue and methods of resolution will be considered in the
next Section. Because of the importance of the non-uniqueness of solution within the context of this
paper, it is helpful to visit this early, with a simpler equation. Although the term non-uniqueness often
prefixes the word problem, it is found that some very useful outcomes arise from this analysis.

The non-uniqueness is found with Laplace’s equation itself; if ϕ is a solution of the interior
Neumann problem then ϕ+ c is also solution, where c is any constant. The non-uniqueness in the
interior Laplace problem with a Neumann boundary condition must be reflected in the boundary
integral equations. It therefore follows from Equation (21) that the operator M + 1

2 I is degenerate, and
similarly for Mt + 1

2 I from Equation (23) and N from Equations (25) and (28).
As we will see in the next Section on acoustic/Helmholtz problems, the operators from the interior

problem equations are shared with the exterior problem, and this is shown for Laplace’s equation in
Section 3.2. For the exterior problem, the derivative direct formulation (31) is unsuitable for solving
exterior Laplace problems as both the N and Mt + 1

2 I operators are degenerate. Similarly, the indirect
formulations, formed from double layer potentials, (35) and (36) are unsuitable. This correlation
between the interior Neumann problem and the exterior derivative (direct) and double-layer potential
(indirect) formulations carries through to the Helmholtz equation.

Most simply, if v(p) = 0 on the boundary then ϕ is any constant (e.g., ϕ = 1) throughout
the domain is a solution. Substituting these values into the discrete form of the boundary integral
Equation (21), the resulting matrix-vector equation is

[
MSS +

1
2 I
]
1 ≈ 0, where 0 is a vector of zeros

and 1 is a vector of ones; every row of the MSS matrix must approximately sum to − 1
2 . Similarly,

from Equation (25), NSS1 ≈ 0; every row of the NSS matrix must approximately sum to zero. A
potentially useful outcome of this is that the hypersingular diagonal components of the NSS matrix
can be computed from the others, which are all ‘regular’ (at least for simple elements). This can be
taken a step further and, the panel in question may be linked to a fictitious boundary made up of
panels and the value of the hypersingular integral determined by summing the other integrals. The
values of the singular and hypersingular integrals in the BEM solution of Laplace’s equation may be
stored and be used to subtract out the singular and hypersingular components of the same integrals
for the Helmholtz equation. The method of inventing a fictitious surface to evaluate the hypersingular
integrals is precisely the method used in the author’s axisymmetric programs [60], as there were
analytic expressions for the hypersingular integrals for the panels used in 2D and general 3D, as
discussed in the previous Sub-subection, but no other similar way forward for the axisymmetric panels.

The results in the previous paragraph also provide useful methods of validation. One row of the
MSS and the NSS matrices need to be evaluated that that is when the point p is on the boundary. The
result of summing the rows of MSS can verify that a ‘closed’ boundary is actually closed, if their values
are − 1

2 and zero, and, if they are not then it indicated that the boundary may be open or there are errors
in the mesh. Finally, substituting these values into Equation (30) gives the following,

{Me}S(p) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if p ∈ E
0 if p ∈ D
1
2 if p ∈ S

, (47)

where e is the unit function; useful in validating that the solution points are within the domain.
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These simple validation methods, arising from potential theory, are applicable to all BEMs and
beyond; any computer simulation involving surface meshes may benefit from these simple techniques.
The author includes these methods of validation routinely in his boundary element codes.

4. The Standard Boundary Element Method in Acoustics

In the author’s book and software [60,61], three classes of acoustic problem were considered;
the determination of the acoustic field within a closed boundary, outside of a closed boundary
and the interior modal analysis problem. In this Section, the three methods are revisited and recent
developments and applications are included. Recently, the software has been re-written in Python [102].

4.1. The Interior Acoustic Problem

In this Subsection, the BEM is developed for the solution of acoustic problems in a domain that
is interior to a closed boundary [61,103]. The method has been applied to room acoustics [104–108],
the interior of a vehicle [109–111], modelling sound in the human lung [112,113] and in biological
cells [114].

4.1.1. Integral Equation Formulation

The direct integral equations for the interior acoustic problem, reformulating the Helmholtz
Equation (10), but follows the same format as the formulation for Laplace’s Equation (21);

{
Mkϕ

}
S(p) − {Lkv}S(p) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−ϕ(p) if p ∈ D

0 if p ∈ E
− 1

2ϕ(p) if p ∈ S
. (48)

Equation (48) introduces two Helmholtz integral operators that are analogous to the L and M operators
for Laplace’s equation, and are defined similarly;

{
Lkμ

}
Γ(p) =

∫
Γ

Gk(p, q) μ(q)dSq, (49)

{
Mkμ

}
Γ(p) =

∫
Γ

∂Gk(p, q)
∂nq

μ(q)dSq , (50)

where the Green’s function is defined as follows:

Gk(p, q) =
i
4

H(1)
0 (kr), for two-dimensional problems, and (51)

Gk(p, q) =
ejkr

4πr
, for three-dimensional problems. (52)

As with the interior Laplace Equations (22) and (23), the indirect integral equation is derived
through presuming that the field is generated by a layer potential, defined on the boundary;

ϕ(p) = {Lkσ}S(p) (p ∈ D∪ S), (53)

v(p) =
{(

Mt
k +

1
2

I
)
σ
}

S

(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S), (54)

where, similarly with Equation (20), the operator Mt
k is defined as follows:

{
Mt

kμ
}
Γ

(
p; vp

)
=
∂
∂vp

∫
Γ

Gk(p, q) μ(q)dSq , (55)
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4.1.2. The Boundary Element Method for the Generalised Boundary Condition

Substituting the expressions (53) and (54) into the boundary condition (7) gives

α(p){Lkσ}S(p) + β(p)
{(

Mt
k +

1
2

I
)
σ
}

S

(
p; np

)
= f (p). (56)

Following the derivation of the BEM through collocation, this resolves to a linear system of
the form

[DαLSS,k + Dβ
(
Mt

SS,k +
1
2

I
)
]σ̂S = f

S
, (57)

where Dα and Dβ are diagonal matrices, with the values of α and β aligned along the diagonal.
Equation (56) is solved in the primary stage of the boundary element method, yielding an approximation
σ̂S to σS. In the secondary stage, the discrete equivalent of Equation (53) returns the solution at the
interior points:

ϕ̂
D
= LDS,k σ̂S . (58)

For the direct formulation, the discrete equivalent of Equation (48) (p ∈ S),

(MSS,k +
1
2

I)ϕ̂
S
= LSS,kv̂S, (59)

which is solved with the discrete equivalent of the boundary condition (7),

Dαϕ̂S
+ Dβv̂S = f

S
. (60)

Comparing the linear systems for the indirect method (56) with that of the direct method (59) and
(60) illustrates an apparent significant advantage in the indirect approach, the number of unknowns in
the system corresponding to the direct method is twice that of the indirect method. However, through
exchanging columns, the system for the direct method can be reduced to an n × n system, and this
method has been automated [115].

There have been several papers discussing the accuracy of the interior acoustic boundary element
method near to the resonance frequencies. It is considered that real eigenvaulues are shifted into the
complex plane following discretisation. This phenomenon is termed numerical damping [116–119].

4.1.3. Equations of the First and Second Kind

Integral equations with a fixed region of integration are termed Fredholm integral equations.
Fredholm integral equations are categorised as first kind or second kind. Equation (53) is a typical first
kind equation, in which we are solving over integral operator(s) alone, in this case the Lk operator, to
find σ from ϕ. With second kind equations, we are solving not just over integral operators, but also the
identity (or diagonal) operator. For example, Equation (54) is a second kind equation, solving over the
Mt

k +
1
2 I operator, in order to find σ from v.

In general, first kind equations have poor numerical properties and are avoided. Although pure
first kind equations only occur in particular Dirichlet cases, they can be avoided, through using the
derivatives of the integral equation formulations (direct) or double layer potentials (indirect). However,
from experience, first kind equations with singular kernels, as we find with the L or Lk operator, do not
have poor convergence properties. It follows, therefore, that the formulations and methods developed
thus far in this Subsection are generally suitable in solving the interior acoustic problem.

4.1.4. Derivative and Double-Layer Potential Integral Equations for the Interior Helmholtz Problem

As with the equations listed in Section 4.1.1, the derivative equations are unnecessary in solving
the interior Helmholtz problem. However, the derivative equations provide an alternative formulation
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and help with the general understanding. The form of the equations is analogous with the equations
for the interior Laplace equation, developed in Section 3.2.

For the direct method, the derivative boundary integral equation is analogous to Equation (25):

{
Nkϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
−
{
Mt

kv
}
S

(
p; np

)
= −1

2
v(p) (p ∈ S). (61)

where {
Nkμ

}
Γ

(
p; vp

)
=
∂
∂vp

∫
Γ

∂Gk(p, q)
∂nq

μ(q)dSq. (62)

For the indirect method, the boundary integral equations follow the form of Equations (28) and (29):

ϕ(p) = {(Mk − 1
2

I)ζ}
S
(p) (p ∈ S), (63)

v(p) = {Nkζ}S
(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S). (64)

4.2. Interior Acoustic Modal Analysis: The Helmholtz Eigenvalue Problem

An enclosed acoustic domain has resonance frequencies and associated mode shapes.
Mathematically, these are the solutions k∗ (the eigenvalues—that relate to the resonance frequencies)
and ϕ∗ (the eigenfunctions—that relate to the mode shapes) of the Helmholtz equation with the
homogeneous form of the boundary condition (7) (i.e., with f (p) = 0). This problem is more typically
solved by the finite element method and a finite element model of an acoustic or structural problem is
developed in Section 5.3.1. In this Subsection the modal analysis of an enclosed fluid via the boundary
element method is outlined.

4.2.1. The Generalised Non-Linear Eigenvalue Problem from the Boundary Element Method

In the indirect boundary element method, the eigenvalues k∗ and the eigenfunctions σ∗ are found
through solving

α(p){Lkσ}S(p) + β(p)
{(

Mt
k +

1
2

I
)
σ
}

S

(
p; np

)
= 0, (65)

that follows from Equation (56), with the true eigenfunctions ϕ∗ can then be found with Equation (53).
Through applying collocation, this is equivalent to solving the non-linear algebraic eigenvalue problem

[DαLSS,k̂∗ + Dβ(Mt
SS,k̂∗ +

1
2

I)]σ̂S = 0, (66)

which follows from Equation (57).
The eigen-solution of Equation (66) returns the approximations k̂∗ to the eigenvalues and

the approximation σ̂S to the layer potential eigenfunction. The approximations to the physical
eigenfunctions at the chosen domain points can then be found with Equation (58). The method described
can also be applied with the direct integral equation formulation but requiring the row-exchanging
method mentioned in Section 4.1.2.

Although in this work, the focus is on the generalised boundary condition, most of the examples
in the literature consider the Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues, and it is revealing to focus on those.
The Dirichlet/Neumann interior eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are the solutions of the equations of
this Subsection with ϕ(p) = 0 / v(p) = 0 (p ∈ S). Hence the Dirichlet eigenvalues are the eigenvalues
of the Lk operator from Equations (48) and (53), of the Mk − 1

2 I operator from Equation (63) and
the Mt

k − 1
2 I operator from Equation (61). Similarly, the Neumann eigenvalues are the eigenvalues

of the Mk +
1
2 I operator from Equation (48), Mt

k +
1
2 I from Equation (54) and the Nk operator from

Equations (61) and (64).
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4.2.2. Solving the Non-linear Eigenvalue Problem

The standard algebraic eigenvalue problem has the form

Ax = λx, (67)

where A is a square matrix. Because of the analogy between the Helmholtz Equation (3) and the
standard algebraic eigenvalue problem (67), the Helmholtz eigenvalues are sometimes termed the
eigenvalues of the Laplacian [120–124].

The generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem has the form

Ax = λBx, (68)

where A and B are square matrices. Standard methods exist for solving these problems, termed the QR
and QZ algorithm. As we have noted, the application of the boundary element method in Equation (66)
results in a non-linear eigenvalue problem, and this has the form

Akx = 0. (69)

Although this is a significantly complicated problem, at least—in the case of the boundary element
matrices—the individual components of the components matrix are continuous. Earlier methods
tended to find the eigenvalues by finding the zeros of |Ak|. Further developments and applications can
be found in the following research papers [61,122–148].

4.3. The Exterior Acoustic Problem

The boundary element solution of the exterior acoustic problem is the most popular area of
research in the context of this paper. A method that can solve over a theoretically infinite domain from
data on a surface mesh has significant value in the context of acoustics. However, it was found more
than half a century ago that the boundary integral equations, derived in the same way as the ones
for the interior problem, resulted in unreliable boundary element methods. Much has been achieved
on the road to developing a more successful outcome. However, to obtain a reliable exterior acoustic
boundary element method remains a tantalising goal.

Two reasonably successful pathways for developing a boundary element solution of the
exterior acoustic problem were developed about 50 years ago, and these remain today. In this
paper, the first is termed the Schenck method [149] and the second is termed the combined
boundary integral equation method (CBIEM). There are several references on a general review and
evaluation of the methods [55,150–157] and of software implementations [158–160]. The methods have
been used in a range of applications: loudspeakers [38,50,51,161–178], transducers [52,179–183],
hearing aid [184], diffusers [185,186], sound within or around the human body [159,187–190],
scattering by blood cells [191], engine/machine noise [53,56,192–208], aircraft noise [209–211],
rail noise [212], non-destructive defect evaluation [142,213–215], noise barriers [74,75,216,217],
environmental noise [218–224], underwater acoustics [225,226], detecting fish in the ocean [227,228]
and perforated panels [229].

4.3.1. The Integral Equation Formulations of the Exterior Helmholtz Equation and Their Properties

The direct boundary element reformulation of the Helmholtz equation follows the format for
Laplace’s Equation (30) and is as follows:

{
Mkϕ

}
S(p) − {Lkv}S(p) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if p ∈ D
ϕ(p) if p ∈ E
1
2ϕ(p) if p ∈ S

. (70)
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The indirect formulation is
ϕ(p) = {Lkσ}S(p) (p ∈ E∪ S), (71)

v(p) =
{
Mt

k −
1
2

I
}

Γ
σ
(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S). (72)

However, the Lk, Mk − 1
2 I and Mt

k − 1
2 I operators are degenerate at the eigenvalues of the interior

Dirichlet problem (see Section 4.2.1). The issues in using the boundary integral equations in (70)–(72)
as general purpose exterior acoustic/Helmholtz equation solvers has been known for over 50 years.
The wavenumbers or frequencies in which these boundary integral equations are unsuitable are
often termed the characteristic or irregular wavenumbers or frequencies in the literature. These
characteristic wavenumbers are physical in the interior problem, but they are unphysical in the exterior
problem in which they are not a property of the Helmholtz equation model but are manifest in the
boundary integral equations. In Section 3.4.2 the effects of the non-uniqueness of the solution of the
interior Laplace problem with a Neumann boundary condition were discussed. The boundary integral
Equations (70)–(72) have a similar property at the characteristic wavenumbers, and this is also often
termed the non-uniqueness problem.

Although it is ‘unlikely’ in practice that the value of wavenumber k is equal to a characteristic
wavenumber k∗, it is shown in Amini and Kirkup [230] that the numerical error as a consequence of
being ‘close’ to a characteristic wavenumber is O( 1

|k−k∗| ). Hence, one technique of resolving the problem
is to use finer meshes in the neighbourhood of the characteristic wavenumber in order to offset this
error [231]. However, this strategy is likely to be prohibitive, requiring the overhead of creating a
range of meshes and increased computational cost. The values of the characteristic wavenumbers are
also generally unknown, although they can be found (as discussed in Section 4.2), but at a substantial
computational cost. It is also found that the characteristic wavenumbers cluster more and more as the
frequency increases. In conclusion, therefore, the boundary integral equations are—in practice—only
useful for frequencies reasonably below a conservatively estimated first characteristic wavenumber,
severely restricting the methods to the low frequency range in practice.

4.3.2. The Derivative and Double Layer Potential Integral Equations

For the direct method, the derivative boundary integral equation is analogous to Equation (31):

{
Nkϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
=
{
(Mt

k +
1
2

I)v
}

S

(
p; np

)
. (73)

For the indirect method, the boundary integral equations follow the form of Equations (35) and (36):

ϕ(p) = {(Mk +
1
2

I)ζ}
S
(p), (74)

v(p) = {Nkζ}S
(
p; np

)
, (75)

Again, some of the operators are shared with the interior formulation. The operators Mk +
1
2 , Mt

k +
1
2 I

and Nk are degenerate at the eigenvalues of the interior Neumann problem, and hence these equations
are also unsuitable as the basis of methods of solution at those frequencies. These equations mirror the
properties of the elementary equations discussed earlier and their straightforward solution does not
result in an acceptable boundary element method.

The characteristic wavenumber for the derivative and double-layer potential Equations (73)–(75)
(the interior Neumann eigenvalues) are generally different from those of the elementary
Equations (70)–(72) (the interior Dirichlet eigenvalues), and at least therefore they provide alternative
methods. However, a more useful path involves combining the elementary Equations (70)–(72) with
these equations and these methods are considered in Section 4.3.4.
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4.3.3. The Schenck Method

The Schenck method [149] is often termed the CHIEF method in the literature and it is a
development of the standard direct method, based on Equation (70). Given the potential non-uniqueness,
discussed in Section 4.3.1, the system of equations that form the discrete equivalent of the boundary
integral equations are regarded as potentially underdetermined and they are augmented with equations
related to a set of points in the interior D:

[
MSS,k − 1

2 I
MDS,k

]
ϕ̂

S
=

[
LSS,k
LDS,k

]
v̂S .

By adding more equations, the expectation is to eliminate the non-uniqueness and determine a solution.
The equations can be solved by the least-squares method for Dirichlet and Neumann problems, the
column exchanging algorithm [115] could be used in the case of the general boundary condition (7).
There are several reported implementations and applications of the Schenck method [216,232–234].

Obviously, there are immediate questions about the number and position of the interior CHIEF
points. Juhl [235] develops an iterative method for selecting points and halting when the results are
unchanged. Equation (47) can verify that CHIEF points are interior, so this could be usefully included
in the method. There has been a significant number of implementations and testing of the Schenck
method. In general, more and more points are required to offset the non-uniqueness, as k increases.
This increases the computational overhead with respect to the wavenumber, additional to the potential
need for more elements at higher wavenumbers. Several improvements in the method have been put
forward and these are summarised in Marburg and Wu [236]. There have been several evaluations of
the CHIEF and combined methods and their variants [157,237,238].

4.3.4. The Combined Integral Equation Method

In this method, a boundary integral equation is formed through a linear combination of the initial
boundary integral equation and its corresponding derivative equation (for the direct method and
double-layer potential for the indirect metod). This concept was initially derived for the indirect
method and is attributed to Brakhage and Werner [239], Leis [240], Panich [241] and Kussmaul [242].
The corresponding direct integral equations are attributed to Burton and Miller [243].

The Burton and Miller method is based on a boundary integral equation that is a linear combination
of the initial one (70) with the derivative (73),{

(Mk − 1
2

I + μNk)ϕ
}

S

(
p; np

)
=
{
(Lk + μ(Mt

k +
1
2

I)v
}

S

(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S), (76)

where μ is a complex number, a coupling or weighting parameter. Similarly, for the indirect method,
the equation is based on writing ϕ as a linear combination of a single and double layer potential

ϕ(p) =
{
(Lk + μMk)η

}
(p) (p ∈ E). (77)

This returns the following boundary integral equations

ϕ(p) = {(Lk + μ(Mk +
1
2

I))η}
S
(p) (p ∈ S), (78)

v(p) = {(Mt
k −

1
2

I + μNk)η}
S

(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S), (79)

The issue of the determination of the values for the coupling parameter will be revisited in Section 6.2.
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4.3.5. Scattering

The boundary integral equations for the exterior acoustic problem are readily applicable to
radiation problems. The equations can also be used for the scattering problem, but with extra terms
involved that model the incident field. These same techniques can be applied in the interior problem.
For example, for the indirect method, the exterior acoustic field (77) is presumed to be made up of the
layer potentials, superposed with the (known) incident field:

ϕ(p) = ϕinc(p) +
{
(Lk + μMk)η

}
(p) (p ∈ E)

This similarly adjusts Equations (78) and (79):

ϕ(p) = ϕinc(p) + {(Lk + μ(Mk − 1
2

I))η}
S
(p) (p ∈ S),

v(p) = vinc(p) + {(Mt
k +

1
2

I + μNk)η}
S

(
p; np

)
(p ∈ S).

5. Extending the Boundary Element Method in Acoustics

In this Section, extensions in the standard boundary element methods of the previous section are
considered. These include the Rayleigh integral method for computing the acoustic field surrounding
a vibrating plate set in an infinite reflecting baffle, as a case of the more general half-space methods.
This Section also includes shell elements in which a revision in the boundary integral equation for the
exterior problem returns a model for the acoustic field surrounding a thin screen. Through principles
of continuity and superposition, hybrids of these models and the standard models also significantly
extend the range of acoustic problems that come under the boundary element fold. Vibro-acoustic,
aero-acoustic and inverse acoustic problems are also considered in this Section.

5.1. Half-Space Methods

In Section 3 it was stated that the boundary element solution of Laplace’s equation was a useful
entry to the BEM in acoustics. The Rayleigh integral method (RIM) is also a good a starting point,
in that it required only one of the four Helmholtz operators, and, for Neumann problems, it is an
integral, rather than an integral equation. In this Subsection, the Rayleigh integral method is defined
and further developments are reviewed.

The Rayleigh integral method can be viewed as a solution to a half-space problem. If further
boundaries are placed in the half-space, then the integral equation formulation, with a simple
modification of the Green’s function, forms the model with ϕ = 0 or ∂ϕ∂n = 0 on the plane. Further
development of the Green’s function have been researched in order that an impedance condition is
modelled on the plane, a useful model in outdoor sound propagation.

On the other hand, if there is a cavity in the plane then the interior boundary element method can
model the acoustic field within the cavity and this is coupled to the Rayleigh integral. The model is
based on based on the interior formulation to model the cavity, applying a false flat boundary across
the opening and coupling the interior formulation with that of the half-space. This method is a hybrid
of the boundary element method and the Rayleigh integral method and is termed BERIM.

5.1.1. The Rayleigh Integral Method

In the operator notation of this paper, the Rayleigh integral is as follows:

ϕ(p) = −2{Lkv}Π(p)
(
p ∈ E+ ∪Π

)
, (80)

where Π is the flat plate, radiating into the half-space E+. The solution of the Neumann problem,
finding ϕ from v, is simply the evaluation of an integral. For the general boundary condition of the
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form (7), the technique is again to solve the boundary integral Equation ((80) with p ∈ Π) to obtain v
and then evaluating the integral to obtain ϕ at any point in E+. In the Rayleigh integral method [71],
the plate is divided into elements, as discussed and applying collocation or, the equivalent for the
integral, product integration. Substituting (80) into the boundary condition (7) gives

− 2α(p){Lkv}Π(p) + β(p)v(p) = f (p). (81)

Using the discrete notation of this paper, the equation following the application of collocation is
as follows: (

−2D∝LΠΠ,k + Dβ
)
v̂Π = f

Π
. (82)

There have been several reported implementations and developments of the Rayleigh integral
method [244–254], including vibro-acoustics [197,255,256]. Applications of the method include
sandwich panels [257–263], engine or machine noise [203], electrostatic speaker [264] and
transducers [52,265,266].

5.1.2. Developments on Half-Space Problems

Integral equations for scattering or radiating boundaries above an infinite plane can be developed
through altering the Green’s function [247] in order that it also satisfies the condition on the plane.
For the perfectly reflecting plane the Green’s function must satisfy the Neumann condition on the
plane; ∂G

∗
∂n = 0 and hence G∗(p, q) = G(p, q) + G(p, q∗), where q∗ is the point that corresponds to q,

when reflected through the plane. Similarly, if there is a homogeneous Dirichlet condition on the
plane then the revised Green’s function is G∗(p, q) = G(p, q) −G(p, q∗). More generally, the modified
Green’s function is G∗(p, q) = G(p, q) + R G(p, q∗), with R representing the reflection of the plane
(−1 ≤ R ≤ 1). An impedance boundary condition is generally required in modelling environmental
noise problems [220,267–270].

However, the methods in the previous paragraph are applicable when the acoustic scatterers or
radiators are on or above the plane. Another set of methods apply if there is a cavity in the plane. Early
examples of this type of problem have arisen in harbour modelling, in which the Helmholtz equation
has been used to model the waves in a harbour (the cavity), which is open to the sea bounded by the
coastline (the plane) [271,272]. The Boundary Element—Rayleigh Integral Method (BERIM) [169], is
applicable to open cavity problems in acoustics. The interior boundary element method (Section 4.1)
models the sealed interior and the Rayleigh integral method models the field exterior. The advantage
in this model over the exterior model could be substantial; the mesh covers the interior of the cavity
and the opening only, rather than the inside and outside. There is an important issue with the model,
as it presumes that the cavity opens out on to an infinite reflecting baffle. However, this could
be a small price to pay, and some problems—such as the loudspeaker problems considered by the
author [169]—the mouth opens onto a front face of the cabinet. Motivated again by environmental noise
problems, several methods have been developed for a cavity opening on to an impedance plane [273].

5.2. Shell Elements

The derivation of integral equations and methods for modelling thin shells (that is an open
boundary modelling a discontinuity in the field) in the boundary element context takes us back to the
works such as Krishnasamy [274], Gray [275], Terai [276] and Martin [277]. In these, and various other
references, the shell is also termed a crack. For the Helmholtz equation, the derivation of the integral
equations is set out in Warham [73] and Wu [72].

Shell problems may be solved using the standard boundary element methods already described
in this paper. One method is to mesh the shell as a closed boundary, with a finite thickness. However,
if the thickness of the shell is a fraction of the element size, then the boundary integral equations
representing collocation points on either side of the shell are similar, and the equation approaches
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degeneracy. Alternatively, many elements may be required, to ensure that the elements on the shell are
not disproportionate in comparison with those along the edges.

A more productive method of using existing methods is to artificially extend the shell to form a
complete boundary, with the interior and exterior BEM applied to the inner and outer domains, and
continuity applied over the artificial boundary. However, this approach, in many cases, would be
prohibitive, as the number of elements would be substantially greater. However, analytic test problems
for shell problems are difficult to develop and using the more-established interior and exterior BEM in
this way can provide comparative solutions. As with the Rayleigh integral method of the previous
Subsection, the same Helmholtz operators re-occur with the shell model. Hence, the inclusion of shells
in boundary element software significantly extends the functionality of the library, at little extra cost.

5.2.1. Derivation of the BEM for Shells

In this model, ϕ is the solution of the exterior Helmholtz Equation (3) in the exterior domain,
surrounding an open boundary Ω. The boundary Ω is presumed to be an infinitesimally thin
discontinuity and so, at the points on the boundary, ϕ and its normal derivative v take two values,
one at each side of the discontinuity. The two sides of the shell are labelled “+” and “-“: it doesn’t
matter which way round this is, as long as it remains consistent. Hence, on the shell, four functions are
modelled,ϕ+(p), ϕ−(p), v+(p) and v−(p) (p ∈ Ω), where the normal to the boundary, which orientates
v+ and v−, is taken to point outward from the ‘+’ side of the shell. However, rather than working with
these functions, it is more straightforward to work with the difference and average functions;

δ(p) = ϕ+(p) − ϕ−(p),
Φ(p) =

1
2
(ϕ+(p) + ϕ−(p)),

ν(p) = v+(p) − v−(p),

V(p) =
1
2
(v+(p) + v−(p)),

for (p ∈ Ω) and where, for simplicity, it is presumed that the boundary is smooth.
The boundary condition is defined in a similar way as in Equation (7), but as there are double the

number of unknown function, two boundary conditions are required (p ∈ Ω):

α(p)δ(p) + β(p)ν(p) = f (p), (83)

A(p)Φ(p) + B(p)V(p) = F(p), (84)

The integral equations that govern the field around the shell discontinuities derived from the
exterior direct formulation (70) [73], by taking the limit as the boundary becomes thinner, and they are
as follows:

Φ(p) = {Mkδ}Γ(p) − {Lkν}Γ(p) (pεΓ), (85)

V(p) = {Nkδ}Γ
(
p; np

)
−
{
Mt

kν
}
Γ

(
p; np

)
(pεΓ), (86)

ϕ(p) = {Mkδ}Γ(p) − {Lkν}Γ(p) (pεE). (87)

There are few tests of methods based on these equations in the literature. The only known issue is
at the edge, as it is likely that the solution is singular there. Therefore, mesh grading, using smaller
and smaller elements close to the edge may improve efficiency.

5.2.2. Mixing Opem with Closed Boundaries

Again, using the superposition principle, discussed in Section 4.3.5, shell boundaries can be
mixed with the traditional boundaries. For example, for the interior problem made up of a domain D
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with boundary S and with shell discontinuities Γwithin the domain, the superposition of the direct
Equations (48) and (61) with Equations (85)–(87) returns the following equations:

Φ(p) = {Lkv}S(p) −
{
Mkϕ

}
S(p) + {Mkδ}Γ(p) − {Lkν}Γ(p) (pεΓ),

V(p) =
{
Mt

kv
}
S
(p) − {Nkϕ

}
S(p) + {Nkδ}Γ

(
p; np

)
−
{
Mt

kν
}
Γ

(
p; np

)
(pεΓ),

ϕ(p) = {Lkv}S(p) −
{
Mkϕ

}
S(p) + {Mkδ}Γ(p) − {Lkν}Γ(p) (pεD),

1
2
ϕ(p) = {Lkv}S(p) −

{
Mkϕ

}
S(p) + {Mkδ}Γ(p) − {Lkν}Γ(p) (pεS).

Methods based on this analysis and equations were developed and demonstrated by the author for
the interior Laplace equation [85], the exterior acoustic/Helmholtz problem [278], and for the interior
acoustic/Helmholtz problem [135,279].

5.3. Vibro-Acoustics

Problems that involve structural vibration, as well as an acoustic response, are termed
vibro-acoustics. In this Subsection, the modelling by a domain method, such as the finite element
method is outlined. The FEM can be applied to the structure and/or the acoustic/fluid domain, but,
in the context of this Subsection, the FEM is used as the structural model. When the structure and
the fluid significantly influence each other’s dynamic response then they are modelled as coupled
fluid-structure interaction.

5.3.1. Discrete Structural or Acoustic (Finite Element) Model

The properties of the interior acoustic problem parallel the expected response an excited elastic
structure, presuming no damping, or, more simply, simple harmonic motion. In this discussion, let
us consider this further in order to bring context. With a mass M and a stiffness K, the equation of
(unforced) simple harmonic motion is

M
..
q + K q = 0 ,

where q is the displacement and
..
q is the acceleration. The same equation results from a system of

masses or from the finite element method solution with M and K termed the mass and stiffness matrices
and q and

..
q are vectors of displacement and acceleration of the individual masses or nodes in the FEM.

The phasor solution q = Qejωt returns the following equation,

−ω2MQ + KQ = 0 , (88)

Hence, applying the finite element method to the structural or interior acoustic modal analysis
problem returns a generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem (of the form of Equation (68)). The matrices
are sparse and hence are amenable to more efficient methods of solution. Although the matrices are
larger and the domain needs to be meshed, the BEM with its nonlinear eigenvalue problem struggles
to compete with the FEM in acoustic modal analysis. Let ω2

j and Q
j

for j = 1, 2, . . . be the eigenvalues

(natural frequencies) and corresponding eigenvectors (mode shapes) of Equation (88). It follows that
M−1KQ

j
= ω2

j Qj
.

Let us also now generalise the model in order to include and external excitation force g:

M
..
q + K q = g. (89)

Following the phasor substitution g = Gejωt Equation (89) is modified as follows:

−ω2MQ + KQ = G , or
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−ω2Q + M−1KQ = M−1G .

For the homogeneous equations (G = 0), the above may be cast as a generalised or standard
algebraic eigenvalue problems, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Let us write the response and the excitation
in terms of the modal basis

Q =
∑

j
γ jQj and M−1G =

∑
j
ajQj. (90)

Considering each eigen-solution in turn relates the coefficients, so that

γ j =
aj

ω2
j −ω2

.

In practice, a structure or an enclosed fluid experience damping, the simplest and usual model is
to relate damping to the velocity:

M
..
q + C

.
q + K q = g

where C is termed the damping matrix. Following the phasor substitutions, Equation (89) is modified
as follows:

−ω2MQ + jωCQ + KQ = G. (91)

The response of the system to an applied boundary condition across a frequency sweep is to have a
smoothed peak at the resonance frequency and a more gradual phase change. In general, the response
of the system can be modelled as a sum of weighted modes (90) with the coefficients that are relatable
as follows:

γ j = dj(ω)ai. (92)

5.3.2. Coupled Fluid-Structure Interaction

The finite element model in the previous Sub-subsection is directly applicable to a structure when
there is no significant coupling between the structure and a fluid. Similarly, the acoustic analysis
methods of Sections 4 and 5.1 and Section 5.2 are directly applicable when there is no significant
coupling between the fluid and a structure. However, for many dynamical systems, it is appropriate
to couple the structural model, of the FEM form outlined in the previous Sub-subsection, with the
acoustic model of the fluid with which it is in contact. The finite element method can be applied in
both domains, with appropriate properties. In the context of this work, the boundary element method
provides the computational acoustic model. The models are coupled together, through continuity of
the particle velocity at the interface, and the resultant forcing on the structure is affected by the sound
pressure. The discrete coupling is applied at the elements that coincide with the boundary.

The fluid-structure interaction model with the boundary element method modelling the
acoustic domain has been developed and applied over several decades. Expansions on the
general method can be found in the following works and the references therein [183,267,280–283].
Applications include the interaction of plates with fluids [23,245,284], sandwich panels/lightweight
structures [257,261–263,285], sound insulation [283], screens [286], the passenger compartment of an
automobile [111], hydrophones [284,287] and in seismo-acoustics [288].

In Section 4.2, the acoustic modal analysis of an enclosed fluid was discussed. Similarly, in the
previous Section, structural modal analysis via the finite element method was outlined. Of course,
when coupling occurs, the eigenvalue analysis need to be applied to the coupled system. For example,
a structure typically exhibits different resonant frequencies in vacuo than it does when immersed
in a fluid. In the literature, these are often termed the dry and wet modes (at least for structures
placed outside of and in water). Modal analysis via the finite element method returns a standard and
sparse eigenvalue problem (88), modal analysis by the boundary element method yields a non-linear
eigenvalue problem (69) and hence the hybrid coupled FEM-BEM system is also non-linear. There
are several reported implementations of coupled fluid-structure modal analysis using the boundary
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element method [19,255–257,265,284,287,289–301]. The coupled matrices are generally much larger
than for the boundary element method alone and this can be resolved by determining the response in
the dry structural modal basis and coupling that with the boundary element model [299,301].

5.4. Aero-Acoustics

While the boundary element method has been applied to coupled fluid-structure interaction
problems for almost as long as the method has been around, the BEM in aero-acoustics is a much
more recent development. The standard exterior BEM in a vibro-acoustic settting has been applied
in aircraft noise [210,211]. The wave Equation (1) does not include convective flow and is only an
adequate model in aero-acoustics in the special case of insignificant flow and the formulations and
methods outlined in this work are no longer directly applicable. The Navier-Stokes equations model
fluid flow and their solution by numerical methods is termed computational fluid dynamics (CFD). There
are reports of applying the standard acoustic BEM and CFD to aircraft [47,48,302–304] and, similarly,
to underwater vehicles [305,306].

To model the noise from aircraft, the domains are typically large and significant resolution is
required to capture the higher frequencies, and hence domain methods come with a high computational
cost. Computational aero-acoustics [11] has arisen for developing and applying numerical methods in
this particular area. The attraction of the BEM in computational aero-acoustics is the same as it is in
standard acoustics, a significant reduction in meshing and hence the potential for faster computation.

Work on the adaption of the BEM to a wider scope of problems has been developed, for example
by the dual and multiple reciprocity method, which has also been applied to variants of the Helmholtz
equation [46–48,103,131,148]. A generalisation of the boundary element method in acoustics that
includes convection, is applicable to problems with uniform flow, but this can also form a useful
approximation method with the mean flow rate substituting the value for the uniform flow rate [307].
Similar to the approach in half-pace problems, discussed in Section 5.1.2, aero-acoustic problems are
adapted for the BEM by revising the Green’s function [308–310]. Recently the BEM in acoustics has
been adapted to model viscous and thermal losses [311–313].

Methods in aero-acoustics that use the BEM generally involve setting a fictitious surface, enclosing
the significant effects such as noise generation and turbulence, within which typical methods of CFD
are used to model the Navier-Stokes equations; the sound generation and sound propagation are
modelled separately. The boundary element method models the outer domain, but requiring the
fictitious surface to be meshed, modelling the uniform flow and the radiation condition from the
boundary and into the far-field. There are several reported implementations and aero-acoustic and
related applications of these methods [307,314–326].

5.5. Inverse Problems

An inverse problem in acoustics, involves measuring properties of the acoustic field and processing
that information in order to determine something about its origin. Over recent decades, the main text
that guides inverse acoustic (and electromagnetic) (scattering) problems is that of Colton and Kress [16],
now in its third edition. Colton and Kress provide a mathematical analysis of inverse problems, and,
in acoustics, their focus is on determining the shape of the boundary of a scatterer from the (disturbed)
sound pressure at points in the far-field. An example of an application of this is identifying bodies on
the sea floor [327].

Inverse problems are ill-posed. This means a range of solutions can give rise to the same
measurements, in contrast to the forward problems, studied so far, which are usually well-posed, with a
unique solution. In practice, the linear system that is returned by the boundary element method (or any
standard method) is significantly ill-conditioned. If a conventional method is used to solve the linear
system then the solution will not be acceptable. In the author’s previous work on the inverse diffusion
problem (classically, the backward heat conduction problem) [328], also included in Visser [237]) it was
discussed that there is effectively insufficient information in the data to determine the solution of an
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inverse problem. The notion of an ‘acceptable’ solution, the bias of the observer, provides the final
constraint that enables the ill-posed problem to be substituted by a nearby well-posed problem. This
returns an acceptable solution, even though it is a less accurate solution of the discrete equations. In
the literature, this technique is termed regularisation.

Acoustic holography—determining the sound field near the source from acoustic properties at
a distance from the source—is one of the main application areas of the inverse boundary element
method. In general, an array of pressure or velocity transducers provides the data and the inversion
returns the acoustic properties on the surface. Acoustic holography can determine the sources of noise
from a radiating structure, which can help guide a re-design. For example, starting with the discrete
equivalent of Equation (71),

ϕ
E
= LES,k σ̂S , (93)

the field data ϕ
E

(effectively the sound pressure, see Section 2.1) is related to the layer potential σS. If
we could find a discrete approximation to σS, then the approximation to the surface potential (sound
pressure) and velocity could be found by the matrix-vector multiplication of the discrete equivalent of
Equations (53) and (54) and the surface intensity could then be found by the Equation (5). However, as
discussed, the solution of the linear system will not yield acceptable results. Even if the number of
data points massively exceeds the number of elements, the system is stll effectively underdetermined.

Perhaps the most popular method of resolving the ill-posedness is to use Tikonov regularisation.
This involves minimising the residual in system, along with a penalty function that constrains the
variability of the solution in some sense. For example, Equation (93) is replaced by

min σ̂S

{∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕE
− LES,k σ̂S

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+η2
∣∣∣∣∣∣σ̂S

∣∣∣∣∣∣2}, (94)

where η is a parameter that can be ‘tuned’ to achieve and acceptable solution and the norm is the
2-norm.

A related regularisation method is termed truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD). For
example, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the LES,k matrix factorises it as follows:

LES,k = UΣVH, (95)

where U is a nE × nS matrix, V is nS × nS and Σ is a diagonal matrix containing nS singular values si,
non-negative values in non-decreasing order. In Equation (95), the H denotes the complex conjugate
transposed. Let U =

[
u1, u2, . . . un

]
and V =

[
v1, v2, . . . vn

]
, where the ui are the left singular vectors

and the vi are the right singular vectors. For ill-posed problems, the final singular vectors are oscillatory,
and the corresponding singular values are very small. Hence, on solution of a system like (93), the
oscillations dominate. In TSVD, the offending singular values are simply removed or filtered. The
solution may then be determined as

σ̂S =
∑n∗

i=1

uH
i . ϕ

E
si

vi ,

where n∗ <min (nS, nE).
There have been several reported implementation of acoustic holography using the methods

discussed [237,329–334]. Similar methods have also been developed for finding the impedance of the
surfaces in rooms from measured sound pressure data [335,336].

5.6. Meshless Methods

One of the main advantages of the boundary element method over domain methods, such as
the finite element method is the reduced burden of meshing. With meshless methods, a mesh is not
required at all. The simplest concept of a meshless method is the equivalent sources method (ESM)
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in which it is presumed that the acoustic field is equivalent to a field generated by a finite set of
point sources:

ϕ(p) ≈
m∑

j=1

γ jGk
(
p, q j

)
where the q j are the positions of the sources that are outside of the acoustic domain and the γ j are the
unknown source strengths and Gk is the appropriate Green’s function. For the Dirichlet boundary
condition, by matching the Dirichlet data on the boundary ϕ

(
p j

)
for p j ∈ S, gives a linear system

of equations, provided there are at least as many source points as there are items of boundary data.
Similarly, by differentiating the above equation with respect to the normal to the boundary

∂ϕ(p)
∂n

≈
m∑

j=1

γ j
∂Gk
∂n

(
p, q j

)
,

then approximate solution can be found by matching the values with Neumann data, and using a
combination. Usually, more internal points than items of boundary data are chosen and a least-squares
solution is sought. The meshless methods avoid the problem of singular integration. However, the
ESM is not based on a boundary integral equation formulation and hence it is an alternative to the
boundary element method and is therefore beyond the scope of this paper. Lee [337] provides a recent
review of the ESM in acoustics.

An alternative method for developing meshless methods has more in common with the standard
boundary element method. The method can be applied to the standard interior or exterior problem.
For the exterior problem, the methods relates to the Schenck or CHIEF method, of Section 4.3.3, but
only the integral equations for the internal points are applied, and the integrals are approximated by
using only the midpoint value

MDS,kϕ̂S
= LDS,kv̂S.

With the number of interior points exceeding the number of boundary points the solution can be found
in the least-squares sense. For the exterior problem, the Burton and Miller form is expected to have
superior numerical properties:

(MDS,k + μNDS,k)ϕ̂S
= (LDS,k + μM

t
DS,k)v̂S.

These methods still avoid integration, particularly singular integration and can also be used on the
modal problem. There are several reports of implementations of these methods [144,145,338–341].

As methods for solving acoustic problems, the meshless methods, are well behind the standard
boundary element method in the sense of developing robust software. As with the Schenck or CHIEF
method of Section 4.3.3, there is the added issue of determining the placement of the equivalent sources.
The methods outlined in Section 3.4.2 could be used in determining whether source points are interior
or exterior.

6. Areas of Discussion

Much of the development work on the boundary element method in acoustic has been on relatively
simple shapes and relatively low frequencies. For practical problems, the existing methods must be
applicable to more complicated domains and to high frequencies. In this Section, two significantly
challenging areas in the acoustic BEM are surveyed. The first is that of efficiency, the relationship
between the accuracy achieved and the computational effort. Error analysis of the acoustic/Helmholtz
BEM has received significant attention [230,342,343]. Three categories of error arise in the BEM; the
discretisation error due to the approximation of the boundary and boundary functions, the quadrature
induced error resulting from the numerical integration method and the error in the solution of the
linear system of equations. In general, efficiency is maximised by balancing the errors. Much of the
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focus in the development of the BEM in acoustics is on improving its efficiency so that a full frequency
sweep, particularly including the resolution required to model high frequencies, can be achieved with
reasonable computer time and memory requirements. In Section 6.1 the efficiency of the acoustic BEM
is discussed and methods for improving efficiency are reviewed.

The most valuable acoustic boundary element method—the standard exterior problem, outlined
in Section 5.3—has also been found the most difficult to maintain. The combined integral equations
of Section 4.3.4 have held the most promise. The earlier work on the acoustic BEM suggested that
the coupling parameter was somewhat arbitrary. In terms of scaling up the method, however, the
coupling seems to have become a significant issue and, in Section 6.2, the choice of coupling parameter
is revisited.

6.1. Efficiency

It is often stated that the boundary element method had a significant efficiency advantage over
domain methods, such as the finite element method. However, efficiency concerns remain critical, not
least for the acoustic boundary element method, in which it has been a focus of research for many
decades. Efficiency, relates the accuracy of the output to the computational resources required to achieve
it. The computational resources include the computer processing time and/or the memory requirements.
One approach for improving the execution time of numerical methods is to use parallel processing, so
that instructions are executed simultaneously, rather than sequentially, and such techniques have been
applied in the boundary element method [304,344].

In this Subsection, the efficiency of the acoustic BEM is analysed and techniques for improvement
are reviewed. Although a range of classes of boundary element methods have been outlined in this
paper, the analysis is fairly generic, and can be applied to the boundary-value problems that arise
in acoustics. The modal analysis or eigenvalue problem is not considered, but much of the analysis
carries over. For the extended problems considered in Section 5, the analysis in this Subsection is only
relevant insofar as the BEM is implemented with the wider context.

6.1.1. The Computational Cost of the Acoustic Boundary Element Method at One Frequency

In this Sub-subsection, the boundary element method in acoustics is developed in its most typical
way for one frequency. The efficiency of the method is analysed and discussed. More disruptive
methods for improving the efficiency are considered subsequently.

As discussed, the boundary element method is composed of two stages, the first stage involving
determining the boundary functions and the domain solution in the second stage. In the first stage one
or more n·n matrices are formed, where n is the number of boundary solution points (e.g., collocation
points, or elements for simple constant elements). In the second stage, usually one nP·n matrix is
formed, where nP is the number of domain points. Hence the storage requirement is O

(
n2 + nPn

)
complex numbers.

The matrices are normally computed by numerical integration. In general, the number of
quadrature points required on each panel would be varied with the size of the panel and the distance
between the panel and the point [345]. For each quadrature point, the Green’s function would be
computed, together with the other geometric information, although the former is likely to incur the
greater part of the computational cost. The discretisation could be carried out separately for each
operator; however, for efficiency reasons, the computed values should be shared between the operators,
as, for example, followed in the author’s previous work [61,91]. The diagonal components of the square
matrix (or matrices) in the initial stage may be the result of evaluating singular and hypersingular
integrals, as discussed, and, although they require special treatment, it is usually more efficient if the
quadrature points are similarly the same for all required discrete operators. Lumping together the
matrices, for the n × n and nP × n components, let the average number of quadrature points be NQ
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and let the average cost of the evaluation of the Green’s function be CG and the average cost of the
geometrical properties be Cg, then the total cost (or computer time) of computing the matrices is

NQ
(
n2 + nPn

)(
CG + Cg

)
.

Clearly Cg will be larger for the combined operators, used in the primary stage for exterior problems.
Alternatively, for the Schenck method, the matrices are augmented by the discrete operators for the
interior points.

Once, the matrix vector system is formed, the next step is to solve it. The most straightforward
method of solution of a square system is the Gaussian elimination or LU factorisation method (re-writing
a matrix as the product of a lower and upper triangular marices). The overall computer time for the
acoustic boundary element method at one frequency can be summarised with the equation

NQ
(
n2 + nPn

)(
CG + Cg

)
+
(4

3
n3 + O

(
n2
))

C f

where C f represents the cost of a floating-point operation, such as multiplication or division. The
non-square system that arises in the Schenck method can also easily be resolved as a square system
through pre-multiplying both sides by the transpose of the matrix over which the solution is sought
and this is equivalent to the least-squares solution.

In its earlier development, the cost of computing the matrices generally far outweighed the cost of
solving the system. However, in the first stage of the boundary element method, the computational
cost of setting up the linear system is O

(
n2
)
, whereas the cost of solving it (using the methods stated)

is O
(
n3
)
. For this reason, it has also been understood for a long time that LU factorisation or related

methods for solving the linear system was unsustainable, as progress is made towards the finer meshes
that are particularly required for high frequency problems. However, it is important also to state the
particular advantages that LU factorisation has. LU factorisation is a robust method and, in the case
when there are a range of inputs to a problem with a fixed boundary and boundary condition, once the
O
(
n3
)

factorisation as been stored, it can be used repeatedly again with O
(
n2
)

cost.
The fast multiple method (FMM) is a popular method of speeding up the computation of

the matrices in the boundary element method and it has been applied to acoustic/Helmholtz
problems [220,227,254,284,287,290,320,346]. In this method the Green’s function is approximated
by local polar expansions that can be translated through the domain, rather than re-computed. The
FMM is often used with iterative methods.

In this Subsection alternatives to standard LU factorisation are reviewed. Faster solution methods
include the use of hierarchical matrices [190] or panel clustering [347] and iterative methods are also
considered. If the solution of the linear system is potentially dominant, in terms of computational
cost, then the attention also re-focuses on the integral equation method. For it may be advantageous
to choose an integral equation method that results in a linear system that has faster convergence
properties, rather than one that is the easiest to apply or the most efficient (such as the collocation
method that is highlighted in this work).

6.1.2. The Frequency Factor, Multi-Frequency Methods and Wave Boundary Elements

Typically, in vibration and acoustics, the time-dependent signals are resolved into frequency
components. For example, for air-acoustics, the audible range for human being is up to 20 kHz and
typically his could be resolved into components with a 10Hz resolution; multiplying the computational
cost, considered in the previous Sub-subsection, by around 2000. The prospect of solving acoustic
problems over the full frequency range has led to another set of techniques focus on reducing the
computational burden by solving a range of frequencies together and these are usually termed
multi-frequency methods [297,348–355]. However, with the nature of an acoustic field, originating
typically from structural vibration, is such that structural and acoustic resonances, and the driving
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profile, dominate the total acoustic response. From a computational point of view, effort should
therefore be concentrated on these ‘peak’ frequencies. Hence, this adaption returns us to the standard
mono-frequency problem, or applying the multifrequency method, centred on each peak.

Moreover, in general the frequency of observation is matched in the acoustic and vibratory
properties. In practice, as the frequency increases, a higher elemental resolution is required and
hence n = O(k) for two-dimensional and axisymmetric problems and n = O

(
k2
)

in three dimensions.
Although this seems to imply a revision of the mesh at every frequency, it is more likely that one mesh
that is suitable for the highest frequency is used throughout the range, or separate meshes are applied
in significant sub-ranges of the frequency range, in order that the burden of meshing is proportionate
within the overall project.

A review of the actual number of elements required to capture the solution is provided by
Marburg [356–358]. In general, for the simple elements that are often used, it is considered that
6-10 elements per wavelength is a reasonable guideline. Obviously, higher-order boundary element
methods [100,359–363] would often return the same accuracy with fewer elements. There is significant
interest in isogeometric elements, in which the boundary and the boundary functions are modelled
with the same basis functions (typically splines), so that the BEM can be more easily integrated
with computer-aided design [364–371]. For air acoustics, at high frequencies reaching 20 kHz, the
wavelength is less than 2 cm. For example, even for a 10cm cube, the number of elements required
to model the high frequencies is in the tens of thousands and for a 1m cube, over a million elements
would be required. A variation on the boundary element method has arisen for developing sinusoidal
basis functions or wave boundary elements, in order to more accurately model the acoustic functions
and the term PUBEM or partition of unity BEM is often used to identify such methods [267,371–374],
which has similarity with the application of the Treffetz method [292–294].

6.1.3. Iterative Methods and Preconditioning

The scalability of the standard BEM in acoustics has been in question for several decades. The
computational estimate relates two areas of particular concern, the O(n3) nature of LU factorisation
and the O(n2) cost of computing the matrices. Hence, much of the current research on the BEM in
acoustics is focused on reducing its computational burden, so that the methods can be casually applied
to more significant problems and high frequencies.

The conjugate gradient method was identified as a useful iterative solution method for the acoustic
BEM [155,375,376]. The conjugate gradient method and related methods are generally termed Krylov
subspace methods and these variants have been significantly tested on the linear systems arising
from the boundary element method in acoustics [106,377–379]. In general, if the underlying operator
is compact, corresponding to a clustering of the corresponding matrix eigenvalues, then iterative
methods, such as the Krylov subspace methods, work well [380]. However, one of the operators, Nk,
is not compact, the eigenvalues of its matrix equivalent are spread out, and hence the raw iterative
methods are only applicable in particular cases, in which the hypersingular operator is not in play.
Hence, in the spirit of generality that is sought in this work, the iterative methods are of limited
value in solving the untreated equations. However, in the acoustic boundary element method, these
iterative methods are usually applied following an intervention with the original linear system, termed
preconditioning [381].

In the acoustic BEM, preconditioning has been advocated since its early days. The original concept
can be derived from the integral equation formulations. By various substitutions with the boundary
integral equations, operator identities can be derived. One of the most useful is the substitution of (74)
and (75) into (70) (p ∈ S) (or substituting (63) or (64) into (48) (for pεS)) giving

LkNk =
(
Mk − 1

2
I
)(

Mk +
1
2

I
)
=
(
Mk +

1
2

I
)(

Mk − 1
2

I
)
= Mk

2 − 1
4

I∗
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and hence the left-hand side of the Burton and Miller Equation (76) may be re-written as follows

{
(Mk − 1

2
I + μLkNk)ϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
=
{
(Mk − 1

2
I + μ(Mk +

1
2

I)(Mk − 1
2

I)
k
)ϕ
}

S

(
p; np

)
=
{
(Lk + μLk(Mt

k +
1
2

I)v
}

S

(
p; np

)
,

(96)

The equation is preconditioned, as the Nk operator has been eliminated and all the operators are
compact. However, the motivation for this technique can be with the elimination of the hypersingular
integration, with incidental preconditioning. Methods based on (96) along with LkNk = Mt2

k − 1
4 , that is

obtained through the substitution of (53) and (54) into (61) or the substitution of (71) and (72) into (73)
(p ∈ S), are often termed the Calderon equations [382,383]. Methods that make use of this substitution
have been developed [155,157,241]. Alternative approaches in developing well-conditioned integral
formulations for iterative solution have also been the subject of research [384–388]. Langou [389]
develops methods for the iterative solution of linear systems with multiple right-hand sides, echoing
the stated advantage of the LU factorisation method, discussed in Section 6.1.1.

Matrix preconditioners are often based on constructing an approximate inverse and following a
fixed point/ defect correction/ contraction method. Introducing a preconditioning matrix also introduces
an O(n2) matrix multiplication at each step, but this can be reduced to O(n) if the approximate inverse
matrix is sparse or banded [378,380]. Methods based on an incomplete LU factorisation [390] have
been tested in the acoustic BEM [391]. A similar approach is the construction of a DtN (or DN) map
(Dirichlet to Neumann) or NtD (or ND) map, also termed an on surface radiation condition (OSRC), as
the approximate inverse [190,392–394].

6.2. The Coupling Parameter

The direct and indirect integral formulations of the exterior problem that that were free of the
characteristic frequencies or non-uniqueness, were introduced in Section 4.3.4. The equations were
defined with a coupling parameter μ, which weighs the contribution of derivative equation with the
original equation in the direct method, or between the double layer potential and the single layer
potential equations in the indirect method. Mathematically, the coupling parameter has a non-zero
imaginary part that ensures that the equations are free of characteristic wavenumbers, and, in general,
μ is presumed to be an imaginary number. In accepting that μ is imaginary, the starting point is
−∞ < Im(μ) < ∞. If |μ| is very small or very large then one or the other of the original equations would
dominate, and the issues with the dominant equation would be evident with the hybrid equation, and
this narrows its range; 0 |μ|  ∞.

The argument quickly shifted from introducing μ in order to avoid the potential catastrophic
errors in the original equations of Section 4.3.1 to considering an optimal value. For several decades,
based originally on the works of Kress [395–398] and the further works of Amini [399], there has been
a strong recommendation, with supporting research, that μ = i

k is reasonably close to the ‘optimal’
choice, as least for the simple boundaries, like spheres. Obviously i

k is unsuitable for low wavenumbers,
as the parameter would be large, violating the condition |μ|  ∞, and the second equation would
dominate and a cap on its value is recommended, for example,

μ =

{
1 if k ≤ 1
i
k if k > 1

.

The term ‘optimal’ in these paragraphs, refers to the condition of the combined operators over
which the equation is being solved. The stronger the condition of the operator, the less able it is to
magnify the solution, or magnify its error. The original equations, on their own, have ‘spikes’ of
ill-conditioning around their respective eigenvalues. The rationale is that in combining the equations,
these spikes are significantly reduced, and the condition of the combined operator steers an even keel
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through the frequencies. It has been shown, for example for a sphere that i
k provides a generally

well-conditioned combined operator. A recent paper by Zheng [400] showed that each eigenvalue of
the combined operator follows a loop-shaped locus as μ varies, joining the real axis when |μ| = 0,∞,
and supporting μ = i

k , as this reasonably approximated the point on the locus that was furthest from
the real axis. Zheng terms the inclusion of the derivative equation as ‘adding damping’, relating the
analogy with, for example, Equation (91), wherein the damping term similarly shifts the eigenvalue off
the real axis; the combined integral equations are not free from irregular frequencies, rather they are
simply moved from the real axis into the complex plane.

There is a simple case for the parameter with an inverse proportionality with the wavenumber.
Considering the three-dimensional case, the Green’s function (52) is the kernel of the Lk operator, and
its magnitude does not change with k

(∣∣∣eikr
∣∣∣ = 1

)
. Hovever its derivative,

∂Gk
∂r

=
eikr

4πr2
(ikr− 1), (97)

a factor in the kernel of the Mk and Mt
k operators, is O(k). Hence, combining the operators of Lk with

Mk or Mt
k, as in Section 4.3.4, a parameter that is inversely proportional to k equalises the contribution

from the two operators. Similarly, differentiating again, the kernel of the Nk is O(k2), and the same
parameter has a similar function, when Mk or Mt

k are combined with it.
A recent paper by Marburg [401] considered principally the sign of μ. Marburg noted that many

papers had inadvertently used μ = − i
k as the coupling parameter. Given that its value was not

thought to be critical, it might be thought that this would work as well as μ = i
k . However, Marburg

demonstrated that i
k usually returns significantly more accurate results, and much faster convergence

with the iterative methods for solving the systems of equations. The parameter μ = − i
k was not used

out of choice in the papers reviewed therein, but rather through the confusion of the signs that underlie
the basic definitions in the mathematical model. These results have been confirmed by Galkowski [116].

If Lk is coupled with its derivative, as it is in the Burton and Miller equation, then the following
equation is obtained, for one side of the equation

{
(Lk + μ(Mt

k +
1
2

I)v
}

S

(
p; np

)
=

∫
S
(Gk + μ

∂Gk
∂r
∂r
∂np

)v(q)dS +
1
2
μv(p)

=

∫
S

eikr

4πr2

(
r + μikr

∂r
∂np
− μ ∂r
∂np

)
v(q) dS +

1
2
μv(p).

With μ = i
k there is significant cancellation in r + μikr ∂r∂np

when ∂r
∂np
≈ 1, possibly with a diagonalising

effect on the operator, and this is also presumed for the other combinations of operators.
Another approach is to consider the condition of the matrices that arise in the BEM [402–404].

Earlier, it was discussed that the Nk operator was a pseudo-differential operator, rather than an integral
operator. As a result of this, the ‖NSS,k‖ increases with the number of elements ns, whereas for the
other integral operators, the norm of the matrix is independent of the number of elements. This is also
supported by Equations (45) and (46); the diagonal components of the NSS,k matrix are O

(
1
h

)
= O(nS)

for two- dimensional and axisymmetric problems and O
(√

nS
)

for three-dimensional problems. It

follows that ‖NSS,k‖ = O(nS) or O
(√

nS
)
. The scene is therefore set for two conflicting interests in

choosing the coupling parameter μ = i
k is near-optimal in conditioning the combined operator, as a

result of mathematical analysis whereas μ = i
nS

or μ = i√
nS

(put simply), balancing the matrix norms,
as a result of numerical analysis. Without the latter correction, the NSS,k matrix will apparently provide
an increasing dominant potential for (quadrature-induced) error as the number of elements increases.

However, in Section 6.1, the modern form of the combined method was outlined, involving
pre-conditioning and iterative methods for solving the linear systems. For example, with the
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preconditioner in (96), the Nk operator is avoided and, in such cases, the analysis of the previous two
paragraphs is not applicable.

7. Concluding Discussion

The main purpose of this paper is to encapsulate the modern scope of the boundary element
method in acoustics; how it can be adopted for general 2D, 3D and axisymmetric dimensions, interior,
exterior and half-space problems, thin shells and modal analysis. The standard BEM can be directly
applied to an enclosed domain with cavities or to multi-boundary problems in an exterior domain.
Boundary element methods are founded on a boundary integral equations formulations and these
can be fused to form additional methods: thin shells can be used to model discontinuities in an
interior or exterior domain defined by closed boundaries, half-space problems can be modelled by the
Rayleigh integral or modifying the Green’s function, domain methods can be linked to the BEM so that
vibro-acoustic and aero-acoustic problems can be tackled and—through regularization of the BEM
equations—inverse problems can be addressed.

The boundary element method is a numerical method that only becomes a potentially useful tool
for solving real-world problems in acoustic engineering when it has been implemented in software.
Clearly, it is important that the executing code fits within the memory of the computer and completes
the computation in reasonable time, and efficiency issues have been considered in Section 6.1. There
are issues of generality and, in that regard, this work has focused on the generalised Robin boundary
condition and general topologies. Reliability and maintenance are also very important issues in
software development, and hence much of the focus has been on the standard exterior acoustic
problem, which has had issues and solution approaches documented for more than half a century. The
robustness of the BEM, particularly considering the validity of a defined elemental boundary, has had
little attention in the field, but methods for assisting with this are summarised in Section 3.4.2.

There is much commonality across the various topologies to which the boundary element method
can be applied in acoustic/Helmholtz problems; the equations for different dimensional problems are
literally the same, with a change in the definition of the Green’s function and line integrals become
surface integrals when we move from 2D to 3D. All the core equations, whether they are interior,
exterior, shell problems or the straightforward half-space problems, have the same essential operators
within a chosen dimensional space. Hence there is significant scope for component-wise development
of software, adopting a ‘library’ approach and unifying the method.

Significant issues have always surrounded the Nk operator. This operator was initially included in
the combined integral equation formulations for the exterior problem, outlined in Section 4.3.4. Firstly,
for surface (collocation) points its integral definition is hypersingular, which is difficult to interpret and
evaluate, and perhaps for that reason alone, the alternative Schenck/CHIEF method is the preference of
many. Once this significant issue is surpassed, the Nk is not compact, it is a pseudo-differential operator
and this causes further issues for solving over by iterative methods and hence preconditioning has
been introduced to circumvent this. Preconditioning can eliminate the hypersingular operator Nk for
the standard exterior problem (96). However, Nk is still required for shell elements and hence it has to
be included in a general library.

Much of the current research theme in the area, put simply, is to shunt the BEM in
acoustics from its traditional comfort-zone of problems with ∼103 elements to modern problems, to
include high frequencies, with ∼106 elements and from straightforward problems to complicated
applications [190,238,405]. The computational bottle-neck in the traditional BEM is in the use of LU
factorisation or similar methods for solving the linear system. Hence the LU factorisation is the first
necessary casualty of this move and iterative methods are favoured, although this has been presaged
for several decades. The shift to ∼ 106 elements could also have a significant demand on computer
memory and hence the expectation of storing matrices must also be relaxed. With iterative methods,
the effect of the approximation of the matrix components is more controllable and methods such as
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the fast multipole method and panel clustering are more able to broker the issues of storage and
computation time to this end.

Probably the majority of research on the BEM in acoustics is on the seemingly intractable exterior
problem. Our expectation that the solution in its infinite domain can be thread through the boundary
is ultimately a questionable one, as the method is scaled up. The combined methods, and most
prominently, the Burton and Miller method, have held centre-stage in this endeavour, seen by most
as numerically superior to the Schenck/CHIEF method [238]. However, the two erstwhile competing
methods may have to be married in our best efforts to achieve ∼106 elements and high frequencies;
using the equations from interior points to provide more stability in the Burton and Miller equation, as
they did originally with the elementary equations to form the CHIEF method. The system could be
augmented further with directional derivates of Equation (70) for points in the interior D.

The combined methods throw up two issues, one is the inclusion of the Nk operator, as discussed,
and the other is the coupling parameter. The systems of equations arising in the BEM using combined
methods require that the Nk operator is preconditioned in order to achieve convergence with iterative
methods, as discussed in Section 6.1. The choice of coupling parameter is discussed in Section 6.2.
However, the approach to choosing the coupling parameter is already to potentially optimise the
system and hence it is itself a pre-conditioner, as pointed out in Betcke et al. [190]. In Harris and
Amini [406], the coupling parameter is generalised from a singular value to a function over the surface.
Hence, another marriage is proposed. As the coupling parameter and the preconditioner have a similar
purpose, then the Burton and Miller Equation (76), for example, could take the following form

{
(Mk − 1

2
I + UkNk)ϕ

}
S

(
p; np

)
=
{
(Lk + Uk(Mt

k +
1
2

I)v
}

S

(
p; np

)
,

where Uk is the preconditioning operator, fusing the coupling parameter and the preconditioner into
one entity. The objective then is to determine Uk, or an analogous preconditioning matrix, USS,k. For
example, following the method in Equation (96), Uk =

i
k Lk; however, in general, the goal is to set Uk or

USS,k to best-prepare the system for iterative solution.
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Abstract: Ear surgery in many ways lagged behind other surgical fields because of the
delicate anatomical structures within the ear which leave surgeons with little room for error.
Thus, while surgical instruments have long been available, their use in the ear would most often do
more damage than good. This state of affairs remained the status quo well into the first half of the
20th century. However, the introduction of powered surgical instruments, specifically the electric drill
used in conventional microscopic ear surgery (MES) and the ultrasonic aspirator, the Sonopet® Omni,
in transcanal endoscopic ear surgery (TEES) marked major turning points. Yet, these breakthroughs
have also raised concerns about whether the use of these powered surgical instruments within the
confines of the ear generated so much noise and vibrations that patients could suffer sensorineural
hearing loss as a result of the surgery itself. This paper reviews the intersection between the noise
and vibrations generated during surgery; the history of surgical instruments, particularly powered
surgical instruments, used in ear surgeries and the two main types of surgical procedures to determine
whether these powered surgical instruments may pose a threat to postoperative hearing.

Keywords: noised-induced hearing loss; powered surgical instruments; ultrasonic aspirator;
transcanal endoscopic ear surgery

1. Introduction

The internal anatomy of the ear is made up of extremely tiny, delicate, and interlocking anatomical
structures that are surrounded by bone and muscle, with sound traveling through the external auditory
canal as shown in Figure 1. In particular, the mastoid portion of the temporal bone lies behind the
ear and serves as a solid, normally impenetrable, barrier protecting the internal ear. This bony
barrier has made it particularly challenging to access the anatomical structures within the internal
ear, which has primarily been accomplished by drilling straight through and removing the mastoid
bone in a procedure called a mastoidectomy. This procedure has been the mainstay of ear surgery
up until the turn of the 20th century. While most ear surgery procedures are performed today with
the objective of either preserving or improving hearing, the potential exists for noise and vibration
generating surgical instruments required in a mastoidectomy to damage hearing. Of special concern
has been the adverse impact on hearing of the use of powered surgical instruments, particularly drills,
and the more recently introduced ultrasonic devices which are used to remove bone and expose the
internal anatomy of the ear. This paper discusses issues available in the literature which have reported
on the effects on hearing of these powered surgical instruments.
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Figure 1. The internal anatomy of the ear.

The majority of current ear surgery procedures can be broken down into two broad approaches:
conventional microscopic ear surgery (MES) and the more recently developed transcanal endoscopic
ear surgery (TEES). While powered surgical instruments are a standard part of MES, such instruments
are only used in a subset of TEES procedures referred to as powered TEES. As was noted above,
TEES has not totally eliminated the need for a mastoidectomy, because some surgeons are more
comfortable with MES, and some procedures are not indicated for TEES, such as the mastoid air cells,
inner ear, and skull base that are beyond its reach.

This paper presents an overview on types and causes of hearing loss in the context of ear surgery;
a brief history of surgical instruments used to access the internal anatomy of the ear focusing on the
powered surgical instruments, specifically electric drills and ultrasonic devices; an overview of the
two main surgical procedures of MES and TEES used in ear surgery to access the internal anatomy of
the ear; and a review of the literature on the potential for hearing loss caused by noise and vibrations
produced by powered surgical instruments used in MES and TEES procedures, together with the
presentation of previously unpublished data on the use of the ultrasonic aspirator, a powered surgical
instrument, used in TEES.

2. Types and Causes of Hearing Loss

2.1. Types of Hearing Loss

Hearing loss falls into three broad categories: conductive hearing loss, sensorineural hearing loss
and mixed hearing loss. Conductive hearing loss generally occurs when a physical impediment or
barrier prevents the transmission of sound waves through the pathway from the outer ear through
to the middle ear. Such impediments or barriers can range from a simple buildup of ear wax,
accumulation of fluid within the ear due to an infection or an abnormal growth such as bony tissue
or a tumor. The other type of hearing loss, sensorineural hearing loss, can be attributed to problems
within the inner ear, primarily the cochlea and associated hair cells or the vestibulocochlear nerve
(cranial nerve VIII). Sensorineural hearing loss can be caused by either intrinsic factors such as genetics
resulting in congenital abnormalities, or extrinsic factors such as inner ear infections; ototoxic drugs
such as aminoglycosides and cisplatin; or exposure to high noise levels both over an extended period
of time such as in an industrial workplace, prolonged use of headphones or concert/entertainment
venues or a single discrete event such as a blast of noise from equipment, gun shot, or bomb blast.
The third type of hearing loss, mixed hearing loss, as the name implies, is a combination of the other
two types of hearing loss [1].

2.2. Hearing Loss and Powered Surgical Instruments

Hearing loss as related to powered surgical instruments has primarily been studied from two
perspectives: noise levels (air-conducted) and vibrations (bone-conducted). The vast majority of
studies have focused on noised-induced hearing loss, which is a clear subcategory of sensorineural
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hearing loss, while vibrations, or more precisely, skull vibrations, have garnered much less attention
until recently and deserve further study and consideration. Such hearing loss is measured based on
the degree to which the hearing threshold sensitivity has risen and is classified as either a permanent
threshold shift or a temporary threshold shift [2]. Most sensorineural hearing loss caused by powered
surgical instruments fortunately falls into the temporary threshold shift category.

Separate from these two types of hearing loss caused by powered surgical instruments is the
physical contact of an instrument with the ossicular chain. Such drill-to-bone contact results in
vibrations which are transmitted via the ossicular chain to the cochlea. The subsequent damage to the
cochlea generally results in permanent hearing loss. However, this hearing loss can be attributed to
surgeon error rather than conventional use of the surgical instrument itself.

2.2.1. Noised-Induced Hearing Loss

Noised-induced hearing loss can, as alluded to above, be caused by either chronic, accumulative,
and gradual exposure, or an acute, one-time event. The chronic, accumulative, and gradual exposure
is generally defined in terms of daily exposure over years. Specifically, the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has set down the recommended exposure limit (REL)
as 85 decibels, A-weighted (dBA) for an 8-h time-weighted average (TWA) [3] while the acute,
one-time event is generally set at 140 dB or higher [4]. However, any noise-induced hearing loss
caused by powered surgical instruments falls into an undefined category between these two defined
categories. While the noise levels tend to fall within chronic category, surgery time is only measured in
minutes up to a couple of hours on a single day, rather than accumulated hours over multiple days.
Moreover, while the noise levels generated by powered surgical instruments fall below noise levels
defined as dangerous for acute one-time events, the fact that these instruments are used directly within
the anatomy of the ear needs to be factored in.

The connection between possible noise-induced hearing loss and powered surgical instruments
used during ear surgery has long been a source of concern and study in the case of surgical drills [5–8],
as well as a recent target of research in the case of ultrasonic devices [9].

2.2.2. Vibration-Induced Hearing Loss

The second potential way that powered surgical instruments can cause sensorineural hearing
loss is by skull vibrations generated by these instruments. This cause has not been totally
ignored, but has not received the same amount of attention over the years as noise levels.
Moreover, occupational standards are not widely codified, particularly in regard to hearing, as opposed
to damage to the circulatory system through the use of hand-held heavy equipment which can result
in what is known as hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS), a type of Raynaud’s syndrome [10].
Vibrations have been posited to cause damage to hearing through inner ear damage and Seki et al. [11]
and Miyasaka [12] have both posited that morphological changes, specifically permeability, occur in
stria vascularis capillaries, when the auditory ossicles or mastoid are subjected to vibrations.
Again, as was the case with noised-induced hearing loss, vibration-induced hearing loss has been
studied with surgical drills [10,13,14], but less so with ultrasonic devices [15].

3. History of Otological Surgical Instruments

Progress in ear surgery has, like other surgical fields, been driven primarily by progress in the
development of appropriate instruments. These instruments were often originally designed with
another purpose in mind, often dentistry, but were eventually adapted by enterprising ear surgeons
who co-opted them for their own purposes. Mudry has reported on the history of instruments in ear
surgery and divided this history into three periods: trepans (Figure 2a); chisels and gouges (Figure 2b):
and electrical drills (Figure 2c [16]. The introduction of powered TEES has added a fourth period of
ultrasonic devices (Figure 2d) [17].
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2. (a) Surgical instruments for trepanning. Engraving with etching by T. Jefferys.
Credit: Wellcome Collection. CC BY (b) Tools for mastoidectomy [18]. (c) Visao® High-Speed Otologic
Drill, Medtronic, Shinagawa, Tokyo, Japan). (d) Sonopet® Omni, (model UST-2001 Ultrasonic Surgical
Aspirator, Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA).

3.1. Pre-Powered Surgical Instruments

Though scattered references have been found throughout history that may be describing
a mastoidectomy-like procedure such as by Galen of Pergamon (129 A.D−210 A.D.) [19].
Surgical instruments had only developed to the point where a mastoidectomy could seriously be
contemplated in the 18th century. These developments were attributed to advances made in metallurgy
and machine tooling that fueled the Industrial Revolution and underscore the critical importance of
technological advances outside medicine, leading to breakthroughs in medical procedures.

3.2. Powered Surgical Drills

The powered surgical drill, as opposed to a hand drill type instrument such as a trepan, was first
used in the 1880s. However, its use did not catch on, and like many new approaches, was a bit ahead
of its time. Instead, the electric drill was reintroduced into otological practice in the late 1920s by Julius
Lempert, who is commonly recognized as the father of the use of the electric drill in ear surgery [16].
The electrical drill has been the workhorse in ear surgery up until the present day.

3.3. Ultrasonic Devices

A new type of device technology began to make an appearance in the medical literature around
the 1970s: ultrasonic devices. Broadly speaking, three types of ultrasonic devices used in surgery
have appeared on the market: cavitation ultrasonic aspirators or CUSA devices; piezoelectric devices;
and ultrasonic aspirators equipped with longitudinal and torsional oscillation.

A CUSA instrument selectively targets the fluid in soft tissue such as tumors, but leaves hard
tissue such as bone untouched [20]. CUSAs are quite frequently used in neurosurgery [21] and
renal surgery [22] and have enabled surgeons in these fields to remove tumor tissue located in areas
with little room for error with less possibility of damaging anatomical structures in comparison to
electric drills.

Piezoelectric devices are another type of ultrasonic device that can cut both bone and
soft tissue depending on the frequency setting [23]. These devices are another example of
borrowing a tool primarily used in dental surgery and expanding its reach into a wide variety
of fields, including craniofacial surgery, to perform osteotomies [24] and ear surgery to perform
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mastoidectomies [25]. However, some surgeons have found that piezoelectric devices compare
unfavorably to electric drills in terms of bone cutting power and speed [9].

A third type of ultrasonic device offers the reverse of the CUSA by targeting hard tissue such as
bone and leaving soft tissue relatively untouched. Both the CUSA and this new type of ultrasonic
aspirator that removes only bone are often referred to in the literature as an ultrasonic bone curette
(UBC) because they can both use the same handpiece to which a specialized tip is attached. These third
types of ultrasonic aspirators remove bone using a longitudinal oscillation (L mode) or longitudinal
and torsional oscillation (LT mode) to emulsify bone and these L mode/LT mode UBCs have been used
in fields such as neurosurgery [26], paranasal sinus surgery [27], maxillofacial surgery [28], and spinal
surgery [29].

Our original paper on powered TEES referred to the ultrasonic aspirator which we used as
a Sonopet® UBC [17]. However, this ultrasonic aspirator that we used and still use today, emerged on
the market in the early 2000s and has passed through a number of companies [30]. This ultrasonic
aspirator is today more properly called the Sonopet® Omni and uses an H101 tip (model UST-2001
Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator, Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA) (Figure 3).

 

Figure 3. (a) Sonopet® Omni, (model UST-2001 Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator, Stryker Corporation,
Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA). (b) Bone removal view (c) Aspirator view.

It is the Sonopet® Omni together with its H101 tip that has allowed us to perform powered TEES.
The ability of this Sonopet® Omni to target bone while generally avoiding soft tissue made it the
perfect tool for working within the narrow confines of the external auditory canal and for removing
bone from the ear canal. In addition, the Sonopet® Omni not only removes bone, but also has irrigation
and aspiration functions that were critical in opening the door to powered TEES, as will be described
below. However, little information has been reported on the safety of the Sonopet® Omni in terms of
noise levels and vibrations [15], which will also be discussed below.

4. History of Otological Surgical Procedures

The primary otological surgical procedure has been the mastoidectomy. A mastoidectomy
involves the removal of the bone behind the ear in order to access the internal anatomy of the ear.
However, the tools used in performing a mastoidectomy and related objectives and considerations in
terms of safety have changed dramatically over the years. Moreover, since around the turn of the 20th
century, a new surgical approach, TEES, has emerged that circumvents the need for a mastoidectomy.
It should be noted that TEES has not totally eliminated the need for a mastoidectomy; some surgeons
have yet to adopt the procedure and some procedures are not indicated for TEES. Moreover, TEES has
raised its own safety issues that need to be addressed.

4.1. Pre-MES Procedures

Once tools were available for removing bone, humans opened holes in skulls for various purposes.
The objective in prehistoric and early historic times could have been to release evil spirits, while other
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procedures may have been to relieve a buildup of pressure within the skull. This pressure buildup
could be due to the presence of excess fluids caused by internal hemorrhaging or infection. Prior to the
development of antibiotics and the appropriate tools, the main concern of otologists was the treatment
of middle ear infections that resulted in pus accumulating within the ear, and having nowhere to go,
were potentially life threatening. Such procedures often involved simple incisions of the tympanic
membrane or abscesses located inside or outside of the ear. The French physician Ambroise Paré was
the first to be credited in the 16th century with making a surgical incision to drain such an infection [19].

The first confirmed mastoidectomy is credited to the French surgeon Jean Louis Petit in 1736 [16]
and thereafter the mastoidectomy became a standard, but not universally practiced part of ear surgery
from around 1860 [19]. A mastoidectomy was sometimes performed to allow draining of the pus and
cleaning out of the infected area. However, removing the mastoid bone using the hand-drill-like trepan
or by chipping away at the bone using chisels and gouges did not offer the level of control needed.
Some patients were reported to have developed post-operative meningitis and subsequently died,
an outcome which would have been due to removing too much bone and tissue. The inadequacy of
the pre-powered age surgical instruments led to the mastoidectomy falling out of favor.

It should be noted that since these mastoidectomies were often performed as a life saving measure
with little to no regard to the potential damage to internal ear anatomy and hearing caused by the
surgical instruments. It is not a stretch, however, to assume that those patients who survived probably
did have hearing loss. Eventually, Gustave Bondy developed improvements to the mastoidectomy
with the aim of preserving the middle ear anatomical structures and better results were achieved.
Bondy’s improvements and the introduction of the electric drill resulted in the mastoidectomy
becoming a mainstay of ear surgery. This situation improved even further with the introduction
of antibiotics in the 1940s, which dramatically cut down on the severity of middle ear infections [19].

4.2. MES Procedures

While the introduction of an electric drill was a major breakthrough in ear surgery, an equally
important breakthrough was the introduction of the microscope. This breakthrough is generally
attributed to Dr. William House in the mid-1950s [31]. The combination of the widespread use of
antibiotics and the microscope led to the development of new surgical possibilities and techniques
under the general category of microscopic ear surgery (MES). A majority of these procedures still
involve the mastoidectomy as a first step to opening up the internal anatomy of the ear to the enhanced
visualization afforded by the microscope. At the same time, higher standards emerged in terms of
preserving hearing and preventing hearing loss. Concerns thus began to be raised, and are still raised
today, about the potential for noised-induced hearing loss due to the use of these electric drills.

Figure 4a shows a close-up view of a mastoidectomy in progress while Figure 4b shows the typical
set up of the operating room and positioning of surgeons when performing an MES procedure.

 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

Figure 4. Microscopic ear surgery (MES) (a) A mastoidectomy in progress. (b) Surgeons performing MES.
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4.3. TEES Procedures

While MES is still, by far, the common surgical approach employed in ear surgery, transcanal
endoscopic ear surgery (TEES) has emerged as a viable alternative in the last twenty years.
The microscope is not used in TEES, but instead an endoscope is employed to access and visualize
the internal anatomy of the ear through the external auditory canal instead of the more invasive
mastoidectomy approach. Even though the endoscope has long been a standard part of surgery in
other surgical fields, ear surgeons have had to face a unique set of anatomical and technological
challenges that delayed the use of the endoscope within the ear. Endoscopes equipped with cameras
were first used together with the microscope when performing mastoidectomies in the 1990s as a way
to get a better view of the internal anatomy of the ear [32]. The first surgeries performed completely
via the external auditory canal with the endoscope alone were reported on by Dr. Muaaz Tarabichi in
1997 [33] and once again in 1999 [34]. TEES really took off after 2008 with the further development of the
3-charged-coupled device (CCD) camera connected to high definition (HD) monitors, which resulted in
high-resolution images during surgery of the tiny structures of the ear [35,36]. Figure 5a illustrates how
the endoscope and forceps can be simultaneously inserted into the external auditory canal to perform
TEES, and Figure 5b shows the typical set up of the operating room and positioning of surgeons when
performing a TEES procedure.

 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 5. Transcanal endoscopic ear surgery (TEES) (a) Accessing the internal anatomy of the ear with
an endoscope via the external auditory canal. (b) A surgeon performing TEES.

TEES offers a number of advantages over MES, including no need to perform an invasive
mastoidectomy which requires bone loss, better visualization of the surgical field, the ability to
see into deep recesses within the ear, no disfiguring retroauricular scarring, and a quicker recovery
time. Moreover, most TEES procedures are performed entirely without powered surgical instruments,
which eliminates the potential for sensorineural hearing loss resulting from noise levels or vibrations.
However, the “conventional” or what we have unofficially dubbed “non-powered” TEES can be
performed only so far into the middle ear, but a subset of TEES procedures use the Sonopet® Omni
to remove bone within the middle ear and enable access to the antrum which we call powered TEES.
Figure 6 illustrates the internal anatomy of the middle ear (Figure 6a); the scope of the indications for
non-powered TEES which can only reach into the inferior portion of the attic (Figure 6b); and the scope
of the indications for powered TEES that can reach into the antrum (Figure 6c). This figure underscores
that the Sonopet® Omni is reaching deep into the middle ear and closer to the ossicular chain and
cochlea, which raises the specter of sensorineural hearing loss resulting from noise levels or vibrations,
and is addressed below.
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(a) 

 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6. Revised system for staging and classifying of middle ear cholesteatomas to be treated by
non-TEES based on the PTAM System for Staging and Classification of Middle Ear Cholesteatomas as
proposed by the Japan Otological Society [37] (a) The middle ear (P: protympanum; T: tympanic cavity;
A: attic; An: antrum; M: mastoid cells). (b) Non-powered TEES (orange overlay). (c) Powered TEES
(yellow overlay).

5. Generation of Noise and Vibrations by Otological Surgical Instruments and Hearing Loss

5.1. Pre-MES Procedures

One can reliably posit that the surgical instruments and procedures used in the pre-MES period
were so crude that sensorineural hearing loss was common, but no data is available.

5.2. MES Procedures

5.2.1. Drill Generated Noise Levels

Many researchers have conducted basic research targeting the problem of measuring the noise
levels generated by surgical drills in a non-clinical setting. Among the earliest studies of drill
generated noise levels and most frequently cited is that of Kylén and Arlinger [5], published in
1976. They measured vibrations generated by drills using isolated temporal bones and cadavers,
whereafter the data was then converted into equivalent air-borne noise levels. They found that the
isolated temporal bones produced lower noise levels than cadavers, and thus concluded that cadavers
better simulated real surgical conditions. The maximum equivalent air-borne noise levels were found
to be around 100 dB, which falls below the 130 to 140 dB threshold for causing permanent hearing loss
from an acute one-time exposure. The same group reported additional results in 1977 [6], looking at
different variables focusing on the size of the burr; the type of the burr; (sizes: 2-mm, 4-mm and 6-mm
burrs; types: diamond versus cutting burrs); drill rotation speed; and location of drilling. They found
that the smaller the burr, the lower the noise levels, as well as that lower noise levels were obtained
with diamond burrs, as opposed to cutting burrs with the highest noise level of 108 dB discovered
with a 6-mm cutting burr. They further found that drill rotation speed and location of drilling had
little effect on noise levels.

Several researchers subsequently collected intraoperative in vivo data with the objective of getting
a better picture of drill generated noise during real-life conditions. Holmquist et al. [38] reported higher
in vivo noise levels in 1979 from the contralateral ear (the ear which was not being operated on) of six
patients while undergoing a mastoidectomy on the ipsilateral ear (the ear which was being operated
on). They reported noise levels in excess of the 108 dB recorded by the Kylén group at 116 dBA for
8-mm burrs; 109 dBA for 4-mm burrs; and surprisingly, a dangerously high 125 dBA for 2-mm burrs.
Hickey and Fitzgerald O’Connor [39] conducted an in vivo study in 1991 in which they attempted
to directly measure the drill-generated noise levels by monitoring intraoperative electrocochleographic
(ECoG) noise levels and calculating these levels by using a masking technique. They were able to
determine that drill-generated noise levels were present in excess of 90 dBHL at the level of the cochlea,
but were unable to determine peak values.
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Other researchers collected data on postoperative sensorineural hearing loss in the contralateral
ear in order to attempt to eliminate surgical trauma as a possible cause of hearing loss from surgery,
while at the same time acknowledging the added distance between the contralateral and ipsilateral
ears. Man and Winerman [40] conducted a study on 62 patients and reported in 1985 that they found
a minimal difference between the peak noise levels which did not exceed 84 dB in the ipsilateral
ear and 82 dB in the contralateral ear. Moreover, they found no hearing loss in the contralateral ear,
but did find loss in 16 out of the 62 patients in the ipsilateral ear. They suggested that these results
indicated that drill-generated noise levels did not cause sensorineural hearing loss. daCruz et al. [41]
reported on drill-induced hearing loss in the contralateral ear in 1997 based on determining outer hair
cell (OHC) function using distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE). They found a change
in the amplitude of the intraoperative DPOAE in 2 out of 12 patients undergoing temporal bone
surgery, indicating a transient OHC dysfunction that subsequently returned to normal. This transient
but reversed dysfunction was attributed to drill-generated noise levels. Goyal et al. [42] reported on
the effect of mastoid bone drilling on the contralateral ear in 2013 based on otoacoustic emissions
(OAE). Their study looked at the results for 30 patients and they stated that 15 of these patients
exhibited a reduction in postoperative OAE levels out of which only 10 out of 15 completely recovered.
However, data was only collected for up to 72 h, which makes a definite conclusion that the hearing
loss was permanent a bit premature. In contrast, in two similar studies, Baradaranfar et al. in 2015 [43]
and Latheef et al. [44] in 2018 reported transient hearing losses that all had disappeared by 72 h,
while Badarudeen et al. [45] in 2018 reported transient hearing losses that were still present on the 7th
day after surgery.

The above findings thus paint a mixed picture on transient hearing loss in the contralateral ear
caused by drilling.

5.2.2. Drill Generated Vibrations

Recent studies which have examined skull vibrations have indicated that this factor should not be
discounted. Suits et al. reported on a guinea pig model in 1993 which was used to measure both noise
and vibration levels based on the auditory brainstem response (ABR). They did find that a temporary
threshold shift occurred, but that the shift had disappeared by three weeks [13]. In 2001, Zou et al.
also created a guinea pig model and compared the results for younger animals versus older animals
when they were exposed to both noise and noise + vibrations. They reported that the older animals
were more vulnerable to a threshold shift and that the sound-induced threshold shift was significantly
less than the vibration + sound-induced threshold shift at three days after exposure [14]. The same
group of researchers reported in 2007 that temporal bone vibration in a guinea pig model showed
that vibrations at high frequencies caused more severe hearing loss than at lower frequencies, but that
the threshold shift was generally temporary [10]. However, Hilmi et al. contended that high speed
drills do not produce sufficient high levels of high frequency skull vibrations to result in damage to
hearing [8].

5.2.3. Hearing Loss after MES Procedures

A commonly accepted range for the incidence of sensorineural hearing loss in the ipsilateral ear
after ear surgery is from 1.2% to 4.5% of patients. The higher figure of 4.5% is from a study of 1680 ear
surgeries reported by Palva et al. [46] in 1973, and the lower figure of 1.2% is from a study of 2,303 ear
surgeries performed from 1965 to 1980, reported by Tos et al. [47] in 1984. What is notable about these
papers is that they are among the first large scale studies published in the literature and that they
are from more than close to 35 years ago. Both authors attributed some of these hearing losses to
the surgeon being too aggressive in the area of the ossicular chain, and Tos et al. [47] in particular,
noted that the incidence of sensorineural hearing loss was lower in patients treated from 1974 to
1980. They attributed this drop to better technique and better drills. In 1989, Doménech et al. [48]
reported what they characterize as an important sensorineural hearing loss after tympanoplasty in
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a larger percentage of patients at 16.7% than previously reported in literature, but the hearing loss
was restricted to over 8000 Hz, which is typically not measured. Urquhart et al. [7] reported in
1992 that they found no evidence of an even temporary threshold shift after ear surgery in a patient
group of 40; however, they only tested up to 4000 Hz. A recent study by Kent et al. [49] in 2017
looked at factors of the experience of the surgeon and the use of a powered drill in hearing outcomes
for patients undergoing a tympanoplasty which required drilling in the ear canal, a less invasive
procedure than a mastoidectomy, and they found that neither factor exhibited a correlation with
high-frequency hearing loss. In contrast, Al Anazy et al. [50] found in 2016 that the experience of
the surgeon was a significant factor, but the use of a drill was not significant in the incidence of
postoperative sensorineural hearing loss between 500 Hz to 4000 Hz after tympanoplasty which was
7% for residents, but only 1% for more experienced surgeons. However, they could not identify any
obvious errors on the part of the residents.

Thus, the literature as it relates to the role of powered surgical instruments, specifically electric
drills in postoperative sensorineural hearing loss, is inconclusive at best, and depends on the study
design and definition of postoperative sensorineural hearing loss.

5.3. TEES Procedures

While a considerable amount of study has been done on noise-induced and vibration-induced
hearing loss caused by surgical drills when performing MES, ultrasonic devices have not been studied
in similar depth. CUSA devices are not used in ear surgery, and a search of the literature did not reveal
any related studies from outside of ear surgery. Kramer et al. [9] look at the potential for noise trauma
caused by piezoelectric devices in craniofacial osteotomies and concluded that piezoelectric devices
offer no advantage over regular drills in acoustic properties. They ultimately recommended using
a drill because of the slower speed of the piezoelectric device. Research on TEES and the Sonopet®

Omni has, to our knowledge, only been conducted by our own group. The reason for this difference is
that, as stated above, TEES procedures do not usually require the use of electric drills and only the
small, but important subset of powered TEES, employ an ultrasonic aspirator together with a standard
drill. The Sonopet® Omni is inserted via the external auditory canal and used to remove part of the
canal wall to expose the antrum while the surgical drill is used to polish a bony shelf which is designed
to protect the facial nerve.

We took it upon ourselves to collect data on noise levels and vibration levels produced by the Sonopet®

Omni and compare it to data collected for standard surgical drills. The data on noise levels is presented
herein for the first time while the data on skull vibrations was previously published in 2013 [15].

5.3.1. Ultrasonic Aspirator Generated Noise Levels

Our study was designed to confirm that the noise levels generated by an ultrasonic aspirator during
powered TEES fall within safe levels and should not induce sensorineural hearing loss. The study
was conducted from September 2014 to February 2015 and data was collected during surgery from
patients undergoing a powered TEES procedure to remove a cholesteatoma with a total of 14 patients
(5 males/9 females) ranging in age from 15 to 76 and a median age of 50. All patients underwent
a transcanal atticoantrotomy which was performed using a Sonopet® Omni ultrasonic aspirator (model
UST-2001 Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator, Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA) in the LT
(longitudinal-torsion) mode at 25 kHz (Figure 3a) and a high-speed drill with a curved burr at
80,000 rpm/1333 Hz (Visao® High-Speed Otologic Drill, Medtronic, Shinagawa, Tokyo, Japan) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The high-speed drill with a curved burr at 80,000 rpm/1333 Hz (Visao® High-Speed
Otologic Drill, Medtronic, Shinagawa, Tokyo, Japan) used for polishing bone during the
transcanal atticoantrotomy.

The noise levels were measured at 10 cm (Figure 8a and 70 cm (Figure 8b) from the devices from
0.5 kHz to 16 kHz. These distances were selected because 10 cm is the closest that it was physically
possible to measure noise levels generated within the external auditory canal and 70 cm represents
the distance to the surgeon’s ear. The noise level at 70 cm was measured in our original study
because when new powered instruments are introduced, it is important to take into consideration
the potential for hearing loss for anyone in the operating room due to long term noise exposure.
Furthermore, we only measured up to 16 kHz despite the Sonopet® LT mode generating frequencies
of up to 25 kHz, because standard noise measurement equipment can only measure up to 16 kHz,
which is also close to the maximum auditory threshold of a normal adult. The results for both the
Sonopet® Omni and the Visao® drill at 10 cm were at 85 dB or below with the noise levels lower for
the Sonopet® Omni up to 2000 Hz and higher for the Sonopet® Omni from 4000 Hz to 16,000 Hz.
The results for both the Sonopet® Omni and the Visao® drill at 70 cm were below 70 dB with the noise
levels for the Sonopet® Omni lower or equal to the Visao® drill up to 8000 Hz and higher for the
Sonopet® Omni from 8000 Hz to 16,000 Hz.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Air-conducted noise levels measured at 10 cm from the tip of the tool; (b) Air-conducted
noise levels measured at 70 cm from the tip of the tool.

5.3.2. Ultrasonic Aspirator Generated Vibration Levels

Our group conducted a study designed to determine the vibration levels generated by an
ultrasonic aspirator and compare the ultrasonic aspirator vibration levels to those of two surgical
drills: an Osteon® drill at 20,000 rpm/333 Hz (Zimmer Biomet, Warsaw, Indiana, USA) and a Visao®

High-speed Otologic Drill at 40,000 rpm/667 Hz and 80,000 rpm/1333 Hz (Medtronic, Shinagawa,
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Tokyo, Japan) [15]. All measurements were taken during an MES mastoidectomy and the skull bone
vibrations were measured with a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film taped to the forehead as
shown in Figure 9. PVDF is a piezoelectric material and the charge builds up in the PVDF film in
response to any applied mechanical stress.

Figure 9. The setup for measuring skull vibrations using PolyVinylidene DiFluoride film.

Figure 10 shows the mean values of the measured skull vibrations and the background noise level
at four frequency bands. In the frequency bands of 500–2000 Hz and 2000–8000 Hz, the mean values of
the Sonopet® Omni with an LT-vibration tip did not exceed the values for the Visao® revolution speed
of 40k rpm or 80k rpm as well as the Osteon® drill. The peak values of skull vibrations by the Sonopet®

Omni with an LT-vibration tip were lower than the vibrations of Visao® at 40 k rpm in the band of
500–2000 Hz; those of Visao® at 80k rpm in the bands of 500–2000 Hz and 2000–8000 Hz; and those
of Osteon® in the bands of 500–2000 Hz and 2000–8000 Hz. No significant differences in the skull
vibrations were observed among the three instruments below 500 Hz or above 8000 Hz.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Mean values for vibration levels. (b) Peak values for vibration levels.

Figure 11 shows the power spectrum produced by the Sonopet® at 25 kHz in LT-mode versus
background noise for the purpose of reference.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the power spectrum produced by the Sonopet® at 25 kHz in LT mode versus
background noise.

5.3.3. Hearing loss and TEES procedures

Our group has performed powered TEES since approximately 2011, and we have yet to
record any postoperative sensorineural hearing loss in any patient up to a frequency of 8000 Hz.
Thus, powered TEES can be performed, when indicated, without the worry of postoperative
sensorineural hearing loss up to the highest measurable frequency.

6. Conclusions

The early days of ear surgery often focused on saving the lives of patients with little regard to
postoperative hearing loss. However, the end of the 19th century and into the 20th century saw the
introduction and steady improvement of surgical approaches and tools, particularly powered surgical
instruments in the form of electric drills for MES and, more recently, ultrasonic aspirators for powered
TEES. Concerns were raised about the impact that these powered surgical instruments could have
on sensorineural hearing loss, and research has been done looking at both noise-induced hearing
loss and vibration-induced hearing loss caused by powered surgical instruments when performing
MES. The results of this research are long and often contradictory, as related to conventional MES
and postoperative sensorineural hearing loss, particularly as related to high frequency hearing loss.
Thus, effort and research should continue to be expended toward improving both MES techniques and
electric drill noise level specifications, because MES, as stated above, will continue to be a standard and
essential part of ear surgery, particularly in the areas of the mastoid air cells, inner ear, and skull base.

The introduction of TEES in the late 20th century eliminated the issue of sensorineural hearing
loss for a circumscribed set of middle ear procedures because non-powered TEES does not require the
use of powered surgical instruments. However, the emergence of powered TEES in the 21th century,
once again, required that the research be conducted anew related to the use of powered surgical
instruments, specifically the ultrasonic aspirator and curved burr, directly within the confines of the
EAC and postoperative sensorineural hearing loss. We presented our research herein on whether
powered TEES could be shown to cause either noise-induced hearing loss or vibration-induced
hearing loss, and we found that powered TEES is as safe as, if not safer, in regard to the potential for
postoperative sensorineural hearing loss than MES based on the data which we collected on noise
levels, vibration levels, and the occurrence of postoperative sensorineural hearing loss for powered
TEES. Thus, while MES will continue to be an essential part of ear surgery, surgeons can now rest
assured that, when indicated, powered TEES can be performed safely and does not present any more
of a risk of postoperative sensorineural hearing loss than MES.
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